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Introduction

Thought must never submit, neither to a dogma, nor to a party, nor to a passion, nor to an interest, nor to a preconceived idea, nor to whatever it may be, save to the facts themselves, because, for thought, submission would mean ceasing to be.

— Henri Poincaré, 1909

The purpose of this thesis is to systematically study languages for specifying and reasoning about mixed inductive-coinductive structures and processes. We will focus mostly on type theoretic and category theoretic languages, but some of the reasoning principles are based on standard bisimulations and up-to techniques. In the course of this thesis, we will analyse existing simple type theories that allow the specification of inductive-coinductive processes, and we will exhibit several reasoning principles for these type theories: through category theory, by using coinductive predicates and relations combined with up-to techniques, in form of a logic, and in certain cases by automatic decision procedures. Moreover, we will develop a dependent type theory, both category theoretically and as a syntactic calculus, that is based solely on inductive-coinductive types. As we will see, this type theory can serve as a framework for quite general inductive-coinductive definitions and proofs, and forms the pinnacle in expressivity of this thesis.

In the remainder of this introduction, we will motivate the study of inductive-coinductive reasoning and provide an overview of the developments that happen throughout this thesis. To illustrate why it is important to study inductive-coinductive reasoning in its own right, we will first discuss an example of an inductive-coinductive property that pervades this thesis and that illustrates beautifully how inductive-coinductive reasoning arises naturally in Mathematics and Computer Science. Afterwards, we will give a brief historical overview, discuss the problems that will be tackled in this thesis and detail the approach that we take. We will finish the introduction with a discussion of the contributions and outline of this thesis.

Background and Motivation

Are you sitting comfortably? Then let us dive into the story of mixed induction-coinduction and how it can help us in the practice of Mathematics and Computer Science.

Induction and coinduction are threads that cross the landscape of Mathematics and Computer Science as methods to define objects and reason about them. Of these two, induction is by far the better known technique, although disguised coinduction has always been around. It was only in recent years that we began to see through this disguise and developed coinduction as a technique in its own right. This led to some remarkable theory under the umbrella of coalgebra and to striking applications of coinduction.

One of the topics in coalgebra that is actively researched are so-called behavioural differential equations (BDE) [Rut03, Rut05], which allow for very concise and intuitive process specifications, analogous to the differential equations from Mathematical Analysis. However, BDEs also inherit
from their analytic counterpart the problem that a system of equations may specify impossible
behaviour, and therefore may not have a unique solution or may have no solution at all. The
starting point of the research, which led up to this thesis, was thus to extend the known formats
for BDEs to cover wider application areas, while guaranteeing that the specified behaviour in these
more general formats is still well-defined. Once we have the ability to specify processes, it is
natural to also investigate reasoning principles for such processes to, for example, to be able to
compare their behaviour. Generalising process specifications and exhibiting reasoning principles for
these processes were the two main goals of the NWO project “Behavioural Differential Equations”
(612.001.021), in which part of the research for this thesis has been conducted. So how does mixed
induction-coinduction fit into this agenda?

As it turns out, induction and coinduction are complementary techniques, they are dual in a
precise sense that we will discuss later. Being complementary, it is often necessary to use both
techniques or even intertwine them. The combination of induction and coinduction allows us, for
instance, to construe forms of behavioural differential equations whose expressiveness exceeds that
of the currently available forms. We will also see that combined induction-coinduction is often
used implicitly, just like induction and coinduction used to be. Thus, the purpose of this thesis is
to systematically study the combination of induction and coinduction, which I hope, if anything,
inspires others to work on and use inductive-coinductive techniques.

The perspective that we will take in this thesis is that of logic and computation. However, this
should not limit the applicability of the results presented in this thesis to Computer Science. Rather,
the logics developed here are largely independent of the field, as are many of the ideas. I think that
many objects that occur in Mathematics, Computer Science, and other branches of science, in which
we build formal models, lend themselves to a mixed inductive-coinductive description. Therefore, I
wish to demonstrate, besides presenting general theory, also the use of inductive-coinductive objects
in an accessible way. That being said, some parts of this thesis presuppose knowledge of category
theory (Section 4.2 and Chapter 6) and an understanding of dependent type theory (Chapter 6
and Chapter 7). To support a reader unfamiliar with any of these, we provide in Section 6.1 a
short introduction to dependent type theory, and introduce some notations and non-standard bits
of category theory in Chapter 2. Despite these requirements, I hope that the reader may still find
pleasure in reading this thesis, and may obtain new insights from examples like that in Section 7.3.

**Induction and Coinduction**

So what are induction and coinduction? And how can their combination contribute to our under-
standing of problems in Mathematics and Computer Science and help solving these problems? The
way we will approach these questions is through the slogan that

| inductive objects describe terminating computations and values, whereas |
| coinductive objects describe the behaviour of observable processes. |

Consider, for instance, natural numbers and infinite sequences, from here on called streams, of
natural numbers. The former illustrate the idea of terminating computations that result in values:
every computation on natural numbers terminates in either zero or the successor of another natural
number. For instance, the number “1” is a value, since it is the successor of zero, whereas “1 + 2”
is not a value but it computes to the value “3”. Streams of natural numbers, on the other hand, are
observable processes. To illustrate this, let us picture a box with a screen labelled “head” that displays a natural number and a button labelled “tail”. If we push the button “tail”, the state of the box may change and a new number may be displayed on the box. We can observe the behaviour of the box by repeatedly pushing the “tail” button and noting down all the numbers that we see, thereby obtaining an arbitrarily long sequence of numbers. This is illustrated in the following diagram, where each square represents the unknown state of the box, the double arrows labelled “head” point to the displayed values, and “tail”-labelled arrows signify state changes through button pushes.

\[\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{head} & \text{tail} & \text{head} & \text{tail} \\
n_0 & n_1 & n_2 & n_3 & \ldots
\end{array}\]

In fact, we can use these descriptions to characterise natural numbers and streams as follows. First of all, for a given type \(X\), we will write \(x : X\) if \(x\) is an element of type \(X\). Let \(N\) be a type of natural numbers and \(N^\omega\) a type of streams over natural numbers, both of which we will characterise now without further specifying their internal structure. We have already said that the natural numbers are characterised by having an element zero and a successor map, that is, there is an element \(0 : N\) and a map \(\text{suc} : N \to N\). In contrast to this, the streams come with two maps \(\text{hd} : N^\omega \to N\) and \(\text{tl} : N^\omega \to N^\omega\) that allow us to obtain the head and the tail of a stream. Note that the structure on \(N\) allows us to construct elements of \(N\), hence we will refer to \(0\) and \(\text{suc}\) generally as constructors. Streams have the dual property, their structure is determined by maps out of \(N^\omega\), the observations \(\text{hd}\) and \(\text{tl}\) that we can make on streams. Suppose now that \(X\) is a type that comes with a distinguished element \(x_0 : X\) and a map \(s : X \to X\). We will compactly denote this as a triple \((X; x_0; s)\) and call it an algebra. What makes \(N\) special among such algebras is that there is a unique map \(f : N \to X\), such that, for all \(n : N\),

\[f(0) = x_0 \quad \text{and} \quad f(\text{suc}(n)) = s(f(n)).\]  

(1.1)

This is summed up by saying that \((N, 0, \text{suc})\) is initial among all algebras \((X, x_0 : X, s : X \to X)\). Dually, streams are characterised by the property that \((N^\omega, \text{hd}, \text{tl})\) is final among all coalgebras \((Y, h : Y \to N, t : Y \to Y)\), which means that there is a unique map \(g : Y \to N^\omega\) such that, for all \(y : Y\)

\[\text{hd}(g(y)) = h(y) \quad \text{and} \quad \text{tl}(g(y)) = g(t(y)).\]  

(1.2)

We formulate now the properties of inductive and coinductive types more abstractly. Let \(1\) be a type with the property that the point \(x_0\) is equivalently given by a map \(z : 1 \to X\). If the types are sets, then \(1\) is a set with just one element, say \(* : 1\), and we would define \(z(*) = x_0\). Similarly, we require that \(0 : N\) is also given as a map \(\text{zero} : 1 \to N\). These assumptions allow us to express (1.1) more elegantly in terms of composition of maps:

\[f \circ \text{zero} = z \quad \text{and} \quad f \circ \text{suc} = s \circ f.\]  

(1.3)

To express (1.2) in this way, we do not need any further assumptions:

\[\text{hd} \circ g = h \quad \text{and} \quad \text{tl} \circ g = g \circ t.\]  

(1.4)
Chapter 1. Introduction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Natural Numbers (Initial Algebra)</th>
<th>Streams (Final Coalgebra)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constructors: zero and successor</td>
<td>zero: $1 \to N$ suc: $N \to N$</td>
<td>Observations: head and tail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMP</td>
<td>$x_0 : X \xrightarrow{s} X \xrightarrow{f} N \to X$</td>
<td>$h : Y \to N$ $t : Y \to Y$ $g : Y \to N^\omega$ $\text{hd}: N^\omega \to N$ $\text{tl}: N^\omega \to N^\omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\begin{array}{c} \text{zero} \ 1 \ \vdash \ f \downarrow Z \ N \xrightarrow{f} X \end{array}$</td>
<td>$\begin{array}{c} h \downarrow \text{hd} \ Y \xrightarrow{g} N^\omega \ \text{tl} \downarrow \end{array}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\begin{array}{c} f \downarrow N \xrightarrow{f} X \ \downarrow s \ \end{array}$</td>
<td>$\begin{array}{c} g \downarrow N^\omega \ Y \xrightarrow{g} N^\omega \ \end{array}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1.: Defining properties of natural numbers and streams

Let us collect the defining properties of natural numbers and streams: natural numbers are determined by constructors and a universal mapping property (UMP) for maps out of $N$, whereas streams are determined by their observations and a UMP for maps into $N^\omega$. This is summed up in Table 1.1, where we express the existence of the maps $f$ and $g$ as proof rules and the equations (1.3) and (1.4) as commuting diagrams.

To describe in general terms what initial algebras and final coalgebras are, we will work with a category $C$, which is a collection of objects and maps (also called morphisms) between them. We write then $X : C$, if $X$ is an object of $C$, and $f : X \to Y$, if $f$ is a map from $X$ to $Y$ in $C$. The integral feature of categories is that we can compose maps of matching type: Given maps $X \to Y \to Z$ in $C$, there is a composed map $g \circ f : X \to Z$ in $C$. This composition should also resemble the structure of a monoid, in the sense that it is associative, and that for each object $X : C$ there is a distinguished map $\text{id}_X : X \to X$, such that for all $f : X \to Y$, we have $f \circ \text{id}_X = f$ and $\text{id}_Y \circ f = f$. The last bit of lingo that we need is that of a functor. A functor is a map $F : C \to D$ between categories $C$ and $D$ that maps objects and maps in $C$ to objects and maps in $D$, while preserving the types of maps: If $f : X \to Y$ is a map in $C$, then $F(f) : F(X) \to F(Y)$ is a map in $D$. Moreover, such a functor must preserve identities and composition, analogous to monoid homomorphisms, which means that $F(\text{id}_X) = \text{id}_{F(X)}$ and $F(g \circ f) = F(g) \circ F(f)$. Using the language of category theory, we can now describe abstractly what inductive and coinductive objects are.

In general, induction arises from initial algebras and coinduction from final coalgebras. Let $C$ be a category and $F_1, \ldots, F_n$ be functors with $F_k : C \to C$. An algebra for these functors is a tuple $(X, a_1, \ldots, a_n)$, where $X : C$ and $a_k : F_k(X) \to X$. We say that an algebra $(\Theta, c_1, \ldots, c_n)$ is initial, if for each algebra $(X, a_1, \ldots, a_n)$ there is a unique map $\Theta : \Theta \to X$, such that for all $k = 1, \ldots, n$ the following diagram commutes.

\[ F_k(\Theta) \xrightarrow{F_k(f)} F_k(X) \]
\[ \downarrow c_k \downarrow a_k \]
\[ \Theta \to X \]

(1.5)

In this case, we refer to the maps $c_k$ as constructors. Dually, a coalgebra is a tuple $(Y, t_1, \ldots, t_n)$ with
Y : C and \( t_k : Y \rightarrow F_k(Y) \), and \( (\Omega, d_1, \ldots, d_n) \) is final, if for any coalgebra \( (Y, t_1, \ldots, t_n) \) there is a unique map \( g : Y \rightarrow \Omega \) that makes the following diagram commute for \( k = 1, \ldots, n \).

\[
\begin{align*}
Y & \xrightarrow{g} \Omega \\
\downarrow t_k & \quad \downarrow d_k \\
F_k(Y) & \xrightarrow{F_k(g)} F_k(\Omega)
\end{align*}
\]  

Consequently, we call the maps \( d_k \) of a final coalgebra observations. Returning to the original terminology, initial algebras are inductive objects, while final coalgebras are coinductive objects. Moreover, it is fairly easy to see that the natural numbers object, as we described it in Table 1.1, forms with zero and suc an initial algebra for the functors \( F_1, F_2 : C \rightarrow C \) with

\[
\begin{align*}
F_1(X) &= 1 \\
F_1(f) &= \text{id}_X \\
F_2(X) &= X \\
F_2(f) &= f,
\end{align*}
\]

and that the streams object is final for the functors \( G_1, G_2 : C \rightarrow C \) with

\[
\begin{align*}
G_1(X) &= N \\
G_1(f) &= \text{id}_N \\
G_2(X) &= X \\
G_2(f) &= f.
\end{align*}
\]

For instance, given an algebra \( (X, z, s) \), the equation that arises from (1.5) for the constructor zero of the natural numbers is

\[
f \circ \text{zero} = z \circ F_1(f).
\]

Since \( F_1(f) = \text{id}_X \) and by the laws of the category \( C \), this equation reduces to \( f \circ \text{zero} = z \circ \text{id}_X = z \), which is the identity that we have already encountered in (1.3).

### Weaving Together Induction and Coinduction

So far, we have explored inductive and coinductive objects separately. Let us now take a look, again with a computational angle, at an example that crucially combines inductive and coinductive objects.

Suppose we ask ourselves whether a stream \( \sigma \) is contained in another stream \( \tau \), that is, whether all the entries in \( \sigma \) occur in order in \( \tau \). We say that \( \sigma \) is a substream of \( \tau \). For instance, a stream that only consists of ones is certainly a substream of a stream that alternates between zero and one. We can display their relation pictorially as follows, where we draw a line between entries in \( \sigma \) and \( \tau \) to show how they need to be related, in order to prove that \( \sigma \) is a substream of \( \tau \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\tau_1 = \text{tl} \circ \tau \\
\sigma_1 = \text{tl} \circ \sigma
\end{align*}
\]
From this picture, we can extract a process for showing that σ is a substream of τ: The first entry in σ is 1, which we can match with a 1 in τ by skipping the first entry in τ. Thus, we have \( \text{hd} \circ \sigma = \text{hd} \circ \tau_1 \), where \( \tau_1 = \text{tl} \circ \tau \). Having found the first match, we continue with the second entry in σ. Indeed, we can match the second entry by \( \text{hd} \circ \sigma_1 = \text{hd} \circ \tau_2 \), where \( \sigma_1 = \text{tl} \circ \sigma \) and \( \tau_2 = \text{tl} \circ \text{tl} \circ \tau_1 \). This process can be continued indefinitely, hence it is a coinductive process. However, we note that it is important that finding an entry of σ in τ must not be an infinite process, for otherwise the entry would actually not be found. In other words, matching one entry in σ with one in τ is a terminating computation, thus inductive.

We can define the substream relation as follows. Let us, for reasons of brevity, say that σ is a stream in \( N^\omega \), if σ : \( 1 \to N^\omega \) and we write also \( \sigma : N^\omega \). Moreover, let \( \text{Rel}(N^\omega, N^\omega) \) be the set of binary relations between elements of \( N^\omega \). The substream relation, which we will denote by \( \leq \) here, will be defined mutually with another relation \( \preceq \) : \( \text{Rel}(N^\omega, N^\omega) \). These two relations together implement exactly the matching process that we outlined above: The inductive part comes about by saying that \( \sigma \leq \tau \), if we can obtain a stream \( \tau_1 \) by dropping a finite prefix of \( \tau \), such that \( \text{hd} \circ \sigma = \text{hd} \circ \tau_1 \). The coinductive relation \( \leq \) repeats this process indefinitely. Formally, the substream relation \( \leq \) is the largest relation \( \leq \) : \( \text{Rel}(N^\omega, N^\omega) \), such that

\[
\forall \sigma, \tau : N^\omega. \sigma \leq \tau \rightarrow \sigma \preceq \tau,
\]

and \( \preceq : \text{Rel}(N^\omega, N^\omega) \) is the least relation with

i) \( \forall \sigma, \tau : N^\omega. (\text{hd} \circ \sigma = \text{hd} \circ \tau) \land (\text{tl} \circ \sigma \leq \text{tl} \circ \tau) \rightarrow \sigma \preceq \tau \) and

ii) \( \forall \sigma, \tau : N^\omega. (\sigma \preceq \text{tl} \circ \tau) \rightarrow \sigma \preceq \tau. \)

The clause for \( \preceq \) says that if σ is a substream of τ, then σ is finitely matched by τ. On the other hand, the clauses of the finite matching relation \( \preceq \) state that \( \sigma \preceq \tau \), either if their heads match and the tail of σ is again a substream of the tail of τ, or if σ finitely matches τ after dropping the first entry from τ. Since \( \preceq \) is the least relation closed under these clauses, it indeed only allows finitely many dropping steps.

There are, of course, some subtleties in this definition and how to use it. Thus, we need a framework for inductive-coinductive definitions and reasoning, which prevents us from running into problems that are caused by those subtleties. Since, as we will see below, there are no mathematical frameworks that support inductive-coinductive reasoning to full extent, we set out in this thesis to develop such frameworks. In the end, we will have the ability to reason about the substream relation formally and work with it in an intuitive way. For instance, if \( 1^\omega \) is the stream of only ones and \( \text{alt} \) is the stream alternating between 0 and 1, then an easy application is to show \( 1^\omega \preceq \text{alt} \) by simultaneously showing that \( 1^\omega \preceq \text{alt} \) and \( 1^\omega \preceq \text{tl} \circ \text{alt} \).

Overall, this is an example that shows how inductive and coinductive reasoning naturally occur together and complement each other. These are the kinds of examples that motivate and drive the developments in this thesis.

**Related Work and Origins**

Given this motivation, let me sketch the evolution of induction and coinduction, and why we are only at beginning of the evolution of mixed induction-coinduction. This also allows us to show how this thesis fits into the existing literature.
The Origins of Induction

Induction, as a proof technique on natural numbers, has been around implicitly since ancient times, for instance in a proof by Euclid of the infinitude of the prime numbers, but was only made explicit in the 17th century by Bernoulli. In the early 19th century it was popularised under the name “Mathematical Induction” [Caj18], which is still used to this date, though we will refer to it in this thesis just as induction. The name “Mathematical Induction” was chosen to distinguish it from the argumentation method of “induction”, as it is used in the natural sciences. However, the mathematical world had to wait until the end of the 19th century for a truly rigorous formulation of induction. One was given by Dedekind [Ded88] in, what we would call today, second-order logic and the other by Peano [Pea89] as a scheme in first-order logic. From there on, induction on natural numbers became a standard technique in Mathematics, and was further developed into transfinite or well-founded induction. A principal problem of restricting induction to natural numbers is that one has to code other inductive structures, like finite trees, as natural numbers. This process is sometimes referred to as “Gödelisation” because an integral part of Gödel’s incompleteness proof relies on coding formulas as natural numbers. With the advent of Computer Science it was realised that functions on inductive objects could be defined directly by “structural recursion” [Pét61] and that properties could be proved by “structural induction” [Bur69]. Throughout this thesis, we will refer to the former here just as iteration and the latter as induction, no matter what the underlying inductive object is.

The Origins of Coinduction

Just like induction, also coinduction has gone unnoticed for a long time. Most prominently, the methods for proving the equivalence of states in automata theory or worlds in modal logic featured concepts that are instances of coinduction. But even the function extensionality principle, namely that two functions are equal if and only if they are equal on every argument, is an instance of coinduction, as we will see. An important step towards exposing bisimulations was Milner’s work on concurrency [Mil80], where he gives an inductive definition of bisimilarity. The crucial step to exhibit the coinductive nature of bisimilarity was only taken by Park [Par81], who showed how bisimilarity can be constructed as a largest fixed point for a certain monotone function. Also set-theorists became interested in coinductive concepts, in the beginning of the 20th century only implicitly but later more explicitly. The goal there was to overcome the restrictions of the axiom of foundation, which ensures that the membership relation is well-founded. The problem then is to recover the notion of extensionality, namely that two sets shall be considered equal precisely when all their elements are equal. Aczel and Mendler [AM89] and Barwise et al. [BGM71] discovered that extensionality in non-well-founded set theory can be stated through coinduction, see also [BM96]. What really stands out in the work of Aczel [Acz88] is the use of final coalgebras and a category theoretical definition of bisimilarity [AM89]. From here on, coalgebras were studied in their own right as a theory of processes or systems, with Rutten [Rut00] laying the ground work for a systematic study of coalgebras and their properties. For insights into the historical development of coinduction, the reader may consult [San09], which focuses on modal logic, non-wellfounded set theory and order theory. The history of coalgebras is further discussed in [Rut00] and in the introductory texts [JR97; JR11; and Jac16].

After coinduction and coalgebras had been developed, people strived to improve the definition
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and proof principles associated with them. Two strands, which are the ones important to us here, are the development of behavioural differential equations and up-to techniques. We have mentioned behavioural differential equations (BDE) already earlier as the starting point of this thesis. They were developed by Rutten [Rut03], building on the idea of input derivatives by Brzozowski [Brz64] and Conway [Con71], which fully specify the behaviour of certain systems. BDEs allowed Rutten to build a coinductive calculus of streams and formal power series, which he then uses to manipulate solutions of some analytic differential equations [Rut05]. This last step is an elegant reformulation of results by Pavlovic and Escardó [PE98]. The idea of using BDEs as process specification language was picked up and further developed, for example, for streams [HKR17; KNR11; Rut05], binary trees [SR10], automata theory [Han+14; KR12], context free languages [WBR11] and final coalgebras that are presented by so-called co-operations [KR08]. Up-to techniques are the other coalgebraic development that is important to us here. These were originally conceived as an improvement to coinduction by Milner [Mil89] in his work on concurrent processes, and further studied by Sangiorgi [San98]. Pous [Pou07] provided later a framework for the composition of up-to techniques, which was presented and studied by Bonchi et al. [Bon+14] in category theoretical form, and further expanded by Rot [Rot15].

Applications and Theory of Inductive-Coinductive Reasoning

The reason we went through the history of induction and coinduction is to show that both of them have been used implicitly for a long time, and only fairly recently have they been made explicit and studied in their own right. In fact, the same is true for mixed induction and coinduction. For instance, the sieve of Eratosthenes itself is an inductive-coinductive process, in that it produces the stream of prime numbers but requires an increasing, but finite, amount of computation steps to compute the next prime number, see [Ber05]. But also in the general theory of coalgebras it was realised that systems often need some further algebraic structure to, for example, model push down automata [GMS14], formulate structural operational semantics [Kli11; TP97] or define operations on coinductive objects [HKR17].

Of these, abstract generalised structural operational semantics [Bar04; TP97] is an interesting case because the studied objects there are bialgebras, that is, objects that carry both algebraic and coalgebraic structure. This happens usually because one aims to give operational semantics to a syntactic theory, hence the name of the framework. In this framework, one may find an initial bialgebra, which represents the operational semantics of the pure syntactic theory, and a final bialgebra, which models denotational semantics. Since these two bialgebras generally differ, we note that each of them only admits either induction or coinduction as proof technique, but not both.

There are many more examples, where induction and coinduction crucially occur together, like weak bisimilarity [CUV15; NU10; Rut99; San11], König’s lemma and the fan theorem [NUB11; IvD88], the study of continuous functions [GHP09a; GHP09b], Cauchy sequences, resolution for coinductive logic programs [KL17; KP11], and recursion theory [Bas18b; Cap05]. Surely, there are further examples that need to be uncovered, and I hope that this list inspires the reader to embrace the inductive-coinductive approach.

This list virtually screams for a general account of mixed induction and coinduction. So is it possible that no one has provided some general theory, given that inductive-coinductive reasoning seems to be so prevalent? Indeed, people considered general approaches to some aspects of inductive-coinductive objects. Most prominent are probably the cases of modal logic, programming and to some
extent category and game theory. In the case of modal logic, the desire was to express properties
called "infinities" that could refer to more than the (finite) number of steps that are specifiable with plain □-formulas.
This lead Pnueli [Pnu77] to add further modal operators, resulting in linear time logic (LTL), that allow one to state properties of finite trace prefixes and indefinitely long trace postfixes. In fact, this allows the expression of restricted inductive-coinductive modal properties. It was later realised that what LTL did could be expressed more generally as least and greatest fixed point formulas, thereby motivating the development of the modal μ-calculus [Koz83]. The modal μ-calculus is an example of a language, complemented by semantics [NW96] and proof systems [DHL06; Val93], that deals with general inductive-coinductive properties, albeit in a restricted setting.

In the case of programming, many people have worked on general calculi that feature inductive
coinductive types. Probably the first to make such structures explicit and present them in a modern form were Hagino [Hag87] and Mendler [Men87; Men91]. Later, Geuvers [Geu92] studied inductive-coinductive types in their own right as well as inside the polymorphic λ-calculus of Girard [Gir71]. Most approaches, including the ones mentioned above, to programming with inductive-coinductive types are based on iteration and corecursion schemes [AMU05; Gre92; How96a; Mat99; UV99b]. However, more recently Abel and Pientka [AP13] and Abel et al. [Abe+13] suggested the use of co-patterns, which are in a sense dual to the well-known patterns for inductive types. These copatterns enable very elegant specifications of inductive-coinductive processes by using recursive equations, as we will see throughout this thesis. In fact, the original motivation for studying copatterns was the aforementioned problem of extending behavioural differential equations, and copatterns certainly inspired parts of this thesis. Copattern specifications are now part of the Agda language [Agd15], which can serve both as a programming language and a "mathematical assistant" [Bar13]. Towards the end of this thesis, we will demonstrate that reasoning based on equational specifications with copatterns leads to compact proofs for properties of inductive-coinductive objects. Another mathematical assistant that should be mentioned here is Coq [Coq12], since it also provides the possibility to work with general inductive-coinductive objects, including predicates and relations. The problem with Coq is the inherently flawed view that is taken on coinductive types, as we will discuss in detail in Chapter 7. All of these existing calculi for constructing and reasoning about inductive-coinductive objects are, however, either too weak to serve as a general logic or they lack a formal correctness proof.

Then there are also order and category theory, which provide the most abstract accounts of induction and coinduction that there are. In principle, both ordered sets and categories give us the possibility to deal with higher-order recursion, in that we can construct initial and final objects that are themselves monotone functions or functors, respectively [AAG05; Kim10; Par79]. Yet this fact is hardly ever used, and it is one of the central themes in this thesis to take advantage of the construction of higher-order inductive-coinductive objects.

Speaking of category theory, Santocanale [San02b] has used categories, in which certain inductive-coinductive objects are available, to give semantics to parity games. Last but not least, inductive and coinductive objects also arose in categorical logic. For instance, in the work of van den Berg and de Marchi [vdBdM04], the aim is to formulate predicative set theory, that is, set theory without the power set axiom, by using categorical logic. This aim is very close to that of this thesis. Indeed, one of the main motivations, which drives the development of languages for inductive-coinductive reasoning here, is to contribute to foundations that allow us to formalise large parts of Mathematics and Computer Science in a constructive and computer-verifiable way. And once our reasoning
methods have evolved so far to attain this goal, we can free ourselves from Cantor’s “paradise”.

A Note on Terminology

To simplify the process of relating this thesis to existing work, we need to discuss the use of terminology here and elsewhere. In view of the type theoretic development, we will distinguish between the definition principles for maps on inductive and coinductive objects, and the associated proof principles. For the definition principle on inductive objects, the terms “recursion”, “iteration” and “induction” are often used interchangeably. However, I refrain from following this, and reserve “recursion” for general self-reference, “iteration” for the definition principle of maps out of inductive objects and “induction” for the proof principle. This matches also the traditional use of the term in recursion (or computability) theory. When it comes to coinductive objects, the situation is that “coinduction” is commonly used to refer to the definition principle (!) of maps into coinductive objects [San11]. The associated proof principle is in the theory of coalgebras called the coinductive proof principle [JR11, Rut00] or bisimulation proof method, for an appropriate notion of bisimulation, cf. [Sta11]. We shall here, however, dualise the terminology for inductive objects and refer to the definition principle of maps into coinductive objects as coiteration and the proof principles, which allows us to show that elements of a coinductive object are equal, as coinduction. This streamlines the terminology in [Rut00] and follows, in the case of coinduction, the wording in [HJ97]. For convenience, we list this terminology with its meaning in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inductive Objects</th>
<th>Coinductive Objects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Definition principle</strong></td>
<td><strong>Coiteration</strong>: maps into coinductive objects (also: coinductive extension [Rut00])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proof principle</strong></td>
<td><strong>Coinduction</strong>: uniqueness of coiteration, or no proper quotients, or bisimilarity implies equality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iteration: maps out of inductive objects (also: inductive extension)</td>
<td>Induction: uniqueness of iteration, or no proper subalgebras, or minimal structure closed under constructors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Research Aims: How to Weave Induction and Coinduction

So, if induction and coinduction work so nicely together, why is it necessary to write a whole doctoral thesis on this topic? To clarify this, let us discuss the research aims that we will pursue here. First of all, some aspects in our motivating example may strike one at least as odd and as being a burden. For instance, the necessity to represent elements of an object as maps out of $1$, or even the need to rely on some external set theory to construct the substream relation. Thus, we are certainly in the need of a language that allows us to define and reason about inductive-coinductive objects in an accessible notation and without having to resort to any external theory. This leads us to our first objective, namely to

*find and study languages for inductive-coinductive definitions and reasoning.*

However, we know that humans make mistakes. Although we can learn from these mistakes, they should be avoided in published results that others rely on. A reasonable way to prevent mistakes
from slipping into accepted knowledge is to have a trusted entity that can check all our definitions and proofs. Traditionally, we entrusted other humans with this task, with the advent of computers it was realised though that proof checking could be mechanised if only sufficiently many details are given. If we had languages, in which propositions and proofs can be implemented with reasonable effort and are automatically verifiable, then this would lead to a shift from technical (proof) details to the actual knowledge contained in publications. Hence, we obtain the requirement that

the studied languages should lend themselves to being automatically verifiable.

Once we have found such languages, we need to ask about the meaning of the objects that can be defined in those languages. In other words, we need to

provide semantics for the studied languages.

This semantics can, and will, be given in terms of category and set theoretical structures and in terms of operational semantics. Relating our languages to existing theories should be seen as a complementary perspective, which exhibits the differences between the theories.

Finally, to make the languages useful, they should

provide an abstraction level similar to category theory but make specifications and proofs easier to write and follow than in the language of categories.

This is somewhat vague, but notice that we used variables in the intuitive description of algebras and coalgebras and the associated equations (1.1) and (1.2). That way, the behaviour of \( f \) and \( g \) were clear from the outset. Moreover, we had to resort to identifying elements of an object \( X \) with maps \( 1 \to X \). This is not just awkward, but also not correct in general, for example in the case of monoids or presheaves.

Put in general terms, the intention of studying languages for inductive-coinductive definitions and reasoning is to provide a framework that can serve as a logical foundation for category and set theory. Since we will give operational semantics to our languages, we gain some understanding of the languages on their own and we can equip them with meaning independent of other theories. If the languages are now sufficiently rich to accommodate category theory and set theory, then we are in the position to formalise and verify proofs for both of them. This is of course an ambitious goal that will not be fully attained in this thesis, but we will nonetheless contribute to it.

**Methodology: The Weaving Tools**

Having collected our research aims, let us now discuss how we will approach them. The major viewpoint that runs trough this thesis is type theory. In type theory, one studies *types* and *terms*, where each term crucially has a type. In particular, we will study three type theories. Two of them allow the definition of simple types like natural numbers and streams, while the third is a dependent type theory and thus will admit inductive-coinductive predicates and relations. But we will not restrict ourselves to type theory here. Indeed, we will also use category theory, coalgebraic methods and first-order logic to provide reasoning principles for the type theories.
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On the Choice of Type Theory

So, why should we prefer to use type theory as framework, rather than just category theory or set theory? To explain this, we need to understand that category theory and set theory shine in certain areas but are problematic in others. For example, relationships between objects in a wide variety of situations are perfectly captured in categories, but categories in themselves are notoriously difficult to use as logic directly and the arising proofs are not automatically verifiable upfront. We saw the difficulty of using category theory already in the example, in particular in the identification of elements with maps out of $\mathbf{1}$. This difficulty will become even more visible in the elaborate example below. Axiomatic set theory, on the other hand, allows us to mechanise proof checking, but forces us to work with explicit encodings, if not enriched with further abstractions (who would really want to write a pair as $\{\{a\}, \{a, b\}\}$?). Finally, there are all kinds of philosophical issues with set theory, which I will not dwell on here too much. Let me just say that in mathematical practice, set theory is usually viewed as platonic, that is, one assumes a fixed universe of sets that exists independently of our reality. Moreover, actual infinity is central to contemporary mathematical thinking and practice. For example, whenever we say that $(0, 1, 2, 3, \ldots)$ is the stream of natural numbers, we signify that the process indicated by the dots can be completed to an entity that consists of all natural numbers. This is in stark contrast to the idea of coalgebras, which only describe the step-wise behaviour of processes. For instance, the stream of natural numbers would intuitively be specified by saying that its head is zero and that the further entries arise as the successor of the preceding entry. The point of using type theories is now that they allow us to describe infinite objects and processes abstractly, without the need to assume the existence of actual infinity, that is, without having to assume the existence of infinite sets as objects in themselves. In fact, we will see that the type theories allow us to directly express our intuitive understanding of natural numbers: the values (terms in normal form) of the natural numbers type are static representations of numbers, whereas the iteration and induction principle for that type expresses the dynamic character of counting.

Of course, one may object to this view on set theory, both on philosophical and practical grounds. However, I think that type theory is at the moment the approach that reflects, at least in principle, the mathematical practice of abstraction best. The hardest part is only to understand that proofs can be represented as terms, something we will explain in Chapter 6. Thus, the type-theoretic view on inductive-coinductive reasoning is in my opinion a fruitful one to study.

Now, this is a lot of praise for type theories, but we should also discuss their problems and disadvantages in comparison to category and set theory. The first thing that most people would notice, and which often triggers the rejection to use type theories, is the heavy syntactic burden that comes with them. This is certainly a problem, which is not yet solved. However, by using computers as “mathematical assistants” and by bringing type theories closer to mathematical practice, we should eventually overcome this burden. A good example, in my opinion, of a development in the right direction is Agda. Next, one may argue that all the abstraction that we can obtain with type theories can also be reached by using category theory. This is indeed true, but I also do not see category theory and type theory as competitors, they rather complement each other as discussed above and, for example, by Lambek and Scott. Concerning (axiomatic) set theory versus type theory, this is mostly a philosophical issue as we saw, and merely a question of whether one accepts impredicative definitions, which were for example rejected by Poincaré; whether one accepts actual infinity, as it is rejected by constructivists and many pre-Cantorian mathematicians; and whether one is willing to combine impredicative definitions and actual infinity with the law of
excluded middle and possibly the axiom of choice, despite the far-reaching consequences like the Banach-Tarski paradox.

Outline and Contributions

After this somewhat philosophical digression, let us get back to the reality of this thesis and outline the scientific contributions that may be found here.

We will go through a variety of languages that present different aspects and expressivity of inductive-coinductive objects. In particular, in Chapter 3 we study two typed calculi $\lambda\mu\nu$ and $\lambda\mu\nu=$ that cover the natural numbers and streams types. By a typed calculus we mean a language that allows the construction of types, which correspond to the category theoretical notion of object, and terms that inhabit these types, which in turn correspond to maps. The reason for studying two languages is that the correctness of the first is easier to justify, whereas the second is easier to use but requires more advanced techniques in its justification. Both calculi have appeared in one or another form already, as we will discuss in Section 3.4. Thus, there is nothing new in the calculi themselves, but rather in the analysis of and reasoning principles for these calculi.

Analysis of and Reasoning Principles for the Calculi $\lambda\mu\nu$ and $\lambda\mu\nu=$

In Chapter 3, we first define observational equivalence for $\lambda\mu\nu$ and $\lambda\mu\nu=$ in terms of a modal logic and prove some basic properties of it. This equivalence builds on, but also refines, many existing ideas of program equivalences to make it work in an inductive-coinductive setting and to obtain the desired category theoretical properties. These category theoretical properties are to show that the types in both calculi have the expected unique mapping properties up to observational equivalence, which we will express by using 2-categories. Employing 2-categories to study properties of programs is, next to the definition of observational equivalence, the second contribution of Chapter 4. Both observational equivalence and its category theoretical properties, although not described by using 2-categories, appear already in


The established 2-categories give us already some first reasoning principles for the calculi $\lambda\mu\nu$ and $\lambda\mu\nu=.$ However, these principles are fairly difficult to use directly, which leads us to study in Chapter 5 three approaches to expressing and proving properties of programs of the calculi from Chapter 3. The first approach is based on bisimulations, which we prove to be adequate for the modal logic that defines observational equivalence, in the sense that bisimilarity coincides with observational equivalence. This shows that existing notions from the theory of coalgebra can be instantiated even in a mixed inductive-coinductive setting. Furthermore, we show in an extensive example that the substream relation, which we discussed earlier, is transitive. Since this relation is defined as a mixed inductive-coinductive relation, we establish an up-to technique that allows us to combine induction and coinduction in a novel way.

We will also see that it is not easy to use these bisimulations. Therefore, we are led to study another approach, which consists of providing a logic that supports reasoning about inductive and coinductive types, and the corresponding terms, equally well. The main reason for this logic
being easier to use than bisimulations is that it allows proofs to be recursive, that is, it provides a mechanism, the so-called later modality, for (controlled) self-references in proofs. Crucially, the later modality enables us to ensure the correctness of recursive proofs locally through inference rules and saves us from having to construct explicit bisimulations. By giving sound semantics to this logic in terms of the earlier studied bisimulations and up-to techniques, we obtain another proof method for observational equivalence. For proofs that involve induction, this method is easier to use than the method based on bisimulations. Moreover, the logic gives rise to automatically verifiable proofs, which is demonstrated in a prototype implementation that accompanies the chapter. To my knowledge, such a logic has not been studied before. However, in


I tried to condense the essentials of this logic and present it in the setting of general fibrations. The link between this generalisation and the here presented logic is not made in this thesis.

The last approach to proving observational equivalence we study in Chapter 5 is fully automatic. This allows us to prove or disprove the equivalence of simple terms without human intervention. Both the decision procedure for the language fragment and the accompanying correctness proofs are new, although similar approaches have been studied for non-deterministic automata. We finish Chapter 5 by showing that the automatic approach necessarily has to be restricted to fragments of the languages from Chapter 3. This approach is thus limited in its applicability, compared to the previous proof techniques.

Of these three proof techniques, the bisimulation and the automated method have been presented in [BH14]. The extensive substream example in Section 5.1.3 and the logic in Section 5.2 are unpublished.

Categorical Dependent Inductive-Coinductive Types

Note that in the definition of the substream relation we had to resort to set theory, which is external to the category $\mathbf{C}$. Up to Chapter 3, the provided languages only allow the simple types like that of natural numbers or streams, and some basic reasoning about them, but it is not possible to define the substream relation directly in any of these languages. Thus, the next logical step is to provide languages that support also inductive-coinductive predicates and relations. This is the topic of the last two chapters, where we develop a dependent type theory that is purely founded on inductive-coinductive types. Preference was given to dependent type theory rather than the usual syntactic proof systems, as they appeared in Chapter 3 because type theory generalises much better the ideas behind the languages in Chapter 3 to predicates and relations. Moreover, proofs that one writes in a dependent type theory can be readily verified by means of type checking. This motivation behind dependent type theory is further explained in the guide in Section 6.1.

We develop in Chapter 6 requirements on categories that allow us to construct and reason about inductive-coinductive types, which encompass the types from Chapter 3 and inductive-coinductive predicates and relations. Such categories will be called $\mu P$-complete categories. Moreover, we show that categories, which admit initial algebras for polynomial functor, are $\mu P$-complete under some mild conditions. Both developments stem from
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but the full proofs were not presented there. We further analyse in Chapter 6, the consequences of the requirements on an \( \mu P \)-complete category, to the effect that we establish induction and coinduction principles inside these categories. Finally, we give a first account of the relation of \( \mu P \)-complete categories to the syntactic calculus we study in Chapter 7.

The basic idea of Chapter 6, to represent inductive-coinductive types as initial and final dialgebras, is an extrapolation of the approach by Hagino \([\text{Hag87}]\) to dependent types. Apart from this, all the presented results in this chapter are new.

**Syntactic Dependent Inductive-Coinductive Types**

The final Chapter 7 provides a calculus, which casts the category theoretical language from Chapter 6 into syntactic form. To show that the resulting calculus can serve as a basis for reasoning about inductive-coinductive objects, we provide a representation of first-order intuitionistic logic in the calculus and show that it is consistent as such. In technical terms we show that the reduction relation for that calculus preserves types and is strongly normalising. Both the calculus and its mentioned properties are a novel development and have been presented in \([\text{BG16a}]\), Henning Basold and Herman Geuvers. ‘Type Theory Based on Dependent Inductive and Coinductive Types’. In: Proceedings of LICS ‘16. Logic In Computer Science. ACM, 2016, pp. 327–336,

where the full proofs may be found in \([\text{BG16a}]\). We finish the chapter, and the thesis, with an application of inductive-coinductive reasoning, which also serves as a running example.

**The Substream Relation as Running Example**

Throughout this thesis we follow one example that illustrates the stages of development. This example is, how could it be any different, of mixed inductive-coinductive nature. The aim of this example is to define and reason about the *substream relation* that we have seen earlier. In particular, we want to show that this relation is transitive. We will take our first step towards defining the substream relation in Chapter 3 by selecting entries of streams, which is interestingly an inductive-coinductive process. The substream relation is defined in Example 5.1.13 in terms of stream entry selection, which allows us to prove in Section 5.1.3 that the substream relation is transitive. In Chapter 6, we review the definition of the substream relation and obtain a direct description of it as an inductive-coinductive relation, without having to go through the process of selecting from streams. We end Chapter 7 by representing this direct definition and the transitivity proof for the substream relation in a theory of dependent inductive-coinductive types.

**Further Contributions Beyond This Thesis**

Apart from the above mentioned publication, the author has participated in the following contributions, which, unfortunately, did not make it into this thesis due to size constraints: \([\text{Bas+14a}]; \text{BGvdW17}; \text{Bas+14b}; \text{Bas+15}; \text{Bas+17}; \text{BK16}; \text{BPR17}]\).
Reading Advice

A quick word on how to read this thesis. Each chapter consists of an introduction, the main content and a discussion of the content, related work, technical contributions and future work. Moreover, the text is often annotated with further thoughts, remarks and some technical points. These annotations appear at the end of each chapter, so as to avoid disrupting the actual text with littering remarks. Let us also mention the dependencies between the content of the chapters. Chapter 3 provides the basic object languages, for which we will provide reasoning techniques in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. The latter Chapter 5 depends crucially on the notion of program observation that we define in Chapter 4. To read the last two chapters it is not necessary to have read any of the previous ones, but it certainly helps to have done so. Also, it is not strictly necessary to read Chapter 3 before Chapter 6, although the ideas for dependent inductive-coinductive types are mainly developed in Chapter 6. Finally, since we use categories and many other technical notions, Chapter 2 provides for convenience an overview of theory that is frequently used throughout the thesis, and which can be consulted at any time.

Notes

1 In Œuvres de Henri Poincaré (1956), p. 152.
2 Sangiorgi [San11] describes coinduction as the study of cyclic processes. I find this view too narrow, as it excludes, for instance, the sampling of physical (stochastic) processes, Brouwer’s choice sequences or real numbers that are not computable. Admittedly, in the study of languages for inductive-coinductive reasoning, the only processes we can describe by finite means necessarily have to be cyclic. However, restricting ourselves to only cyclic processes would imply, for example, that there are only countably many real numbers. Let us not get too much into philosophical discussions on Platonism etc. here, but just cherish the idea that coinductive objects appear in a wide range of situations. We will also find that function spaces are coinductive objects and, even though one can see functions as non-cyclic cyclic processes, this stretches the “cyclic processes” perspective quite a bit.
3 The word “type” has at this point no formal meaning, rather it rather refers to abstract entities, whose only criterion is that they we are able to decide whether something is an element of it, cf. [Wet14]. Note that the use of the notation \( x : X \) for stating that \( x \) is of type \( X \) is consistent with the notation for maps in categories: Given objects \( A \) and \( B \) in a category \( C \), the notation \( f : A \to B \) can be read as “\( f \) is of type \( A \to B \)”, where \( A \to B \) is the type of maps from \( A \) to \( B \) in the category \( C \).
4 The approach of leaving the internal structure of types unspecified is typical for both category theory and type theory. This is also their biggest strength compared to (axiomatic) set theory, where one does specify the internal structure of types, here sets, and derives their properties from there.
5 In general categories this characterisation of natural numbers does, of course, not work. For instance, the correct way to identify the properties of natural numbers in the category of monoids and their homomorphisms is as a free monoid with one generator. Since we are more interested here in foundations for definitions and reasoning, we will not talk explicitly about categories, in which the objects have additional (algebraic) structure. That being said, the dependent type theory, which we
develop towards the end of this thesis, allows us to reason about categories with more structured objects.

It should be noted that in the thesis itself it is assumed that the reader is familiar with category theory, at least for Section 4.2, to some extent Section 5.2.2 and certainly in Chapter 6. Only for the purpose of the introduction do we recall some of the category theoretical terminology.

A reader familiar with algebras and coalgebras will object now that this is not the standard definition. This is indeed true and, in fact, we are dealing rather with dialgebras in disguise here. However, for the sake of simplicity, we use the present definition in the introduction, as it allows us to avoid introducing products and coproducts at this stage.

Also I am guilty of this, because in this thesis we will often refer to the category of sets, and thereby follow common practice. Such a category does not exist, as the usual Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms have no unique model. Even worse, there are non-standard models that completely break with our intuition. However, moving away from the practice of referring to a category of sets would lead us too far astray and is certainly besides the point of this thesis.
Preliminaries

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a common base of terminology and notation for those topics of term rewriting, category theory and coalgebraic theory that are necessary throughout the thesis. Most of this material can be found in the standard literature on the corresponding topics. Only in Section 2.6.1 do we pick notions of pseudo-adjoints between 2-categories that appear under different names in other places. Thus, that section serves as a name reference for this thesis.

This chapter is structured as follows. We first introduce reduction relations in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, we settle on some notation for general category theory. The following four sections introduce then more specific category theoretical terminology: presheaves and specific instances thereof are discussed in Section 2.3; fibrations are defined in Section 2.4; Section 2.5 is devoted to algebras, coalgebras, their common generalisation of dialgebras, and a brief overview over coalgebraic predicates; Section 2.6 introduces 2-categories, pseudo-structures, and (co)algebras for pseudo-functors.

2.1. Reduction Relations

In this section, we recall a few standard notions from the theory of term rewriting and equip ourselves with some notation that we will need throughout the whole thesis. A standard reference on term rewriting is, for example, [Klo92].

Generally, we consider an (abstract) term rewriting system to be given by a set \( T \) and a relation \( \to \subseteq T \times T \). We refer to \( T \) as a set of terms and to \( \to \) as a reduction relation on the terms in \( T \). Such a given reduction relation induces further relations on \( T \). The first is the reflexive, transitive closure of \( \to \), which we usually denote by \( \rightarrow \). Convertibility of terms arises as the symmetric closure of \( \rightarrow \), that is, as the equivalence closure of \( \to \). This convertibility relation will be denoted by \( \equiv \), and one says that terms \( s \) and \( t \) in \( T \) are convertible, if \( s \equiv t \).

Terms and reduction relations may feature several properties. Let us introduce the ones that are important to us here. First of all, a term \( t \in T \) is in normal form, if there is no reduction step from \( t \) possible, that is, there is no \( s \in T \) with \( t \rightarrow s \). Sometimes, we denote this by \( t \not\rightarrow \). If for \( t \in T \) there is a term \( s \) in normal form and \( t \rightarrow s \), then we say that \( t \) is normalising or that \( t \) has a normal form. Should there be no infinite reduction sequence that starts at \( t \), then we say that \( t \) is strongly normalising and we write \( t \downarrow \) in this case. We may generalise this terminology to the reduction relation by saying that \( \rightarrow \) is (strongly) normalising if all terms in \( T \) are. Finally, \( \rightarrow \) is said to be confluent, if for all \( t, s_1, s_2 \in T \) with \( s_1 \leftarrow t \rightarrow s_2 \), there is an \( s \in T \), such that \( s_1 \rightarrow s \leftarrow s_2 \). We note that for confluent reduction relations convertibility is equivalently be given by

\[
t_1 \equiv t_2 \quad \text{iff} \quad \exists t_3. t_1 \rightarrow t_3 \leftarrow t_2.
\]
2.2. General Category Theory

Again, we will merely set up terminology and notations here to have a common ground with the reader in what follows. A general introduction to the necessary category theory can be found in the handbook of Borceux [Bor08], or from a more logic-oriented perspective in [LS88].

In this thesis, we will denote general categories by upper-case, bold-face letters $\mathbf{B}, \mathbf{C}, \ldots$. Special cases are the category $\textbf{Set}$ of sets and functions, the (large) category $\textbf{Cat}$ of categories and functors, and the final category $\mathbf{1}$ with one object $*$ and one morphism $\text{id}_*$. Given a category $\mathbf{C}$, we shall denote the collection of objects in $\mathbf{C}$ by $\text{ob} \mathbf{C}$, but we also customarily write $A \in \mathbf{C}$ instead of $A \in \text{ob} \mathbf{C}$. For objects $A, B \in \mathbf{C}$, the collection of morphisms, also called hom-set, between $A$ and $B$ is written as $\mathbf{C}(A, B)$. Note that we talk about sets here, which means that one would usually refer to $\mathbf{C}$ as locally small. We shall not worry about size issues here too much and rely on the understanding that $\mathbf{C}(A, B)$ is considered in a larger universe, if it is not actually a set. This may happen, for example, when we talk about functor categories later.

For objects $A, B \in \mathbf{C}$, the collection of morphisms, also called hom-set, between $A$ and $B$ is written as $\mathbf{C}(A, B)$. Note that we talk about sets here, which means that one would usually refer to $\mathbf{C}$ as locally small. We shall not worry about size issues here too much and rely on the understanding that $\mathbf{C}(A, B)$ is considered in a larger universe, if it is not actually a set. This may happen, for example, when we talk about functor categories later. However, if the morphisms between two objects actually form a set, then $\mathbf{C}(A, B)$ can be extended to a functor $\mathbf{C} : \mathbf{C}^\text{op} \times \mathbf{C} \to \text{Set}$ by defining it on morphisms $f : A' \to A$ and $g : B \to B'$ in $\mathbf{C}$ to be

$$\mathbf{C}(f, g)(u) = g \circ u \circ f.$$

From given categories, there are several ways of constructing other categories. The first construction we need is that of functor categories: Given categories $\mathbf{C}$ and $\mathbf{D}$, we denote by $[\mathbf{C}, \mathbf{D}]$ the category that has functors $\mathbf{C} \to \mathbf{D}$ as objects and natural transformations between such functors as morphisms. From the hom-functors we get a functor $y : \mathbf{C} \to [\mathbf{C}^\text{op}, \text{Set}]$ that embeds any category $\mathbf{C}$ into a functor category, the so-called Yoneda embedding.

Another canonical construction of a category from a given category $\mathbf{C}$ is the so-called arrow category $\mathbf{C}^\to$. This category has as objects morphisms $A \to B$ of $\mathbf{C}$ and as morphisms between $f : A \to B$ and $g : A' \to B'$ pairs $(u, v)$ of morphisms in $\mathbf{C}$, making the following diagram commute.

For every object $A \in \mathbf{C}$, there is a full subcategory $\mathbf{C}/A$ of $\mathbf{C}^\to$, the slice category of $\mathbf{C}$ above $A$. The objects in this category are again morphisms in $\mathbf{C}$, but this time around with fixed codomain $A$, and the morphisms are given by commuting triangles of the following form.

Thus $\mathbf{C}/A$ embeds into $\mathbf{C}^\to$ by mapping a morphism $u : f \to g$ to $(u, \text{id}_A)$. We will meet these constructions of arrow and slice categories again when we come to fibrations in Section 2.4.

The last construction on categories that we will need is that of a quotient category. Suppose that $\mathbf{C}$ is a category and $\sim$ an equivalence relation between the morphisms of $\mathbf{C}$ that respects typing and
composition, in the sense that for morphisms \( f \) and \( g \) in \( C \) with \( f \sim g \), we require that
\[
\exists A, B. \ f, g \in C(A, B), \quad \forall h. \ f \circ h \sim g \circ h, \quad \text{and} \quad \forall h. \ h \circ f \sim h \circ g.
\]

Under these conditions, the quotient category \( \frac{\text{Mac98}, \text{Sec. II.8}}{C} \) of \( C \) by \( \sim \) has the same objects as \( C \) and as morphisms equivalence classes of morphisms in \( C \), that is, we have \( (C/\sim)(A, B) = C(A, B)/\sim \). The above conditions allows us then to define composition on equivalence classes, and to prove the necessary identity and associativity axioms.

### 2.3. Presheaves

We now discuss a specific kind of functor categories in more detail. These functor categories are categories of so-called presheaves, which are used to represent indexed families of all kinds. An example application are Kripke models for intuitionistic logic that can be represented as presheaves. Another instance of presheaves are the \( \omega^{op} \)-chains that can be used to construct final coalgebras, see Section 2.5. In this thesis, we will use presheaves to give semantics to a logic, but not with the intention that presheaves model evolving knowledge like in Kripke models for intuitionistic logic. Rather, we interpret the logic over \( \omega^{op} \)-chains of Boolean values that state whether a formula holds at a stage of the \( \omega^{op} \)-chain of the approximation of a final coalgebra, see Section 5.2.2 for the details of these semantics. The purpose of this section is to collect some general results on presheaves that are necessary to establish the semantics there.

**Definition 2.3.1.** Let \( C \) be a small category and \( S \) any category. An \( S \)-valued presheaf over \( C \) is a functor \( C^{op} \to S \).

Since \( [C^{op}, S] \) is a functor category, limits and colimits can be computed in this category point-wise. This gives the following standard result, see [Bor08, Sec. 2.15].

**Proposition 2.3.2.** Let \( C \) be a small category and \( S \) any category. If \( S \) is (co)complete, then also the functor category \( [C^{op}, S] \) is (co)complete.

As already mentioned, the semantics in Section 5.2.2 will be given in terms of \( \omega^{op} \)-chains of Boolean values. Parts of this semantics is an interpretation of logical implication, which will be given in terms of exponential objects in \( [\omega^{op}, \mathcal{B}] \). As the construction of these exponential objects is a bit delicate, we capture their existence in the following lemma.

**Lemma 2.3.3.** Let \( \mathcal{B} = \{\text{tt, ff}\} \) be the two-valued Boolean algebra and \( \omega \) the poset of natural numbers considered as a category. The presheaf category \( [\omega^{op}, \mathcal{B}] \) is an exponential ideal in \( [\omega^{op}, \text{Set}] \), that is, for every object \( F \in [\omega^{op}, \text{Set}] \) and \( \sigma \in [\omega^{op}, \mathcal{B}] \) there is an exponential object \( F \Rightarrow \sigma \in [\omega^{op}, \mathcal{B}] \). In particular, \( [\omega^{op}, \mathcal{B}] \) is Cartesian closed.

**Proof.** Note that \( [\omega^{op}, \mathcal{B}] \) is a reflective subcategory of \( [\omega^{op}, \text{Set}] \), that is, there is an adjuction \( R \dashv I \) as in the following diagram

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
[\omega^{op}, \mathcal{B}] & \xrightarrow{\tau} & [\omega^{op}, \text{Set}] \\
\downarrow R & & \uparrow I \\
\end{array}
\]
in which the functor $I$ is fully faithful. The inclusion $I$ is given by

$$I(\sigma)(n) = \begin{cases} 1, & \sigma(n) = \text{tt} \\ \emptyset, & \sigma(n) = \text{ff} \end{cases}$$

and the reflector $R$ by

$$R(F)(n) = \text{tt} \iff F(n) \text{ is inhabited.}$$

Clearly, the induced monad $L = I \circ R$ on $[\omega^{\text{op}}, \text{Set}]$ preserves finite products, from which we obtain by [Joh02, Prop. A4.3.1] that $[\omega^{\text{op}}, \mathbb{B}]$ is an exponential ideal. □

The proof of Lemma 2.3.3 appeals to a rather abstract result. Let us for later reference give an explicit definition of exponential objects in $[\omega^{\text{op}}, \mathbb{B}]$. Usually, see [Awo10, Sec. 8.7], exponential objects in $[\mathcal{C}^{\text{op}}, \text{Set}]$ are defined to be

$$(G^F)(U) = [\mathcal{C}^{\text{op}}, \text{Set}] (y(U) \times F, G),$$

that is, $(G^F)(U)$ is given as the set of natural transformations $y(U) \times F \Rightarrow G$. The reason why $[\omega^{\text{op}}, \mathbb{B}]$ has exponential objects is that we can define a map $y_{\mathbb{B}} : \omega \to [\omega^{\text{op}}, \mathbb{B}]$ by

$$y_{\mathbb{B}}(n)(m) := \omega(m, n) \text{ is inhabited} = m \leq n.$$ 

That $y_{\mathbb{B}}$ is indeed a functor follows by transitivity of $\leq$. Since the product in $[\omega^{\text{op}}, \mathbb{B}]$ is given by point-wise conjunction, we also denote it by

$$(\sigma \land \tau)(n) := \sigma(n) \land \tau(n).$$

The exponential object for $\sigma, \tau \in [\omega^{\text{op}}, \mathbb{B}]$ is then given by

$$(\sigma \Rightarrow \tau)(n) = [\omega^{\text{op}}, \mathbb{B}] (y_{\mathbb{B}}(n) \land \sigma, \tau) \text{ is inhabited}$$

$$= \forall m \in \mathbb{N}. (y_{\mathbb{B}}(n)(m) \land \sigma(m)) \Rightarrow \tau(m)$$

$$= \forall m \in \mathbb{N}. (m \leq n \land \sigma(m)) \Rightarrow \tau(m).$$

A reader who has seen Kripke semantics for intuitionistic logic will certainly recognise that this definition resembles the interpretation of implication in a Kripke frame.

Another ingredient of the semantics in Section 5.2.2 is the so-called later modality that has been treated category theoretically by Birkedal et al. [Bir+11]. We define it and give some of its properties.

**Lemma 2.3.4.** Let $\mathcal{C}$ be a category with a final object $1$, then the map $\triangleright : [\omega^{\text{op}}, \mathcal{C}] \to [\omega^{\text{op}}, \mathcal{C}]$ given on objects by

$$(\triangleright \sigma)(n) = \begin{cases} 1, & n = 0 \\ \sigma(k), & n = k + 1 \end{cases}$$

$$(\triangleright \sigma)(n \leq m) = \begin{cases} !: (\triangleright \sigma)(m) \to 1, & n = 0 \\ \sigma(k \leq k'), & n = k + 1, m = k' + 1 \end{cases}$$

is a functor. Moreover, there is a natural transformation $\text{next} : \text{Id} \Rightarrow \triangleright$. 
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Proof. First, we check that \( \bowtie \sigma \in [\omega^{op}, C] \), if \( \sigma \in [\omega^{op}, C] \). Since \((\bowtie \sigma)(0) = 1\) is final in \( C \), there is a unique morphism \(!: (\bowtie \sigma)(m) \to (\bowtie \sigma)(0)\). For \( k \in \mathbb{N} \), we have on the other hand that if \( k + 1 \leq m \), then \( m = k' + 1 \) with \( k' = m - 1 \in \mathbb{N} \). Thus it is sufficient to define

\[
(\bowtie \sigma)(k + 1 \leq k' + 1): (\bowtie \sigma)(k' + 1) \to (\bowtie \sigma)(k + 1).
\]

Since \((\bowtie \sigma)(k + 1) = \sigma(k)\) and \((\bowtie \sigma)(k' + 1) = \sigma(k')\), we can thus put \((\bowtie \sigma)(k + 1 \leq k' + 1) = \sigma(k \leq k')\). Second, we define \( \bowtie \) on morphisms. So let \( \sigma, \tau \in [\omega^{op}, C] \) and let \( f: \sigma \to \tau \) be a natural transformation, we define a natural transformation \( \bowtie f: \bowtie \sigma \to \bowtie \tau \) as follows.

\[
(\bowtie f)_n: (\bowtie \sigma)(n) \to (\bowtie \tau)(n)
\]

\[
(\bowtie f)_n = \begin{cases} !: 1 \to 1, & n = 0 \\ f_k: \sigma(k) \to \tau(k), & n = k + 1 \end{cases}
\]

Naturality of \( \bowtie \) and the functor laws follow from finality of \( 1 \).

Finally, we need to establish the natural transformation next: \( \text{Id} \Rightarrow \bowtie \). We define it to be

\[
next_\sigma: \sigma \to \bowtie \sigma
\]

\[
next_{\sigma, n} = \begin{cases} !: \sigma(0) \to 1, & n = 0 \\ \sigma(k \leq k + 1): \sigma(k + 1) \to \sigma(k), & n = k + 1 \end{cases}
\]

That next is natural in \( \sigma \) is again proven by finality of \( 1 \).

The last integral result to the semantics is that the later modality gives rise to a fixed point operator in the presheaf category \([\omega^{op}, B]\), called L"ob induction by Birkedal et al. [Bir+11].

**Lemma 2.3.5.** Let \( \sigma \in [\omega^{op}, B] \). There is a morphism \((\bowtie \sigma \Rightarrow \sigma) \to \sigma\) in \([\omega^{op}, B]\).

**Proof.** A very quick proof goes by using the fact that for any \( U \in [\omega^{op}, \text{Set}] \) there is a morphism \((\bowtie U \Rightarrow U) \to U\) in \([\omega^{op}, \text{Set}]\), see [Bir+11], and then appealing by to the fact that \([\omega^{op}, B]\) is a reflective subcategory of \([\omega^{op}, \text{Set}]\). For convenience, we give a direct proof here though.

Let \( \sigma \in [\omega^{op}, B] \) and \( n \in \mathbb{N} \). We need to to show that if \((\bowtie \sigma \Rightarrow \sigma)(n)\) holds, then \( \sigma(n) \) holds. This is shown by induction on \( n \). Recall that

\[
(\bowtie \sigma \Rightarrow \sigma)(n) = \forall m \in \mathbb{N}. (m \leq n \land (\bowtie \sigma)(m)) \implies \sigma(m).
\]

For \( n = 0 \), we have that \( m \leq n \) only if \( m = 0 \), and that \((\bowtie \sigma)(0) = \text{tt}\). Thus, \((\bowtie \sigma \Rightarrow \sigma)(0) = \sigma(0)\), as required. Suppose now that \( n = k + 1 \). The assumption reads then as

\[
(\bowtie \sigma \Rightarrow \sigma)(k + 1) = \forall m \in \mathbb{N}. (m \leq k + 1 \land (\bowtie \sigma)(m)) \implies \sigma(m).
\]

In particular, we have that \( \forall m \in \mathbb{N}. (m \leq k \land (\bowtie \sigma)(m)) \implies \sigma(m) \), from which be derive by induction that \( \sigma(k) \) holds. Using the assumption again with \( m = k + 1 \), we obtain \( \sigma(k) \implies \sigma(k + 1) \). Thus, we have \( \sigma(k + 1) \). By this induction, \( \sigma(n) \) holds for all \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) if \((\bowtie \sigma \Rightarrow \sigma)(n)\) holds. Hence, there is a morphism \((\bowtie \sigma \Rightarrow \sigma) \to \sigma\).
2.4. Fibrations

The next category theoretical notion we need are fibrations. Fibrations are an elegant way of capturing the fact that in a (higher-order) predicate logic the variables range over some collection of data. These variables are typically assigned some sorts, as the validity of a proposition often depends on the data its variables range over. For instance, let \( P(x) := \text{"x has a maximal element"}. \) First of all, we need to know what “element of” in this case means, so let us say, for example, that \( x \) ranges over lists, and that “element of” means occurrence in a list. Next, what is the meaning of “maximal” here? A possibility is that \( x \) ranges over non-empty, finite lists of natural numbers and we can use the usual order on the natural numbers. Then for any such list \( u \), the proposition \( P(u) \) has a sensible interpretation and is in fact true. It would not be universally true if we had, for example, the usual order on the natural numbers. Then for any such list \( u \) would be a list over some non-ordered structure (leaving things like the well-ordering theorem aside). This way of assigning \( P \) with \( u \) can then be extended to a functor \( P \) and \( P(u) \) has a sensible interpretation and is in fact true. It would not be universally true if we had, for example, the usual order on the natural numbers. Then for any such list \( u \) would be a list over some non-ordered structure (leaving things like the well-ordering theorem aside). This way of assigning types is exactly what we will use fibrations for in Chapter 3. We will also discuss the intention of using fibrations further there. For now we will just go through the technical background.

**Definition 2.4.1.** Let \( P : E \to B \) be a functor, where the \( E \) is called the total category and \( B \) the base category. We say for \( u : I \to J \) in \( B \) that a morphism \( f : A \to B \) in \( E \) is cartesian over \( u \), provided that i) \( Pf = u \), and ii) for all \( g : C \to B \) in \( E \) and \( v : PC \to I \) with \( Pg = u \circ v \) there is a unique \( h : C \to A \) such that \( f \circ h = g \). For \( P \) to be a fibration, we require that for every \( B \in E \) and \( u : I \to PB \) in \( B \), there is a cartesian morphism \( f : A \to B \) over \( u \). Finally, a fibration is cloven, if it comes with a unique choice for \( A \) and \( f \), in which case we denote \( A \) by \( u^* B \) and \( f \) by \( \bar{u} B \), as displayed in the following diagram.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
C & \xrightarrow{h} & u^* B \\
\downarrow{!} & & \downarrow{\bar{u} B} \\
PC & \xrightarrow{v} & PB \\
\end{array}
\]

On cloven fibrations, we can define for each \( u : I \to J \) in \( B \) a functor, the reindexing along \( u \), as follows. Let us denote by \( P_I \) the category having objects \( A \) with \( P(X) = I \) and morphisms \( f : A \to B \) with \( P(f) = \text{id}_I \). We call \( P_I \) the fibre above \( I \). The assignment of \( u^* B \) to \( B \) for a cloven fibration can then be extended to a functor \( u^* : P_J \to P_I \). Moreover, one can show that \( \text{id}_{\bar{u}} = \text{Id}_{P_I} \) and \( (v \circ u)^* = u^* \circ \bar{u}^* \). In this work, we are often interested in split fibrations, which are cloven fibrations such that the above isomorphisms are equalities, that is, \( \text{id}_{\bar{u}} = \text{Id}_{P_I} \) and \( (v \circ u)^* = u^* \circ \bar{u}^* \).

**Example 2.4.2** (See [Jac99]). Important examples of fibrations arise from categories with pullbacks. Let \( C \) be a category and \( \text{C} \to \) be the arrow category as in Section 2.2. We can then define a functor \( \text{cod} : C \to C \) by \( \text{cod}(f : X \to Y) = Y \). This functor turns out to be a fibration, the codomain fibration, if \( C \) has pullbacks, where the fibre of cod above an object \( A \in C \) is isomorphic to the slice category \( C/A \). If we are given a choice of pullbacks, then cod is also cloven. □

The split variant of this construction is given by the category of set-indexed families over \( C \).
Example 2.4.3. Let \( \text{Fam}(\mathcal{C}) \) be the category that has families \( \{X_i\}_{i \in I} \) of objects \( X_i \) in \( \mathcal{C} \) indexed by a set \( I \). The morphisms \( \{X_i\}_{i \in I} \to \{Y_j\}_{j \in J} \) in \( \text{Fam}(\mathcal{C}) \) are pairs \((u,f)\) where \( u : I \to J \) is a function and \( f \) is an \( I \)-indexed family of morphisms in \( \mathcal{C} \) with \( \{f_i : X_i \to Y_{u(i)}\}_{i \in I} \). It is then straightforward to show that the functor \( p : \text{Fam}(\mathcal{C}) \to \text{Set} \), given by projecting on the index set, is a split fibration.

Since we will frequently use the fibration \( \text{Fam}(\mathcal{C}) \) in illustrative examples, it is worthwhile to introduce a special notation for its fibres. Let \( I \) be a set and define the category of \( I \)-indexed families by

\[
\text{Set}^I = \begin{cases} 
\text{objects} & X = \{X_i\}_{i \in I} \\
\text{morphisms} & f = \{f_i : X_i \to Y_i\}_{i \in I} \end{cases}
\]

It is fairly clear that each fibre of the family fibration over \( I \in \text{Set} \) is isomorphic to \( \text{Set}^I \). Note that among the morphisms in \( \text{Set}^I \), we also have inclusions. We will use a special notation for these, by adapting that for subset inclusion: \( X \subseteq Y \iff \forall i \in I. X_i \subseteq Y_i \)

Other examples, that are important to us here, arise as so-called classifying fibrations of dependent type theories. We will describe these in the guide to dependent type theory in Section 6.1.

A construction that appear often in category theory is that of products and coproducts. These constructions can be abstractly described in fibrations, and even capture as such universal and existential quantification, cf. [Awo10, Sec. 8.5] and [Jac99, Chap. 4].

Definition 2.4.4 ([Jac99, Def. 1.9.4]). Let \( P : \mathcal{E} \to \mathcal{B} \) be a fibration, \( u : I \to J \) a morphism in \( \mathcal{B} \) and \( u^* : P_J \to P_I \) a reindexing functor along \( u \). We say that \( P \) has products (resp. coproducts) along \( u \), if

(i) \( u^* \) has a right adjoint \( \prod_u \) (resp. a left adjoint \( \bigsqcup_u \)), and

(ii) the Beck-Chevalley condition holds: Given a pullback

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
K & \xrightarrow{v} & L \\
\downarrow{r} & & \downarrow{s} \\
I & \xrightarrow{u} & J
\end{array}
\]

the canonical transformation

\[
s^* \prod_u \Rightarrow \prod_v r^* \quad (\text{resp. } \bigsqcup_v r^* \Rightarrow s^* \bigsqcup_u)
\]

is an isomorphism.

Products and coproducts are discussed further in Section 6.1 whereas the Beck-Chevalley condition will be treated in more detail in Section 6.5.

2.5. Algebras, Coalgebras and Dialgebras

We now come to some of the most central concepts in this thesis: algebras, coalgebras and their common generalisation to dialgebras. Let us start by briefly recalling the basic definitions of (co)algebras and the unique mapping properties of initial algebras and final coalgebras. For more details, we refer to [Geu92, Hag87, Jac16, JR11, Rut00].
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Definition 2.5.1. Let $\mathcal{C}$ and $\mathcal{D}$ be categories and $F, G : \mathcal{C} \to \mathcal{D}$ functors. An $(F, G)$-dialgebra is a morphism $c : FA \to GA$ in $\mathcal{D}$, where $A$ is an object in $\mathcal{C}$. Given dialgebras $c : FA \to GA$ and $d : FB \to GB$, a morphism $h : A \to B$ is said to be a (dialgebra) homomorphism from $c$ to $d$, if $Gh \circ c = d \circ Fh$. We can form a category DiAlg($F, G$) of $(F, G)$-dialgebras and their homomorphisms. A dialgebra is said to be initial (resp. final) if it is an initial (resp. final) object in DiAlg($F, G$).

A word about terminology: Given a dialgebra $\alpha : A \to GB$, we call the unique homomorphism from an initial $(F, G)$-dialgebra into $d$ the inductive extension of $d$. Dually, the unique homomorphism into a final dialgebra is called the coinductive extension of $d$.

Let us discuss an example of a dialgebra in the category of sets.

Example 2.5.2. Let $F, G : \text{Set} \to \text{Set} \times \text{Set}$ be given by $F = (1, \text{Id})$ and $G = (\text{Id}, \text{Id})$, that is, $F$ maps a set $X$ to the pair $(1, X)$ in the product category. Similarly, $G$, the diagonal functor, maps $X$ to $(X, X)$. Now, let $z : 1 \to \mathbb{N}$ and $s : \mathbb{N} \to \mathbb{N}$ be the constant zero map and the successor on natural numbers, respectively. It is then easy to see that $(z, s) : F(\mathbb{N}) \to G(\mathbb{N})$ is an initial dialgebra.

We will often need the case of dialgebras, in which $F$ or $G$ is the identity functor.

Definition 2.5.3. Let $H : \mathcal{C} \to \mathcal{C}$ be a functor. An algebra is a morphism $a : HX \to X$ in $\mathcal{C}$ and a coalgebra is a morphism $c : X \to HX$. The notion of homomorphism of algebras and coalgebras is the same as for dialgebras with the choices $G = \text{Id}$ and $F = \text{Id}$, respectively. We denote by Alg($H$) and CoAlg($H$) the categories of algebras and coalgebras with their homomorphisms. These categories may have initial (resp. final) objects, to which we refer as initial algebra (resp. final coalgebra).

The following is an important result that shows the relation between initial algebras and least fixed points, and final coalgebras and greatest fixed points in ordered structures like lattices.

Lemma 2.5.4 (Lambek). Let $F : \mathcal{C} \to \mathcal{C}$ be a functor. Every initial algebra $\alpha : FA \to A$ and final coalgebra $\xi : B \to FB$ is an isomorphism. In other words, the objects $A$ and $B$ are fixed points, in the sense that $FA \cong A$ and $FB \cong B$.

Now that we know that initial algebras and final coalgebras generalise fixed points, one may ask how these can be constructed. The way that is most important to us here are the so-called initial and final chain constructions.

Definition 2.5.5. Let $F : \mathcal{C} \to \mathcal{C}$ be a functor. If $\mathcal{C}$ has an initial object $0$, then the initial chain is the functor $\overset{\rightarrow}{F} : \omega \to \mathcal{C}$ from the ordinal $\omega$ considered as a poset to $\mathcal{C}$ defined as in the following diagram. Here, $!$ denotes the unique morphism out of $0$.

$$\overset{\rightarrow}{F} : \begin{array}{c} 0 \\ \downarrow 1 \end{array} \longrightarrow F(0) \longrightarrow F^2(0) \longrightarrow F^3(0) \longrightarrow \cdots$$

More precisely, this means that $\overset{\rightarrow}{F}$ is defined on objects by $\overset{\rightarrow}{F}(0) = 0$ and $\overset{\rightarrow}{F}(k + 1) = F(\overset{\rightarrow}{F}(k))$. and on morphisms by $\overset{\rightarrow}{F}(0 \leq n) = ! : 0 \to F^n(0)$ and $\overset{\rightarrow}{F}(k + 1 \leq n) = F(\overset{\rightarrow}{F}(k \leq n))$. Dually, if $\mathcal{C}$ has a final object $1$, then there is a functor $\overset{\leftarrow}{F} : \omega^{\text{op}} \to \mathcal{C}$, the final chain, as in the following diagram.

$$\overset{\leftarrow}{F} : \begin{array}{c} 1 \\ \downarrow 1 \end{array} \longleftarrow F(0) \longleftarrow F^2(0) \longleftarrow F^3(0) \longleftarrow \cdots$$

We say that the initial and final chain stabilise, if $F(\text{colim} \overset{\rightarrow}{F}) \cong \text{colim} \overset{\leftarrow}{F}$ and $F(\text{lim} \overset{\rightarrow}{F}) \cong \text{lim} \overset{\leftarrow}{F}$.
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From this construction, one obtains initial algebras and final coalgebras.

**Lemma 2.5.6.** If for a functor $F: C \to C$ the initial chain stabilises, then $\text{colim} F$ is the carrier of an initial algebra. Dually, $\text{lim} F$ is the carrier of a final coalgebra, if the final chain stabilises.

These are standard constructions, issues of which are discussed for example by Worrell [Wor05]. Interestingly, this construction amounts to the usual fixed point construction in ordered structures, which originates in the work of Kleene [CC79], a fact we will use in Section 5.2.2.

2.5.1. Coinductive Predicates and Up-To Techniques in Lattices

In this section, we give a brief overview over the theory of coinductive predicates and an enhancement of the resulting proof methods in form of so-called up-to techniques. Since we only need the theory for complete lattices, usually given by the power set of another set, we restrict attention to this simpler case. It should be noted, however, that many of the developments can be generalised to category theoretical settings, see [Bon+14; HJ97; Sta11], but some notions, like that of the companion, are still being developed at that level of generality.

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the notion of complete lattice. For the sake of brevity, we usually refer to a complete lattice just by the underlying set and leave the order and lattice structure implicit. Given a complete lattice $L$, the set $\text{Mon}(L; L)$ of monotone maps is again complete lattice with the order and lattice structure given point-wise. Usually, we denote the order on $\text{Mon}(L; L)$ by $\sqsubseteq$ and its join operator by $\sqcup$.

Let us begin by introducing what we actually mean by a “coinductive predicate”. This is easiest done by taking for a moment a more abstract perspective. Recall that we introduced fibrations as a way to talk abstractly about predicates, relations etc. Now we use this view to define coinductive predicates over a given coalgebra for an arbitrary notion of predicate.

**Definition 2.5.7 ([Has+13]).** Let $P: E \to B$ be a cloven fibration and $F: B \to B$ an endofunctor. We say that a functor $G: E \to E$ is a lifting of $F$, if the following diagram commutes

$$
\begin{array}{ccc}
E & \xrightarrow{G} & E \\
P \downarrow & & \downarrow P \\
B & \xrightarrow{F} & B
\end{array}
$$

and if $G$ preserves Cartesian morphisms. Such a lifting $G$ induces for each $X \in B$ a functor

$$
G_X: P_X \to P_{FX}.
$$

Given a coalgebra $c: X \to FX$ in $B$, a $G$-invariant in $c$ is a $(G_X \circ c^*)$-coalgebra in $P_X$. Moreover, a $G$-coinductive predicate in $c$ is a final $(G_X \circ c^*)$-coalgebra in $P_X$. We often denote the carrier of the $G$-coinductive predicate in $c$ by $\nu(G_X \circ c^*)$.

All the examples of fibrations that we will encounter in this thesis will have the property that each fibre is a complete lattice.

**Definition 2.5.8.** We say that a fibration $P: E \to B$ is a fibre-wise complete lattice, if for each $X \in B$, the fibre $P_X$ over $X$ is a complete lattice. That is to say, there is a complete lattice $L$, such that $P_X$ is the associated category.
The importance of this definition comes from the fact that we can find by the Knaster-Tarski theorem for any lifting to a fibre-wise complete lattice the corresponding coinductive predicate.

**Proposition 2.5.9.** Let \( P : E \to B \) be a fibration that is a fibre-wise complete lattice. For any functor \( F : B \to B \), any lifting \( G \) of \( F \) and any coalgebra \( c : X \to FX \), the \( G \)-coinductive predicate in \( c \) exists.

We now restrict attention to a single complete lattice \( L \) and a monotone map \( \Phi : L \to L \), which should be thought of as being of the form \( G_X \circ c^\circ \). The idea of \( \Phi \) is that it allows us to describe invariants. In particular, we obtain the following standard proof method for coinductive predicates: If \( p \leq \Phi(p) \), that is, \( p \) is a \( \Phi \)-invariant, then \( p \leq v\Phi \). This is a useful proof method that has found many applications. For instance, bisimilarity of transition systems can be described as coinductive predicate, and the above proof method is then the standard bisimulation proof method \[San11\].

Often, we find ourselves that an invariant has to be chosen quite large, mostly with elements that could be “automatically” added. To overcome this, up-to techniques were introduced in \[Mil89\] and further developed in \[Bon+14; Pou07; PS11; Rot15; San98\]. A particular class of up-to techniques, the so-called compatible ones, has emerged in this development. The significance of this class comes from the fact that it is closed under composition and other lattice operations.

**Definition 2.5.10.** A \( \Phi \)-compatible up-to technique is a monotone map \( T : L^n \to L^m \) with \( T \circ \Phi^{\times n} \subseteq \Phi^{\times m} \circ T \), where \( \Phi^{\times n} : L^n \to L^n \) is given by point-wise application of \( \Phi \) to the elements in the product lattice \( L^n \). We say that \( p \in L \) is a \( \Phi \)-invariant up to \( T \), if \( p^{\times m} \subseteq \Phi(T(p^{\times n})) \).

The following result makes precise the importance of compatible up-to techniques that we mentioned above: They are sound enhancement of the coinductive proof method and they can be composed. This result can be found, for example, in \[Bon+14; Pou07; Rot17\].

**Lemma 2.5.11.**

1. If \( T : L \to L \) is \( \Phi \)-compatible and \( p \in L \) is an invariant up to \( T \), then \( p \leq v\Phi \) (Soundness).

2. If \( T_1 : L^n \to L^m \) and \( T_2 : L^m \to L^k \) are \( \Phi \)-compatible, then so is their composition \( T_2 \circ T_1 \).

3. If \( T_1 : L^n \to L^m \) and \( T_2 : L^n \to L^m \) are \( \Phi \)-compatible, then so is \( T_1 \sqcup T_2 \).

4. Both the identity \( \text{id} : L \to L \) and \( \Phi \) itself are \( \Phi \)-compatible.

**Proof.** For the first item, one defines a monotone map \( T^\omega : L \to L \) of all finite iterations of \( T \), which is given by \( T^\omega = \bigsqcup_{n \in \mathbb{N}} T^n \). It can then be shown that if \( p \) is an invariant up to \( T \), then \( T^\omega(p) \) is a \( \Phi \)-invariant. For details see \[Bon+14; Rot15\]. The second and third item are given by an easy calculation using compatibility and monotonicity:

\[(T_2 \circ T_1) \circ \Phi \subseteq T_2 \circ \Phi \circ T_1 \subseteq \Phi \circ (T_2 \circ T_1)\]

and for \( p \in L^n \)

\[
((T_1 \sqcup T_2) \circ \Phi)(p) = T_1(\Phi(p)) \lor T_2(\Phi(p)) \leq \Phi(T_1(p)) \lor \Phi(T_2(p)) \\
\leq \Phi(T_1(p) \lor T_2(p)) = (\Phi \circ (T_1 \sqcup T_2))(p).
\]

Finally, the compatibility of \( \text{id} \) is given by \( \text{id} \circ \Phi = \Phi = \Phi \circ \text{id} \), and the compatibility of \( \Phi \) is immediate by the definition of compatibility. \( \square \)
The advantage of compatible up-to techniques over other techniques that are merely sound, the first property in Lemma 2.5.11, is that they can be composed. This allows us to break up proofs of soundness into simpler techniques and then combine these techniques in the proof of an invariant. A problem is though that we need to carefully set up the combination of up-to techniques before starting the proof. We can resolve this issue by using a universal, compatible up-to technique, the so-called companion [Pou16; PR17].

**Definition 2.5.12.** The companion of $\Phi$ is defined by

$$
\gamma_\Phi := \bigcup_{T \in \text{Mon}(L,L)} T : T \circ \Phi \subseteq \Phi \circ T
$$

The point of the companion is that it is the largest compatible up-to technique for $\Phi$. Thus, we can use in a proof of invariance the companion instead of having to establish explicitly all the up-to techniques that we use in that proof. This is captured by the following lemma.

**Lemma 2.5.13.** The companion of $\Phi$ is the largest compatible up-to technique and idempotent:

- $\gamma_\Phi$ is $\Phi$-compatible
- If $T$ is $\Phi$-compatible, then $T \subseteq \gamma_\Phi$.
- $\gamma_\Phi \circ \gamma_\Phi \subseteq \gamma_\Phi$

**Proof.** That $\gamma_\Phi$ is the largest compatible functions, the first and second property, is given immediately by definition, since the join ranges over all compatible maps. The third property follows from the fact that compatible functions are closed under composition and the other two properties. \qed

### 2.6. 2-Categories

A useful tool for describing the difference between the computational behaviour and observable behaviour of programs are 2-categories. The goal of this section is to carefully set up the terminology of 2-category theory, which can be a bit confusing at times. We begin with the basic definition of a (strict) 2-category, which can be found for example in [Bor08] or [Lei04].

**Definition 2.6.1.** A (strict) 2-category $\mathbf{C}$ is a category enriched over the category $\mathbf{Cat}$ of all categories. This means that for all objects $A$ and $B$ of $\mathbf{C}$ there is a category of morphism $\mathbf{C}(A,B)$, and for all objects $A,B,C$ there are composition and unit functors

$$
eq_{ABC}: \mathbf{C}(A,B) \times \mathbf{C}(B,C) \to \mathbf{C}(A,C) \quad \text{and} \quad u_A: 1 \to \mathbf{C}(A,A),$$

subject to the associativity and unit axioms in the following two diagrams.
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The reason why the 2-categories we defined in Definition 2.6.1 carry the prefix “strict” is that there exist various definitions of a category with 2-morphisms. Rather one is faced with a choice in which form the composition of 1-morphisms is unital and associative. For a strict 2-category we required that these take the form of equalities. However, one can also require instead that for all \( f, g, h \) there merely are invertible 2-morphisms \( \alpha : h \circ (g \circ f) \Rightarrow (h \circ g) \circ f \), \( \gamma_1 : \text{id} \circ f \Rightarrow f \), and \( \gamma_2 : f \circ \text{id} \Rightarrow f \), which satisfy some coherence conditions. Such a structure is then called a bicategory or weak 2-category. For example, given a category \( C \) with pullbacks, there is a bicategory \( \text{Span}(C) \) that has as objects the objects of \( C \), spans \( A \rightarrowtail B 
rightarrow C \) as morphisms and morphisms of spans as 2-morphisms. Associativity cannot hold strictly in \( \text{Span}(C) \) because pullbacks are only unique up-to isomorphism.

A strict 2-category \( C \) can equivalently be described algebraically as follows [Bor08]. First of all, \( C \) consists of the following data:

- a collection of objects (0-cells), denoted by \( A, B, \ldots \);
- 1-morphisms (1-cells) between objects, denoted by \( f : A \rightarrow B \); and
- 2-morphisms (2-cells) between 1-morphisms, denoted by \( \alpha : f \Rightarrow g \).

Just like we can compose morphisms in ordinary categories, 1- and 2-morphisms can be composed in 2-categories. Clearly, we have different ways of composing these though. So let us go through the different kinds of compositions and their interactions.

Given 1-morphisms \( f : A \rightarrow B \) and \( g : B \rightarrow C \) there is a morphism \( g \circ f : A \rightarrow C \) given by \( c_{ABC}(f, g) \), just as for ordinary categories. For 2-morphisms though there are two ways of composing them, as indicated in the following diagrams.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
A & \xrightarrow{f} & B \\
g \downarrow & \searrow & \swarrow \alpha \\
h \downarrow & & B \\
A
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{ccc}
A & \xrightarrow{f_1} & B \\
\downarrow \gamma & & \downarrow \delta \\
A & \xrightarrow{f_2} & C \\
\end{array}
\]

In the left diagram we are able to compose \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) along the indicated 1-morphisms to \( \beta \circ_1 \alpha : f \Rightarrow h \), where the subscript 1 indicates that we compose along 1-morphisms. This is the so-called vertical composition of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), and is given by composition in \( C(A, B) \). In the diagram on right we compose along objects. This horizontal composition of \( \gamma \) and \( \delta \) results from the action of \( c_{ABC} \) morphisms. It is usually denoted by \( \delta \circ_0 \gamma : f_2 \circ f_1 \Rightarrow g_2 \circ g_1 \), where the 0 subscript indicates that we compose along objects (0-cells). We often write \( \gamma \delta \) instead of \( \delta \circ_0 \gamma \), which relates the horizontal composition better to the geometry of diagrams.

Finally, all the above compositions are associative, the compositions \( \circ \) and \( \circ_1 \) are unital, and the two compositions of 2-morphisms interact through the exchange law as follows.
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- For every object $A$ there is an identity morphisms $\text{id}_A = u_A(\ast)$ that is neutral with respect to composition, that is, $\text{id}_B \circ g = g = g \circ \text{id}_A$ for all morphisms $g: A \to B$;

- For all 1-morphisms $f$, there are 2-morphisms $\text{id}_f$ that are neutral for $\circ_1$;

- All the compositions of 1- and 2-morphisms are associative;

- The exchange law for the composition of 2-morphisms holds, that is, we have

$$((\beta_2 \circ_1 \alpha_2) \circ_0 (\beta_1 \circ_1 \alpha_1)) = ((\beta_2 \circ_0 \beta_1) \circ_1 (\alpha_2 \circ_0 \alpha_1)),$$

for 2-morphisms as in the following diagram.

Since no other forms of 2-categories, like weak 2-categories or bicategories, do not appear in this thesis, we follow Lack [Lac10] and refer to strict 2-categories just as 2-categories.

**Example 2.6.2.** We just list a few examples of 2-categories. Further examples, a discussion of 2-categories and more references can be found in [Lac10].

- We can extend the (large) category $\text{Cat}$ of categories and functors with natural transformations as 2-cells, which we denote by abuse of notation also as $\text{Cat}$. This is the prototypical example of a 2-category.

- There is a sub-2-category of $\text{Cat}$, which has the same objects and morphisms, but the 2-morphisms are only the natural isomorphisms.

- A similar example is the 2-category $\text{Adj}$ that has again categories as objects, but now adjunctions as 1-morphisms and morphism between adjunctions, called conjugate pairs, as 2-morphisms.

- There are of course also examples of 2-categories that do not not just have categories as objects. One of these is an extension of the category of topological spaces.

Let $I$ be the unit interval of the real numbers. A homotopy between two continuous maps $f, g: X \to Y$ is a continuous map $h: I \times X \to Y$, such that $h(0, -) = f$ and $h(1, -) = g$. Such homotopies can be composed vertically and horizontally, and there is a homotopy that takes the role of the identity. The only caveat is that associativity and the unit law for composition only hold up-to a homotopy $I \times (I \times X) \to Y$. So we end up with a 2-category that has topological spaces as objects, continuous maps between spaces as 1-morphisms, and homotopy-equivalence classes of homotopies between continuous maps as 2-morphisms. For a few more details see [Bor08, Ex. 7.1.4].
Another example is the category $\text{PreOrd}$ that has pre-ordered sets $(X, \leq_X)$ as objects and monotone functions as morphisms. A 2-cell $f \Rightarrow g$ between two maps $f, g : X \to Y$ exists in $\text{PreOrd}$ if $f$ is point-wise smaller than $g$. Since morphisms are functions, their composition and identity morphisms are immediate. For 2-cells, note that the vertical composition is transitivity of the point-wise order, and the existence of identities for vertical composition encodes that the point-wise order is reflexive. To define the horizontal composition, suppose we have

$$
\begin{array}{ccc}
X & \xrightarrow{f} & Y \\
\downarrow{f'} & \swarrow{\alpha} & \downarrow{g'} \\
Y & \xrightarrow{g} & Z
\end{array}
$$

Then we can easily calculate from monotonicity of $g$ that for all $x \in X$ we have

$$g(f(x)) \leq_Z g(f'(x)) \leq_Z g'(f'(x)),$$

thus we can compose the inequalities horizontally to obtain $g \circ f \leq g' \circ f'$.

In Section 4.2.2 we will see more concrete examples of 2-categories. There, 2-morphisms will allow us to speak about a program equivalence in categorical terms while still retaining information about computations.

Since the collection of morphisms in a 2-category forms a category, we can talk about isomorphic 1-morphisms.

**Definition 2.6.3.** Let $f, g : A \to B$ be 1-morphisms in a 2-category $C$. We say that $f$ and $g$ are isomorphic, written $f \cong g$, if they are isomorphic as objects in $\text{Hom}(A, B)$, that is, if there are 2-morphisms $\alpha : f \Rightarrow g$ and $\beta : g \Rightarrow f$ with $\alpha \circ_1 \beta = \text{id}$ and $\beta \circ_1 \alpha = \text{id}$.

Definition 2.6.1 might suggest that 2-categories could be studied just as an instance of enriched category theory. The problem with this view is that it locks us into notions of functors and (co)limits in 2-categories that are usually too strict. For instance, the notion of functor that arises from enriched category theory requires that the composition of 1-morphisms is strictly preserved, that is, $F(g \circ f) = F(g) \circ F(f)$. As it will turn out, we instead need the weaker notion of pseudo-functors, where we only have $F(g \circ f) \cong F(g) \circ F(f)$.

**Definition 2.6.4.** Let $C$ and $D$ be 2-categories. A pseudo-functor $F : C \to D$ maps the 0-, 1- and 2-cells in $C$ to those in $D$, such that 1-identities and the 1-composition are preserved up-to isomorphism, and 2-identities and 2-compositions are strictly preserved. More precisely, let $u^C$ and $u^D$ be the unit functors of $C$ and $D$, respectively, and $c^C$ and $c^D$ the corresponding composition functors. The pseudo-functor $F$ consists of

- an object $F(A)$ in $D$ for each object $A$ in $C$,
- a functor $F_{A,B} : C(A, B) \to C(FA, FB)$ for all objects $A$ and $B$,
- a natural isomorphism $F_{\text{id}A} : u_{FA}^D \Rightarrow F_{A, A} \circ u_A^C$ for all $A$,
- a natural isomorphism $F_{ABC} : c_{FA,FB,FC}^D \circ (F_{A,B} \times F_{B,C}) \Rightarrow F_{A,C} \circ c_{ABC}^C$ for all $A$, $B$ and $C$. 

To improve readability, we write \( F_{\text{id}_A} \) instead of \((F_{\text{id}_A})_*\) for \(* \in 1\) and \(F(g, f)\) instead of \((F_{ABC})(f, g)\).

Finally, the following three coherence diagrams must commute for all suitable \(f, g\) and \(h\).

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
F(f) \circ \text{id}_{F(A)} & \longrightarrow & F(f) \\
\downarrow \text{id}_{F(F(f))} & & \downarrow \text{id}_{F(F(f))} \\
F(f) \circ \text{id}_{A} & \longrightarrow & F(f) \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{id}_{F(F(f))} \downarrow & & \downarrow \text{id}_{F(F(f))} \\
F(f) \circ \text{id}_{A} & \longrightarrow & F(f) \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{id}_{F(F(f))} \downarrow & & \downarrow \text{id}_{F(F(f))} \\
F(f) \circ \text{id}_{A} & \longrightarrow & F(f) \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
F(h) \circ F(g) \circ F(f) & \longrightarrow & F(h \circ g) \circ F(f) \\
\downarrow \text{id}_{F(h \circ g \circ f)} & & \downarrow \text{id}_{F(h \circ g \circ f)} \\
F(h) \circ F(g \circ f) & \longrightarrow & F(h \circ g \circ f) \\
\end{array}
\]

We say that \(F\) is a **strict 2-functor**, if all the isomorphisms \(F_{\text{id}_A}\) and \(F(g, f)\) are identities.

Just as for any ordinary category \(D\) there is a hom-functor \(D^{\text{op}} \times D \rightarrow \text{Set}\), we note that there is the corresponding analogue for 2-categories, see [Bor08, Ex. 7.2.4].

**Example 2.6.5.** For every 2-category \(C\) there is a strict 2-functor \(C^{\text{op}} \times C \rightarrow \text{Cat}\), where \(C(A, B)\) is the hom-category as in Definition 2.6.1 and for \(f: A' \rightarrow A\) and \(g: B \rightarrow B'\) the functor part is

\[
\begin{align*}
C(f, g) & : C(A, B) \rightarrow C(A', B') \\
C(f, g) & = c_{A'B'B}'(-,-) \circ c_{A'B}(f,-),
\end{align*}
\]

that is, given by pre-composing with \(f\) and post-composing with \(g\) as for the ordinary hom-functor.

**Proof.** Since the composition \(\circ\) is a functor, \(C(f, g)\) is a functor. So it remains to prove the preservation of units and composition. It follows easily from the unit laws in Definition 2.6.1 that \(C(\text{id}, \text{id}) = \text{id}\). From the associativity law it also follows that \(c_{A'B'B'}(-,-) \circ c_{A'B}(f,-) = c_{A'B}(f,-) \circ c_{A'B'}(-,-)\), which in turn gives us for all \(f', g'\) that \(C(f' \circ f, g \circ g') = C(f, g) \circ C(f', g')\). \(\square\)

### 2.6.1. Adjunctions, Products, Coproducts and Exponents in 2-Categories

Having introduced 2-categories and a notion of morphism between them (pseudo-functors), it is only natural to study tighter connections between 2-categories, namely that of pseudo-adjunctions. These pseudo-adjunctions will also allow us to introduce suitable generalisations of limits and colimits to 2-categories.

Unfortunately, the machinery to describe suitably weak adjunctions between 2-categories and limits and colimits gets very technical because of the necessary coherence conditions that have to be satisfied. On the positive side though, we have that many of the technicalities are still simpler in comparison to what we would find in, for example, bicategories. We will always give some intuition about how the weakened notions compare to those for ordinary categories. This should give at least an idea to the reader what we are up to, so that the technicalities can be skipped for the most part.

**Definition 2.6.6.** Let \(F, G: C \rightarrow D\) be pseudo-functors. A pseudo-natural transformation \(\alpha: F \Rightarrow G\) is given by the following data:
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• a morphism \( \alpha_A : FA \to GA \) for every object \( A \in C \), and
• for all objects \( A, B \in C \) a natural isomorphism

\[
\alpha_{A,B} : C(\alpha_A, \text{id}_{GB}) \circ G_{A,B} \Rightarrow C(\text{id}_{FA}, \alpha_B) \circ F_{A,B},
\]

where \( C \) is the 2-functor obtained in Example 2.6.5.

Moreover, the following two coherence diagrams must commute.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\alpha_A & \xrightarrow{id_G \circ \alpha_A} & G(\text{id}_A) \circ \alpha_A \\
\alpha_A \circ \text{id}_{FA} & \cong & \alpha_A \circ \text{id}_{FA} \\
\downarrow & & \downarrow \\
\alpha_A \circ \text{id}_{FA} & \xrightarrow{\text{id}_{FA \circ \alpha_f}} & \alpha_A \circ \text{id}_{FA \circ \alpha_f} \\
\end{array}
\]

As before, we obtain a strict version by requiring that \( \alpha_{A,B} \) is the identity.

Definition 2.6.7. A pseudo-adjunction between 2-categories \( C \) and \( D \) is a pair of pseudo-functors \( F : C \to D \) and \( G : D \to C \), such that for each \( A \in C \) and \( B \in D \) there is an equivalence of categories

\[
D(FA, B) \cong C(A, GB)
\]

that is pseudo-natural in both \( A \) and \( B \). We say that \( F \) is left pseudo-adjoint to \( G \), and denote this by \( F \dashv G \).

Definition 2.6.8. We say that a 2-category \( C \) has binary pseudo-coproducts and pseudo-products, if there is a left pseudo-adjoint \( + \dashv \Delta \), respectively a right pseudo-adjoint \( \Delta \dashv \times \), to the diagonal 2-functor \( \Delta : C \to C \times C \). Moreover, a 2-category with pseudo-products \( C \) is said to have pseudo-exponents if for each object \( A \in C \), the one-sided product pseudo-functor \( (-) \times A : C \to C \) has a right pseudo-adjoint \( (-) \times A \dashv (-)^A \). Finally, an object \( \top \) in \( C \) is said to be pseudo-final, if for every object \( A \in C \) we have \( C(A, \top) \cong 1 \), that is, the hom-category \( C(A, \top) \) is equivalent to the final category.

Definition 2.6.8 is very compact and generalises directly adjunctions for ordinary categories, but is also very dense at that. So let us unfold what the definition for pseudo-products actually says. Let \( A \) and \( B \) be objects in \( C \). Then there is an object \( A \times B \) with projections \( \pi_1 : A \times B \to A \) and \( \pi_2 : A \times B \to B \), such that

• for all \( f : C \to A \) and \( g : C \to B \) there is an \( h : C \to A \times B \) with isomorphism \( \pi_1 \circ h \cong f \) and \( \pi_2 \circ h \cong g \), and
• for all \( h, k : C \to A \times B \) and 2-morphisms \( \alpha : \pi_1 \circ h \Rightarrow \pi_1 \circ k \) and \( \beta : \pi_2 \circ h \Rightarrow \pi_2 \circ k \), there is a unique \( \gamma : h \Rightarrow k \) such that \( \pi_1 \gamma = \alpha \) and \( \pi_2 \gamma = \beta \).
For pseudo-coproducts we have of course the dual situation. So let us instead spell out the definition of pseudo-exponents. Let $A$ be an object in $\mathbf{C}$. We denote the functors that mediate the hom-categories for the exponential objects by

$$\alpha_{B,C} : \mathbf{C}(B \times A, C) \cong \mathbf{C}(B, C^A) : \beta_{B,C}.$$  

The pseudo-naturality of $\alpha$ reads then for $u : B' \to B$, $v : C \to C'$ and $k : B \times A \to C$ as

$$\alpha_{B',C'}(v \circ k \circ u \times A) = \alpha_{B',C'}(\mathbf{C}(u \times A, v)(k))$$

$$\cong \mathbf{C}(u, v^A)(\alpha_{B,C}(k))$$

$$= v^A \circ \alpha(k) \circ u$$

We now have for each object $B$ an evaluation morphism $\text{ev}_B : B^A \times A \to B$ that is given by $\text{ev}_B = \beta_{B^A, B}(\text{id}_{B^A})$. Moreover, for every $f : B \times A \to C$ we find a morphism $\lambda f : A \to C^B$ by putting $\lambda f = \alpha_{B,C}(f)$. This morphism has then the expected property, only weakening the usual one for exponents:

$$\text{ev}_C \circ (\lambda f \times A) \cong f.$$  

To see this, we can just give the usual argument, only replacing identities with isomorphisms. First, we have for $g := \alpha_{B,C}(\text{ev}_C \circ (\lambda f \times A))$

$$g = \alpha_{B,C}(\text{ev}_C \circ (\lambda f \times A))$$

$$= \alpha_{B,C}(\beta(\text{id}) \circ (\alpha(f) \times A))$$

by definition

$$\cong \alpha_{B,C}(\beta(\text{id})) \circ \alpha(f)$$

$$\cong \alpha(f)$$

$\alpha, \beta$ form an equivalence.

This gives us now

$$\text{ev}_C \circ (\lambda f \times A) \cong \beta(\text{ev}_C \circ (\lambda f \times A)) \cong \beta(g) \cong f,$$

as required. Using similar reasoning, we can now also show that the abstraction is unique up to unique isomorphism, just as we have seen that the pairing for pseudo-products is unique up to unique isomorphism.

### 2.6.2 Algebras and Coalgebras for Pseudo-Functors

**Definition 2.6.9.** Given a 2-category $\mathbf{C}$ and a pseudo-functor $F : \mathbf{C} \to \mathbf{C}$, we call a morphism $c : X \to FX$ an $F$-coalgebra. A pseudo-homomorphism of $F$-coalgebras $c : X \to FX$ and $d : Y \to FY$ is a morphism $h : X \to Y$, such that there is an 2-isomorphism $\phi_h : d \circ h \Rightarrow Fh \circ c$. $F$-algebras and their homomorphisms are given by duality, with the 2-isomorphism being denoted by $\theta$.

**Lemma 2.6.10.** Let $\mathbf{C}$ be a 2-category and $F : \mathbf{C} \to \mathbf{C}$ be a pseudo-functor. There are 2-categories $\mathbf{Alg}(F)$ and $\mathbf{CoAlg}(F)$ of algebras and, respectively, coalgebras and their pseudo-homomorphisms.

**Proof.** We carry out the proof for $\mathbf{CoAlg}(F)$, that for $\mathbf{Alg}(F)$ follows by duality. The 2-category $\mathbf{CoAlg}(F)$ is given by

$$\mathbf{CoAlg}(F) = \begin{cases} 
\text{objects:} & \text{pairs } (X, c : X \to FX) \text{ of objects and coalgebras in } \mathbf{C} \\
\text{morphisms:} & \text{pseudo-homomorphisms } (X, c) \to (Y, d) \\
\text{2-cells:} & \text{all 2-morphisms of } \mathbf{C} \text{ between pseudo-homomorphisms}
\end{cases}$$
Composition and identities are given as in $\mathbf{C}$, so we only need to prove that pseudo-homomorphism (the 1-morphisms of $\text{CoAlg}(F)$) are closed under composition and have identities. So let $g: (X, c) \to (Y, d)$ and $h: (Y, d) \to (Z, e)$ be pseudo-homomorphisms. Then we have the following situation.

We can paste the given 2-isomorphisms together to obtain

$$F(h, g) \circ \phi = e \circ (h \circ g) \Rightarrow F(h \circ g) \circ c,$$

which is again a 2-isomorphism and can thus be chosen for $\phi_{h \circ g}$. Hence, $h \circ g$ is again a pseudo-homomorphism. As for the identity, we have

so that we can choose $\phi_{\text{id}_X} = F_{\text{id}_X}$, which makes the identity a pseudo-homomorphism $c \to c$. □

**Definition 2.6.11.** Given a pseudo-functor $F$, a **pseudo-final coalgebra** is a pseudo-final object in $\text{CoAlg} F$. Dually, a **pseudo-initial algebra** is a pseudo-initial object in $\text{Alg}(F)$.

Note that similar to the more explicit description of pseudo-products we gave above, a pseudo-final coalgebra is given by a coalgebra $\omega: \Omega \to F\Omega$, such that for every coalgebra $d: X \to FX$ there is a pseudo-homomorphism $f: X \to \Omega$ that is unique up to unique isomorphism. That is to say, for every pseudo-homomorphism $g: X \to \Omega$, there is a unique isomorphism $h \cong g$.

**Notes**

Sometimes pseudo-functors are also called *weak 2-functors* [Lei04]. Since this terminology is not so commonly used, we opt for “pseudo-functor”. Note also that the definition of pseudo-functor can be relaxed further by dropping the requirement that $F_{\text{id}_A}$ and $F(g, f)$ are isomorphisms, thus obtaining the notion of *lax functor*, see [Lei04]. We will not need to make use of these in this thesis though.
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Inductive-Coinductive Programming

We can forgive a man for making a useful thing as long as he does not admire it. The only excuse for making a useless thing is that one admires it intensely.


Though this thesis is about mixed inductive-coinductive reasoning, we first need something to reason about. Given that the focus of this thesis lies on proofs that can be checked by computers, a good starting point is the reasoning about programs. So the goal of this chapter is to establish programming calculi that allow us to manipulate inductive-coinductive data.

In Section 3.1, we introduce a typed \( \lambda \)-calculus \( \lambda \mu \nu \) that has at its heart iteration and coiteration schemes for defining functions out of inductive types and into coinductive types, respectively. This calculus comes with a notion of computation that is defined through a reduction relation, which allows us to execute programs on data. The reduction relation enjoys very good properties like confluence, progression and strong normalisation. However, the calculus itself is difficult to use, especially once we start mixing inductive and coinductive types.

This leads us to consider in Section 3.2 another calculus \( \lambda \mu \nu = \) in which the iteration and coiteration schemes are replaced by recursive equations. For example, we can define in \( \lambda \mu \nu = \) the addition of natural numbers simply by case distinction and recursion: \( 0 + m = m \) and \( (\mathsf{suc} \ n) + m = \mathsf{suc}(n + m) \), whereas in \( \lambda \mu \nu \) we have to use higher-order iteration. This makes it much easier to specify programs in the calculus, but we lose the property that all computations are terminating, that is, there are programs on which the reduction relation associated with the calculus is not strongly normalising anymore. We come back to this problem in Chapter 4.

In the last Section 3.3, we relate the two calculi by translating the terms of \( \lambda \mu \nu \) to terms in \( \lambda \mu \nu = \). This shows that the iteration and coiteration schemes can be emulated as recursive equations in \( \lambda \mu \nu = \). Moreover, this also allows us to infer properties, like confluence, of \( \lambda \mu \nu \) from those of \( \lambda \mu \nu = \).

Original Publication The calculus presented in Section 3.1 has not appeared in any of the author’s publications but similar calculi can be found throughout the literature. We will discuss this in Section 3.4 at the end of the chapter. The content of Section 3.2 is largely based on Basold and Hansen [BH16], which considers a variation of the copattern calculus given by Abel et al. [Abe+13].

3.1. Programming with Iteration and Coiteration

In this section we give a first introduction to mixed inductive-coinductive programming by devising a simply typed calculus that features both inductive and coinductive data types. The calculus is set up so as to avoid issues related to program termination, something we will deal with in Section 3.2 and Section 4.1. For easier reference, we will refer to the calculus presented in this section as \( \lambda \mu \nu \) and that presented in Section 3.2 as \( \lambda \mu \nu = \).
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3.1.1. Types and Terms of the Calculus \( \lambda \mu \nu \)

We first introduce the types with respect to which the calculus will be typed.

**Definition 3.1.1.** Let \( \text{TyVar} \) be a countably infinite set of type variables, elements of which we denote by \( X, Y, Z \) possibly with subscript indices. We say that \( A \) is a raw type if it is generated by the following grammar.

\[
A, B ::= X \mid 1 \mid A + B \mid A \times B \mid A \rightarrow B \mid \mu X.A \mid \nu X.B
\]

To avoid ambiguities, we adopt the following common conventions for binding of type operators. First of all, one may always use parentheses to disambiguate. Further, \( \times \) binds stronger than \( \rightarrow \), which binds stronger than \( + \); \( \times \) and \( + \) are left-associative; \( \rightarrow \) is right-associative; and the binding of fixed point types extends from the dot all the way to the right.

If a raw type \( A \) is strictly positive, that is, if type variables never occur left of an arrow, then \( A \) is a type. More precisely, \( A \) is a type if for some sequence \( \Theta \) of type variables, \( \Theta \vdash A : \text{Ty} \) can be derived inductively from the rules in Figure 3.1. In case \( \Theta \) is empty, we say that \( A \) is a closed type.

The set of all closed types is denoted by \( \text{Ty} \). Sometimes we have to be a bit more precise about the variables that are actually used in a type. To this end, we define for a (raw) type \( A \) the set \( \text{fv}(A) \) of free variables, by \( \text{fv}(X) = \{X\} \), \( \text{fv}(1) = \emptyset \) and in the other cases in the obvious way. Finally, we call a map \( \nu : \Theta \rightarrow \text{Ty} \) a type substitution and denote the set of all such substitutions by \( \text{TySubst}(\Theta) \).

The empty type substitution is denoted by \( () \).

Let us give a few examples of Definition 3.1.1.

**Example 3.1.2.** The first example is a type that is supposed to resemble the empty set:

\[
0 ::= \mu X.X.
\]

We will see that the idea of this type is that any potential inhabitant would have to represent a non-terminating computation. Since we will exclude such computations, the type will have no inhabitants, as required.

Dually to the empty type, we can define a type that corresponds to a singleton set by

\[
1' ::= \nu X.X.
\]

In Example 3.1.6, we show that this type has an inhabitant, but it is only in Chapter 4 that we are able to prove that this inhabitant is canonical, thus that \( 1' \) is isomorphic to \( 1 \).
A non-trivial example is the type of natural numbers, which is given by
\[
\text{Nat} := \mu X. \ 1 + X.
\]
As usual, the idea is that this type has two constructors, one for the number 0 and one for the successor of a given number. We will see this in Example 3.1.7. Streams, on the other hand, are characterised by the two destructors of taking the head (first element) of a stream and the tail (the remaining stream after the head). So for a given type \( A \), the type of streams over \( A \) is given by the following coinductive type.
\[
A^\omega := \nu X. A \times X
\]
We expose the head and tail destructors in Example 3.1.8. These are well-known, classical examples of inductive and coinductive types. Let us now come to types that properly mix inductive and coinductive types.

**Example 3.1.3.** One example are streams over given types \( A \) and \( B \) in which infinitely many elements of type \( A \) occur, called *left-fair streams*. These streams can be defined as type by
\[
\text{LFair} A B := \nu X. \mu Y. A \times X + B \times Y.
\]
Note that this type should be read as \( \nu X. (\mu Y. ((A \times X) + (B \times Y))) \) according to the conventions in Definition 3.1.1. Another example that illustrates nested fixed points are \( A \)-labelled, finitely-branching, potentially infinite, nonempty trees, which are given by
\[
\text{Tr}_A := \nu X. A \times (\mu Y. 1 + X \times Y).
\]
We will come back to these types in Section 3.2.

Finally, non-examples of types are \( \mu X. X \rightarrow X \) and \( \mu X. (X \rightarrow 1) \rightarrow 1 \). Both types are forbidden because the type variable \( X \) occurs left of an arrow. The latter type is commonly referred to as a (non-strictly) positive type because \( X \) occurs left of an even number of arrows. Positive types can be acceptable from a computational perspective \[\text{[Abe04, Gre92, Mat99, Men91, UV96]}\]. However, allowing non-strictly positive types would make a lot of the development in this thesis much harder, especially that in Section 4.1. Thus, we rule out non-strictly positive types here. Note that the first type would allow us to embed the untyped \( \lambda \)-calculus into the calculus we introduce below, see \[\text{[BDS13, Sec. 9.3]}\], and thus would lead to the existence of non-normalising terms.

We now introduce the terms of the calculus \( \lambda \mu \nu \).

**Definition 3.1.4.** Let \( \text{TeVar} \) be a countably infinite set of *term variables*, the elements of which we denote by \( x, y, z, x_1, x_2, \ldots \). The *raw terms* of \( \lambda \mu \nu \) are generated by the following grammar.
\[
\begin{align*}
s, t, u & ::= \emptyset \mid \kappa_1 t \mid \kappa_2 t \mid \alpha t \mid \pi_1 t \mid \pi_2 t \mid \xi t \mid t s \mid \langle t, s \rangle \\
 & \mid x \mid \lambda x. t \mid \{ \kappa_1 x \mapsto s ; \kappa_2 y \mapsto t \} u \quad \text{where } x, y \in \text{TeVar} \\
 & \mid \text{iter}^\mu X. (x. t) s \mid \text{coiter}^\nu X. (x. t) s \quad \text{where } X \vdash A : \text{Ty}
\end{align*}
\]
We adopt the usual convention that application is left-associative to again allow for disambiguation of raw terms. This applies also to \( \kappa_1, \pi_1 \) etc.
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A context \( \Gamma \) is a possibly empty sequence \( x_1 : A_1, \ldots, x_n : A_n \) of variables \( x_i \in \text{TeVar} \) annotated with types \( A_i \in \text{Ty} \). We write \( (x : A) \in \Gamma \), if there is an \( i \) with \( x = x_i \) and \( A = A_i \). A raw term \( t \) is said to be a term of \( \lambda \mu \nu \) of type \( A \) in context \( \Gamma \), if \( \Gamma \vdash t : A \) can be derived inductively from the rules in Figure 3.2. The set of all \( \lambda \mu \nu \)-terms is denoted by \( \Lambda \).

Let us now go through the term constructors given in Definition 3.1.4 and explain their corresponding meaning. In general, for each type we have means to introduce and eliminate terms of the corresponding type, which is indicated in the names of the typing rules in Figure 3.2. Given a term \( t \) of type \( A_1 \times A_2 \), we can access its components \( \pi_i \vdash t : A_i \) by using the projections \( \pi_i \), and thus a term of type \( A_1 \times A_2 \) can be given by specifying its components as in \( \langle t_1,t_2 \rangle \). Dually, terms of type \( A_1 + A_2 \) are given by applying one of the constructors \( \kappa_i \), and terms of this type are eliminated by using the case distinction \( \{\kappa_1 x \mapsto s ; \kappa_2 y \mapsto t\} u \). It should be noted that the case distinction binds the variables \( x \) and \( y \) in \( s \) and \( t \), respectively. Next, terms of function type are, as usual, eliminated by application \((\rightarrow \text{E})\) and introduced by \( \lambda \)-abstraction \((\rightarrow \text{I})\). Finally, the recursive types also have a dual set of introduction and elimination principles. Given a type \( A \) with \( X \vdash A : \text{Ty} \), the terms of least fixed point type \( \mu X.A \) are introduced through the constructor \( \alpha \) and eliminated by means of iteration \( \text{iter}^{\mu X.A}(x.t)s \). The term \( t \) with \( x : A[B/X] \vdash t : B \) in this iteration should thereby be thought of as an algebra for \( A \) in the category theoretical sense, so that \( \text{iter}^{\mu X.A}(x.t) \) becomes the homomorphism from \( \mu X.A \) to \( B \). For the greatest fixed point we have the dual concepts, in the sense that we can observe terms of \( \nu X.A \) by using the destructor \( \xi \), and we can introduce terms by means of coiteration on coalgebras. Since the type superscript of \( \text{iter} \) and \( \text{coiter} \) can hinder readability, we leave it out whenever the type is understood from the context.

To further clarify the intention of the term constructors, let us give some example programs in this calculus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( (x : A) \in \Gamma )</td>
<td>( \Gamma \vdash x : A ) (Proj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( i \in {1,2} )</td>
<td>( \Gamma \vdash \pi_1 \vdash t : A_1 \times A_2 ) (( \times )-E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( i \in {1,2} )</td>
<td>( \Gamma \vdash t_1 : A \rightarrow B \rightarrow B \rightarrow A \rightarrow A ) (( \rightarrow )-I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Gamma, x : A \vdash t_1 : A )</td>
<td>( \Gamma, x : A \vdash t_2 : B ) (( \rightarrow )-E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Gamma, x : A \vdash t : B )</td>
<td>( \Gamma, x : A \vdash \lambda x.t : A \rightarrow B ) (( \rightarrow )-I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Gamma, x : A \vdash \lambda x.t : A \rightarrow B )</td>
<td>( \Gamma, x : A \vdash \nu x.t : A ) (( \nu )-E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Gamma, x : A \vdash \lambda x.t : A \rightarrow B )</td>
<td>( \Gamma, x : A \vdash \nu x.t : A ) (( \nu )-I)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.2.: Well-Typed Terms of \( \lambda \mu \nu \)
Example 3.1.5. Recall that we have defined the empty type by \( \emptyset = \mu X. X \). Let us now show how this type resembles the empty set, at least from an abstract perspective, by showing that for any type \( B \) there is a map from \( \emptyset \) to \( B \). To this end, we give a term \( E^0_B \) of type \( \emptyset \to B \), just like for any set \( U \) there is a map \( \emptyset \to U \). This term is given by

\[
E^0_B := \lambda x. \text{iter}^0 (y, y) x,
\]

That \( E^0_B \) is well-typed can be seen by the following type derivation, where we use that \( X[B/X] = B \).

\[
\frac{x : 0, y : 0}{x : 0 \vdash y : 0} \quad \text{(Proj)} \quad \frac{x : 0 \vdash x : 0}{x : 0 \vdash \lambda x. \text{iter}^0 (y, y) x : B} \quad \text{(\( \mu \)-E)} \quad \frac{x : 0 \vdash \lambda x. \text{iter}^0 (y, y) x : 0 \to B}{x : 0 \vdash x : B \to B} \quad \text{(\( \to \)-I)}
\]

From a category theoretical perspective, \( \emptyset \) thus behaves almost like an initial object, only that \( E^0_B \) does not have to be unique, see Lemma 4.2.6. However, it is unique under observational equivalence, which we introduce in Section 4.1. See also Theorem 4.2.14.

Example 3.1.6. Dually to Example 3.1.5, we have that the type \( 1' = \nu X. X \) corresponds to a singleton set. To show this, we define for every type \( B \) a term of type \( B \to 1' \) by

\[
I_{1'}^B := \lambda x. \text{coiter}^1 (y, y) x.
\]

This term allows us to introduce terms of type \( 1' \). In particular, we can apply \( I_{1'}^1 \) to the type \( T = 1' \to 1' \) and the identity \( \text{id}_T \) with \( \text{id}_T = \lambda x. x \) on \( T \) to obtain

\[
\langle \rangle' := I_{1'}^1 \text{id}_T,
\]

which is then clearly of type \( 1' \). So \( 1' \) has almost the property of being a final object, only that we need to show that \( I_{1'}^B \) is unique. We come back to that in Section 4.2.2.

Let us now come to some standard examples for functions on natural numbers.

Example 3.1.7. Recall that we defined the type of natural numbers to be \( \text{Nat} = \mu X. 1 + X \). First, note that for each \( t : \text{Nat} \) we can define its successor by

\[
suc t := \alpha (\kappa_2 t).
\]

To show that suc \( t \) is of type \( \text{Nat} \), we use \( (1 + X)[\text{Nat}/X] = 1 + \text{Nat} \) in the following derivation.

\[
\Gamma \vdash t : \text{Nat} \quad \frac{}{\Gamma \vdash \kappa_2 t : 1 + \text{Nat}} \quad \frac{}{\Gamma \vdash \alpha (\kappa_2 t) : \text{Nat}}
\]

We can use suc to represent all natural numbers \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) as terms \( n : \text{Nat} \) inductively as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle \rangle & := \alpha (\kappa_1 \langle \rangle) \quad n + 1 := \text{suc } n
\end{align*}
\]
Next, we define addition of natural numbers as the term \( \text{plus} : \text{Nat} \to \text{Nat} \to \text{Nat} \) by iteration.

\[
\begin{align*}
g_+ & \equiv \lambda m. \{ \kappa_1 y \mapsto m ; \kappa_2 f \mapsto \text{suc} (f m) \} x \\
\text{plus} & \equiv \lambda n m. \text{iter}^{\text{Nat}} (x, g_+) n m
\end{align*}
\]

To see that this definition is type correct, we first show that

\[
x : 1 + (\text{Nat} \to \text{Nat}) \vdash g_+ : \text{Nat} \to \text{Nat}
\]

by means of the following derivation, where we use \( \Gamma = x : 1 + (\text{Nat} \to \text{Nat}), m : \text{Nat} \).

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\Gamma, f : \text{Nat} \to \text{Nat} \vdash f m : \text{Nat} \\
\Gamma, y : 1 + m : \text{Nat} \\
\hline
\Gamma, f : \text{Nat} \to \text{Nat} \vdash \text{suc} (f m) : \text{Nat}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\Gamma, f : \text{Nat} \to \text{Nat} \vdash f m : \text{Nat} \\
\Gamma, y : 1 + m : \text{Nat} \\
\hline
\Gamma \vdash x : 1 + (\text{Nat} \to \text{Nat})
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\hline
\Gamma \vdash \kappa_1 y \mapsto m ; \kappa_2 f \mapsto \text{suc} (f m) \} x : \text{Nat}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\hline
\Gamma \vdash \kappa_1 y \mapsto m ; \kappa_2 f \mapsto \text{suc} (f m) \} x : \text{Nat}
\end{array}
\]

Second, we use the type of \( g_+ \) to show that \( \text{plus} \) is type correct:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
n : \text{Nat}, m : \text{Nat}, x : 1 + (\text{Nat} \to \text{Nat}) \vdash g_+ : \text{Nat} \to \text{Nat} \\
n, m ; n : \text{Nat} \\
\hline
n, m + n : \text{Nat}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
n : \text{Nat}, m : \text{Nat} \vdash \text{iter}^{\text{Nat}} (x, g_+) n : \text{Nat} \to \text{Nat} \\
n : \text{Nat}, m : \text{Nat} \vdash \text{iter}^{\text{Nat}} (x, g_+) n m : \text{Nat} \\
\hline
\lambda m. \text{iter}^{\text{Nat}} (x, g_+) n m : \text{Nat} \to \text{Nat} \to \text{Nat}
\end{array}
\]

Now that we have convinced ourselves that \( \text{plus} \) is well-typed, let us understand the idea of this definition. Since the type of \( \text{plus} \) is \( \text{Nat} \to (\text{Nat} \to \text{Nat}) \), it immediately suggests itself to define \( \text{plus} \) by iteration on the first argument. In turn, this means that the outcome of the iteration must be a function. This type of iteration over a function space is sometimes referred to as higher order iteration. The idea of the iteration itself is that we construct a function by induction on the first argument \( n \) that corresponds to the \( n \)-fold application of the successor function to its argument \( m \). This is implemented in \( g_+ \) as follows: in the base case we just return \( m \) itself \((0 + m = m)\), and in the step case we apply the successor to the result of the induction step \(( (\text{suc} n) + m = \text{suc} (n + m) )\). This will become clearer once we understand the computational behaviour of \( g_+ \) in Example 3.1.12.

Note that in Example 3.1.7 we pulled \( g_+ \) out of \( \text{plus} \) to make its definition easier to understand. We can improve readability further by making use of an equational style of giving definitions, using type annotations, and employing infix notation. The addition can then be represented as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\_ + \_} : \text{Nat} & \to \text{Nat} \\
n + m & = \text{iter}^{\text{Nat}} g_+ n m
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
\begin{align*}
g_+ & : 1 + (\text{Nat} \to \text{Nat}) \to (\text{Nat} \to \text{Nat}) \\
g_+ x m & = \{ \kappa_1 y \mapsto m ; \kappa_2 f \mapsto \text{suc} (f m) \} x
\end{align*}
\]

It is clear that this style of defining terms can be reduced to terms in \( \lambda \mu \nu \), as long as there are no cyclic references between definitions. In that case we can substitute the term corresponding to a defined symbol for that symbol in all other terms, thus obtaining one big term in \( \lambda \mu \nu \). For example,
3.1. Programming with Iteration and Coiteration

we can substitute the right-hand side of the definition of $g_+$ above into the definition of plus, thereby obtaining one term that defines plus.

Let us now come to some standard examples for the coinductive type of streams.

**Example 3.1.8.** Recall that the type of streams over a type $A$ is given by $A^\omega = \nu X.A \times X$. We will use the following common notation for the head and tail of a stream term $s : A^\omega$.

$$
\text{hd } s = \pi_1(\xi s) \\
\text{tl } s = \pi_2(\xi s)
$$

Given an $a : A$, we can define a stream term $a^\omega$ that is equal to $a$ in every position by coiteration on the singleton state space:

$$
a^\omega : A^\omega \\
a^\omega = \text{coiter}^{\text{Nat}^\omega} g_a \langle \rangle
$$

where $g_a : \text{Nat}^\omega \times \text{Nat}^\omega \rightarrow \text{Nat} \times (\text{Nat}^\omega \times \text{Nat}^\omega)$

$$
g_a x = \langle \text{hd } (\pi_1 x) + \text{hd } (\pi_2 x), \langle \text{tl } (\pi_1 x), \text{tl } (\pi_2 x) \rangle \rangle.
$$

Again using coiteration, point-wise addition of streams over natural numbers is given by

$$
\_ \oplus \_ : \text{Nat}^\omega \rightarrow \text{Nat}^\omega \rightarrow \text{Nat}^\omega \\
\text{sn} \oplus t = \text{coiter}^{\text{Nat}^\omega} g_{\oplus} (s, t)
$$

where

$$
g_{\oplus} : \text{Nat}^\omega \times \text{Nat}^\omega \rightarrow \text{Nat} \times (\text{Nat}^\omega \times \text{Nat}^\omega) \\
g_{\oplus} x = \langle \text{hd } (\pi_1 x) + \text{hd } (\pi_2 x), \langle \text{tl } (\pi_1 x), \text{tl } (\pi_2 x) \rangle \rangle.
$$

We can now give two different definitions of the stream of natural numbers.

**nats$_1$ : Nat$^\omega$**

$$
nats_1 = \text{coiter}^{\text{Nat}^\omega} g_1 \langle 0 \rangle
$$

where

$$
g_1 : \text{Nat} \rightarrow \text{Nat} \times \text{Nat} \\
g_1 n = \langle n, n + 1 \rangle
$$

**nats$_2$ : Nat$^\omega$**

$$
nats_2 = \text{coiter}^{\text{Nat}^\omega} g_2 \langle 0^\omega \rangle
$$

where

$$
g_2 : \text{Nat}^\omega \rightarrow \text{Nat} \times \text{Nat}^\omega \\
g_2 s = \langle \text{hd } s, s \oplus 1^\omega \rangle
$$

The definition on the left is quite direct by using an accumulator, whereas nats$_2$ corresponds to the definition typically found in literature on behavioural differential equations [NR11]. Indeed, in Example 3.1.13, we will see that both definitions have the expected computational behaviour. But we will only be able to prove that these two definitions have the same observable behaviour in Chapter 5.

**3.1.2. Computations in $\lambda\mu\nu$**

Since we have mentioned the computational behaviour of terms frequently in the above examples, it is about time we actually say what we mean by that. Computations of terms are given by means of a reduction relation, which we will define now. As preparation, we introduce some short-hand
notation that will make the following development more readable. Let $s$ and $t$ be terms, then we define the following terms, which resemble those commonly used for functions.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{id} & := \lambda x. x \\
(t \circ s) & := \lambda x. t (s x) \\
(t + s) & := \lambda x. \{ \kappa_1 x \mapsto \kappa_1 (t x) ; \kappa_2 y \mapsto \kappa_2 (s y) \} x \\
(t \times s) & := \lambda x. \{ t (\pi_1 x), s (\pi_2 x) \}
\end{align*}
\]

The second ingredient we need in order to define a reduction relation on terms of $\lambda \mu \nu$, is an *action of types* $C$ with $X \vdash C : \text{Ty}$ on terms, analogously to the action of a functor on morphisms. By that we mean that we can derive from the type $C$ and a term $t : A \rightarrow B$ a term $C[t] : C[A/X] \rightarrow C[B/X]$, such that for any term $s : C[A/X]$ the term $C[t] s$ applies $t$ to the parts of $s$ where the type variable $X$ appears in the type of $s$, but leaves $s$ otherwise intact. The need for this action on terms arises from the fact that the reductions for iteration and coiteration follow the usual homomorphism diagrams for algebras and coalgebras, respectively. For example, recall that the type of streams over $A$ is given by $A^\omega = \nu X. A \times X$. The reduction relation on coiteration for streams will essentially implement the diagram for (final) stream coalgebras:

\[
\begin{tikzcd}
B \ar[r, \text{coiter}^A t] \ar[d, t] & A^\omega \\
A \times B \ar[r, \text{id} \times \text{coiter}^A t] & A \times A^\omega \ar[d, \xi]
\end{tikzcd}
\]

Thus, the action of $A \times X$ on terms will be given by $(A \times X)[t] = \text{id}_A \times t$.

Formally, given a type $C$ with $X \vdash C : \text{Ty}$, we define for each term $t$ a term $C[t]$, such that the following typing rule is fulfilled.

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash t : A \rightarrow B}{\Gamma \vdash C[t] : C[A/X] \rightarrow C[B/X]} \tag{3.1}
\]

In Section 4.2 we will see that the action of types on terms is more than a mere notational similarity to functors and that terms given by (co)iteration are indeed homomorphisms under the reduction relation.

**Definition 3.1.9.** Let $C$ be a type with $X_1, \ldots, X_n \vdash C : \text{Ty}$, and $\vec{A} = (A_1, \ldots, A_n)$ be a tuple of closed types. We put

\[
C[\vec{A}] := C[\vec{A} / \vec{X}].
\]

Let $\vec{B} = (B_1, \ldots, B_n)$ be another tuple of closed types and $\vec{t} = (t_1, \ldots, t_n)$ terms with $t_k : A_k \rightarrow B_k$, which we denote by $\varepsilon$ if $n = 0$. We define in Figure 3.3 a term

\[
C[\vec{t}] : C[\vec{A}] \rightarrow C[\vec{B}]
\]

by induction on the construction of $C$, where we indicate the type of the produced term on the right. Note that in the first case, we drop the arguments because $C$ will never use them. Moreover, in case of the function space, the type $C_1$ must be closed (due to strict positivity), thus $C_1[\vec{A}] = C_1$ and we only need to post-compose with $C_2[\vec{t}]$ in this case.
Let us show that the action of a type on terms fulfils the judgement advertised in (3.1).

**Lemma 3.1.10.** Let \( C \) be a type with \( X \vdash C : \text{Ty} \). Then the following judgement holds.

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash t : A \rightarrow B}{\Gamma \vdash C[t] : C[A] \rightarrow C[B]}
\]

**Proof.** One proves the more general statement that for a given type \( C \) with \( X_1, \ldots, X_n \vdash C : \text{Ty} \), and for every tuple of terms \( T = (t_1, \ldots, t_n) \) terms with \( t_k : A_k \rightarrow B_k \), we have that \( C[T] \) is of type \( C[A] \rightarrow C[B] \). The proof of this is then an easy induction on \( C \), which just uses the type annotations we gave in Definition 3.1.9. \( \square \)

We now define the reduction relation of \( \lambda \mu \nu \). This is done in two steps: First, we define a contraction relation, which takes care of reductions on the outermost term constructors. Second, we use contraction to define reductions in arbitrary positions in terms.

**Definition 3.1.11.** The **contraction relation** \( \triangleright \) between terms, or just **contraction** of terms, in \( \lambda \mu \nu \) is defined by the following clauses.

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ \kappa_1 x_1 \mapsto t_1 ; \ \kappa_2 x_2 \mapsto t_2 \} (\kappa_1 s) & \triangleright t_1[s/x_1] \\
\pi_1 \langle t_1, t_2 \rangle & \triangleright t_1 \\
(\lambda x. t) s & \triangleright t[s/x] \\
\text{iter}^{\mu X. A} (x. t) (\alpha s) & \triangleright t \left[ A\left[ \lambda y. \text{iter}^{\mu X. A} (x. t) y \right] s/x \right] \\
\xi \left( \text{coiter}^{\nu X. A} (x. t) s \right) & \triangleright A\left[ \lambda y. \text{coiter}^{\nu X. A} (x. t) y \right] (t[s/x])
\end{align*}
\]

We say that a term \( t \) **reduces to** a term \( s \) in \( \lambda \mu \nu \), if \( t \rightarrow s \) can be derived inductively from the rules in Figure 3.4. The **reduction relation** of \( \lambda \mu \nu \) \( \rightarrow \) is said to be given as the **compatible closure** of contraction. Finally, **iterated reduction** \( \twoheadrightarrow \) is defined as the reflexive, transitive closure of \( \rightarrow \) and **convertibility** \( \equiv \) as the equivalence closure of \( \rightarrow \).

![Figure 3.3: Action of Types on Terms in \( \lambda \mu \nu \)](image-url)
Let us illustrate the reduction relation by means of addition on natural numbers and streams.

**Example 3.1.12.** We show that addition of natural numbers, defined in Example 3.1.7, has the expected computational behaviour on zero and successors. For \( C = 1 + X \), we have for any terms \( u \) and \( t \) the following.

\[
C[u] t = (1[u] + X[u]) t \\
= (\text{id}_1 + u) t \\
= (\lambda x. \{ \kappa_1 y \mapsto \kappa_1 (\text{id}_1 y) ; \kappa_2 z \mapsto \kappa_2 (u z) \} x) t \\
\triangleright \{ \kappa_1 y \mapsto \kappa_1 (\text{id}_1 y) ; \kappa_2 z \mapsto \kappa_2 (u z) \} t \\
\rightarrow \{ \kappa_1 y \mapsto \kappa_1 y ; \kappa_2 z \mapsto \kappa_2 (u z) \} t \quad \text{by } \text{id}_1 y > y
\]

Recall that \( g_+ \) was defined in Example 3.1.7 by \( g_+ = \lambda m. \{ \kappa_1 y \mapsto m ; \kappa_2 f \mapsto \text{suc} (f m) \} x \). Using this and (3.2), we get for any term \( t \) of type Nat that \( 0 + t \rightarrow t \) and hence \( 0 + t \equiv t \) by the sequence of reduction steps in Figure 3.4, where we use \( R := \lambda y . \text{iter} (x . g_+) y \) as a short-hand notation. Similarly, we get for \( s : \text{Nat} \) the reduction sequence in Figure 3.6. Now we note that

\[
\text{suc} (\text{iter}^{\text{Nat}} (x . g_+) s t) \leftarrow \text{suc} ((\lambda n m . \text{iter}^{\text{Nat}} (x . g_+) n m) s t) = \text{suc} (s + t),
\]

so that \( \text{suc} (s + t) \equiv \text{suc} (s + t) \) as expected.

**Example 3.1.13.** Similarly to the last example, we demonstrate that the terms given in Example 3.1.8 have the expected computational behaviour. For the constant streams we have

\[
\text{hd} a^o = \text{hd} (\text{coiter} g_a (-)) \equiv \pi_1 ((\text{id} \times (\text{coiter} g_a)) (g_a ())) \\
\equiv \pi_1 ((\text{id} \times (\text{coiter} g_a)) (a ())) \\
\equiv \pi_1 (a, (\text{coiter} g_a ())) \\
\equiv a,
\]

and

\[
\text{tl} a^o = \text{tl} (\text{coiter} g_a (-)) \equiv \cdots \equiv \pi_2 (a, (\text{coiter} g_a ())) \equiv \text{coiter} g_a () = a^o.
\]
We can use these equivalences now to check the computational behaviour of the second definition was Lemma

\[(\lambda n \ m. \ \text{iter}^{\text{Nat}} (x, g_+) \ n \ m) \ 0 \ t\]

\[> (\lambda m. \ \text{iter}^{\text{Nat}} (x, g_+) \ 0 \ m) \ t\]

\[> \ \text{iter}^{\text{Nat}} (x, g_+) \ 0 \ t\]

\[= \ \text{iter}^{\text{Nat}} (x, g_+) \ (\alpha (\kappa_1 \ 1)) \ t\]

\[\rightarrow g_+ [C[R] (\kappa_1 \ 1)/x] \ t\]

\[\rightarrow g_+ [(\kappa_1 \ y \mapsto \kappa_1 \ y ; \ k_2 \ z \mapsto \kappa_2 \ (R \ z)) \ (\kappa_1 \ 1)/x] \ t\]

\[\rightarrow g_+ [\kappa_1 \ 1/x] \ t\]

\[= (\lambda m. \ \{\kappa_1 \ y \mapsto m ; \ k_2 \ f \mapsto \text{suc} \ (f m)\} \ (\kappa_1 \ 1)) \ t\]

\[> \{\kappa_1 \ y \mapsto t ; \ k_2 \ f \mapsto \text{suc} \ (f t)\} \ (\kappa_1 \ 1)\]

\[> t\]

\[\frac{0 + t}{= (\lambda n \ m. \ \text{iter}^{\text{Nat}} (x, g_+) \ n \ m) \ 0 \ t\]

\[\rightarrow g_+ [C[R] (\kappa_1 \ 1)/x] \ t\]

\[\rightarrow g_+ [(\kappa_1 \ y \mapsto \kappa_1 \ y ; \ k_2 \ z \mapsto \kappa_2 \ (R \ z)) \ (\kappa_1 \ 1)/x] \ t\]

\[\rightarrow g_+ [\kappa_1 \ 1/x] \ t\]

\[= (\lambda m. \ \{\kappa_1 \ y \mapsto m ; \ k_2 \ f \mapsto \text{suc} \ (f m)\} \ (\kappa_2 \ (\text{iter}^{\text{Nat}} (x, g_+) \ s)) \ t\]

\[\rightarrow \{\kappa_1 \ y \mapsto t ; \ k_2 \ f \mapsto \text{suc} \ (f t)\} \ (\kappa_2 \ (\text{iter}^{\text{Nat}} (x, g_+) \ s))\]

\[\rightarrow \text{suc} \ (\text{iter}^{\text{Nat}} (x, g_+) \ s \ t)\]

An easy calculation also shows that

\[\text{hd} \ (s \oplus t) \equiv \text{hd} \ s + \text{hd} \ t \quad \text{and} \quad \text{tl} \ (s \oplus t) \equiv \text{tl} \ s \oplus \text{tl} \ t.\]

We can use these equivalences now to check the computational behaviour of the second definition of the stream of natural numbers:

\[\text{hd} \ \text{nats}_2 = \text{hd} \ (\text{coiter} \ g_2 \ \emptyset) \equiv \pi_1 \ (\langle \text{id} \times \text{coiter} \ g_2 \rangle (g_2 \ 0^\emptyset))\]

\[\equiv \pi_1 \ (\langle \text{id} \times \text{coiter} \ g_2 \rangle (\text{hd} \ 0^\emptyset, 0^\emptyset \oplus 1^\emptyset)) \equiv 0.\]

Note that we can continue to explicitly check that the \(n\)-th position of \text{nats}_2, given by \text{hd} (\text{tl}^n \ \text{nats}_2), is indeed \(n\). We introduce in Chapter 5 the necessary machinery to prove this for all \(n\).

Let us now show that the reduction relation preserves types of terms, that is, if \(\Gamma \vdash t : A\) and \(t \rightarrow s\), then \(\Gamma \vdash s : A\). We say then that subject reduction holds for \(\rightarrow\). The first step towards this was Lemma \[3.1.10\], where we proved that the type action is type correct, which allows us to prove subject reduction for the contraction relation introduced in Definition \[3.1.11\]. This, in turn, gives immediately that the reduction relation preserves types by its definition as compatible closure of contraction.

Figure 3.5: Reduction Sequence for \(0 + t\) in \(\lambda \mu \nu\)

\[(\text{suc} \ s) + t = (\lambda n \ m. \ \text{iter}^{\text{Nat}} (x, g_+) \ n \ m) \ (\alpha (\kappa_2 \ s)) \ t\]

\[= \ldots\]

\[\rightarrow g_+ [(\kappa_1 \ y \mapsto \kappa_1 \ y ; \ k_2 \ z \mapsto \kappa_2 \ (\text{iter}^{\text{Nat}} (x, g_+) \ z)) \ (\kappa_2 \ s)/x] \ t\]

\[\rightarrow g_+ [\kappa_2 \ (\text{iter}^{\text{Nat}} (x, g_+) \ s)/x] \ t\]

\[= (\lambda m. \ \{\kappa_1 \ y \mapsto m ; \ k_2 \ f \mapsto \text{suc} \ (f \ m)\} \ (\kappa_2 \ (\text{iter}^{\text{Nat}} (x, g_+) \ s)) \ t\]

\[> \{\kappa_1 \ y \mapsto t ; \ k_2 \ f \mapsto \text{suc} \ (f \ t)\} \ (\kappa_2 \ (\text{iter}^{\text{Nat}} (x, g_+) \ s))\]

\[> \text{suc} \ (\text{iter}^{\text{Nat}} (x, g_+) \ s \ t)\]

Figure 3.6: Reduction Sequence for (suc \ s) + t in \(\lambda \mu \nu\)
The reduction relation of $\mu\nu$ preserves types.

Proof. We first show that the contraction relation preserves types. The cases for sum types, product and function types are readily proved by a standard argument. For the contraction on recursive types, we use Lemma 3.1.10 as follows. Suppose we have $\Gamma, x : A[B/X] \vdash t : B$ and $\Gamma \vdash s : A[\mu X. A/X]$, so that $\Gamma \vdash \text{iter}_{\mu X. A} (x \cdot t) (\alpha s) : B$. The following derivation then shows that the right-hand side of the contraction for iteration also has type $B$.

$$
\Gamma \vdash \lambda y. \text{iter}_{\mu X. A} (x \cdot t) y : (\mu X. A) \to B \\
\Gamma \vdash A[\lambda y. \text{iter}_{\mu X. A} (x \cdot t) y] : A[\mu X. A] \to A[B] \\
\Gamma \vdash s : A[\mu X. A/X] \\
\Gamma \vdash t \cdot A[\lambda y. \text{iter}_{\mu X. A} (x \cdot t) y] s[x] : B
$$

Similarly, for $t : A[B/X]$ and $s : B$, we have that in the case of $\nu$-types the type of the right side of the contraction matches that of the left side. This is demonstrated by the following type derivation.

$$
\Gamma \vdash \lambda y. \text{coiter}_{\nu X. A} (x \cdot t) y : B \to \nu X. A \\
\Gamma \vdash A[\lambda y. \text{coiter}_{\nu X. A} (x \cdot t) y] : A[B] \to A[\nu X. A] \\
\Gamma \vdash s : B \\
\Gamma \vdash t[s/x] : A[B] \\
\Gamma \vdash A[\lambda y. \text{coiter}_{\nu X. A} (x \cdot t) y] (t[s/x]) : A[\nu X. A]
$$

Second, since the contraction relation preserves types and the reduction relation is the compatible closure of contraction, type preservation of reductions is immediate.

This concludes our introduction into simple inductive-coinductive programming, and we move on to a more practical language.

### 3.2. Programming with Equations

In the previous section, we have introduced the simply typed calculus $\lambda\mu\nu$ for programming with mixed inductive-coinductive types. It was fairly straightforward to set up the calculus and, as noted in Note 3.1.7, all terms of that calculus are strongly normalising. However, since the calculus is based on iteration and coiteration schemes, programming can become quite complicated. We have seen this already in Example 3.1.7, but the complications become even more prevalent when iteration and coiteration are mixed.

For example, suppose we want to define a map that projects a left-fair stream to its $A$-elements. In $\lambda\mu\nu$ we can define such a map as follows.

**Example 3.2.1.** To define the projection $\text{proj} : \text{LFair} A B \to A^\omega$, we put $U = A \times (\text{LFair} A B) + B \times Y$ and let $L = \mu Y. U$ be the first unfolding of LFair. Then we define

$$
\text{proj} = \lambda x. \text{coiter}^\omega f x \\
f : \text{LFair} A B \to A \times \text{LFair} A B \\
f x = \text{iter}^L g (\xi x) \\
g : U[\mu \times \text{LFair} A B/Y] \to A \times \text{LFair} A B \\
g x = \{ \kappa_1 x \mapsto x ; \kappa_2 y \mapsto \pi_2 y \} x
$$
This is a short definition, but coming up with it, let alone understanding it, is rather difficult.

This situation can be improved by moving away from (co)iteration schemes and instead use equational specifications, which allow recursive references to function symbols. This is essentially how one writes programs in a functional language like Haskell. We will introduce in this section a calculus, denoted by $\lambda\mu\nu=\ _1$, that implements this idea by replacing the (co)iteration schemes of $\lambda\mu\nu$ by recursive equations, patterns and so-called copatterns. This calculus is a variation of the copattern calculus given by Abel et al. [Abe+13]. We discuss the differences and rationale for these changes in Section 3.4. The calculus $\lambda\mu\nu=\ _1$ has been studied in [BH16]. Note, however, that in loc. cit. the syntax is slightly different, in that the authors use a syntax similar to that of $\lambda\mu\nu$ for destructors of products and $\nu$-types. The choice of syntax in this section brings the calculus $\lambda\mu\nu=\ _1$ closer to behavioural differential equations [Rut03], object oriented programming and the original syntax in [Abe+13]. It also emphasises that function space types are coinductive, in that its destructor, the function application, is also written in post-fix notation.

### 3.2.1. Types and Terms of the Calculus $\lambda\mu\nu=\ _1$

The types for the calculus $\lambda\mu\nu=\ _1$ are exactly the ones we gave in Definition 3.1.1 for $\lambda\mu\nu$. As for the terms, the introduction rules for coproducts and $\mu$-types are the same, whereas the elimination rules for coinductive types (products, functions and $\nu$-types) are now all written in post-fix notation. Also, the elimination rules for inductive types (sums and $\mu$-types) and introduction rules for coinductive types will be replaced by patterns and copatterns, respectively, combined with recursive equations. Such recursive equations can thereby be given via a binding construct $\text{rlet} \Sigma \text{ in } t$, where $\Sigma$ contains symbols and their definitions, and $t$ is a term. The calculus is formally given by the following definition.

**Definition 3.2.2.** Let $\text{TeVar}$ and $\text{SigVar}$ be countably infinite, disjoint sets of term variables $x, y, z, \ldots$ and signature variables $f, g, h, \ldots$, respectively. The raw terms $s, t$, patterns $p$, copatterns $q$, declaration bodies $D$ and declaration blocks $\Sigma$ of $\lambda\mu\nu=\ _1$ are generated by the following grammar.

\[
\begin{align*}
  s, t & ::= x \in \text{TeVar} \mid \emptyset \mid \kappa_1 t \mid \kappa_2 t \mid \alpha t \mid t.pr_1 \mid t.pr_2 \mid t.out \mid t s \\
  \mid f \in \text{SigVar} \mid \lambda D \mid \text{rlet} \Sigma \text{ in } t
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
  p & ::= x \in \text{TeVar} \mid \kappa_i p \mid \alpha p \\
  q & ::= \cdot \mid q.pr_1 \mid q.pr_2 \mid q.out \mid q p
\end{align*}
\]

\[
D ::= \{q_1 \mapsto t_1 ; \ldots ; q_n \mapsto t_n\}
\]

\[
\Sigma ::= f_1 : A_1 = D_1, \ldots, f_n : A_n = D_n
\]

To resolve ambiguities, to increase readability, we adopt here the same conventions as for $\lambda\mu\nu$ (application is left-associative and variables do not need parentheses) plus that application of destructors is also left-associative. For example, $t.out.pr_1$ is to be read as $(t.out).pr_1$. The analogous conventions also hold for patterns and copatterns.

We now define what the (well-typed) terms of $\lambda\mu\nu=\ _1$ are.

**Definition 3.2.3.** A context $\Gamma$ is a possibly empty sequence $x_1 : A_1, \ldots, x_n : A_n$ of variables $x_i \in \text{TeVar}$ annotated with types $A_i$. A raw term $t$ is said to be a term of $\lambda\mu\nu=\ _1$ of type $A$ in context
\( \Gamma \) using the declarations in \( \Sigma \), if \( \Gamma; \Sigma \vdash t : A \) can be derived inductively from the rules in Fig. 3.7. We denote the set of all well-typed terms by \( \text{Terms}_{\mu} \). The judgement for well-typed terms involves the following judgements, which are defined in Fig. 3.7 as well.

- \( \Gamma; \Sigma \vdash \text{bdy} \ D : A \), states that \( D \) is a declaration body of type \( A \) in the variable context \( \Gamma \) using the declarations in \( \Sigma \);

- \( \Sigma_1 \vdash \text{dec} \ \Sigma_2 \), states that \( \Sigma_2 \) is a well-formed declaration block, using declarations in \( \Sigma_1 \);

- \( \Gamma \vdash \text{pat} \ p : A \), states that \( p \) is a pattern on the type \( A \) that binds variables in \( \Gamma \); and

- \( \Gamma \vdash \text{cop} \ q : A \Rightarrow B \), states that \( q \) is a copattern, binding variables in \( \Gamma \), such that for all evaluation contexts \( e \) that match \( q \), applying \( e \) to a term of type \( A \) results in a term of type \( B \).  

\[
\frac{(x : A) \in \Gamma}{\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash x : A} \quad (\text{Proj}) \quad \frac{(f : A = D) \in \Sigma}{\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash f : A} \quad (\text{ProjSig})
\]

\[
\frac{\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash t : A_i}{\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash \kappa_i \ t : A_1 + A_2} \quad (\text{+I}) \quad \frac{\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash \tau : A \Rightarrow B}{\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash \lambda \tau \ A \Rightarrow B} \quad (\text{-E})
\]

\[
\frac{\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash t : A \times A}{\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash t.pr_1 : A_1} \quad (\text{x-E}_1) \quad \frac{\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash t : A \times A}{\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash t.pr_2 : A_2} \quad (\text{x-E}_2)
\]

\[
\frac{\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash t : \nu X. \ A}{\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash t \text{out} : A[\nu X. \ A/X]} \quad (\nu \text{-E})
\]

\[
\frac{\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash \text{bdy} \ D : A}{\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash \lambda \ D : A} \quad (\text{Abs})
\]

\[
\frac{\Sigma_1 \vdash \text{dec} \ \Sigma_2 \quad \Gamma; \Sigma_1, \Sigma_2 \vdash t : A}{\Gamma; \Sigma_1 \vdash \text{let} \ \Sigma_2 \ in \ t : A} \quad (\text{Rlet})
\]

\[
\frac{\Gamma_1 \vdash \text{cop} \ q_1 : B \Rightarrow A_1 \quad \Gamma, \Gamma_1; \Sigma \vdash t_i : A_i \quad \text{for all } 1 \leq i \leq n}{\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash \text{bdy} \ \{q_1 \mapsto t_1; \ldots ; q_n \mapsto t_n\} : B}
\]

\[
\frac{x \in \text{Var}}{x : D \vdash \text{pat} \ x : D} \quad \frac{x : D \vdash \text{pat} \ p : A_i}{x : D \vdash \text{pat} \ \kappa_i \ p : A_1 + A_2} \quad \frac{x : D \vdash \text{pat} \ \alpha \ p : \mu X. \ A}{x : D \vdash \text{pat} \ \alpha \ p : \mu X. \ A}
\]

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash \text{cop} \ q : C \Rightarrow A_1 \times A_2}{\Gamma \vdash \text{cop} \ q/pr_1 : C \Rightarrow A_1} \quad \frac{\Gamma \vdash \text{cop} \ q/pr_2 : C \Rightarrow A_2}{\Gamma \vdash \text{cop} \ q : \nu X. \ A \Rightarrow C}
\]

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash \text{cop} \ q : C \Rightarrow (A \Rightarrow B)}{\Gamma, x : D \vdash \text{cop} \ q \ p : C \Rightarrow B}
\]

Figure 3.7.: Rules for forming terms, declaration bodies and blocks, and (co)patterns
Let us explain the typing rules in Definition 3.2.3. The main difference with the calculus $\lambda\mu\nu$ is that we omit the iteration and coiteration schemes in favour of \texttt{rlet}-blocks. Such blocks allow us to construct terms with recursive occurrences of symbols, that is, in a term \texttt{rlet} $\Sigma_2$ in $t$, the symbols defined in the declaration block $\Sigma_2$ can be (directly or indirectly) self-referential. This can be seen from the single rule for $\Sigma_1 \vdash\text{dec} \Sigma_2$ in Figure 3.7, where every declaration body in $\Sigma_2$ is checked with all declarations of $\Sigma_2$ in scope. Note that there is no restriction on the recursive occurrence of symbols, which means that it is possible to write non-terminating programs in $\lambda\mu\nu$=, see Example 3.2.21. On the other hand, this also allows us to write programs that are well-defined but not obeying any syntactic restriction like guardedness [Gim95], see Example 4.1.6.

The declaration bodies form the heart of the calculus, as they allow us to define objects of coinductive type by means of copatterns and functions out of inductive types by means of patterns. For instance, to define a function of type $A + B \rightarrow C$, we may use pattern matching to distinguish whether we get an element from $A$ or $B$ as input. Given terms $s$ and $t$ of type $C$, we can form the declaration body $D$ with $D = \{ (k_1 x) \mapsto s ; (k_2 y) \mapsto t \}$, which covers the two cases of the sum type. We may then use the abstraction rule to form the term $\lambda D$ of type $A + B \rightarrow C$ that allows us to carry out the case distinction, see Example 3.2.4. Concerning coinductive types, we instead specify the outcome of observations that can be made on a term through the use of destructors. For example, given terms $s$ and $t$ respectively of type $A$ and $B$, we can obtain the pair of these terms by abstraction of the declaration body $D$ defined by $D = \{ \cdot . \text{pr}_1 \mapsto s ; \cdot . \text{pr}_2 \mapsto t \}$, which gives us $\lambda D : A \times B$. Pairing for products is further explained in Example 3.2.3. The last example that we discuss at this point are streams. To increase readability, we introduce some short-hand notations for \textit{head} and \textit{tail} projections on streams:

\[
\text{.hd} := \cdot . \text{out}.\text{pr}_1 \quad \text{and} \quad \text{.tl} := \cdot . \text{out}.\text{pr}_2.
\] (3.3)

As one would expect, a stream is given by providing the terms for the head and tail, say $s : A$ and $t : A^\omega$, and bundling them in the body

\[
\{ \cdot . \text{hd} \mapsto s ; \cdot . \text{tl} \mapsto t \} : A \times A^\omega.
\]

We will see in Example 3.2.9, Example 3.2.10 and Example 3.2.11 further specifications of streams.

Let us now explain patterns and copatterns in more broad terms. As we said above, copatterns allow us to specify the outcome of observations on a term, while patterns allow us to analyse arguments of inductive type. This idea is reflected in the interplay of the typing rules for declaration bodies, patterns and copatterns. Generally, the judgement $\Gamma \vdash_{\text{top}} q : C \Rightarrow B$ says that if we want to form a declaration body of the form $\{ q \mapsto t \}$ of type $C$, then $t$ must be of type $B$ and the abstraction $\lambda q : A \Rightarrow t$ binds all the variables in $\Gamma$. Consider, for instance, the declaration body $D = \{ (\cdot (\alpha x) \mapsto t) \}$. First of all, we expect that $\lambda D$ is a function that takes an argument of type $\mu X.A$. For some type $A$ and returns something of type $B$. Second, $\lambda D$ should bind the variable $x$ in $t$. Both requirements are included in the typing of the copattern $\cdot (\alpha x)$, which in turn is obtained by the following derivation.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\Theta \vdash_{\text{top}} \cdot ((\mu X.A) \rightarrow B) \Rightarrow ((\mu X.A) \rightarrow B) \\
\hline
x : A[\mu X.A/X] \vdash_{\text{pat}} x : A[\mu X.A/X] \\
\hline
x : A[\mu X.A/X] \vdash_{\text{top}} \cdot (\alpha x) : ((\mu X.A) \rightarrow B) \Rightarrow B
\end{array}
\]

We can now read off from this that $t$ can have a free variable of type $A[\mu X.A/X]$, which is bound in $\lambda D$, that $t$ must be of type $B$, and that the type of $\lambda D$ is then $(\mu X.A) \rightarrow B$. In the course of
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the examples below, we will familiarise ourselves more with this interplay between the rules for copatterns and declaration bodies.

There are two aspects of declarations that are worthwhile to discuss. First, we mentioned already that the variables contained in copatterns are bound through declaration bodies. To avoid dependencies between patterns in a body and the problems that spring from such dependencies, one usually requires patterns of a declaration to be linear, that is, variables may occur at most once in them. We ensure this here in the rule for copatterns of function application by checking, upon forming the copattern \( q \, p \), that the variable that appears in the argument pattern \( p \) does not occur already in the copattern \( q \). This guarantees that any variable occurs at most once in a copattern, which rules out copatterns like \( (\kappa_1 \, x) \, x \). Second, the reader might have noticed that neither the definition of raw terms nor that of well-typed terms ensures that a declaration body has to cover all cases. Consider for instance the term \( f \) given by

\[
\lambda \{ (\kappa_1 \, x) \mapsto s ; (\kappa_2 \, y) \mapsto t \} \, u
\]

This does not cover the case that an argument may be of the form \( \kappa_2 \, s \). Thus, if we tried to evaluate \( f (\kappa_2 \, s) \), then the computation would get stuck. So far, there is nothing in the calculus that ensures that a declaration body covers all possible cases for (co)patterns. It even might happen that there are several cases for the same copattern, which would make computations non-deterministic. We will discuss this further in Example 3.2.23 and then address these issues when proving confluence in Proposition 3.2.32.

Let us now go through the remaining rules in Figure 3.7. We have already seen that \((\text{Rlet})\) allows us to construct terms with recursively defined symbols. The rule \((\text{ProjSig})\) complements this, in that it allows us to use any declared symbol as term. Sometimes, we would like to give a term in the form of a declaration body without having to introduce a new symbol, see Example 3.2.5 below. This can be done by using the rule \((\text{Abs})\). The other rules to construct terms correspond exactly to those in \(\lambda\mu\nu\), except that the destructors appear in post-fix position.

We illustrate \(\lambda\mu\nu=\) on some non-recursive examples, in which we recover notations from \(\lambda\mu\nu\). In Section 3.3, we will properly study the relation between these two calculi.

**Example 3.2.4.** We have almost the same notation for case distinction on sums:

\[
\{ \kappa_1 \, x \mapsto s ; \kappa_2 \, y \mapsto t \} \, u := \lambda \{ (\kappa_1 \, x) \mapsto s ; (\kappa_2 \, y) \mapsto t \} \, u
\]

Let us check that this definition is well-typed. The first step is to assign types to the two copatterns in the term on the right. This is done by the following two derivations.

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\text{cop} : (A + B \to C) \Rightarrow (A + B \to C)}{x : A \, \text{cop} \cdot (\kappa_1 \, x) : (A + B \to C) \Rightarrow C} & \qquad \frac{x : A \, \text{pat} \quad x : A}{x : A \, \text{cop} \cdot (\kappa_1 \, x) : A + B \Rightarrow C} \\
\frac{\text{cop} : (A + B \to C) \Rightarrow (A + B \to C)}{y : B \, \text{cop} \cdot (\kappa_2 \, y) : (A + B \to C) \Rightarrow C} & \qquad \frac{y : B \, \text{pat} \quad y : B}{y : B \, \text{cop} \cdot (\kappa_2 \, y) : A + B \Rightarrow C}
\end{align*}
\]

Next, we check the type of the abstraction. For this, suppose that we have \(\Gamma, x : A \vdash s : C\) and \(\Gamma, y : B \vdash t : C\) and \(\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash u : A + B\). Using the short-hand notation \(U = A + B \to C\), we can make
the following derivation.

\[
\begin{align*}
  x & : A \vdash (\kappa_1 x) : U \Rightarrow C \\
  y & : B \vdash (\kappa_2 y) : U \Rightarrow C
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
  \Gamma, x : A \vdash s : C & \quad \Gamma, y : B \vdash t : C \\
  \Gamma; \Sigma \vdash \lambda \{ \cdot (\kappa_1 x) \mapsto s ; \cdot (\kappa_2 y) \mapsto t \} : A + B \Rightarrow C
\end{align*}
\]

Finally, we check the application to \( u \):

\[
\begin{align*}
  \Gamma; \Sigma \vdash \lambda \{ \cdot (\kappa_1 x) \mapsto s ; \cdot (\kappa_2 y) \mapsto t \} : A + B \Rightarrow C \\
  \Gamma; \Sigma \vdash u : A + B
\end{align*}
\]

Thus the definition of case distinction we gave above is well-typed.

\[\blacksquare\]

Next, we can also recover the notation for product types that we used in \( \lambda \mu \nu \).

**Example 3.2.5.** The projections on product types can be defined for \( u : A \times B \) by

\[
\pi_1 u := u.pr_1 \quad \text{and} \quad \pi_2 u := u.pr_2,
\]

so that the pairing constructor is given by

\[
\langle s, t \rangle := \lambda \{ \cdot .pr_1 \mapsto s ; \cdot .pr_2 \mapsto t \}.
\]

Let us again check that these definitions are well-typed. This is clear for the projections, so we check just the pairing. Assume that \( \Gamma; \Sigma \vdash s : A \) and \( \Gamma; \Sigma \vdash t : B \). Then we have

\[
\begin{align*}
  \Gamma; \Sigma \vdash \lambda \{ \cdot .pr_1 \mapsto s ; \cdot .pr_2 \mapsto t \} : A \times B
\end{align*}
\]

as required.

\[\blacksquare\]

Finally, we can also recover the usual notation for function spaces.

**Example 3.2.6.** Note that application of terms of function type is written in \( \lambda \mu \nu \) just as in \( \lambda \mu \nu \). However, \( \lambda \)-abstraction is slightly more complicated:

\[
\lambda x, t := \lambda \{ \cdot x \mapsto t \}.
\]

Assuming that \( \Gamma, x : A; \Sigma \vdash t : B \), we can indeed derive the following.

\[
\begin{align*}
  \Gamma; \Sigma \vdash \lambda \{ \cdot x \mapsto t \} : A \Rightarrow B
\end{align*}
\]

So the \( \lambda \)-abstraction is well-typed with the expected type.

\[\blacksquare\]
Recall from Example 3.1.6 that we could represent in $\lambda\mu\nu$ a one-element set by the fixed point type $\nu X$. This is again true in $\lambda\mu\nu=\vdash$, except that the inhabitant $\langle \rangle'$ is easier to establish.

**Example 3.2.7.** Recall from Example 3.1.6 that we used the coiteration scheme of $\lambda\mu\nu$ on a function type to get an inhabitant of the type $1'$. In $\lambda\mu\nu=$ this inhabitant can be given much easier by

$$\langle \rangle' : \text{rlet } f : 1' = \{ \cdot .\text{out} \mapsto f \} \text{ in } f.$$

Let us use the typing rules to show that $\langle \rangle' : 1'$ indeed holds.

\[
\begin{align*}
\vdash \text{cop } : 1' & \Rightarrow 1' \\
\vdash \text{cop } .\text{out} : 1' & \Rightarrow X[1'/X] \\
\vdash f : 1' & \text{bdy } \{ \cdot .\text{out} \mapsto f \} : 1' \\
\vdash f : 1' & \text{dec } \{ \cdot .\text{out} \mapsto f \} \\
\vdash f : 1' & + f : 1'
\end{align*}
\]

In Section 4.1, it will turn out that also this inhabitant of $1'$ is canonical. ▶

We have advertised the present calculus as being easier to program with. The next example demonstrates this on the projection out of the left-fair streams. Since these streams are given by a mixed inductive-coinductive type, the example combines patterns and copatterns.

**Example 3.2.8.** Recall the type $\text{LFair } A B = \nu X. \mu Y. (A \times X + B \times Y)$, consisting of streams over $A$ and $B$, such that elements of $A$ occur infinitely often. We define a map that projects a left-fair stream onto a stream over $A$ as in Example 3.2.1. This can be done by defining maps $p_A$ and $\text{erase}_B$ by mutual recursion as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{proj}_A & := \text{rlet} \\
p_A : \text{LFair } A B & \rightarrow A^\omega = \{ (\cdot x).\text{out} \mapsto \text{erase}_B (x.\text{out}) \} \\
\text{erase}_B : \mu Y. (A \times \text{LFair } A B) + B \times Y & \rightarrow A \times A^\omega = \{ \\
& \cdot (\alpha (\kappa_1 u)) \mapsto \langle u.\text{pr}_1, p_A (u.\text{pr}_2) \rangle; \\
& \cdot (\alpha (\kappa_2 u)) \mapsto \text{erase}_B (u.\text{pr}_2)
\}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
in p_A
\]

Note that $p_A$ is defined coinductively, whereas $\text{erase}_B$ is defined by induction.

We now derive the type of $\text{proj}_A$. For brevity, let us agree on the following short-hand notation.

\[
\begin{align*}
F & = \text{LFair } A B \\
L & = \mu Y. (A \times \text{LFair } A B) + B \times Y \\
V & = F \rightarrow A^\omega \\
W & = L \rightarrow A \times A^\omega \\
\Sigma & = \{ p_A : V, \text{erase}_B : W \}
\end{align*}
\]

First, we find that the type of the copattern used in $p_A$ is $V \Rightarrow A \times A^\omega$:

\[
\begin{align*}
\vdash \text{cop } : V & \Rightarrow V \\
\vdash u : F & \text{hpat } u : F \\
\vdash u : F & \text{cop } (\cdot u).\text{out} : V \Rightarrow A \times A^\omega
\end{align*}
\]

(3.4)
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We can use this information then to check that the body of \( p_A \) is type-correct:

\[
\frac{u : F; \Sigma \vdash u : F}{u : F; \Sigma \vdash \text{erase}_B : W} \quad \frac{u : F; \Sigma \vdash u.\text{out} : L}{u : F; \Sigma \vdash \text{erase}_B(u.\text{out}) : A \times A^\omega}
\]

\[
\Sigma \vdash \{ (\cdot u).\text{out} \mapsto \text{erase}_B(u.\text{out}) \} : V
\]

Similarly, we can type the body of \( \text{erase}_B \). Putting these two derivations together, we can check that \( \Sigma \) is well-formed.

\[
\vdash \Sigma \vdash \{ (\cdot u).\text{out} \mapsto \ldots \} : V \quad \vdash \Sigma \vdash \{ (\alpha(\kappa_1 y)) \mapsto \ldots \} : W
\]

\[
\vdash \Sigma \vdash p_A : V \quad \vdash \text{proj}_A : \text{LFair} \, A \, B \to A^\omega
\]

Thus \( \text{proj}_A \) is a well-formed term.

Note that \( \text{proj}_A \) is defined by a single \textbf{rlet}-block, which declares a fresh symbol \( p_A \) that defines \( \text{proj}_A \). Since this situation occurs quite frequently, we will usually leave out this \textbf{rlet} and present its content as a set of equations, just like one would write programs in Haskell or how behavioural differential equations are given. The above program is then given as follows.

\[
\text{proj}_A : \text{LFair} \, A \, B \to A^\omega
\]

\[
(\text{proj}_A \, x).\text{out} = \text{erase}_B(\, x.\text{out})
\]

\[
\text{erase}_B : \mu Y. (A \times \text{LFair} \, A \, B) + B \times Y \to A \times A^\omega
\]

\[
\text{erase}_B(\alpha(\, \kappa_1 \, y)) = \langle \, y.pr_1, \, \text{proj}_A(\, y.pr_2) \rangle
\]

\[
\text{erase}_B(\alpha(\, \kappa_2 \, y)) = \text{erase}_B(\, y.pr_2)
\]

This lifts some notational burden and makes programs easier to read.

The next example demonstrates the use of mixed induction-coinduction on streams over natural numbers. Note that, in contrast to left-fair streams, this is a type in which least and greatest fixed point types are separable but the function still mixes induction and coinduction.

**Example 3.2.9.** We define a function \( H \) of type \( \text{Nat}^\omega \to \text{Nat}^\omega \to \text{Nat}^\omega \) that maps streams \( s \) and \( t \) to a stream \( r \) with \( r(n) = t(\sum_{i=0}^n s(i)) \) by mixing patterns and copatterns as in the following program. We display the program in two forms: on the left in the formally correct notation of \( \lambda \mu \nu = \) and on the right in the more readable, Haskell-like notation that we introduced in Example 3.2.8.
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Formal notation ($\lambda \mu \nu$ = term):

$$H ::= \text{rlet}$$

$$h : \text{Nat}^{\omega} \rightarrow \text{Nat}^{\omega} \rightarrow \text{Nat}^{\omega} = \{ s \rightarrow f (s.\text{hd}) s t \}$$

$$f : \text{Nat} \rightarrow \text{Nat}^{\omega} \rightarrow \text{Nat}^{\omega} \rightarrow \text{Nat}^{\omega} = \{$$

\[
\begin{align*}
(\cdot 0) s t . \text{hd} & \mapsto t . \text{hd} \\
(\cdot 0) s t . \text{tl} & \mapsto h (s . \text{tl}) t \\
\cdot (n + 1) s t & \mapsto f n s (t . \text{tl})
\end{align*}
\]

in $h$

The combination of patterns and copatterns is demonstrated in the declaration of $f$, which uses pattern matching on the first argument, followed by specifying head and tail of $f 0 s t$.

The following example defines a simple stream, which we will use later again.

Example 3.2.10. The stream of alternating bits can be given as follows, where we present again on the left the formal term of $\lambda \mu \nu$ = and the more readable version on the right.

Formal notation ($\lambda \mu \nu$ = term):

$$\text{alt} ::= \text{rlet}$$

$$s_{\text{alt}} : \text{Nat}^{\omega} = \{$$

\[
\begin{align*}
s_{\text{alt}} . \text{hd} & \mapsto 0 \\
s_{\text{alt}} . \text{tl} . \text{hd} & \mapsto 1 \\
s_{\text{alt}} . \text{tl} . \text{tl} & \mapsto s_{\text{alt}}
\end{align*}
\]

in $s_{\text{alt}}$

The reader will notice that we specified the first two entries of the stream alt directly. This is not directly possible in other specification formats for streams, like stream differential equations (SDE) [HKR17], because it cannot always be guaranteed that there exists a solution to SDE with such deeper specifications, cf. ibid. We discuss this issue in Section 4.1.

In the final example of this section we select entries from streams, which crucially uses a mixed inductive-coinductive type. The definitions in the example are also a rich source of further examples later on.

Example 3.2.11. The goal of this example is to define a function select that selects entries from a stream. Its intended behaviour is visualised in the following diagram.

In this diagram, we see that select has two inputs: a stream of 0s and 1, and the stream from which we select entries. A 1 in the first stream marks thereby a position in the second stream that
should be kept, whereas 0s mark positions that shall be dropped. However, there is a problem if the first stream consists only of 0s, as we would have to drop all entries of the second input and thus would not be able to compute an output stream.

This problem is solved, if we only accept streams that contain infinitely many 1s or, equivalently, in which all consecutive sequences of 0s are finite. We can guarantee this property by using stream selectors instead of 0-1-streams, which are elements of the following type $F$.

$$F := vX.\mu Y.X + Y$$
$$F\mu := \mu Y.F + Y$$

Let us give some names to the constructors of $F\mu$ to improve readability. For patterns $\Gamma_1 \vdash \text{pat } p_1 : F$ and $\Gamma_2 \vdash \text{pat } p_2 : F\mu$, we define the following patterns for the type $F\mu$.

$$\text{pres } p_1 := \alpha (\kappa_1 p_1)$$
$$\text{drop } p_2 := \alpha (\kappa_2 p_2)$$

The first pattern signifies that an entry should be preserved, which corresponds to a 1 in the intuitive explanation of selectors above. On the other hand, we mark positions that shall be dropped by the second pattern, the 0 in the bit sequence view. Using these notations, we can implement the select function, mutually with an auxiliary function on $F\mu$, as follows.

$$\text{select } : F \rightarrow A^\omega \rightarrow A^\omega$$
$$\text{select } x = \text{select}_\mu (x.\text{out})$$
$$\text{select}_\mu : F\mu \rightarrow A^\omega \rightarrow A^\omega$$

$$(\text{select}_\mu (\text{pres } x) s)\text{.hd } = s\text{.hd}$$
$$(\text{select}_\mu (\text{pres } x) s)\text{.tl } = \text{select } x (s\text{.tl})$$
$$\text{select}_\mu (\text{drop } u) s = \text{select}_\mu u (s\text{.tl})$$

The functions select and select$_\mu$ are typical examples of a mixed inductive-coinductive definition: We define select$_\mu$ by induction on the first argument, and by coinduction in the base case pres $x$ of this induction. The role of select is to unfold the selector one step, so that we can calculate the next element of the output stream.

Let us now also use the same notation for constructing elements of $F\mu$ as we did for the patterns. That is, given an element $x$ of type $F$, we write $\text{pres } x := \alpha (\kappa_1 x) : F\mu$ and similar for drop. This allows us to concisely give a selector for the odd positions of a stream as follows.

$$\text{oddF} : F$$
$$\text{oddF}\text{.out } = \text{drop } (\text{pres } \text{oddF})$$

Intuitively, this selector corresponds to the stream $(0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, \ldots)$ in the original picture. It allows us to define the following function that drops all the even positions of streams over $A$.

$$\text{odd} : A^\omega \rightarrow A^\omega$$
$$\text{odd} = \text{select } \text{oddF}$$
We will see in Example 3.2.19 the computational behaviour of select. In Chapter 5 we will be able to show that select indeed produces an output for any selector, and in the same chapter we prove some further properties of select. Finally, in Chapter 7 we apply selectors and the select function in the proof of a proposition.

Let us discuss some interesting aspects of Example 3.2.11. First, Bertot [Ber05] uses selection from streams by means of predicates to implement the sieve of Eratosthenes in Coq. Suppose that A is a type, P a predicate on A and s : Aω a stream on A. Bertot then aims to define a stream select_P s that arises from s by keeping exactly those entries that fulfil the predicate P. However, it is clear that such a stream does not exist for all combinations of predicates and streams, but only if the predicate P holds on infinitely many entries of the stream s. If we say in this situation that P is fair on s, then we can alternatively describe this fairness property as inductive-coinductive property: P is fair on s if P eventually holds on some element in s and P is fair on the stream after that position. We will make this definition precise in Section 7.5.3. Let us just say that this fairness of P on s corresponds to the formula □ (!P) in linear temporal logic. In contrast to Bertot’s development, we have selected entries from streams in Example 3.2.11 by specifying the positions that should be kept/dropped from a stream, so that a selector is independent of the stream from which we select. However, these two approaches of selecting can be seen to be equivalent.


where .tlk is the k-fold application of .tl. This gives us a metric on stream terms [Smy92, Chap. 6]:

\[ d(s, t) = \inf\{2^{-n} \mid n \in \mathbb{N}, s \approx_n t\}. \]

A term f : Aω → Aω is uniformly continuous with modulus of continuity M : \(\mathbb{N} \to \mathbb{N}\), if for all n \(\in \mathbb{N}\)

\[ \forall s, t : A^\omega, d(s, t) \leq 2^{-M(n)} \implies d(f s, f t) \leq 2^{-n}. \]

Note now that for a stream s the n-th element of odd s is the (2n + 1)-th element of the input stream s. Thus, we claim that odd is uniformly continuous with modulus M(n) = 2n + 1. Indeed, we can define a map mod : \(F \to \mathbb{N} \to \mathbb{N}\) that computes for x : F the modulus of continuity of select x:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{mod} x &= \text{mod}_\mu(x . out) \\
\text{mod}_\mu : F_\mu &\to \mathbb{N} \to \mathbb{N} \\
\text{mod}_\mu (\text{pres } x) 0 &= 0 \\
\text{mod}_\mu (\text{pres } x) (\text{suc } n) &= \text{suc } (\text{mod}_\mu x n) \\
\text{mod}_\mu (\text{drop } x) n &= \text{suc } (\text{mod}_\mu x n)
\end{align*}
\]

In Example 3.2.20 we show that mod oddF n computes 2n + 1. This will allow us to show that the look-ahead of odd, that is, the number of entries that are read from an input to produce an output, is bounded by mod oddF. In other words, odd is uniformly continuous with modulus mod oddF.
3.2. Computations in $\lambda\mu\nu=$

We now give a reduction relation on terms in $\lambda\mu\nu=.$ This reduction relation has at its heart again a contraction relation, which essentially applies the defining equations as rewrite rules. For instance, we will have

$$
\langle \cdot \rangle . \text{out} = (rlet \; f : 1' = \{ \cdot . \text{out} \mapsto f \} \; \text{in} \; f) . \text{out}
\rightarrow rlet \; f : 1' = \{ \cdot . \text{out} \mapsto f \} \; \text{in} \; (f . \text{out})
\rightarrow rlet \; f : 1' = \{ \cdot . \text{out} \mapsto f \} \; \text{in} \; f
= \langle \cdot \rangle .
$$

Turning copattern equations into rewrite rules also ensures that the definitions in Example 3.2.12, 3.2.13 and 3.2.14 yield terms whose reductions coincide with their counterparts in $\lambda\mu\nu.$

**Definition 3.2.12.** A substitution is a function $\sigma : \text{TeVar} \rightarrow \text{Terms}_{\lambda\mu\nu=}.$ We denote by $\text{dom}(\sigma)$ the domain of $\sigma,$ which is given by $\text{dom}(\sigma) = \{ x \mid \sigma(x) \neq x \}.$ Given a term $t \in \text{Terms}_{\lambda\mu\nu=},$ the application $t[\sigma]$ of $\sigma$ to $t$ is the term that results from replacing all variables $x \in \text{dom}(\sigma)$ that are unbound in $t$ by $\sigma(x)$ while renaming bound variables in $t$ ($\alpha$-renaming) to avoid binding of variables in $\sigma(x).$ For a context $\Gamma,$ we denote by $\text{dom}(\Gamma)$ the set of variables that occur in $\Gamma.$ We then say that a substitution $\sigma$ is a $\Gamma$-substitution, if $\text{dom}(\Gamma) \subseteq \text{dom}(\sigma)$.

**Definition 3.2.13.** Given a copattern $q$ with $\Gamma_{\text{cop}} q : A \Rightarrow B$ and a $\Gamma$-substitution $\sigma,$ we call $e = q[\sigma]$ an evaluation context on type $A$ with result in $B$ and we say that $q$ matches $e.$

For terms $t,$ we denote by $e[t/\cdot]$ the term obtained by replacing the hole $\cdot$ in $q[\sigma]$ by $t.$

Note that in Definition 3.2.13, if there is a context $\Gamma',$ such that $\Gamma' \vdash t : A$ and $\Gamma' \vdash \sigma(x) : \Gamma(x)$ for all $x \in \text{dom}(\Gamma),$ where $\Gamma(x)$ is the type of the variable $x$ in $\Gamma,$ we have $\Gamma' \vdash e[t/\cdot] : B.$

We use matching to define contraction and reductions of terms.

**Definition 3.2.14.** Given a term $t : A$ and an evaluation context $e,$ we say that the term $e[t/\cdot]$ contracts to $t'$ using declarations in $\Sigma,$ if $e[t/\cdot] \succ_{\Sigma} t'$ can be derived using the following rules:

$$
\begin{align*}
q_i & \mapsto t_i \in D \\
q_i[\sigma][\lambda D/\cdot] & \succ_{\Sigma} t_i[\sigma] \\
\frac{\lambda D/\cdot}{f : A = D} & \succ_{\Sigma} t' \\
e\cdot f/\cdot & \succ_{\Sigma} t'
\end{align*}
$$

For each declaration block $\Sigma,$ we define the reduction relation of $\lambda\mu\nu= \rightarrow_{\Sigma}$ on terms as the compatible closure of contraction and the following rule, which makes declarations available in reductions.

$$
\begin{align*}
\frac{t \rightarrow_{\Sigma_1, \Sigma_2} t'}{rlet \; \Sigma_2 \text{ in } t \rightarrow_{\Sigma_1} rlet \; \Sigma_2 \text{ in } t'}
\end{align*}
$$

Finally, we need that $\text{rlet}$-bindings interact well with the rest of the calculus. Thus, we have two more rules for each evaluation context $e$ and constructor $c \in \{ \kappa_1, \kappa_2, \alpha \}.$

$$
\begin{align*}
\frac{e[rlet \; \Sigma_2 \text{ in } t/\cdot] \rightarrow_{\Sigma_1} \text{rlet} \; \Sigma_2 \text{ in } e[t/\cdot]}{rlet \; \Sigma_2 \text{ in } (c \; t) \rightarrow_{\Sigma_1} c \; (\text{rlet} \; \Sigma_2 \text{ in } t)}
\end{align*}
$$

We denote the relation $\rightarrow_0$ by $\rightarrow.$ As before, we write $\rightarrow_0$ for the reflexive, transitive closure of $\rightarrow$ and $\equiv$ for the equivalence closure of $\rightarrow_0$ (convertibility).
Let us now show that we can recover the reductions of \( \lambda \mu \nu \) on non-recursive types.

**Example 3.2.15.** Recall that we introduced in Example 3.2.4, 3.2.5 and 3.2.6 notation that resembled the structure of non-recursive types of \( \lambda \mu \nu \) in \( \lambda \mu \nu \equiv \). We now show how in each of the three cases Definition 3.2.14 applies and that the result of a reduction is the same as in \( \lambda \mu \nu \). Let \( \Gamma, x : A \vdash s : C \), \( \Gamma, y : B \vdash t : C \) and \( \Gamma ; \Sigma \vdash a : A \), so that we can form

\[
\{ \kappa_1 x \mapsto s ; \kappa_2 y \mapsto t \} (\kappa_1 a) = \lambda \kappa \{ (\kappa_1 x) \mapsto s ; (\kappa_2 y) \mapsto t \} (\kappa_1 a)
\]

in the notation of Example 3.2.4. If we now put \( q_1 = (\kappa_1 x) \) and \( \sigma(x) = a \), then

\[
\{ \kappa_1 x \mapsto s ; \kappa_2 y \mapsto t \} (\kappa_1 a) = q_1[\sigma][\lambda \kappa \{ (\kappa_1 x) \mapsto s ; (\kappa_2 y) \mapsto t \} / \cdot].
\]

Thus, by the first rule in Definition 3.2.14 we have

\[
\{ \kappa_1 x \mapsto s ; \kappa_2 y \mapsto t \} (\kappa_1 a) \triangleright_\Sigma s[\sigma] = s[a/\cdot]\]

which is exactly how we defined contraction for \( \lambda \mu \nu \) on terms of sum type in Definition 3.1.11.

Similarly, we have for \( q_1 = \cdot \cdot \text{pr}_1 \) and the empty substitution (everywhere undefined function) \( \sigma \)

\[
\pi_1 \langle s, t \rangle = \lambda \kappa \{ \cdot \cdot \text{pr}_1 \mapsto s ; \cdot \cdot \text{pr}_2 \mapsto t \} \cdot \text{pr}_1
\]

\[
\quad \quad \quad = q_1[\sigma][\lambda \kappa \{ \cdot \cdot \text{pr}_1 \mapsto s ; \cdot \cdot \text{pr}_2 \mapsto t \} / \cdot]
\]

\[
\quad \quad \quad \triangleright_\Sigma s[\sigma]
\]

\[
\quad \quad \quad = s,
\]

so that the projections on product types also work as expected.

Finally, also \( \beta \)-reduction on functions is recovered in \( \lambda \mu \nu \equiv \):\[
(\lambda x. t) s = (\cdot x)[s/x][\lambda \kappa \{ (\kappa_1 x) \mapsto t \} / \cdot] \triangleright_\Sigma t[s/x].
\]

Let us now give an example of computations on recursive type.

**Example 3.2.16.** Recall that we have defined in Example 3.1.8 constant streams by using coiter in \( \lambda \mu \nu \). The definition of these constant streams for \( a : A \) in \( \lambda \mu \nu \equiv \) is even easier:

\[
a^\omega := \text{rlet } c_a : A^\omega = \{ \cdot \text{hd} \mapsto a ; \cdot \text{tl} \mapsto c_a \} \text{ in } c_a
\]

If we put \( \Sigma = \{ c_a : A^\omega = \{ \cdot \text{hd} \mapsto a ; \cdot \text{tl} \mapsto c_a \} \} \), then we have

\[
a^\omega . \text{hd} = (\text{rlet } \Sigma \text{ in } c_a). \text{hd} = (\cdot \text{hd})[\text{rlet } \Sigma \text{ in } c_a / \cdot] \rightarrow \text{rlet } \Sigma \text{ in } ((\cdot \text{hd})[c_a / \cdot]).
\]

To proceed further, we use the first contract rule to obtain

\[
((\cdot \text{hd})[\lambda (\cdot \text{hd} \mapsto a ; \cdot \text{tl} \mapsto c_a) / \cdot]) \triangleright_\Sigma a,
\]

from which we get by the second contraction rule that

\[
((\cdot \text{hd})[c_a / \cdot]) \triangleright_\Sigma a.
\]
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Thus, by the reduction rule for \texttt{rlet}-blocks, we can continue the reduction by

\[
\texttt{rlet } \Sigma \texttt{ in } ((\cdot .\texttt{hd})[c_a/\cdot]) \rightarrow \texttt{rlet } \Sigma \texttt{ in } a.
\]

It is now crucial to note that the last two reduction rules in Definition 3.2.14 give us that this resulting term behaves exactly like \(a\) itself despite it sitting under a \texttt{rlet}-binding. For instance, we can reduce the term further if \(a = 0\):

\[
\texttt{rlet } \Sigma \texttt{ in } 0 = \texttt{rlet } \Sigma \texttt{ in } \alpha (\kappa_1(\cdot)) \rightarrow \alpha (\texttt{rlet } \Sigma \texttt{ in } (\kappa_1(\cdot))) \rightarrow \alpha (\kappa_1(\texttt{rlet } \Sigma \texttt{ in } (\cdot))) \rightarrow \alpha (\kappa_1 (\cdot)).
\]

This means that we are not able to distinguish \(\texttt{rlet } \Sigma \texttt{ in } 0\) from \(0\) inside \(\lambda \mu \nu =\). We make this precise in Section 4.1.

\textbf{Convention 3.2.17.} Since we were hiding outermost \texttt{rlet}-bindings in the Haskell-like notation, see Example 3.2.8 and 3.2.9, it is convenient to do the same for terms like \(\texttt{rlet } \Sigma \texttt{ in } 0\) in Example 3.2.16 above. Hence, we will usually denote \(\texttt{rlet } \Sigma \texttt{ in } 0\) by \(0\) instead.

We now use this convention to demonstrate the computational behaviour of \(H\) from Example 3.2.9 on the alternating bit stream.

\textbf{Example 3.2.18.} Using the computation \(0^\omega .\texttt{hd} \rightarrow 0\) from Example 3.2.16, the definition of \(\texttt{alt}\) in Example 3.2.10 and of \(H\), we obtain the following computation.

\[
(H 0^\omega \texttt{alt}).\texttt{hd} \rightarrow (f (0^\omega .\texttt{hd}) 0^\omega \texttt{alt}).\texttt{hd} \rightarrow (f 0 0^\omega \texttt{alt}).\texttt{hd} \rightarrow \texttt{alt}.\texttt{hd} \rightarrow 0
\]

Thus, we have \((H 0^\omega \texttt{alt}).\texttt{hd} \equiv 0\) and \((H 0^\omega \texttt{alt}).\texttt{hd} \equiv 0\), see Definition 3.2.14. For simplicity, we will usually just write \(\equiv\) whenever we carry out computation steps, as this allows us to abstract away from the exact number of intermediate computation steps. We use this convention in the following computation of the head of \(H 1^\omega \texttt{alt}\).

\[
(H 1^\omega \texttt{alt}).\texttt{hd} \equiv (f (1^\omega .\texttt{hd}) 1^\omega \texttt{alt}).\texttt{hd} \equiv (f 1 1^\omega \texttt{alt}).\texttt{hd} \equiv (f 0 1^\omega (\texttt{alt}.\texttt{tl})).\texttt{hd} \equiv \texttt{alt}.\texttt{tl}.\texttt{hd} \equiv 1
\]

Let us briefly come back to the selector example (3.2.11).

\textbf{Example 3.2.19.} Recall that we have defined \(\text{odd} : A^\omega \rightarrow A^\omega\) to be \(\text{odd} = \text{select oddF}\). We are going to use \(\text{odd}\) with \(A = \text{Nat}\) and apply it to \(\text{alt}\) from Example 3.2.10. Since the intuition of \(\text{odd}\) is that it only keeps the odd positions of a stream, counting from \(0\), we expect that \(\text{odd alt}\) is equal to \(1\) in all positions. Indeed, the computational behaviour of \(\text{odd alt}\) is given as follows. First, we have

\[
\text{odd alt} = \text{select oddF alt}
\rightarrow \text{select}_\mu (\text{oddF.out}) \text{alt}
\rightarrow \text{select}_\mu (\text{drop (pres oddF)}) \text{alt}
\rightarrow \text{select}_\mu (\text{pres oddF}) (\text{alt}.\texttt{tl}),
\]

which can only be reduced further if we request the head or tail of \(\text{odd alt}\), see the definition of \(\text{select}_\mu\). For the head we get then the following reduction to \(1\), which is the element in the first odd position of \(\text{alt}\).

\[
(\text{select}_\mu (\text{pres oddF}) (\text{alt}.\texttt{tl})).\texttt{hd} \rightarrow \text{alt}.\texttt{tl}.\texttt{hd} \rightarrow 1
\]
Upon requesting the tail of odd alt, we obtain

\[(\text{select}_\mu (\text{pres oddF}) (\text{alt}.\text{tl})).\text{tl} \rightarrow \text{select oddF} (\text{alt}.\text{tl})): \rightarrow \text{select oddF alt} = \text{odd alt} \]

Thus, if we read further positions by applying the tail repeatedly as in \((\text{odd alt})).\text{tl}^n.\text{hd}\), we would always get 1 as output. So, as expected, odd alt is the constant stream \(1^\omega\). We will develop in Section 4.1 a notion of program equivalence that allows us to formulate this statement precisely by saying that odd alt and \(1^\omega\) are observationally equivalent. ▷

**Example 3.2.20.** Recall that we have defined after Example 3.2.11 a map \(\text{mod} : F \rightarrow \text{Nat} \rightarrow \text{Nat}\). Let us first show that \(\text{mod oddF} n = 2n + 1\) by induction on \(n\). In the base case we have

\[
\text{mod oddF} 0 \equiv m_\mu (\text{drop} (\text{pres oddF})) 0 \\
\equiv \text{suc} (m_\mu (\text{pres oddF}) 0) \\
\equiv \text{suc} 0 \\
= 2 \cdot 0 + 1
\]

For the induction step, we assume that \(\text{mod oddF} n = 2n + 1\) holds and proceed by

\[
\text{mod oddF} (n + 1) \equiv m_\mu (\text{drop} (\text{pres oddF})) (n + 1) \\
\equiv \text{suc} (m_\mu (\text{pres oddF}) (\text{suc} n)) \\
\equiv \text{suc} (\text{suc} (\text{mod oddF} n)) \\
\equiv \text{suc} (\text{suc} (2n + 1)) \\
= 2n + 1 + 2 \\
= 2(n + 1) + 1,
\]

which proves the induction step. Note that the last two steps are arithmetic identities on natural numbers and are not given by conversion of terms.

It is now easy to see that \(\text{mod oddF}\) is the modulus of continuity of odd = select oddF, that is, for all \(n \in \mathbb{N}\) and \(s, t : A^\omega\) we have

\[
d(s, t) \leq 2^{-\text{mod oddF} n} \implies d(\text{odd s}, \text{odd t}) \leq 2^{-n}.
\]

More generally, select is continuous on the domain \(F \times A^\omega\), see [BH16]. ▷

So far, we have only seen examples of computations that eventually end. Since \(\lambda \mu \nu =\) is fairly liberal in how equational specifications can be used, we can write non-terminating programs in \(\lambda \mu \nu =\), that is, terms from which infinite reduction sequences originate.

**Example 3.2.21.** The following term \(\Omega\) is a generic term for any type \(A\) that has no normal form, which means that any reduction sequence from \(\Omega\) is infinite.

\[
\Omega_A := \text{rlet} \omega : A = \{ \cdot \mapsto \omega \} \text{ in } \omega
\]

With \(\Sigma = \{ \omega : A = \{ \cdot \mapsto \omega \} \}\), we have

\[
\omega = \lfloor \omega / \cdot \rfloor >_{\Sigma} \omega,
\]
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thus $\Omega_A \rightarrow \Omega_A$, which gives immediately the desired infinite reduction sequence.

The same mechanism also allows us to construct a fixed point of an arbitrary term $f : A \rightarrow A$:

$$\text{fix } f := \text{rlet } r : A = \{ \cdot \mapsto f \, r \} \text{ in } r.$$  

Depending on the evaluation strategy and $f$, this term might have a normal form. We will not go into this further here though. □

We will now prove some results about the reduction relation of $\lambda \mu \nu =$, which are going to be important in what follows. Let us first show that computations do not alter types of terms.

**Theorem 3.2.22.** The reduction relation $\rightarrow_{\Sigma}$ preserves types, that is, if $\Gamma ; \Sigma \vdash t : A$ and $t \rightarrow_{\Sigma} s$ for some term $s$, then $\Gamma ; \Sigma \vdash s : A$. In particular, $\rightarrow$ preserves types of closed terms.

**Proof.** The proof that $\rightarrow_{\Sigma}$ preserves types on the rules that do not involve rlet-blocks is immediate by type preservation of the contraction relation $\succ_{\Sigma}$, see [Abe+13]. Type preservation of reductions that are given by the three rules involving rlet-blocks follows immediately from the fact that the type of rlet $\Sigma_1$ in $t$ is given by the type of $t$. □

We have discussed after Definition 3.2.3 that nothing prevents us in $\lambda \mu \nu =$ from giving declaration bodies that are not exhaustive or may even overlap in some case. The following example demonstrates the computations on such terms.

**Example 3.2.23.** First, we note that there are terms from which no reduction is possible because their behaviour is underspecified. An example is the term $\lambda \{ \cdot . \text{pr}_1 \mapsto t \} . \text{pr}_2$, since the body $\{ \cdot . \text{pr}_1 \mapsto t \}$ has no case for the second projection and thus there is no contraction possible. Second, from the term $\lambda \{ \cdot . \text{pr}_1 \mapsto t ; \cdot . \text{pr}_1 \mapsto s \} . \text{pr}_1$ there are two reductions possible: either to $t$ or to $s$. If $t$ and $s$ cannot be reduced to a common term, then the reduction is non-deterministic in this case. □

This example demonstrates that we need to ensure that a collection of copatterns covers all possible cases (in which case we call it exhaustive) and does not lead to non-deterministic reductions (in which case we call it non-overlapping). The former is important because we might otherwise get stuck on a term of type Nat that cannot be reduced further and is neither a successor or zero. Non-determinism, on the other hand, causes confluence of the reduction relation to fail. Since confluence becomes important in Section 4.1, we need to rule out non-deterministic declaration bodies as well. Collections of copatterns that are exhaustive and non-overlapping are said to be covering. Formally, covering is given with respect to a type as in the following definition, which we adapt from [Abe+13].

**Definition 3.2.24.** A set of annotated copatterns is a set $Q$ of triples $(\Gamma ; q ; B)$, where $\Gamma$ is a context, $q$ a copattern and $B$ a type. We write $Q^\dagger$ for the underlying set of copatterns:

$$Q^\dagger := \{ q \mid (\Gamma ; q ; B) \in Q \}.$$  

A set $Q$ of copatterns covers a type $A$, if there is a set $Q$ of annotated copatterns such that $Q = Q^\dagger$. 63
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and \( A \vdash Q \) can be derived inductively from the following rules.

\[
\begin{align*}
A \vdash \{(\emptyset; \cdot; A)\} & \quad \quad A \vdash \{(\emptyset; x; q; C)\} & \quad \quad A \vdash \{(\emptyset; q; B \rightarrow C)\} \\
A \vdash \{(\Gamma; x : B_1 + B_2; q; C)\} & \quad \quad A \vdash \{(\Gamma; x : \mu X. B; q; C)\} \quad \quad A \vdash \{(\Gamma; x : B_q \rightarrow \emptyset; q; C)\} \\
A \vdash \{(\Gamma; x_i : B_i; q[k_i x_i/x]; C) \mid i = 1, 2\} & \quad \quad A \vdash \{(\Gamma; y : B[y \mu X. B/X]; q[\alpha y/x]; C)\}
\end{align*}
\]

Note that a set of covering copatterns is constructed in Definition 3.2.24 by extending copatterns on coinductive types and by refining patterns on inductive types. This can be seen by relating the types used in the rules of the covering relation to the typing of copatterns:

**Lemma 3.2.25.** If \( A \vdash Q \), then for all \( (\Gamma; q; B) \in Q \) we have \( \Gamma \vdash_{\text{top}} q : A \Rightarrow B \).

**Proof.** This follows easily by induction on the rules applied to obtain \( A \vdash Q \). \(\square\)

Let us give some example for covering and non-covering sets of copatterns.

**Example 3.2.26.** Let \( U = F_{\mu} \rightarrow B^o \rightarrow B^o \) and

\[ Q = \{\cdot\ (\text{pres } x) \ s\).\text{hd}, (\cdot\ (\text{pres } x) \ s).tl, (\cdot\ \text{drop } u)\ s\}, \]

which are the three copatterns used in the definition of select\(_{\mu} : U \) in Example 3.2.11. We define two contexts \( \Gamma_1 = x : F, s : A^o \) and \( \Gamma_2 = u : F_{\mu}, s : A^o \), and use these to check that there is a set of annotated copatterns that corresponds to \( Q \) and covers \( U \):

\[
\begin{align*}
U \vdash \{(\emptyset; \cdot; F_{\mu} \rightarrow B^o \rightarrow B^o)\} & \quad \quad U \vdash \{(\emptyset; y; F_{\mu}; \cdot; y; A^o \rightarrow A^o)\} \\
U \vdash \{(\emptyset; y; F_{\mu}, s : A^o; \cdot; y; s; A^o)\} & \quad \quad U \vdash \{(\emptyset; z : F + F_{\mu}, s : A^o; \cdot; (\alpha z) s; A^o)\} \\
U \vdash \{(\emptyset; x : F, s : A^o; \cdot; (\text{pres } x) s; A^o), (\emptyset; u : F_{\mu}, s : A^o; \cdot; (\text{drop } u) s; A^o)\} \\
U \vdash \{(\Gamma_1; (\cdot\ (\text{pres } x) s).\text{out}; A \times A^o), (\Gamma_2; (\cdot\ (\text{pres } x) s).\text{tl}; A^o), (\Gamma_2; (\cdot\ (\text{drop } u) s; A^o)\}
\end{align*}
\]

Thus \( Q \) covers the type \( U = F_{\mu} \rightarrow B^o \rightarrow B^o \). Non-examples are the sets \{\cdot\ \text{hd} ; \cdot\ \text{tl} ; \cdot\ \text{hd}\}, as these copatterns are overlapping, and \{\cdot\ 0\ \text{hd} ; \cdot\ 0\ \text{tl}\}, as this set is not exhaustive. \(\square\)

We can now use the definition of covering to define a class of terms that can be reduced to certain normal forms (called values, see Definition 3.2.30) and on which the reduction relation is confluent.

**Definition 3.2.27.** A declaration body \( D = \{q_1 \mapsto t_1; \ldots ; q_n \mapsto t_n\} \) with \( \Gamma; \Sigma \vdash_{\text{body}} D : A \) is said to be well-covering, if \( \{q_i \mid i = 1, \ldots, n\} \) covers \( A \). We then call terms \( t \) and declaration block \( \Sigma \) well-covering, if every declaration body in \( t \) and \( \Sigma \) is well-covering.
Example 3.2.28. By Example 3.2.26, we have that select$\mu$ is well-covering. ▷

Let us now put the covering relation to use. The class of terms that we have been advertising, on which the reduction relation is well-behaved, is given by the following definition.

Definition 3.2.29. For a declaration block $\Sigma$ and a type $A$, we define several sets of terms:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Lambda^=_{\Sigma}(A) & := \{ t \mid \emptyset; \Sigma \vdash t : A \text{ and } t \text{ is well-covering} \} \\
\Lambda^\Sigma_{\Sigma} & := \bigcup_{A \in \text{Ty}} \Lambda^=_{\Sigma}(A) \\
\Lambda^= & := \Lambda^=_{\emptyset}(A) \\
\Lambda^\subseteq & := \Lambda^=_{\emptyset}
\end{align*}
\]

First, we show that every well-covering term is either a value or can be further reduced. The notion of value is given in the following definition.

Definition 3.2.30. A term $t$ of type $A$ is a value if (i) $A$ is an inductive type and $t = c s$ for a constructor $c$ and a value $s$; (ii) $A$ is coinductive; or (iii) $t = x$ for some variable $x$. ▷

Lemma 3.2.31 (Progress). Let $A$ be a type and $\Sigma$ a well-covering declaration block. For every term $t \in \Lambda^\subseteq_{\Sigma}(A)$, we have that either $t$ is a value or that there is a $t'$ with $t \to_{\Sigma} t'$.

Proof. The proof of this fact is easily adopted from [Abe+13, Sec. 5], where one crucially has to appeal to the two rules that distribute evaluation contexts and constructors over rlet-bindings. □

On the same class of terms, we now also prove confluence. The details of the proof can be found in Appendix A.

Proposition 3.2.32. For any type $A$ and any well-covering $\Sigma$, $\to_{\Sigma}$ is confluent on $\Lambda^\subseteq_{\Sigma}(A)$ and, in particular, $\to_{\Sigma}$ is confluent on $\Lambda^=$. □

Let us briefly discuss what the relevance of the progress result and confluence is in the context of this thesis. First of all, confluence allows us to simplify the definition of convertibility to $t_1 \equiv t_2 \iff \exists t_3. t_1 \to_{\Sigma} t_3 \leftarrow_{\Sigma} t_2$, see Section 2.1. More importantly, it ensures that constructors in head position of terms are unique.

Lemma 3.2.33. If $t \in \Lambda^= (A_1 + A_2)$ and $t \to_{\Sigma} \kappa_i t'$ for some $i \in \{1, 2\}$, then for all $t''$ with $t \to_{\Sigma} \kappa_j t''$ we must have that $i = j$.

Proof. By confluence, there must be a term $s$ with $\kappa_i t' \to_{\Sigma} s \leftarrow_{\Sigma} \kappa_j t''$. Since reduction steps do not change or remove constructors, it follows that $s = \kappa_i s'$ with $i = j$. □

In combination with the progress lemma, we can find for every term of inductive type a weak head normal form (WHNF) with unique constructors as follows. We denote the set family of all strongly normalising terms by $\text{SN} = \{ \text{SN}_A \}_{A \in \text{Ty}}$, whereby $\text{SN}_A = \{ t \in \Lambda^= (A) \mid t \downarrow \}$, see Section 2.1.

Lemma 3.2.34 (Weak Head Normal Forms). Let $t \in \text{SN}_A$ be a strongly normalising term. If $A = \mu X. B$, then there is a $t' \in \text{SN}_{B[\mu X. B/X]}$ with $t \equiv \alpha t'$. Otherwise, if $A = B_1 + B_2$, then there is $i \in \{1, 2\}$ and a $t' \in \text{SN}_{B_i}$ with $t \equiv \kappa_i t'$, and for every $s$ with $t \equiv \kappa_j s$ we have $i = j$.

Proof. Since $t$ is strongly normalising, there is a normal form $u$ with $t \to_{\Sigma} u$. The claim follows by applying Lemma 3.2.31 to $u$. For sums, uniqueness of $i$ is the content of Lemma 3.2.33. □
3.3. Relation Between $\lambda\mu\nu$ and $\lambda\mu\nu=$

Let us comment on the relation between the two presented calculi. As we have seen, they embody two different styles of recursion. We can, however, emulate the recursion style of $\lambda\mu\nu=$ in $\lambda\mu\nu=$.

**Definition 3.3.1.** We simultaneously define by induction on the type $A$ the following three term constructors in $\lambda\mu\nu=$.

1. Given a type $A$ and a term $t$ with $X \vdash A : \text{Ty}$ and $\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash t : B \to C$, we define a term $\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash A[t] : A[B] \to A[C]$;
2. given a term $r$ with $\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash r : A[B/X] \to B$, we define an iterator $\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash R_\mu : \mu X. A \to B$;
3. given a term $r$ with $\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash r : B \to A[B/X]$, we define a coiterator $\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash R_\nu : B \to \nu X. A$.

The term $A[t]$ is given literally as in $\lambda\mu\nu=$ (Definition 3.1.9), only with iter replaced by $R_\mu$ and coiter by $R_\nu$. For the iterator, we define

$$R_\mu r := \text{rlet } f : \mu X. A \to B = \{ (\alpha x) \mapsto r (A[f] x) \} \text{ in } f,$$

and the coiterator, on the other hand, we define by

$$R_\nu r := \text{rlet } f : B \to \nu X. A = \{ (\cdot x).\text{out} \mapsto A[f] (r x) \} \text{ in } f.$$

We then obtain for the terms in Definition 3.3.1 the same typing rules as in $\lambda\mu\nu=$.

**Lemma 3.3.2.** The following typing rules hold in $\lambda\mu\nu=$ for the terms defined in Definition 3.3.1.

$$\begin{align*}
\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash t : B \to C & \quad \Rightarrow \quad \Gamma; \Sigma \vdash A[t] : A[B/X] \to A[C/X] \\
\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash r : A[B/X] \to B & \quad \Rightarrow \quad \Gamma; \Sigma \vdash R_\mu r s : \mu X. A \to B \\
\Gamma; \Sigma \vdash r : B \to A[B/X] & \quad \Rightarrow \quad \Gamma; \Sigma \vdash R_\nu r s : B \to \nu X. A
\end{align*}$$

These terms are, moreover, well-covering if $r$, $s$ and $t$ are.

**Proof.** The proof for the first rule is again carried out by induction on $A$, just like in Lemma 3.1.10. That the typing rules of the iterator and coiterator hold is seen as follows. First, we show that the bodies for the coiterator and iteration are well-typed, where we use the typing rule for $A[t]$. For the case of $R_\nu$, we let $D_\nu = \{ (\cdot x).\text{out} \mapsto A[f] (r x) \}$ and $\Sigma' = \Sigma, (f : B \to \nu X. A = D_\nu)$. Then we can derive that $D$ is well-typed as follows.

$$\begin{align*}
\Gamma; \Sigma' \vdash f : B \to \nu X. A & \quad \Rightarrow \quad \Gamma; \Sigma' \vdash A[f] : A[B] \to A[\nu X. A] \\
\Gamma; \Sigma' \vdash r : B \to A[B] & \quad \Rightarrow \quad \Gamma; \Sigma' \vdash x : B ; \Sigma' \vdash r x : A[B] \\
\Gamma; x : B ; \Sigma' \vdash A[f] (r x) : A[\nu X. A] & \quad \Rightarrow \quad \Gamma; x : B ; \Sigma' \vdash \{ (\cdot x).\text{out} \mapsto A[f] (r x) \} : B \to \nu X. A
\end{align*}$$

Similarly for the body of $R_\mu$, we put $D_\mu = \{ (\alpha x) \mapsto r (A[f] x) \}$ and $\Sigma' = \Sigma, (f : B \to \nu X. A = D_\mu)$, allowing us to carry out the following derivation.

$$\begin{align*}
\Gamma; \Sigma' \vdash f : \mu X. A \to B & \quad \Rightarrow \quad \Gamma; \Sigma' \vdash A[f] : A[\mu X. A] \to A[B] \\
\Gamma; \Sigma' \vdash x : A[\mu X. A] ; \Sigma' \vdash x : A[\mu X. A] & \quad \Rightarrow \quad \Gamma; x : A[\mu X. A] ; \Sigma' \vdash A[f] x : A[B] \\
\Gamma; x : A[\mu X. A] ; \Sigma' \vdash r (A[f] x) : B & \quad \Rightarrow \quad \Gamma; \Sigma' \vdash \{ (\alpha x) \mapsto r (A[f] x) \} : \mu X. A \to B
\end{align*}$$
3.4. Conclusion and Related Work

Since the bodies are well-typed, it is clear that \( R_\mu \, r \) and \( R_\nu \, r \) have the required types.

Finally, well-covering follows also by a straightforward induction on the type \( A \). We check, as an example, that \( R_\nu \, r \) is well-covering. This requires us to construct an annotated set of copatterns that corresponds to \( \{ \cdot \times \}.\text{out} \), which can be constructed by the following derivation.

\[
\frac{B \rightarrow vX. \, A \triangleleft \{ (\emptyset; \cdot ; B \rightarrow vX. \, A) \}}{B \rightarrow vX. \, A \triangleleft \{ (x : B; \cdot \, x ; vX. \, A) \}} \quad \frac{B \rightarrow vX. \, A \triangleleft \{ (x : B; (\cdot \, x).\text{out}; A[vX. \, A/X]) \}}{}
\]

Thus, \( \{ \cdot \, x \}.\text{out} \) covers \( B \rightarrow vX. \, A \), as required, and \( R_\nu \, r \) is well-covering. \( \square \)

This definition allows us to translate terms of \( \lambda \mu \nu \) to terms in \( \lambda \mu \nu \).

**Definition 3.3.3.** We define a function \( \nu (-) \gamma : \Lambda \rightarrow \Lambda^\gamma \) by induction on the terms of \( \lambda \mu \nu \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\nu (\cdot) \gamma &= \emptyset \\
\nu \kappa_i \, t \gamma &= \kappa_i \nu t \gamma \\
\nu \alpha \, t \gamma &= \alpha \nu t \gamma \\
\nu \mu \pi_i \, t \gamma &= \nu t \gamma . \text{pr}_i \\
\nu \xi \, t \gamma &= \nu t \gamma . \text{out} \\
\nu \alpha x \, t \gamma &= \nu \lambda x. \, t \gamma \\
\nu \pi_i x \, \mu t \gamma &= \nu \text{iter}^{\mu X. \, A} (x, t) \, s \gamma = R_\mu (\lambda x. \, \nu t \gamma) \, \nu s \gamma \\
\nu \pi_0 x \, \nu t \gamma &= \nu \text{coiter}^{\nu X. \, A} (x, t) \, s \gamma = R_\nu (\lambda x. \, \nu t \gamma) \, \nu s \gamma \\
\nu \kappa_1 x \, \nu t \gamma \mapsto s \, ; \, \kappa_2 y \, \nu t \gamma \mapsto t \gamma \, u \gamma &= \nu \{ \kappa_1 x \, \nu t \gamma \mapsto \nu s \gamma \, ; \, \kappa_2 y \, \nu t \gamma \mapsto t \gamma \} \, \nu u \gamma
\end{align*}
\]

**Theorem 3.3.4.** Definition 3.3.3 gives rise to a map \( \nu (-) \gamma : \Lambda \rightarrow \Lambda^\gamma \), in the sense that terms of \( \lambda \mu \nu \) are mapped to well-covering terms of \( \lambda \mu \nu \). Moreover, it preserves types:

\[
\Gamma \vdash t : A \implies \Gamma \vdash \nu t \gamma : A.
\]

*Proof.* Both well-covering and type preservation are proved by induction on terms. All cases, except that for iter and coiter, are thereby immediate. That the translation of iter and coiter is well-covering and type preserving has been proved in Lemma 3.3.2. \( \square \)

### 3.4. Conclusion and Related Work

The purpose of this chapter was to give some understanding of how to program with inductive-coinductive data. We chose here two calculi that employ different ways of dealing with inductive and coinductive data, and compared their corresponding strengths and weaknesses: The first calculus \( \lambda \mu \nu \) is hard to use, but all terms are strongly normalising. On the other hand, \( \lambda \mu \nu \) is fairly easy to use, but we can write non-terminating programs in it. Note that we have not proved strong normalisation of \( \lambda \mu \nu \) in this chapter, this will be rectified in Chapter 3. We tackle the problem of non-termination in \( \lambda \mu \nu \) in the next chapter.

In Chapters 3 and 4, we will establish category theoretical and type theoretic extensions of the simple calculus \( \lambda \mu \nu \) to the setting of dependent types. This will allow us to intertwine programming and reasoning. Also, we will give there further applications of inductive-coinductive programming.
The calculi presented in this chapter have been discussed in one form or another in other places, so let us clarify the relation to existing work. Possibly the earliest calculi with mixed inductive-coinductive types were given by Mendler [Men87, Men91] and Hagino [Hag87]. Mendler combines the polymorphic \( \lambda \)-calculus with inductive and coinductive types, whereas Hagino bases his calculus on the notion of dialgebra, something we will come back to in Chapter 7. Hagino’s iteration and coiteration schemes match quite clearly with the ones we used in Section 3.1 Mendler [Men91], on the other hand, models the iteration principle using constants

\[
R^{\mu X. A} : \forall Y. (\forall Z. (Z \to Y) \to A \to Y) \to \mu X. A \to Y.
\]

If we note that the type \( \forall Z. (Z \to Y) \to A \to Y \) corresponds with maps \( A[Y/X] \to Y \), then we can read the type of \( R^{\mu X. A} \) as “for every type \( Y \) and every \( A \)-algebra there is a map \( \mu X. A \to Y \).” Thus, also Mendler’s style of introducing iteration gives rise to the same iteration principle that we were using in \( \lambda \mu \nu \), cf. Section 3.3 and [UV96]. Similarly, also his coiteration principle matches that of \( \lambda \mu \nu \). Thus both calculi agree on the inductive and coinductive types, but Mendler’s calculus also features (impredicative) polymorphism. This allows Mendler to obtain iteration and coiteration principles without having to introduce explicitly the action of types on terms, see [UV96, UV02] for a detailed discussion and [UV99a, Ven00] for a discussion from a category theoretical perspective.

To ensure strong normalisation, Mendler, of course, allows fixed points only of positive types. In this respect, Mendler’s calculus [Men87, Men91] goes beyond \( \lambda \mu \nu \), as we only allow strictly positive types. In principle, we could also extend \( \lambda \mu \nu \) and \( \lambda \mu \nu = \) to arbitrary positive types, see [Mat99] for useful examples, but this would make the later developments in this thesis much harder. Similarly, Greiner [Gre92] considered a language with positive inductive and coinductive types as well, but restricts to top-level polymorphism. Finally, Howard [How92, How96a] proved confluence and strong normalisation for a calculus that is essentially an extension of \( \lambda \mu \nu \) to positive types, and implemented this calculus in the Lemon language [How95]. Interestingly, Howard [How96a] extends his calculus also with an operation force: \( \nu X. A \to \mu X. A \) for, what he calls, pointed types. This operation introduces full recursion into the calculus for pointed types, essentially by turning the category associated to the calculus into an algebraically compact category à la Freyd [Fre90].

Besides calculi with mixed inductive-coinductive types, one can find in the literature many calculi with just inductive types [BDST13, Con97, Gim95, Mat99, Wer94], only coinductive types [Mog14], and calculi with one-layer inductive or coinductive types [Gre92]. Of these, most are based on iteration/coiteration schemes to avoid termination issues. Since programming with equational definitions is much more practical, as we have seen in Section 3.2, also calculi that support programming with recursive equations have been proposed. The calculus in Section 3.2 is, as mentioned, based on the work by Abel et al. [Abe+13]. The termination issue for such calculi is being dealt with by, for example, Abel and Pientka [AP13], Atkey and McBride [AM13], Barthe et al. [Bar+04], Coquand [Coq93], Giménez [Gim95], Sacchini [Sac13] and Xi [Xi01].

Finally, syntactic specification formats for elements of final coalgebras have been proposed in several forms. The formats that are closest to the specifications that can be given in \( \lambda \mu \nu = \) are the behavioural differential equations (BDE) described, for example, by Hansen et al. [HKR17], Kupke and Rutten [KR08] and Rutten [Rut03]. To guarantee (unique) solutions to BDEs, Kupke and Rutten [KR08] define a notion of complete sets of equations. These correspond to covering sets of copatterns, which we used to ensure that normalising terms have weak head normal forms with unique constructors in head position (Lemma 3.2.34). An important difference between the systems
of equations developed in [KR08] and copattern equations is that specifications in $\lambda\mu\nu$ can only be given on fixed point types, which correspond to final coalgebras. In contrast, the equations in [KR08] can be given on so-called observational coalgebras, which are coalgebras for which the map into the final coalgebra is injective. It would be interesting to study a type theory that allows the specification of sub-types of largest fixed point types by specifying additional properties that elements of that type must satisfy, see [Bas15b] for an example. Another approach to specifications that do not force the use of iteration and coiteration schemes are cyclic proof systems and games. These have, for example, been investigated by Cockett [Coc01] and Santocanale [San02a, San02b].

Notes

10 Note that the addition of natural numbers can also be defined without iteration on functions by using

\[ g_+ := \lambda m. \{ \kappa_1 y \mapsto m ; \; \kappa_2 k \mapsto \text{suc } k \} \; x \]
\[ \text{plus} := \lambda n \; m. \; \text{iter}^{\text{Nat}}(x; g_+; m) \; n \]

instead. However, it is illustrative to see how the function space can be exploited in iteration. An common example of a function that can only be defined with higher-order iteration is the Ackermann function.

11 The extra case for types that do not use any variables in the definition of the action of types on terms is needed in a very subtle way. Not only does this give us better computation rules, but it is actually crucial in the proof of Proposition 4.1.9. An elegant way around this extra case would be to use externally given monotonicity witnesses, as in [Mat99, UV02]. We will discuss other approaches in the conclusion of this chapter.

12 It should be noted that programming just with iteration and coiteration schemes can be very challenging. For example, the predecessor on natural numbers or the construction of a stream from its head and tail are surprisingly difficult to define. In the setting of initial algebras and final coalgebras their definitions follow from Lambek's lemma (Lemma 2.5.4), but in a syntactic calculus it takes a bit of ingenuity to come up with their definitions. For the predecessor function this even lead to a nice story about Kleene having an epiphany at the dentist of how to implement the predecessor in pure $\lambda$-calculus [Cro75]. This problem can be remedied by generalising the concept of iteration and coiteration that we used here, to that of primitive recursion and primitive corecursion, respectively, see [BDS13, Geu92, Lei89, UV99c, Ven00, VU98]. We will not discuss this further though, as it not relevant to us here, and since these problems do not occur in the calculus introduced in Section 3.2 below. Also the dependent type theory in Chapter 7 immediately admits primitive recursion.

13 One could continue to prove relevant properties about this calculus like subject reduction (types of terms are preserved under reduction steps), confluence (any two reduction sequences originating at the same term can be joined), progress (every term can be reduced to a value, where a value is a term that has been constructed only by introduction rules, projection and weakening) and strong normalisation (no term has an infinite reduction sequence). However, we refrain from doing so, as (variations of) the calculus $\lambda\mu\nu$ have been extensively studied. Proofs of strong normalisation can, for example, be found in [AA99, How92, Mat99], whereby confluence is also proven by Howard.
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[How92]. We just note here that \( \lambda \mu \nu \) can be encoded into other calculi presented in this thesis, while preserving reduction steps. More specifically, \( \lambda \mu \nu \) is a (strongly normalising) fragment of the calculus considered in Section 3.2, from which we can obtain subject reduction, progress and confluence, see Section 3.3. \( \lambda \mu \nu \) is also a non-dependent fragment of the dependent type theory studied in Chapter 7, from which we can obtain strong normalisation. Hence, we will not study the properties of the present calculus in isolation.

We do not have a precise notion of predicate at this point, but we just assume an intuitive understanding that we can check whether a predicate holds for a given element of \( A \).

We note that one can also define by iteration a function \( \text{select} \) : \( A^\omega \rightarrow \text{Nat} \rightarrow A \) that, given a stream \( s \) and an index \( n : \text{Nat} \), returns the element \( s @ n \) at position \( n \) in \( s \). Moreover, there is a stream \( \text{nats}^\omega \) that enumerates the natural numbers. It is then fairly easy to see that \( \text{select} x s @ n \equiv s @ (\text{select} x \text{nats} @ n) \) for every \( n \in \mathbb{N} \). From these considerations, it follows that \( \text{mod} x n \equiv \text{select} x \text{nats} @ n \), which gives us a more direct way to express mod and a direct link with select. To ease calculations, we stick here to the explicit definition of mod though.
Observations

In this sense, meanings control us, inculcate obedience to the discipline inscribed in them. And this is by no means purely institutional or confined to the educational process. [...] The right word in a new situation does not always readily present itself. Language sometimes seems to lead a life of its own. Words are unruly “They’ve a temper, some of them”, Humpty Dumpty goes on to observe.


In the last chapter, we defined the two calculi $\lambda\mu\nu$ and $\lambda\mu\nu=.$ The aim of this chapter is to make some first steps towards reasoning principles for the programs of these calculi.

One of the most important ingredients in reasoning about programs is the ability to compare their behaviour. So far, we are only able to compare programs on the basis of their computational behaviour, which is given by the reduction relations on the terms of the two calculi. In particular, these reduction relations give rise to convertibility as their equivalence closure. Convertibility can readily be used to compare the computational behaviour of programs. However, this comparison is often too fine-grained to be useful. For instance, the terms $1^\omega$ and odd alt are not convertible to each other. But we have

$$1^\omega\cdot\text{hd} \equiv 1$$  
$$\text{odd alt}\cdot\text{hd} \equiv 1$$

(Example 3.2.16)

$$1^\omega\cdot\text{tl} \equiv 1^\omega$$  
$$\text{odd alt}\cdot\text{tl} \equiv \text{odd alt},$$

(Example 3.2.19)

from which we would like to infer that the programs $1^\omega$ and odd alt produce the same stream entries but arrive at them through different computations. The question is now how we can formally characterise that they have “the same entries”?

An important notion that pervades reasoning about programs is that of observations, which determine in turn the observational behaviour of programs. For example, on streams the two fundamental observations are taking the head and the tail of a stream. Functions, on the other hand, have as many observations as they have possible arguments, since we can observe the outcome of the application of a function to any argument. In a mixed inductive-coinductive setting, general observations on programs are more complex. For instance, what is the observational behaviour of the term $1$, or of the selector oddF from Example 3.2.11? In the former case, $1$ is as a value, see Definition 3.2.30, completely determined by its computational behaviour. However, for oddF we have oddF.out $\equiv$ drop (pres oddF), thus we should clearly consider the constructors drop and pres as part of the observational behaviour of oddF. This raises the question of how to characterise the observational behaviour for general inductive-coinductive programs. We will resolve this in Section 4.1.2 by introducing a type-driven notion of observation in the form of a modal logic of program tests, which will formally define what the observable behaviour of program is. Having defined the observational behaviour of programs, we can also say that programs are observationally equivalent, given that they show the same observational behaviour.

Despite the fact that comparing the observational behaviour of programs is often more useful, also computational behaviour plays a role. For example, the coiteration on streams over $A$ (Section 3.3)
has the property that

\[(R_v r s).\text{hd} \equiv (r s).\text{pr}_1,\]

where \(r : B \rightarrow A \times B\) and \(s : B\). Since conversions that arise from iteration and coiteration can be very complex and tedious to carry out by hand, it lifts a great burden from us if we can pass these to a machine. This, however, requires that the conversion relation is computable, which would fail if we had, for example, that \(R_v \equiv h\) for all homomorphisms \(h : B \rightarrow A^\omega\) that fulfil \(h.\text{hd} \equiv (r s).\text{pr}_1\) and \(h.\text{tl} \equiv h ((r s).\text{pr}_2)\). Rather, we will say that \(R_v r\) and all such homomorphisms \(h\) are observationally equivalent, which we write as \(R_v r \equiv_{\text{obs}} h\).

Our goal in Section 4.2 is to analyse and compare both computational and observational behaviour in a common framework, towards which we proceed in two steps. The first step in understanding the difference between the two behaviours is the use of categories in which objects are types and morphisms are equivalence classes of terms up-to convertibility. Thus, we first take only the computational behaviour into account. In this setup, we can already identify some concepts that resemble category theoretical constructions. For instance, we will find that product types are weak products, in other words, they have projections and maps can be paired, but this pairing is not unique. Next, we will extend these categories to 2-categories, where the objects and morphisms are as before but 2-cells relate observationally equivalent terms. Setting up 2-categories in this way has two effects. First of all, we can identify more precisely the structure that the types come with. For example, we have that the product types give rise to pseudo-products, which in this case means that the pairing is unique up-to observational equivalence. Secondly, we are able to distinguish the computational from the observational behaviour, in the sense that computational equivalence is given as equality of morphisms, while observational equivalence is situated at the level of 2-cells. This has the effect that, for instance, the identity \((R_v r s).\text{hd} = (r s).\text{pr}_1\) holds in the 2-category, but in general we only have an isomorphism \(R_v r \equiv h\), see Definition 2.6.3, between the coiteration and a homomorphism \(h\). Thus, this 2-category theoretical setup allows to identify the properties and differences of computational and observable behaviour of programs in \(\lambda \mu \nu\) and \(\lambda \mu \nu=\).

The purpose of this chapter is to develop the fundamental ability to compare the behaviour of programs, specifically programs of inductive-coinductive types. Towards the end of Section 4.1, we are thus able to express interesting properties of programs in \(\lambda \mu \nu\) and \(\lambda \mu \nu=\). In Chapter 5, we will then provide techniques to prove such properties. Also the category theoretical description of the types and terms will reappear in Chapter 6, although there we will deal with dependent types. Finally, in Chapter 7, we will be able to compare programs in the there provided dependent type theory, without having to resort to an external logic or set theory.

Original Publication  Section 4.1 has been presented in [BH16]. In the same paper, a category theoretical account of the calculus from Section 3.2 has also been given. However, the analysis we gave there was not very precise, as we did not make any distinction between computations and observations. This is remedied in Section 4.2.

### 4.1. Observational Equivalence and Normalisation

We have already come across the notion of observational behaviour of programs a couple of times. The purpose of this section is to make this notion precise. In what follows, we introduce test formulas
that allow us to carry out observations on terms of \(\lambda\mu\nu\) and \(\lambda\mu\nu=\). We then use these test formulas to define *observational equivalence*, which compares terms on the basis of their observational rather than their computational behaviour. Moreover, we use test formulas to single out the *observationally normalising* terms of \(\lambda\mu\nu=\), which are those terms that respond to any observation with a strongly normalising term.

Test formulas are formulas of a multi-modal logic, where the modalities capture the observations that can be carried out on terms of a given type. Thus, test formulas are themselves typed. These formulas are closely related to the testing logic considered in [San11, Sec. 6.2], and the many-sorted coalgebraic modal logics for polynomial functors studied, for example, by Jacobs [Jac01] and Kupke [Kup06, Sec. 2.1.2]. Considering how the calculi in Chapter 3 were set up, the reader might have guessed by now that the essential observations on terms of product- and \(\nu\)-type are given by the corresponding destructors \(\pi_1, \pi_2\) and \(\xi\), respectively. What needs clarification are observations on terms of inductive type and on functions.

The distinguishing feature of inductive types are the constructors. This is reflected both in the case distinction for sums and the recursion principle in \(\lambda\mu\nu\), and the covering of patterns in \(\lambda\mu\nu=\). In both calculi, we construct programs on sum and \(\mu\)-types from programs that cover all possible constructor cases. These considerations lead us to use modalities in the testing logic that inspect the constructor in the head position of terms, see Definition 4.1.19.

For tests on terms of function type we would expect that an observation amounts to function application, thus there should be a modality for each possible argument. However, there is a caveat. If we allow any argument, then we could inspect the computational behaviour of terms, which should not be an observable property. Hence, it should also not be taken into account for observational equivalence. Consider, for example, the following two terms \(f_1, f_2: \text{Nat} \rightarrow \text{Nat}\) in \(\lambda\mu\nu=\).

\[
\begin{align*}
f_1 &= \lambda \{ \cdot 0 \mapsto 0 ; \cdot (\text{suc} \; n) \mapsto 1 \} \\
f_2 &= \lambda \{ \cdot 0 \mapsto 0 ; \cdot (\text{suc} \; 0) \mapsto 1 ; \cdot (\text{suc} \; (\text{suc} \; n)) \mapsto 1 \}
\end{align*}
\]

Then for the non-terminating program \(\Omega\) from Example 3.2.21, we have \(f_1 \; (\text{suc} \; \Omega) \rightarrow 1\), whereas \(f_2 \; (\text{suc} \; \Omega)\) does not have a weak head normal form. Thus, we can distinguish \(f_1\) and \(f_2\) by applying them to a term that does not have a normal form. If we restrict attention to strongly normalising terms \(t\) though, then \(f_1 \; t \equiv f_2 \; t\). For this reason, the modalities on function types will range only over the observationally normalising terms of \(\lambda\mu\nu=\), see Definition 4.1.13.

Observationally normalising terms subsume both terminating computations of inductive type and, what is usually called, *productive* programs of coinductive type. In the case of streams, the requirement that a term \(t : \text{Nat}^\omega\) is observationally normalising will be defined as follows. First, the head of \(t\) is a strongly normalising term of type \(\text{Nat}\), that is, \(t.\text{hd} \equiv n\) for some \(n \in \mathbb{N}\). Second, its tail \(t.\text{tl}\) is strongly normalising and again observationally normalising. What this gives us, is that we are able to interpret \(t\) as a function \(t^\dagger : \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \mathbb{N}\) in the set-theoretic sense by iteratively extracting the entries of \(t\), in other words we put \(t^\dagger(0) = n\) and \(t^\dagger(k+1) = (t.\text{tl})^\dagger(k)\). In general, the restriction to observationally normalising terms allows us to interpret these as set-theoretic (total) functions.

### 4.1.1. Observational Normalisation

As we discussed in the introduction, we want to test terms of function type only on terms that normalise under any observation. Thus, to be able to define tests for \(\lambda\mu\nu=\), our first task is to define
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the corresponding class of, what we call here, observationally normalising terms. The intention is
to capture the largest class of terms that can serve as an interpretation for types, which separates
inductive and coinductive types. In particular, this means that all terms in that class must be strongly
normalising, that is, correspond to terminating computations, and the class must be closed under
observations. For instance, given observationally normalising terms \( t \) and \( s \) with \( t : A \rightarrow B \) and
\( s : A \), also the application \( t a \) should be observationally normalising. Since we are interested in the
largest class of terms, the iterators and coiterators, which we introduced in Definition 3.3.1, should
also be in that class. The definition of observational normalisation and the proof that the iterators
and coiterators are observationally normalising are our concern in the remainder of the present
subsection. Closure under observations in proved in Theorem 4.1.17 in the next subsection.

Before we come to the definition of observational normalisation, we need to introduce some
notation. First of all, to define observational normalisation on open terms, we need to generalise
the notion of substitution that we used before, see Definition 3.2.12. Recall that a substitution is a
map \( \sigma \) that assigns to variables in \( \text{TeVar} \) terms in \( \lambda \text{µν} \) or \( \lambda \text{µν}=\). Moreover, we denoted the type of
\( x \) in a context \( \Gamma \) by \( \Gamma([x]) \).

**Definition 4.1.1.** Let \( U = \{U_A\}_{A \in \text{Ty}} \) be a family of sets indexed by types. For a context \( \Gamma \), we
say that a substitution \( \sigma \) is \( U-\Gamma \)-closing, if \( \text{dom}(\Gamma) \subseteq \text{dom}(\sigma) \) and for every \( x \in \text{dom}(\Gamma) \) we have
\( \sigma(x) \in U_{\Gamma([x])} \). We denote by \( \text{Subst}(U; \Gamma) \) the set of all \( U-\Gamma \)-closing substitutions.

Secondly, we will define observationally normalising terms on open types, whose variables will
be interpreted as sets of terms. This leads us to the following definition.

**Definition 4.1.2.** Let \( \Theta \) be a type variable context and \( \nu \) a substitution of closed types for the
variables in \( \Theta \), see Definition 3.1.1. We denote by \( I_{\Theta, \nu} \) be set of valuation functions \( V \) that map
variables \( X \) in \( \Theta \) to subsets of \( \Lambda_{\nu([X])} \), that is,

\[
I_{\Theta, \nu} = \{ V : \Theta \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(\Lambda^{=}) \mid V(X) \subseteq \Lambda^{=}_{\nu([X])} \}.
\]

Moreover, let us denote by \( \epsilon \) the empty valuation. Finally, if \( V \in I_{\Theta, \nu}, A \in \text{Ty} \) and \( U \subseteq \Lambda^{=}_{A} \), then we
write \( V[X \mapsto U] \) for the updated valuation in \( I_{(\Theta, X), \nu[A/X]} \).

Now we are in the position to define the set of observationally normalising terms. We do this
in three steps: First, we define by iteration on types an operator \( \text{WD} \) ("well-defined") that takes
an open type and a valuation for the variables of that type as input. This first step is required to
define observationally normalising terms on fixed point types. Next, the set \( \text{ON} \) of observationally
normalising terms is given by evaluating \( \text{WD} \) on closed types. Finally, observational normalisation
on open terms is defined in terms \( \text{ON} \) and \( \text{ON} \)-closing substitutions. These three steps are captured
in the following definitions.

**Definition 4.1.3.** Let \( \Theta \) be a type variable context, \( \nu \in \text{TySubst}(\Theta) \), and \( V \in I_{\Theta, \nu} \). Given a type \( A \)
with $\Theta \vdash A : Ty$, we define $\text{WD}^u,v_A \subseteq \Lambda_{\rightarrow}^\rightarrow_{\Lambda [u]}$ by iteration on $A$ as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{WD}^u,v_1 &= \text{SN}_1 \\
\text{WD}^u,v_X &= V(X) \\
\text{WD}^u,v_{A_1 + A_2} &= \bigcup_{i=1,2} \left\{ s \in \text{SN}_{(A_1 + A_2)[u]} \left| \left( \exists s'. s \rightarrow \kappa_i s' \right) \land \left( \forall s'. (s \rightarrow \kappa_i s') \implies s' \in \text{WD}^u,v_{A_i} \right) \right\} \\
\text{WD}^u,v_{A_1 \times A_2} &= \left\{ s \in \text{SN}_{(A_1 \times A_2)[u]} \left| \bigwedge_{i=1,2} s.pr_i \in \text{WD}^u,v_{A_i} \right\} \\
\text{WD}^u,v_{A \rightarrow B} &= \left\{ s \in \text{SN}_{A \rightarrow B[u]} \left| \forall t \in \text{WD}^{(1,\epsilon)}_{A} s.t \in \text{WD}^u,v_B \right\} \\
\text{WD}^u,v_{\mu X \cdot A} &= \mu U. \left\{ s \in \text{SN}_{(\mu X \cdot A)[u]} \left| \left( \exists s'. s \rightarrow \alpha s' \right) \land \left( \forall s'. (s \rightarrow \alpha s') \implies s' \in \text{WD}^u,v_{[\mu X \cdot A/X], V[X \rightarrow U]} \right) \right\} \\
\text{WD}^u,v_{\nu X \cdot A} &= \nu U. \left\{ s \in \text{SN}_{(\nu X \cdot A)[u]} \left| s.out \in \text{WD}^u,v_{[\nu X \cdot A/X], V[X \rightarrow U]} \right\} \\
\end{align*}
\]

In this definitions, the fixed points are taken in the complete lattice of subsets of $\Lambda_{\rightarrow}^\rightarrow$, which exist because $\text{WD}^u,v_A$ is clearly monotone in $V$ in each case. For a closed type $A$, that is, if $\Theta$ is empty, we define the set family $\text{ON}_A$ of observationally normalising terms of type $A$ by:

\[\text{ON}_A := \text{WD}^{(1,\epsilon)}_{A}.\]

Moreover, given a context $\Gamma$, we define $\text{ON}_A^\Gamma$ to be the set of all terms $t$ such that $t \in \text{SN}$ and $t[\sigma] \in \text{ON}_A$ for any $\text{ON}-\Gamma$-closing substitution $\sigma$, see Definition 4.1.1. Finally, given a type $A$ with $\Theta, X \vdash A : Ty$, we define a monotone function

\[\Psi^u,v_A : \mathcal{P}\left(\Lambda_{\rightarrow}^\rightarrow_{\Lambda [u]}^{\mu X \cdot A/X} \right) \rightarrow \mathcal{P}\left(\Lambda_{\rightarrow}^\rightarrow_{\Lambda [u]}^{\mu X \cdot A/X} \right)\]

\[\Psi^u,v_A (U) = \left\{ s \left| \left( \exists s'. s \rightarrow \alpha s' \right) \land \left( \forall s'. (s \rightarrow \alpha s') \implies s' \in \text{WD}^u,v_{[\mu X \cdot A/X], V[X \rightarrow U]} \right) \right\} \cap \text{SN},\]

so that $\text{WD}^u,v_{\mu X \cdot A} = \mu U. \Psi^u,v_A (U)$.

Before we continue, let us remark on the use of the least fixed point the definition of $\text{WD}$ in the case of $\mu$-types. This least fixed point ensures that a term can only be finitely often unfolded, which is crucial in ensuring that the iterator that we introduced in Definition 3.3.1 is observationally normalising. This, in turn, will allow us to prove in Section 4.2 that in the category of observationally normalising terms, all $\mu$-types are initial algebras. Interestingly, in the calculus $\lambda \mu \nu =$ strong normalisation and admitting only finitely many unfolding steps do not coincide, as the following example shows.

\[\text{Example 4.1.4.}\] Given a closed type $A$, we can define the type $A^*$ of lists over $A$ to be $\mu X. 1 + A \times X$. Suppose that we are given a term $a$ of type $A$, then the following is a program in $\lambda \mu \nu =$.

\[\begin{align*}
p & : A \times A^* \\
p.pr_1 &= a \\
p.pr_2 &= \alpha (\kappa_1 p)
\end{align*}\]
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Note that $p.\text{pr}_2$ denotes an infinite list of $a$’s, but $p.\text{pr}_2 \in \text{SN}_{A^*}$. However, one can show $p.\text{pr}_2 \notin \text{ON}_{A^*}$ by induction on a hypothetical proof of $p.\text{pr}_2 \in \text{ON}_{A^*}$.

As intended, strong normalisation is implied by observational normalisation.

**Lemma 4.1.5.** There is an inclusion $\text{ON} \subseteq \text{SN}$ of set families, that is, $\text{ON}_A \subseteq \text{SN}_A$ for all $A \in \text{Ty}$.

**Proof.** To prove that $\text{ON} \subseteq \text{SN}$ holds, one shows for all types $A$ with $\Theta \vdash A : \text{Ty}$, substitutions $\upsilon \in \text{TySubst}(\Theta)$ and valuations $V \in I_{\Theta, \upsilon}$ with $V(X) \subseteq \text{SN}_V(X)$ that $\text{WD}^\upsilon_X \subseteq \text{SN}_{\upsilon[A]}$ by induction on $A$. This induction is then almost trivial, except for the cases of $\mu$- and $\nu$-types, in which we have to use the fixed point properties. The result follows for closed types by definition of $\text{ON}$. □

In following example we illustrate that the definition of observational normalisation includes terms that do not necessarily correspond to guarded recursive equations [Bar04] or guarded recursive schemes [Gim95]. This example is intended for readers who are familiar with stream differential equations (SDE) [HKR17] with the goal being an interpretation of some SDEs in $\lambda\mu\nu$.

**Example 4.1.6.** To simplify the development in this example, we restrict attention to SDEs over a signature with two symbols, say $f_1$ and $f_2$, each of arity 2. Given a type $A$, let us denote the product $A \times A$ by $A^2$. We can represent a signature with two symbols of arity 2 by the type

\[ F := X^2 + X^2, \]

in the sense that the type $F^*$ of terms over this signature with variables in $Y$ is given by

\[ F^* := \mu X. F + Y \]

with $Y \vdash F^* : \text{Ty}$. Let us now fix a type $V$ of four elements that we will use as stream variables:

\[ V := (1 + 1) + (1 + 1). \]

We denote these variables by

\[ x := \kappa_1 (\kappa_1 \langle \rangle) \quad y := \kappa_1 (\kappa_2 \langle \rangle) \]
\[ x' := \kappa_2 (\kappa_1 \langle \rangle) \quad y' := \kappa_2 (\kappa_2 \langle \rangle). \]

The variables represent two streams $x$ and $y$, and their tails $x'$ and $y'$ in the syntax of SDEs.

Let $A \in \text{Ty}$. A system of SDEs over $F$ is given by four observationally normalising terms

\[ h_i : A^2 \to A, \quad i = 1, 2 \]
\[ d_i : A^2 \to F^*[V], \quad i = 1, 2, \]

We interpret these terms as the following system of stream differential equations, see [HKR17].

\[ f_i(s, t).\text{hd} = h_i(s.\text{hd}, t.\text{hd}) \]
\[ f_i(s, t).\text{tl} = d_i(s.\text{hd}, t.\text{hd})[s/x, t/y, (s.\text{tl})/x', (t.\text{tl})/y'] \quad (4.1) \]

These equations say that the head and tail of $f_i(s, t)$ are given by evaluating at the head of $s$ and $t$ the maps $h_i$ and $d_i$, respectively. In the case of the tail, we also need to substitute the input.
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streams $s$ and $t$ and their tails into the expression that results from $d_i$. The goal of this example is to implement the substitution and the above system of SDEs in $\lambda \mu \nu =$. We first deal with substitution. Let $I := V \rightarrow A^{\omega}$, which is the type of interpretations of the variables in $V$ over streams. The substitution operation we need is a map that, given an interpretation $u : I$, replaces every variable $v : V$ in a term in $F^*[V]$ by $u \, v$, thus obtaining a term in $F^*[A^{\omega}]$. This is in fact just given by $F^*[u] : F^*[V] \rightarrow F^*[A^{\omega}]$, see Definition 3.3.1. To simplify notation, we introduce a term $\text{mkI} : A^{\omega} \times A^{\omega} \rightarrow I$ that allows us to construct the substitution in (4.1):

$$\begin{align*}
\text{mkI} \, u \times & = u.\text{pr}_1 & \text{mkI} \, u \, y & = u.\text{pr}_2 \\
\text{mkI} \, u \, x' & = u.\text{pr}_1.\text{tl} & \text{mkI} \, u \, y' & = u.\text{pr}_2.\text{tl}
\end{align*}$$

The substitution in (4.1) is then given for stream terms $s$ and $t$ by $\text{mkI} \, \langle s, t \rangle$. We can now interpret (4.1) in $\lambda \mu \nu =$ by mutual recursion:

$$\begin{align*}
[\cdot] : & F[A^{\omega}] \rightarrow A^{\omega} \\
[k_i \, u]\, \text{hd} & = h_i ((\text{hd} \times \text{hd}) \, u) & (i = 1, 2) \\
[k_i \, u]\, \text{tl} & = [F^*[\text{mkI}] \, (d_i ((\text{hd} \times \text{hd}) \, u))] \, \mu & (i = 1, 2) \\
[-]_{\mu} : & F^*[A^{\omega}] \rightarrow A^{\omega} \\
[\alpha (k_1 \, t)]_{\mu} & = [F[-]_{\mu}] \, t \\
[\alpha (k_2 \, s)]_{\mu} & = s
\end{align*}$$

The way $[\cdot]$ corresponds to (4.1) is as follows. First of all, recall that the SDE term "$f_i(s, t)$" is given by the term $k_i \, \langle s, t \rangle$ of type $F[A^{\omega}]$. Thus, the cases for head and tail in the definition of $[k_i \, u]$ correspond to the head and tail cases in (4.1). This also readily explains the definition of the head of $[\cdot]$. However, the tail case needs a few more words of explanation. In (4.1), a substitution and the complex SDE term $d_i$ are used. The substitution is carried out in the definition of $[\cdot]$ by applying $F^*[\text{mkI}] \, u$ to $d_i$. Afterwards, we use $[-]_{\mu}$ to give an interpretation of the SDE term, in which variables have been replaced by elements of $A$ and streams over $A$. Interpreting such a term proceeds then by iteration, where each function symbol, denoted by $t$ in the definition of $[\cdot]_{\mu}$, is again interpreted by appealing to $[\cdot]$, and each stream variable is interpreted by its assigned stream.

Note that in the tail-case of $[\cdot]$ the outermost function is not $[\cdot]$ itself. Thus, the above definition is not syntactically guarded and it is thus not immediately clear that it is well-defined. We claim, however, that $[\cdot] \in \mathbf{ON}$. Since we first need that the action $F^*[\cdot]$ on terms preserves observational normalisation, we defer the proof.

It should also be noted that $[\cdot]$ can be implemented in Agda by using sized types. Sized types allow the check for well-definedness of recursive equations through the use of a typing mechanism, see for example [AP13]. We will not discuss this here further, but see [Bas16] for an implementation of $[\cdot]$ over a general signature that uses sized types in Agda.

Throughout the remainder of this section we show that the iterator and coiterator from Definition 3.3.1 are observationally normalising. This is what one would expect, as the encoding of the calculus $\lambda \mu \nu$ into $\lambda \mu \nu =$ from Section 3.2 should restrict to $\mathbf{ON}$ because all the terms in $\lambda \mu \nu$ are strongly normalising. However, the proof is fairly involved, since the iterator and coiterator are defined simultaneously with the action of open types on terms. This forces us to prove also observational normalisation the iterators, coiterators and type actions simultaneously, see Proposition 4.1.9 below.
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In order to ease the following development, let us introduce a notation for the construction of sets of terms of function type. This construction can be recognised as one that is used in, for example, strong normalisation proofs to give an interpretation to function spaces.

**Definition 4.1.7.** Let $A, B \in \text{Ty}$, $S \subseteq \Lambda_A^\approx$ and $T \subseteq \Lambda_B^\approx$. We define a set $S \Rightarrow T \subseteq \Lambda_{A\rightarrow B}^\approx$ by

$$S \Rightarrow T := \{ t \in \Lambda_{A\rightarrow B}^\approx \mid \forall u \in S. \ t u \in T \}. \quad \blacksquare$$

Note that with this notation we have that

$$\text{WD}^{\nu, V}_{A\rightarrow B} = \left( \text{ON}_A \Rightarrow \text{WD}^{\nu, V}_B \right) \cap \text{SN}_{A\rightarrow B \nu}. \quad \blacksquare$$

Throughout the proof of observational normalisation, we will need to maintain that valuations are backwards closed under reductions. This is a technical, but unfortunately necessary, condition that we cast into the following definition.

**Definition 4.1.8.** We say that a predicate $S \subseteq \Lambda_A^\approx$ backwards closed under reductions, if for all $s, t$ with $s \in \text{SN}$, $s \rightarrow t$ and $t \in S$, we also have $s \in S$. A valuation is backwards closed, if it is point-wise backwards closed under reductions. \quad \blacksquare

We are now in the position to formulate the main result of this section: the iterators and coiterators from Definition 3.3.1 are observationally normalising, and the action of types on terms preserves observational normalisation. Since we prove the result by induction on open types, we need to formulate it more generally in terms of $\text{WD}$. The three parts of the following Proposition 4.1.9 are then proved by mutual induction.

**Proposition 4.1.9.** Let $\Theta$ be a type variable context and $\nu, \phi \in \text{TySubst}(\Theta)$. Moreover, let $V \in I_{\Theta, \nu} \ W \in I_{\Theta, \phi}$ be backwards closed valuations with $V(X) \subseteq \text{ON}_{\nu(X)}$ and $W(X) \subseteq \text{ON}_{\phi(X)}$ for all $X \in \Theta$.

(i) If $C$ is a type with $\Theta \models C : \text{Ty}$ and $\bar{t} : \Theta \rightarrow \Lambda^\approx$ with $\bar{t}(X) \in V(X) \Rightarrow W(X)$, then

$$C[\bar{t}] \in \text{WD}^{\nu, V}_C \Rightarrow \text{WD}^{\phi, W}_C. \quad \blacksquare$$

(ii) If $C, D$ are types with $\Theta, Y \models C : \text{Ty}$ and $\Theta \models D : \text{Ty}$, then

$$R_\mu \in \left( \text{WD}^{\nu[D[\phi]/X], V[\mu \rightarrow \text{WD}^{\phi, W}_D]}_C \Rightarrow \text{WD}^{\phi, W}_D \right) \Rightarrow \text{WD}^{\nu, V}_{\mu Y. C} \Rightarrow \text{WD}^{\phi, W}_D \quad \blacksquare$$

(iii) If $C, D$ are types with $\Theta, Y \models C : \text{Ty}$ and $\Theta \models D : \text{Ty}$, then

$$R_\nu \in \left( \text{WD}^{\nu, V}_D \Rightarrow \text{WD}^{\phi[D[\nu]/X], W[\mu \rightarrow \text{WD}^{\nu, V}_D]}_C \Rightarrow \text{WD}^{\phi, W}_{\nu Y. C} \right) \Rightarrow \text{WD}^{\nu, V}_D \Rightarrow \text{WD}^{\phi, W}_{\nu Y. C} \quad \blacksquare$$

In particular, we have

(ii') If $A$ is a type with $X \models A : \text{Ty}$, $B \in \text{Ty}$ and $r \in \text{ON}_{A[B/X] \rightarrow B}$, then $R_\mu \ r \in \text{ON}_{\mu X. A \rightarrow B}. \quad \blacksquare$

(iii') If $A$ is a type with $X \models A : \text{Ty}$, $B \in \text{Ty}$ and $r \in \text{ON}_{B \rightarrow A[B/X]}$, then $R_\nu \ r \in \text{ON}_{B \rightarrow \nu X. A}. \quad \blacksquare
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In what follows, we prepare the proof of Proposition 4.1.9. First of all, we prove that $\text{WD}$ is backwards closed. This will be necessary, since we will interpret variables at fixed point types by appealing to $\text{WD}$.

**Lemma 4.1.10.** Suppose $A$ is a type with $\Theta \vdash A : \text{Ty}$, $\nu$ a substitution and $V \in I_{\Theta, \nu}$ a backwards closed valuation. Then also $\text{WD}^{\nu, V}_A$ is backwards closed. In particular, for all $B \in \text{Ty}$, $t \in \text{ON}_B$ and $s \in \text{SN}$ with $s \longrightarrow t$, we have $s \in \text{ON}_B$.

**Proof.** Let $A$, $\nu$ and $V$ be as assumed in the lemma. We show that $\text{WD}^{\nu, V}_A$ is backwards closed by induction on $A$.

- Note that $\text{WD}^{\nu, V}_I$ is backwards closed by definition, and that $\text{WD}^{\nu, V}_X$ is backwards closed by the assumption that $V$ is backwards closed.

- In case of the sum types, suppose that $t \in \text{WD}^{\nu, V}_{A_1 + A_2}$ and that $s \longrightarrow t$. To prove that $s \in \text{WD}^{\nu, V}_{A_1 + A_2}$, we have to provide an $i \in \{1, 2\}$, such that there is an $s'$ with $s \longrightarrow \kappa_i s'$ and such that for any such $s'$, we have $s' \in \text{WD}^{\nu, V}_{A_i}$. Since $t \longrightarrow \kappa_i t'$ for some $i \in \{1, 2\}$ and $t'$, we also have a weak head reduction $s \longrightarrow \kappa_i t$. Thus, we can use $s' = t'$. Suppose now that $s \longrightarrow \kappa_i s'$ for some $s'$. Then, by confluence, there is a $t'$ with $t \longrightarrow \kappa_i t' \leftarrow \kappa_i s'$. Hence, we also have $s' \longrightarrow t'$. Since $t \in \text{WD}^{\nu, V}_{A_1 + A_2}$, we obtain $t' \in \text{WD}^{\nu, V}_{A_i}$ and, by the induction hypothesis, that $s' \in \text{WD}^{\nu, V}_{A_i}$. Putting everything together, we have $s \in \text{WD}^{\nu, V}_{A_1 + A_2}$.

- Similarly, the case of $\mu$-types is proven by defining

  $$S := \{ t \in \text{WD}^{\nu, V}_{\mu X. A} \mid \forall s. (s \longrightarrow t) \implies s \in \text{WD}^{\nu, V}_{\mu X. A}\}$$

  and then showing that $\text{WD}^{\nu, V}_{\mu X. A} \subseteq S$ by appealing to the definition of $\text{WD}^{\nu, V}_{\mu X. A}$ as a least fixed point, confluence and the induction hypothesis.

- For function types, we have to show for given $t \in \text{WD}^{\nu, V}_{A \rightarrow B}$ and $s \longrightarrow t$, that $s \in \text{SN}$ and that for all $u \in \text{ON}_A$ that $s u \in \text{WD}^{\nu, V}_B$. The former is given by assumption, while the latter follows from the induction hypothesis from the fact that $t u \in \text{WD}^{\nu, V}_B$ and because $s \longrightarrow t$ induces $s u \longrightarrow t u$.

- The case of products follows by a similar argument as in the case of function types.

- To prove the case of $v$-types, one easily shows, by using the induction hypothesis and the fact that $\text{WD}^{\nu, V}_{v X. A}$ defined as a largest fixed point, that the set $S$ given by

  $$S := \{ s \in \text{SN}_{v X. A[v]} \mid s \longrightarrow t\}$$

  is contained in $\text{WD}^{\nu, V}_{v X. A}$. The claim of the lemma then immediately follows. □

Next, we show that $\text{WD}$ is closed under identity maps, composition and the formation of pattern matching and pairs. These results give us directly the proof of Proposition 4.1.9 in the case of function, sum and product types.
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Lemma 4.1.11. Let $A, A_1, A_2$ be types with $\Theta_1 \vdash A, A_1, A_2 : Ty, B, B_1, B_2$ with $\Theta_2 \vdash B, B_1, B_2 : Ty$, $C$ a type with $\Theta_3 \vdash C : Ty, v, \phi$ and $\omega$ substitutions for, respectively, $\Theta_1, \Theta_2$ and $\Theta_3$, $V \in \text{I}_{\Theta_1, v}, W \in \text{I}_{\Theta_2, v}$, and $U \in \text{I}_{\Theta_3, \omega}$. Then the following holds.

(i) $\text{id} \in \text{WD}^{u, V}_A \Rightarrow \text{WD}^{u, V}_A$

(ii) If $s \in \text{WD}^{u, V}_A \Rightarrow \text{WD}^{\phi, W}_B$ and $t \in \text{WD}^{u, V}_B \Rightarrow \text{WD}^{\phi, U}_C$, then $t \circ s \in \text{WD}^{u, V}_A \Rightarrow \text{WD}^{\phi, U}_C$.

(iii) If $t_i \in \text{WD}^{u, V}_{A_i} \Rightarrow \text{WD}^{\phi, W}_B$ for all $i \in \{1, 2\}$ then

$$\lambda \{ \kappa_1 x \mapsto t_1 x ; \ k_2 y \mapsto t_2 y \} \in \text{WD}^{u, V}_{A_1 + A_2} \Rightarrow \text{WD}^{\phi, W}_B.$$ 

(iv) If $t_i \in \text{WD}^{u, V}_{A_i} \Rightarrow \text{WD}^{\phi, W}_B$ for all $i \in \{1, 2\}$ then

$$\lambda x. \langle t_1 x, t_2 x \rangle \in \text{WD}^{u, V}_A \Rightarrow \text{WD}^{\phi, W}_{B_1 \times B_2}.$$ 

(v) If $t_i \in \text{WD}^{u, V}_{A_i} \Rightarrow \text{WD}^{\phi, W}_B$ for all $i \in \{1, 2\}$ then $t_1 + t_2 \in \text{WD}^{u, V}_{A_1 + A_2} \Rightarrow \text{WD}^{\phi, W}_{B_1 + B_2}$ and $t_1 \times t_2 \in \text{WD}^{u, V}_{A_1 \times A_2} \Rightarrow \text{WD}^{\phi, W}_{B_1 \times B_2}$.

Proof. (i) Since $\text{WD}^{u, V}_A$ is backwards closed by Lemma 4.1.10, $\text{id} \in \text{WD}^{u, V}_A \Rightarrow \text{WD}^{u, V}_A$ immediately follows from $\text{id} u \rightarrow u$ for $u \in \text{WD}^{u, V}_A$.

(ii) Again by using Lemma 4.1.10, closure of $\text{WD}$ under composition follows directly from the definition of $\text{WD}$ and $\Rightarrow$.

(iii) Closure under pattern matching is given as follows. To show $\lambda \{ \kappa_1 x \mapsto t_1 x ; \ k_2 y \mapsto t_2 y \} \in \text{WD}^{u, V}_{A_1 + A_2} \Rightarrow \text{WD}^{\phi, W}_B$, suppose $s \in \text{WD}^{u, V}_{A_1 + A_2}$. Then there is an $i \in \{1, 2\}$ and an $s' \in \text{WD}^{u, V}_{A_i}$, such that $s \rightarrow^{i} \kappa_i s'$. This gives us $\lambda \{ \kappa_1 x \mapsto t_1 x ; \ k_2 y \mapsto t_2 y \} \rightarrow t_i s'$ and, by assumption, that $t_i s' \in \text{WD}^{\phi, V}_B$. Hence, by Lemma 4.1.10, $\lambda \{ \kappa_1 x \mapsto t_1 x ; \ k_2 y \mapsto t_2 y \} \in \text{WD}^{u, V}_B$, and thus $\lambda \{ \kappa_1 x \mapsto t_1 x ; \ k_2 y \mapsto t_2 y \} \in \text{WD}^{u, V}_{A_1 + A_2} \Rightarrow \text{WD}^{\phi, W}_B$.

(iv) The case for pairing is analogous to that for pattern matching.

(v) This follows immediately from closure under composition, and from closure under pattern matching and pairing, respectively.

After all this preliminary setup, we can finally proceed to prove the main result of this section.

Proof of Proposition 4.1.3. We prove the three parts of the proposition mutually by induction on $C$.

(i) Let $C$ be a type with $\Theta \vdash C : Ty$ and $\overline{t}$ with $\overline{t} (X) \in V(X) \Rightarrow W(X)$, as in the proposition. To prove $C[\overline{t}] \in \text{WD}^{\phi, W}_C$, we proceed by distinguishing the cases for $C$.

- If $C$ is closed or $C = 1$, then $C[\overline{t}] = \text{id}_C$. The proof is then immediate from Lemma 4.1.10.
• For variables, we have \( X[\bar{t}] = \bar{t}(X) \). By assumption, we have \( \bar{t}(X) \in V(X) \Rightarrow W(X) \) and thus \( \bar{t}(X) \in WD_{\mu Y.C}^{\nu.V} \Rightarrow WD_{\mu Y.C}^{\phi,W} \).

• The cases for sum, product and function types are given immediately by Lemma 4.1.11 and the induction hypothesis.

• For the case of least fixed point types, recall that
  \[
  (\mu Y.C)[\bar{t}] = R_\mu (\alpha \circ C[\bar{t}, \text{id}]),
  \]
  which means we have to prove that
  \[
  R_\mu (\alpha \circ C[\bar{t}, \text{id}]) \in (WD_{\mu Y.C}^{\nu.V} \Rightarrow WD_{\mu Y.C}^{\phi,W}). \tag{4.2}
  \]
  We define new substitutions \( \nu' = v[\mu Y.C[\phi]/X] \) and \( \phi' = \phi[\mu Y.C[\phi]/X] \), and valuations \( V' = V[X \mapsto WD_{\mu Y.C}^{\phi,W}] \) and \( W' = W[X \mapsto WD_{\mu Y.C}^{\phi,W}] \). Note that \( V' \) and \( W' \) are backwards closed by Lemma 4.1.10 and that \( \text{id} \in V'(X) \Rightarrow W'(X) \) by Lemma 4.1.11. By the induction hypothesis we have thus obtain
  \[
  C[\bar{t}, \text{id}] \in WD_{C}^{\nu',V'} \Rightarrow WD_{C}^{\phi',W'}.
  \]
  Since composition with \( \alpha \) preserves \( WD \) by definition, we also have
  \[
  \alpha \circ C[\bar{t}, \text{id}] \in WD_{C}^{\nu',V'} \Rightarrow WD_{C}^{\phi',W'}.
  \]
  Now we can apply \( \text{ii} \) by using \( D = \mu Y.C \) to obtain (4.2).

• The case for \( \nu \)-types is analogous to that of \( \mu \)-types, only that we use here the induction hypothesis \( \text{iii} \).

\[ \text{ii} \]

Let \( C, D \) be types with \( \Theta, Y \vdash C : Ty \) and \( \Theta \vdash D : Ty \), as in the proposition. Put \( \phi' = v[D[\phi]/Y] \) and \( W' = V[Y \mapsto WD_{D}^{\phi,W}] \). We have to show for all terms \( r \in WD_{C}^{\phi',W'} \Rightarrow WD_{D}^{\phi,W} \) and \( s \in WD_{\mu Y.C}^{\nu,V} \) that \( R_\mu r s \in WD_{D}^{\phi,W} \). To do so, we define \( S \subseteq \Lambda_{\mu Y.C}^{=} \)
  \[
  S := \{ s \in WD_{\mu Y.C}^{\nu,V} \mid R_\mu r s \in WD_{D}^{\phi,W} \}
  \]
  and prove that \( \Psi_{C}^{\nu,V}(S) \subseteq S \). This gives us by induction that \( WD_{\mu Y.C}^{\nu,V} \subseteq S \) and therefore the desired property.

Let \( s \in \Psi_{C}^{\nu,V}(S) \). We have to show that \( s \in S \), that is, \( s \in WD_{\mu Y.C}^{\nu,V} \) and \( R_\mu r s \in WD_{D}^{\phi,W} \). First, we obtain \( s \in WD_{\mu Y.C}^{\nu,V} \) immediately from \( \Psi_{C}^{\nu,V}(S) \subseteq \Psi_{C}^{\nu,V}(WD_{\mu Y.C}^{\nu,V}) = WD_{\mu Y.C}^{\nu,V} \). Moreover, we get a term \( s' \) with \( s \rightarrow \alpha s' \) and \( s' \in WD_{C}^{\nu[\mu Y.C[v]/Y],V[Y \mapsto S]} \). This gives us a reduction
  \[
  R_\mu r s \rightarrow r (C[v][R_\mu r] s').
  \]
  By Lemma 4.1.10, it suffices now to prove that \( r (C[v][R_\mu r] s') \in WD_{D}^{\phi,W} \). Using the assumption that \( r \in WD_{C}^{\phi',W'} \Rightarrow WD_{D}^{\phi,W} \), we need to show that \( C[v][R_\mu r] s' \in WD_{D}^{\phi,W} \). If we put \( \nu' = v[\mu Y.C[v]/Y] \) and \( V' = V[Y \mapsto S] \), then this last step follows from \( \text{iii} \) by the following four observations:
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• \( V'(Y) \subseteq \text{ON}_{\nu'(Y)} \) and \( W'(Y) \subseteq \text{ON}_{\phi'(Y)} \);

• \( C[u][R_\mu r] = C[\text{id}, R_\mu r] \) because \( \nu(X) \) is closed for all \( X \in \Theta \) and by the first case in the definition of the action of types on terms in Figure 3.3 on page 45.

• \( \text{id} \in V'(X) \Rightarrow W'(X) \) for all \( X \in \Theta \) by the backwards closure of \( W \); and

• \( R_\mu r \in V'(Y) \Rightarrow W'(Y) \) by definition of \( S \).

Thus, (ii) applies and we obtain \( C[u][R_\mu r] \in \text{WD}_{C}^{\phi', W'} \Rightarrow \text{WD}_{C}^{\phi', W'} \). Hence, \( R_\mu r s \in \text{WD}_{D}^{\phi, W} \) and we have \( \Psi_{U}^{\phi, W}(s) \subseteq S \), as desired.

(iii) The proof of this part uses, dually to the proof of Proposition 4.1.9(ii), the fact that \( \text{WD}_{Y, C}^{\phi, W} \) is defined as a largest fixed point and the predicate

\[
S := \{ R_\nu r s \in \text{SN}_{(\nu Y, C)}[\phi] \mid s \in \text{WD}_{V, Y}^{\nu, V} \}.
\]

This concludes our study of observational normalisation for now, and we can continue with the discussion of program tests and the induced program equivalence.

### 4.1.2. Tests and Observational Equivalence

Since we will use tests for both calculi \( \lambda \mu \nu \) and \( \lambda \mu \nu= \), we first give a definition of tests that is parameterised in the arguments that can be used for observations on functions.

**Definition 4.1.12.** Let \( U = \{ U_A \}_{A \in \text{Ty}} \) be any family of sets indexed by types. For a type \( A \), we say that \( \phi \) is a test (formula) on \( A \) (over \( U \)), if \( \phi : \downarrow A \) can be inductively derived from the following rules.

\[
\frac{}{\top : \downarrow A} \quad \frac{}{\bot : \downarrow A} \quad \frac{\phi_1 : \downarrow A_1 \quad \phi_2 : \downarrow A_2}{[\phi_1, \phi_2] : \downarrow A_1 + A_2} \quad \frac{\phi : \downarrow A[\mu X. A/X]}{[\alpha^{-1}] \phi : \downarrow \mu X. A} \quad \frac{\phi : \downarrow A[vX. A/X]}{[\xi] \phi : \downarrow vX.XA} \quad \frac{\phi : \downarrow A_1 \quad \phi : \downarrow A_2}{[\pi_1] \phi : \downarrow A_1 \times A_2} \quad \frac{\phi : \downarrow B}{[v] \phi : \downarrow A \rightarrow B}
\]

The set of all test formulas on \( A \) over \( U \) is denoted by

\[
\text{Tests}(U)_A := \{ \phi \mid \phi : \downarrow A \},
\]

and the family of all tests over \( U \) consequently by \( \text{Tests}(U) \).

The tests for the calculus \( \lambda \mu \nu \) are easy to give, as termination is not an issue in \( \lambda \mu \nu \). Thus, we can use any term as function argument, that is, any well-formed term in \( \Lambda \) (Definition 3.1.4).

**Definition 4.1.13.** The tests for \( \lambda \mu \nu \) are given by \( \text{Tests}(\lambda \mu \nu) := \text{Tests}(\Lambda) \).

Defining tests on terms of the calculus \( \lambda \mu \nu= \) is a bit more complicated, as we need to restrict the arguments used in tests on function types to observationally normalising terms. Thus, we need to define observationally normalising terms. The first step towards this is to interpret tests as terms in \( \lambda \mu \nu= \). Note that there is a type of Boolean values, which is given by

\[
\text{Bool} := 1 + 1.
\]
4.1. Observational Equivalence and Normalisation

\[
\begin{align*}
\llbracket \top \rrbracket_A &= \lambda x. \text{true} \quad \text{for all } A \in \text{Ty} \\
\llbracket \bot \rrbracket_A &= \lambda x. \text{false} \quad \text{for all } A \in \text{Ty} \\
\llbracket \phi_1, \phi_2 \rrbracket_{A_1 + A_2} &= \lambda \{ \kappa_1 x \mapsto \llbracket \phi_1 \rrbracket_{A_1}, \kappa_2 x \mapsto \llbracket \phi_2 \rrbracket_{A_2} \} \\
\llbracket \alpha^{-1} \phi \rrbracket_{\mu X. A} &= \lambda \{ \alpha x \mapsto \llbracket \phi \rrbracket_{A[\mu X. A/X]} (x) \} \\
\llbracket [\xi] \phi \rrbracket_{\nu X. A} &= \lambda x. \llbracket \phi \rrbracket_{A[\nu X. A/X]} (\xi x) \\
\llbracket [\pi_i] \phi \rrbracket_{A_1 \times A_2} &= \lambda x. \llbracket \phi \rrbracket_{A_1} (\pi_i x) \\
\llbracket v \rrbracket_{A \to B} &= \lambda f. \llbracket \phi \rrbracket_B (f v)
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 4.1.: Interpretation of tests as terms

This type has the expected truth constants (considered as terms in \( \lambda \mu \nu = \)):

\[
\text{true} := \kappa_1 () \quad \text{and} \quad \text{false} := \kappa_2 ()
\]

The interpretation of tests as well-covering (Definition 3.2.29) terms in \( \lambda \mu \nu = \) is then given as follows.

**Definition 4.1.14.** Let \( U \) be a set family indexed by types, such that \( U \subseteq \Lambda^= \), that is, \( U_A \subseteq \Lambda^= (A) \) for all \( A \in \text{Ty} \). The **interpretation of tests** on a type \( A \) as terms in \( \lambda \mu \nu = \) is given by the map

\[
\llbracket - \rrbracket_A : \text{Tests}(U)_A \to \Lambda^= (A \to \text{Bool}),
\]

which is defined inductively in Figure 4.1.

Having defined observationally normalising terms, we are now in the position to define tests for the copattern calculus.

**Definition 4.1.15 (Tests for \( \lambda \mu \nu = \)).** The collection of tests for \( \lambda \mu \nu = \) is given by

\[
\text{Tests}(\lambda \mu \nu =) := \text{Tests}(\text{ON})
\]

What makes observationally normalising interesting is that any observation on them is strongly normalising. This is made precise in Theorem 4.1.17 below. To prove that theorem, we need the following lemma.

**Lemma 4.1.16.** Let \( A \) be a type with \( \Theta \vdash A : \text{Ty} \), \( \nu \) a substitution and \( V \in I_{\Theta, \nu} \) a valuation with \( V(X) \subseteq \text{ON}_{\nu(X)} \). Then \( \text{WD}_{\nu. V}^A \subseteq \text{ON}_{A[\nu]} \).

**Proof.** Straightforward by induction on \( A \). \( \square \)

**Theorem 4.1.17.** Let \( A \in \text{Ty} \) and \( t \in \text{ON}_A \). Then for any test \( \phi \) on \( A \), \( \llbracket \phi \rrbracket t \) is strongly normalising.

**Proof.** Towards the proof of this lemma, we need to generalise the statement, similar to Lemma 4.1.15 as follows. Let \( A \) be a type with \( \Theta \vdash A : \text{Ty} \), \( \nu \) a substitution and \( V \in I_{\Theta, \nu} \) a valuation with \( V(X) \subseteq \text{ON}_{\nu(X)} \). We now prove that if \( t \in \text{WD}_{\nu. V}^A \), then for all \( \phi : \downarrow A[\nu] \) we have \( \llbracket \phi \rrbracket t \in \text{SN}_{\text{Bool}} \) by induction on \( \phi \). The result follows for closed types by definition of \( \text{ON} \).

To prove this statement, we observe that for any test \( \phi \), the interpretation \( \llbracket \phi \rrbracket \) is a neutral term, that is, there is no reduction originating at \( \llbracket \phi \rrbracket \). This has the consequence that if \( \llbracket \phi \rrbracket t \to s \), then
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either $s = [\varphi] t'$ with $t \rightarrow t'$, or $[\varphi] t > s$. Since $t \in \text{SN}$ by Lemma 4.1.5, we thus have that any reduction sequence of $[\varphi] t$ towards a normal form $s$ is of the form

$$[\varphi] t \rightarrow [\varphi] t' \rightarrow s'. \rightarrow s.$$ 

Using this property, all cases of the induction are straightforward, except for the case of least fixed point types. Thus, we focus on this case: Suppose we are given a test $[\alpha^{-1}] \varphi$ with $\varphi : \downarrow A[\mu X.A/X]$. We define $S \subseteq \Lambda_{\mu X.A}^\infty$ by

$$S = \{ t \in \text{WD}_{\mu X.A}^{v,V} \mid [\alpha^{-1}] \varphi \in \text{SN} \},$$

and show $\text{WD}_{\mu X.A}^{v,V} \subseteq S$. To prove this, we use the fixed point property of $\text{WD}_{\mu X.A}^{v,V}$. Thus, we have to show $\Psi_{A}^{v,V}(S) \subseteq S$. To this end, let $t \in \Psi_{A}^{v,V}(S)$, leaving us with having to prove that $[\alpha^{-1}] \varphi \in \text{SN}$. By the property we mentioned in the beginning, we have

$$[\alpha^{-1}] \varphi \rightarrow [\alpha^{-1}] \varphi (\alpha t') > [\varphi] t'.$$  \hfill (4.3)

Recall that

$$\Psi_{A}^{v,V}(S) = \big\{ s \mid (\exists s'. s \rightarrow \alpha s') \land (\forall s'. (s \rightarrow \alpha s') \implies s' \in \text{WD}_{A}^{v[\mu X.A/X],V[X\rightarrow S]} \big\}.$$  \hfill (4.3)\hfill  \hfill (4.3)

From this and (4.3), we obtain $t' \in \text{WD}_{A}^{v[\mu X.A/X],V[X\rightarrow S]}$. By Lemma 4.1.6, we can apply the induction hypothesis and get $[\varphi] t' \in \text{SN}$. Thus, $[\alpha^{-1}] \varphi \in \text{SN}$ by the above-mentioned property. Since this holds for any $t \in S$, we have $\Psi_{A}^{v,V}(S) \subseteq S$. \hfill (4.3)

Let us illustrate how to use Theorem 4.1.17 to show that a certain stream term is not observationally normalising. This shows that we cannot compute a stream from that term, thereby showing that the stream term is not productive.

Example 4.1.18. Let $x$ and even be given by

$$\begin{align*}
x & : \text{Nat}^\omega & \text{even} & : \text{Nat}^\omega \rightarrow \text{Nat}^\omega \\
x.\text{hd} & = 1 & (\text{even } s).\text{hd} & = \text{hd } s \\
x.\text{tl} & = \text{even } x & (\text{even } s).\text{tl} & = \text{even } (s.\text{tl}).\text{tl}
\end{align*}$$ \hfill (4.4)

To see that $x$ is not observationally normalising, we apply the evaluation context $e = \cdot.\text{tl}.\text{tl}.\text{hd}$ to $x$ and find that

$$e[x] = x.\text{tl}.\text{tl}.\text{hd} \rightarrow (\text{even } x).\text{tl}.\text{hd} \rightarrow (\text{even } (x.\text{tl})).\text{hd} \rightarrow x.\text{tl}.\text{tl}.\text{hd} = e[x].$$

Hence, there is a diverging reduction sequence starting at $e[x]$, from which we get by Theorem 4.1.17 that $x$ is not in $\text{ON}$ by using the test $[\text{tl}][\text{tl}][\text{hd}]\top$, where the modalities $[\text{hd}]$ and $[\text{tl}]$ are defined in the obvious way.

Recall that we defined the interpretation of stream terms as functions $x^\dagger : \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$ iteratively by $x^\dagger(0) = n$ for $x.\text{hd} \equiv n$ and $x^\dagger(k + 1) = (x.\text{tl})^\dagger(k)$. Note that the divergence of $e[x]$ implies that there is no natural number $n \in \mathbb{N}$, such that $e[x] \equiv n$. This in turn means that we cannot produce the value of $x^\dagger(2)$, hence we cannot construct $x^\dagger$ by successively computing head and tail of $x$. We say that $x$ is not productive, see [End-10; EH11]. If we interpret (4.4) as a system of stream differential equations, then there is no unique solution for the variable $x$ in (4.4), cf. [HKR17, Sec. 8.4].


4.1. Observational Equivalence and Normalisation

Let us now evaluate tests on terms. We do this by introducing a satisfaction relation analogous to the evaluation of formulas of modal logics over Kripke models, see [BRV01; BvB07].

**Definition 4.1.19.** Let \( t \) be a term in \( \Lambda(A) \) or \( \Lambda^-\bar{\alpha}(A) \) and \( \varphi \in \text{Tests}(U)_A \) be a test on the type \( A \in Ty \) with \( U = \Lambda \) or \( U = \text{ON} \), respectively. We define \( t \vdash_A \varphi \), which is to be read as \( t \) satisfies \( \varphi \), by induction on \( \varphi \) as follows. Here, we write \( tt \) and \( ff \) for the Boolean constants for true and false, so that \( t \vdash_A \varphi \) holds iff \( t \vdash_A \varphi = tt \) by the definition below. In the case of \( \lambda\mu\nu= \), we use the notations \( \pi_1 \ t := t.\text{pr}_1 \), \( \pi_2 \ t := t.\text{pr}_2 \) and \( \xi \ t := t.\text{out} \), see Section 3.3.

\[
\begin{align*}
  t \vdash_A \top & := tt \\
  t \vdash_A \bot & := ff \\
  t \vdash_{A_1 + A_2} [\varphi_1, \varphi_2] & := \exists t'. \ t \equiv \kappa t' \text{ and } t' \vdash_{A_i} \varphi_i \\
  t \vdash_{\mu X. B} [\alpha^{-1}] \varphi & := \exists t'. \ t \equiv \alpha t' \text{ and } t' \vdash_{B[\mu X. B/X]} \varphi \\
  t \vdash_{\nu X. B} [\xi] \varphi & := \xi t \vdash_{B[\nu X. B/X]} \varphi \\
  t \vdash_{A_1 \times A_2} [\pi_1] \varphi & := \pi_1 t \vdash_{A_i} \varphi \\
  t \vdash_{B \rightarrow C} [\nu] \varphi & := t \nu \vdash_{C} \varphi.
\end{align*}
\]

Two terms \( t_1, t_2 \) in \( \Lambda(A) \) or \( \Lambda^-\bar{\alpha}(A) \) are observationally equivalent, written \( t_1 \equiv^A \text{obs} \ t_2 \), if they satisfy the same tests:

\[
t_1 \equiv^A \text{obs} \ t_2 \text{ iff } \forall \varphi ; \downarrow A. \ t_1 \vdash_A \varphi \leftrightarrow t_2 \vdash_A \varphi.
\]

Let \( U \) be either \( \Lambda \) or \( \text{ON} \). We say that two open terms \( t_1, t_2 \) in \( \lambda\mu\nu= \) with \( \Gamma \vdash t_1, t_2 : A \) are observationally equivalent, if for all \( U\)-\( \Gamma \)-closing \( \sigma \) we have that \( t_1[\sigma] \equiv^A \text{obs} t_2[\sigma] \) and denote this by \( \Gamma \vdash t_1 \equiv^A \text{obs} t_2 \).

In what follows, we will frequently omit the type sub- and superscripts and simply write \( \vdash \), \( [\_] \) and \( \equiv^\text{obs} \) whenever the typing can be inferred from the context.

Let us now demonstrate how tests can be used to distinguish the behaviour of terms.

**Example 4.1.20.** An example of a pair of terms that are, rightfully, distinguished by observational equivalence is \( H 0^\omega : \text{Nat}^\omega \rightarrow \text{Nat}^\omega \) and \( H 1^\omega : \text{Nat}^\omega \rightarrow \text{Nat}^\omega \), see Example 3.2.9. To see this, we use tests \( \varphi_{=n} : \downarrow \text{Nat} \), for testing equality to \( n \in \mathbb{N} \), that are given inductively by

\[
\begin{align*}
  \varphi_{=0} & := [\alpha^{-1}] [\top, \bot] : \downarrow \text{Nat} \\
  \varphi_{=n+1} & := [\alpha^{-1}] [\bot, \varphi_{=n}] : \downarrow \text{Nat}.
\end{align*}
\]

We can then use the formula

\[
\psi := [\text{alt}] [\text{hd}] \varphi_{=1} : \downarrow \text{Nat}^\omega \rightarrow \text{Nat}^\omega
\]

to distinguish \( H 0^\omega \) and \( H 1^\omega \), where \( \text{alt} \) is the alternating bit stream defined in Example 3.2.18. Recall also from the same example that \((H 0^\omega \text{ alt}).\text{hd} \equiv 0\) and \((H 1^\omega \text{ alt}).\text{hd} \equiv 1\). This allows us to
show that \( H^{0^\omega} \) does not satisfy \( \psi \), while \( H^{1^\omega} \) does satisfy \( \psi \), as we have

\[
H^{0^\omega} \models [\text{alt}] \ [\text{hd}] \ \varphi_{=1} \iff H^{0^\omega} \text{ alt} \models [\text{hd}] \ \varphi_{=1} \\
\iff (H^{0^\omega} \text{ alt}). \text{hd} \models \varphi_{=1} \\
\iff 0 \models [\alpha^{-1}] \ [ot, \varphi_{=0}] \\
\iff \kappa_1 \ (ot) \models [\bot, \varphi_{=0}] \\
\iff \bot \models \bot \\
\]

and

\[
H^{1^\omega} \models [\text{alt}] \ [\text{hd}] \ \varphi_{=1} \iff \ldots \iff 1 \models \varphi_{=1} \iff \ldots \\
\iff \bot \models \top. \\
\]

So the terms \( H^{0^\omega} \) and \( H^{1^\omega} \) are distinguished by the test \( \psi \).

After having seen an example of how to distinguish terms, let us now consider an example where we actually prove that two terms are observationally equivalent. This is typically done by induction on tests.

**Example 4.1.21.** Recall that we gave in Example 3.2.7 another unit type \( 1' = vX. X \) with a canonical inhabitant \( \phi' \). We now show that this term is actually unique up to observational equivalence. This requires us to show for all terms \( t : 1' \) that \( t \equiv_{\text{obs}} \phi' \), which means by definition of observational equivalence that we have to show for all tests \( \varphi \in \text{Tests}(\lambda\mu\nu=)_{1'} \) that \( t \models \varphi \iff \phi' \models \varphi \).

We proceed by induction on \( \varphi \) to prove for all terms \( t : 1' \) that \( t \models \varphi \iff \phi' \models \varphi \). Note that the term \( t \) is universally quantified in the induction hypothesis. Let \( t : 1' \) be a term. In the base case, where either \( \varphi = \top \) or \( \varphi = \bot \), we trivially have \( t \models \varphi \iff \phi' \models \varphi \). For the induction step, \( \varphi \) is of the form \( \varphi = [\xi] \psi \) with \( \psi \in \text{Tests}(\lambda\mu\nu=)_{1'} \). Since \( \phi' \text{ out} \equiv \phi' \), see the opening discussion of Section 3.2.2, \( \phi' \models [\xi] \psi \iff \phi' \models \psi \). Applying the induction hypothesis to \( \psi \), we have \( t. \text{out} \models \psi \iff \phi' \models \psi \). Thus, by definition of the satisfaction relation, we have \( t \models [\xi] \psi \iff \phi' \models [\xi] \psi \), hence \( t \models \varphi \iff \phi' \models \varphi \). So by induction, \( t \) and \( \phi' \) satisfy the same tests \( \varphi \), thus are observationally equivalent.

At this point, a reader versed in the area of transition systems, coalgebras and such might wonder about the relation of observational equivalence to bisimilarity. Indeed, it would be natural to view \( \phi' \) as a single state transition system and prove that any other term of type \( 1' \) is bisimilar to that system. The hope would then be that such a proof corresponds to showing that the term is observationally equivalent to \( \phi' \). In Section 5.1, we will show that one can define a general notion of bisimilarity on terms of all inductive-coinductive types, which coincides with observational equivalence.

Another point of interest might be whether it is possible to automatically prove that two terms are observationally equivalent. In fact, if there are no terms of function type involved, like in Example 4.1.21, then observational equivalence is decidable. One might call the function-free fragment of \( \lambda\mu\nu= \) the *data fragment*, as we cannot carry out any computations, thus only construct data, in that fragment. However, if we include functions, then observational equivalence becomes undecidable. We discuss this in detail in Section 5.3.

The following example illustrates a, perhaps surprising, effect of the restriction to observationally normalising function arguments in the definition of observational normalisation itself: There is a well-defined function from the empty type \( \emptyset \) to any type \( A \).
Example 4.1.22. Recall the empty type from Example 3.1.2 was given by \(0 = \mu X.X\). We can give for each type \(A\) a function \(E_A^0 : 0 \to A\) from 0 into \(A\) by

\[
E_A^0 := \text{rlet} \\
f : 0 \to A = \{\cdot (\alpha x) \mapsto f x\}
\]

in \(f\).

Note that there is no observationally normalising inhabitant of 0. This can be proved either by contradiction to Lemma 4.1.5 or directly by induction. Since the latter is more elegant, let us prove that \(\text{ON}_0 = \emptyset\) by induction. To this end, recall that \(\text{ON}_0 = \mu U.\Psi^{(1,\epsilon)}_X(U)\). Thus, we can prove \(\text{ON}_0 = \emptyset\) by showing \(\Psi^{(1,\epsilon)}_X(\emptyset) \subseteq \emptyset\). Suppose now that \(s \in \Psi^{(1,\epsilon)}_X(\emptyset)\), thus there is an \(s'\) with \(s \rightarrow \alpha s'\) and \(s' \in \emptyset\). This means, however, that there is no such \(s'\) and thus also no such \(s\). Hence, \(\Psi^{(1,\epsilon)}_X(\emptyset)\) and \(\text{ON}_0\) are empty, as claimed. Since \(\text{ON}_0\) is empty and there are no reduction possible on \(E_A^0\), we have that \(E_A^0 \in \text{ON}_0 \to A\). □

Recall that we have defined an interpretation \([-\]\ of tests as terms of type \(A \to \text{Bool} \in \lambda \mu \nu =\). One might reasonably expect that this interpretation coincides with the satisfaction relation, in the sense that for all tests and terms \([\varphi] \equiv \text{true} \iff t \vDash \varphi\). However, there is a subtle difference on non-terminating terms: Let \(A\) be a type and put \(\varphi = [\alpha^{-1}]\top\), so that \(\varphi\) is a test on \(\mu X.A\). Recall that we defined in Example 3.2.21 a term \(\Omega_{\mu X.A}\) that only admits reduction steps of the form \(\Omega_{\mu X.A} \rightarrow \Omega_{\mu X.A}\). This means then that neither \([\varphi](\Omega_{\mu X.A}) \equiv \text{true}\) nor \([\varphi](\Omega_{\mu X.A}) \equiv \text{false}\). On the other hand, we have \(\Omega_{\mu X.A} \vDash \varphi \iff \exists t'. \Omega_{\mu X.A} \alpha t' \text{ and } t' \vDash \top\). Since no such \(t'\) exists, we conclude that \(\Omega_{\mu X.A} \not\vDash \varphi\). So the difference between the evaluation of \([\varphi](t)\) and \(t \vDash \varphi\) lies in the fact that the former requires that there must be a way to reduce \([\varphi](t)\) to true or false. We capture this situation in the following proposition.

Proposition 4.1.23. If \(t \in \Lambda^= (A)\) and \(\varphi \vdash A\), such that \([\varphi](t)\) has a normal form, then

\([\varphi](t) \equiv \text{true} \iff t \vDash \varphi\).

Proof. This follows by an easy induction on \(\varphi\). □

To put the above discussion into broader terms, if we accept the principle of excluded middle, then for all tests \(\varphi \vdash A\)

\(\forall t \in \Lambda^= (A). t \vDash \varphi \lor t \vDash \neg \varphi\).

The example above shows however that in general \(\neg(\forall t \in \Lambda^= (A)). [\varphi](t) \equiv \text{true} \lor [\varphi](t) \equiv \text{false}\). More generally, we can evaluate tests by using \([-]\) only on observationally normalising terms, whereas on non-normalising terms \([-]\) cannot assign a definite truth value to a test.

We finish this section by collecting some properties of observational equivalence. First, we show that the definition of observational equivalence of open terms makes sense.

Lemma 4.1.24. For all \(x : A \vdash t_i : B\) with \(i = 1, 2\), we have both in \(\lambda \mu \nu\) and \(\mu \mu \mu =\)

\[
x : A \vdash t_1 \equiv^{B_{\text{obs}}} t_2 \Leftrightarrow \lambda x.t_1 \equiv^{\lambda x \to B}_{\text{obs}} \lambda x.t_2
\]  

(4.5)

Proof. Since we have a common notation for function application and abstraction in both calculi, we give the proof independent of the calculus at hand. Let us write \(r_i = \lambda x.t_i\).
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We need to show that \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) satisfy the same tests \( \varphi \). If \( \varphi = T \) or \( \varphi = \bot \), this is trivial. If \( \varphi = [v] \psi \), we have by assumption

\[
r_1 \vdash \varphi \iff t_1[v/x] \vdash \psi \iff t_2[v/x] \vdash \psi \iff r_2 \vdash \varphi
\]

Let \( U \) be either \( \Lambda \) or \( \text{ON} \). To show that \( t_1 \equiv_{\text{obs}} t_2 \), we need to show that \( t_1[\sigma] \equiv_{\text{obs}}^B t_2[\sigma] \) for every \( U \cdot (x : A) \)-closing substitution \( \sigma \). That is to say we need to show \( t_1[v/x] \equiv_{\text{obs}}^B t_2[v/x] \) for every \( v \in U \). But this follows immediately, as for every test \( \psi \) on \( B \), we have

\[
t_1[v/x] \vdash \psi \iff r_1 \equiv [v] \psi \iff r_2 \equiv [v] \psi \iff t_2[v/x] \vdash \psi,
\]

just as for the other direction of the lemma.

The next lemma states a number of properties of that we will need frequently.

**Lemma 4.1.25.** Observational equivalence \( \equiv_{\text{obs}} \) has the following properties.

(i) Substitutivity: Given terms \( r \in \text{ON}^{x:A}_B \) and \( t_1, t_2 \in \text{ON}_A \) such that \( t_1 \equiv^A_{\text{obs}} t_2 \), we have that \( r[t_1/x] \equiv_{\text{obs}}^B r[t_2/x] \).

(ii) \( \equiv_{\text{obs}} \) is a congruence on \( \text{ON} \), that is, \( \equiv_{\text{obs}} \) is an equivalence relation on \( \text{ON} \) and fulfils substitutivity as in \([i]\), see \([\text{Pit04}, \text{Def. 7.5.1}]\).

(iii) If \( t_1 \equiv_{\text{obs}}^A t_2 \), then for all \( f \) with \( + f : A \to B \) we have \( f \cdot t_1 \equiv_{\text{obs}}^B f \cdot t_2 \).

(iv) \( \equiv_{\text{obs}} \) strictly contains convertibility (i.e., \( \equiv \subset \equiv_{\text{obs}} \)).

(v) \( \equiv_{\text{obs}} \) is extensional for terms of function type: if \( t_1, t_2 : A \to B \) and \( t_1 v \equiv_{\text{obs}} t_2 v \) for all \( v : A \) in \( \text{ON} \), then \( t_1 \equiv_{\text{obs}} t_2 \).

(vi) \( \equiv_{\text{obs}} \) contains \( \eta \)-equivalence: \( \lambda x. t x \equiv_{\text{obs}} t, x \notin \text{fv}(t) \).

Most of these properties are straightforward to prove, only substitutivity \([i]\) requires a bit more work. The proof uses the following technical lemma.

**Lemma 4.1.26.** Let \( s \in \text{ON}^{x:A}_B \) and let \( t \in \text{ON}_A \). For all tests \( \varphi : \downarrow B \) with \( s[t/x] \vdash \varphi \) there are tests \( \psi_1, \ldots, \psi_n \) on \( A \) such that

(i) \( t \vdash \psi_i \) for all \( 1 \leq i \leq n \)

(ii) for all \( t' \in \text{ON}_A \), if \( t' \vdash \psi_i \) for all \( 1 \leq i \leq n \), then \( s[t'/x] \vdash \varphi \).

This lemma states that we can find for each computation that \( s \) can make, formulas that characterise inputs to \( s \) that lead to the same output as \( t \). One can read this as a continuity property of \( s \), in the sense that finite observations on \( s[t/x] \) only depend on finite observations on \( t \). We will not go into this further here, but it is discussed in \([\text{BH14}]\).
4.1. Observational Equivalence and Normalisation

Proof of Lemma 4.1.26. To prove the statement of the lemma, we need to generalise it a bit. This generalisation becomes easier, if we use conjunctive tests, that is, tests that may contain conjunctions. Given tests $\varphi_1, \varphi_2 : A$, their conjunction $\varphi_1 \land \varphi_2$ is satisfied by $t : A$ if $t \vDash \varphi_i$ for both $i = 1$ and $i = 2$. Conjunctive tests allow us to simplify the formulation of Lemma 4.1.26 by replacing $\psi_1, \ldots, \psi_n$ by $\psi = \psi_1 \land \cdots \land \psi_n$.

More generally, we set out to prove the following. Let $f \in \text{ON}_A^\Gamma$ and let $\tau \in \text{Subst}(\text{ON}, \Gamma)$. For all tests $\varphi : \downarrow A$ with $f[\tau] = \varphi$ there are conjunctive tests $\{\psi_x\}_{x \in \text{dom}(\Gamma)}$ such that

(i) $\tau(x) \vDash \psi_x$ for all $x \in \text{dom}(\Gamma)$ and

(ii) for all $\sigma \in \text{Subst}(\text{ON}, \Gamma)$, if $\sigma(x) \vDash \psi_x$ for all $x \in \text{dom}(\Gamma)$, then $f[\sigma] \vDash \varphi$.

We only sketch the proof of this generalised property. Since $f$ is in $\text{ON}_A^\Gamma$, $[\varphi](f[\tau])$ is strongly normalising, thus there is a finite reduction sequence $[\varphi](f[\tau]) \rightarrow N$ to a normal form. We obtain the family $\{\psi_x\}$ by induction on this reduction sequence. In this induction, two cases have to be distinguished: either $\tau(x)$ is contracted within an evaluation context $e$, in which case $\psi_x$ is extended by the modalities given by $e$, or $\tau(x)$ is used as a function argument in a contraction. In the latter case, we reduce the corresponding function to $\lambda D$ or a symbol $g$, and extend $\psi_x$ by the pattern of $D$ or $g$ that matched $\tau(x)$.


(i) To show that $r[t_1/x] \equiv_{\text{obs}} r[t_2/x]$, we show that both terms simultaneously satisfy any test $\varphi : B$.

First, assume that $r[t_1/x] \vDash \varphi$. Lemma 4.1.26 gives us that for $\tau = [t_1/x]$ there are tests $\psi_1, \ldots, \psi_n$ on $A$, such that $\forall 1 \leq i \leq n. t_1 \vDash \psi_i$ and if $\forall 1 \leq i \leq n. t_2 \vDash \psi_i$, then $r[t_2/x] \vDash \varphi$. Since $t_1 \equiv_{\text{obs}} t_2$, both terms simultaneously satisfy all the $\psi_i$, thus $r[t_2/x] \vDash \varphi$.

Conversely, $r[t_2/x] \vDash \varphi$ implies, in the same way, that $r[t_1/x] \vDash \varphi$. Summarising, the terms $r[t_1/x]$ and $r[t_2/x]$ satisfy the same tests, hence are observationally equivalent.

(ii) This follows immediately from $\equiv$ being an equivalence relation and from (i).

(iii) This is just the combination of (i) and Lemma 4.1.24.

(iv) The inclusion is proved by induction on tests. It is strict by appealing to item (v). For instance, the terms $\lambda x. x$ and $\lambda \{ \cdot (a \times x) \mapsto x \}$ are not convertible but they are observationally equivalent by extensionality.

(v) Trivially by the shape of tests on $A \rightarrow B$.

(vi) Let $t : A \rightarrow B$ be a term with $x \notin \text{fv}(t)$. For every $v \in \text{ON}_A$, we have $(\lambda x. (t x)) v \equiv t v$ and hence by (iv) and (v) the equivalence $\lambda x . (t x) \equiv_{\text{obs}} t$ follows.

The last property of $\equiv_{\text{obs}}$ we record is that the equational theory $\equiv_{\text{obs}}$ is consistent.

Definition 4.1.27 (cf. [Bar85, Def. 2.1.30]). An equational theory for a family $\{ U_A \}_{A \in \text{Ty}}$ is a family $\approx$ of equivalence relations $\approx_A \subseteq U_A \times U_A$. The equational theory is said to be consistent, if there is $A \in \text{Ty}$ and $s, t \in U_A$ with $s \not\approx_A t$.

Proposition 4.1.28. The equational theory $\equiv_{\text{obs}}$ is consistent both for $\Lambda$ and $\Lambda^\omega$.

Proof. The terms $\text{true}, \text{false} : \text{Bool}$ are not observationally equivalent, as they are distinguishable by the test $[\top, \bot]$. Hence $\equiv_{\text{obs}}$ is consistent. □
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4.2. Category Theoretical Properties of $\lambda\mu\nu$ and $\lambda\mu\nu=$

We have now seen two different calculi for programming with mixed inductive-coinductive types, and we introduced a notion of program equivalence that is based on program observations for these calculi. Moreover, we defined what it means for a program in the calculus $\lambda\mu\nu=$ to be observationally normalising, using again the same notion of program observation. Basing program equivalence and observational normalisation on observations is an intuitive approach, but we need to show how these notions relate to properties that occur elsewhere in the description of program behaviour. Specifically, we want to relate here to the usual category theoretical definition of inductive-coinductive objects in terms of unique mapping properties. We proceed in two steps to clarify the relation. First, we introduce in Section 4.2.1 the so-called classifying category for each of the calculi. Then we show that the classifying categories indeed admit to some extent the categorical structures that are suggested by the types. For instance, greatest fixed point types are weakly final coalgebras.

The problem with classifying categories is that we are trying to force the calculi into a cloak that does not really fit them. Just to name one major issue: the action of types on terms, given in Definition 3.1.9, looks like the definition of a functor on the classifying categories but it really is not. Thus we are not even able to, for instance, form a category of coalgebras for open types.

We overcome these issues in a second step, where we refine the classifying categories by (1) restricting the attention to only observationally normalising terms in the classifying category for $\lambda\mu\nu=$, and (2) augmenting the classifying categories with observational equivalence as 2-categorical structure. The first step is important to properly classify inductive types (sums and least fixed points), since non-termination leads to inhabitants of inductive types on which no observation is possible, see the discussion before Proposition 4.1.23. Through the second step we obtain a precise categorical classification of the types, in the sense that the action of a type on terms turns out to be a pseudo-functor and largest fixed point types are pseudo-final coalgebras.

One might now raise the objection to the 2-categorical approach that we could just take a quotient of the classifying 2-categories, which allows us to drop the prefix “pseudo” everywhere. However, besides violating the abstract “principle of equivalence”, we also lose some information by forming a quotient category: we cannot distinguish anymore between term equivalences arising from computations and those stemming from observational equivalence.

4.2.1. Simple Classifying Categories

The goal of this section is to describe the categorical structure that arises from the type structure of the calculi $\lambda\mu\nu$ and $\lambda\mu\nu=$. We begin by identifying properties of calculi for which we are able to give classifying categories, see Definition 4.2.2.

**Definition 4.2.1.** Let $\mathcal{U}$ be a set. We assume that there is a judgement of the form

$$x : A \vdash t : B,$$

which is a relation between contexts $x : A$ and elements $t \in \mathcal{U}$, where $A$ and $B$ are types as in Definition 3.1.1. The set $\mathcal{U}$ together with the relation $\vdash$ is called a *classifiable calculus*, if

1. Projection holds: $\operatorname{TeVar} \subseteq \mathcal{U}$, and for all $x \in \operatorname{TeVar}$, the judgement $x : A \vdash x : A$ is valid;
2. Substitution exists: for every $t, s \in \mathcal{U}$ and $x \in \operatorname{TeVar}$, there is an element $t[s/x] \in \mathcal{U}$;
3. Substitution preserves typing: if \( x : B \vdash t : C \) and \( x : A \vdash s : B \), then \( x : A \vdash t[s/x] : C \);
4. Substitution preserves identities: For all \( t, s \in \mathcal{U} \) and \( x \in \text{TeVar} \), \( x[t/x] = t \) and \( t[x/x] = t \);
5. Substitution lemma holds: For all \( t, s \in \mathcal{U} \) and \( x \in \text{TeVar} \),

\[
\frac{t[s[r/x]/x]}{t[s/x][r/x]}.
\]  

(4.6)

Given a classifiable calculus, we will refer to the elements of \( \mathcal{U} \) as terms.

A classifiable calculus allows us, as the name suggests, to construct its classifying category.\( \square \)

**Definition 4.2.2.** Let \( \mathcal{U} \) be a classifiable calculus. We denote by \( \mathcal{C}_s(\mathcal{U}) \) the simple classifying category of \( \mathcal{U} \), given as follows.

\[
\mathcal{C}_s(\mathcal{U}) = \begin{cases}
\text{objects:} & \text{Types } A \\
\text{morphisms:} & t : A \to B \text{ is a term } t \in \mathcal{U} \text{ with } x : A \vdash t : B
\end{cases}
\]

An identity morphism \( A \to A \) is given by \( x : A \vdash x : A \) and composition is defined by substitution: \( t \circ s = t[s/x] \). That the composition is well-defined follows from type preservation. The identity law is immediate by projection in both calculi. Equation (4.6) is proved by a simple but tedious induction on terms, just like the other conditions.\( \square \)

**Lemma 4.2.3.** Both \( \Lambda \) and \( \Lambda^= \) are classifiable, thus their respective simple classifying categories \( \mathcal{C}_s(\Lambda) \) and \( \mathcal{C}_s(\Lambda^=) \) exist.

**Proof.** The judgement \( \Gamma, x : A \vdash x : A \) is immediate by projection in both calculi. Equation (4.6) is proved by a simple but tedious induction on terms, just like the other conditions.\( \square \)

This description of the calculi allows us to state Theorem 3.3.4 more precisely.

**Proposition 4.2.4.** The map \( \text{s}\tau : \Lambda \to \Lambda^= \) extends to a functor \( \mathcal{C}_s(\Lambda) \to \mathcal{C}_s(\Lambda^=) \).

**Proof.** We define \( \text{s}\tau \) on types to be the identity. Then, by the type preservation in Theorem 3.3.4, we have that for a morphism (a term) \( t : A \to B \) that \( \text{s}\tau \text{\tau} : \text{s}\tau \text{\tau} 
\text{\tau} \to \text{\tau} \text{\tau} \to \text{\tau} \text{\tau} \). So it remains to prove that the encoding preserves identities and composition. The former is immediate, since \( \text{s}\tau x = x \). That composition is preserved means that \( \text{s}\tau s[t/x] = \text{s}\tau s[t\text{\tau}/x] \), which is proved by induction on \( s \).\( \square \)

To establish further categorical structure on the simple classifying categories, we need to take some term equivalences into account.

**Definition 4.2.5.** Suppose \( \mathcal{U} \) is a classifiable calculus with an equivalence relation \( \equiv \) on terms that respects substitution: if \( t \equiv t' \) and \( s \equiv s' \), then \( t[s/x] \equiv t'[s'/x] \). Suppose further that \( \equiv \) is type correct, that is, for all \( \Gamma \vdash t : A \) and \( s \), if \( t \equiv s \) then \( \Gamma \vdash s : A \). Then the simple classifying category modulo computations \( \mathcal{C}_s^\equiv(\mathcal{U}) \) is the quotient category \( \mathcal{C}_s(\mathcal{U})/\equiv \), see Section 2.2.\( \square \)

Many categorical constructions are described through universal mapping property (UMP). For instance, the Cartesian product of two objects \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \) is given by an object \( A_1 \times A_2 \) and two projections \( \pi_i : A_1 \times A_2 \to A_i \), such that for all \( f_1 : C \to A_1 \) and \( f_2 : C \to A_2 \) there exists a unique \( g : C \to A_1 \times A_2 \) with \( \pi_i \circ g = f_i \). In the context of type theory one tries to model these UMPs...
as much as possible inside the syntactic theory. However, since the equivalence between terms is usually restricted to \( \alpha \)-equivalence and reductions, the uniqueness usually fails. This situation is captured in the usual notion of weak product, which is an object \( A_1 \times A_2 \) with the projections \( \pi_i \) and for which only the existence of \( g \) is ensured, but not its uniqueness. In general, weak limits and weak colimits satisfy the existence property of limits and colimits, but the uniqueness property does not necessarily hold.

**Lemma 4.2.6.** Both \( \mathcal{C}_s^\cong(\Lambda) \) and \( \mathcal{C}_s^\cong(\Lambda^=) \) have finite weak products and weak coproducts. Moreover, for all \( u, v, f \) and \( g \) the following diagram commutes in \( \mathcal{C}_s^\cong(\Lambda) \) and \( \mathcal{C}_s^\cong(\Lambda^=) \).

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
A & \xrightarrow{(u,v)} & B_1 \times B_2 \\
\langle f\circ u, g\circ v \rangle & \downarrow & \downarrow \text{f \times g} \\
C_1 \times C_2
\end{array}
\]

**Proof.** We start with \( \lambda \mu \nu \). Clearly, the type \( 1 \) is a weakly initial object, since for each type \( A \), we have \( x : A \vdash \langle \rangle : 1 \). The weak binary product of two types \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \) is given by the product type. Its projections are \( x : A_1 \times A_2 \vdash \pi_i x : A_i \), and pairing of terms gives the categorical pairing: Let \( x : C \vdash t : A_i \), then \( x : C \vdash \langle t_1, t_2 \rangle : A_1 \times A_2 \). Finally, we have

\[
\pi_i \circ \langle t_1, t_2 \rangle = (\pi_i x)[(t_1, t_2)/x] = \pi_i \langle t_1, t_2 \rangle \equiv t_i.
\]

Moreover, the distribution diagram is again given by reduction:

\[
(f \times g) \circ \langle u, v \rangle = \langle f[\pi_1\langle u, v \rangle], g[\pi_1\langle u, v \rangle] \rangle \equiv \langle f[\langle u/x \rangle], g[\langle v/x \rangle] \rangle = \langle f \circ u, g \circ v \rangle.
\]

It is similarly easy to show that binary weak coproducts in \( \lambda \mu \nu \) are given by sum types. Lastly, the weakly initial object of \( \mathcal{C}_s^\cong(\Lambda) \) is given by \( 0 \) and its elimination principle \( \nu^0 \) as in Example 3.1.5.

For \( \lambda \mu \nu = \) we have identified the same term constructors for sum and product types in the Examples 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 respectively. Moreover, the reduction rules are precisely the same for these terms. The unit type \( 1 \) is exactly the same as in \( \lambda \mu \nu \), and in Example 4.1.22 we have also identified the empty type with its elimination principle. Thus, \( \lambda \mu \nu = \) admits finite weak products and coproducts.

We can also give an abstract account of function types. This is a bit more complex though, as with a naive approach to weakening the usual notion of exponential object is bound to run into the problem that one requires \( \eta \)-equivalence for products, that is, we would need to have \( \langle \pi_1 t, \pi_2 t \rangle \equiv t \). Fortunately, there is an alternative, which has been proposed by Hayashi [Hay85, Thm. 2.3]. Note that the terminology used there is that the binary product is semi-right-adjoint to the diagonal. We refrain from using this terminology here, since it breaks down for coproducts.

**Definition 4.2.7.** A category \( \mathcal{C} \) with (weak) binary products has **weak exponential objects**, if for all objects \( A \) and \( B \), there is an object \( B^A \) and a morphism \( \text{ev}_B : B^A \times A \to B \), subject to the following condition. For all \( h : B \times A \to C \) there is a morphism \( \lambda h : B \to C^A \), such that for all \( u : D \to B \) the following two diagrams commute.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
D & \xrightarrow{\lambda h \times \text{id}} & B^A \times A \\
\downarrow & & \downarrow \text{ev}_C \\
C^A \times A & \xrightarrow{h} & C
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
D & \xrightarrow{\lambda (h \circ (u \times \text{id}))} & C^A \\
\downarrow & \downarrow \lambda h \\
B & \xrightarrow{\lambda h} & C^A
\end{array}
\]
Lemma 4.2.8. Both $\mathcal{C}^\cong_s(\Lambda)$ and $\mathcal{C}^\cong_s(\Lambda^\cong)$ have weak exponential objects.

Proof. For $\mathcal{C}^\cong_s(\Lambda)$ the exponential object $B^A$ for types $A$ and $B$ is given by the function space $A \to B$ and the evaluation map $ev_B$ by

$$x : B^A \vdash (\pi_1 x)(\pi_2 x) : B.$$  

Let $t : B \times A \to C$, that is, $x : B \times A \vdash t : C$. We define $\lambda t : B \to C^A$ to be the term

$$x : B \vdash \lambda y. t(x,y)/x : A \to C.$$  

For terms $x : D \vdash u : B$ and $x : D \vdash v : A$ we now have

$$ev_C \circ (\lambda t \circ u, v) = ((\pi_1 x)(\pi_2 x))[(\lambda t \circ u, v)/x]$$

$$\equiv (\lambda t \circ u) v$$

$$= ((\lambda y. t(x,y))/x)[u/x]) v$$

$$= (\lambda y. t(x,y)/x) v$$

$$\equiv t\langle u, v \rangle/x$$

$$= t \circ \langle u, v \rangle$$

and

$$\lambda (t \circ (u \times id)) \equiv \lambda (t \circ \langle u \circ \pi_1, \pi_2 \rangle)$$

$$= \lambda (t\langle u[\pi_1 x/x], \pi_2 x/x \rangle/x)$$

$$= \lambda y. (t\langle u[\pi_1 x/x], \pi_2 x/x \rangle)[(x, y)/x]$$

$$\equiv \lambda y. t\langle u[\pi_1 x/x], y/x \rangle$$

$$= \lambda y. (t\langle u[\pi_1 x/x], y/x \rangle)[u/x]$$

$$= \lambda t \circ u.$$  

Thus $\mathcal{C}^\cong_s(\Lambda)$ has weak exponential objects. That $\mathcal{C}^\cong_s(\Lambda^\cong)$ also has weak exponentials follows by the same reasoning and using the notations introduced in Example 3.2.6. □

For the following proposition we need to relax our understanding of what algebras and coalgebras are. Recall from Section 2.5 that an initial algebra for a functor $F : C \to C$ is a morphism $FA \to A$ for some object $A$, such that for all algebras $FB \to B$ there is a unique homomorphism $A \to B$. The concept of a final coalgebra is defined dually. We would like to understand fixed point types in these terms. Just as in Lemma 4.2.6, we can drop the uniqueness constraint for the homomorphism to obtain a notion of weakly initial algebras and weakly final coalgebras. However, already the very usage of functors in the definition of (co)algebras poses a problem because the action of types on terms that we gave in Definition 3.1.9 does not satisfy the laws of a functor. Thus, fixed point types do not have a (co)algebra structure for a functor $F$ in the usual sense, rather we can only require $F$ to be a map on objects and morphisms.

Definition 4.2.9. A pre-functor $F : C \to D$ between categories $C$ and $D$ is a map that sends every object $X \in ob D$ to an object $F(X) \in ob D$, and every morphism $f : X \to Y$ in $C$ to a morphism $F(f) : F(X) \to F(Y)$ in $D$.  
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Pre-functors are the weakest possible mapping between categories. However, since they neither preserve identities nor composition, there is no good general theory for pre-functors. The reason why we are introducing them here nevertheless is to have a language for organising the properties of fixed point types. By abuse of language, we will also talk about algebras, coalgebras and their homomorphisms, even if we are only given a pre-functor instead of a functor, cf. Definition 2.5.3

Definition 4.2.10. Let \( F : C \rightarrow C \) be a pre-functor. A weakly final coalgebra for \( F \) is a morphism \( c : X \rightarrow FX \) in \( C \), such that for every coalgebra \( d : Y \rightarrow FY \) there is a coalgebra homomorphism \( f : Y \rightarrow X \) from \( d \) to \( c \). Weakly initial algebras for \( F \) are defined dually.

Lemma 4.2.11. Let \( X \vdash T : Ty \), that is, let \( T \) be a type with a free type variable \( X \), see Definition 3.1.4. Then \( T \) gives rise to pre-functors \( \mathcal{O}^\succeq_s(\Lambda) \rightarrow \mathcal{C}^\succeq_s(\Lambda^\succeq) \) and \( \mathcal{C}^\preceq_s(\Lambda^\preceq) \rightarrow \mathcal{C}^\preceq_s(\Lambda^\preceq) \). This means that for any morphisms \( a : T(A) \rightarrow A \) and \( c : A \rightarrow T(A) \) there are (not necessarily unique) morphisms \( \bar{a} : \mu X. T \rightarrow A \) and \( \bar{c} : A \rightarrow \nu X. T \), such that the following two diagrams commute.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
T(\mu X. T) & \xrightarrow{T(\alpha)} & T(A) \\
\downarrow{\delta} & & \downarrow{a} \\
\mu X. T & \xrightarrow{\pi} & A
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{ccc}
A & \xrightarrow{\bar{c}} & \nu X. T \\
\downarrow{c} & & \downarrow{\omega} \\
T(A) & \xrightarrow{T(\bar{c})} & T(\nu X. T)
\end{array}
\]

Proof. To show that \( T \) gives rise to a map \( \mathcal{O}^\preceq_s(\Lambda) \rightarrow \mathcal{C}^\preceq_s(\Lambda^\preceq) \) requires us to show that \( t \equiv s \) implies \( T(t) \equiv T(s) \). This, in turn, follows from \( \equiv \) being a congruence and by a simple induction on \( T \). Recall that \( T(A) = T[A/X] \), so that

\[
x : T(\mu X. T) \vdash \alpha x : \mu X. T \quad \text{and} \quad x : \nu X. T \vdash \xi x : T(\nu X. T),
\]

and the algebra and coalgebra structures are thus given by \( \delta := \alpha x \) and \( \omega := \xi x \). Next, given \( y : T(A) \vdash a : A \) and \( y : A \vdash c : T(A) \), as in the assumption, we can define the inductive extension of \( a \) by \( \bar{a} := \text{iter}^{\mu X. T}(y, a) \) and the coinductive extension of \( c \) by \( \bar{c} := \text{coiter}^{\nu X. T}(y, c) \) \( y \), thus obtaining

\[
y : \mu X. T \vdash \bar{a} : A \quad \text{and} \quad y : A \vdash \bar{c} : \nu X. T.
\]

Before we continue, let us briefly spell out the diagram for weakly final coalgebras in \( \mathcal{C}^\preceq_s(\Lambda) \). Since morphisms in \( \mathcal{C}^\preceq_s(\Lambda) \) are (equivalence classes) of terms with a free variable for the domain, we can picture the homomorphism diagram for \( \bar{c} \) as follows.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
A & \xrightarrow{y : A \vdash \text{coiter}^{\nu X. T}(y, c) y : \nu X. T} & \nu X. T \\
\downarrow{x : A \vdash c : T(A)} & \equiv & \downarrow{x : \nu X. T \vdash \xi x : T(\nu X. T)} \\
T(A) & \xrightarrow{x : T(A) \vdash T(\text{coiter}^{\nu X. T}(y, c) y) : T(\nu X. T)} & T(\nu X. T)
\end{array}
\]
That this homomorphism diagram commutes follows directly from the definition of conversion:

\[
\omega \circ \bar{c} = (\bar{\xi} x)[\text{coiter}^{\nu X \cdot T} (y, c) y/x]
\]

\[
= \bar{\xi} (\text{coiter}^{\nu X \cdot T} (y, c) y)
\]

\[
= T[\lambda y.(\text{coiter}^{\nu X \cdot T} (y, c) y)](c[y/y])
\]

\[
= T[\lambda y.(\text{coiter}^{\nu X \cdot T} (y, c) y)] c
\]

\[
= T(\text{coiter}^{\nu X \cdot T} (\lambda y.c) y)[c/x]
\]

\[
= T(\bar{c}) \circ c,
\]

and analogously for \(\mu X \cdot T\).

In \(C_\ell (\Lambda^=)\) we find back exactly the same structure by putting

\[
\delta := \alpha x \quad \text{and} \quad \omega := x.\text{out},
\]

and

\[
\bar{a} := \text{rlet } f : \mu X. T \to A = \{ (\alpha x) \mapsto a[T(f x)/x] \} \text{ in } f x
\]

\[
\bar{c} := \text{rlet } f : A \to \nu X. T = \{ (\cdot x) . \text{out} \mapsto T(f x)[c/x] \} \text{ in } f x.
\]

That these are well-typed is checked as in Theorem 3.3.4. Note that the inductive extensions \(\bar{a}\) and the coinductive extensions \(\bar{c}\) resemble the rewriting steps as given by contraction for iter and coiter in Definition 3.1.11. Hence that these are homomorphisms just follows as for \(\lambda \mu \nu\).

\[\square\]

### 4.2.2. Classifying 2-Categories

On the one hand, we have given in Section 4.2.1 a category theoretical account of the computational behaviour of terms in the two calculi \(\lambda \mu \nu\) and \(\lambda \mu \nu=\). On the other hand, we have described in Section 4.1 the observational behaviour of terms. The purpose of the present section is to merge these two views. This is achieved by augmenting the classifying categories \(C_\ell^= (\Lambda)\) and \(C_\ell^= (\Lambda^=)\) with a 2-categorical structure that encodes the information about observations. This allows us to contrast the equality between morphisms in these categories, which relates terms with the same computational behaviour, and 2-cells between the morphisms, which relates terms with the same observational behaviour.

The 2-categories, which we obtain by adding 2-cells to the simple classifying categories, have “pseudo” instead of “weak” categorical structure. For instance, the product types do not just have projections \(\pi_i\) and pairing, subject to the equations \(\pi_i \circ (f_1, f_2) = f_i\), but the pairing is additionally unique up to isomorphism, see Definition 2.6.8. This stronger property allows us to show that the action of types on terms gives rise to a pseudo-functor. Thus, we can form 2-categories of algebras and coalgebras, whose pseudo-initial and, respectively, pseudo-final objects are given by fixed point types.

When enhancing the results of Section 4.2.1, we will find that we get an even stronger result than just pseudo-structures. Note that in the definition of pseudo-products, Definition 2.6.8, we have that for all \(f_i : C \to A_i\) there is an \(h : C \to A_1 \times A_2\) with \(\pi_i \circ h \cong f_i\). So there only needs to be an isomorphism between \(\pi_i \circ h\) and \(f_i\). However, we have shown in Lemma 4.2.6 that in the
classifying categories there is a (not necessarily unique) \( h \), such that \( \pi \circ h = f_i \). We will call such a structures pseudo-products with strict choice. These characterise precisely the interplay of the reduction relation of the calculi and observational equivalence.

We begin by casting this last discussion into definitions, thereby refining the definitions given in Definition 4.2.6.

**Definition 4.2.12.** Let \( C \) be a 2-category. We say that \( C \) has finite pseudo-products with strict choice, if it has finite pseudo-products, see Definition 2.6.8, such that for all \( A_1, A_2 \) and \( f_i : C \to A_i \) there is an \( h : C \to A_1 \times A_2 \) with \( \pi_i \circ h = f_i \), where \( \pi_i : A_1 \times A_2 \to A_i \) are the projections of the pseudo-product. We denote this \( h \) by \( \langle f_1, f_2 \rangle \). Moreover, we have for all appropriate \( u, v, f, g \) that \( (f \times g) \circ (u, v) = (f \circ u, g \circ v) \), cf. Lemma 4.2.6. Dually, \( C \) is said to have pseudo-coproducts with strict choice, if it has pseudo-coproducts, with injections \( \kappa_i : A_i \to A_1 + A_2 \), such that for all morphisms \( f_i : A_i \to C \), there is a morphism \([f_1, f_2] : A_1 + A_2 \to C\) with \([f_1, f_2] \circ \kappa_i = f_i\).

Finally, pseudo-exponents with strict choice in \( C \) are pseudo-exponents, such that the two identities in Definition 4.2.7 are fulfilled.

Let us now identify the concepts from Definition 4.2.12 in the calculi \( \lambda \mu \nu \) and \( \lambda \mu \nu \). To do that, we first need to enrich their classifying categories with a 2-categorical structure that represents observational equivalence.

**Lemma 4.2.13.** There are 2-categories \( C^\equiv_{s, \text{obs}}(\Lambda) \) and \( C^\equiv_{s, \text{obs}}(\text{ON}) \), where

\[
C^\equiv_{s, \text{obs}}(\Lambda) := \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\text{objects: types } A \\
\text{morphisms: } [t]_\equiv : A \to B \text{ is the convertibility equivalence class of a term } t \in \Lambda \text{ with } x : A + t : B \\
\text{2-cells: } t \Rightarrow s \text{ exists iff } t \equiv_{\text{obs}} s.
\end{array} \right.
\]

and

\[
C^\equiv_{s, \text{obs}}(\text{ON}) := \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\text{objects: types } A \\
\text{morphisms: } [t]_\equiv : A \to B \text{ is the convertibility equivalence class of a term } t \in \text{ON}^{x:A} \\
\text{2-cells: } t \Rightarrow s \text{ exists iff } t \equiv_{\text{obs}} s.
\end{array} \right.
\]

**Proof.** The vertical composition of 2-cells in \( C^\equiv_{s, \text{obs}}(\Lambda) \) is just given by transitivity of observational equivalence: If \( \gamma : r \Rightarrow s \) and \( \rho : s \Rightarrow t \), then \( r \equiv_{\text{obs}} s \) and \( s \equiv_{\text{obs}} t \). By transitivity we have \( r \equiv_{\text{obs}} t \), and thus there is a \( \delta : r \Rightarrow t \). Since 2-cells are unique in \( C^\equiv_{s, \text{obs}}(\Lambda) \), we can define \( \rho \circ_1 \gamma = \delta \).

Horizontal composition arises in a situation like the following.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
A & \overset{t}{\sim} & B \\
\downarrow_{t'} \equiv_{\text{obs}} & \quad & \downarrow_{s'} \equiv_{\text{obs}} \\
C & \overset{s}{\sim} &
\end{array}
\]

By (i) of Lemma 4.1.25 and the definition of observational equivalence on open terms we have

\[
s[t/x] \equiv_{\text{obs}} s[t'/x] \equiv_{\text{obs}} s'[t'/x],
\]
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so that we can compose these two equivalences horizontally. Finally, note that since there is at most one 2-cell between two terms, the exchange law is automatically validated.

For \( C_{s, \text{obs}}^{=}(\text{ON}) \) we note that observationally normalising terms are closed under composition, so that restricting to \( \text{ON} \)-terms gives at least a category. The 2-categorical structure is then given just as for \( C_{s, \text{obs}}^{=}(\Lambda) \).

Note that, since 2-cells in the classifying 2-categories are given by observational equivalence, two 2-cells are equivalent if and only if restricting to \( \Lambda \)-terms gives at least a category. The 2-categorical structure is then given just as for \( C_{s, \text{obs}}^{=}(\Lambda) \).

As for \( \Lambda \)-terms, the case of \( \lambda \mu \nu \) and \( \lambda \mu \nu = \) is a pseudo-final coalgebra with strict choice in \( C_{s, \text{obs}}^{=}(\Lambda) \), so that restricting to \( \Lambda \)-terms gives at least a category. The 2-categorical structure is then given just as for \( C_{s, \text{obs}}^{=}(\Lambda) \).

Thus it remains to prove that pairing, copairing and abstraction are unique up to isomorphism in \( C_{s, \text{obs}}^{=}(\Lambda) \). We have for \( i = 1, 2 \)

\[
\pi_i h \equiv_{\text{obs}} t_i \equiv \pi_i \langle t_1, t_2 \rangle,
\]

which can easily seen to imply \( h \equiv_{\text{obs}} \langle t_1, t_2 \rangle \) and so \( h \equiv \langle t_1, t_2 \rangle \). The analogous reasoning also works for the copairing \( \langle t_1, t_2 \rangle = \{ \kappa_1 x \mapsto t_1 ; \kappa_2 x \mapsto t_2 \} x \) and the abstraction \( \lambda t = \lambda y.t[(x, y)/x] \).

Similarly, we can identify the observational behaviour of algebras and coalgebras.

**Definition 4.2.15.** A pseudo-final coalgebra with strict choice is a pseudo-final coalgebra \( c : X \to FX \), see Definition 2.6.9, such that for all \( d: Y \to FY \) there is a (not necessarily unique) homomorphism \( \bar{d}: Y \to X \) for which the 2-cell \( \phi_d : c \circ \bar{d} \Rightarrow F\bar{d} \circ d \) is the identity. Dually, a pseudo-initial algebra \( a: FA \to A \), see Definition 2.6.9, has a strict choice, if for every algebra \( b: FB \to B \) there is a pseudo-homomorphism \( \bar{b}: A \to B \), such that the mediating 2-cell \( \theta_{\bar{b}} : \bar{b} \circ a \Rightarrow b \circ F\bar{b} \) is the identity.

Next, we prove that for each type \( A \) the action of \( A \) on terms, see Definition 3.1.9, gives rise to a pseudo-functor on the classifying categories. Moreover, we show that fixed point types are pseudo-initial algebras or pseudo-final coalgebras with strict choice for these pseudo-functors. These two
results are proved by mutual induction, since pseudo-initial algebras and pseudo-final coalgebras are used to define functors from fixed point types, and conversely, pseudo-functoriality is needed to obtain pseudo-initial algebras and pseudo-final coalgebras for smaller types.

We start the mutual induction by showing that the type action indeed gives a pseudo-functor.

**Lemma 4.2.16.** Let $T$ be a type with $X_1, \ldots, X_n \vdash T : \text{Ty}^\Delta$. If all fixed point types occurring in $T$ are pseudo-initial algebras and pseudo-final coalgebras, then the maps of categories associated with $T$ in Lemma 4.2.11 can be extended to pseudo-functors of arity $n$: $T(-) : (C^\text{fp}_{s,\text{obs}}(\Lambda))^n \to C^\text{fp}_{s,\text{obs}}(\Lambda)$ and $T(-) : (C^\text{fp}_{s,\text{obs}}(\text{ON}))^n \to C^\text{fp}_{s,\text{obs}}(\text{ON})$.

**Proof.** To show that $T(-)$ is a pseudo-functor, we need to extend $T(-)$ to 2-cells and prove that $T(-)$ preserves identity morphisms and composition up to isomorphism, that is, up to observational equivalence. First, recall that for a tuple $t$ of terms we defined $T(t) = T[\bar{x} : t] x$ in Lemma 4.2.11. By the definition of the type action in Definition 3.1.9 we have that $T[-]$ substitutes $\bar{t}$ into an observationally normalising context. Thus, if $\bar{t} \equiv_{\text{obs}} \bar{t}'$, we have by Lemma 4.1.25 that also $T(\bar{t}) \equiv_{\text{obs}} T(\bar{t}')$. This in turn means that we can send a 2-cell in $(C^\text{fp}_{s,\text{obs}}(\Lambda))^n$, which says that all the terms in $\bar{t}$ and $\bar{t}'$ are observationally equivalent, to the unique 2-cell in $C^\text{fp}_{s,\text{obs}}(\Lambda)$ that expresses that $T(\bar{t})$ and $T(\bar{t}')$ are observationally equivalent. So $T$ also has a well-defined action on 2-cells.

It remains to prove that $T$ fulfills the law of a pseudo-functor. We proceed by induction on $T$. In the base case $T = X_i$, we note that $X_i[-]$ is the $i$th projection from the product category, hence a pseudo-functor.

To prove the induction step, we need to show that for compound types $T$, $T(-)$ is a pseudo-functor, provided that its components are pseudo-functors. Concretely, we need to show that the pseudo-functor laws hold for the compound types $T_1 + T_2$, $T_1 \times T_2$ and $T_1 \to T_2$, provided the laws hold for $T_1$ and $T_2$. This is a routine calculation by using Theorem 4.2.14.

The case for fixed point types is essentially an adoption of the standard proof that the point-wise existence of final coalgebras gives rise to a functor [Kim10], but we have to replace equality between morphisms by observational equivalence. We give the details for $\nu X. T$, the case for least fixed point types is analogous. Consider the fixed point type $\nu X. T$. The induction hypothesis is in this case for $X_1, \ldots, X_n, X \vdash T : \text{Ty}$. Let $T(-) : (C^\text{fp}_{s,\text{obs}}(\Lambda))^n \to C^\text{fp}_{s,\text{obs}}(\Lambda)$ be a morphism in $(C^\text{fp}_{s,\text{obs}}(\Lambda))^n$. By Lem. 4.2.18 below, the pseudo-functors $T(\bar{A}, -)$ and $T(\bar{B}, -)$ of type $C^\text{fp}_{s,\text{obs}}(\Lambda) \to C^\text{fp}_{s,\text{obs}}(\Lambda)$ have as pseudo-final coalgebras $\xi_{\bar{A}}$ and $\xi_{\bar{B}}$, and we take $(\nu X. T)(\bar{t})$ to be the coinductive extension (Lemma 4.2.11) of

$$\nu T(\bar{A}, -) \xrightarrow{\xi_{\bar{A}}} T(\bar{A}, \nu T(\bar{A}, -)) \xrightarrow{T(\bar{A}, \text{id})} T(\bar{B}, \nu T(\bar{A}, -)),$$

cf. Definition 3.1.9. The pseudo-functor laws follow from uniqueness up to isomorphism of coinductive extensions on pseudo-final coalgebras, see Section 2.6.2.

In case of $C^\text{fp}_{s,\text{obs}}(\text{ON})$, one proceeds in exactly the same way, only that we have to use Proposition 4.1.3 to ensure that the functorial action of $T$ is a morphism in $C^\text{fp}_{s,\text{obs}}(\text{ON})$. □

The following technical lemma is used in the proof of Lemma 4.2.18. It allows us to construct for each coalgebra $c$ and each test $\varphi$ on the unfolding of largest fixed point types, a “universal” term $t$.
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that cannot be distinguished from any homomorphism from $c$ into the largest fixed point up to the observation depth given by $\varphi$.

**Lemma 4.2.17.** Let $T$ be a type with $X \vdash T : Ty$.

1. For every coalgebra $c : A \rightarrow T[A]$ in one of the classifying 2-categories, every (observationally normalising) term $u : A$ and every test $\varphi : \downarrow T[vX.T]$, there is a term $t$ with $x : A \vdash t : T[\nu X.T]$, such that for any $T$-coalgebra pseudo-homomorphism $h : A \rightarrow \nu X.T$ from $c$ to $\omega = \xi x$, we have

   $$t[u/x] \vdash \varphi \iff (\xi h)[u/x] \vdash \varphi.$$

2. For every algebra $a : T[A] \rightarrow A$ in one of the classifying 2-categories, every (observationally normalising) term $u : T[A]$ and every test $\varphi : \downarrow A$, there is $x : T[\mu X.T] \vdash t : A$, such that for any pseudo-homomorphism $h : \mu X.T \rightarrow A$ from $\delta = \alpha x$ to $a$, we have

   $$t[u/x] \vdash \varphi \iff h[\alpha u/x] \vdash \varphi.$$

**Proof.** We only sketch the proof of 1, the proof of 2 is given by duality. Since $h$ is a pseudo-homomorphism, we have $(\xi h)[u/x] \vdash \varphi \iff (T[h] c)[u/x] \vdash \varphi$ hence it suffices to prove the existence of a $t$ with $t[u/x] \vdash \varphi \iff (T[h] c)[u/x] \vdash \varphi$. We do this by proving the following.

For any sub-expression $S$ of $T$, any $x : A \vdash c' : T[A]$, any $u' \in \text{ON}_{A}$ and any test $\psi : \downarrow S[\nu X.T]$ there is $x : A \vdash t : S[\nu X.T]$, such that for any $T$-coalgebra pseudo-homomorphism $f$ from $c'$ to $\omega = \xi x$ the equivalence $t[u'/x] \vdash \psi \iff (S[f] c')[u'/x] \vdash \psi$ holds. The result then follows by taking $c' = c$ and $\psi = \varphi$. The claim itself is proved by induction on $\psi$.  

The following lemma is needed in the induction step for fixed points in the proof of Lem. 4.2.16.

**Lemma 4.2.18.** For any type $T$ with $X \vdash T : Ty$, if the associated map of classifying categories defined in Lemma 4.2.11 is a pseudo-functor, then $\delta : T(\mu X.T) \rightarrow \mu X.T$ is a pseudo-initial algebra and $\omega : \nu X.T \rightarrow T(\nu X.T)$ a pseudo-final coalgebra with strict choice.

**Proof.** We already proved in Lemma 4.2.11 that $\delta$ and $\omega$ are weakly initial and final, respectively. Thus we already have a choice of strict (co)inductive extensions, which are also morphisms in the corresponding classifying categories by Proposition 4.1.9. It only remains to prove that these extensions are unique up to isomorphism.

The argument for $\mu X.T$ is completely analogous to that for $\nu X.T$, so we only prove that the latter is pseudo-final. So let $c : A \rightarrow T(A)$ be a coalgebra and $h : A \rightarrow \nu X.T$ be a pseudo-homomorphism into $\omega : \nu X.T \rightarrow T(\nu X.T)$, that is to say, with $\xi h \equiv_{\text{obs}} T[h] c$. We have to show $h \equiv_{\text{obs}} c$.

Since $h$ and $c$ are open terms, we need to show that for any (observationally normalising) term $u : A$ and every test $\psi : \downarrow \nu X.T$, $h[u/x] \vdash \psi \iff \nu c[u/u] \vdash \psi$. If $\psi$ is $\top$ or $\bot$, then this is clear. So suppose $\psi = [\xi] \varphi$ for some test $\varphi : \downarrow T(\nu X.T)$. By Lemma 4.2.17 there is a $t$, such that, $x : A \vdash t : T(\nu X.T)$ and for which we have

$$h[u/x] \vdash \varphi \iff (\xi h)[u/x] \vdash \varphi$$

**Def. $\equiv$**

$$t[u/x] \vdash \varphi \iff (\xi c)[u/x] \vdash \varphi$$

**Lem. 4.2.17**

$$\iff \nu c[u/u] \vdash \psi.$$
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Since this holds for any \( u \) and \( \phi \), we have that \( h \equiv_{\text{obs}} \tilde{c} \), as required. Thus \( \omega \) is a pseudo-final coalgebra with strict choice. \( \Box \)

From Lem. 4.2.16 and Lem. 4.2.18 the main result of this section follows.

**Theorem 4.2.19.** For all types \( T \) with \( X \Downarrow T : \text{Ty} \), the pseudo-functor \( T \) has a pseudo-initial algebra with strict choice on the carrier \( \mu X . T \), and a pseudo-final coalgebra with strict choice on the carrier \( \nu X . T \).

All the statements and proofs in this section were given both for the classifying 2-category of \( \lambda \mu \nu \) and \( \lambda \mu \nu = \). To do so, we have often carried out proofs just for \( \mathcal{C}_s^{\equiv \text{obs}}(\Lambda) \) and treated \( \mathcal{C}_s^{\equiv \text{obs}}(\text{ON}) \) by analogy. This can be made more precise by defining observational normalisation and observational equivalence for certain 2-categories, where the 2-cells are intended to be rewriting steps. We would then extend the simple classifying categories \( \mathcal{C}_s(\Lambda) \) and \( \mathcal{C}_s(\Lambda=) \) with the structure of a 2-category, where a 2-cell \( t \Rightarrow s \) exists if \( t \rightsquigarrow s \). One could then characterise strongly normalising terms, define tests and observational normalisation, and carry out the rest of the development in this section in these categories. The properties of these 2-categories that are needed to do that are basically the content of the Lemmas 4.2.6, 4.2.8 and 4.2.11. The only difference is that computation steps in these categories are given by 2-cells instead of equality, since in the above-mentioned lemmas we used quotients of \( \mathcal{C}_s(\Lambda) \) and \( \mathcal{C}_s(\Lambda=) \). The problem with this approach is that, while being very general, it is also very technical. So we will not pursue this further here.

### 4.3. Conclusion and Related Work

**Summary**

In the present chapter we have set the scene for the remainder of this thesis by defining a notion of observation for programs, and we gave some first reasoning principles for programs.

In the course of this, we identified two important aspects of programs: observational normalisation and observational equivalence. Observational normalisation is only relevant in the case of the calculus \( \lambda \mu \nu = \), as in the calculus \( \lambda \mu \nu \) all terms are strongly normalising to begin with. The reason for singling out observationally normalising terms is that we needed a class of terms that normalise under all observations to give a reasonable notion of tests on terms of function types. Further, observationally normalising terms were precisely the class of terms that allowed us to construct a 2-category of terms that admits initial algebras and final coalgebras on \( \mu \) - and \( \nu \)-types.

The second notion we studied was observational equivalence, which is induced by observation on programs. First, we defined observations for programs of mixed inductive-coinductive type uniformly through program tests. This logic is interesting because it makes the usual slogan that “inductive types are defined by their constructors and coinductive types are defined by their destructors” precise. Moreover, this definition of observation opens up the possibility to take a coalgebraic view on observational equivalence. We discuss this in Section 5.1.2.

The reasoning principles for programs come about as mapping principles of pseudo-products etc. In particular, we can show that programs are observationally equivalent by using induction and coinduction, that is, by establishing that programs are homomorphisms, respectively, out of an inductive or into a coinductive type. Moreover, the established 2-categories allowed us to distinguish computational and observational behaviour of programs, in the sense that convertible terms are equal,
whereas observationally equivalent terms are merely isomorphic. This is captured by showing that the pseudo-structure of the 2-categories $C_{s, \text{obs}}^\equiv (\Lambda)$ and $C_{s, \text{obs}}^\equiv (\text{ON})$ come with a choice of a strict morphism.

In the next chapter, we will devise more reasoning methods for observational normalisation and observational equivalence. This improves on the category theoretical reasoning about programs in three ways. First, observational normalisation cannot be proven for general terms by means of the (2-)categories we have given. Second, proving equivalences in $C_{s, \text{obs}}^\equiv (\text{ON})$ is limited to terms that arise through recursion and corecursion, which takes away the usefulness of the copattern calculus $\lambda\mu\nu=\ldots$. Third, reasoning in the basic language of (2-)categories is very hard. This is why one usually associates to a category an equational theory or a logic, which captures the essential properties of that category, see $[\text{Gol84}, \text{LS88}].$

### Related Work

There is an enormous body of work on program equivalences, and the category theoretical view on programs and their properties. So let us clarify the relation to existing work and novelties in each section.

**Observational Equivalence and Normalisation** Productivity and well-definedness of programs have also been studied in other settings than type theory. For instance, conditions for productivity of stream programs have been provided in $[\text{EGH08}, \text{End+10}, \text{HKR14}].$ For more general programs, abstract formats for ensuring productivity can be obtained from the framework of (abstract) GSOS $[\text{Kli11}, \text{TP97}],$ and from the guardedness condition of $[\text{AMV11}].$ Some steps towards less syntactic, more general conditions for ensuring productivity have recently been made in $[\text{EH11}],$ by using infinitary rewriting techniques.

Interestingly, the definition of observational normalisation is very similar to the interpretation of types as saturated sets in proofs of strong normalisation, see for instance $[\text{AA99}].$ Also the proofs that, for instance, the iterator and coiterator are strongly normalising have the same flavour. However, a major difference to $[\text{AA99}]$ is that in the present setting we use impredicative definitions of fixed points. It would be interesting to study a predicative definition as in loc. cit., but we shall leave that for the future.

Another possibility to study inductive and coinductive types in type theory is via an encoding into the (impredicative) polymorphic $\lambda$-calculus, see e.g. Geuvers $[\text{Geu92}].$ Using this approach, Plotkin and Abadi $[\text{PA93}]$ and Hasegawa $[\text{Has94}]$ have shown that parametricity schemes induce an equivalence which yields initial algebras and final coalgebras. However, since these parametricity results are external to the polymorphism $\lambda$-calculus it is hard to devise induction and coinduction schemes inside a calculus based on the impredicative encoding. This issue becomes even more important in dependently typed languages, see Chapter 7. There has been some recent progress by Ghani et al. $[\text{GFO16}]$ in making parametricity available inside the theory, but this naturally becomes highly complicated. Thus we avoid such an encoding into an impredicative language entirely.

Program equivalence in a dependent type theory is formalised in Altenkirch et al. $[\text{AMS07}]$ via a propositional equality type called *observational equality*. This equality type is defined inductively over types in a manner similar to ours, but they do not need to require (an analogue of) observational normalisation as their term language contains only restricted forms of $\lambda$-abstraction and recursion which ensures that all terms are strongly normalising. In particular, their system has no coinductive
types. In contrast, our approach has a more flexible term language that allows definitions via systems of copattern equations.

The notion of observational equivalence is similar to the contextual equivalence of Plotkin \[Plo77\] and Milner \[Mil77\], since test formulae can be interpreted as certain program contexts. Similar in spirit is also Zeilberger's observational equivalence \[Zei09\], as he considers programs to be equivalent if they yield the same, what he calls, result in all environments. Interestingly, he starts by considering only the designated result that a program diverges, and then observes that, in order to get a useful equivalence, he needs to have a second possible result. This is similar to the fact that our test language has two basic tests, namely the everywhere true and the everywhere false test. Without these, we would get a trivial equivalence.

The observational congruence of Pitts \[Pit00\] characterises contextual equivalence for an extension of PCF as the greatest relation with certain properties. This is similar to the characterisation of observational equivalence as bisimilarity that we will give in Section 5.1.2. We can show that observational equivalence is contained in Pitts' observational congruence when suitably adopted to our setting. However, the precise connection is not clear.

For inductive types and abstractions, observational equivalence is also closely related to the notion of applicative bisimilarity in the lazy \(\lambda\)-calculus by Abramsky \[Abr90\]. Applicative bisimilarity compares terms by reducing to a weak head normal form (with a \(\lambda\) in head position) and comparing the results of function application. It is possible to extend applicative bisimilarity in a natural way to all our terms, but the resulting notion will differ from observational equivalence. In particular, applicative bisimilarity is weaker on diverging terms, as also discussed in \[Gor95\].

Our work is closest in spirit to the work by Howe \[How89, How96b\] and Gordon \[Gor95\]. Howe \[How89, How96b\] studies coinductive proof principles for reasoning about equivalence in a general class of lazy languages with binding, and discusses applications in intuitionistic type theory and the Nuprl theorem prover. Unique mapping properties are not considered. Gordon \[Gor95\] gives a bisimulation characterisation of contextual equivalence in the language FPC, and studies up-to techniques. Again, coinductive types are not part of FPC, and unique mapping properties are not investigated.

**Category Theoretical Properties of \(\lambda\mu\nu\) and \(\lambda\mu\nu\) =** Category theoretical properties of type theories have been discussed in various forms. A rigorous account has been given by Lambek and Scott \[LS88\], where simply typed calculi with a natural numbers object are treated. Similar to that, Jacobs \[Jac99\] describes several type theories without recursive types and studies their properties through the use of categorical theory. Also calculi with non-nested inductive and coinductive types have been related to categorical concepts, see for example \[Geu92, GP07, How96a, UV99a, Ven00\]. However, to the best of my knowledge, the 2-categorical view in Section 4.2.2, which gives a precise distinction between computational and observable behaviour, has not been investigated anywhere else. All category theoretical descriptions of calculi use either similar structures as in Section 4.2.1 or quotients of the term sets, which makes the differences between observations and computations invisible.

**Contributions**

Having discussed the related work, let us clarify the contributions made in this chapter. First of all, the uniform definition of a program equivalence for typed, recursive programs through a
testing logic has not been studied before. The testing logic builds thereby on the definition of observationally normalising terms, which are terms on which all observations are computable, that is, any observation results in a strongly normalising term and least fixed point types only admit finitely many consecutive unfolding steps. To my knowledge, such a notion has not been studied on calculi that allow non-terminating programs, although the definition of observational normalisation is closely related to the saturated sets semantics of types in strong normalisation proofs, see e.g. \[AA99\] and Chapter 7. More interesting, however, are the proof principles for observational equivalence that we will establish in Chapter 5.

The second contribution in this chapter is the study of observational equivalence through the eye of 2-categories. More specifically, we constructed 2-categories, whose objects are types, morphisms are equivalence classes of terms of $\lambda \mu \nu$ or $\lambda \mu \nu \vdash$ under conversion, and 2-cells are given by the observational equivalence of terms. This setup allowed us to characterise, for instance, product types as pseudo-products with strict choice. In particular, this means that on the product type there are projections and one can pair morphisms. The crucial property of the paired morphism is that its composition with the projections is strictly equal to the components, while the pairing itself is unique only up to isomorphism. Since strict equality corresponds to conversion and isomorphisms correspond to observational equivalence, the notion of pseudo-product with strict choice captures and distinguishes precisely the computational and observational behaviour of product types. Thus, the main contribution in Section 4.2 is this 2-category theoretical characterisation of computational and observational behaviour of all types in the two calculi.

**Future Work**

There is always room for improvements, but let us highlight one particular possibility for extending the 2-category view in Section 4.2.2. Recall that we defined a 2-category $C_{s, \text{obs}}(\text{ON})$ that has only observationally normalising terms of $\lambda \mu \nu \vdash$ as morphisms. We can drop this restriction and obtain a 2-category $C_{s, \text{obs}}(\Lambda =)$ that has all $\lambda \mu \nu \vdash$-terms as morphisms. It seems that all proofs in Section 4.2.2 can be adapted to this 2-category, so that also $C_{s, \text{obs}}(\Lambda =)$ has pseudo-products, pseudo-coproducts etc. This raises of course the question what the relation is between $C_{s, \text{obs}}(\Gamma =)$ and $C_{s, \text{obs}}(\text{ON})$. Clearly, there is an inclusion 2-functor $I: C_{s, \text{obs}}(\text{ON}) \rightarrow C_{s, \text{obs}}(\Lambda =)$. Now note that $C_{s, \text{obs}}(\text{ON})$ only consists of total functions, whereas $C_{s, \text{obs}}(\Lambda =)$ also contains partial functions. Thus, we would expect there to be a relation like the adjunction between the categories of sets with total functions and sets with partial functions. In this classical case, a partial function $f: X \rightarrow Y$ is sent to a total function $g: X \rightarrow Y + 1$, and the adjunction property expresses that a partial function $f: X \rightarrow Y$ corresponds to exactly one total function $g: X \rightarrow Y + 1$:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
X & \longrightarrow & Y \\
\downarrow & & \downarrow \\
X & \longrightarrow & Y + 1
\end{array}
\quad \text{in } \text{Set}_{\text{par}}
\]

However, the definition of $g$ from $f$ requires the law of excluded middle, because one defines $g(x) = \kappa_1(f(x))$ if $x \in \text{dom}(f)$ and $g(x) = \kappa_2(*)$ otherwise. Thus, it is not possible to write $g$ as a program, since termination is not decidable in general.

Fortunately, an alternative to represent partial functions is offered by the so-called type of partial elements, which was first introduced by Capretta \[Cap03\]. For any type $A \in \text{Ty}$ the type of partial
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A-elements is given in our type system by \( A^\nu := \nu X. \overline{A} \), where we obtain \( \overline{A} \) by replacing every type variable \( Y \) in \( A \) by \( X + Y \). The idea is that every recursion step can now be captured through the type \( A^\nu \). One needs to show that \((-)^\nu\) can be extended to a functor \( \mathcal{C}^=_{s,obs}(\Lambda^=) \rightarrow \mathcal{C}^=_{s,obs}(ON) \), which is moreover right-adjoint to the inclusion. I conjecture that this can be done by instrumenting a program so that every computation step is recorded in \( A^\nu \). For instance, recall from Example 4.1.22 that the type \( 0 = \mu Y. Y \) has no normalising inhabitant. However, we can define the term \( B = \alpha B \) of type \( 0 \) in \( \lambda \mu \nu = \). This term can be transformed into \( \overline{B} : 0^\nu \) with \( 0^\nu = \nu X. \mu Y. X + Y \) by putting

\[
\overline{B}.out = \alpha (\kappa_1 B).
\]

The aim is thus to assign to each \( t \) with \( x : A \vdash t : B \) an observationally normalising term \( \hat{t} \) with \( x : A \vdash \hat{t} : B^\nu \) by means of such an instrumentation. Conversely, we can erase the partiality annotation from \( x : A \vdash s : B^\nu \) by defining a term called extract of type \( B^\nu \rightarrow B \) by induction on \( B \). We can use extract to define a term \( \hat{s} \) with \( x : A \vdash \hat{s} : B \) by putting \( \hat{s} := \text{extract } s \). These two constructions should give us then a correspondence

\[
A \rightarrow B \quad \text{in } \mathcal{C}^=_{s,obs}(\Lambda^=)
\]

\[
A \rightarrow B^\nu \quad \text{in } \mathcal{C}^=_{s,obs}(ON)
\]

which is one-to-one up to observational equivalence. In other words, I conjecture that there is a pseudo-adjunction as in the following diagram.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\mathcal{C}^=_{s,obs}(ON) & \cong & \mathcal{C}^=_{s,obs}(\Lambda^=) \\
\downarrow \cong & \searrow (-)^\nu & \searrow \downarrow \\
\mathcal{C}^=_{s,obs}(ON) & \cong & \mathcal{C}^=_{s,obs}(\Lambda^=)
\end{array}
\]

The difficulty is the definition of the instrumented term \( \hat{t} \). I claim that \( \hat{t} \) is computable, since it seems to be possible to define the instrumentation by induction on the term structure, cf. [Cap05, Sec. 4]. This in contrast to the classical approach, which requires us to decide termination. But as the instrumentation is also a tedious process, I leave this for the future. One final note on this instrumentation: One might be tempted to use directly the delay monad from [Cap05]. This, however, would not allow us to define the above advertised adjunction. For instance, if we use \( 0^\nu = \nu X. 0 + X \) instead, then the only way to define \( \overline{B} \) is by \( \overline{B}.out = \kappa_2 \overline{B} \), from which we cannot recover a term that is observationally equivalent to \( B \). This is the reason for the more complicated instrumentation, which allows us to preserve the observational behaviour of terms.

Following the program of Lambek and Scott [LS88], it would be natural to show that the classifying 2-category of the calculus \( \lambda \mu \nu \) is initial among all 2-categories that have the same closure properties, that is, which have all finite pseudo-products etc. This should not be a too difficult task, but it is left open for now. More intricate is to show that there is also a functor from the classifying 2-category of the observationally normalising terms in \( \lambda \mu \nu = \) to the classifying 2-category of \( \lambda \mu \nu \). The difficulty lies in the fact that systems of equations need to be reduced to iteration and coiteration. We also need to leave this reduction open for now.
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Notes

16 We could have called terms in ON persistently strongly normalising, in analogy with the similar notion of the typed λ-calculus [BDS13, Sec. 17.2]. However, we favour the name observationally normalising since it emphasises that terms in ON must be strongly normalising under all possible observations.

17 The fact that strong normalisation and the non-existence of infinite unfoldings on least fixed point types do not coincide is actually an oversight in [BH16]. I would like to thank Andreas Abel for pointing this problem out to me, and preventing it therefore from slipping into my thesis.

18 See Example 2.4.3 for notation regarding families of sets.

19 The interpretation in Definition 4.1.14 of tests on A as terms of type A → Bool is similar to the notion of observation from the λ-calculus [BDS13, Sec. 3.5]. However, there observations on function types allow any term as argument, whereas we restrict to observationally normalising terms. This has the effect that we identify terms of function type on the basis of their observational rather than their computational behaviour, see the discussion in the introduction of this chapter. This connection with the λ-calculus is one reason for the name “observational equivalence”, another is that our notion is an instance of the coalgebraic notion of observable behaviour, as we will see in Section 5.1.

20 The notation $E^0_A$ is used here because under the propositions-as-types interpretation, see Section 6.1, $0$ can be seen as the formula denoting falsum. Under this interpretation, the term $E^0_A$ is the elimination principle for $0$.

21 Note that $\lambda D$ and $g$ are similar to what Abramsky [Abr90] calls principal weak head normal forms.

22 Usually, classifying categories are given for terms in arbitrary contexts. In that case, a classifiable calculus would also have to satisfy weakening and exchange. However, the remaining development in this section does not require a general notion of classifying categories, and in fact is simpler in the way it is presented. Note also that one could directly assume a calculus to be given in form of a classifying category. But since the existence of such a category has to be proved in one way or another, we prefer the given presentation, which allows us to give a general existence proof.

23 Note that the notion of classifying category that we use here is a simplification of the classifying categories in [Jac99].

24 Hayashi [Hay85] uses a slightly more complicated definition. The version that we use here is equivalent to the original one under the assumption of the distributivity law for products that we established in Lemma 4.2.6. This simplification was suggested to me by Andreas Abel.

25 It should be noted that pseudo-products, pseudo-coproducts, and pseudo-exponents with strict choice are stronger than their weak counterparts. The reason is that we can alternatively define, for example, pseudo-products with strict choice as weak products, such that the pairing is unique up to a unique 2-isomorphism.

26 In the proof of Lemma 4.2.13 we see that the coherence between vertical and horizontal composition are automatically fulfilled, since in the classifying 2-categories there is at most one 2-cell between
morphisms. In other words, the classifying 2-categories $\mathcal{C}^{\equiv}_{s, \text{obs}}(\Lambda)$ and $\mathcal{C}^{\equiv}_{s, \text{obs}}(\text{ON})$ are order-enriched (or even more specific: enriched over equivalence relations), cf. Definition 2.6.1. Such 2-categories are also called “locally posetal” by Lack [Lac10]. This property of the classifying 2-categories is going to very useful in the following, as we always just have to prove that two terms are observationally equivalent but we can save ourselves from proving any coherence conditions.

Note that $\pi_i \circ h$ is a statement in the 2-category $\mathcal{C}^{\equiv}_{s, \text{obs}}(\Lambda)$. Recall that $\pi_i: A_1 \times A_2 \to A_i$ was defined, by abuse of notation, to be the term $\pi_i x$. Thus $\pi_i \circ h = (\pi_i x)[h/x] = \pi_i h$.

Definition 3.1.9 and Lemma 4.2.16 can both be given more generally for types $T$ in which variables $X_i$ occur in either negative position or in positive position. However, since we restrict attention to strictly positive types, the current formulation suffices.

Sub-expressions of syntactic (Kripke-)polynomial functors are called ingredients by, for example, Kupke [Kup06].
In the last chapter we have constructed two languages that allow us to program with mixed inductive-coinductive types. Moreover, we have established a common notion of observational equivalence on terms and, for the second language, singled out a class of observationally normalising terms. The goal of this chapter is to establish methods of reasoning about inductive-coinductive programs, in particular methods for proving that programs are observationally equivalent. We will study three quite different proof methods, each having its own advantages and disadvantages, as we will see.

In the remainder of this introduction we will discuss further the different proof methods that we advertised above. In Section 5.1, we obtain a proof technique for observational equivalence from a transition system that represents the observations that can be made on programs. We show that observational equivalence coincides with the canonical notion of bisimilarity that can be obtained by applying coalgebraic methods to the transition system. As such, the proof technique is readily usable but often requires the construction of annoyingly complicated relations. This can be improved drastically through the use of up-to techniques, which we will demonstrate as well. As an illustration of the bisimulation proof method, we show that the substream relation, which we defined in Example 5.1.13, is transitive. Lastly, we also discuss the possibility of characterising observational normalisation as a coinductive predicate.

The proof techniques we have established up to here are fairly easy to prove correct and can be used immediately. However, since they are cast in naive set theory, it becomes difficult to automatically show, for instance, that a relation is a bisimulation because the description of that relation can be arbitrarily complex. Moreover, already the need to come up with an invariant that describes a bisimulation is a huge burden and is unnecessary. In fact, the so-called bisimulation game allows one to prove or disprove bisimilarity of processes interactively. The only problem with plays of a bisimulation game is that their correctness is difficult to ensure in general because of global parity conditions that have to be checked. All three issues, automatic verification, upfront guessing and global correctness conditions, will be remedied by the syntactic proof systems for observational equivalence in Section 5.2.

The syntactic proof system in Section 5.2 allows us to prove formulas of a first-order predicate logic with an internal equality that models observational equivalence. Since the aim of the proof system is to allow for easy discovery of proof steps along the way, in contrast to having to guess a bisimulation relation upfront, we opt for a recursive proof system. Such a proof system allows us to refer back to proof steps that we encountered before. To ensure that recursive references give rise to well-defined proofs, we use the so-called later modality [Nak00], which allows us to control
where recursion steps can occur. In contrast to cyclic proof systems, our proof system allows proofs
to be checked locally at every proof step. We describe this in detail in Section 5.2.

The two proof methods for observational equivalence that we discussed up to this point require
some ingenuity in constructing proofs of program equivalences. In Section 5.3 we show that this is
unavoidable, since observational equivalence is undecidable, as one would expect. More positively,
we also establish there a fragment of the languages, on which observational equivalence is decidable.

Original Publication For the most part, the content of Section 5.1 has been presented in [BH16],
but without the extensive example and the up-to technique for carrying out induction in a bisimu-
lation proof in Section 5.1.3. In the same paper, also the results in Section 5.3 have been published.
The logic $\text{FOL}_\ast$ in Section 5.2 is, on the other hand, completely new. However, in [Bas18a] a general
approach for constructing a logic for coinductive predicates, which is based on the later modality,
from a logic given in form of a fibration is presented. This subsumes, in principle, the development
in Section 5.2, see the discussion [Bas18a].

5.1. Program Properties as Coinductive Predicates

Since observational equivalence is defined in terms of tests, the only way to prove that two programs
are equivalent is so far by induction on tests. In this section we develop a set-based proof technique
for observational equivalence, which is simpler and more intuitively usable than induction on tests.
This proof technique is centred around the idea that observations on programs give rise to a labelled
transition system on programs. We introduce this transition system in Section 5.1.1. Associated to
such a transition system is the usual notion of bisimilarity. In Section 5.1.2 we show that observational
equivalence coincides with this notion of bisimilarity. This allows us to prove that programs are
observationally equivalent by establishing a bisimulation relation containing these terms, instead
of having to proceed by induction on tests. We demonstrate the use of this proof method on an
extensive example in Section 5.1.3.

The description of observational equivalence as coinductive predicate gives us a powerful proof
technique. However, this proof technique is also very tedious to use in its basic form, which leads
us to consider up-to techniques that can drastically reduce the complexity of equivalence proofs. We
give in Section 5.1.2 several general up-to techniques, that can be used in any proof of observational
equivalence. In the example in Section 5.1.3 we also develop an up-to technique that allows us to
use induction inside bisimulation proofs.

5.1.1. Terms as Transition System

Towards coinductive proof principles for observational equivalence and observational normalisation,
the first step is to establish a labelled transition system (LTS), in which the states are terms of $\lambda\mu\nu=\cdot$.
The labels in this transition system are the observations that are given by the modalities of the
testing logic in Definition 4.1.12. Given such a label, the successors of a term $t$ are all those terms
that can be reached after making the observation given by that label.

The transition system on terms is defined by composing two relations. One relation, denoted by
$\longrightarrow$, represents the observations that can be made. For example, a possible observation on a term $t$
of type $A \times B$ is the first projection, which leads us to have a transition $t \xrightarrow{\pi_1} \pi_1 t$ in the transition
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system. On an inductive type like $A_1 + A_2$ we can observe a constructor on terms of the form $\kappa_i s$ for some term $s$ of type $A_i$, in which case there is a transition $\kappa_1 s \xrightarrow{\kappa_1} s$. Note that such a transition is only possible on terms in weak head normal form (Lemma 3.2.34). Thus, to avoid that the transition system gets stuck, we also need to take reductions into account. We can achieve this by adding transitions to all terms that are reachable by reductions after making an observation on a term of coinductive type and before observing terms of inductive type. The transition relation we obtain from combining $\rightarrow$ and reductions is denoted by $\rightarrow\rightarrow$.

The observation relation $\overset{l}{\rightarrow}_A \subseteq \Lambda^=(A) \times \Lambda^=(A)$ is given by the following rules. Note that the relation is annotated with the type of the term on the left-hand side. This is necessary to decide when to make a reduction step in the definition of $\rightarrow\rightarrow$ below.

$$
\begin{align*}
& t \in \Lambda^=(A_1 \times A_2) \quad i \in \{1, 2\} \quad \frac{}{t \xrightarrow{\pi_i}_{A_1 \times A_2} t.pr_i} \\
& t \in \Lambda^=(\nu X.XA) \quad \frac{}{t \xrightarrow{\xi}_{\nu X.A} t.out} \\
& t \in \Lambda^=(A \rightarrow B) \quad u \in ON_A \quad \frac{}{t \xrightarrow{\downarrow u}_{A \rightarrow B} t.u}
\end{align*}
$$

The labelled transition relation $\overset{l}{\rightarrow\rightarrow}_A \subseteq \Lambda^=(A) \times \Lambda^=(A)$ is then defined by composing the labelled observation relation $\rightarrow$ with the reduction relation, as follows. Here $;$ denotes relation composition and $\rightarrow$ is the reflexive, transitive closure of the reduction relation $\rightarrow$, see Definition 3.2.14.

$$
\overset{l}{\rightarrow\rightarrow}_A = \begin{cases} 
\overset{l}{\rightarrow} ; \overset{l}{\rightarrow}_A & \text{if } A \text{ is inductive} \\
\overset{l}{\rightarrow}_A ; \overset{l}{\rightarrow} & \text{if } A \text{ is coinductive}
\end{cases}
$$

If the type $A$ is clear from the context, we shall drop the subscript of this relation.

Let us give some examples of transitions that can be taken in the above LTS. The first example illustrates the need for reduction steps in between observations.

**Example 5.1.1.** Let $A, B, C$ be types, and $s$ and $t$ be terms with $s : A$ and $t : C$, so that we can form $\langle \kappa_1 s, t \rangle : (A + B) \times C$. There is now an observation step $\langle \kappa_1 s, t \rangle \xrightarrow{\kappa_1} \langle \kappa_1 s, t \rangle.pr_1$ to a term of type $A + B$. However, we cannot make any further observations, since the term on the right-hand side has no constructor in head position. So the observation relation gets stuck. This leads us to use the reduction relation to obtain $\langle \kappa_1 s, t \rangle.pr_1 \xrightarrow{\downarrow} \kappa_1 s$, from where we can again take an observation step $\kappa_1 s \xrightarrow{\kappa_1} s$. Thus the following sequence of steps is possible in the transition system.

$$
\langle \kappa_1 s, t \rangle \xrightarrow{\pi_1} \kappa_1 s \xrightarrow{\kappa_1} s.
$$
Let us give some further and more concrete examples of possible transitions.

**Example 5.1.2.** We give several snapshots of the transition system, both on inductive and coinductive types. A full circle represents hereby a state of the transition system, whereas a dashed circle represents intermediate states.

1. The term \( \langle \rangle' \) of type \( \mathbf{1}' \) was defined in Example 3.2.7 so that \( \langle \rangle'.\text{out} \rightarrow \langle \rangle' \). This leads to the loop displayed in the following diagram.

   ![Loop Diagram](image)

   It is noteworthy that we cannot extract any further information about \( \langle \rangle' \), since \( \xi \) is the only observation we can make on \( \langle \rangle' \). In fact, this is what allowed us to show that \( \mathbf{1}' \) is a pseudo-terminal object in Theorem 4.2.14.

2. We display some transitions that start in the encoding \( \mathbf{1} : \text{Nat} \) of \( \mathbf{1} \). Recall that \( \text{Nat} = \mu X. \mathbf{1} + X, \) and that the encoding was defined in Example 3.1.7 by \( \mathbf{0} = \alpha (\kappa_1 \langle \rangle) \) and \( \mathbf{1} = \alpha (\kappa_2 \mathbf{0}) \).

3. Of course, there are also terms in \( \lambda \mu v = \) that have no outgoing transition because they do not have a WHNF. For example, recall from Example 3.2.21 that we can define for any type \( A \) a term \( \Omega_A = \text{rlet } f : \text{Nat} = \{ \cdot \mapsto f \} \text{ in } f \), which has no normalising reductions. If we now instantiate this term for an inductive type, like for instance Nat, then \( \Omega_{\text{Nat}} \) has no WHNF. This is to say that there is no term \( t : \mathbf{1} + \text{Nat} \) with \( \Omega_{\text{Nat}} \rightarrow \alpha t \). Thus there is no transition originating from \( \Omega_{\text{Nat}} \) in the LTS.

4. The final example is concerned with terms of coinductive types. Recall that we have defined in Example 3.2.9 a function term \( H : \text{Nat}^\omega \rightarrow \text{Nat}^\omega \rightarrow \text{Nat}^\omega \). So for any observationally normalising term \( u \) of type \( \text{Nat}^\omega \) there is a step \( H \rightarrow H u \) possible. In particular, we can use a term \( \text{nats} \in \text{ON}_{\text{Nat}^\omega} \) that represents the stream \( (0, 1, 2, \ldots) \) of natural numbers, see Example 3.1.8. We show in the diagram in Figure 5.1 a part of the transition system, starting at \( H \). It is important to note that we only display a fraction of the possible transitions, as there is, for example, a transition originating from \( H \) for every term in \( u \in \text{ON}_{\text{Nat}^\omega} \) and to every term \( t \) with \( H u \rightarrow t \).

We now give a description of the labelled transition relation \( (\Lambda^=, \rightarrow) \) as a coalgebra on terms. This will allow us to apply coalgebraic techniques to define bisimilarity on this labelled transition system. An integral part of the transition relation \( \rightarrow \) on terms is that it is type-driven, which in turn enforces that only terms of the same type can be related by a bisimulation relation. We implement this typing constraint in a coalgebra, which represents the transition system, by using the set family of terms indexed by their types. Thus, we consider \( \Lambda^= \) as an element in \( \text{Set}^\text{Ty} \), the category of set families indexed by types, see Example 2.4.3, and the transition system as a coalgebra for a functor \( F : \text{Set}^\text{Ty} \rightarrow \text{Set}^\text{Ty} \). This functor describes the branching type of the transition system: for \( X \in \text{Set}^\text{Ty} \) and \( C \in \text{Ty} \), \( F(X)_C \) is the set that can be inspected by tests on type \( C \), see the rules for \( \rightarrow \) above. Formally \( F \) and the coalgebra representing the transition system are given as follows.
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Definition 5.1.3. Let $F : \text{Set}^\text{Ty} \to \text{Set}^\text{Ty}$ be the functor given by

$$F(X)_C = \begin{cases} 1, & C = 1 \\ \prod_{i \in \{1,2\}} \mathcal{P}(X_{A_i}) + 1, & C = A_1 + A_2 \\ \mathcal{P}(X_{\mu X A/A_i}) + 1, & C = \mu X. A \\ \prod_{i \in \{1,2\}} \mathcal{P}(X_{A_i}), & C = A_1 \times A_2 \\ \mathcal{P}(X_{\nu X A/A_i}), & C = \nu X. A \\ \mathcal{P}(X_B)^{\text{ON} A}, & C = A \to B \end{cases}$$

where $\mathcal{P}(-)$ is the covariant powerset functor, and for a set $U$, $(-)^U$ is the function space functor.

$F$ acts on morphisms in the obvious way. We define the coalgebra on terms $\delta : \Lambda^= \to F(\Lambda^=)$ by

$$\begin{align*}
\delta_1(t) &= * \\
\delta_{A_1 + A_2}(t) &= \begin{cases} t_i(\{t' : A_i \mid t \to k_i t'\}), & \exists t'. t \to k_i t' \\
* & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \\
\delta_{\mu X. A}(t) &= \begin{cases} t' : A \mid t \to \alpha t', & \exists t'. t \to \alpha t' \\
* & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \\
\delta_{A_1 \times A_2}(t)(i) &= \{t' : A_i \mid \pi_i t \to t'\} \\
\delta_{\nu X. A}(t) &= \{t' : A \mid \xi t \to t'\} \\
\delta_{A \to B}(t)(u) &= \{t' : C \mid t u \to t'\}
\end{align*}$$

Note that uniqueness of WHNFs, Lemma 3.2.33, ensures that $\delta$ is well-defined on sum types. □
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Of course, we would expect the transition system \( \longrightarrow \) and the coalgebra \( \delta \) to be equivalent. To show this, let us introduce another functor \( G : \text{Set}^{\text{Ty}} \to \text{Set}^{\text{Ty}} \). In the definition of \( G \), we use the constructors and projections as labels in the index of the corresponding coproducts and products. The reason for using \( F \) rather than \( G \) in the course of this chapter is that \( G \) is complicated. However, it simplifies the construction of a coalgebra from the transition system.

\[
G(X)_C = \begin{cases}
\prod_{\kappa_i \in \{\kappa_1, \kappa_2\}} \mathcal{P}(X_{A_i}) + 1, & C = A_1 + A_2 \\
1, & C = 1 \\
\prod_{i \in \{a\}} \mathcal{P}(X_{A_i}), & C = \mu X.A \\
\prod_{\pi_i \in \pi_1, \pi_2} \mathcal{P}(X_{A_i}), & C = A_1 \times A_2 \\
\prod_{i \in \{\xi\}} \mathcal{P}(X_{A[v X.A/X]}), & C = v X.A \\
\prod_{u \in \text{ON}_A} \mathcal{P}(X_B), & C = A \to B
\end{cases}
\]

Note that for fixed point types there is only one label, thus \( G(X)_C \) is in these cases isomorphic to \( F(X)_C \). Similarly, we can rename the labels \( \kappa_i \) in the sum case to 1 and 2 and obtain thereby an isomorphism \( G(X)_{A_1 + A_2} \cong F(X)_{A_1 + A_2} \). Analogously, \( G(X)_C \) and \( F(X)_C \) are also isomorphic for all other types \( C \). Since these isomorphisms are natural in \( X \), we obtain an isomorphism \( F \cong G \). We can now associate a \( G \)-coalgebra \( (\Lambda^=, d) \) with the rule-based transition system:

\[
d: \Lambda^= \to G(\Lambda^=)
\]

\[
d_A(t) = \iota_{\ell'}(\{t' \mid t \xrightarrow{\ell} A \, t'\}), \quad A \text{ inductive and } \exists t'. t \xrightarrow{\ell} A \, t'
\]

\[
d_A(t) = \ast, \quad A \text{ inductive and } \neg(\exists t'. t \xrightarrow{\ell} A \, t')
\]

\[
d_A(t)(\ell) = \{t' \mid t \xrightarrow{\ell} A \, t'\}, \quad A \text{ coinductive}
\]

Note that \( d \) is again well-defined on inductive types due to uniqueness of WHNFs. It is hopefully clear that \( d \) is a \( G \)-coalgebraic representation of the relation \( \longrightarrow \). We now show that the \( F \)-coalgebra \( \delta \) and the \( G \)-coalgebra \( d \) essentially define the same transition system.

**Proposition 5.1.4.** The transition systems defined by the \( F \)-coalgebra \( \delta \) and by the \( G \)-coalgebra \( d \) are equivalent in the sense that the following diagram commutes.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\Lambda^= & \xrightarrow{\delta} & F(\Lambda^=) \\
\downarrow{d} & & \uparrow{=} \\
& G(\Lambda^=) &
\end{array}
\]

**Proof.** Let \( f \) be the isomorphism \( G(\Lambda^=) \to F(\Lambda^=) \). We proceed by case distinction in \( A \in \text{Ty} \) to show that \( \delta_A = f_A \circ d_A \).
5.1. Program Properties as Coinductive Predicates

- For sum types $A_1 + A_2$, we have for every $t : A_1 + A_2$ that either there is $i \in \{1, 2\}$, such that
  \[
  \begin{align*}
  f_{A_1 + A_2}(d_{A_1 + A_2}(t)) &= f_{A_1 + A_2}(t_i \{ t' \mid t \xrightarrow{\kappa_i} A_1 + A_2 \; t' \}) \\
  &= t_i \{ t' \mid t \xrightarrow{\kappa_i} A_1 + A_2 \; t' \} \\
  &= t_i \{ t' \mid t \xrightarrow{\kappa_i} A_1 + A_2 \; t' \}
  
  &= t_i \{ t' \mid t \xrightarrow{\kappa_i} A_1 + A_2 \; t' \}
  
  &= \delta_{A_1 + A_2}(t),
  \end{align*}
  \]
  or $f_{A_1 + A_2}(d_{A_1 + A_2}(t)) = f_{A_1 + A_2}(*) = * = \delta_{A_1 + A_2}(t)$.

- For function types $A \rightarrow B$ we have for every $u \in ON_A$
  \[
  \begin{align*}
  f_{A \rightarrow B}(d_{A \rightarrow B}(t))(u) &= d_{A \rightarrow B}(t)(u) \\
  &= \{ t' \mid t \xrightarrow{u} B \; t' \} \\
  &= \{ t' \mid t \xrightarrow{u} B \; t u \rightarrow t' \} \\
  &= \{ t' \mid t \xrightarrow{u} B \; t u \rightarrow t' \} \\
  &= \delta_{A \rightarrow B}(t)(u).
  \end{align*}
  \]

All other cases are treated analogously. Thus $\delta = f \circ d$, as required.

\[\square\]

5.1.2. Observational Equivalence as Bisimilarity

We will now establish that observational equivalence coincides with the usual notion of bisimilarity on the $F$-coalgebra $\delta$. Since observational equivalence is defined as logical equivalence by the testing logic given in Section 5.1, this means that the testing logic is \textit{adequate} (or \textit{expressive}) for bisimilarity on the term coalgebra $\delta$.

We define bisimulations on $\delta$ via a relation lifting of the functor $F$ (Definition \[2.5.7\]). We now introduce the necessary terminology.

\textbf{Definition 5.1.5.} Given an index set $I$, the \textit{category of relations} over families indexed by $I$ is defined as follows. Here, $\subseteq$ is the index-wise set inclusion, see Example \[2.4.3\].

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Rel}^I &= \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\text{objects:} & (X, R) \text{ with } X, R \in \text{Set}^I \text{ and } R \subseteq X \times X \\
\text{morphisms:} & f : (X, R) \rightarrow (Y, S) \text{ is given by } f : X \rightarrow Y, \text{ s.t. } (f \times f)(R) \subseteq S
\end{array} \right.
\end{align*}
\]

This category is the total category of a fibration $p^I : \text{Rel}^I \rightarrow \text{Set}^I$ induced by $p^I(X, R) = X$. Each fibre of $p^I$ is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Rel}^I_X &= \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\text{objects:} & R \text{ with } R \subseteq X \times X \\
\text{morphisms:} & R \rightarrow S \iff R \subseteq S
\end{array} \right.
\end{align*}
\]

which forms a complete lattice, see Definition \[2.5.8\]. Reindexing on $\text{Rel}^I$ along $f : X \rightarrow Y$ is described in terms of taking preimages:

\[
\begin{align*}
&f^* : \text{Rel}^I_Y \rightarrow \text{Rel}^I_X \\
&f^*(R) = \{(f_i \times f_i)^{-1}(R_i)\}_{i \in I}
\end{align*}
\]
We will omit \( I \) in the superscripts of Rel and \( P \), if it is understood from the context.

Recall from Definition 2.5.7 that a lifting \( H \) to Rel\(^I\) of a functor \( L: \text{Set}^I \to \text{Set}^I \) restricts for each \( X \in \text{Set}^I \) to a functor \( H_X: \text{Rel}^I_X \to \text{Rel}^I_{LX} \) on fibres, and that we can model for a given coalgebra \( c: X \to LX \) relational properties of \( c \) as final coalgebras for the functor \( H_c: \text{Rel}^I_X \to \text{Rel}^I_X \), where

\[
H_c := c^* \circ H_X.
\]

In particular, it is well-known that bisimulations for \( \delta: \Lambda^\approx \to F(\Lambda^\approx) \) are exactly the post-fixed points of \( \overline{F}_\delta \), where \( \overline{F} \) is the canonical relation lifting of \( F \), see [Sta11].

**Definition 5.1.6.** The canonical relation lifting \( \overline{F}: \text{Rel}^{Ty} \to \text{Rel}^{Ty} \) of \( F \) is given by

\[
\overline{F}(X, R) = (FX, \langle F(\pi_1), F(\pi_2) \rangle (FR)).
\]

Let \( \Phi: \text{Rel}^{Ty}_{\Lambda^\approx} \to \text{Rel}^{Ty}_{\Lambda^\approx} \) be the monotone map

\[
\Phi := \overline{F}_\delta = \delta^* \circ F_X.
\]

An observational bisimulation is a \( \Phi \)-invariant (or \( F \)-bisimulation on \( \delta \)), see Definition 2.5.7, that is, a relation \( R \in \text{Rel}^{Ty}_{\Lambda^\approx} \) on terms, such that

\[
R \subseteq \Phi(R).
\]

**Notation 5.1.7.** In the remainder of this chapter, we will only use type-indexed relations. So to keep the notation simple, we omit the superscript in \( \text{Rel}^{Ty} \) and just write \( \text{Rel} \).

Let us describe the canonical lifting of \( F \) and the monotone operator \( \Phi \), more concretely. Suppose, we are given \( R \in \text{Rel}^{Ty}_{\Lambda^\approx} \). Then for all \( (U_1, U_2) \in F(\Lambda^\approx)_A \times F(\Lambda^\approx)_A \), we have

\[
(U_1, U_2) \in \overline{F}(R)_A \iff \exists U \in F(R)_A. U_1 = (F\pi_1)_A(U) \text{ and } U_2 = (F\pi_2)_A(U).
\]

Thus we have

\[
\Phi(R)_A = \{ (t_1, t_2) \in \Lambda^\approx(A)^2 \mid (\delta_A(t_1), \delta_A(t_2)) \in \overline{F}(R)_A \}.
\]

Let us now give an explicit description of the properties that a relation has to fulfil in order to be an observational bisimulation. The easiest case to spell out the requirements on an observational bisimulation is if we do not have to take explicit reduction steps into account. This is captured in the following lemma, for which we recall that \( \equiv \) denotes the convertibility relation, Definition 3.2.14.

**Lemma 5.1.8.** Let \( R \in \text{Rel}^{Ty}_{\Lambda^\approx} \) and assume that \( R \) is \( \equiv \)-closed, that is, for all \( (s, t) \in R_A \), \( s \equiv u \) and \( t \equiv v \), the pair \( (u, v) \) is also in \( R_A \). Then \( R \) is an observational bisimulation if and only if the following conditions are fulfilled.

- If \( (s, t) \in R_{A_1 + A_2} \), then either neither of \( s \) and \( t \) has a WHNF, or there is an \( i \in \{1, 2\} \) with \( s \equiv \kappa_i s' \), \( t \equiv \kappa_i t' \) and \( (s', t') \in R_{A_i} \).
- If \( (s, t) \in R_{\mu X. A} \), then either neither of \( s \) and \( t \) has a WHNF, or \( s \equiv \alpha s' \), \( t \equiv \alpha t' \) and \( (s', t') \in R_{A[\mu X. A/X]} \).
• If \((s, t) \in R_{A1 \times A2}\), then \((s \cdot pr_1, t \cdot pr_1) \in R_{A1}\) and \((s \cdot pr_2, t \cdot pr_2) \in R_{A2}\).

• If \((s, t) \in R_{A \rightarrow B}\), then for all \(u \in ON_A\) we must have \((s \cdot u \cdot t \cdot u) \in R_B\).

• If \((s, t) \in R_{v \cdot X \cdot A}\), then \((s \cdot out, t \cdot out) \in R_{A[v \cdot X \cdot A/X]}\).

Proof. Let \(R \subseteq Rel_{A^+}\) be \(\equiv\)-closed. We need to show that \(R \subseteq \Phi(R)\) if and only if the above conditions hold. So let \(A\) be a type and \((s, t) \in R_A\). That \((s, t) \in \Phi(R)\) is equivalent to the corresponding condition for each type \(A \in Ty\) is shown by case distinction on \(A\). We only demonstrate these equivalences on function types and least fixed point types, since the other cases are dealt with analogously.

• Suppose that \((s, t) \in \Phi(R)_{A \rightarrow B}\). We need to show that this is equivalent to saying that \(\forall u \in ON_A\). \((s \cdot u \cdot t \cdot u) \in R_B\). First, we can rewrite the condition \((s, t) \in \Phi(R)_{A \rightarrow B}\) to clauses that are familiar from labelled transition systems without using the fact that \(R\) is \(\equiv\)-closed:

\[
\begin{align*}
(s, t) & \in \Phi(R)_{A \rightarrow B} \\
\iff & (\delta_{A \rightarrow B}(s), \delta_{A \rightarrow B}(t)) \in \overline{F}(R)_{A \rightarrow B} \\
\iff & \exists U \in P(R_B)^{ON_A}. \delta_{A \rightarrow B}(s) = (F \pi_1)(U) \land \delta_{A \rightarrow B}(t) = (F \pi_2)(U) \\
\iff & \exists U \in P(R_B)^{ON_A}. \forall u \in ON_A. \\
& \forall s' \in \delta_{A \rightarrow B}(s)(u). \exists t'. (s', t') \in U(u) \land \forall (s', t') \in U(u). s' \in \delta_{A \rightarrow B}(s)(u) \\
& \land \forall t' \in \delta_{A \rightarrow B}(t)(u). \exists s'. (s', t') \in U(u) \land \forall (s', t') \in U(u). t' \in \delta_{A \rightarrow B}(t)(u) \\
\iff & \forall u \in ON_A. \forall s' \in \delta_{A \rightarrow B}(s)(u). \exists t'. (s', t') \in \delta_{A \rightarrow B}(t)(u). (s', t') \in R_B \\
& \land \forall t'. (t u \rightarrow t') \implies (\exists s'. s u \rightarrow s' \land (s', t') \in R_B) \\
\end{align*}
\]

Since \(R\) is closed under conversions, we obtain then the desired property:

\[
\begin{align*}
(s, t) & \in \Phi(R)_{A \rightarrow B} \\
\iff & \forall u \in ON_A. \forall s'. (s u \rightarrow s') \implies (\exists t'. t u \rightarrow t' \land (s', t') \in R_B) \quad \text{see above} \\
\land & \forall t'. (t u \rightarrow t') \implies (\exists s'. s u \rightarrow s' \land (s', t') \in R_B) \\
\iff & \forall u \in ON_A. \forall s'. (s u \rightarrow s') \implies (s', t u) \in R_B \quad \text{\(R \equiv\)-closed} \\
\land & \forall t'. (t u \rightarrow t') \implies (s u, t') \in R_B \\
\iff & \forall u \in ON_A. (s u, t u) \in R_B \land (s u, t u) \in R_B \quad \text{\(R \equiv\)-closed} \\
\iff & \forall u \in ON_A. (s u, t u) \in R_B. \\
\end{align*}
\]

Therefore, we have that \((s, t) \in \Phi(R)_{A \rightarrow B} \iff \forall u \in ON_A. (s u, t u) \in R_B\), and thus, on function types, \(R \subseteq \Phi(R)_{A \rightarrow B}\) is equivalent to

\[
\forall(s, t). (s, t) \in R \implies \forall u \in ON_A. (s u, t u) \in R_B.
\]
• For the case of least fixed point types we proceed similarly:

\[
(s, t) \in \Phi(R)_{A \rightarrow B}
\]

\[
\iff (\delta_{(\mu X. A)}(s), \delta_{(\mu X. A)}(t)) \in \overline{F}(R)_{\mu X. A}
\]

\[
\iff \delta_{(\mu X. A)}(s) \triangleright \delta_{(\mu X. A)}(t)
\]

\[
(\forall s' \in (\mu X. A)(s). \exists t' \in (\mu X. A)(t). (s', t') \in R_{A[\mu X. A/X]} \\
\land (\forall t' \in (\mu X. A)(t). \exists s' \in (\mu X. A)(s). (s', t') \in R_{A[\mu X. A/X]}))
\]

\[\iff\] neither \(s\) nor \(t\) has a WHNF \lor

\[\iff\] any \(s'\) \(\rightarrow \alpha s'\) \(\Rightarrow(\exists t' \rightarrow \alpha t' \land (s', t') \in R_{A[\mu X. A/X]}))\)

\[\land (\forall t'. (t \rightarrow \alpha t') \Rightarrow (\exists s' \rightarrow \alpha s' \land (s', t') \in R_{A[\mu X. A/X]}))\]

From this, we obtain

\[
(s, t) \in \Phi(R)_{A \rightarrow B}
\]

\[\iff\] neither \(s\) nor \(t\) has a WHNF \lor

\[\exists s', t'. s \equiv \alpha s' \land t \equiv \alpha t' \land (s', t') \in R_{A[\mu X. A/X]}],
\]

just as we did in the case of function types.

\[\square\]

Let us now formulate the main result of this section.\[\square\]

**Theorem 5.1.9.** Observational equivalence is the largest observational bisimulation.

**Proof.** The proof consists of two steps: We need to show that \(\equiv_{obs}\) is actually an observational bisimulation and that it is the largest one with respect to \(\subseteq\). We begin by showing that \(\equiv_{obs}\) is an observational bisimulation, thus we need to show that \(\equiv_{obs} \subseteq \Phi(\equiv_{obs})\). So we let \(t_1 \equiv_{obs} A t_2\) for some type \(A\) and show that \((t_1, t_2) \in \Phi(\equiv_{obs})_A\).

• For \(A = 1\), the proof is trivial.

• For \(A = A_1 + A_2\), we distinguish three cases.

  i) The term \(t_1\) has a WHNF, i.e., there are \(i \in \{1, 2\}\) and \(t'_1 i \rightarrow \kappa_i t'_1\). But then there is a \(t'_2\) with \(t_2 \rightarrow \kappa_i t'_2\), for otherwise one of the tests \([\top, \bot]\) or \([\bot, \top]\) would distinguish \(t_1\) and \(t_2\), contradicting \(t_1 \equiv_{obs} t_2\). Thus \(t_2\) has a WHNF, too.

  We show that for all \(t'_1\) and \(t'_2\) with \(t_k \rightarrow \kappa_i t'_k\) for all \(k \in \{1, 2\}\) that \(t'_1 \equiv_{obs} t'_2\) must hold. In the case \(i = 1\), assume there is a test \(\varphi\) distinguishing \(t'_1\) and \(t'_2\). Then \([\varphi, \bot]\) distinguishes \(t_1\) and \(t_2\), contradicting \(t_1 \equiv_{obs} t_2\). Thus we must have \(t'_1 \equiv_{obs} t'_2\). The case of \(i = 2\) is symmetric. We put \(U = \{((t'_1, t'_2) | \forall k \in \{1, 2\}. t_k \rightarrow \kappa_i t'_k)^{\uparrow}\} \land \delta(t_k) = t_i(\pi_k(X))\) for all \(k \in \{1, 2\}\), thus \((t_1, t_2) \in \Phi(\equiv_{obs})_A\).

  ii) Conversely, if \(t_2\) has a WHNF, then \((t_1, t_2) \in \Phi(\equiv_{obs})_A\) using a symmetric argument.

  iii) If neither \(t_1\) nor \(t_2\) has a WHNF, then \(\delta(t_k) = \ast\) for \(k = 1, 2\) and, since \((\ast, \ast) \in \overline{F}(\equiv_{obs})_A\), we have that \((t_1, t_2) \in \Phi(\equiv_{obs})_A\).
• The case $A = \mu X. B$ is proved analogously.

• If $A = B \to C$, we have for each $u \in \text{ON}_B$ and $t'_k$ with $t_k u \to t'_k$ and $k \in \{1, 2\}$ that $t'_k \equiv_{\text{obs}} t'_2$. Assume that $t'_1$ and $t'_2$ could be distinguished by a test $\varphi$, then the test $[u] \varphi$ would distinguish $t_1$ and $t_2$, which contradicts $t_1 \equiv_{\text{obs}} t_2$. Thus, $t'_1 \equiv_{\text{obs}} t'_2$ for all such $t'_1$ and $t'_2$.

Now let $X(u) = \{(t'_1, t'_2) \mid \forall k \in \{1, 2\}. t_k u \to t'_k\}$. By the above discussion, $X \in F(\equiv_{\text{obs}})_A$, and by definition, also $\pi_k(X(u)) = \delta(t_k)(u)$ for all $\{1, 2\}$ and for all $u \in \text{ON}_B$, hence $(t_1, t_2) \in \Phi(\equiv_{\text{obs}})_A$.

• The cases for products and greatest fixed point types can be proved analogously.

Having proved that $\equiv_{\text{obs}}$ is an observational bisimulation, it remains to prove that $\equiv_{\text{obs}}$ is the largest such bisimulation. So let $R \in \text{Rel}_{A=}$ be such that $R \subseteq \Phi(R)$. We show that $R \subseteq \equiv_{\text{obs}}$ by showing that for all $A \in \text{Ty}$, all $(t_1, t_2) \in R_A$ and all $\varphi : A$ that $t_1 \vdash \varphi \Leftrightarrow t_2 \vdash \varphi$ holds. The proof is by induction on $\varphi$. The base case for the trivial tests $\top$ and $\bot$ is immediate. We prove the induction step by case distinction in $A$.

• If $A = A_1 + A_2$, then, since $R$ is a bisimulation, either $\delta(t_1) = \delta(t_2) = *$ or there is an $i \in \{1, 2\}$ such that

\[
\forall t'_1. (t_1 \to k_1 t'_1) \implies (\exists t'_2. t_2 \to k_1 t'_2 \land (t'_1, t'_2) \in R_{A_i}) \tag{5.1}
\]

\[
\forall t'_2. (t_2 \to k_1 t'_2) \implies (\exists t'_1. t_1 \to k_1 t'_1 \land (t'_1, t'_2) \in R_{A_i}) \tag{5.2}
\]

We use this to show that $t_1$ and $t_2$ satisfy $\varphi$ simultaneously. If there is $k \in \{1, 2\}$ such that $\delta(t_k) = *$, then $t_k$ does not have a WHNF and both $t_1$ and $t_2$ do not satisfy $\varphi$. Otherwise, we use that the test $\varphi$ must be of the form $[\psi_1, \psi_2]$ with $\psi_1 : B_1$. By definition, $t_1 \vdash \varphi \Leftrightarrow t'_1 \vdash \psi_1$.

The existence of $t'_1$ with $t_1 \equiv_{\text{obs}} t'_1$ implies that there is a $t''_1$ with $t_1 \to k_1 t''_1$. By (5.1), there is a $t'_2$ with $t_2 \to k_1 t'_2$ and $(t''_1, t'_2) \in R_{A_i}$. Finally, by the induction hypothesis, $t'_1$ and $t'_2$ simultaneously satisfy $\psi_1$, hence $t_2 \vdash \varphi$. Using (5.2), we prove analogously that $t_2 \vdash \varphi$ implies $t_1 \vdash \varphi$.

• We proceed analogously for least fixed point types.

• If $A = B \to C$, then the assumption $R_A \subseteq \Phi(R)_A$ says that for all $u \in \text{ON}_B$

\[
\forall t'_1. (t_1 u \to t'_1) \implies (\exists t'_2. t_2 u \to t'_2 \land (t'_1, t'_2) \in R_C) \tag{5.3}
\]

\[
\forall t'_2. (t_2 u \to t'_2) \implies (\exists t'_1. t_1 u \to t'_1 \land (t'_1, t'_2) \in R_C) \tag{5.4}
\]

This allows us to show that $t_1 \vdash \varphi \Leftrightarrow t_2 \vdash \varphi$. The test $\varphi$ must be of the form $[u] \varphi$ for some $u \in \text{ON}_B$ and $\psi : C$. By (5.3), there is a $t_2 u \to t'_2$ with $(t_1 u, t'_2) \in R_C$, which implies by induction that $t_1 u$ and $t'_2$ simultaneously satisfy $\psi$. Moreover, $t_2 u \to t'_2$ implies that $t_2 u$ and $t'_2$ simultaneously satisfy $\psi$. Hence $t_1 u \vdash \psi \Rightarrow t_2 u \vdash \psi$ and thus $t_1 \vdash \varphi \Rightarrow t_2 \vdash \varphi$. Analogously, we prove $t_2 \vdash \varphi \Rightarrow t_1 \vdash \varphi$ by (5.4), thus $t_1$ and $t_2$ simultaneously satisfy $\varphi$.

• The case for products and greatest fixed points is proved analogously.

Thus $\equiv_{\text{obs}}$ is the largest observational bisimulation, hence it is final for $\Phi$. \qed
Theorem 5.1.9 gives us a bisimulation proof principle for observational equivalence. That is to say, we can prove that two terms are observationally equivalent by establishing an observational bisimulation relation that contains these two terms. This is an improvement over proofs by induction on tests in two ways: First, bisimulation proofs are usually easier to give. More importantly though, we can enhance the bisimulation proof principle very easily with up-to techniques, see Section 2.5.1.

Up-to techniques allow us to overcome two major problems that the plain bisimulation proof principle from Theorem 5.1.9 has. Note that the transition system on terms has transitions to all terms to which reductions are possible. This forces observational bisimulations to be closed under reductions, which makes them unnecessarily complicated. Another problem is that we cannot easily use equivalences we have already proved. Both problems can be solved by closing a bisimulation candidate under observational equivalence.

We make use of Lemma 2.5.11 in the following to establish an up-to technique that solves the above problems of the bisimulation proof principle. For \( R^\text{obs} \) to \( \text{Rel} \) = \( \text{Nat} \), we denote by \( R^\text{obs} \) the closure of \( R \) under observational equivalence, that is,

\[
R^\text{obs} := \equiv^\text{obs} \circ R \circ \equiv^\text{obs}.
\]

Since \( F \) is the canonical lifting of \( F \) to relations, we get from [Bon+14] that up-to bisimilarity, that is up-to \( \equiv^\text{obs} \), is \( \Phi \)-compatible. Furthermore, we denote by \( \text{Eq} \) the diagonal relation and by \( \sqcup \) the index-wise union. Then we have the following result.

**Proposition 5.1.10.** The functor \( C^\text{obs} : \text{Rel}_{\text{Nat}} = \to \text{Rel}_{\text{Nat}} = \) given by

\[
C^\text{obs}(R) = (R \sqcup \text{Eq})^\text{obs}
\]

is \( \Phi \)-compatible.

**Proof.** Since \( \text{Eq} \subseteq \Phi(\text{Eq}) \), we have that the constant functor mapping to \( \text{Eq} \) is compatible [Bon+14, Prop. 1]. By the same proposition, also \( (-)^\text{obs} \) and \( \sqcup \) are compatible. Hence the composition \( C^\text{obs} \) is compatible. \( \square \)

Recall from Definition 2.5.10 that an observational bisimulation (i.e., a \( \Phi \)-invariant) up to \( \Phi : \text{Rel} \to \text{Rel} \) is a relation \( R \), such that \( R \subseteq \Phi(\Phi(R)) \). This allows us to simplify proofs of observational normalisation in the following. Note also that \( \Phi \) itself is trivially \( \Phi \)-compatible (Lemma 2.5.11). This might seem like a useless up-to technique. However, it becomes handy if a term only reduces under repeated observations. We will use this, for example, when proving properties of streams. These are usually given by specifying head and tail, which are combined observations: \( .\text{hd} = .\text{out} .\text{pr}_1 \) and \( .\text{tl} = .\text{out} .\text{pr}_2 \). Similarly, functions with multiple arguments usually reduce only if all arguments are provided.

Let us put the bisimulation proof principle and up-to techniques to work, starting with a simple example.

**Example 5.1.11.** In Example 3.2.19 we conjectured that \( \text{select oddF alt} \) would have the same behaviour as \( 1^\omega \). We prove \( \text{select oddF alt} \equiv^\text{obs} 1^\omega \) now by showing that \( R \) with

\[
R_{\text{Nat}^\omega} = \{ (\text{select oddF alt}, 1^\omega) \}
\]

\[
R_{\text{A}} = \emptyset, \quad \text{A} \neq \text{Nat}^\omega
\]
We will now study an elaborate example that demonstrates the use of the bisimulation proof method, there is a selector backwards closure conditions. In this example, we show that the following substream relation is transitive. For instance, the companion allows us to close a relation backwards under observations, as the following lemma shows.

**Lemma 5.1.12.** Let \( R \in \text{Rel}_{A^\omega} \). The companion \( \gamma_\Phi \) of \( \Phi \), see Definition 2.5.12, fulfils the following backwards closure conditions.

- If for all \( u \in \text{ON}_A \) we have \((s, u, t \, u) \in \gamma_\Phi (R)_B \), then \((s, t) \in \gamma_\Phi (R)_A \rightarrow B \).
- If for all \( i \in \{1, 2\} \) we have \((\pi_1 s, \pi_1 t) \in \gamma_\Phi (R)_{A_i} \), then \((s, t) \in \gamma_\Phi (R)_{A_1 \times A_2} \).
- If \((s, \text{out}, t, \text{out}) \in \gamma_\Phi (R)_{A[i \rightarrow X, A/X]} \), then \((s, t) \in \gamma_\Phi (R)_{i \rightarrow X, A} \).

**Proof.** We only prove the case for functions, the other cases are analogous. Recall from Lemma 5.1.8 that \( \forall u \in \text{ON}_A. (s, u, t \, u) \in \gamma_\Phi (R)_B \) is equivalent to \((s, t) \in \Phi (\gamma_\Phi (R))_A \rightarrow B \). Since \( \Phi \) is compatible, we have \( \Phi (\gamma_\Phi (R)) \subseteq \gamma_\Phi (R) \). Thus, \((s, t) \in \gamma_\Phi (R)_{A \rightarrow B} \) follows. □

### 5.1.3. An Extensive Example: Transitivity of the Substream Relation

We will now study an elaborate example that demonstrates the use of the bisimulation proof method, up-to techniques and the companion. In this example, we show that the following substream relation is transitive.

**Example 5.1.13.** Recall that a stream selector was given as element of the type \( F \), where \( F = \nu X. \mu X. X + Y \). Let \( s, t : \text{Nat}^\omega \) be stream terms in \( \text{Nat} \). We say that \( s \) is substream of \( t \), written \( s \leq t \), if there is a selector \( x \in \text{ON}_F \) such that select \( x \, s \equiv_\text{obs} t \). Symbolically, we define

\[
\text{let } t \equiv_\text{obs} \text{select } x_2 \, s \equiv_\text{obs} \text{select } x_2 \, (\text{select } x_1 \, r). \quad (5.6)
\]
We thus expect to be able to relate \( r \) and \( t \) directly by some form of composition of selectors. Indeed, we can compose selectors in \( \lambda \mu \nu \) as follows, where \( F_\mu = \mu X . X + F \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{comp} : F &\to F \to F \\
(\text{comp } x y).\text{out} &= \text{comp}_\mu (x.\text{out}) (y.\text{out}) \\
\text{comp}_\mu : F_\mu &\to F_\mu \to F_\mu \\
\text{comp}_\mu (\text{pres } x) (\text{pres } y) &= \text{pres } (\text{comp } x y) \\
\text{comp}_\mu (\text{pres } x) (\text{drop } v) &= \text{drop } (\text{comp}_\mu (x.\text{out}) v) \\
\text{comp}_\mu (\text{drop } u) v &= \text{drop } (\text{comp}_\mu u v)
\end{align*}
\]

Note that \( \text{comp} \) is defined coinductively, whereas \( \text{comp}_\mu \) is defined first by iteration on the first argument, and then in the base case of the first argument by iteration on the second argument. Let us introduce some more visually appealing notation for the composition of selectors:

\[
y \bullet x := \text{comp } x y \quad y \bullet x := \text{comp}_\mu x y.
\]

If we can show that

\[
\text{select } (y \bullet x) \equiv_{\text{obs}} \text{select } y \circ \text{select } x,
\]

then we can continue the chain of equations in (5.6) with

\[
t \equiv_{\text{obs}} \text{select } x_2 (\text{select } x_1 \ r) \equiv_{\text{obs}} \text{select } (x_2 \bullet x_1) \ r.
\]

Hence, the selector that witnesses \( r \leq t \) is given by composing the selectors that witness \( r \leq s \) and \( s \leq t \), respectively.

The rest of this subsection is devoted to proving (5.7). A first step towards this is to prove an induction principle that allows us to prove observational equivalence of maps out of \( F_\mu \). This requires the characterisation of the elements in \( F_\mu \), which is the content of the following lemma.

**Lemma 5.1.14.** For all \( u \in \text{ON}_{F_\mu} \) there are \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) and \( x \in \text{ON}_F \), such that \( u \equiv \text{drop}^n (\text{pres } x) \).

**Proof.** Since \( u \in \text{ON}_{F_\mu} \subseteq \text{SN}_{F_\mu} \), by Lemma 3.2.34 there is an \( i \in \{1, 2\} \) and an observationally normalising \( u' \) with \( u \rightarrow^* \alpha (\kappa_i u') \). If \( i = 1 \), then \( \alpha (\kappa_1 u') = \text{pres } u', \) thus \( u \equiv \text{drop}^0 (\text{pres } u') \).

Hence, the claim holds with \( x = u' \). Otherwise, if \( i = 2 \), then \( \alpha (\kappa_2 u') = \text{drop } u' \). As \( u' \) is a finite term and strongly normalising, we get by induction on the reduction steps towards a normal form of \( u' \) that there are \( x \in \text{ON}_F \) and \( k \in \mathbb{N} \), such that \( u' \equiv \text{drop}^k (\text{pres } x) \). Hence, the claim holds in this case with \( n = k + 1 \), that is, we have \( u \equiv \text{drop}^{k+1} (\text{pres } x) \).

Given the characterisation of elements in \( F_\mu \), we now construct an operator that closes a relation under the application to arguments in \( F_\mu \). The idea is that whenever there are terms \( s \) and \( t \) related by \( R_{F_\mu \to A} \), then we would like to extend \( R \), such that \( s u \) and \( t u \) are related for all \( u \in F_\mu \). In general, this is not sound as an up-to technique. However, if we assume that \( s u \) and \( t u \) are related by \( R_A \) in the base case where \( u \equiv \text{pres } x \) for some \( x : F \), and that \( R \) is closed under induction steps, then we can safely build a closure of \( R \) that contains all pairs \((s u, t u)\). This closure is given in the following definition.
Definition 5.1.15. We define \( H : \text{Rel}_{\text{=}} \to \text{Rel}_{\text{=}} \), where \([\text{Rel}_{\text{=}} \to \text{Rel}_{\text{=}}]\) is the set of monotone functions on \( \text{Rel}_{\text{=}} \), as follows by using the closure under convertibility (-)^\equiv.

\[
H(T)(R)_A = \{(s, t, u) | (s, t) \in R_{F_{\mu} \rightarrow A} \land u \in \text{ON}_{F_{\mu}} \land x \in \text{ON}_F \land u \equiv \text{pres } x \\
\quad \land (s (\text{pres } x), t (\text{pres } x)) \in R_A \} \\
\cup \{(s, t, u, u') \in R_{F_{\mu} \rightarrow A} \land u, u' \in \text{ON}_{F_{\mu}} \\
\quad \land s (\text{drop } u') \equiv s' u' \land t (\text{drop } u') \equiv t' u' \\
\quad \land (s', t' u') \in T(R)_A^\equiv \}
\]

The \( F_{\mu}\)-closure is the least fixed point \( \mu H : \text{Rel}_{\text{=}} \to \text{Rel}_{\text{=}} \) of \( H \).

We show that the inductive closure \( \mu H \) is sound as an up-to technique, by proving that it is contained in the companion of \( \Phi \). Thus, we can use \( \mu H \) in all proofs of bisimilarity up to \( \gamma_\Phi \).

Lemma 5.1.16. \( \mu H \) is contained in the companion of \( \Phi : \mu H \subseteq \gamma_\Phi \).

Proof. To show that \( \mu H \subseteq \gamma_\Phi \), we need to prove that \( \mu H(R)_A \subseteq \gamma_\Phi(R)_A \) for all \( R \in \text{Rel}_{\text{=}} \) and \( A \in \text{Ty} \). Since \( \mu H \) is a fixed point of \( H \), it suffices to prove \( H(\mu H(R)_A \subseteq \gamma_\Phi(R)_A) \). So let \( (s, t, u) \in H(\mu H(R)_A \subseteq \gamma_\Phi(R)_A) \) for some \( (s, t) \in R_{F_{\mu} \rightarrow A} \), by one of the clauses of \( H \). We proceed by induction on \( n \) for \( u \equiv \text{drop}^n (\text{pres } x) \), see Lemma 5.1.14.

- If \( n = 0 \), then the first case of \( H \) applies and we have \( (s (\text{pres } x), t (\text{pres } x)) \in R_A \). Thus also \( (s (\text{pres } x), t (\text{pres } x)) \in \gamma_\Phi(R)_A \). Since \( C^{\text{obs}} \) is compatible by Proposition 5.1.10, it is contained in the companion, which means that the companion is \( \equiv \)-closed. Thus, \( (s, t, u) \in \gamma_\Phi(R)_A \).

- If \( n = k + 1 \), then by the second case of \( H \) we get \( (s', t') \in R_{F_{\mu} \rightarrow A} \), such that \( s (\text{drop } u') \equiv s' u' \), \( t (\text{drop } u') \equiv t' u' \) and \( s' u', t' u' \in \mu H(R)_A \), where \( u' = \text{drop}^k (\text{pres } x) \). By the induction hypothesis for \( k \), we thus obtain \( (s' u', t' u') \in \gamma_\Phi(R)_A \). Appealing again to the \( \equiv \)-closure of \( \gamma_\Phi \), we thus have \( (s, t, u) \in \gamma_\Phi(R)_A \), as required.

Hence, \( \mu H(R)_A = H(\mu H(R)_A) \subseteq \gamma_\Phi(R)_A \) for all \( R \) and \( A \), and so \( \mu H \subseteq \gamma_\Phi \).

It is fairly hard to use the definition of \( \mu H \) directly in a bisimilarity proof because it is not clear which conditions \( R \) needs to satisfy in order for \( \mu H(R)_A \) to contain \( (s, t, u) \) for all \( (s, t) \in R_{F_{\mu} \rightarrow A} \) and \( u \in \text{ON}_{F_{\mu}} \). In the lemma below, we establish such conditions on a given relation \( R \) and the terms related by \( R_{F_{\mu} \rightarrow A} \), which leads to a proof principle that allows us to easily apply \( \mu H \). These conditions essentially require that \( R_A \) relates terms in the base case of \( F_{\mu} \) and that \( R \) is closed under computations in the induction step.

Lemma 5.1.17. Let \( R \in \text{Rel}_{\text{=}} \) and \( A \in \text{Ty} \). Suppose that for all \( (s, t) \in R_{F_{\mu} \rightarrow A} \) and all monotone \( T : \text{Rel}_{\text{=}} \to \text{Rel}_{\text{=}} \) the following conditions hold:

\[i) \forall x \in \text{ON}_F. (s (\text{pres } x), t (\text{pres } x)) \in R_A \text{ and } \]
\[ii) \forall u \in \text{ON}_{F_{\mu}}. \exists (s', t') \in R_{F_{\mu} \rightarrow A}. (s' u, t' u) \in T(R)_A \implies (s (\text{drop } u), t (\text{drop } u)) \in T(R)_A^\equiv \]

Then for all \( u \in \text{ON}_{F_{\mu}} \) and all \( (s, t) \in R_{F_{\mu} \rightarrow A} \) we have \( (s, t, u) \in \mu H(R)_A \).
Proof. Let \( R \) and \( A \) be given as required by the lemma. Suppose now that \( u \in \text{ON}_{F_{\mu}} \). By Lemma 5.1.14, there is an \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) and an \( x \in \text{ON}_{F} \), such that \( u \equiv \text{drop}^n (\text{pres } x) \). We proceed by induction on \( n \) to prove for all \( (s, t) \in R_{F_{\mu} \rightarrow A} \) that \( (s u, t u) \in \mu H(R)_A \).

- If \( n = 0 \), then \( u \equiv \text{pres } x \). Condition i) gives us that \((s (\text{pres } x), t (\text{pres } x)) \in R_A\). By definition of \( H \) (Definition 5.1.15), we thus have \((s u, t u) \in H(\mu H)(R)_A\), and by \( \mu H \) being a fixed point of \( H \) hence \((s u, t u) \in \mu H(R)_A\).

- If \( n = k + 1 \), then \( u \equiv \text{drop } u' \) for \( u' = \text{drop}^k (\text{pres } x) \). From condition ii), we get with \( T = \mu H \) a pair \((s', t') \in R_{F_{\mu} \rightarrow A} \), such that \((s' u', t' u') \in \mu H(R)_A \) would imply \((s (\text{drop } u'), t (\text{drop } u')) \in \mu H(R)_A \). Since by induction we have for any \((s', t') \in R_{F_{\mu} \rightarrow A} \) that \((s' u', t' u') \in \mu H(R)_A \), we thus obtain \((s (\text{drop } u'), t (\text{drop } u')) \in \mu H(R)_A \). By definition of \( H \), this implies \((s u, t u) \in H(\mu H)(R)_A\). Hence, again by \( \mu H \) being a fixed point, it follows that \((s u, t u) \in \mu H(R)_A\).

This induction on \( n \) shows for all \((s, t) \in R_{F_{\mu} \rightarrow A} \) that \((s u, t u) \in \mu H(R)_A \), as required. \( \square \)

The induction principle that we devised in Lemma 5.1.17 is readily usable, if we want to prove that two functions with one argument in \( F_{\mu} \) are observationally equivalent. However, (5.7) requires us to prove an equivalence between functions with two arguments in \( F_{\mu} \). see Proposition 5.1.13 below for details. We could apply Lemma 5.1.17 twice in this situation, but note that \( \text{comp}_{\mu} \) does not do any further pattern matching on the second argument in the last case of its definition. Hence, we only need to distinguish three cases: both arguments are given by the pres-constructor; the first is a pres- and the second drop-constructor; and the first is given by the drop-constructor, while the second argument is arbitrary. The following lemma applies Lemma 5.1.17 twice to obtain a mutual induction principle that captures exactly this situation.

Lemma 5.1.18. Let \( R \in \text{Rel}_{A} \) and \( A \in \text{Ty} \). Suppose that for all \((s, t) \in R_{F_{\mu} \rightarrow F_{\mu} \rightarrow A} \) and all monotone \( T: \text{Rel}_{A} \rightarrow \text{Rel}_{A} \) the following conditions hold:

i) \( \forall x, y \in \text{ON}_{F}. (s (\text{pres } x) (\text{pres } y), t (\text{pres } x) (\text{pres } y)) \in R_{A} \),

ii) \( \forall v \in \text{ON}_{F_{\mu}}. \exists (s', t') \in R_{F_{\mu} \rightarrow F_{\mu} \rightarrow A}.

(\forall u \in \text{ON}_{F_{\mu}}. (s u, t u) \in T(R)_A) \implies (s (\text{pres } x) (\text{pres } y), t (\text{pres } x) (\text{pres } y)) \in T(R)_A \)

iii) \( \forall u, v \in \text{ON}_{F_{\mu}}. \exists (s', t') \in R_{F_{\mu} \rightarrow F_{\mu} \rightarrow A}.

(s' u, t' u) \in T(R)_A \implies (s (\text{drop } u) v, t (\text{drop } u) v) \in T(R)_A \)

Then for all \((s, t) \in R_{F_{\mu} \rightarrow F_{\mu} \rightarrow A} \) and all \( u, v \in \text{ON}_{F_{\mu}} \), we have \((s u, t u) \in \gamma_{U}(R)_A \).

Proof. The proof proceeds by applying Lemma 5.1.17 to the second argument to show that we have \((\lambda u. s u, v, \lambda u. t u) \in \mu H(\gamma_{U}(R))_{F_{\mu}} \) for all \( v \in \text{ON}_{F_{\mu}} \). Two cases arise from this: First, we need to prove for all \( y \in \text{ON}_{F} \) that \((\lambda u. s u, \text{pres } y, \lambda u. t u) \in \gamma_{U}(R)_{F_{\mu} \rightarrow A} \), and, second, that for all operators \( T \) and all \( v' \in \text{ON}_{F_{\mu}} \) also \((\lambda u. s u, \text{drop } v', \lambda u. t u) \in T(\gamma_{U}(R))_{F_{\mu} \rightarrow A} \). Both cases are tackled by appealing to Lemma 5.1.12 so that we have to prove for all \( v \in \text{ON}_{F_{\mu}} \) that \((s u, \text{pres } y, t u) \in \gamma_{U}(R)_{F_{\mu} \rightarrow A} \), and \((s u, \text{drop } v', t u) \in T(\gamma_{U}(R))_{F_{\mu} \rightarrow A} \). Finally, both cases are resolved by applying in each of them the inductive closure from Lemma 5.1.17 to \( u \). The first case cases uses thereby the first and third assumption of the lemma, whereas the second case requires the second and third assumption. \( \square \)
Having all this machinery of up-to techniques set up, we are finally in the position to prove that select is a homomorphism from selector composition to function composition, that is, we can prove select \((y \cdot x) \equiv_\text{obs} select y \circ select x\) for all \(x, y \in ON_F\), see Equation (5.7). The idea of the proof is that we first show that select is a homomorphism from \(\cdot \mu\) to function composition, in other words, we have for all \(u, v \in ON_F\) that select\(_\mu \) \((v \cdot \mu u) \equiv_\text{obs} select \circ select \mu u\). We prove this equation by proving that the abstractions \(\lambda u. v. \text{select}_\mu(v \cdot \mu u)s\) and \(\lambda u. v. \text{select}_\mu v(\text{select}_\mu u s)\) of the involved terms are observationally equivalent. This allows us to apply the induction principle that we derived in Lemma 5.1.18. The identity (5.7) follows then by definition of select in terms of select\(_\mu\).

**Proposition 5.1.19.** The relation \(R \in \text{Rel}_{A^\omega}\), given by

\[
R_{f \mu \rightarrow g \mu \rightarrow A^\omega} = \{(\lambda u. v. \text{select}_\mu(v \cdot \mu u)s, \lambda u. v. \text{select}_\mu v(\text{select}_\mu u s)) \mid s \in \text{ON}_{A^\omega}\}
\]

\[
R_{A^\omega} = \{(\text{select}_\mu((\text{pres} y) \cdot \mu (\text{pres} x))s, \text{select}_\mu(\text{pres} y)(\text{select}_\mu (\text{pres} x)s)) \mid s \in \text{ON}_{A^\omega}, x, y \in ON_F\}
\]

is an observational bisimulation up to \(\gamma_\Phi\). In particular, for all \(x, y \in ON_F\) the equation (5.7), that is select \((y \cdot x) \equiv_\text{obs} select y \circ select x\), holds.

**Proof.** We first show that for all \((f, g) \in R_{f \mu \rightarrow g \mu \rightarrow A^\omega}\) and \(u, v \in ON_{F_\mu}\) that

\[(f \ u \circ, g \ u \circ) \in \gamma_\Phi(R)_{A^\omega}.
\]

(5.8) So let \((f, g) \in R_{f \mu \rightarrow g \mu \rightarrow A^\omega}\), that is, \(f = \lambda u. v. \text{select}_\mu(v \cdot \mu u)s\) and \(g = \lambda u. v. \text{select}_\mu v(\text{select}_\mu u s)\) for \(s \in \text{ON}_{A^\omega}\). From Lemma 5.1.18, we obtain \((f \ u \circ, g \ u \circ) \in \gamma_\Phi(R)_{A^\omega}\), by proving the following three conditions:

i) Let \(x, y \in ON_F\), then \((f \ (\text{pres} x)(\text{pres} y), g \ (\text{pres} x)(\text{pres} y)) \in \gamma_\Phi(R)_{A^\omega}\), by definition of \(R\) and \(\text{id} \subseteq \gamma_\Phi\).

ii) For the second condition, let \(v \in ON_{F_\mu}\). Given \(x \in ON_F\), we first note that we have the following computations:

\[f \ (\text{pres} x)(\text{drop} v) \equiv \text{select}_\mu(\text{comp}_\mu(\text{pres} x)(\text{drop} v)s)
\]

\[\equiv \text{select}_\mu(\text{drop}(\text{comp}_\mu(\text{out} x)(\text{drop} v))s)
\]

\[\equiv \text{select}_\mu(\text{comp}_\mu(\text{out} x)(\text{drop} v)(s.tl))
\]

\[\equiv (\lambda u. v. \text{select}_\mu(v \cdot \mu(\text{tl} s)))(\text{out} x)\]

and

\[g \ (\text{pres} x)(\text{drop} v) \equiv \text{select}_\mu(\text{drop} v)(\text{select}_\mu(\text{pres} x)s)
\]

\[\equiv \text{select}_\mu v((\text{select}_\mu(\text{pres} x)s).tl)
\]

\[\equiv \text{select}_\mu v(\text{select}(s.tl))
\]

\[\equiv \text{select}_\mu v(\text{select}_\mu(\text{out} x)(s.tl))
\]

\[\equiv (\lambda u. v. \text{select}_\mu v(\text{select}_\mu u(s.tl)))(\text{out} x)\ v.
\]

Thus, we can pick \(f' := \lambda u. v. \text{select}_\mu(v \cdot \mu u)(s.tl)\) and \(g' := \lambda u. v. \text{select}_\mu v(\text{select}_\mu u(s.tl))\), which are related by \(R_{f \mu \rightarrow g \mu \rightarrow A^\omega}\). Assume that \((f' \ u \circ, g' \ u \circ) \in T(R)_{A^\omega}\) for all \(u \in ON_{F_\mu}\). Then by the above computations, \((f \ (\text{pres} x)(\text{drop} v), g \ (\text{pres} x)(\text{drop} v)) \in T(R)_{A^\omega}\) for all \(x \in ON_F\). Thus, also the second condition of Lemma 5.1.18 is fulfilled.
iii) Let \( u, v \in \text{ON}_{F_{\mu}} \). We note now that
\[
(f \text{ (drop } u) \text{ ) } v = (\nu u. \text{ select}_\mu (v \bullet \mu u) s) \text{ (drop } u) \text{ ) } v
\]
\[
\equiv \text{ select}_\mu (v \bullet \mu (\text{drop } u)) s
\]
\[
= \text{ select}_\mu (\text{comp}_\mu \text{ (drop } u) \text{ ) } v) s
\]
\[
\equiv \text{ select}_\mu (\text{drop (comp}_\mu u v)) s
\]
\[
\equiv \text{ select}_\mu (\text{comp}_\mu u v) \text{ (s.tl)}
\]
\[
\equiv (\nu u. \text{ select}_\mu (v \bullet \mu u) \text{ (s.tl))) } u v
\]
and
\[
g \text{ (drop } u) \text{ ) } v = (\nu u. \text{ select}_\mu v \text{ (select}_\mu u s) \text{ ) (drop } u) \text{ ) } v
\]
\[
\equiv \text{ select}_\mu v \text{ (select}_\mu \text{ (drop } u) s
\]
\[
\equiv \text{ select}_\mu v \text{ (select}_\mu u \text{ (s.tl))}
\]
\[
\equiv (\nu u. \text{ select}_\mu v \text{ (select}_\mu u \text{ (s.tl))) } u v
\]
Since \( s \in \text{ON} \), also \( s.tl \in \text{ON} \). Thus, if we define terms \( f' := \nu u. \text{ select}_\mu (v \bullet \mu u) \text{ (s.tl)} \) and \( g' := \nu u. \text{ select}_\mu v \text{ (select}_\mu u \text{ (s.tl))} \), then by the above reasoning \( (f' u v, g' u v) \in T(\gamma_{\Phi}(R))_{A_{\omega}} \) implies that \( (f \text{ (drop } u) \text{ ) } v, g \text{ (drop } u) \text{ ) } v) \in T(\gamma_{\Phi}(R))_{A_{\omega}}^{\equiv} \). Hence, also the third condition of Lemma 5.1.12 is fulfilled.

Since all conditions of Lemma 5.1.12 are fulfilled for all \( (f, g) \in \gamma_{\Phi}(R)_{F_{\mu}\rightarrow F_{\mu}\rightarrow A_{\omega}} \) and \( u, v \in \text{ON}_{F_{\mu}} \), we obtain that \( (f u v, g u v) \in \gamma_{\Phi}(R)_{A_{\omega}} \).

We now prove that \( R \subseteq \Phi(\gamma_{\Phi}(R)) \). For the case \( (f, g) \in \gamma_{\Phi}(R)_{F_{\mu}\rightarrow F_{\mu}\rightarrow A_{\omega}} \), we have shown above that \( (f u v, g u v) \in \gamma_{\Phi}(R)_{A_{\omega}} \) for all \( u, v \in \text{ON}_{F_{\mu}} \). It follows by Lemma 5.1.12 that \( (f u g u) \in \gamma_{\Phi}(R)_{F_{\mu}\rightarrow A_{\omega}} \) for all \( u \in \text{ON}_{F_{\mu}} \), hence \( (f, g) \in \Phi(\gamma_{\Phi}(R))_{F_{\mu}\rightarrow F_{\mu}\rightarrow A_{\omega}} \).

It remains to prove that \( (t_1, t_2) \in R_{A_{\omega}} \) implies \( (t_1, t_2) \in \Phi(\gamma_{\Phi}(R))_{A_{\omega}} \). Let \( (t_1, t_2) \in R_{A_{\omega}} \), so that we have for \( s \in \text{ON}_{A_{\omega}} \) and \( x, y \in \text{ON}_{F} \) that \( t_1 = \text{ select}_\mu ((\text{pres } y) \bullet \mu (\text{pres } x)) s \) and \( t_2 = \text{ select}_\mu (\text{pres } y) \text{ (select}_\mu (\text{pres } x)) s \). We now need to show that \( (t_1.\text{hd}, t_2.\text{hd}) \in \gamma_{\Phi}(R)_{A} \) and \( (t_1.\text{tl}, t_2.\text{tl}) \in \gamma_{\Phi}(R)_{A_{\omega}} \). Note first that we have the following computations for \( t_1 \):
\[
t_1 \equiv \text{ select}_\mu (\text{comp}_\mu (\text{pres } x) (\text{pres } y)) s
\]
\[
\equiv \text{ select}_\mu (\text{pres (comp } x y)) s
\]
\[
\equiv \text{ select}_\mu (\text{pres (y } \bullet x)) s
\]

Since
\[
t_1.\text{hd} \equiv s.\text{hd}
\]
\[
\equiv (\text{select}_\mu (\text{pres } x) s).\text{hd}
\]
\[
\equiv (\text{select}_\mu (\text{pres } y) (\text{select}_\mu (\text{pres } x)) s)).\text{hd}
\]
\[
\equiv t_2.\text{hd},
\]
we obtain \( (t_1.\text{hd}, t_2.\text{hd}) \in \gamma_{\Phi}(R)_{A} \). Next, we have
\[
t_1.\text{tl} \equiv \text{ select } (y \bullet x) (s.tl)
\]
\[
\equiv \text{ select}_\mu ((y \bullet x).\text{out}) (s.tl)
\]
\[
\equiv \text{ select}_\mu ((y.\text{out}) \bullet (x.\text{out})) (s.tl)
\]
we need to come up with a bisimulation of which we know we obtain by (valence. The proof system supports both inductive and coinductive reasoning, that is, we can carry
Combining this with (2.5.12) we thus obtain \((t_1.\text{hd}, t_2.\text{hd}) \in \gamma_\Phi(R)_A^\omega\). Applying Lemma 5.1.12 to the result that \((t_1.\text{hd}, t_2.\text{hd}) \in \gamma_\Phi(R)_A\) and \((t_1.\text{tl}, t_2.\text{tl}) \in \gamma_\Phi(R)_A^\omega\), we finally obtain that \((t_1, t_2) \in \Phi(\gamma_\Phi(R))_A^\omega\). Hence, \(R\) is an observational bisimulation up to \(\gamma_\Phi\). So for all \(s \in \text{ON}_{A^\omega}\)

\[
\lambda u \nu. \text{select}_\mu (v \cdot \mu u) s \equiv_{\text{obs}} \lambda u \nu. \text{select}_\mu v \cdot \text{select}_\mu u s.
\]

Finally, we need to show for \(x, y \in \text{ON}_F\) that \(\text{select} (y \cdot x) \equiv_{\text{obs}} \text{select} y \circ \text{select} x\) holds. Since

\[
\text{select} (y \cdot x) \equiv \text{select}_\mu ((y \cdot x).\text{out}) \equiv \text{select}_\mu ((y.\text{out}) \cdot \mu (x.\text{out}))
\]

and

\[
\text{select} y \circ \text{select} x \equiv \text{select}_\mu (y.\text{out}) \circ \text{select}_\mu (x.\text{out}),
\]

we obtain by (5.9) that \(\text{select} (y \cdot x) s \equiv_{\text{obs}} \text{select} y \circ \text{select} x s\) for all \(s \in \text{ON}_{A^\omega}\). Thus, the equivalence \(\text{select} (y \cdot x) \equiv_{\text{obs}} \text{select} y \circ \text{select} x\) follows from extensionality (Lemma 4.1.25(v)). \(\square\)

## 5.2. A First-Order Logic for Observational Equivalence

In Section 5.1.2, we have described a proof method for observational equivalence that is based on bisimulation relations. There are several problems with this approach. For one, we have to explicitly use several up-to techniques to be able to give reasonable bisimulations. This can be somewhat improved by using the companion, see Definition 2.5.12, but even then we have to establish that each up-to technique, which appears in a proof, is compatible or contained in the companion, see Lemma 5.1.16. Even worse, general bisimulations and the explicit use of up-to techniques does not lend itself very well to automatically verifiable proofs. The other problem with this approach is that we need to come up with a bisimulation of which we know beforehand that it proves the desired identity. This is not an easy task, as we have seen in Proposition 5.1.19, but it can be simplified by the use of parametrised coinduction [Hur+13]. Since we aim for automatically verifiable proofs, we now take a more syntactic approach for proving observational equivalence.

More specifically, we will establish in this section a first order logic together with a proof system for observational equivalence, to which we will refer as FOL_{\text{\textbf{\textsc{\textbullet}}}}. This logic has the standard propositional and first order connectives, and a binary relation that represents observational equivalence. The proof system supports both inductive and coinductive reasoning, that is, we can carry out proofs by induction on inductive data types and prove identities on coinductive types. Induction and coinduction are usually introduced by means of induction and coinduction schemes, see for example [Bla+14, Gim95]. Though it is in principle possible to use the explicit induction and coinduction schemes to prove most theorems [Wir04], such proofs are notoriously hard to set up
because one needs to guess the induction and coinduction hypotheses beforehand. Thus, we will not rely on the standard induction and coinduction schemes in the proof system.

A more natural approach are cyclic proofs, that is, proofs that repeat arguments by referring back to a step made before in the proof. Famous examples of cyclic proofs are the proof of irrationality of the square root of two by an infinite descent argument \cite{Wir04}, the proof that the Ackermann function is total, and generally proofs by well-founded induction. It is important to note that cyclic proofs are finite representations of infinite proofs \cite{DHL06, NW96, Stu08}, where the latter cannot be automatically verified and are also frequently rejected for philosophical reasons. Cyclic proofs have been extensively studied for purely inductive proofs \cite{Bae09, Bro05, BBC08, BDP11, BG14, BGP12, BS07, BS11, RB17, Sim17, SD03, Wir04}, to some extent for coinductive proofs \cite{RL09} and in specific cases for mixed inductive-coinductive proofs \cite{SD03}. Cockett \cite{Coc01} and Santocanale \cite{San02a} have used cyclic proof systems to define maps on inductive and coinductive types, and in the former also to reason about the thus defined maps. We will discuss the relation to all these systems in Section 5.4. Moreover, cyclic proofs have made an implicit appearance through game semantics \cite{NW96} and in parametrised coinduction \cite{Hur+13}. That cyclic proofs are a promising approach is witnessed by the fact that the structural induction principle is subsumed by, sometimes even equivalent to, cyclic proofs \cite{Bro05, Sim17}.

A problem of cyclic proofs is that we need to ensure that a proof is actually correct, most importantly, the verification that a cycle leads to a well-defined proof. The various approaches to deal with this problem include trace conditions \cite{Bro05, Sim17}, parity conditions \cite{San02a} and size-based termination \cite{AP13, Bar+04, LJB01, SD03, Xi01}. Since these conditions are either global, that is they are conditions on the whole proof object, or require non-trivial constraint solving, both soundness and proof checking are difficult to establish for the above mentioned systems. For this reason, we will use another approach in this exposition.

An elegant way to ensure correctness of recursive definitions (or cyclic proofs in the context of logics) was introduced by Nakano \cite{Nak00}. We adapt this approach here by annotating formulas with a so-called \textit{later modality}. This later modality stems originally from the provability logic, or Gödel-Löb logic, which characterises transitive, well-founded Kripke frames \cite{Sol76}, and thus allows one to carry out induction without an explicit induction scheme \cite{Bek99}. Later, Nakano’s approach was further developed by Appel et al. \cite{App+07}, Atkey and McBride \cite{AM13}, Bizjak et al. \cite{Biz+16b} and Møgelberg \cite{Møg14}, mostly with the intent to replace syntactic guardedness checks (cf. Example 4.1.6) for coinductive definitions by type-based checks of well-definedness. We will use the later modality in a similar way to control the use of an induction or coinduction hypothesis in a proof, which leads to easily verifiable proofs. In particular, we introduce a logic $\text{FOL}_\mathbf{\blacktriangleright}$ with a Gentzen-style intuitionistic sequent calculus that internalises the rules of provability logic and combines these with rules that enable step-wise reasoning about observational equivalence, as we briefly explain now.

The intuition behind the logic $\text{FOL}_\mathbf{\blacktriangleright}$ and especially the interplay of the later modality and the equality relation is the following. Given two terms $s$ and $t$ in $\lambda\mu\nu\Rightarrow$, there is a formula $s \sim t$ in $\text{FOL}_\mathbf{\blacktriangleright}$, which should be read as $s$ and $t$ are observationally equivalent. To be more precise, it means that $s$ and $t$ are related by every step in the $\omega_{\mathbf{ob}}$-chain that can be used to construct the relation $\equiv_{\text{obs}}$, cf. Theorem 5.1.3 and Section 2.3. Using this interpretation of the equality relation, we can understand the role of the later modality in $\text{FOL}_\mathbf{\blacktriangleright}$. Given a formula $s \sim t$, we can obtain another formula $\mathbf{\blacktriangleright}(s \sim t)$, which should be read as “$s$ and $t$ are later observationally equivalent”, that is, a
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proof of $\triangleright(s \sim t)$ is a promise that we can prove $s \sim t$ later. We will make this intuition a bit more precise now.

Recall from Definition 2.5.5 that the $\omega^{op}$-chain to approximate the greatest fixed point of a monotone map $F : \text{Rel}_X \to \text{Rel}_X$ is given by the chain of inclusions

$$1 \supseteq F(1) \supseteq F^2(1) \supseteq \cdots,$$

where $1$ is the full relation on $X$. We will denote this chain by $\bar{F}$ with $\bar{F}(n) = F^n(1)$. The semantics of the relation $\sim$ is given by instantiating $F$ in this construction with the operator $\Phi$, which we used to characterise observational equivalence as largest bisimulation in Section 5.1.2. A formula $s \sim t$ is then interpreted at $n \in \mathbb{N}$ by $$(s; t) \bar{\Phi}(n).$$

To make sense of a formula $\triangleright(s \sim t)$, we define the chain $\triangleright \Phi$ by $(\triangleright \Phi)(0) = 1$ and $(\triangleright \Phi)(n + 1) = \Phi(n)$, which corresponds to the following picture.

The reason why we introduce the later formula is that the implication $\triangleright(s \sim t) \rightarrow s \sim t$ will be interpreted at $n \in \mathbb{N}$ as

$$(s, t) \in (\triangleright \Phi)(n) \implies (s, t) \in \bar{\Phi}(n). \quad (5.10)$$

We can depict this implication by the following diagram.

Starting with $(s, t) \in 1$, which is always true, we can move in a zig-zag from left to right through the diagram, thereby proving that $(s, t) \in \bar{\Phi}(n)$ for all $n \in \mathbb{N}$, cf. Lemma 2.3.5. Thus, we can infer from the implication (5.10) that $s$ and $t$ are observationally equivalent. This proof principle is called Löb induction and is captured by the following rule, which is part of the proof system for $\text{FOL}_\triangleright$ in a more general form, see Definition 5.2.4.

$$\frac{\triangleright(s \sim t) \vdash s \sim t}{\vdash s \sim t}$$

Besides this rule, there are also rules that allow us to state that if we later have a proof for an equivalence between the observations on terms of a fixed point type, then we get a proof now of the equivalence between the original terms. For instance, we can derive the following rule for streams in $\text{FOL}_\triangleright$, see Example 5.2.12.

$$\frac{\vdash \text{hd } s \sim_A \text{hd } t \quad \vdash \triangleright(\text{tl } s \sim_A^\omega \text{ tl } t)}{\vdash s \sim_A^\omega t}$$

Note the similarity of this rule with the bisimulation proof principle for streams, cf. Example 5.1.11. The power of the proof system comes, as one might imagine, from the combination of these two rules. The interested reader might want to compare the bisimulation-based proof in Example 5.1.11 with the syntactic proof in Example 5.2.12 below. Further details on the interpretation of the logic are given in Section 5.2.2.
5.2.1. The Logic $\text{FOL}_\rightarrow$

In this section, we introduce the formulas of the logic $\text{FOL}_\rightarrow$ and its proof system, we prove some basic properties of the logic, and we demonstrate the use of $\text{FOL}_\rightarrow$ in some example applications. All the examples in this section have been checked automatically in the prototype implementation of a proof checker for $\text{FOL}_\rightarrow$.

For the remainder of this section, we restrict attention to terms of $\lambda \mu \nu =$. Recall that we wrote $\Gamma \vdash t : A$, whenever $t$ is a term of type $A$ in context $\Gamma$. For clarity, we will henceforth add a subscript $\text{Ty}$ to the judgement and write instead $\Gamma \vdash_{\text{Ty}} t : A$.

**Definition 5.2.1.** The formulas of $\text{FOL}_\rightarrow$ are given by

$$\varphi, \psi ::= \bot | s \downarrow A s | t \downarrow A s | \varphi \rightarrow \psi | \varphi \land \psi | \forall x : A. \varphi | \exists x : A. \varphi,$$

where $A$ ranges over all types in $\text{Ty}$. To disambiguate formulas, we will use parentheses and adapt a few conventions concerning the binding of connectives: The later modality binds stronger than all other logical connectives; the implication is right associative; binding of quantifiers extends from the dot towards the end of the formula; and implication binds stronger than conjunction, which again binds stronger than disjunction. We say that $\varphi$ is a well-formed formula in context $\Gamma$, if $\Gamma \vdash \varphi$ can be derived inductively from the following rules.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\frac{\Gamma \vdash \bot}{\Gamma \vdash \top} & \frac{\Gamma \vdash_{\text{Ty}} s, t : A}{\Gamma \vdash s \downarrow A t} & \frac{\Gamma \vdash_{\text{Ty}} s, t : A}{\Gamma \vdash s \downarrow_{A} t} & \frac{\Gamma \vdash \top}{\Gamma \vdash \top} & \frac{\Gamma \vdash \varphi}{\Gamma \vdash \top} \\
\frac{\Gamma \vdash \varphi \land \psi}{\Gamma \vdash \top} & \frac{\Gamma \vdash \varphi \rightarrow \psi}{\Gamma \vdash \top} & \frac{\Gamma \vdash \forall x : A. \varphi}{\Gamma \vdash \top} & \frac{\Gamma \vdash \exists x : A. \varphi}{\Gamma \vdash \top} \\
\end{array}
\]

If the type $A$ is clear from the context, we usually drop the subscript in $\downarrow$- and $\downarrow$-formulas, and write $s \sim t$ instead of $s \downarrow_{A} t$. A finite sequence of formulas $\Delta$ is said to be well-formed in context $\Gamma$, if $\Gamma \vdash \varphi$ for all $\varphi$ in $\Delta$. We denote this by $\Gamma \vdash \Delta$ as well.

The reader will have noticed that there are two binary relations on terms among the formulas of $\text{FOL}_\rightarrow$. Besides the relation $\sim$, which reflects observational equivalence in the logic, there is a relation $\downarrow$. This relation will be interpreted as the conversion relation $\equiv$. A formula of the form $s \downarrow t$ is then usually paraphrased as $s$ and $t$ are definitionally equal [Mar75a]. For the most part, definitional equality can be ignored, we only need it to be able to talk about weak head normal forms inside the logic.

When giving the axioms and later the semantics of $\text{FOL}_\rightarrow$, we need to be able to substitute terms for variables in formulas. The following definition introduces substitutions and accompanying notations for the formulas in $\text{FOL}_\rightarrow$.

**Definition 5.2.2.** The term substitution of $\lambda \mu \nu =$ extends to formulas in the expected way by defining $(s \sim t)[u/x] = s[u/x] \sim t[u/x], (\varphi \land \psi)[u/x] = \varphi[u/x] \land \psi[u/x]$ etc. We denote for a formula $\varphi$ with $\Gamma \vdash \varphi$ and a substitution $\sigma \in \text{Subst}(\Lambda^=; \Gamma)$ by $\varphi[\sigma]$ the result of substituting for all variables in $\varphi$ the corresponding term in $\sigma$. Given a type $A$ and a term $t \in \Lambda^= (A)$, we write $\sigma[x \mapsto t]$ for the updated substitution in $\text{Subst}(\Lambda^=; \Gamma, x : A)$ that is the same as $\sigma$ but additionally substitutes $t$ for $x$. Finally, if the variable $x$ is understood from the context, then we write $\varphi[t]$ for $\varphi[t/x]$. ▶
The following result allows us to switch the order of substitutions, similar to the substitution Lemma 4.2.3 for terms.

**Lemma 5.2.3.** If \( \Gamma, x : A, y : B \vdash \varphi, \Gamma \vdash_{Ty} s : A \) and \( \Gamma, x : A \vdash_{Ty} t : B \), then we have that the equation \( \varphi[t/y][s/x] = \varphi[s/x][t[s/x]/y] \) holds.

**Proof.** This follows by induction on \( \varphi \) from the substitution lemma for \( \lambda \mu \nu = \), see Lemma 4.2.3. \( \square \)

We now define the syntactic proof system for FOL\textsubscript{\( \lambda \mu \nu \)}.

**Definition 5.2.4.** Let \( \varphi \) be a formula and \( \Delta \) a sequence of formulas. We say \( \varphi \) is provable in context \( \Gamma \) under the assumptions \( \Delta \), if \( \Gamma \mid \Delta \vdash \varphi \) holds. The provability relation \( \vdash \) is thereby given inductively by the rules in the Figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6.

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\Gamma \vdash \Delta, \varphi}{\Gamma \mid \Delta \vdash \varphi} \quad \text{(Proj)} & \quad \frac{\Gamma \mid \Delta \vdash \psi}{\Gamma \mid \Delta, \psi \vdash \varphi} \quad \text{(Weak)} & \quad \frac{\Gamma \vdash \varphi}{\Gamma \mid \Delta \vdash \perp} \quad \text{(-E)} \\
\frac{\Gamma \mid \Delta \vdash \psi}{\Gamma \mid \Delta \vdash \varphi} \quad \text{(\( \land \)-I)} & \quad \frac{\Gamma \mid \Delta \vdash \varphi_1 \land \varphi_2}{\Gamma \mid \Delta \vdash \varphi_i} \quad \text{\((\land \)-E)} & \quad \frac{\Gamma \mid \Delta \vdash \varphi \rightarrow \psi}{\Gamma \mid \Delta \vdash \psi} \quad \text{(\( \rightarrow \)-E)} \\
\frac{\Gamma \mid \Delta \vdash \varphi_1 \lor \varphi_2}{\Gamma \mid \Delta \vdash \varphi_j} \quad \text{\((\lor \)-I)} & \quad \frac{\Gamma \mid \Delta, \varphi_1 \vdash \psi \quad \Gamma \mid \Delta, \varphi_2 \vdash \psi}{\Gamma \mid \Delta, \varphi_1 \lor \varphi_2 \vdash \psi} \quad \text{\((\lor \)-E)} \\
\frac{\Gamma, x : A \mid \Delta \vdash \varphi}{\Gamma \mid \Delta \vdash \forall x : A. \varphi} \quad \text{\((\forall \)-I)} & \quad \frac{\Gamma \mid \Delta \vdash \forall x : A. \varphi}{\Gamma \mid \Delta \vdash \varphi[t/x]} \quad \text{\((\forall \)-E)} \\
\frac{\Gamma \vdash \psi \quad t \in \text{ON}_A^\Gamma}{\Gamma \mid \Delta \vdash \exists x : A. \varphi} \quad \text{\((\exists \)-I)} & \quad \frac{\Gamma \vdash \psi \quad \Gamma, x : A \mid \Delta, \varphi \vdash \psi}{\Gamma \mid \Delta \vdash \exists x : A. \varphi \vdash \psi} \quad \text{\((\exists \)-E)} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 5.2.: Intuitionistic Rules for Standard Connectives

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\Gamma \vdash_{Ty} t, s : A \quad t \equiv s}{\Gamma \mid \emptyset \vdash \Delta s_A} \quad \text{(Def)} & \quad \frac{\Gamma \mid \Delta \vdash \varphi[s/x]}{\Gamma \mid \Delta \vdash s \equiv_A t} \quad \frac{\Gamma \mid \Delta \vdash s \equiv_A t}{\Gamma \mid \Delta \vdash \varphi[t/x]} \quad \text{(-Repl)} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 5.3.: Rules for Definitional Equality

The rules are grouped as follows. In Figure 5.2, we find the standard proof rules for an intuitionistic first-order logic. The rules for definitional equality are given in Figure 5.3. They are the standard rules for equality, see for example [Jac99, Chap. 3]. The rules in Figure 5.4 describe how equivalences of programs can be proven. Those rules that can be applied in both directions are thereby denoted by a double line. None of these rules should come at a surprise, except for \((\nu\text{-Ext})\) and \((\mu\text{-Cong})\). In these rules, the later modality makes its appearance to control the use of hypotheses that can be introduced through the Löb (or fixed point) rule \((\text{Löb})\) in Figure 5.5. The rule \((\nu\text{-Ext})\) should be read as “to prove an equivalence between two programs on a \( \nu \)-type, it suffices to give a proof later
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\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma \vdash t : A & \quad (\text{Refl}) & \Gamma \vdash s \sim_A t & \quad (\text{Sym}) \\
\Gamma \vdash t \sim_A s & \quad \text{(Ref)} & \Gamma \vdash t \sim_A s & \quad \text{(Sym)} \\
\Gamma \vdash s \sim_A t & \quad \text{(Trans)} & \Gamma \vdash t \sim_A r & \\
\Gamma \vdash f : A \to B & \quad \text{(→-Ext)} & \Gamma, x : A \vdash f x \sim_B g x \\
\Gamma \vdash s \sim_A s & \quad \text{(x-Ext)} & \Gamma \vdash s \sim_A s & \\
\Gamma \vdash t \sim_B t & \quad \text{(→-Ext)} & \Gamma \vdash \nu X \vdash \mu X : A \quad \text{(ν-Ext)} \\
\Gamma \vdash s \sim_{AXB} t & \quad \text{(ν-Ext)} & \Gamma \vdash s \sim_{AXB} t & \\
\Gamma \vdash t \sim_{\nu X . A} s & \quad \text{(+Cong)} & \Gamma \vdash t \sim_{\μ X . A} s & \\
\Gamma \vdash \kappa_1 s \sim_{A_1 + A_2} \kappa_1 t & \quad \text{(μ-Cong)} & \Gamma \vdash s \sim_{\mu X . A} s & \\
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 5.4.: Rules for Equality

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma \vdash \phi & \quad \text{(Nec)} & \Gamma \vdash \phi \to \psi & \quad \text{(K)} & \Gamma \vdash \phi & \quad \text{(Löb)} \\
\Gamma \vdash \phi & \quad \text{Nec} & \Gamma \vdash \phi \to \psi & \quad \text{K} & \Gamma \vdash \phi & \quad \text{Löb} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 5.5.: Rules for the Later Modality

for their unfoldings”, see the examples below. Next, the rules in Figure 5.3 are the standard rules of provability logic \[\text{Sol76}\] that also turn \(\nu\) into an applicative functor with a fixed point operator, see e.g. \[\text{AM13}\]. Finally, the rules in Figure 5.6 allow us to refine elements of inductive types.

We note that if a formula is provable, then the formula and assumptions are well-typed.

Lemma 5.2.5. If we have for a formula \(\phi\) and a sequence \(\Delta\) of formulas that \(\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \phi\) holds, then \(\Gamma \vdash \Delta\) and \(\Gamma \vdash \phi\).

Proof. This is proved by a straightforward induction on the proof tree for \(\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \phi\). \(\square\)

One might expect there to be a truth constant in the logic, just like the primitive falsity proposition \(\bot\). It turns out that it is not necessary to explicitly add such a constant, as we can easily represent it in \(\text{FOL}_{\nu}\) as follows.

Definition 5.2.6. We define the truth formula in \(\text{FOL}_{\nu}\) by \(\top := \neg \bot\).

The formula \(\top\) has is the expected property that it is provable without further assumptions.

Lemma 5.2.7. We have \(\Gamma \vdash \top\) in \(\text{FOL}_{\nu}\) for any \(\Gamma\) and \(\Delta\).

Proof. \(\Gamma \vdash \top\) follows from \((\text{Refl})\) and weakening. \(\square\)

Before we give some examples, let us derive some general rules that will prove useful. First, just as convertibility is included as relation in observational equivalence, we have that definitional equality implies observational equivalence in \(\text{FOL}_{\nu}\).
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Lemma 5.2.8. The following rule can be derived in $\text{FOL}_\varphi$ for all terms $s$ and $t$ with $\Gamma \vdash_{\text{Ty}} s \rightarrow A$.

$$\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash s \equiv_A t$$

Proof. We put $\varphi := s \sim x$, so that $\Gamma, x : A \vdash \varphi$ and $\Gamma \vdash \varnothing \vdash \varphi[s/x]$ by (Refl). Note that $\Delta[t/x] = \Delta$, as $x$ is not in $\Delta$. Through repeatedly applying (Weak), we obtain $\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \varphi[s/x]$. Finally, we use ($\sim$-Repl) and $\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash s \equiv_A t$ to deduce $\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \varphi[t/x]$. Since $\varphi[t/x] = s \rightarrow t$, we get $\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash s \rightarrow t$. \hfill $\square$

Second, we can obtain a few structural rules related to terms and term variables.

Lemma 5.2.9. In $\text{FOL}_\varphi$ weakening for term variables is derivable for any type $A \in \text{Ty}$:

$$\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \varphi$$

Moreover, the following substitution rule is derivable.

$$\Gamma, x : A \vdash \Delta \vdash \varphi \quad \Gamma \vdash_{\text{Ty}} u : A$$

$$(\text{Subst})$$

$$\Gamma \vdash \Delta[u/x] \vdash \varphi[u/x]$$

We also have the following exchange rule:

$$\Gamma \vdash \Delta_1, \varphi_1, \varphi_2, \Delta_2 \vdash \psi$$

$$(\text{Exch})$$

$$\Gamma \vdash \Delta_1, \varphi_2, \varphi_1, \Delta_2 \vdash \psi$$

Finally, we can derive the following conversion rule, which is a weak form of replacement.

$$\Gamma \vdash \Delta[s/x] \vdash \varphi[s/x]$$

$$(\text{Conv})$$

$$\Gamma \vdash \Delta[t/x] \vdash \varphi[t/x]$$

$s \equiv t$
hand, the important cases are \((\text{Proj})\), \((\to\text{-I})\) and \((\text{Löb})\). Each of them is dealt with by using \((\text{Weak})\) in a standard manner. Finally, for the conversion rule \((\text{Proj})\), \((\text{Def})\) and \((\text{Refl})\) are the critical cases. In the \((\text{Proj})\)-case, we use that the reduction relation preserves types (Theorem \ref{thm:preservetypes}), whereas both the \((\text{Def})\)- and \((\text{Refl})\)-case are given by transitivity of conversion. This concludes the proof of all four derived rules.

In many proofs, we will need that the later modality interacts well with other results that can be proven in \(\text{FOL}_{\triangleright}\). For instance, if we derived an entailment \(\varphi \vdash \psi\), then this entailment should also hold later, that is, \(\triangleright \varphi \vdash \triangleright \psi\) should be derivable as well. This is formulated in the following lemma in a more general way, together with some useful consequences like the distribution of the later modality over the universal quantifier.

**Lemma 5.2.10.** The following rule, which makes \(\triangleright\) an applicative functor in the sense of \([\text{AM13}]\), is derivable in \(\text{FOL}_{\triangleright}\).

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash (\varphi \rightarrow \psi) \quad \Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \triangleright \varphi}{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \triangleright \psi} \quad \text{(Appl)}
\]

More generally, the later modality can be distributed over rules: Let \(\Gamma, \Delta, \varphi_1, \ldots, \varphi_n\) and \(\psi\) be given, such that for every \(\Delta'\) the following is derivable

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash \Delta, \Delta' \vdash \varphi_1 \quad \cdots \quad \Gamma \vdash \Delta, \Delta' \vdash \varphi_n}{\Gamma \vdash \Delta, \Delta' \vdash \psi} \quad \text{(5.11)}
\]

in \(\text{FOL}_{\triangleright}\), then also the following is derivable

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \triangleright \varphi_1 \quad \cdots \quad \Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \triangleright \varphi_n}{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \triangleright \psi} \quad \text{(5.12)}
\]

In particular, the later modality distributes over \(\forall\)-quantification and \((\times\text{-Ext})\):

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash (\forall x : A. \varphi)}{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \triangleright (\forall x : A. \varphi)} \quad \text{(5.13)}
\]

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash (\pi_1 s \sim_A \pi_1 t) \quad \Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash (\pi_2 s \sim_B \pi_2 t)}{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash (s \sim_{A \times B} t)} \quad \text{(5.14)}
\]

**Proof.** We first derive \((5.12)\) from an arbitrary proof \((\text{R})\) of \((5.11)\). Let \(\Gamma, \Delta, \varphi_1, \ldots, \varphi_n\) and \(\psi\) be given as in the assumption. We put \(\Delta' := \varphi_1, \ldots, \varphi_n\), and derive from \((5.11)\) and repeated applications of \((\to\text{-I})\), \((\text{K})\) and \((\to\text{-E})\) the following proof.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(Proj)} & \quad \frac{\Gamma \vdash \Delta, \Delta' \vdash \varphi_1 \quad \cdots \quad \Gamma \vdash \Delta, \Delta' \vdash \varphi_n}{\Gamma \vdash \Delta, \Delta' \vdash \psi} \\
\text{(R)} & \quad \frac{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \varphi_1 \quad \cdots \quad \Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \varphi_n}{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \psi} \\
\text{(\to\text{-I})} & \quad \frac{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \varphi_1 \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow \varphi_n \rightarrow \psi}{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \triangleright (\varphi_1 \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow \varphi_n \rightarrow \psi)} \\
\text{(Nec)} & \quad \frac{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \triangleright (\varphi_1 \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow \varphi_n \rightarrow \psi)}{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \triangleright \psi} \\
\text{(K)} & \quad \frac{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \triangleright \varphi_1 \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow \triangleright \varphi_n \rightarrow \triangleright \psi}{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \psi} \\
\text{(\to\text{-E})} & \quad \frac{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \triangleright \varphi_1 \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow \triangleright \varphi_n \rightarrow \triangleright \psi}{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \triangleright \psi}
\end{align*}
\]
Both (Appl) and (5.14) are then given by instantiating (5.12) with (¬-E) and (×-Ext), respectively. Finally, (5.13) is given by

\[
\Gamma, x : A \mid \Delta \vdash (\forall x : A. \varphi) \quad (\ast)
\]

where (\ast) is obtained from instantiating (5.12) with (¬-E).

\[\square\]

We now demonstrate the proof system of \(\text{FOL}^\triangleright\) on some examples. To make proofs more readable and to clarify the use of the later modality in combination with the fixed point rule, we will use two types of arrows to connect parts of a proof. Solid arrows connect two proof trees that could be just one tree, but have been split because of size constraints. On the other hand, dashed arrows point from where a hypothesis is used to the proof step where this hypothesis is introduced through the (Löb)-rule. This latter graphical notation makes it easier to grasp where hypotheses are used and introduced.

**Example 5.2.11.** In this first example, we will prove that the addition of natural numbers is commutative. Recall that we have defined in Example 3.1.7 the addition in \(\lambda\mu\nu\) by iteration on the first argument. Analogously, we can define the addition in \(\lambda\mu\nu\) as follows.

\[
+_\cdot : \text{Nat} \rightarrow \text{Nat} \rightarrow \text{Nat}
\]

\[
0 + m = m
\]

\[
(\text{suc } n) + m = \text{suc } (n + m)
\]

The goal is now to prove the formula \(\forall n, m. n + m \sim m + n\) in \(\text{FOL}^\triangleright\).

Towards this goal, we begin by proving four intermediate results. Recall that \(\text{Nat}\) was defined as \(\mu X. 1 + X\), and that 0 and the successor were defined in terms of the constructors for the least fixed point and the sum. Thus, our first result is a combination of the congruence rules for sums and least fixed points.

\[
\Gamma, x : A \mid \Delta \vdash (\forall x : A. \varphi) \quad (\ast)
\]

where (\ast) is obtained from instantiating (5.12) with (¬-E).

\[\square\]
Lastly, the analogous property for the right summand, that is

\[ \vdash \forall n, m. (n + m) \sim (n + m) \]

also holds as follows. First, we note that the definition of \( + \) gives us the following computations.

\[
\begin{align*}
0 + \text{suc } m &\equiv \text{suc } m \equiv (0 + m) \\
(n + \text{suc } m) &\equiv \text{suc } (n + \text{suc } m) \\
\text{suc } ((n + m)) &\equiv \text{suc } (\text{suc } (n + m))
\end{align*}
\]

The proof of the successor distribution to the right is our first proof that uses the (Löb)-rule. As discussed, we indicate the recursion step by a dashed arrow in the proof. We put \( \Gamma := n, m : \text{Nat} \) and \( \Delta := \vdash (\forall n, m. n + (\text{suc } m) \sim (n + m)) \), and prove (5.16) by induction on \( n \) as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma \vdash n + (\text{suc } m) &\sim (n + m) \\
\Gamma \vdash \text{suc } (n + (\text{suc } m)) &\sim (\text{suc } (n + m)) \\
\Gamma \vdash \text{suc } ((n + m)) &\sim (\text{suc } (n + m))
\end{align*}
\]

Finally, we can put the above results together to prove commutativity of addition. In the proof below we use the assumptions \( \Delta \) and the context \( \Gamma \), given by \( \Delta := \vdash (\forall n, m. n + m \sim m + n) \) and \( \Gamma := n, m : \text{Nat} \), respectively. The proof of commutativity is given as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma \vdash 0 + 0 &\sim 0 + 0 \\
\Gamma \vdash 0 + (\text{suc } m) &\sim (\text{suc } m) + 0 \\
\Gamma \vdash \text{suc } (0 + m) &\sim \text{suc } (0 + m) \\
\Gamma \vdash \text{suc } ((\text{suc } m)) &\sim ((\text{suc } m) + 0)
\end{align*}
\]
Note that we used two recursion steps in this proof, as the proof proceeds by induction both on \( n \) and on \( m \). Traditionally, this proof would be broken up into two separate induction proofs to fit the usual induction scheme. However, in the present setup we can just follow the natural steps that arise in the proof.

Let us now use \( \text{FOL}_\star \) to prove some equivalences on coinductive types. In the first example, we look again at the stream equivalence that we proved in Example 5.1.11. This allows us to demonstrate how proofs by coinduction arise from combining the extensionality rules for products and greatest fixed points, and the (Löb)-rule.

Example 5.2.12. Recall from Example 3.2.11 that we have defined a map that selects the odd positions of a stream, and that we have proved in Example 5.1.11 that the application of this map to the alternating bit stream results in a constant stream. In Example 5.1.11, we used the bisimulation proof method to show this equivalence. We will now prove it again but this time around in \( \text{FOL}_\star \).

That is, we show that the formula \( \text{select oddF alt} \sim 1^\omega \) is derivable in \( \text{FOL}_\star \).

Intuitively, to show that two streams are equivalent, we need to show that their heads match and their tails continue to be equivalent. This extensionality principle for streams can be derived in \( \text{FOL}_\star \), similarly to the refinement rule for natural numbers:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta \vdash s &: A \\
\Delta \vdash t &: A
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta \vdash (s, t) &: A \times A \\
\Delta \vdash (s, t) &: A \times A
\end{align*}
\]

Combined with the fixed point rule (Löb), this extensionality principle allows us to prove stream equivalences, as we will demonstrate now.

We want to show that \( \text{select oddF alt} \sim 1^\omega \) is derivable. This is accomplished by the following proof, in which we use \( \Delta \) given by \( \Delta := \langle \text{select oddF alt} \sim 1^\omega \rangle \), and the following two computations.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(select oddF alt)}.t.l &\equiv \text{select oddF alt} \\
1^\omega.t.l &\equiv 1^\omega
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta \vdash (\text{select oddF alt}).t.l &\equiv 1^\omega.t.l \\
\Delta \vdash (\text{select oddF alt}).t.l &\equiv 1^\omega.t.l
\end{align*}
\]

This proof should be compared to Example 5.1.11, where we proved that the relation \( R \), which was given by \( R_{1^\omega} = \{ (\text{select oddF alt, } 1^\omega) \} \), is an observational bisimulation up-to. However, there we had to use a clever combination of up-to techniques, whereas in the present proof the steps that we have to take arise naturally in the construction of the proof. It should be noted though that up-to techniques still play an important role in the semantics of \( \text{FOL}_\star \), see Section 5.2.2.

In the next example we prove that addition of streams is commutative. This demonstrates coinduction for streams on a quantified formula.
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Example 5.2.13. Recall that streams of natural numbers are given by \( \text{Nat}^\omega = \nu X. \text{Nat} \times X \), see Example 3.1.2, and from Example 3.1.8 that stream addition is defined from addition on \( \text{Nat} \) by

\[
\begin{align*}
_\otimes_ \colon & \text{Nat}^\omega \to \text{Nat}^\omega \to \text{Nat}^\omega \\
(s \otimes t).\text{hd} &= s.\text{hd} + t.\text{hd} \\
(s \otimes t).\text{tl} &= s.\text{tl} \oplus t.\text{tl}
\end{align*}
\]

To show that \( \otimes \) is commutative, we first observe that by commutativity of addition on natural numbers (Example 5.2.11) we have for all \( s, t : \text{Nat}^\omega \)

\[
(s \otimes t).\text{hd} \equiv s.\text{hd} + t.\text{hd} \sim t.\text{hd} + s.\text{hd} \equiv (t \oplus s).\text{hd}, \tag{5.22}
\]

and from the definition of stream addition we obtain

\[
(s \otimes t).\text{tl} \equiv s.\text{tl} \oplus t.\text{tl} \quad \text{and} \quad t.\text{tl} \oplus s.\text{tl} \equiv (t \oplus s).\text{tl} \tag{5.23}
\]

Let \( \Delta := \nabla (\forall s, t : \text{Nat}^\omega . s \oplus t \sim t \oplus s) \) and \( \Gamma := s, t : \text{Nat}^\omega \), then the following is a proof in \( \text{FOL}_\prec \).

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\Delta \vdash (s \oplus t).\text{hd} \sim (t \oplus s).\text{hd} \\
\Gamma \vdash \forall s, t : \text{Nat}^\omega . (s \oplus t \sim t \oplus s) \\
\end{array}
\]

This shows that \( \otimes \) is commutative. ▷

In the final example of this section we derive the \( \text{FOL}_\prec \)-version of the induction principle for natural numbers.

Example 5.2.14. Recall from Definition 5.2.2 that for formula \( \varphi \) with \( \Gamma, n : \text{Nat} \vdash \varphi \), we denote for \( t : \text{Nat} \) the formula \( \varphi[t/n] \) by \( \varphi[t] \). Usually, the induction principle for natural numbers reads like

\[
\Gamma \vdash \varphi[0] \quad \Gamma, m : \text{Nat} \mid \varphi[m] \vdash \varphi[\text{suc} m] \\
\Gamma, n : \text{Nat} \vdash \varphi
\]

In the context of the logic \( \text{FOL}_\prec \), we cannot derive the rule in this form but we need to introduce a later modality on the induction hypothesis:

\[
\Gamma \vdash \varphi[0] \quad \Gamma \vdash \forall n : \text{Nat} . \nabla \varphi[n] \to \varphi[\text{suc} n] \\
\Gamma \vdash \forall n : \text{Nat} . \varphi
\]

This rule can be derived by using the fixed point rule and the refinement rules as in the following
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proof, in which we let \( \Delta' := \Delta, \forall n. \varphi \), and use that \( \Delta'[0/n] = \Delta' \) and \( \Delta'[\text{suc } n/n] = \Delta' \).

\[
\frac{\Gamma | \Delta' \vdash \forall n : \text{Nat}. \varphi[n] \rightarrow \varphi[\text{suc } n]}{\Gamma, m : \text{Nat} | \Delta' \vdash \varphi[m] \rightarrow \varphi[\text{suc } m]} \quad \text{(\( \forall \)-E)}
\]

Towards the end of this section, we will see that such an induction principle holds in \( \text{FOL} \), for a more general class of types.

5.2.2. A Model, Soundness and Incompleteness

Having an intuitive understanding of the logic \( \text{FOL} \) is all nice and well, but to make the logic actually useful, we need to show that the derivable formulas are also sensible in the interpretation we intend to give them. For instance, we should prove that if \( s \sim t \) is derivable in \( \text{FOL} \), then \( s \equiv_{\text{obs}} t \). To this end, we construct a model, in which we can interpret the formulas and for which the axioms are sound. This model follows largely the idea described in the introduction of this section, namely we will interpret formulas relative to a natural number that denotes a stage of the approximation of observational equivalence. As such, we obtain a Kripke-style semantics, in which the worlds of a frame are given by natural numbers.

There are, however, two things that we have to tweak on the naive semantics that we gave in the introduction of this section. First of all, it should be noted that the type-specific rules for the equality in Figure 5.4 on page 130 only use the later modality at fixed point types. As we will see in Lemma 5.2.28, the later modality is used to control the application of the operator \( \Phi \) that defines observational equivalence. Thus, a naive interpretation of \( \sim \) as approximation of \( \equiv_{\text{obs}} \) would require us to use the later modality in all rules of Figure 5.4. Since this is not desirable, we first give an alternative way to prove and construct observational equivalence, which allows us to leave the later modality out at non-fixed point types. Second, we need to interpret the first-order connectives of \( \text{FOL} \). For the sake of an accessible exposition, we will interpret them as Boolean connectives. As it turns out, the easiest way to then give an interpretation to formulas is by assigning to each formula \( \varphi \) a decreasing chain \( [\varphi] \in [\omega^{\text{op}}, \mathcal{B}] \) over the booleans \( \mathcal{B} \), since this presheaf category supports all the Boolean connectives that we require, see Lemma 2.3.3.

The idea to interpret a formula as a decreasing chain in \( [\omega^{\text{op}}, \mathcal{B}] \) follows the ideas of Birkedal et al. [Bir+11] and Appel et al. [App+07], who give an interpretation of a type theory with a later modality in terms of chains in \( [\omega^{\text{op}}, \text{Set}] \). In contrast, our interpretation is based on relation- and Boolean-valued presheafs in \( [\omega^{\text{op}}, \text{Rel}_A] \) and \( [\omega^{\text{op}}, \mathcal{B}] \), respectively. This makes for a more accessible interpretation than casting the model in \( [\omega^{\text{op}}, \text{Set}] \), where we would have to work with specific sets that represent truth-values, cf. the proof of Lemma 2.3.3.
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**Notation 5.2.15.** Since we focus on terms in the copattern calculus $\lambda \mu \nu =$ in this chapter, we abuse notation and write $\text{Rel}$ instead of $\text{Rel}_\lambda$ for the complete lattice of (type-indexed) binary relations over terms in $\lambda \mu \nu =$.

In what follows, we need to characterise the components of closed types.

**Lemma 5.2.16.** Let $A$ be a closed type. Then either there are closed types $B$ and $C$, such that $A = B \times C$, $A = B + C$ or $A = B \to C$, or there is $X \vdash B : \text{Ty}$ and $\rho \in \{\mu, \nu\}$ with $A = \rho X . B$. In the first case, we refer to $B$ and $C$ as the components of $A$.

**Proof.** This follows directly by induction on the derivation of $\vdash A : \text{Ty}$. \qed

As we mentioned already above, we need a different way of proving observational equivalence that allows us to leave out intermediate steps in a bisimulation. For example, if we want to prove $R$ is an observational bisimulation at the type of streams over $A$, then the results in Section 5.1.2 require us to show for all $(s, t) \in R_{A^\omega}$ that $(s.\text{out}, t.\text{out}) \in C_{\text{obs}}(R)_{A \times A^\omega}$. Typically, we are only interested in the head and tail of streams though. Thus, it would be more natural to leave out the intermediate step and only require that $(s.\text{hd}, t.\text{hd}) \in C_{\text{obs}}(R)_A$ and $(s.\text{tl}, t.\text{tl}) \in C_{\text{obs}}(R)_{A^\omega}$. We can achieve this simplification by using the following notion of compressed bisimulation. Note that the use of compressed bisimulations is very similar to the use of $\Phi$ as an up-to technique.

**Definition 5.2.17.** Let $\Phi_c : \text{Rel} \to \text{Rel}$ be the operator defined by

$$
\Phi_c(R)_A = \begin{cases} 
\Phi(R)_A, & A = \rho X . B, \rho \in \{\mu, \nu\} \\
\Phi(\Phi_c(R))_A, & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}
$$

A compressed observational bisimulation, $\Phi_c$-bisimulation for short, is a relation $R \in \text{Rel}$, such that $R \subseteq \Phi_c(R)$.

Note that $\Phi_c$ in Definition 5.2.17 is well-defined because in the second clause $A$ is a product, a sum or a function space, hence $\Phi$ only refers to the components of these types, see Definition 5.1.6 and Lemma 5.1.8. For instance, if $A = B \to C$, then we have that

$$
\Phi_c(R)_{B \to C} = \Phi(\Phi_c(R))_{B \to C} = \{(t_1, t_2) \mid (\delta(t_1), \delta(t_2)) \in \overline{F}(\Phi_c(R))_{B \to C}\} = \{(t_1, t_2) \mid (\delta(t_1), \delta(t_2)) \in \langle F(\pi_1), F(\pi_2)\rangle(\Phi_c(R))_{B \to C}\}
$$

and since $F(\Phi_c(R))_{B \to C} = \mathcal{P}(\Phi_c(R)_B)_{\text{ON}, A}$, the definition of $\Phi_c(R)_{B \to C}$ only depends on $\Phi_c(R)_B$. By Lemma 5.2.16 we eventually arrive at the first case.

As one might expect, a compressed observational bisimulation can be completed to an actual observational bisimulation. For instance, in the stream example we can add all pairs $(s.\text{out}, t.\text{out})$, for which $(s, t) \in R$, $(s.\text{hd}, t.\text{hd}) \in C_{\text{obs}}(R)_A$ and $(s.\text{tl}, t.\text{tl}) \in C_{\text{obs}}(R)_{A^\omega}$. Instead of constructing such a bisimulation, we can show directly that a $\Phi_c$-bisimulation is a $\Phi$-bisimulation up to $\gamma_\Phi$, where $\gamma_\Phi$ is the companion of $\Phi$ from Definition 2.5.12. This approach significantly simplifies the proof because the construction of a $\Phi$-bisimulation from a $\Phi_c$-bisimulation is quite involved.

**Lemma 5.2.18.** If $R$ is a $\Phi_c$-bisimulation, then $R$ is a $\Phi$-bisimulation up to $\gamma_\Phi$. Thus, if two terms $s$ and $t$ are related by $R$, then $s \equiv_{\text{obs}} t$.  
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Proof. Let \( R \) be a \( \Phi_c \)-bisimulation. We prove \( R_A \subseteq \Phi(\gamma_A(R))_A \) by induction on \( A \), see Lemma 5.2.16. If \( A \) is a fixed point type, that is, if \( A = \rho X. B \), then

\[
R_A \subseteq \Phi_c(R)_A = \Phi(R)_A \subseteq \Phi(\gamma_A(R))_A,
\]

by the assumption that \( R \) is a \( \Phi_c \)-bisimulation, the definition of \( \Phi_c \) and \( \text{id} \subseteq \gamma_R \) (Lemma 2.5.13). Otherwise, if \( A \) is not a fixed point type, then

\[
R_A \subseteq \Phi_c(R)_A = \Phi(\Phi_c(R))_A \subseteq \Phi(\gamma_A(R))_A \subseteq \Phi(\gamma_R)_A,
\]

by definition of \( \Phi_c \), the induction hypothesis that \( R_B \subseteq \Phi(\gamma_B(R))_B \) for components \( B \) of \( A \), and \( \Phi \subseteq \gamma_R \) (Lemma 2.5.13). Thus, \( R \subseteq \Phi(\gamma_R) \) as required. \( \square \)

We are now in the position to construct a model for the logic \( \text{FOL}_\varphi \). Since formulas of the form \( s \sim t \) will be interpreted in the approximations of \( \Phi_c \)-bisimilarity, the first step is to define these approximations.

**Definition 5.2.19.** The chain of approximations of compressed observational bisimilarity is the sequence \( \overrightarrow{\Phi_c} \in [\omega^{\text{op}}, \text{Rel}] \) defined inductively by

\[
\overrightarrow{\Phi_c}(0) := I := \Lambda^{=} \times \Lambda^{=}
\]

\[
\overrightarrow{\Phi_c}(n + 1) := \Phi_c(\overrightarrow{\Phi_c}(n)).
\]

Note that this is indeed an \( \omega^{\text{op}} \)-chain because \( \overrightarrow{\Phi_c}(I)(n) \supseteq \overrightarrow{\Phi_c}(I)(n + 1) \) for all \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) by \( I \supseteq \Phi(I) \) and monotonicity of \( \Phi_c \).

The crucial result is now that we can prove observational equivalence of two terms by proving that they are related by every approximation of \( \Phi_c \)-bisimilarity.

**Lemma 5.2.20.** Let \( A \) be a type in \( \text{Ty} \) and \( s, t \) terms in \( \Lambda^{=} \). If \( (s, t) \in \overrightarrow{\Phi_c}(n)_A \) for all \( n \in \mathbb{N} \), then \( s \equiv_{\text{obs}} t \).

**Proof.** One first proves that \( \Phi_c \) is \( \omega^{\text{op}} \)-continuous, that is, for any family \( \{R_i\}_{i \in \mathbb{N}} \) of \( = \)-closed relations \( R_i \in \text{Rel} \) with \( R_{i+1} \subseteq R_i \), we have \( \Phi_c(\bigcap_{i \in \mathbb{N}} R_i) = \bigcap_{i \in \mathbb{N}} \Phi_c(R_i) \). This follows easily from the characterisation of \( \Phi \) in Lemma 5.1.8, where care has to be taken only in the case of inductive types. There, the limit preservation crucially requires confluence of the reduction relation in \( \lambda \mu \nu = \). Since \( \Phi_c \) is \( \omega^{\text{op}} \)-continuous, the chain \( \overrightarrow{\Phi_c} \) stabilises, see Definition 2.5.3. Thus, by Lemma 2.5.6, we get that the largest fixed point \( v\Phi_c \in \text{Rel} \) of \( \Phi_c \) is given as \( v\Phi_c = \bigcap_{n \in \mathbb{N}} \overrightarrow{\Phi_c}(n) \), see also [CC79, San09]. Thus, \( s \) and \( t \) are related by \( v\Phi_c \) if and only if they are related by \( \overrightarrow{\Phi_c}(n) \) for every \( n \). Since \( v\Phi_c \) is a \( \Phi_c \)-bisimulation, we obtain \( s \equiv_{\text{obs}} t \) from Lemma 5.2.18. \( \square \)

Recall from Lemma 2.3.3 that \( \mathbb{B} = \{\text{tt}, \text{ff}\} \) is the two-valued Boolean algebra and that \([\omega^{\text{op}}, \mathbb{B}]\) is Cartesian closed, complete and cocomplete (Proposition 2.3.2). For brevity, we denote this category by

\[
\mathbb{T} := [\omega^{\text{op}}, \mathbb{B}].
\]
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Given a set \( I \), we denote the \( I \)-indexed product and coproduct by \( \bigwedge_I \colon \mathcal{T}^I \to \mathcal{T} \) and \( \bigvee_I \colon \mathcal{T}^I \to \mathcal{T} \), respectively. If \( I \) is a two element set, then we denote the resulting binary product and coproduct by \( \wedge \) and \( \vee \). Completeness and cocompleteness also give rise to initial and terminal objects that are given by

\[
\forall n \in \mathbb{N}. \quad 0(n) = \mathbf{f} \quad \text{and} \quad 1(n) = \mathbf{t}.
\]

Finally, the exponential in \( \mathcal{T} \) is denoted by \( \Rightarrow \colon \mathcal{T}^{\mathcal{O}p} \times \mathcal{T} \to \mathcal{T} \), see the discussion after Lemma 2.3.3.

To make the semantics of the logic more readable, we interpret the membership for pairs of terms in the chain \( \bar{\Phi}_c \) as a chain in \( \mathcal{T} \) as follows.

**Definition 5.2.21.** For a type \( A \in \mathcal{T}y \) and terms \( s, t \in \Lambda^-(A) \), we define a chain \( s \simeq_c t \in \mathcal{T} \):

\[
\forall n \in \mathbb{N}. \ (s \simeq_c t)(n) := (s, t) \in \bar{\Phi}_c(n)_A.
\] (5.25)

That \( s \simeq_c t \) is a chain in \( \mathcal{T} \) follows directly from the fact that \( \bar{\Phi}_c \in [\omega^{op}, \mathcal{R}el] \).

The model of \( \mathsf{FOL}_\mathbf{c} \) is now given by the following Kripke-style semantics. Here, \( \triangleright \colon \mathcal{T} \to \mathcal{T} \) is the functor with \( (\triangleright \zeta)(0) = \mathbf{t} \) and \( (\triangleright \zeta)(k + 1) = \zeta(k) \) that we introduced in Lemma 2.3.4. Moreover, we denote by \( \mathbf{a} \) the introduction of a set-theoretic function.

**Definition 5.2.22.** Let \( \varphi \) be a formula of \( \mathsf{FOL}_\mathbf{c} \) with \( \Gamma \vdash \varphi \), see Definition 5.2.1. We define for \( \sigma \in \text{Subst}(\mathcal{O}N; \Gamma) \) a chain \([\varphi](\sigma) \in \mathcal{T} \) by induction on \( \varphi \).

\[
\begin{align*}
[\mathbf{f}](\sigma) &:= 0 \\
[s \equiv t](\sigma) &:= \mathbf{a} n. s[\sigma] \equiv t[\sigma] \\
[s \sim t](\sigma) &:= s[\sigma] \approx_c t[\sigma] \\
[\triangleright \varphi](\sigma) &:= \triangleright [\varphi](\sigma) \\
[\varphi \land \psi](\sigma) &:= [\varphi](\sigma) \land [\psi](\sigma) \\
[\varphi \lor \psi](\sigma) &:= [\varphi](\sigma) \lor [\psi](\sigma) \\
[\varphi \rightarrow \psi](\sigma) &:= [\varphi](\sigma) \Rightarrow [\psi](\sigma) \\
[\forall x : A. \varphi](\sigma) &:= \bigwedge_{t \in \mathcal{O}N}. [\varphi](\sigma[x \mapsto t]) \\
[\exists x : A. \varphi](\sigma) &:= \bigvee_{t \in \mathcal{O}N}. [\varphi](\sigma[x \mapsto t])
\end{align*}
\]

Suppose \( \Delta \) is a sequence of formulas with \( \Gamma \vdash \Delta \). Given \( n \in \mathbb{N} \), a formula \( \varphi \) and \( \sigma \in \text{Subst}(\mathcal{O}N; \Gamma) \), we write

\[
\sigma; n \vDash \varphi := [\varphi](\sigma)(n),
\]

and say that \( \varphi \) is satisfied at stage \( n \) and \( \sigma \). Next, given a sequence \( \Delta \) of formulas we say that \( \varphi \) is satisfied under the assumption in \( \Delta \) at \( \sigma \), if whenever all the formulas in \( \Delta \) are satisfied, then \( \varphi \) is satisfied:

\[
\Delta; \sigma; n \vDash \varphi := \text{if } (\forall \psi \in \Delta. \sigma; n \vDash \psi), \text{ then } \sigma; n \vDash \varphi.
\]

Finally, we say that \( \varphi \) is satisfied under the assumptions in \( \Delta \), if \( \Delta; \sigma; n \vDash \varphi \) holds for all \( \sigma \):

\[
\Gamma \mid \Delta; n \vDash \varphi := \forall \sigma \in \text{Subst}(\mathcal{O}N; \Gamma). \Delta; \sigma; n \vDash \varphi.
\]
We note for \( \zeta \in T \) that \( \forall n \in \mathbb{N}, \zeta(n) \) holds if and only if there exists a morphism \( 1 \rightarrow \zeta \) in \( T \). Thus, we frequently use the equivalence
\[
\forall n \in \mathbb{N}. n \vdash \varphi \text{ holds iff the hom-set } T(1, [\varphi]) \text{ is inhabited.}
\]
The following proposition provides a more general formulation of this fact.

**Proposition 5.2.23.** Given a sequence \( \Delta \) of formulas, a formula \( \varphi \) and a substitution \( \sigma \), we have that
\[
\text{there is a morphism } (\bigwedge_{\psi \in \Delta} [\psi](\sigma)) \rightarrow [\varphi](\sigma) \text{ in } T \quad \text{iff} \quad \forall n \in \mathbb{N}. \Delta ; \sigma; n \vdash \varphi.
\]

We now show in a series of lemmas that the axioms of \( \text{FOL}_\bowtie \) are sound for the interpretation in Definition 5.2.22. The final result we aim for is the following theorem.

**Theorem 5.2.24.** The axioms of \( \text{FOL}_\bowtie \) are sound for the interpretation in Definition 5.2.22 in the sense that for all formulas \( \varphi \),
\[
\text{if } \Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \varphi, \text{ then } \forall n \in \mathbb{N}. \Gamma \vdash n \vdash \varphi.
\]

In particular, if \( \vdash s \sim t \), then \( s \equiv_{\text{obs}} t \).

The first step towards proving Theorem 5.2.24 is to show the validity of the rules that make \( \sim \) an equivalence relation. We prove this by appealing to the following result that allows us to infer properties of the approximations \( \Phi \) from compatible up-to techniques, for which we recall from Definition 2.5.10 that \( \Phi^c: L^m \rightarrow L^m \) is given by point-wise application of \( \Phi_c \).

**Lemma 5.2.25.** Let \( T : \text{Rel}^m \rightarrow \text{Rel} \) be \( \Phi_c \)-compatible, that is \( T \circ \Phi^c \subseteq \Phi_c \circ T \). Then we have \( T(\Phi_c(n)^m) \subseteq \Phi_c(n) \) for all \( n \in \mathbb{N} \).

**Proof.** We proceed by induction on \( n \). If \( n = 0 \), then \( \Phi_c(0) = I \) and the claim holds trivially. Otherwise, assume that \( T(\Phi_c(n)^m) \subseteq \Phi_c(n) \) holds for \( n \in \mathbb{N} \), and we prove \( T(\Phi_c(n+1)^m) \subseteq \Phi_c(n+1) \). Indeed, we have
\[
T(\Phi_c(n+1)^m) = T(\Phi_c(\Phi_c(n))^m)
\subseteq \Phi_c(T(\Phi_c(n)^m)) \quad \text{by compatibility}
\subseteq \Phi_c(\Phi_c(n)) \quad \text{by IH and monotonicity of } \Phi_c
= \Phi_c(n+1)
\]
Thus, by induction, \( T(\Phi_c(n)^m) \subseteq \Phi_c(n) \) holds for all \( n \in \mathbb{N} \). \( \square \)

Since we have already investigated some up-to techniques for \( \Phi \), we wish to reuse these techniques for compressed bisimulations. The following result allows us to transfer compatibility of up-to techniques for \( \Phi \) to \( \Phi_c \), if the up-to technique in question is given on each type separately.

**Lemma 5.2.26.** Let \( T : \text{Rel}^m \rightarrow \text{Rel} \) be \( \Phi \)-compatible and assume that \( T \) factors through a family of maps \( \{S_A : \text{Rel}^m_{\bowtie(A)} \rightarrow \text{Rel}_{\bowtie(A)}\}_{A \in \text{TY}} \), in the sense that for any \( m \)-tuple of relations \( \vec{R} \), we have \( T(\vec{R})_A = S_A(\vec{R}_A) \). Under these conditions, \( T \) is also \( \Phi_c \)-compatible.
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Proof. We show that for any \( m \)-tuple \( \vec{R} \) of relations and type \( A \) that \( T(\Phi_c^{\times m}(\vec{R}))_A \subseteq \Phi_c(T(\vec{R}))_A \) by induction on \( A \). If \( A = \rho X. B \), then

\[
T(\Phi_c^{\times m}(\vec{R}))_A = S_A(\Phi_c^{\times m}(\vec{R}))_A
\]
by factorisation of \( T \)
\[
= S_A\Phi_c^{\times m}(\vec{R})_A
\]
by definition of \( \Phi_c \)
\[
= T(\Phi_c^{\times m}(\vec{R}))_A
\]
by factorisation of \( T \)
\[
\subseteq \Phi_c(T(\vec{R}))_A
\]
by compatibility
\[
= \Phi_c(T(\vec{R}))_A
\]
by definition of \( \Phi_c \).

Otherwise, if \( A \) is not a fixed point type, then we have

\[
T(\Phi_c^{\times m}(\vec{R}))_A = S_A(\Phi_c^{\times m}(\vec{R}))_A = S_A(\Phi^{\times m}(\Phi_c^{\times m}(\vec{R}))_A)
\]
by factorisation \( T \)
\[
= T(\Phi_c^{\times m}(\vec{R}))_A
\]
by compatibility
\[
\subseteq \Phi_c(T(\vec{R}))_A
\]
by definition of \( \Phi_c \).

Thus \( T(\Phi_c^{\times m}(\vec{R}))_A \subseteq \Phi_c(T(\vec{R}))_A \) holds for all \( \vec{R} \) and \( A \), hence \( T \) is \( \Phi_c \)-compatible. \( \square \)

We now use Lemma 5.2.25 to obtain soundness of the rules (RefI), (Sym) and (Trans).

Lemma 5.2.27. The chain \( \approx_c \) is an equivalence relation and is closed under conversion at each stage. More precisely, for all \( A \in Ty \) and \( r, s, t, u \in \Lambda=\!(A) \), there are the following morphisms in \( T \).

1. \( 1 \to t \approx_c t \) (Reflexivity);
2. \( s \approx_c t \to t \approx_c s \) (Symmetry);
3. \( r \approx_c s \land s \approx_c t \to r \approx_c t \) (Transitivity); and
4. \( s \approx_c t \to r \approx_c u \), if \( r \equiv s \) and \( t \equiv u \) (Conversion closure).

Proof. We prove \([1]-[4]\) by formulating these properties so that we can apply Lemma 5.2.25. This is achieved by using the maps \( \text{RefI} : 1 \to \text{Rel}, \text{Sym} : \text{Rel} \to \text{Rel}, \_,\_ : \text{Rel} \times \text{Rel} \to \text{Rel} \) and \( \text{C}= : \text{Rel} \to \text{Rel} \), where \( \text{RefI} \) maps constantly to the diagonal relation \( \text{Eq} \), \( \text{Sym} \) maps a relation to its inverse, \( \_,\_ \) is the composition of relations, and \( \text{C}= \) closes a relation under conversion. The statement of \([1]-[4]\) is then equivalent to saying for all \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) that \( \text{RefI}(\Phi_c(n)) \subseteq \Phi_c(n) \), \( \text{Sym}(\Phi_c(n)) \subseteq \Phi_c(n) \), \( \Phi_c(n) ; \Phi_c(n) \subseteq \Phi_c(n) \) and \( \text{C}= (\Phi_c(n)) \subseteq \Phi_c(n) \). It remains to show that the maps \( \text{RefI}, \text{Sym}, \_,\_ \) and \( \text{C}= \) are \( \Phi_c \)-compatible, since we then can appeal to Lemma 5.2.25 to obtain the above inclusions. Towards this end, one first shows that these maps are \( \Phi \)-compatible. Compatibility of reflexivity, symmetry and composition has been proved in \([\text{Bon+14}, \text{Sec 4.2}]\), which uses that \( \Phi \) is the canonical relation lifting of \( F \), see Definition 5.1.6 and that \( F \) preserves weak pullbacks. Weak pullback preservation follows directly from the definition of \( F \) in terms of products, coproducts, and the power set functor, see \([\text{GS00}]\). For compatibility of the \( \equiv \)-closure we use that for any relation
The next step is to establish the soundness of the extensionality and congruence rules for \( \sim \). Since the rules \((v\text{-}Ext)\) and \((\mu\text{-}Cong)\) involve the later modality, we first show how this modality can be interpreted over \([\omega^{op}, \text{Rel}]\) and how it can be used to “guard”, cf. [BM13], the unfolding of \( \Phi_c \).

**Lemma 5.2.28.** Let \( \Phi_c^\omega : [\omega^{op}, \text{Rel}] \rightarrow [\omega^{op}, \text{Rel}] \) be given by \( \Phi_c^\omega(S)(n) := \Phi_c(S(n)) \). We have for the functor \( \Rightarrow: [\omega^{op}, \text{Rel}] \rightarrow [\omega^{op}, \text{Rel}] \) defined in Lemma 2.3.4 that

\[
\Phi_c = \Rightarrow(\Phi_c(\Phi_c)).
\]

**Proof.** To show that \( \Phi_c = \Rightarrow(\Phi_c(\Phi_c)) \) for the \( \Phi_c \) from Definition 5.2.19, let \( n \in \mathbb{N} \). Then by Lemma 2.3.4

\[
\Rightarrow(\Phi_c(\Phi_c))(n) = \begin{cases} 
I, & n = 0 \\
\Phi_c(\Phi_c)(k), & n = k + 1
\end{cases}
= \begin{cases} 
I, & n = 0 \\
\Phi_c(\Phi_c(k)), & n = k + 1
\end{cases}
= \Phi_c(n).
\]

Thus, \( \Rightarrow(\Phi_c(\Phi_c))(n) = \Phi_c(n) \) for all \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) and so \( \Phi_c = \Rightarrow(\Phi_c(\Phi_c)) \). \( \square \)

**Lemma 5.2.29.** The rules \((\rightarrow\text{-}Ext), (\times\text{-}Ext), (v\text{-}Ext), (\rightarrow\text{-}Cong)\) and \((\mu\text{-}Cong)\) are sound for the interpretation in Definition 5.2.23. More precisely, the following are isomorphisms in \( \mathbf{T} \).

\[
\begin{align*}
(s \sim_c t) &\equiv \bigwedge_{u \in \text{ON}_A} s u \sim_c t u & \forall s, t : A \rightarrow B \\
(s \sim_c t) &\equiv (\pi_1 s \sim_c \pi_1 t) \wedge (\pi_2 s \sim_c \pi_2 t) & \forall s, t : A \times B \\
(s \sim_c t) &\equiv \Rightarrow(t.\text{out} \sim_c s.\text{out}) & \forall s, t : vX. A \\
(k_i s \sim_c k_i t) &\equiv (t \sim_c s) & \forall i \in \{1, 2\} \text{ and } s, t : A_i \\
(\alpha s \sim_c \alpha t) &\equiv \Rightarrow(t \sim_c s) & \forall s, t : A[\mu X. A/X]
\end{align*}
\]

**Proof.** We show that the premises of the rules imply the corresponding conclusion in each case.

- For function types \( A \rightarrow B \), we first note that for \( s, t \in \Lambda^\equiv(A \rightarrow B) \) the conclusion of an isomorphism \( (s \sim c t) \equiv \bigwedge_{u \in \text{ON}_A} s u \sim_c t u \) simply means that for all \( n \in \mathbb{N} \), \( (s, t) \in \Phi_c(n)_{A \rightarrow B} \iff \forall u \in \text{ON}_A, (s u, t u) \in \Phi_c(n). \) For 0 this is trivial since \( \Phi_c(0) = I \). On the other hand, for \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) we have

\[
\Phi_c(n + 1)_{A \rightarrow B} = \Phi_c(\Phi_c(n))_{A \rightarrow B} = \Phi(\Phi_c(\Phi_c(n)))_{A \rightarrow B} = \Phi(\Phi_c(n + 1))_{A \rightarrow B}.
\]

By Lemma 5.1.8 \( (s, t) \in \Phi_c(\Phi_c(n + 1))_{A \rightarrow B} \) is equivalent to \( \forall u \in \text{ON}_A, (s u, t u) \in \Phi_c(n + 1) \) because \( \Phi_c \) is \( \equiv \)-closed, see Lemma 5.2.27. Thus the desired isomorphism exists.
• The proof of soundness for \((x\text{-Ext})\) and \((\text{+Cong})\) is analogous to that for \((\rightarrow\text{Ext})\).

• To prove soundness of \((v\text{-Ext})\) and \((\mu\text{-Cong})\), we appeal to the identity \(\overrightarrow{\Phi_c} = \nu (\overrightarrow{\Phi_c})\) from Lemma 5.2.28 as follows. Suppose we are given \(s, t \in \Lambda^- (vX.A)\) and \(n \in \mathbb{N}\). Then we have

\[
\begin{align*}
(s, t) \in \nu \left( \Phi_c (\overrightarrow{\Phi_c}) \right) (n)_{vX.A} & \iff \begin{cases} (s, t) \in I_{vX.A}, & n = 0 \\
(s, t) \in \Phi (\overrightarrow{\Phi_c (k)})_{vX.A}, & n = k + 1 \end{cases} \\
& \iff \begin{cases} (s.\text{out}, t.\text{out}) \in I_{A[vX.A/X]}, & n = 0 \\
(s.\text{out}, t.\text{out}) \in \overrightarrow{\Phi_c (k)}_{A[vX.A/X]}, & n = k + 1 \end{cases} \\
& \iff (s.\text{out}, t.\text{out}) \in (\nu \overrightarrow{\Phi_c}) (n)_{A[vX.A/X]},
\end{align*}
\]

where we can apply Lemma 5.1.8 in the second case of \((*)\), since \(\overrightarrow{\Phi_c}\) is closed under convertibility. Combining this relation with \((5.26)\) from Lemma 5.2.28, we obtain

\[
(s \approx_c (n) \iff (s, t) \in \overrightarrow{\Phi_c (n)} \\
\iff (s, t) \in \nu \left( \overrightarrow{\Phi_c (\overrightarrow{\Phi_c})} \right) (n) \text{ by } (5.26) \\
\iff (s.\text{out}, t.\text{out}) \in (\nu \overrightarrow{\Phi_c}) (n) \text{ see above} \\
\iff \nu (s.\text{out} \approx_c t.\text{out}) (n)
\]

which shows that \((v\text{-Ext})\) is sound.

• Similarly, one shows for \(s, t \in \Lambda^- (A[\mu X.A/X])\) and \(n \in \mathbb{N}\) that

\[
(\alpha s, \alpha t) \in \nu \left( \overrightarrow{\Phi_c (\overrightarrow{\Phi_c})} \right) (n) \iff (s, t) \in (\nu \overrightarrow{\Phi_c}) (n),
\]

from which we obtain soundness of \((\mu\text{-Cong})\) by the same reasoning as for \((v\text{-Ext})\). □

Now that we have proven that the axioms for \(\sim\) are correct, we are left with the task to show soundness of the axioms for the later modality (Figure 5.4 on page 130) and of the refinement rules (Figure 5.6 on page 131). The rules (K) and (Nec) for the later modality are instances of the functoriality of \(\nu\) and the next operator in Lemma 2.3.4 for the category T. The soundness of the fixed point rule (\textbf{Löb}) has been proven in Lemma 2.3.5.

To prove the refinement rules correct, we first show that we can replace convertible terms in formulas without affecting their validity. Conveniently, this also proves soundness of the replacement rule for definitional equality.

**Lemma 5.2.30.** Let \(\varphi\) be a formula with \(\Gamma \vdash \varphi\) and \(\sigma, \tau \in \text{Subst(ON}; \Gamma)\). If \(\sigma \equiv \tau\), that is \(\sigma (x) \equiv \tau (x)\) for all \(x \in \text{dom}(\Gamma)\), then \([\varphi]\sigma \equiv [\varphi]\tau\).

**Proof.** We proceed by induction on the formula \(\varphi\). By applying Lemma 5.2.27 to \(s[\sigma] \equiv s[\tau]\) and \(t[\sigma] \equiv t[\tau]\), we have for all terms \(s\) and \(t\) that \([s \sim t]\sigma \equiv [s \sim t]\tau\), which proves the claim in the base case \(\varphi = s \sim t\). All the other cases follow immediately by induction from functoriality of the operations that we used in the definition of \([\cdot]\) in Definition 5.2.22. □
Lemma 5.2.30] allows us now to replace terms of inductive type by their weak head normal forms, which allows us to obtain soundness for the refinement rules.

**Lemma 5.2.31.** The rules (1-Ref), (\(\langle\rangle\)-Ref) and (\(\mu\)-Ref) are sound for the interpretation in Definition 5.2.22, that is, for all \(n \in \mathbb{N}\) we have

i) if \(\Gamma \vdash \Delta[\langle\rangle/x]; n \vDash \varphi[\langle\rangle/x]\), then \(\Gamma, x : 1 \mid \Delta; n \vDash \varphi\);

ii) if \(\Gamma, y_1 : A_1 \mid \Delta[k_1 y_1/x]; n \vDash \varphi[k_1 y_1/x]\) for all \(i \in \{1, 2\}\), then \(\Gamma, x : A_1 + A_2 \mid \Delta; n \vDash \varphi\);

iii) if \(\Gamma, y : A[\mu X. A/X] \mid \Delta[\alpha y/x]; n \vDash \varphi[\alpha y/x]\), then \(\Gamma, x : \mu X. A \mid \Delta; n \vDash \varphi\).

**Proof.** Suppose that \(\varphi\) is a formula with \(\Gamma, x : A_1 + A_2 \vDash \varphi\), and let us assume for all \(n \in \mathbb{N}\) that \(\Gamma, y_1 : A_1 \mid \Delta[k_1 y_1/x]; n \vDash \varphi[k_1 y_1/x]\) holds for all \(i \in \{1, 2\}\). We need to show that \(\Gamma, x : A_1 + A_2 \mid \Delta; n \vDash \varphi\) holds for all \(n \in \mathbb{N}\). Thus, by Proposition 5.2.23, we need to show that if for all \(i \in \{1, 2\}\) and all \(\tau \in \text{Subst}(\text{ON}; \Gamma, x : A_i)\), there are morphisms \(\bigwedge_{\psi \in \Delta} [\psi[\kappa_i y_i/x]](\tau) \rightarrow ([\varphi[\kappa_i y_i/x]](\tau)\), then for all \(\sigma \in \text{Subst}(\text{ON}; \Gamma, x : A_1 + A_2)\), there is \(\bigwedge_{\psi \in \Delta} [\psi](\sigma) \rightarrow ([\varphi](\sigma))\).

So let \(\sigma \in \text{Subst}(\text{ON}; \Gamma, x : A_1 + A_2)\). Since \(\sigma(x) \in \text{ON}_{A_1 + A_2}\), there is an \(i \in \{1, 2\}\) and a \(t\) with \(\sigma(x) = k_i t\). We then define \(\tau := \sigma[x \mapsto k_i t]\) and \(\gamma := \sigma[y_i \mapsto t]\), so that \(\Delta[k_i y_i/x][\gamma] = \Delta[\tau]\) and \(\varphi[k_i y_i/x][\gamma] = \varphi[\tau]\). From the assumptions and Lemma 5.2.30 we then obtain

\[
\bigwedge_{\psi \in \Delta} [\psi](\sigma) \equiv \bigwedge_{\psi \in \Delta} [\psi](\tau) \equiv \bigwedge_{\psi \in \Delta} [\psi[\kappa_i y_i/x]](\gamma) \rightarrow ([\varphi[\kappa_i y_i/x]](\gamma) \equiv [\varphi](\tau) \equiv [\varphi](\sigma),
\]

as required. The proofs for (1-Ref) and (\(\mu\)-Ref) are completely analogous. \(\square\)

We can now put everything together to show soundness of FOL\(\mu\)’s proof system.

**Proof of Theorem 5.2.24.** To prove that \(\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \varphi\) implies \(\Gamma \mid \Delta; n \vDash \varphi\) for all \(n \in \mathbb{N}\), one proceeds by induction on the proof tree that witnesses \(\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \varphi\). The cases for the standard rules of intuitionistic logic in Figure 5.2 are thereby given by the properties of the Boolean algebra \(\mathbb{B}\), see Proposition 2.3.2 and Lemma 2.3.3. It only should be noted that these rules are sound because of the way we handle variables in FOL\(\mu\), and because there is no strengthening rule, see the discussions [LS88, p. 131] and [Jac99, p. 231]. Soundness of the rules for definitional equality (Figure 5.3) are given by Lemma 5.2.30 and by convertibility being an equivalence relation. Next, soundness for the \(\sim\)-rules in Figure 5.4 is given by Lemma 5.2.27 and Lemma 5.2.29. The rules for the later modality in Figure 5.5 are valid by Lemma 2.3.4 and Lemma 2.3.5. Finally, the rules in Figure 5.6 are proved correct in Lemma 5.2.31. The special case for \(\varphi = s \sim t\) gives us that \(\vdash s \sim t\) implies \(s, t \in \widehat{\Phi}_\epsilon(n)\) for all \(n \in \mathbb{N}\). By Lemma 5.2.20 we then obtain \(s \equiv_{\text{obs}} t\), as required. \(\square\)

Now that we have established a model for the logic FOL\(\mu\), one might ask whether we can prove any observational equivalence. In other words, we may ask whether FOL\(\mu\) is complete for observational equivalence. We answer this question negatively in the following example.

**Example 5.2.32 (Incompleteness).** We define for each type \(A \in \text{Ty}\) a term \(\delta\) : Nat \(\rightarrow A^0 \rightarrow A^0\) that iteratively takes the tail of an input stream:

\[
\delta 0 \quad s = s
\]

\[
\delta (\text{suc } n) s = \delta n (s.tl)
\]
Note that the first argument of inductive type (Nat) introduces an observation on a coinductive type in the second case of δ's definition. This leads to the a problem if we want to prove properties of δ in FOL. For example, we clearly have (δ n s).tl ≡_{obs} δ n (s.tl) for all n ∈ ONNat and s ∈ ONA^ω, because n ≡ m for some m ∈ N and thus

\[(δ n s).tl ≡ (δ m s).tl ≡ (s.tl^m).tl ≡_{obs} (s.tl).tl^m ≡ δ n (s.tl)\.

If we try to prove this in FOL, we encounter the following problem though. Let φ be the formula ∀n.∀s. (δ n s).tl ∼ δ n (s.tl), which we aim to prove. We can start a proof for φ:

\[
\begin{align*}
& (∀ s.tl) \equiv s.tl \equiv δ 0 (s.tl) \\
& ▶ φ \vdash (δ 0 s).tl \sim δ 0 (s.tl) \\
& \frac{n : Nat, s : A^ω | ▶ φ \vdash (δ n (s.tl)).tl \sim δ n (s.tl)}{n : Nat, s : A^ω | ▶ φ \vdash (δ suc n) .s.tl \sim δ (suc n) (s.tl)} \\
& ▶ φ \vdash φ \\
& ⊢ φ
\end{align*}
\]

The problem arises if we try to fill the question marks. By instantiating the quantifiers with n and s.tl, we can obtain by (5.13) and (∀-E) from ▶ φ only

\[▶ ((δ n (s.tl)).tl ≜ δ n (s.tl).tl),\]

from which we have to remove the later modality to fill the question marks. But since this is not sound, φ cannot be proven in this way. Indeed, the problem is that we have to prove φ by using induction on n, but the resulting later modality does not interact well with the tail observation on the coinductive type of streams. In other words, we are not able to carry out proofs by induction on elements coinductive types.

Let us finish this section with remarking on our use of the terms “induction” and “coinduction” in reference to proofs in FOL. One can show that the usual induction and coinduction schemes are derivable in FOL, only with the difference that the later modality appears in the induction and coinduction hypotheses. More precisely, one first defines for a type A with X ⊩ A : Ty a predicate lifting \(\bar{A}\) and a relation lifting \(\bar{A}\) that are subject to the following two rules. In these rules, A[−] is the action of the type A as in Definition 3.3.1.

\[
\begin{align*}
& Γ, x : B ⊩ φ \\
& \frac{Γ, x : A[B] ⊩ \bar{A}(φ)}{Γ, x : A[B] × A[C] ⊩ \bar{A}(φ)}
\end{align*}
\]

The definition of these liftings follows thereby the definition of liftings by Hermida and Jacobs [4] for polynomial functor.

Given a formula φ on the least fixed point type \(μX. A\), that is, with Γ, x : μX. A ⊩ φ, one can show that the following induction principle for φ is derivable in FOL.

\[
Γ | △ ⊩ ∀y : A[μX. A]. \bar{A}(φ)[y] \rightarrow φ[α y]
\]

To establish a coinduction principle, let B ∈ Ty and C ∈ Ty, and let c : B → A[B] and d : C → A[C] be coalgebras. Moreover, assume that we are given a relation between B and C in form of a formula
5.3. (Un)Decidability of Observational Equivalence

In this section, we present two results concerning decidability of observational equivalence. The first just makes precise the intuitive assertion that, in general, observational equivalence is undecidable. The second result, however, establishes a fragment of $\lambda \mu \nu =* $ on which observational equivalence actually becomes decidable. This fragment is admittedly rather small, but still an interesting start. Since this fragment contains non-terminating terms, the algorithm that checks observational equivalence has to check at the same time for observational normalisation. We thereby show that also observational normalisation is decidable in this fragment of $\lambda \mu \nu =* $.

5.3.1. Observational Equivalence is Undecidable

Proposition 5.3.1. Observational inequivalence is semi-decidable on $\text{ON}_A$-terms.

Proof. Let $t_1, t_2$ be two terms in $\text{ON}_A$. To decide whether $t_1 \not\equiv_{\text{obs}} t_2$ we can enumerate all tests on $A$ and check for each of them whether $t_1$ and $t_2$ do not satisfy it simultaneously. This gives a procedure that terminates, if $t_1 \not\equiv_{\text{obs}} t_2$. We now show that it is impossible to give a general algorithm that checks observational inequivalence via an encoding of Post's correspondence problem (PCP). This shows that observational equivalence is undecidable.

Let $A$ be a finite alphabet with at least two letters, and $w = (w_1, \ldots, w_N)$ and $v = (v_1, \ldots, v_N)$ sequences of words over $A$. A solution to the PCP for $\langle w, v \rangle$ is a finite sequence $(i_k)_{1 \leq k \leq K}$ such that for all $k \in \{1, \ldots, K\}$, $1 \leq i_k \leq N$, and

$$w_{i_1} \cdots w_{i_K} = v_{i_1} \cdots v_{i_K}.$$  (5.27)

It is known to be undecidable whether a solution exists for any given $\langle w, v \rangle$. The idea of the encoding of the PCP, which we are about to give, is to define a decidable predicate on finite sequences that contains all lists for which (5.27) holds. This is carried out in the following way.

We begin by defining the relevant data structures as types, and basic functions on them. Let $A$ have $n$ letters, so that we can encode $A$ as the sum $A = 1 + \cdots + 1$. Words over $A$ are given by lists $A^* = \mu X. 1 + A \times X$, thus a word $w$ can be written as a sequence of constructors, and concatenation of lists $\cdot$ can be defined inductively in the usual way. We can also define predicates $eq_A : A \times A \rightarrow \text{Bool}$ and $eq_L : A^* \times A^* \rightarrow \text{Bool}$ that are computable on observationally normalising arguments, such that

$$eq_A x = \top \iff x \cdot \text{pr}_1 = x \cdot \text{pr}_2$$
$$eq_L y = \top \iff y \cdot \text{pr}_1 = y \cdot \text{pr}_2.$$
Finally, we encode the set of numbers \( \{0, \ldots, N - 1\} \) with the type \( \widehat{N} = \mu X. \widehat{N} + \widehat{N} \times X \).

To reduce an instance \( \langle w, v \rangle \) of PCP to observational equivalence, we define a map \( h \) which given a sequence \( u = (i_k)_{1 \leq k \leq K} \) computes the pair \( \langle w_{i_1} \cdots w_{i_K}, v_{i_1} \cdots v_{i_K} \rangle \), a predicate \( P \) which tests whether a sequence is a solution, and the empty predicate \( P \) by

\[
\begin{align*}
\mbox{h : } \widehat{N}^+ & \rightarrow A^* \times A^* \\
\mbox{h } i & = \langle w_i, v_i \rangle \\
\mbox{h } (i : u) & = \langle w_i \cdot ((h u).pr_1), v_i \cdot ((h u).pr_2) \rangle \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
P &: \widehat{N}^+ \rightarrow \mathsf{Bool} \\
\mbox{P \mathsf{\perp} } &: \widehat{N}^+ \rightarrow \mathsf{Bool} \\
P \mathsf{\perp} u &= \perp \\
\end{align*}
\]

Hence, for \( u : \widehat{N}^+ \), \( P \equiv \top \) if and only if \( u \) solves the PCP for \( \langle w, v \rangle \), and \( P \) is clearly computable for \( \mathsf{ON} \) terms. Moreover, since observational inequivalence is witnessed by tests, \( P \not\equiv_{\mathsf{obs}} P \mathsf{\perp} \) means that there is a \( \varphi \in \mathsf{Tests}_{\widehat{N}^+ \rightarrow \mathsf{Bool}} \) such that \( P \models \varphi \) and \( P \mathsf{\perp} \nvdash \varphi \). We may assume that such a \( \varphi \) is of the form \( \varphi = [u] [\top, \bot] \) for some \( u : \widehat{N}^+ \) so that \( P u \equiv \top \), and \( u \) is a solution to the PCP. Thus, if we can find \( \varphi \), we can solve the PCP. In other words, \( P \not\equiv_{\mathsf{obs}} P \mathsf{\perp} \) if and only if the PCP for \( \langle w, v \rangle \) has a solution.

In summary, if for all terms \( t_1, t_2 \) it is decidable whether there is a test that distinguishes \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \), then the PCP is decidable, hence observational equivalence cannot be decidable.

\[ \square \]

### 5.3.2. Decidability on a Language Fragment

Even though observational equivalence is undecidable on the full language, there is a fragment of the language on which we can decide it. Analysing the encoding of Post’s correspondence problem, we find that the encoding crucially requires functions. Indeed, once we forbid terms of function type, observational equivalence becomes decidable.

More precisely, we fix a declaration block \( \Sigma \), and consider terms that are well-typed within \( \Sigma \) in the following restricted syntax:

\[
t ::= f \mid \kappa_i t \mid \alpha t \mid t.pr_1 \mid t.pr_2 \mid t.out
\]

\[
D ::= \{ \cdot.pr_1 \mapsto t_1 ; \cdot.pr_2 \mapsto t_2 \} \mid \{ \cdot.out \mapsto t \}.
\]

That is, in this restricted calculus we cannot form terms of function type, copatterns have only one layer, and \( \lambda \)-abstraction is excluded. It should be noted that one-layer copatterns and excluding \( \lambda \)-abstraction do not pose any limitations, as we can first unroll nested copatterns into nested \( \lambda \)-abstractions and then introduce for each \( \lambda \)-abstraction a new symbol into the signature. These transformations preserve observational equivalence.

In this restricted calculus, Algorithm 1 decides whether two terms are observationally equivalent, returning a witnessing test if they are not or a bisimulation up-to convertibility if they are. The
5.3. (Un)Decidability of Observational Equivalence

Algorithm 1: Decide whether two terms are observationally equivalent

CheckBisim\(t_1, t_2 \in \text{ON}_A, R \in \text{Rel}^\infty\) : Tests + Rel\(^\infty\)

**Invariant:** If \(t_1 R A t_2\), then \(R\) is a bisimulation up-to convertibility.

if \(t_1 R A t_2\) then return \(R\)

Add \((t_1, t_2)\) to \(R\)

Bring \(t_1\) and \(t_2\) into WHNF

case \(t_1 = f_i\) with \((f_i : A = D_i) \in \Sigma\) do
  case \(D_1 = \{ \text{.pr}_1 \mapsto r_1 ; \ldots \} \) and \(D_2 = \{ \text{.pr}_2 \mapsto r_2 ; \ldots \} \) do
    \(R' \leftarrow \text{UpdateTest}(\lambda \varphi. \langle \pi_1 \rangle \varphi, \text{CheckBisim}(r_1, s, R))\)
    \(\text{UpdateTest}(\lambda \varphi. \langle \pi_2 \rangle \varphi, \text{CheckBisim}(r_2, s, R'))\)
  end

case \(t_1 = \text{.out} \mapsto r\) and \(D_2 = \{ \text{.out} \mapsto s\}\) do
  \(\text{UpdateTest}(\lambda \varphi. \langle \xi \rangle \varphi, \text{CheckBisim}(r, s, R))\)
end

\(\text{UpdateTest}(f : \text{Tests} \rightarrow \text{Tests}, U \in \text{Tests} + \text{Rel}\(^\infty\)) : \text{Tests} + \text{Rel}\(^\infty\)\)

case \(U\) is a test \(\varphi\) do return \(f(\varphi)\)

case \(U\) is a relation \(R\) do return \(R\)
end

\(\text{CoprodTest}(i, \varphi)\)

case \(i = 1\) then return \(\varphi, \perp\) else return \(\perp, \varphi\)
end

Notation we use in the algorithm is similar to that of monadic Haskell-code, where we treat \(\text{Tests} + (-)\) as a monad and we use the left-arrow notation\(^1\).

Informally, the algorithm works as follows. It compares recursively the given terms according to what it requires to fulfill the same tests. If that fails, it builds up a test witnessing this, while returning from the recursion. Otherwise, it puts the given pair of terms in the bisimulation candidate \(R\) and tries to close \(R\) recursively. Once it arrives at a pair that has already been compared, it returns the constructed relation, which is closed at that point.

Termination of the algorithm is ensured by the fact that a term \(t\) in the fixed declaration block \(\Sigma\) essentially generates a finite subsystem of the term transition system, as we explain now. Modulo reduction to WHNF, the only way of creating a term of inductive type is by a finite sequence of constructors, hence we can remove only finitely many such. For coinductive types, on the other hand, a WHNF must be a symbol in \(\Sigma\), hence we must eventually reach a pair of symbols that are already in the relation, as there are only \(|\Sigma|^2\) such pairs. Therefore, the algorithm terminates.

We will now make these arguments precise.

---

\(^1\)Implementation: https://github.com/hbasold/ObservationalEquiv/blob/master/DecideEquiv

---
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**Theorem 5.3.2.** Let \( t_1, t_2 \in \text{ON}_A \) be in the restricted language. Then the following holds.

(i) If CheckBisim\((t_1, t_2, 0)\) returns a test \( \varphi \), then \( (t_1 \vDash \varphi) \neq (t_2 \vDash \varphi) \).

(ii) If CheckBisim\((t_1, t_2, 0)\) returns a relation \( R \), then \( R \) is a bisimulation up-to convertibility and we have \( (t_1, t_2) \in R_A \).

(iii) CheckBisim\((t_1, t_2, 0)\) terminates.

**Proof.**  
(i) This is very easy to see, as we only stop with a test if the constructors for elements of a sum type do not match and then trace back the observations we made to get to the sum constructors.

(ii) We prove the invariant given at the beginning of CheckBisim: If \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) are related by \( R \), then \( R \) is already a bisimulation up-to convertibility. Since \( \emptyset \) fulfils this and we return \( R \) without further changes, the statement of the theorem follows.

So assume that \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) are not yet related by \( R \), in which case the pair is added and we continue on the WHNF of these terms. In all cases, we recurse on elements of \( \delta(t_1) \) and \( \delta(t_2) \), where \( \delta \) is the transition system that we defined in Section 5.1.1. This means that, in the recursion step, if these elements are already in \( R \), we indeed have found a bisimulation. For example, if \( A = B_1 \times B_2 \) and \( t_i = f_i \) with \( (f_i : A = D_i) \in \Sigma \), then \( \delta(t_i)(j) = \{ t' : B_j \mid t' \equiv \pi_j t \} \) for \( j = 1, 2 \) and, in particular, \( r_j \in \delta(f_1)(j) \) and \( s_j \in \delta(f_2)(j) \). Since, as a result of CheckBisim\((r_1, s_1, R)\), \( R' \) is a bisimulation up-to convertibility and contains \( (r_1, s_1) \), the result of CheckBisim\((r_2, s_2, R')\) contains \( (r_1, s_1) \), \( (r_2, s_2) \) and is a bisimulation up-to convertibility as well. Therefore, the invariant is preserved.

(iii) We use the following two termination measures: \( n \), the maximum of the sizes of the terms \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \), and \( m = |\Sigma|^2 - \# \text{pairs of symbols in } R \). On the recursive calls of CheckBisim for inductive types, \( n \) strictly decreases and for coinductive types, \( m \) strictly decreases (though \( n \) might increase in this case). Thus \( m \) becomes eventually 0, meaning that all symbols of \( \Sigma \) have been related with each other. From here on, \( n \) must decrease until it becomes 1, at which point \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) must be symbols from \( \Sigma \) and are thus related. Hence, CheckBisim stops and returns \( R \). \( \square \)

After having proved that we can decide observational equivalence on observationally normalising terms, one might ask whether observational normalisation is a decidable property. The answer to this question is indeed yes and we describe the idea for a decision procedure in the following.

We have seen that \( \text{ON} \) is the largest predicate that is contained in \( \text{SN} \) and is closed under \( \delta \)-steps. This can be leveraged, just as we did for observational equivalence, by constructing recursively a predicate that contains strongly normalising terms, giving, again as before, a terminating procedure, if we can decide strong normalisation. In the restricted calculus, we only need to decide whether there is a WHNF though, since

1. there is always a unique reduction sequence and

2. we check strong normalisation by continuing to check recursively for observational normalisation under constructors.
5.4. Discussion

So we are left with the task to decide whether a term has a WHNF. This can be done by trying to reduce the term to a WHNF and storing every term in the reduction sequence in a predicate that witness whether a term has no WHNF. If we reach a term a second time in the reduction sequence, we know that there can be no WHNF. For the same reasons as before, this eventually terminates due to the fact that terms can make only finitely many transitions.

We illustrate this with an example of a term that has no WHNF.

**Example 5.3.3.** Let Σ be the following declaration block.

\[
\begin{align*}
grow : & \text{Nat} \times \text{Nat}^\omega \\
grow.pr_1 &= 0 \\
grow.pr_2 &= \text{grow.pr}_2.\text{out.pr}_2
\end{align*}
\]

The term grow.pr₂ leads to the following reduction sequence

\[
grow.pr_2 \rightarrow grow.pr_2.\text{out.pr}_2 \rightarrow grow.pr_2.\text{out.pr}_2.\text{out.pr}_2 \rightarrow \cdots
\]

which is obviously diverging. We can show this with the following predicate that the decision procedure constructs.

\[
\begin{align*}
P_{\text{Nat}^\omega} &= \{\text{grow.pr}_2, \text{grow.pr}_2.\text{out.pr}_2\} \\
P_{\text{Nat} \times \text{Nat}^\omega} &= \{\text{grow.pr}_2.\text{out}\} \\
P_C &= \emptyset, \text{ all other types } C
\end{align*}
\]

That \(P\) indeed proves that \text{grow.pr}_2 has no WHNF is seen as follows. In order to reduce \text{grow.pr}_2, we need to reduce \text{grow.pr}_2.\text{out.pr}_2, thus we need to make a reduction step on \text{grow.pr}_2.\text{out}, which in turn needs a reduction of \text{grow.pr}_2. Since all of these terms are in \(P\), we have found a loop in the reduction sequence, hence \text{grow.pr}_2 has no WHNF. □

This procedure to decide the (non-)existence of a weak head normal form can also be found in the above mentioned implementation.

5.4. Discussion

The purpose of the present chapter was to find better ways of proving observational equivalence for \(\lambda\mu\nu=\)-programs than mere induction on tests. This led us to study three very different approaches: a coinduction proof principle, a syntactic proof system and automatic proofs for a fragment of \(\lambda\mu\nu=\). We obtained the first method, the coinduction principle, by showing that there is a labelled transition system on terms, for which the largest bisimulation relation is given by observational equivalence. A major advantage of the coinduction principle over the test induction is that the former can be drastically improved by using so-called up-to techniques. In Section 5.1.3, we demonstrated on an example how the coinduction principle and up-to techniques can be used to prove complex properties.

The example in Section 5.1.3 showed also that, even if observational equivalence can be characterised coinductively, equivalences between functions with inductive domain require an induction
principle for inductive types. In that example, we implemented such an induction principle in form of an up-to technique, but this came at the cost of largely obscuring the proof. We found that the reason for this obscurity is that the program equivalence in Section 5.1.3 would naturally be shown by a mutual coinduction and two induction proofs. This mutual proof is, however, stratified in the approach that we took by implementing induction as an up-to technique for the coinduction principle. Such a stratification leads then to complicated proof goals, which take away from the actual result we set out to prove. Thus, the next step is to find a proof method that supports induction and coinduction equally well.

In Section 5.2, we introduced the logic FOL\textsubscript{\textbullet} for observational equivalence that has two important features: it treats induction and coinduction on a par, and it allows the discovery of proof goals in the proof construction. The need for the former was discussed above. Discovering proof goals while constructing a proof, on the other hand, lifts another burden of the usual coinduction principle, namely that one has to guess a bisimulation relation beforehand. This can be a tricky task, as we have seen in the extensive example. The need for guessing a bisimulation can be overcome by using so-called parameterised coinduction, but we refrain here from introducing another complication. Instead, we endowed the logic FOL\textsubscript{\textbullet} with a proof system, which allows us to refer back to previous steps in a proof and thereby removing the need for guessing proof goals up-front, similarly to what cyclic proof systems achieve.

An interesting aspect of the logic FOL\textsubscript{\textbullet}, or actually its soundness proof, is that up-to techniques are still used “under the hood”, in the sense that we use up-to techniques in order to show that the axioms of the logic are sound for observational equivalence, see Lemma 5.2.27. The difference between the axioms in the logic and the up-to techniques is that in the former case we do not need to explicitly assemble the up-to techniques that are used in a proof, see also the discussion after Example 5.1.11. In Section 5.1.3 we avoided the explicit assembly of compatible up-to techniques by using the companion instead. Appealing to the companion in a proof is of course fine as far as correctness is concerned, but one loses any sense of what the actual content of that proof is. More specifically, the companion is defined impredicatively, that is, the companion itself is already included in the join that defines the companion, see Definition 2.5.12. This fact is what makes it impossible to extract from proofs that involve the companion a bisimulation. Thus, such proof “feel magical” and lose any constructive content. The proof trees of FOL\textsubscript{\textbullet}, on the other hand, implicitly record all uses of up-to techniques, since each proof step is annotated by the corresponding proof rule, which in turn might refer to an up-to technique through the soundness proof. Thus, we can recover from a proof tree all up-to techniques that appear in a proof, without having to explicitly assemble an up-to technique for that proof.

In Section 5.3, we concerned ourselves with the question whether observational equivalence can be automatically proven. We showed there that observational equivalence is indeed decidable on a fragment of the calculus $\lambda\mu\nu=\$, by exhibiting an algorithm that outputs either a bisimulation or a counterexample. Moreover, we also proved that observational equivalence is in general undecidable, which shows the limit of the automatic approach to proving observational equivalence.

### Related Work

**Program Properties as Coinductive Predicates** In Chapter 4, we discussed some work that relates to our notion of observational equivalence. One particular piece of work that we discussed there is also relevant here: Abramsky [Abr90] introduces, what he calls, *applicative bisimilarity*
to reason about the equivalence of $\lambda$-terms. What is interesting about his work, is that Abramsky
defines applicative bisimilarity using the $\omega^op$-chain construction, which appears here in Lemma 5.2.20
and then shows that applicative bisimilarity coincides with a notion of contextual equivalence. This
approach is very similar to the result of Section 5.1.2, namely that observational equivalence is the
largest observational bisimulation. However, it is clear that we are dealing with a different notion
of (program) context, since Abramsky compares programs in any context, whereas we restrict to
those contexts that arise from tests. In particular, we only allow observationally normalising terms
as function arguments, whereas in the contextual equivalence in [Abr90] any term is allowed as
function argument.

There is another crucial difference with Abramsky’s work: In order to prove two $\lambda$-terms $M, N$
to be applicative bisimilar, one tries to reduce both terms to a $\lambda$-abstraction, say $\lambda x. M'$ and $\lambda x. N'$,
and then shows that for any term $P$ that $M'[P/x]$ and $N'[P/x]$ are applicative bisimilar. If we adopt this
definition to our setting, then this leads to another notion of equivalence because we then also take
weak head normalisation for terms of function type (or more generally, of coinductive type) into
account. That is to say, to show that terms $s, t$ of type $A \rightarrow B$ are applicative bisimilar, we first try
to reduce $s$ to either $\lambda \cdot x \mapsto s'$ or to $f$ with $(f : A \rightarrow B = \{ x \mapsto s' \}) \in \Sigma$, and similarly for $t$
and some $t'$. Having found these WHNFs, we require then that for all $u \in ON_A$ that $s'[u/x]$ and $t'[u/x]$
are again applicative bisimilar. It is clear that this leads to a different notion of equivalence because
first of all we take normalisation of function to WHNFs into account. But more importantly, this
way of observing the behaviour of terms is not part of the language $\lambda \mu \nu =$, thus it might be possible
to show that up-to-context is a sound up-to technique for this notion of applicative bisimilarity, cf. Note 33.

Some evidence that supports this conjecture is provided by the work of Sangiorgi et al. [SKS11],
where applicative bisimilarity is replaced by so-called *environmental bisimilarity*. An environmental
bisimulation is thereby a relation between terms relative to a set of possible arguments for the
related terms (the environment). The bisimulation condition is very similar to that for applicative
bisimilarity, namely that one first tries to find a WHNF and then substitute arguments, only that the
arguments in this case come from the corresponding environment. This definition allows Sangiorgi
et al. to show that environmental bisimilarity is a congruence and that up-to-context is a sound
up-to technique.

Another notion of bisimilarity between terms has been studied by Sumii and Pierce [SP07]. The
intention there was to find an alternative to logical relations [Pit00] for languages with recursive
types. Also here, the same differences arise from comparing terms on the basis of weak head normal
forms, as we discussed above for applicative and environmental bisimilarity.

This also gives us the opportunity to discuss logical relations as another way of reasoning about
program equivalence or, more specifically, contextual equivalence. These were introduced by Pitts
[Pit00] because properties of contextual equivalence are hard or even impossible to prove by induction
on contexts. For the polymorphic lambda calculus $\lambda 2$ (or System F) [Gir72; Rey74], logical relations
have turned out to be a valuable proof tool. However, logical relations cannot be used that easily
for systems with recursive types because logical relations are usually defined by induction on types,
which is impossible for recursive types. There has been some work to overcome this problem,
see [BH99; CH07] and the discussion in [SP07], but it seems that bisimulations are a better choice
to reason in the presence of recursive types. Moreover, the definition of what a bisimulation on
terms is can be varied, depending on which kind of observations on programs one is interested,
cf. [San11].

Apart from studies specifically about program equivalences, the work on bisimilarity, and coinductive predicates in general, is relevant here. Especially useful were to us coalgebras and general notions of bisimilarity [Has+13, HJ97, Rut00, Sta11] and the investigations on up-to techniques, both lattice theoretically [Pou07, Pou16, PS11] and category theoretically [Bon+14, PR17, Rot+17]. The usefulness of the coalgebraic approach to defining and proving program properties stems from its wide applicability, which arises because coalgebras and the accompanying notions are defined independently of any programming language or semantics. However, we have also seen that there are currently limits to the applicability of existing tools, see in particular Note 33 and Note 32.

A First-Order Logic for Observational Equivalence

Let us now discuss the work that is related to our logic FOL∗ for observational equivalence. First of all, since the logic contains intuitionistic first order logic and has a Gentzen-style sequent calculus as proof system, the corresponding pieces of work like [Gen35] and [TvD88, Chap. 10] apply. Similarly relevant is also the literature about the provability logic of Löb as origin of the later modality as it was used by Nakano [Nak00] and later by Appel et al. [App+07] for (semantical) type construction and type checking. In particular, the correspondence between the Löb logic and transitive, well-founded Kripke-frames [SV82, Smo85, Sol76] is of interest here. This correspondence tells us that the Löb logic characterises (well-founded) induction [Bek99] and even fixed points [Smo85, Thm. 3.15] in a parameter-free way.

But let us be a bit more specific in the comparison. Upon discussing coinductive proof systems that are not based on explicit bisimulations, the most prominent example that comes to mind is the system Circ by Roşu and Lucanu [RL09]. When it comes to universally quantified equivalences, Circ is likely to be as expressive as FOL∗. The more complicated first-order formulas that are available in FOL∗ are not expressible in Circ. Also, induction was not available in the original system but has been added later to the implementation [Gor+11]. Interestingly, this induction principle also arises in Circ through the same so-called freezing mechanism as coinduction does. This suggests that freezing is strongly related to the way we use the later modality in FOL∗. In particular, it seems that the rule [Derive] in [RL09] is a combination of our (Löb)-rule with (ν-Ext). However, there is a major difference between the two approaches: the soundness proof for Circ is monolithic in the sense that one can only show that a completed proof is correct. In contrast, in FOL∗ the correctness of a proof is ensured locally for each proof rule, thereby allowing for a modular soundness proof, see Section 5.2.2 and easier proof checking, see Definition 5.2.4.

More generally, the proof system of FOL∗ shares with cyclic proof systems that it has no explicit induction or coinduction scheme, see also in the introduction, therefore proof discovery becomes much more natural. On the other hand, FOL∗ has the advantage over cyclic proof systems that there is no global correctness condition on proofs, rather each derivation step ensures the correctness of a proof locally. This drastically simplifies the soundness proof and proof checking for FOL∗, as we have discussed above in the comparison to Circ.

Another approach to proving properties about programs and to logic in general is (dependent) type theory. This view on logic is going to be the subject of the next two chapters, thus we postpone a further discussion of this approach for now. Let us just mention Agda [Agd15] as implementation of an advanced type theory, in which transitivity of the substream relation has a short and crisp proof, in contrast to our development in Section 5.1.3. There are several reasons for that. First of all, we had to develop an induction principle from scratch, which is already part of Agda’s type
Second, Agda carries out all the computations automatically that we had to derive by hand in the proof of Proposition 5.1.19. Finally, the stratification of induction and coinduction makes the bisimulation-based proof more involved than necessary. Despite the deficits of the approach in Section 5.1.3, this should be seen of a study of the principles behind mixed inductive-coinductive reasoning, which should enable us to develop useful and well-understood proof techniques.

On the semantical side, Dreyer et al. [DAB11] have used approximations of logical relations that are indexed by their corresponding approximation depth. This solves the problem, which we mentioned above, that logical relations cannot be directly used to prove contextual equivalence for programs in languages with recursive types. Dreyer et al. then go ahead and devise a syntax for a logic that encompasses first-order logic over term and type variables, second order logic for (logical) relations, and fixed points of relation transformers. They ensure thereby that the fixed points of relation transformers are well-defined by requiring that the fixed point variable only occurs under a later modality. This guarantees that the relation transformer is contractive, which in turn allows the approximation of its fixed point through an $\omega$-chain construction. The outcome of the efforts in [DAB11] is then a collection of inference rules that hold on the semantics of these formulas. These rules are close to that of FOL, only that they are tailored towards capturing contextual equivalence, cf. the discussion above.

In later work, Birkedal et al. [Bir+11] developed the approach of step-indexing further to give an axiomatic description of domain theoretic constructions by using the later modality. Based on this, Birkedal and Møgelberg [BM13] and Møgelberg [Møg14] developed programming languages, in which well-definedness of recursive definitions is ensured through type-annotations. In [Biz+16b], this language was then extended to a dependent type theory. Since a dependent type theory can serve as a vehicle for intuitionistic logic, one might expect that our logic FOL could be construed in the theory of Bizjak et al. [Biz+16b]. However, there is a crucial point that prevents this. Take for example the type of streams over A and observational equivalence on that type. Recall that we have defined streams to be given by the type $\nu X. A \times X$, thus the obligations for proving $s \sim_{A^\omega} t$ were that $s.hd \sim_A t.hd$ and $\triangleright (s.tl \sim_{A^\omega} t.tl)$, see Example 5.2.12. In contrast in the type theory proposed ibid., streams over A are given by the type $Str_A$ with $Str_A = fix X. A \times \triangleright X$, where fix is a general fixed point operator and $\triangleright$ is the type theoretical equivalent of the later modality that we used here. For an extension of the type theory [Bir+16], it was then shown that the identity type on streams (cf. Chapter 7), which is denoted by $Id_{Str_A}(s, t)$ for s and t of type $Str_A$, is isomorphic to $Id_A(hd s, hd t) \times Id_{Str_A}(tl s, tl t)$. This resembles our Lemma 5.2.29 with the slight, but very crucial, difference that here the later modality is pushed into the underlying data type, whereas the later modality stays in our setting on the level of propositions about that data type. Thus, these extensions of dependent type theory by Birkedal et al. cannot be applied directly here.

Since we just came across the result in Lemma 5.2.29, we should briefly mention that similar correspondences, for example, between the equality on a product type and the conjunction of equality on the product components appear also in other places. Undoubtedly, this correspondence between equality proofs can be found in many places, but let us just mention two instances here. An example is of course the obligatory reference to homotopy type theory with the univalence axiom [Uni13]. But already in observational type theory [AMS07], this correspondence is taken to be the definition of equality on product types.
Contributions

It should be clear by now that there is plenty of work closely related to both the bisimulation proof
method and $\text{FOL}_\lambda$. So a clarification of the contributions made in this chapter is in order.

Since observational equivalence for the inductive-coinductive calculus $\lambda\mu\nu$ has not been studied
before, also the characterisation in terms of bisimulations is new. The real novelty is though the use
of an up-to technique that enables the use of induction in a bisimulation proof. To my knowledge,
such an up-to technique has not been studied before. Another contribution is the more organised
approach that was taken here to characterise observational equivalence by choosing a transition
system that encodes the relevant observations, from which observational equivalence is obtained
as the canonical notion of bisimulation. This facilitates the reuse of existing work on, for example,
up-to techniques.

The logic $\text{FOL}_\lambda$ is, as far as I know, the first logic for mixed inductive-coinductive programs that
supports proof discovery, without requiring the user to find an induction or coinduction hypothesis
upfront. Moreover, due to the local proof correctness condition, the proof rules and the soundness
proof are fairly easy to understand. This is in contrast to cyclic proof systems, which have global
correctness criteria.

Finally, the approach to automatically prove program equivalences by constructing a bisimulation
up-to is a novel instance of a similar technique that has been studied for finite automata and finite
transition systems [Bon+13; BP13; CH89]. In the setting of inductive-coinductive programs, these
techniques were not used before to devise algorithms for equivalence checking.

Future Work

There are plenty of open questions concerning the material of this chapter. I will list a few that
strike me as important, but surely the attentive reader will find more.

First of all, there is some general improvement that can be made on the different notions of
bisimulation for (higher-order) languages by Sumii and Pierce [SP07] and Sangiorgi et al. [SKS11].
Recall that we have worked with bisimulations indexed by types in Section 5.1.2, which allowed us
to define observational bisimulations very smoothly by appealing to standard coalgebraic machinery.
This definition also enabled us to reuse existing work on up-to techniques to improve the bisimulation
proof method. Up-to techniques are also used in [SKS11], but the notion of compatibility has not been
used there yet, and all the soundness proofs for these up-to techniques are quite ad-hoc. Concerning
[SP07], the situation is even worse, since a bisimulation there is not just a relation between terms but
between terms, type contexts and assignments of types to type variables. This leads to the problem
that bisimulations in [SP07] are not even closed under unions, which prevents the construction of a
largest bisimulation. In both cases, one can work instead with binary relations between terms that
are indexed by environments. Such environments are assignments of terms to variables in the case of
[SKS11] and assignments of types to type variables for [SP07]. By using indexed binary relations,
it becomes then possible to use standard coalgebraic methods like compatible up-to techniques for
these notions of bisimulation, just like we did in Section 5.1.

An obvious deficit of $\text{FOL}_\lambda$, which we discussed in Example 5.2.32, is its incompleteness in mixed
inductive-coinductive cases. The problem here is that the later modality allows us to derive an
induction principle for inductive types only because observational equivalence on such a type can
equivalently be characterised inductively. This claim is supported by the exhaustive set of the tests
on natural numbers that we gave in Example 5.2.32. So to prove the property in Example 5.2.32, we either need to add an explicit induction principle to the logic or we need to devise another way of using the later modality to obtain a true induction principle. Adding an explicit induction principle is possible and should be sound, since we can obtain an up-to technique that models induction for (separable) types, just as we did in Section 5.1.3 for the substream example. However, adding an induction principle is also unsatisfactory because this breaks proof discovery, a proof method that we embraced when constructing \( \text{FOL}_\Diamond \). So it would be better, if we could obtain instead the missing induction principle by revisiting the way we use the later modality. A possibility might be to have several later modalities, as proposed by Atkey and McBride [AM13], so as to control the use of the \( (\text{Löb}) \)-rule in different parts of a proof.

Overcoming the lack of a proper induction principle leads also to the question of whether the techniques we developed to prove soundness apply to more general predicates and relations. It should certainly be possible to construe logics for general coinductive predicates like we did here for observational equivalence. If the sets over which such predicates are constructed have some inductive flavour, then this will be reflected in the logic, as we have seen for observational equivalence on inductive types. What about inductive or even mixed inductive-coinductive predicates though? The problem here is of course that these are not constructed as \( \omega^\text{op} \)-chains but as \( \omega \)-chains, thus as increasing rather than decreasing chains. However, both forms of chains are given by induction on natural numbers. Therefore, the fact that the provability logic characterises well-founded induction, see the discussion above, should enable us to construct a logic, possibly with several later modalities, that also accounts for inductively defined predicates.

Another direction for extending \( \text{FOL}_\Diamond \) is to allow more general (coinductive) predicates that cannot be constructed as \( \omega^\text{op} \)-chain, but which require transfinite induction instead, cf. the proof of Lemma 5.2.20. Also here, the remark that provability logic characterises well-founded frames applies. Thus, it should not even be necessary to change the logic but just the interpretation, in the sense that a model has general ordinals as index rather than just natural numbers.

Finally, it would be interesting to see how far the language fragment of \( \lambda\mu\nu= \) of Section 5.3.2 can be extended so that observational equivalence is still decidable on that fragment. A possible source of inspiration can be here the work on higher order model checking by Kobayashi and Igarashi [KI13], Ong [Ong15], and others.

**Notes**

30 One can see the reduction steps, which can occur in between observations in the above transition system, as *internal computations*. By this we mean computation steps that are not labelled and therefore not visible from outside the system. Thus, the above definition of \( \rightarrow \rightarrow \) from \( \rightarrow \rightarrow \) and \( \rightarrow \rightarrow \) is the so-called *saturation* of a transition system that has two types of transitions: the labelled transitions given by \( \rightarrow \rightarrow \), and unlabelled transitions given by reduction steps through \( \rightarrow \rightarrow \). Under this reinterpretation of the transition system given by \( \rightarrow \rightarrow \), the notion of bisimilarity, which we will study in Section 5.1.2, is actually weak bisimilarity in this alternative transition system, cf. [San11 Sec. 4.2].

31 One may object to this way of casting the transition system \( \rightarrow \rightarrow \) into the coalgebra \( \delta \) for two reasons. First, it seems to obscure that fact that \( \delta \) comes from a labelled transition system. However,
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just having one set of labels is problematic, because the labels that the transition system may take
dependent on the type of the terms from which a transition originates. Second, the \((-1)+1\) part
of the functor \(F\) might be seen as superfluous, as in the case that a term has no WHNF one may also
choose the empty set for the outgoing transitions. The problem with this approach is that in the
case of sum types we cannot choose whether to use the empty set in \(P(\Lambda^-(A_1))\) or \(P(\Lambda^-(A_2))\).

We already mentioned that Theorem 5.1.9 is often referred to as expressiveness of the testing logic for
bisimilarity. Klin [Kli07] proves a general result that allows one to derive expressiveness of a logic
for bisimilarity from some conditions on the transition system and logic at hand. More specifically,
one has to establish that the logic and the transition system interact through a so-called distributive
law. There is a way, albeit rather complex, to describe the testing logic in the appropriate form and
give the necessary distributive law. However, this distributive law violates the injectivity condition
that is required in [Kli07].

Another approach to obtain adequacy results is the bialgebra framework of Turi and Plotkin
[TP97]. Unfortunately, also their results do not apply here, see Note 32 for a discussion.

The reader might be wondering why we need a complicated up-to technique that essentially acts
like a contextual closure, namely by extending a relation \(R\) for each pair \((s, t) \in R_{F_\mu \rightarrow A}\) and each
\(u \in \text{ON}_{F_\mu}\) by \((s u, t u)\). We remarked earlier that without further conditions on \(R\), such a closure is
not sound for observational bisimulation proofs. This can be seen as follows.

Suppose there is a general, \(\Phi\)-compatible contextual closure \(C_{\text{ctx}}\): \(\text{Rel}_A = \text{Rel}_A\). Now for any
two types \(A, B \in \text{Ty}\) and terms \(s, t : A \rightarrow B\), we can form the relation \(R_{A \rightarrow B} = \{(s, t)\}\). The
contextual closure gives us for all \(u \in \text{ON}_A\) that the pair \((s u, t u)\) is related by \(C_{\text{ctx}}(R)_B\). We then
also have that \((s u, t u) \in C^{\text{obs}}(C_{\text{ctx}}(R))_B\). Since \(C^{\text{obs}}\) is \(\equiv\)-closed, we obtain from Lemma 5.1.8 that
\((s, t) \in \Phi(C^{\text{obs}}(C_{\text{ctx}}(R)))_B\). By \(\Phi\)-compatibility of \(C_{\text{ctx}}\), we find that \(R\) is an observational bisimulation
up to \(C^{\text{obs}} \circ C_{\text{ctx}}\), hence \(s \equiv_{\text{obs}} t\). Because \(s\) and \(t\) are arbitrary terms and since by Proposition 4.1.28
there are terms that are not observationally equivalent, it cannot be the case that \(C_{\text{ctx}}\) is a compatible
up-to technique.

It now follows that there can be no bialgebraic description, in the style of Turi and Plotkin [TP97],
of the transition system in Section 5.1.1. Suppose we had such a description. It would then follow that
there is a compatible contextual closure, see [Bon+14, Cor. 3]. Therefore, such a description cannot
exist by the above argument. Analysing the above argument further, we see that the deeper reason is
that the term language of \(\lambda \mu \nu :=\) contains the observations of the transition system as operations. It is
known [Kli11] that specifications that allow observations on the underlying transition system need
to be given through so-called coGSOS specifications (the dual of Generalised Operational Semantics).
As the language \(\lambda \mu \nu :=\) also allows complex terms as output, we need to combine coGSOS with GSOS
specifications, see [Kli11]. Thus, to express the transition system in Section 5.1.1 as bialgebra, we
would need a format for operational semantics that accommodates both GSOS and coGSOS. However,
this combination fails in general, as shown by Klin [Kli11] and Klin and Nachyla [KN14]. Also the
tyft/tyxt formats [GV92, Sta08] for operational semantics do not help in this case, as reduction steps
in the transition system involve complex terms as source. So to summarise, it is not clear whether
there is a way to express the transition system from Section 5.1.1 by using bialgebras, in such a way
that some results, like congruence, can be derived from more general results, cf. Note 32.

It might help the reader to compare Lemma 5.1.8 to the following mutual induction principle for
predicates on natural numbers. Suppose that \( \varphi(n, m) \) is a first order formula over pairs of natural numbers. If the following three conditions, corresponding to those in Lemma 5.1.18 are fulfilled, then \( \varphi(n, m) \) holds for all natural numbers \( n, m \in \mathbb{N} \):

i) \( \varphi(0, 0) \) holds;

ii) If \( m \in \mathbb{N} \) and \( \forall n. \varphi(n, m) \) holds, then \( \varphi(0, m + 1) \) holds; and

iii) If \( n, m \in \mathbb{N} \) and \( \varphi(n, m) \) holds, then \( \varphi(n + 1, m) \) holds.

One then shows that \( \varphi(n, m) \) holds for all \( m, n \in \mathbb{N} \) through proving by induction on \( m \) that the formula \( \psi(m) \) with \( \psi(m) := \forall n. \varphi(n, m) \) holds. This corresponds to the outer induction that we employed in the proof of Lemma 5.1.18. Both, \( \psi(0) \) and \( \psi(m + 1) \) are then again proved by induction on \( n \), where one uses the corresponding conditions on \( \varphi \).

A reader who is familiar with modal logic, and with provability logic in particular, will have noticed that both the necessitation rule \((\text{Nec})\) and the implication introduction rule \((\rightarrow\text{-}I)\) are part of \( \text{FOL}_\varphi \). Hence, we can derive \( \vdash \varphi \rightarrow \Box \varphi \) for any formula \( \varphi \). In the usual provability logic [Sol76], this implication would not be valid, only the sequent \( \varphi \vdash \Box \varphi \) is valid there. The reason is that the sequent is external in the provability interpretation, that is, we can prove that if \( \varphi \) is a theorem, then there is a proof of \( \varphi \) in the logic under consideration. In contrast, the implication means that inside the considered system we can show that if \( \varphi \) holds, then \( \varphi \) is provable. Clearly, this does not hold in a consistent logic, see [Smo85, Rem. 14, p. 66] for a discussion. The reason why we can allow the implication here is because we choose a specific model, see Section 5.2.2, which is different from the provability interpretation and which fulfils this implication.

Negation and Inequality One might be tempted to introduce falsity, similarly to how we introduced \( \top \) in Lemma 5.2.7 by defining \( \bot' := 0 \sim 1 \). However, we cannot derive the elimination scheme \( \bot' \rightarrow \varphi \) for an arbitrary formula \( \varphi \). This can be seen as follows. Let us use the usual definitions of negation \( \neg \varphi := \varphi \rightarrow \bot \) and inequality \( s \not= t := \neg(s \sim t) \). Then, in fact, one of the axioms of Peano arithmetic is \( 0 \not= 1 \), which reads as \( \bot' \rightarrow \bot \) for the above definition of \( \bot' \). This axiom, in turn, is independent of the other axioms in Peano arithmetic. Since the present system does not connect \( \bot \) and \( \sim \) other than through \((\bot\text{-}E)\), it is likely that \( \bot' \rightarrow \bot \) cannot be derived, just as it cannot be derived in Peano arithmetic.

We might expect at least though that the above definition of \( \bot' \) allows us to derive for \( s : A \) and \( t : B \) the implication \( \kappa_1 s \sim_{A+B} \kappa_2 t \rightarrow \bot' \). This, however, is again not possible because \( s \) and \( t \) are fixed, thus we cannot infer from \( \kappa_1 s \sim \kappa_2 t \) any information about \( 0 \sim 1 \). As the same problem is shared by \( \bot \) in \( \text{FOL}_\varphi \), we could remedy this problem by adding a new rule that generalises the axiom \( 0 \not= 1 \) of Peano arithmetic:

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash_T s : A \quad \Gamma \vdash_T t : B}{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \kappa_1 s \not= \kappa_2 t}
\]

This rule allows us to directly derive both \( \bot' \rightarrow \bot \) and \( \kappa_1 s \sim \kappa_2 t \rightarrow \bot' \).

The addition of this rule would be fine in a classical logic, since there we would be able to derive \( \neg(s \not= t) \rightarrow s \sim t \) by appealing to the law of excluded middle. If, however, we want to have a robust set of axioms and thus stick to the intuitionistic axioms we used to so far, then we need to have
a different way of dealing with inequality. The common way to do so is to introduce a so-called apartness relation into the logic, see [tvd88]. In the setting of \(\text{FOL}_\land\), we would introduce for any two terms \(s, t\) a formula \(s \neq t\), which should be read as “\(s\) and \(t\) are apart”. As an intuition, one can think of \(s \neq t\) as stating that there is a test that distinguishes \(s\) and \(t\). The axiom that makes the apartness relation work, is then \(\neg(s \neq t) \leftrightarrow s \sim t\). We will comment on the possible semantics of the apartness relation and the validity of the axiom in Note 38.

It is important to note that both the rules \((\neq\text{-Repl})\) in Figure 5.3 and \((\text{Conv})\) in Lemma 5.2.9 only work for definitionally equal and convertible terms, respectively, and not for observationally equivalent terms. The reason is that, if we were able to derive the more general replacement rule

\[
\Gamma \vdash \Delta[s/x] \vdash \varphi[s/x] \quad \Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash s \sim t \\
\Gamma \vdash \Delta[t/x] \vdash \varphi[t/x]
\]

then the proof system would be inconsistent. This can be seen as follows.

First, we can derive from the hypothetical replacement rule that \(\sim\) is a congruence on function terms, that is, for all terms \(u, v : A\) and \(f : A \rightarrow B\), \(u \sim_A v\) implies \(f u \sim_B f v\). Suppose now that we are given \(s, t : A^\omega\). By using \(f = \lambda x.(x.t)\) we can, in combination with \((\text{K})\), derive in \(\text{FOL}_\land\) that \(\triangleright(s \sim t)\) implies \(\triangleright(s.t \sim t.t)\). We can combine this with (5.14) and \((\nu\text{-Ext})\), see also Example 5.2.12 below, to prove that \(\triangleright(s \sim t)\) implies \(s \sim t\). So, finally, we can apply \((\text{Löb})\) to obtain \(s \sim t\). Since \(s\) and \(t\) are arbitrary streams, we obtain from the (hypothetical) replacement rule that the proof system would become inconsistent relative to the desirable property that \(0 \not\vdash 1\). This property holds in the model that we give in Section 5.2.2, thus a general replacement rule would be unsound for this model.

Recall from Note 36 that we discussed a possible replacement for inequalities \(s \neq t\), namely an apartness relation \(s \neq t\). This relation ought to fulfil the axiom \(\neg(s \neq t) \leftrightarrow s \sim t\). We also hinted in Note 38 at a possible interpretation: \(s\) and \(t\) are considered to be apart if there is a test that distinguishes them. Given the development in this section, we can define

\[
n \vdash s \#_A t := (s, t) \notin \overline{\Phi}_c(n).
\]

One then has to prove for \(n \in \mathbb{N}\) that \((s, t) \in \overline{\Phi}_c(n)\) is the same as saying that \(s\) and \(t\) cannot be distinguished by any test that makes at most \(n\) observations on fixed point types, cf. Theorem 5.1.9, Lemma 5.2.18 and Definition 5.2.19. For example, the tests \(\varphi_k : \downarrow \mathbb{N}\), which we devised in Example 4.1.20 makes at most \(k\) observations on fixed point types. Let us write \(\ell(\varphi) \leq n\), if \(\varphi\) makes at most \(n\) observations on fixed point types. This characterisation of \((s, t) \in \overline{\Phi}_c(m)\) allows us to equivalently give semantics to \(s \neq t\) by

\[
n \vdash s \#_A t = \exists \varphi \in \text{Tests}_A. \ell(\varphi) \leq n \land \neg(s \vdash \varphi \iff t \vdash \varphi).
\]
5.4. Discussion

Since \( s \models \varphi \) is decidable for any term and test, we can now derive

\[
\begin{align*}
 n \models \neg(s \neq t) & = \neg(\exists \varphi \in \text{Tests}_A. \ell(\varphi) \leq n \land \neg(s \models \varphi \iff t \models \varphi)) \quad (\star) \\
 & = \forall \varphi \in \text{Tests}_A. \neg(\ell(\varphi) \leq n) \land (\neg(s \models \varphi \iff t \models \varphi))) \\
 & = \forall \varphi \in \text{Tests}_A. \ell(\varphi) > n \land (s \models \varphi \iff t \models \varphi) \quad (\star\star) \\
 & = \forall m > n. (s, t) \in \Phi_c(m) \\
 & = (s, t) \in \Phi_c(n) \quad (\star\star\star) \\
 & = n \models s \sim t,
\end{align*}
\]

where the identities (\( \star \)) hold by the above discussion, (\( \star\star \)) holds because \( s \models \varphi \iff t \models \varphi \) is decidable, and (\( \star\star\star \)) is obtained from the fact that \( \Phi_c \) is an \( \omega^{\text{op}} \)-chain (i.e., \( n < m \) implies \( \Phi_c(m) \sqsubseteq \Phi_c(n) \)). This proves that the desired axiom \( \neg(s \neq t) \iff s \sim t \) indeed holds.

The class of type for which the induction and coinduction principles can be derived has actually to be restricted to non-mutual fixed point types. The reason for this is that \( \text{FOL}_\varphi \) does not have fixed point formulas, which would be necessary to formulate the induction and coinduction hypotheses for mutual types.

In general, we have to deal with more complicated copatterns, but we shall ignore this technicality for the present discussion.
The greatest art in theoretical and practical life consists in changing the problem into a postulate; that way one succeeds.

— J. W. von Goethe in a letter to C. F. Zelter

In the previous chapters we have studied mixed inductive-coinductive programs and some reasoning principles for those programs. A prototypical example is the stream filtering program from Example 3.2.11. What is more, we have also used this program in Example 5.1.13 to define the substream relation, which is a mixed inductive-coinductive relation, as we have seen in Section 5.1.3. Thus, we need a language for expressing more general inductive-coinductive predicates and relations, and reason with them.

One could extend the logic $\mathbf{FOL}$ with fixed point operators that would allow us to express inductive-coinductive predicates, cf. Note 39. This is a route that has been taken by Aho and Ullman [AU79] and Gurevich and Shelah [GS86] with the goal that inductive predicates, like the transitive closure of a relation, can be expressed in an extended first-order logic without having to invoke full second-order logic. The problem with this approach is that we would have to repeat the type structure of the languages $\lambda\mu\nu$ and $\lambda\mu\nu\equiv$ in the formulas and the proofs. That is to say, we will have on the one hand a calculus with fixed point types and the corresponding term formation rules, and on the other hand a logic with fixed point formulas, which come again with a set of proof rules. Since both, term formation and proof rules, would look essentially the same, we would repeat all the work that we did for the calculus $\lambda\mu\nu$ again for the logic over that calculus. Thus, it would save us a lot of work, if we can unify programming and reasoning into one system, as we then only need to give one set of rules that subsume term formation and proof rules. This is where dependent type theory enters the picture.

In a dependent type theory, one allows terms to occur inside types. Thus, it would be more precise to say that a dependent type theory is a theory of $\textit{types that can depend on terms}$. But what does this actually mean and how can such a theory be useful? We will answer these questions in the introductory Section 6.1 and thereby lay the foundation for the remainder of this thesis. Before that, let us see how the actual content of this chapter is structured though.

Structure of the Chapter

As we mentioned above, the aim of this and the following chapter is to develop a theory of dependent inductive-coinductive types. It turns out that inductive and coinductive types are enough to account for propositional and first-order connectives, hence the title "Categorical Logic Based on Inductive-Coinductive Types". In this chapter, we first develop dependent inductive-coinductive types in the context of category theory. This allows us to hide many difficulties arising from a syntactic approach, which we still have to face in Chapter 7, such as the need for variable renaming or reduction relations.
Chapter 6. Categorical Logic Based on Inductive-Coinductive Types

The basic idea to describe dependent inductive-coinductive types is to extend the approach of Hagino [Hag87] from simple to dependent types. Hagino gave in his seminal paper a calculus of, what he called, categorical data types. These types correspond to initial and final dialgebras for functors that determine the type of the constructors and destructors, respectively, of data types. More specifically, an inductive type with \( n \) constructors is category theoretically given in [Hag87] as an initial \((F, \Delta)\)-dialgebra, where \( F, \Delta : C \to \prod_{i=1}^{n} C \) are functors, of which \( \Delta \) is the diagonal and \( F \) determines the domain of each constructor. This setup allows Hagino to represent coproduct and product as inductive and coinductive types, respectively. For example, he uses that the coproduct is left-adjoint to the diagonal functor, so that for the choice \( F : C \to C \times C \) with \( F(x) = (A, B) \), we have that \( A + B \in C \) is an initial \((F, \Delta)\)-dialgebra. Since dependent types can be seen as objects in fibres of a fibration, we just replace the category \( C \) with the fibres of a given fibration \( P : E \to B \). For example, inductive types that are indexed by \( I \in B \) arise then as initial \((F_u, \Delta_u)\)-dialgebras for functors \( F_u : P_I \to P_I \times \cdots \times P_{I_n} \), where \( G_u \) generalises the diagonal functor to reindexing as follows. If \( u = (u_1, \ldots, u_n) \) are morphisms \( u : J_k \to I \) in \( B \), then \( G_u \) is given by reindexing along all these morphisms: \( G_u = \langle u_1^*, \ldots, u_n^* \rangle \). How this allows us to describe dependent types and thereby generalises Hagino’s idea is the subject of the first Section 6.2. The outcome of this endeavour is the notion of dependent recursive type closed categories (\( \mu \text{PCC} \)), which allow the interpretation of (strictly positive) dependent inductive-coinductive types.

Throughout the remainder of the chapter we study \( \mu \text{PCCs} \) further. In Section 6.3, we show how to construct types in locally Cartesian closed categories from only initial algebras of polynomial functors. We obtain thereby a class of models for dependent recursive type closed categories. This result extends the work of Abbott [Abb03], Abbott et al. [AAG05] and Gambino and Kock [GK13] to the fairly general dependent types that are the subject of the present chapter.

With a dependent type theory comes naturally a first-order logic, as we will see in Section 6.1. Thus, we go ahead in Section 6.4 and analyse this logic further. We do so by constructing a fibration of predicates over types of a \( \mu \text{PCC} \). In this fibration, we show that the validity of the induction principle for inductive types is equivalent to having strong coproducts. This result is not surprising, given the development in [FGJ11, HJ97], but it puts the strong elimination for sum types in a broader perspective, as its validity has been discussed in the past. Similarly, we show that coinductive types always come with a bisimulation proof principle in \( \mu \text{PCCs} \), which is again not very surprising as these types come about as final dialgebras. These two results give us the basic principles to reason about inductive-coinductive types in the logic that arises from data type closed categories.

To interpret sum and product types over a fibration, one has to require the so-called Beck-Chevalley condition to hold, see Definition 2.4.4. This condition allows us to move reindexing functors over products and coproducts, which ensures that, respectively, all products and coproducts are essentially the same throughout the fibres. As such, this condition corresponds to the expected definition of substitution on sum types: \( (\Sigma x : A[y], B[x, y])[t/y] = \Sigma x : A[t], B[x, t] \), where \( x \) and \( y \) are distinct variables. We generalise in Section 6.3 the Beck-Chevalley condition to the inductive-coinductive types that we introduce in Section 6.2. Moreover, we show that our Beck-Chevalley condition is equivalent to the usual one for products and coproducts, and that binary products, binary coproducts and final objects are fibred if we construct these as data types that satisfy the Beck-Chevalley condition.
Original Publication The sections 6.2 and 6.3 are based on [Bas15a], but have been expanded in explanation and detail. Another difference is that the terminology has been changed slightly to something more accurate: Data type complete categories are now called dependent recursive type complete categories, \( \mu P \)-complete categories for short, and data type closed categories are accordingly now called dependent recursive type closed categories (\( \mu P \)CC instead of DTCC). Both sections 6.4 and 6.5 stem from unpublished notes.

6.1. Hitchhiker’s Guide to Dependent Type Theory

I will try to give here a short overview over what dependent type theory is, the various perspectives on dependent types in programming, logic and category theory, and the origins of dependent types. If the reader is familiar with all of this, then she might wish to skip ahead to Section 6.2.

Dependent Types in Programming

Our first stop is the use of dependent types in programming. As an example, suppose we want to write a program involving lists. Upon implementing the function head: \( A^* \rightarrow A \), which shall return the first element of the input list, we find that this function is undefined on the empty list. We can solve this by aborting the program, if “head” gets applied to the empty list. But this leaves us with potential run-time errors, if we are not careful in using head. Another example that we might encounter is the function zipWith: \( (A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C) \rightarrow A^* \rightarrow B^* \rightarrow C^* \), which is intended to combine two lists entry-wise with a given function. The problem here is that if the input lists do not have the same length, then the output can only be as long as the shorter of the two input list. Such behaviour can easily lead to bugs in programs, since in this form zipWith silently discards parts of the input. A possible way to prevent both faulty and unexpected behaviour is the use of dependent types, as we will explain in what follows.

Before getting into dependent types, let us briefly digress to discuss another way to deal with the above problems. In functional programming, one often alters the return type of head and zipWith, as to allow the function caller to handle possible errors. For example, one can give head the type \( A^* \rightarrow A + 1 \) and return \( \kappa_2 \odot \) in case the input list is empty. For zipWith we face a choice however: Do we use \( C^* + 1 \) as return type to allow signalling an error, or do we use \( C^* \times (1 + A^* + B^*) \) to give the user the opportunity to handle the remainder of the longer list, if the inputs do not have the same length? Since possible errors have to be handled explicitly, altering the return type clearly leads to more complex code, which one might want to avoid. This is what we can achieve by using dependent types.

So how can dependent types be helpful to prevent software bugs? A common slogan in typed programming is that programs that type check “can never go wrong”. The actual content of this statement depends, however, on the expressiveness of the type system at hand. For instance, the type system of the programming language C can be utilised to make some guarantees, but of course a lot of things still go wrong because they are not captured by the type system: wrong indexing into an array, memory leaks, etc. In a dependent type theory, terms may appear in types, thus we are able to use arbitrary run-time information during type checking. This is what makes dependent types such a powerful tool to specify aspects of run-time behaviour through types and capture errors during type checking.
Let us employ dependent types to capture the possible errors that might occur from the use of the list functions, which we described above. Suppose that for \( n : \text{Nat} \) there is a type \( \text{List}_A n \) of lists that have exactly length \( n \), also known as vectors of length \( n \). Then the situation regarding the use of head and zipWith can be improved by implementing for all values \( n : \text{Nat} \), functions head\(_n\) and zipWith\(_n\) of type \( \text{List}_A (n + 1) \rightarrow A \) and \( (A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C) \rightarrow \text{List}_A n \rightarrow \text{List}_B n \rightarrow \text{List}_C n \), respectively. These types say that head\(_n\) can only be applied to non-empty lists, and zipWith\(_n\) expects lists of the same length as input and also returns a list of that length. This reading allows us to implement head\(_n\) so that it is well-defined for every input, and zipWith\(_n\) so that it does not discard any input.

Of course, we do not want to implement for each \( n : \text{Nat} \) the functions head and zipWith separately, but rather have in each case one function for all \( n : \text{Nat} \). This can be achieved by using dependent products as follows. Consider for a set \( I \) and a family \( \{X_i\}_{i \in I} \) the usual set-theoretic product of \( X \) given by

\[
\prod_{i \in I} X_i = \left\{ f : I \rightarrow \bigcup_{i \in I} X_i \mid \forall i \in I. f(i) \in X_i \right\}.
\]

To obtain the dependent product of a type, we mimic this definition by a type as follows. Suppose that \( A \) is a type, and that the variable \( x \) occurs freely in the type \( B[x] \) and ranges over \( A \). We denote this situation for the moment by \( x : A \vdash B[x] : \textbf{Type} \). The intuition for the dependent product, written as \( \Pi x : A. B[x] \), is thus that it consists of functions \( f \), such that for all \( t : A \) we have \( f \vdash B[t] \), where \( B[t] \) is the type \( B[x] \) in which \( t \) is substituted for \( x \), cf. Definition 5.2.2. This dependent product type allows us to assign general types to head and zipWith:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{head} : \Pi n : \text{Nat}. \text{List}_A (n + 1) & \rightarrow A \\
\text{zipWith} : (A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C) & \rightarrow (\Pi n : \text{Nat}. \text{List}_A n \rightarrow \text{List}_B n \rightarrow \text{List}_C n).
\end{align*}
\]

For example, we can apply head to 2 : \( \text{Nat} \) to obtain the function head 2 : \( \text{List}_A 3 \rightarrow A \), which we called head\(_2\) above.\(^{13}\)

It is interesting to note that if \( B[x] \) does not use the variable \( x \), then this type family is constant. Hence for \( f : \Pi x : A. B[x] \), we have that \( f \vdash B \) for all \( t : A \), which is to say that \( f \) is a function of type \( A \rightarrow B \). More generally, we can define for types \( A \) and \( B \), where \( x \) does not occur in \( B \), the function type \( A \rightarrow B \) to be given by \( \Pi x : A. B \).\(^{14}\)

Continuing our programming journey, we may find that we have to maintain invariants in the program and ensure through appropriate interfaces that these invariants are never violated. The following example from [Jac99] illustrates how dependent types allow us to utilise the type checker to enforce such invariants. Suppose our program may involve date calculations, so we want to represent dates as a type. The typical approach would be to use triples of type \( \text{Nat} \times \text{Nat} \times \text{Nat} \), in which the components are year, month and day. The problem with this representation is that there are invalid combinations, since a year has only twelve months and also the day of a month is limited. Even worse, the number of days depend on the month and the year. A way to enforce the invariant that all date triples are valid can be achieved, for example, with interfaces in object oriented languages or with polymorphism in functional languages [Pie02]. In both cases, we as programmers must still be disciplined enough to ensure that the invariant is never violated inside the implementation of the interface for the date type. Therefore, it would be better if the programming language provided a mechanism to enforce the correctness invariant on the type itself. What we actually would like to have in the above example is that for \( n : \text{Nat} \) there is a type \( \text{Pos} n \) of positive numbers bounded by
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Then the correct type for months would be \( \text{Pos}_{12} \). However, what do we do with the day? The answer to this lies in using types that mimic coproducts of set families. Recall that the coproduct of an \( I \)-indexed family \( X \) is given by

\[
\bigsqcup_{i \in I} X_i = \{ \langle i, x \rangle \mid i \in I, x \in X_i \}.
\]

The types that correspond to the coproduct in dependent type theory are the dependent sum types. These are denoted for a type \( B[x] \) with \( x : A \vdash B[x] : \text{Type} \) by \( \Sigma x : A. B[x] \). Elements of a sum type are dependent pairs, that is, given \( s : A \) and \( t : B[s] \), there is an element \( \langle s, t \rangle \) of type \( \Sigma x : A. B[x] \).

In the case of dates, the type we are after is given by

\[
\Sigma y : \text{Nat}. \Sigma m : \text{Pos}_{12}. \text{Pos}(\text{days } y m)
\]

where “days \( y m \)” computes the numbers of days in the month \( m \) of the year \( y \). As required, any element of this type is now a valid date, and the promise that computations on dates only return valid dates can be validated through type checking.

There are many more examples that underpin the usefulness of dependent types to ensure more complex correctness properties of programs. As such, dependent types appear in an increasing number of programming languages: Extensions of Haskell allow the simulation of some aspects of dependent types; Agda \[Agd15\] was designed in the first place as a total programming language; and Idris \[Idr17\] combines, just like Epigram \[AMM05\], partial programs with dependent types. Lastly, dependent types also allow the verification of correctness properties of hardware specifications \[BMH07; HDL90; PS15\]. So we may say that dependent types have proven to be a useful programming tool.

However, as we all know, there is no such thing as a free lunch. In the case of dependent type theories, the express power comes at the cost that type checking becomes more difficult because we may have to evaluate some computations in the process. For instance, we claimed above that \( \text{head}^2 \) is of type \( \text{List}_A 3 \to A \), whereas, strictly speaking it is of type \( \text{List}_A (2 + 1) \to A \). Thus, we first need to compute \( 2 + 1 \) to be able to apply \( \text{head}^2 \) to a list of type \( \text{List}_A 3 \). We will see in Chapter 7 how this works in a concrete type theory. Other problem that come with moving to dependent type theories is that deciding whether a type is inhabited is in general undecidable. This is not so surprising though, as dependent type theories correspond to first-order logic, as we will see.

We this, it is now time to move on to the second use of dependent types, and their actual origin as a correspondence with first-order logic.

**Dependent Types in Intuitionistic Logic**

Logical reasoning and the axiomatic method had been known already by the ancient Greek, but it was only by the turn of the 20th century that logic became an independent branch of mathematics. This was caused by the need for a rigorous foundation of mathematics to avoid the contradictions in arguments and paradoxes that were discovered around that time. The development of mathematical logic led to several logical systems but also to the philosophical question of what we accept as reasoning principles. Most famously, we distinguish today between classical and constructive logic, where the latter requires proofs to have a certain constructive content. For example, constructivists therefore reject the principle of excluded middle and the axiom of choice. Requiring proofs to be given by explicit constructions was an idea that already lurked around in algebra and analysis by
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the end of the 19th century, but it was only in the work of Brouwer and his successors that this idea was put into shape \([\text{Tro11}]\).

These days, we associate with constructive logic the so-called Brouwer-Heyting-Kolmogorov interpretation (BHК-interpretation), which encapsulates the idea that a proof is given by an explicit construction. For instance, a proof of the formula \(\forall x : A. \exists y : B. \varphi(x, y)\) is a procedure that for any \(a\) in \(A\) constructs an element \(b\) in \(B\), such that \(\varphi(a, b)\) holds, cf. \([\text{TvD88}, \text{Sec. 1.3}]\). With the advent of the study of recursion and computable arithmetic, this interpretation of proofs was pushed even further to require that proofs are machine computable constructions. One of the most famous instances of the use of recursion is the encoding used by Gödel in his incompleteness proof, but also realisability of proofs and Markov’s principle arose from there, see \([\text{TvD88}, \text{Chap. 4}]\). This idea, the computability of proofs, is today the main driving force behind the type theoretic approach to the BHК-interpretation of intuitionistic logic.

Types made their first appearance in Russel and Whitehead’s Principia Mathematica, but were not studied there in their own right. It was only Church \([\text{Chu40}]\) who used types to represent propositions so that proofs of these propositions were given by \(\lambda\)-terms \([\text{Chu32}]\). Coincidentally, it turned out that these very same \(\lambda\)-terms could be used to describe all computable functions \([\text{Chu36}]\), albeit being untyped. The simple type theory of Church made a severe restriction to the domain of functions that could be described by typeable \(\lambda\)-terms. This restriction ruled out, for example, the option of encoding all of higher-order arithmetic of System T, thus also the encoding of Gödel’s Dialectica interpretation \([\text{Göd58}, \text{BDS13}, \text{Sec. 5.3}]\). Girard \([\text{Gir71}, \text{Gir72}]\) overcame this problem by introducing System F, which extends Church’s simple types with impredicative polymorphism. Besides capturing a larger class of total higher-order functions, System F includes universal second-order quantification. However, it is lacking first-order quantification, which is what dependent types can achieve.

Dependent types were first conceived by de Bruijn for his Automath project, see \([\text{dBru66}]\) for an informal overview and \([\text{dBru68}]\) for a fully formal description. The goal of the Automath project was the formalisation of mathematics in a human-readable language, assisted by a computer that checks the correctness of proofs. Later, other logicians picked up on the idea of dependent types to account for first-order logic. The dependent type theory that is most popular today is Martin-Löf’s type theory (MLTT), which he first developed in 1972 but never published, and then revised in \([\text{Mar75b}]\) to overcome an inconsistency \([\text{Gir72}]\). It is the work of Martin-Löf that forms the basis of many modern proof assistants. For example, Coq \([\text{Coq12}]\) is based on the Calculus of (Inductive) Constructions \([\text{CH88}, \text{Pau15}]\), and extends MLTT with, among other things, a special type of propositions. Agda, on the other hand, is directly based on MLTT \([\text{Nor07}]\). There have been plenty of other type systems that feature dependent types like Pure Type Systems \([\text{GN91}, \text{KLN04}]\), Nuprl \([\text{Con97}]\), and the Extended Calculus of Constructions \([\text{Luo89}]\), which is the type theory of the proof assistant LEGO. A more detailed discussion can be found in the introduction of \([\text{NGdV94}]\) or in \([\text{NG14}]\). Due to its tight connection to logic and category theory, we base our understanding of dependent types here on the work of Martin-Löf though.

After this history lesson about constructivism and dependent types, we shall now take our second stop to see how dependent types are viewed from the perspective of logic. Recall that we devised in Chapter 5 the logic \(\text{FOL}_\text{L}\) that extends standard first-order intuitionistic logic. This logic came with a proof system, in which we represented all proofs as finite trees. These trees are thereby built up using the proof rules of the logic. The idea of Church \([\text{Chu32}]\) was to represent such proofs as
Here, we return to the topic of quantifiers and their BHK-interpretation. The rules for the universal and existential quantifiers were introduced in the previous section. Let us reiterate these rules in a more formal setting.

**Universal Quantifier**

The rules for the universal quantifier are given by the following two rules:

\[
\frac{\Gamma, x : A \vdash \Delta \vdash \varphi \quad \Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \forall x : A. \varphi}{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \varphi[t]}
\]

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \forall x : A. \varphi}{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \varphi
\]

**Existential Quantifier**

The existential quantifier is given by the pair of this witness and the proof:

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \varphi[t]}{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \exists x : A. \varphi}
\]

Instead of coding proofs as trees, we can associate to each proof rule a term constructor, thereby turning the above proof construction rules into typing rules:

\[
\frac{\Gamma, x : A \vdash \Delta \vdash \varphi}{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash (\lambda x. \varphi) : (\forall x : A. \varphi)}
\]

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \varphi \quad \Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \forall x : A. \varphi}{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \varphi[t]}
\]

These rules should be read as follows. For the first, if \(p\) is a proof of \(\varphi\) for an arbitrary \(x : A\), then the \(\lambda\)-abstraction \(\lambda x. p\) proves \(\forall x : A. \varphi\). The second rule, implements precisely the idea of the BHK-interpretation that a proof \(p\) for \(\forall x : A. \varphi\) is a procedure that produces for each \(t\) a proof for \(\varphi[t]\). Similarly, we can turn the rules for the existential quantifier

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \varphi[t]}{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \exists x : A. \varphi}
\]

into typing rules. How can this be achieved? Well, in the introduction rule we need to provide a witness and a proof that this witness satisfies the corresponding proposition. Thus, a proof of an existential quantifier is given by the pair of this witness and the proof:

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \alpha \vdash \psi}{\Gamma, x : A \vdash \Delta, \alpha : \varphi \vdash \psi}
\]

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \exists x : A. \varphi}{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash (\exists x : A. \varphi)}
\]

The second rule is a bit more delicate, since we now assign names to proofs, which would lead us to introduce a fresh variable in the conclusion of the elimination rule. A better way is to add the proof of the existentially quantified proposition as an extra assumption. Keeping this in mind, we can also turn \((\exists\text{-E})\) into a type checking rule for a proof term.

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash \psi \quad \Gamma, x : A \vdash \Delta, \xi \vdash \psi \quad \Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \exists x : A. \varphi}{\Gamma \vdash \Delta \vdash \text{unpack } q \text{ as } (x, \alpha) \text{ in } p : \psi}
\]

The proof term “\text{unpack } q \text{ as } (x, \alpha) \text{ in } p : \psi” allows us to inspect the existential proof \(q\) and use the fact that there is a witness \(x : A\) and a proof \(\alpha : \varphi\). However, we do not get further information about them, which is why both the witness and the proof are variables in \(p\).

Let us put the proof terms for universal and existential quantifier to use and derive a small tautology of intuitionistic logic:

\[
\exists x : A. \forall y : B. \varphi[x,y] \vdash \forall y : B. \exists x : A. \varphi[x,y].
\]

(6.1)
This requires us to find a proof term \( p \) that uses the assumption on the left, which can be accessed through a proof variable \( \alpha \), with

\[
\alpha : (\exists x : A. \forall y : B. \varphi[x, y]) \vdash \lambda y. q : (\forall y : B. \exists x : A. \varphi[x, y]).
\]

Using \( \lambda \)-abstraction, we can define \( p := \lambda y. q \), if we have a proof \( q \) with

\[
y : B \mid \alpha : (\exists x : A. \forall y : B. \varphi[x, y]) \vdash q : (\exists x : A. \varphi[x, y]).
\]

Since we need an element of type \( A \) to prove \( q \), we have to extract this element from \( \alpha \). This can be done by using the elimination for the existential quantifier, hence we put \( q := \text{unpack} \ \alpha \ \text{as} \ \langle x, \beta \rangle \ \text{in} \ r \) for some proof \( r \) with

\[
y : B, x : A \mid \beta : (\forall y : B. \varphi[x, y]) \vdash r : (\exists x : A. \varphi[x, y]).
\]

The proof \( r \) is now a proof of an existential quantifier, thus we use the dependent pairing and the proof \( \beta \) to obtain \( r := \langle x, \beta y \rangle \). Putting all these steps into one proof, we thus have

\[
\alpha : (\exists x : A. \forall y : B. \varphi[x, y]) \vdash \lambda y. \text{unpack} \ \alpha \ \text{as} \ \langle x, \beta \rangle \ \text{in} \ \langle x, \beta y \rangle : (\forall y : B. \exists x : A. \varphi[x, y]).
\]

From the perspective of the BHK-interpretation, this proof is also an intuitive computational process through which the global choice of \( x \) for all \( y \) in \( \alpha \) is turned into a local choice for all \( y \).

It would be natural to turn the mere derivability in (6.1) into the following implication.

\[
\vdash (\exists x : A. \forall y : B. \varphi[x, y]) \rightarrow \forall y : B. \exists x : A. \varphi[x, y]
\]  
(6.2)

To do so, we need proof terms for the implication, which are basically the same as for the function type or the universal quantifier, only that this time the “domain” of the implication ranges over proofs. Thus, we can form \( \lambda x. p : \varphi \rightarrow \psi \), where \( p \) is a proof for \( \psi \) that may use the assumption \( \varphi \) through the proof variable \( x \). The implication in (6.2) is then proved by \( \lambda x. \lambda y. \text{unpack} \ \alpha \ \text{as} \ \langle x, \beta \rangle \ \text{in} \ \langle x, \beta y \rangle \).

At this point, we have introduced three different types of application and \( \lambda \)-abstraction, all of them only differentiated by their types, as we can see from the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Abstraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Function Type</td>
<td>( ts : B ) for ( t : A \rightarrow B ) and ( s : A )</td>
<td>( \lambda x. t : A \rightarrow B )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implication</td>
<td>( pq : \psi ) for ( p : \varphi \rightarrow \psi ) and ( q : \varphi )</td>
<td>( \lambda \alpha. p : \varphi \rightarrow \psi )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Quantification</td>
<td>( pt : \varphi[t] ) for ( p : (\forall x : A. \varphi) ) and ( t : A )</td>
<td>( \lambda \psi. p : \forall x : A. \varphi )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That there are so many different flavours of abstraction and application is owed to the fact that Church’s proof system in [Chu32] has a strict separation between objects and proofs, just like our logic \( \text{FOL}_\ast \). However, if we push further the idea of expressing proofs as elements of types that represent propositions, then we arrive at the \textit{propositions-as-types} interpretation. The idea of this interpretation is that we can associate to each proposition of an intuitionistic logic (propositional, first-order, etc.) an appropriate type and to each proof a term. In the present context, we associate to first-order formulas types of a dependent type theory. More specifically, universal quantifiers correspond to the dependent product types (II-types) and existential quantifiers to dependent sums (Sigma-types) that we already used above. This allows us to subsume all the different rules for applications and abstractions by two rules, as we shall explain now.
Recall that we introduced earlier the dependent product type $\Pi x : A. B[x]$ to mimic the set-theoretic product of set-families and that both come with a notion of function application. Now suppose that for a family $\{X_i\}_{i \in I}$ we have made a choice of elements $u_i \in X_i$ for each $i \in I$. Then we can construct a function $f : \prod_{i \in I} X_i \to A$ with $f(i) \in X_i$ by putting $f(i) = u_i$. This function formation, together with function application, defines the family product. Therefore, we characterise dependent product types by the following two formation rules.

\[
\frac{\Gamma, x : A \vdash t : B[x]}{\Gamma \vdash (\lambda x. t) : (\Pi x : A. B[x])} \quad \frac{\Gamma \vdash s : A}{\Gamma \vdash t : (\Pi x : A. B[x])} \quad \frac{\Gamma \vdash t : (\Pi x : A. B[x])}{\Gamma \vdash t \cdot s : B[s]}
\]

Let us compare these two rules to those for the universal quantifier above. Two things have happened here. First, the context of assumptions $\Delta$ has vanished from the picture. This is because we interpret now propositions as types, thus the assumptions that used to be in $\Delta$ appear now in the context $\Gamma$. But this also means that the types that appear in $\Gamma$ may use variables that appear before in $\Gamma$. For instance, a possible context would be $\Gamma = (n : \mathbb{N}, v : \text{List}_A n)$. Second, did objects in the universal quantifier instantiation range before over terms of an external language $\mathcal{L}$, then these objects stem now from the type theory itself. This is seen in the application rule for the dependent product type.

Thus, the dependent product type streamlines universal quantification and functions into one type. Similarly, the dependent sum type is given by the following two rules.

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash s : A}{\Gamma \vdash \langle s, t \rangle : (\Sigma x : A. B[x])} \quad \frac{\Gamma \vdash \langle s, t \rangle : (\Sigma x : A. B[x])}{\Gamma \vdash t : C} \quad \frac{\Gamma \vdash \langle s, \lambda x. t \rangle : (\Pi x : A. B[x])}{\Gamma \vdash s : (\Sigma x : A. B[x])}
\]

These term formation rules unify products and sums with the first-order quantifiers.

Let us exemplify this unification by showing the correspondence between dependent products and sums, and universal and existential quantifier. Suppose that we inductively translate formulas into types and that we have already translated a formula $\varphi$ into a type $\varphi$. We can extend the translation to the quantified versions of this formula by defining

\[
\forall x : A. \varphi = \Pi x : A. \varphi \quad \text{and} \quad \exists x : A. \varphi = \Sigma x : A. \varphi.
\]

The logical implication is just given by the function type, which in turn is defined in terms of the dependent product, as we have seen earlier. Coming back to our example from equation (6.1) above, we want to show that there is a term $t$ of type

\[
(\Sigma x : A. \Pi y : B. C[x, y]) \to \Pi y : B. \Sigma x : A. C[x, y].
\]

The term that achieves this is literally the one we have used before, only to be interpreted now in the type theory: $\lambda \alpha. \lambda y. \text{unpack } \alpha \text{ as } \langle x, y \rangle \text{ in } \langle x, \beta y \rangle$. Thus, after the translation of formulas to types, we can just keep the same proof terms as before.

The reader might have noticed that in our table one possibility of abstraction is missing:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Abstraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Extraction</td>
<td>$t \cdot p : A$ for $t : \varphi \to A$ and $p : \varphi$</td>
<td>$\lambda \alpha. \cdot : \varphi \to A$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That is, the extraction of data, which is contained in a proof, back into the object language. Such an extraction is usually not part of a logic but it can be derived if we approach logic through
dependent types. A typical example for the use of this extraction mechanism is the recovery of the witness of an existential proof:

\[(\lambda y. \text{unpack } y \text{ as } (x, \alpha) \text{ in } x) : (\Sigma x : A. B[x]) \rightarrow A\]

This extraction of witnesses from sum types will be discussed again in Section 6.3 and Chapter 7.

We round off the type theoretic view on logic by a more concrete example. Suppose we want to use our highly sophisticated type theory to reason about something mundane as holidays. Suppose we have encoded our favourite holidays as a type \(\text{isHoliday}[y, m, d]\), with

\[y : \text{Nat}, m : \text{Pos} \geq 12, d : \text{Pos}(\text{days } y m) \vdash \text{isHoliday}[y, m, d] : \text{Type},\]

where “days” calculates again the days in the given month of a year. The question of how to actually define \(\text{isHoliday}\) is left for later. From the logic point of view, \(\text{isHoliday}\) is a predicate (or relation) on years, months and days that should hold if the given date is a holiday. The type theoretic analogue is the existence of a term (a proof) of type \(\text{isHoliday}[y, m, d]\), provided the given date is a holiday. We then say that the type \(\text{isHoliday}[y, m, d]\) is inhabited. Analogous to the set-theoretic notion of comprehension, which allows us to form a set that contains exactly those elements for which a predicate holds, we can form a type \(\text{Holiday}\) that is inhabited only by dates that are provably holidays. This type is given by

\[\text{Holiday} := \Sigma y : \text{Nat}, m : \text{Pos} \geq 12, d : \text{Pos}(\text{days } y m). \text{isHoliday}[y, m, d],\]

where we abbreviate the nested sum types by just one \(\Sigma\). As a type, \(\text{Holiday}\) resembles the set \(\{(y, m, d) \mid \text{isHoliday}[y, m, d]\}\), with the difference that each date in the type \(\text{Holiday}\) comes with a proof that it actually is a holiday.

**Dependent Types in Categorical Logic**

It is now time to get to our final destination: the category theoretical perspective on dependent type theory. This completes our trip through the three-fold relation between computations, logic and category theory. The reason for discussing the category theoretical perspective is that it provides us with an elegant framework for the model theory of types, and it will allow us to discuss concepts of inductive-coinductive types from an abstract perspective. But more is true: Categories and type theories complement each other. The former can serve also as deductive systems, while allowing us to sweep many technicalities of syntactic type theories, like variable binding, under the rug. However, it is much easier to give and check proofs in syntactic theories, because category theory makes every application of structural rules like weakening explicit. That category theory is so explicit leads to an enormous amount of bookkeeping, which is necessary to construct even simple terms in the language of category theory. This is contrary to syntactic theories, where we leave weakening steps implicit and are thereby able to manage even complex proofs. We will not delve deeply in how the relation between category and type theory developed, but rather refer to the wonderful introduction by Lambek and Scott [LS88].

It is a well-known fact that the simply typed \(\lambda\)-calculus with finite product types, finite sum types and function types corresponds to Cartesian closed categories with finite coproducts, if we impose enough equations on the terms of the calculus, cf. Section 4.2. In fact, the simply typed \(\lambda\)-calculus
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gives rise to an initial object in the category of Cartesian closed categories, as shown in [LS88, Chap. I.11]. So what is then the category theoretical counterpart to dependent type theory?

When we introduced the dependent product and sum types, we got our intuition for their defining properties from set-families. In the preliminaries (Section 4.2) it is shown how set-families can be organised into a fibration by letting $\text{Fam}(\text{Set})$ be the category of families and $P : \text{Fam}(\text{Set}) \to \text{Set}$ be the functor that maps a family $\{X_i\}_{i \in I}$ to the index set $I$. This fibration is the prototypical example for a model of dependent type theory. But what are the integral features that a fibration must have to interpret such a theory? The answer to this question is best found by organising a dependent type theory itself into a fibration.

So we wish construct a fibration $T : T \to C$ from a given dependent type theory, the classifying fibration of that theory. The base category $C$ of that fibration has contexts as objects and substitutions as morphisms. By a substitution $\sigma : \Gamma_1 \to \Gamma_2$ we mean here an $n$-tuple $(t_1, \ldots, t_n)$ of terms, where $\Gamma_2 = x_1 : A_1, \ldots, x_n : A_n$ and $\Gamma_1 \vdash t_i : A_i[t_1/x_1, \ldots, t_{i-1}/x_{i-1}]$. Such substitutions can be composed and there is an identity substitution, both of which are given by extending the corresponding notions from classifying categories in Section 4.2.1. The total category $T$ of the fibration consists of types and terms in contexts. More precisely, the objects of $T$ are judgements $\Gamma \vdash A : \text{Type}$ and the morphisms $\Gamma_1 \vdash A : \text{Type} \to \Gamma_2 \vdash B : \text{Type}$ are pairs $(\sigma, t)$, where $\sigma$ is a substitution $\Gamma_1 \to \Gamma_2$ and $t$ is a term with $\Gamma_1, x : A \vdash t : B[\sigma]$. The fibration is then given by the obvious projection functor $T : T \to C$ with $P(\Gamma \vdash A : \text{Type}) = \Gamma$. Note that a fibre $T_\Gamma$ of $T$ over a context $\Gamma$ consists of types in that context and the morphisms are pairs $(\text{id}_\Gamma, t)$, where $\text{id}_\Gamma$ is the identity substitution and $\Gamma, x : A \vdash t : B$. Using this fact, we can easily describe the Cartesian lifting of a substitution. Since the fibration $P$ will be cloven (and even split), it suffices to define for a substitution $\sigma : \Gamma_1 \to \Gamma_2$ the reindexing functor $\sigma^* : T_{\Gamma_2} \to T_{\Gamma_1}$. As one might expect, this functor is given by applying the substitution: $\sigma^*(\Gamma_2 \vdash A : \text{Type}) = \Gamma_2 \vdash A[\sigma] : \text{Type}$ and $\sigma^*(\text{id}_{\Gamma_2}, t) = (\text{id}_{\Gamma_1}, t[\sigma])$. One can easily check that $T$ is a fibration with these definitions, provided that the dependent type theory satisfies some conditions like a substitution lemma, cf. Section 4.2.1.

Let us now connect dependent types to set-families. The idea is essentially that a dependent type can be seen as a family of types that is indexed by other types. More precisely, a context $\Gamma$ gives rise to an initial object in the category of Cartesian closed categories, as shown in [LS88, Chap. I.11]. So what is then the category theoretical counterpart to dependent type theory?

As a further example, we return now to the types that we cooked up to model calendar days. To this end, we need the family $\{\text{Pos}_n\}_{n \in \mathbb{N}}$ with $\text{Pos}_n = \{k \in \mathbb{N} \mid 1 \leq k \leq n\}$, which is an object in $\text{Set}^\mathbb{N}$. Earlier, we formed the type of correct dates as a sum type by using a type of bounded positive numbers. We can take now Pos as the corresponding family. So the question is: How can we properly represent sum types as operations on (fibres of) the set-family fibration? Recall that
the date type consists of two sums, where the inner one was taken over a type that corresponds to
the family
\[ D = \{ \text{Pos}_{\text{days}} \cdot \text{y} \cdot \text{m} \}_{(y, m) \in \mathbb{N} \times \text{Pos}_{\text{12}}} \].
We can now form the coproduct over the index for the month to obtain the first sum:
\[ \text{DM} = \left\{ \bigsqcup_{m \in \text{Pos}_{\text{12}}} D_{(y, m)} \right\}_{y \in \mathbb{N}}. \]
Finally, the date type corresponds to the following family, where we write \( \{X\}_1 \) instead of \( \{X\}_{* \in 1} \).
\[ \left\{ \bigsqcup_{y \in \mathbb{N}} \text{DM}_y \right\}_1 \]
Since we are using the terminology “coproduct” here, we need to explain what the appropriate
universal property is. This will allow us to relate the rules of the type theory to those of the
set-fibration.
In essence, the universal property of the coproducts above will correspond to the term formation
rules of sum types, as we demonstrate now. So let \( A \) and \( B[x] \) be a types, where \( x : A \) occurs freely
in \( B[x] \). We can see \( B[x] \) as a family of types indexed by \( A \), and therefore consider \( A \) and \( B[x] \)
alogous to an index set \( I \) and a set-family \( X \) in \( \text{Set}^I \), respectively. Recall now that sum types
came with a pairing of type \( x : A, y : B[x] \vdash (x, y) : \Sigma x : A. B[x] \). Note that we can use weakening
to view the type \( \Sigma x : A. B[x] \) as a family with \( x : A \vdash \Sigma x : A. B[x] : \text{Type} \). By analogy, the singleton
family \( \{\bigsqcup_{i \in I} X_i\}_1 \) gives rise to the \( I \)-indexed family \( \{\bigsqcup_{i \in I} X_i\}_{j \in I} \), in which the index \( j \) is not used.
Formally, this weakening is achieved by considering the unique map \( ! : I \rightarrow 1 \) from \( I \) to the singleton
set. This map gives rise to the reindexing functor, see Section 2.4.
\[ !^* : \text{Set}^1 \rightarrow \text{Set}^I \]
by \( !^*(Y) = \{Y\}_{j \in I} \), where \( \star \) denotes the only element in \( 1 \). With this notation for weakening at
hand, we can now see the pairing for the coproduct as a map
\[ \eta_X : X \rightarrow !^* \left( \bigsqcup_{i \in I} X_i \right) \]
in \( \text{Set}^I \) by putting \( \eta_X = \{\eta_{X, i}\}_{i \in I} \) with \( \eta_{X, i}(x) = (i, x) \). A reader familiar with adjoint functors
recognises probably already the notation for the unit of an adjunction lurking in here, so let us
make the guess that the coproduct is left adjoint to the weakening functor \( !^* \). Indeed, let us write
\( \bigsqcup_I X \) for the coproduct \( \bigsqcup_{i \in I} X_i \). We then have the following adjoint correspondence between maps
on indexed sets.
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{f} : & \bigsqcup_I X & \rightarrow Y & \text{Set}^I \\
\text{g} : & X & \rightarrow !^* Y & \text{Set}^I
\end{array}
\]
From top to bottom, we have that \( f = \{ f_* : \bigsqcup_I X \rightarrow Y \} \) gives the family \( g = \{ g_i : X_i \rightarrow Y \}_{i \in I} \) by
putting \( g_i(x) = f(i, x) \). Going upwards, we define \( f \) from \( g \) by putting \( f_* (i, x) = g_i(x) \). This latter
definition corresponds to what we achieved with unpacking for sum types, in the sense that \( f_* (s) \)
corresponds to \textbf{unpack s as} \((i, x)\) \textbf{in} \( g_i(x) \). The universal property of the coproduct of set-families is
now given by the adjunction $\amalg_i A \equiv 1^*$, which, as we have seen, captures precisely the term formation rules for sum types.°

So far, we have explained the sum type of date types with only one free variable. But what about set-families like $D$ that have multiple free variables? To tackle this case, we first need to discuss how free variables are introduced in the first place. Type theoretically, one usually has a context formation rule that, given a valid context $\Gamma$ and a type $A$ in that context, allows us to expand the context $\Gamma$ to a new context $\Gamma, x : A$. Since a context $\Gamma$ corresponds to an index set $I$ and a type $A$ in this context to a family $X$ indexed by $I$, we thus need an operation that turns a set-family into a set. In other words, we want to have a functor $\{ - \}: \text{Fam}(\text{Set}) \to \text{Set}$, which is usually called comprehension. Recall that we saw $X$ as an object $(I, X)$ in the category $\text{Fam}(\text{Set})$ of set-families. Then we can define the comprehension functor by $\{(I, X)\} = \amalg_{i \in I} X_i$. Note that if $X$ is a constant family, that is, if there is a set $A$ with $X_i = A$ for all $i \in I$, then $\{(I, X)\} \cong I \times A$. We can now define a map $\pi_X: \{X\} \to I$ by putting $\pi_X(i, x) = i$. Reindexing along this map corresponds to weakening of types. For example, if $I$ is a set, then we can form the singleton family $\{1\}_{\star \in I}$, from which we obtain $\{\{1\}\} \equiv 1 \times I \equiv I$. The projection $\pi_{\{1\}}: \{\{1\}\} \to I$ is then nothing but the unique map $!: I \to 1$ that we used earlier to express the universal property of the coproduct $\amalg_i X_i$. Indeed, given a family $Y \in \text{Set}^I$, we have that $\pi^*\{Y\} = \{Y\}_{\star \in I}$, which is the set-theoretic analogue to weakening of a type $X$ without dependencies, in that we introduce a fresh variable $j$ of type $I$ into the (empty) context of $Y$. Therefore, we also have that the coproduct functor $\amalg_i X_i$ is left-adjoint to $\pi^*$. More generally, coproduct and products for set-families are captured by the following adjoint situation, in which $A \in \text{Set}^I$ and $\pi_A: \{A\} \to I$.

\[ \begin{array}{ccc}
\amalg_{A} & \cong & \pi_A \\
\uparrow & & \downarrow \\
\text{Set} & \xleftarrow{\{ - \}} & \text{Set}^I
\end{array} \]

Let us now see by the holiday example how the comprehension functor allows the introduction of fresh variables into context. Recall that we considered the family $D$, where $D_{(y, m)}$ contains exactly those positive numbers that correspond to the days in the month $m$ of the year $y$. Comprehension now allows us to view the predicate isHoliday as a set-family in $\text{Set}^{(D)}$: Define

\[ \text{isHoliday}_{(y, m, d)} := \{ \text{set of proofs that } d.m.y \text{ is a holiday we acknowledge} \} \]

for $(y, m) \in \mathbb{N} \times \text{Pos}_{12}$ and $d \in D_{(y, m)}$, or, if we are only interested in provability and not the proofs themselves, we can use the non-constructive definition

\[ \text{isHoliday}_{(y, m, d)} := \begin{cases} 1, & \text{d.m.y is a holiday we acknowledge} \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

To construct the set-family that corresponds to the type of holidays we need to go through a small complication. This complication should be embraced though, as it shows how category theory makes the use of weakening explicit. We noted earlier that the comprehension of a constant family is isomorphic to a product, thus for the map $!_{\mathbb{N}}: \mathbb{N} \to 1$ we obtain $\{1_{\mathbb{N}}(\text{Pos}_{12})\} \cong \mathbb{N} \times \text{Pos}_{12}$. In other
words, the index of \( D \) is equivalently given by \( \{!_{\text{top}}(\text{Pos}_{12})\} \). This allows us to use the description of coproducts as left-adjoint functors to form the (singleton) family Holiday by the following repeated coproduct.

\[
\text{Holiday} := \bigsqcup_{N} \bigsqcup_{!_{\text{top}}(\text{Pos}_{12})} D
\]

In this definition, the coproducts are, from right to left, left-adjoint to the reindexing functors coming from \( \pi_{D}: \{D\} \rightarrow \{!_{\text{top}}(\text{Pos}_{12})\} \), \( \pi_{!_{\text{top}}(\text{Pos}_{12})}: \{!_{\text{top}}(\text{Pos}_{12})\} \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \), and \( \pi_{\mathbb{N}}: \mathbb{N} \rightarrow 1 \), respectively. This formation of the family Holiday illustrates the bookkeeping that is introduced when encoding type families that use weakening.

Of course, one has to appropriately axiomatise the notion of comprehension, but the basic idea is that it is a functor from the total into the base category of a fibration that comes with projection morphisms like the ones we used above. Further technical details are deferred to Section 6.2.4. Let us just mention that there are other notions than fibrations with comprehension that can be utilised to model dependent type theory: display map categories \([\text{Tay99}]\), categories with attributes \([\text{Car78}\text{ and Dyb95}\text{, Mog89}\text{, Pit01}]\), categories with families \([\text{Dyb95}]\), and contextual categories \([\text{Car86, KL16, Str91}]\). These notions do not differ very much from each other though, see \([\text{Jac93}\text{ and nLa17}]\). Finally, to keep track of the correspondence between type theoretic and category theoretical concepts, the reader might find Table 6.1 useful.

This ends our tour through the three different worlds of dependent type theory. Other views, further explanation and more references concerning dependent type theory may be found in, among other places, \([\text{GTL89, Hof97, Jac99, Mar75b, NGdV94, NG14, Pie04}]\).

### 6.2. Categorical Dependent Recursive Types

In this section, we give a category theoretical description of dependent inductive-coinductive types. The word “type” is somewhat loosely used here in the sense that we do not mean by “type” a syntactic label, rather we mean an entity (here: an object in a category) that determines the values (morphisms from a final object, see \([\text{LS88}]\)) for variables of that type and the behaviour of maps (morphisms) on it, cf. \([\text{PSW76}]\). This allows us to construct a type theory that corresponds to these entities. For example, for objects \( A \) and \( B \), the maps into \( A \times B \) are completely determined by maps on \( A \) and \( B \) through the projections and pairing together with the universal mapping property. This gives rise to product types with the appropriate term constructors, cf. Section 3.1. That being said,
we will identify in Definition 6.2.9 an inductively generated class of objects and functors that model so-called strictly positive types. In other words, we effectively give a syntactic description of objects that we study here as dependent inductive-coinductive types.

To motivate the formal definition of dependent types, we will first study in Section 6.2.1 the prototypical example of length-indexed lists, which we have already seen in the introductory guide. From this example, we extract in two steps the relevant ingredients of dependent inductive-coinductive types. First, we show in Section 6.2.2 that such types are given as initial (respectively final) dialgebras, in which the functor that determines the codomain (resp. the domain) of these dialgebras is of very special shape. This is where we generalise the categorical data types of Hagino \cite{Hag87} to dependent types. The second step is to identify domain functors for inductive types and codomain functors for coinductive types. This leads us to the definition of recursive dependent type complete categories (µP-complete categories) in Section 6.2.3, which allow the interpretation of strictly positive, dependent, inductive-coinductive types.

One may wonder why we restrict ourselves to strictly positive types. The problem is not so much the description of more general types. In fact, conceiving initial or final dialgebras that fulfil the restrictions in Section 6.2.2 as types is perfectly fine. However, we can of course not guarantee the existence of inductive (resp. coinductive) types for arbitrary domain (resp. codomain) functors. So we restrict to a reasonable closure condition that will allow us to construct the arising types from simpler structures in Section 6.3.

We will finish this section by fusing µP-completeness with comprehension categories into recursive dependent type closed categories (µPCC), in which we can construct strictly positive types that may depend on previously constructed types. For example, we are able to construct the types that we met in the introductory guide: the type of natural numbers Nat, the type List n of lists of length n for n : Nat, and the type Pos n of positive numbers bounded by n. Other examples that can be constructed in µPCCs include bisimilarity and the substream relation for streams. Thus, µPCCs provide a framework for general dependent inductive-coinductive types.

### 6.2.1. Introductory Example

Before diving into the formal definition of dependent recursive types, we start with an example, which allows us to first gain some intuition and from which we will extract the essence of dependent recursive types. The type we examine are lists indexed by their length, frequently also called vectors.

**Example 6.2.1.** For a given set A, we denote by A^n the n-fold product of A. Length-indexed lists or vectors over A are given by the set-family List A = \( \{A^n\}_{n \in \mathbb{N}} \), which is an object in the category \( \text{Set}^\mathbb{N} \) of families indexed by natural numbers (Section 2.4).

Vectors come with two constructors: nil_+: 1 \( \to A^0 \) for the empty vector, and cons_n: \( A \times A^n \to A^{n+1} \) for prefixing of vectors with elements of A. We note that nil: \( \{1\}_1 \to \{A^0\}_1 \) is a morphism in the category \( \text{Set}^1 \) of families indexed by the one-element set 1, whereas cons = \{cons_n\} is a morphism \( \{A \times A^n\}_{n \in \mathbb{N}} \to \{A^{n+1}\}_{n \in \mathbb{N}} \) in \( \text{Set}^\mathbb{N} \). Let \( F, G : \text{Set}^\mathbb{N} \to \text{Set}^1 \times \text{Set}^\mathbb{N} \) be functors into the product of the categories \( \text{Set}^1 \) and \( \text{Set}^\mathbb{N} \) given by

\[
F(X) = (\{1\}_1, \{A \times X_n\}_{n \in \mathbb{N}}) \quad G(X) = (\{X_0\}_1, \{X_{n+1}\}_{n \in \mathbb{N}}).
\]

Using these functors, we see that (nil, cons): \( F(\text{List } A) \to G(\text{List } A) \) is an \((F, G)\)-dialgebra. In fact, (nil, cons) is the initial \((F, G)\)-dialgebra, see Section 2.3.
At this stage, the reader might be wondering why we are using initial dialgebras rather than initial algebras to describe the inductive data type in Example 6.2.1. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, as we will see in Definition 6.2.9, using dialgebras allows us to give a straightforward definition of (strictly positive) dependent types. Such a definition is also possible for algebras, cf. Theorem 6.3.1, but much more complicated to carry out. The second reason for using dialgebras is that these allow us the representation of dependent sum and dependent product types as initial and, respectively, final dialgebras. This view will lead to a minimal type theory in Chapter 7.

In Example 6.2.1, we have presented vectors as an initial dialgebra for certain functors. As it turns out, the functor that describes the codomain of the constructors has a special form.

**Example 6.2.2.** First, we note that the fibre of Fam(Set) above I is isomorphic to Set
c. Let then z: 1 → N and s: N → N be defined by z(*) = 0 and s(n) = n + 1, giving us reindexing functors z*: Set → Set1 and s*: Set → SetN. By their definition, z*(X) = {X0}1 and s*(X) = {Xn+1}n∈N, hence the functor G, we used to describe vectors as dialgebra, is G = ⟨z*, s*⟩. In Sec. 6.2.2, we address the structure of F.

### 6.2.2. Signatures and Recursive Types

The idea that underlies the categorical data types of Hagino [Hag87], is that the outcome of a constructor for a type must be of that type itself. More concretely, a (non-dependent) inductive type T with n constructors is given by a declaration like that on the left in Figure 6.1. Hagino then notices that T corresponds to an initial (F,G)-dialgebra in a category C with F, G: C → Πn k=1 C, F = ⟨F1, . . . , Fn⟩ and G = ⟨Id, . . . , Id⟩. The dialgebra structure on T is then given by the tuple (c1, . . . , cn), which is a morphism in the category Πn k=1 C. We now extend this idea to dependent types. Suppose that T′ is a dependent type as in Figure 6.1 with variables in context Γ. Each constructor c′ k of T′ may live in a different local context Γk, thus we have to apply a substitution σ k to the type T′ to bring it into the local context, see the codomain of the constructors c′ k in Figure 6.1. We encountered this already in the example in Section 5.2.1, as the type of vectors over A corresponds to the following type declaration.

**data T where**

\[
c_1 : F_1(T) → T \\
c_n : F_n(T) → T
\]

**data Γ ⊢ T′ where**

\[
Γ_1 ⊢ c_1' : F_1'(T') → T'[σ_1] \\
Γ_n ⊢ c_n' : F_n'(T') → T'[σ_n]
\]

Figure 6.1: Declarations of Non-Dependent and Dependent Inductive Types

Assume that we are given a fibration P: E → B and that there is an index I ∈ B that corresponds to the context Γ. To view T′ as an object in the fibre P I, we assume that each Γk corresponds to an object Jk ∈ B as well. Given this setup, we note that c′ k must be a morphism in P Jk, hence F′ k(T′)
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must also be an object in the same fibre. This leads us for each 1 \leq k \leq n to the assumption that \( F'_k \) is a functor \( P_I \to P_{J_k} \). Similarly, each \( \sigma_k \) is a substitution that assigns to each variable in the context \( \Gamma \) a term that lives in context \( \Gamma_k \). Therefore, we also assume that there is a morphism \( u_k : J_k \to I \) in the base \( B \), which in turn gives rise to the reindexing functors \( u^*_k : P_I \to P_{J_k} \). These assumptions allow us to view each constructor \( c'_k \) as a morphism \( F'_k(T') \to u^*_k(T') \) in \( P_{J_k} \), or, equivalently, as morphism \( (c'_1, \ldots, c'_n) \) in \( \prod_{k=1}^n P_{J_k} \). Putting this all together, we will conceive \( (c'_1, \ldots, c'_n) \) as an initial dialgebra on \( T' \) for the functors \( F' \) and \( G_u \) with \( F' = \langle F'_1, \ldots, F'_n \rangle \) and \( G_u = \langle u^*_1, \ldots, u^*_n \rangle \). This development is summed in the following definition of a signature and the definition of a recursive type below in Definition 6.6.2.

**Definition 6.6.2.** Let \( P : E \to B \) be a fibration. A (dependent) recursive-type signature with parameters in a category \( C \), is a pair \( (F, u) \) consisting of

- a functor \( F : C \times P_I \to D \), where \( D = \prod_{k=1}^n P_{J_k} \) is a product of categories for some \( n \in \mathbb{N} \), objects \( J_k \in B \) with \( k = 1, \ldots, n \) and \( I \in B \), and

- a family \( u \) of \( n \) morphisms in \( B \) with \( u_k : J_k \to I \) for \( k = 1, \ldots, n \).

A family \( u \) as above induces a functor \( G_u : P_I \to D \) given by \( G_u := \langle u^*_1, \ldots, u^*_n \rangle \). □

Signatures form the basis of the types we will introduce in Definition 6.6.7. Before we get to them, let us give the official signature for the type of vectors.

**Example 6.6.4.** In Example 6.6.2, we have seen that the codomain of the constructors for vectors are given by a functor \( G \) with \( G = \langle z^*, s^* \rangle \). According to Definition 6.6.3, we have \( G = G_u \) with \( u = (z, s) \), thus the signature of vectors is \( (F, u) \), with the functor \( F : \text{Set}^N \to \text{Set}^1 \times \text{Set}^N \), as given in Example 6.6.1.

Note that the parameter category \( C \) is trivial (\( C = 1 \)) in this case. To make the set \( A \), over which we considered vectors, a parameter we can use instead the functor \( F' : \text{Set} \times \text{Set}^N \to \text{Set}^1 \times \text{Set}^N \) given by \( F'(Y, X) = (\{1\}, \{Y \times X_n\}_{n \in \mathbb{N}}) \). Note that we then have \( F'(A, \_ \_ \_ ) = F \) for any set \( A \). This gives us a signature \( (F', u) \) with parameters in \( \text{Set} \).

We showed in Example 6.6.1 that vectors are an initial \( (F, G_u) \)-dialgebra. This is an instance of what we will call an inductive type for a signature. In Example 6.6.4, we added the set over which we consider vectors as a parameter to the signature. So to define types for arbitrary signatures (with parameters), we need to be able to deal with parameterised dialgebras, which are dialgebras that take further parameters. More technically, these are dialgebras in functor categories for a lifting of the functors \( F \) and \( G_u \) that we will define now. This is analogous to, for example, [Kim10].

**Definition 6.6.5.** Suppose that we are given a signature \( (F, u) \), where \( F : C \times P_I \to D \). For each \( V \in C \) we define a functor \( F(V, \_ \_ \_ ) : P_I \to D \) by putting \( F(V, \_ \_ \_ )(X) := F(V, X) \). Let us, moreover, assume that for all \( V \) an initial \( (F(V, \_ \_ \_ ), G_u) \)-dialgebra \( \alpha_v : F(V, \Phi_V) \to G_u(\Phi_V) \) and final \( (G_u, F(V, \_ \_ \_ )) \)-dialgebra \( \xi_v : G_u(\Omega_V) \to F(V, \Omega_V) \) exists, where \( G_u = \langle u^*_1, \ldots, u^*_n \rangle \).

Given these assumptions, we define functors on functor categories with fixed domain \( C \):

\[
\tilde{F}, \tilde{G}_u : [C, P_I] \to [C, D], \quad \tilde{F}(H) := F \circ \langle \text{Id}_C, H \rangle, \quad \tilde{G}_u(H) := G_u \circ H.
\] (6.3)
We use the dialgebras $\Phi_V$ and $\Phi_W$ to build functors $\mu(\widehat{F}, \widehat{G}_u) : C \to P_I$ and $\nu(\widehat{G}_u, \widehat{F}) : C \to P_I$ by

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu(\widehat{F}, \widehat{G}_u)(V) &:= \Phi_V \\
\nu(\widehat{G}_u, \widehat{F})(V) &:= \Omega_V
\end{align*}
\]

where the bar and tilde superscripts denote the inductive and coinductive extensions, that is, the unique homomorphism given by initiality and finality, respectively.

To understand the definition of the functors $\mu(\widehat{F}, \widehat{G}_u)$ and $\nu(\widehat{G}_u, \widehat{F})$, it helps to visualise their definition as homomorphism diagrams:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
F(V, \Theta_V) & \xrightarrow{F(V, \mu(\widehat{F}, \widehat{G}_u))(f)} & F(V, \Theta_W) \\
\downarrow \alpha_V & & \downarrow F(f, \id_W) \\
G_u(\Theta_V) & \xrightarrow{\mu(\widehat{F}, \widehat{G}_u)(f)} & G_u(\Theta_W)
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{ccc}
G_u(\Omega_V) & \xrightarrow{\nu(\widehat{G}_u, \widehat{F})(f)} & G_u(\Omega_W) \\
\downarrow \xi_V & & \downarrow \xi_W \\
F(W, \Omega_V) & \xrightarrow{F(f, \id_W)} & F(W, \Omega_W)
\end{array}
\]

Now note that $\widehat{F}(\mu(\widehat{F}, \widehat{G}_u))(V) = F(V, \Phi_V)$ and $\widehat{G}_u(\mu(\widehat{F}, \widehat{G}_u))(V) = G_u(\Phi_V)$, so that the $\alpha$ given in in Definition 6.2.5 is a family of morphisms, which is moreover natural by uniqueness of inductive extensions. Since the same also holds for $\xi$, we obtain the following lemma.

**Lemma 6.2.6.** The morphisms $\alpha_V$ and $\xi_V$ in Definition 6.2.5 form natural transformations

\[
\alpha : \widehat{F}(\mu(\widehat{F}, \widehat{G}_u)) \Rightarrow \widehat{G}_u(\mu(\widehat{F}, \widehat{G}_u)) \quad \text{and} \quad \xi : \widehat{G}_u(\nu(\widehat{G}_u, \widehat{F})) \Rightarrow \widehat{F}(\nu(\widehat{G}_u, \widehat{F})).
\]

Moreover, $\alpha$ and $\xi$ are, respectively, initial and final dialgebras in the functor category $[C, D]$.

Having set up the notations for parameterised initial and final dialgebras, we can finally define what (dependent) recursive types are.

**Definition 6.2.7.** Let $(F, u)$ be a recursive-type signature with parameters in $C$ and $F : C \times P_I \to D$. An inductive type for $(F, u)$ is an initial $(\widehat{F}, \widehat{G}_u)$-dialgebra with carrier $\mu(\widehat{F}, \widehat{G}_u)$. Dually, a coinductive type for $(F, u)$ is a final $(\widehat{G}_u, \widehat{F})$-dialgebra, note the order, with the carrier being denoted by $\nu(\widehat{G}_u, \widehat{F})$. Both carriers are functors with

\[
\mu(\widehat{F}, \widehat{G}_u) : C \to P_I \quad \text{and} \quad \nu(\widehat{G}_u, \widehat{F}) : C \to P_I.
\]

If $C = 1$, then we view these carriers as objects in $P_I$ and drop the hats from the notation.

We have seen in the introductory guide that dependent coproducts and products play a central role in dependent type theory. Moreover, we have claimed that these would arise as inductive and coinductive types, respectively. The following example makes this statement precise.
Example 6.2.8. Recall from Section 2.3 that a fibration \( P: E \to B \) is said to have dependent coproducts and products along a morphism \( f: I \to J \) in \( B \), if there are functors \( \coprod_f \) and \( \prod_f \) from \( P_I \) to \( P_J \) that are, respectively, left and right adjoint to \( f^* \). For each \( X \in P_I \), we can define a signature, such that \( \coprod_f(X) \) and \( \prod_f(X) \) arise as recursive types for these signatures, as follows. Define the constant functor by

\[
K_X: P_J \to P_I \quad K_X(Y) = X \quad K_X(g) = \text{id}_X.
\]

With this definition, \((K_X, f)\) is the signature for coproducts and products. For example, the unit \( \eta \) of the adjunction \( \coprod_f \dashv f^* \) is the initial \((K_X, f^*)\)-dialgebra \( \eta_X: K_X(\coprod_f(X)) \to f^*(\coprod_f(X)) \), using that \( K_X(\coprod_f(X)) = X \).

To actually get a functor \( \coprod_f: P_I \to P_J \) we need to move to a parameterised signature. The observation we use is that the projection functor \( \pi_1: P_I \times P_J \to P_I \) is a “parameterised” constant functor, since we have \( K^1_A = \pi_1(A, -) \). If we are given \( f: I \to J \) in \( B \), then we use the signature \((\pi_1, f)\), and define \( \coprod_f := \mu(\tilde{\pi}_1, f^*) \) and \( \prod_f := \nu(f^*, \tilde{\pi}_1) \). We claim now that we indeed get adjunctions \( \coprod_f \dashv f^* \dashv \prod_f \). This will be proven in Thm. 6.2.11. For now, let us just mention that, for example, the unit \( \eta: \text{id} \Rightarrow f^* \coprod_f \) is given by the initial dialgebra on \( \mu(\tilde{\pi}_1, \tilde{f}^*) \).

6.2.3. Recursive-Type Complete Categories

We now define a class of signatures and functors that should be seen as category theoretical language for, what is usually called, strictly positive types [AM09], positive generalised abstract data types [HF11] or descriptions [Cha+10, DM13]. Note, however, that none of these treat coinductive types. A non-dependent version of strictly positive types that include coinductive types are given in [AAG05].

Let us first introduce some notation. Given categories \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) and an object \( A \in C_1 \), we denote by \( K^C_A: C_1 \to C_2 \) the functor mapping constantly to \( A \). The projections on product categories are denoted, as usual, by \( \pi_k: C_1 \times C_2 \to C_k \). Using these notations, we can define what we understand to be a recursive type.

Definition 6.2.9. Let \( P: E \to B \) be a cloven fibration, \( S \) a class of signatures in \( P \) and \( D \) a class of functors. We denote by \( S_{C \to D} \subseteq S \) the class of all signatures \((F, u) \in S\) such that \( F: C \to D \). Similarly, \( D_{C \to D} \subseteq D \) is the class of all functors \( F \in D \) with \( F: C \to D \).

We say that \( P \) is a recursive-type complete category (\( \mu P \)-complete category) if there is a class \( S \) of signatures in \( P \) and a class \( D \) of functors subject to the following closure rules. The class \( S \) must be closed under formation of signatures over \( D \) with arbitrary reindexing morphisms in \( B \):

\[
D = \prod_{i=1}^n P_{j_i} \quad F \in D_{C \times P_{j_1} \to D} \quad u = (u_1: J_1 \to I, \ldots, u_n: J_n \to I) \text{ morphisms in } B
\]

\[
(F, u) \in S_{C \times P_{j_1} \to D}
\]

The class \( D \) must contain base types and must be closed under pairing, composition and the formation
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of recursive types from signatures in $S$:

\[
\begin{align*}
A & \in \mathbf{P}_J \\
K_A^I & \in \mathcal{D}_{\mathbf{P}_I \rightarrow \mathbf{P}_J} \\
\pi_k & \in \mathcal{D}_{\mathbf{C} \rightarrow \mathbf{P}_k} \\
f: J \rightarrow I \text{ in } \mathbf{B} \\
f^*: J \rightarrow \mathbf{P}_J \\
F_1 & \in \mathcal{D}_{\mathbf{P}_I \rightarrow \mathbf{P}_J} \\
F_2 & \in \mathcal{D}_{\mathbf{P}_J \rightarrow \mathbf{P}_J} \\
F_2 \circ F_1 & \in \mathcal{D}_{\mathbf{P}_I \rightarrow \mathbf{P}_J} \\
F_i & \in \mathcal{D}_{\mathbf{P}_I \rightarrow \mathbf{P}_J} \quad i = 1, 2 \\
(F_1, F_2) & \in \mathcal{D}_{\mathbf{P}_I \rightarrow \mathbf{P}_J \times \mathbf{P}_J} \\
(\mu, \nu) & \in \mathcal{S}_{\mathbf{C} \times \mathbf{P}_I \rightarrow \mathbf{D}} \\
\mu(\tilde{F}, \tilde{G}_u) & \in \mathcal{D}_{\mathbf{C} \rightarrow \mathbf{P}_J} \\
\nu(\tilde{G}_u, \tilde{F}) & \in \mathcal{D}_{\mathbf{C} \rightarrow \mathbf{P}_I}
\end{align*}
\]

If $S$ and $D$ are the minimal classes that are closed under these rules, then we call $S$ the class of strictly positive signatures and $D$ the class of strictly positive types.

A brief note about terminology: The name $\mu$-complete is an adaption of the $\lambda$-cube terminology, where the calculus with just dependent types is called $\lambda P$, see \cite{Bar91, NG14}. The letter "P" stands in this context for "predicate" and signifies the involvement of dependent types. With the Greek letter $\mu$, we intend to refer to recursive types and not just inductive types. The reader should think here of general $\mu$-recursion as a mnemonic, similar to the naming of $\mu$-bicomplete categories \cite{San02b}.

The following assumption reflects that $D$ contains exactly the strictly positive types we will consider in Chapter 3.

**Assumption 6.2.10.** We assume, without loss of generality, that for a $\mu$P-complete category, the classes $S$ and $D$ are exactly its strictly positive signatures and types.

One feature of recursive-type complete categories is that basic types, like fibrewise and dependent products and coproducts, arise naturally as inductive and coinductive types. This is an instance of the following, more general, result.

**Theorem 6.2.11.** Suppose $P: E \rightarrow B$ is a $\mu$P-complete category. Let $C = \prod_{i=1}^n P_{j_i}$ and $\pi_1: C \times P_I \rightarrow C$ be the first projection. If $(\pi_1, u)$ is a signature such $u_k: j_1 \rightarrow I$, then we have for $G_u = (u_1^*, \ldots, u_n^*)$ the following adjoint situation:

\[
\mu(\tilde{\pi}_1, \tilde{G}_u) + G_u \dashv \nu(\tilde{G}_u, \tilde{\pi}_1).
\]

**Proof.** We only show how the adjoint transposes are obtained in the case of inductive types. Concretely, for a tuple $V \in C$ and an object $A \in \mathbf{P}_I$, we need to prove the correspondence

\[
\begin{align*}
f & : \mu(\tilde{\pi}_1, \tilde{G}_u)(V) \longrightarrow A \quad \text{in } \mathbf{P}_I \\
g & : V \longrightarrow G_uA \quad \text{in } C
\end{align*}
\]

Let us use the notation $H = \mu(\tilde{\pi}_1, \tilde{G}_u)$, then the choice of $\pi_1$ implies that the initial $(\tilde{\pi}_1, \tilde{G}_u)$-dialebra is of type $\alpha: \text{Id}_C \Rightarrow G_u \circ H$, since $\tilde{\pi}_1(H) = \pi_1 \circ (\text{Id}_C, H) = \text{Id}_C$ and $\tilde{G}_u(H) = G_u \circ H$. This allows us to use as transpose of $f$ the morphism $V \xrightarrow{\alpha_v} G_u(H(V)) \xrightarrow{G_u f} G_uA$. As transpose of $g$, we use the inductive extension of $\tilde{\pi}_1(K^*_X)(V) = V \xrightarrow{\alpha} G_uA = \tilde{G}_u(K^*_X)(V)$. The proof that this correspondence is natural and bijective follows straightforwardly from initiality. For coinductive types, the result is given by duality. \qed
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From this result we can recover the usual binary, fibrewise products and coproducts, and the dependent products and coproducts as shown in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construction</th>
<th>Parameter C</th>
<th>Reindexing $u$</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Binary Coproduct $+_I : P_I \times P_I \rightarrow P_I$</td>
<td>$P_I$</td>
<td>$(id_I, id_I)$</td>
<td>$+_I = \mu(\widehat{\pi}_1, G_u)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary Product $\times_I : P_I \times P_I \rightarrow P_I$</td>
<td>$P_I$</td>
<td>$(id_I, id_I)$</td>
<td>$\times_I = v(\widehat{G_u}, \pi_1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent Coproduct $\bigsqcup_f : P_I \rightarrow P_J$</td>
<td>$1$</td>
<td>$(f : I \rightarrow J)$</td>
<td>$\bigsqcup_f = \mu(\widehat{\pi}_1, \widehat{G_u})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent Product $\bigsqcup_f : P_I \rightarrow P_J$</td>
<td>$1$</td>
<td>$(f : I \rightarrow J)$</td>
<td>$\bigsqcup_f = v(\widehat{G_u}, \pi_1)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many more examples, like initial and final objects etc., can be obtained in a $\mu P$-complete category, but we defer their construction to the examples in Chapter 6 to reduce repetition. Let us give two examples that become relevant in Section 6.4 though.

**Example 6.2.12 (Propositional Equality).** There are several definable notions of equality, provided that $B$ has binary products. A generic one is *propositional equality* $Eq_I : P_I \rightarrow P_{I \times I}$, the left adjoint to the so-called *contraction* functor $\delta^* : P_{I \times I} \rightarrow P_I$, where $\delta$ is the diagonal $\delta : I \rightarrow I \times I$. Thus, propositional equality can be obtained from the table above as the dependend coproduct along $\delta$:

$Eq_I := \bigsqcup_\delta$. Since $Eq_I$ is a left adjoint, it comes for each $X \in P_{I \times I}$ with a constructor $\text{refl}_X : X \rightarrow \delta^*(Eq_I(X))$.

Let us clarify this definition by instantiating it over set families. For $Y \in \text{Set}^{I \times I}$ and $i \in I$, we have $\delta^*(Y)_i = Y_{\delta(i)} = Y_{(i,i)}$. The equality type on $X \in \text{Set}^I$ and $(i,j) \in I \times I$ is given on the other hand by

$$Eq_I(X)_{(i,j)} = \bigsqcup_{k \in I, \delta(k) = (i,j)} X_k \cong \begin{cases} X_i, & i = j \\ \emptyset, & i \neq j \end{cases}.$$  

The constructor $\text{refl}_X$ is given for each $i \in I$ as a map $X_i \rightarrow Eq_I(X)_{(i,i)} \cong X_i$, and is essentially the identity map. It should be noted that one is usually more interested in the instance $Eq_I(1_I)$, where $1_I$ in the final object in $P_I$. For this reason, we define

$$Eq(I) := Eq_I(1_I).$$  

(6.5)

In $\text{Fam}(\text{Set})$, one obtains thus

$$Eq(I) = Eq_I(1_I) \cong \begin{cases} 1, & i = j \\ \emptyset, & i \neq j \end{cases},$$

which is the definition of equality on $I$ that might be more familiar.

**Example 6.2.13 (Bisimilarity for Streams).** Assume that there is an object $A^\omega$ in $B$ of streams over $A$, together with projections $\text{hd} : A^\omega \rightarrow A$ and $\text{tl} : A^\omega \rightarrow A^\omega$, giving us the head and tail of a stream. We can define bisimilarity between streams as coinductive type for the signature

$$F, G : P_{A^\omega \times A^\omega} \rightarrow P_{A^\omega \times A^\omega} \times P_{A^\omega \times A^\omega}$$

$$F = \langle (\text{hd} \times \text{hd})^* \circ K_{Eq(A)}, (\text{tl} \times \text{tl})^* \rangle$$

and

$$u = (\text{id}_{A^\omega \times A^\omega}, \text{id}_{A^\omega \times A^\omega}).$$
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Let us put this definition of bisimilarity into a broader perspective. There is a category \( \text{Rel}(E) \) of binary relations in \( E \) by forming the pullback of \( P \) along \( \Delta: B \to B \) with \( \Delta(I) = I \times I \), see \([HJ97]\):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Rel}(E) & \longrightarrow E \\
\downarrow & \downarrow P \\
\text{Rel}(P) & \downarrow \Delta \\
B & \to B
\end{align*}
\]

Since \( P \) is cloven, also the resulting fibration \( \text{Rel}(P) \) is cloven (\([Jac99\), Lem. 1.5.1\]). Thus, we obtain reindexing functors between the fibres of \( \text{Rel}(E) \), which we will denote by \( (\_\#) \). Note that the fibres of \( \text{Rel}(E) \) can be presented by the isomorphism \( \text{Rel}(E)_X \cong P_{X \times X} \), so that reindexing in \( \text{Rel}(P) \) is effectively given by \( f\# = (f \times f)^* \). We can now reinterpret \( F \) and \( G_u \) in \( \text{Rel}(E) \) by

\[
F, G_u : \text{Rel}(E)_{A^\omega} \to \text{Rel}(E)_{A^\omega} \times \text{Rel}(E)_{A^\omega}
\]

\[
F = \langle \text{hd}^* \circ \text{K}_{\text{Eq}(A)}, \text{tl}^* \rangle \quad \text{and} \quad G_u = \langle \text{id}_{A^\omega}^*, \text{id}_{A^\omega}^* \rangle.
\]

The final \((G_u, F)\)-dialgebra on \( \text{Bisim}_A \in \text{Rel}(E)_{A^\omega} \) is a pair of morphisms

\[
(\text{hd}_A^\#: \text{Bisim}_A \to \text{hd}^*(\text{Eq}(A)), \text{tl}_A^\#: \text{Bisim}_A \to \text{tl}^*(\text{Bisim}_A)).
\]

\( \text{Bisim}_A \) should be thought of to consist of all bisimilarity proofs. Coinductive extensions yield the usual coinduction proof principle, allowing us to prove bisimilarity by establishing a bisimulation relation \( R \in \text{Rel}(E)_{A^\omega} \) together with \( h : R \to \text{hd}^*(\text{Eq}(A)) \) and \( t : R \to \text{tl}^*(R) \). This says, as usual, that the heads of streams related by \( R \) are equal and that the tails of related streams are again related. Later, in Example 6.4.13, we will see how bisimilarity arises canonically for coinductive types.

Let us now come to an example of a truly dependent, inductive-coinductive type. This type will represent the substream relation that we encountered before.

**Example 6.2.14.** Recall that we have defined in Example 5.1.13 the substream relation that relates two streams \( s \) and \( t \), if all the elements in \( s \) occur in order in \( t \). We denoted this relation symbolically by \( s \subseteq t \). In Section 5.1.3, we found out that this relation could be expressed by selecting elements from the stream \( t \) through an inductive-coinductive type. From this, we inferred that \( \subseteq \) is an inductive-coinductive relation. The purpose of this example is to make this somewhat more precise by defining \( \leq \) directly as a recursive type. In Section 7.5.3 we will relate both definitions.

To give an intuitive description of the direct definition of the substream relation, let us use for a moment the language of the copattern calculus \( \lambda \mu \nu \Rightarrow \). Let \( s \) and \( t \) thus be of type \( A^\omega \). We consider \( s \) to be substream of \( t \), written \( s \leq t \), if we can obtain a stream \( t' \) by finitely often applying \( .\text{tl} \) to \( t \), such that

1. \( s.\text{hd} = t'.\text{hd} \), and
2. \( s.\text{tl} \leq t'.\text{tl} \).

Figure 6.2 should give an idea of how this definition works for streams of natural numbers.

Let us now derive from this description a definition of the substream relation in a \( \mu P \)-complete category. As a first towards this goal consider the following mutually recursive declaration of the dependent types \( s \leq t \) and \( s \leq \mu t \).
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\[
t' = t_{\text{tl}}_{\text{tl}}
\]

\[
s_{\text{tl}}
\]

Figure 6.2.: Operational View on Substream Relation

\[
\begin{align*}
codata \quad & s, t : A^\omega \vdash s \leq t \text{ where} \\
& \quad \text{out} \ : \ s \leq t \rightarrow s \leq \mu t
\end{align*}
\]

\[
data \quad & s, t : A^\omega \vdash s \leq \mu t \text{ where} \\
& \quad \text{match} \ : \ (s.\text{hd} = t.\text{hd}) \times (s.\text{tl} \leq t.\text{tl}) \rightarrow s \leq \mu t \\
& \quad \text{skip} \ : \ s \leq \mu t.\text{tl} \rightarrow s \leq \mu t
\end{align*}
\]

The first type is coinductive, which is signified by the keyword \textit{codata}, whereas the second is an inductive type. Of course, the first type should represent the substream relation. But what is the role of the type \(s \leq \mu t\)? Note that in the description of the substream relation above we said that for \(s \leq t\) to hold there must be a stream \(t'\) that is obtained by finitely often applying the tail destructor to \(t\). These \textit{skipping} steps can be exactly achieved by using the “skip” constructor of \(s \leq \mu t\) and, since this is an inductive type, we eventually need to use the “match” constructor. This constructor, in turn, requires us to show that the heads of \(s\) and \(t\) match and that the tail of \(s\) is a substream of the tail of \(t'\). Hence, “match” formalises exactly the two conditions we posed above on \(t'\).

In Figure 6.3, we give a representation of a proof tree for the fact that the constant stream \(1^\omega\) is a substream of the alternating bit stream \(\text{alt}\). Since the tail of \(\text{alt}\) starts with a 1, we use for clarity the notation \(1 : \text{alt}\) instead of \(\text{alt} : \text{tl}\) in the tree. Moreover, the dashed line shows how the proof tree is build through the coinductive type \(1^\omega \leq \text{alt}\). We will give a formal definition of this proof by using finality of the substream relation.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{skip}_{(1^\omega, \text{alt})} \\
\text{match}_{(1^\omega, 1 : \text{alt})} \\
\text{refl}_1
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 6.3.: Conceptual Representation of a Proof of \(1^\omega \leq \text{alt}\)

After developing an intuition for how the substream relation arises as an inductive-coinductive type, it is now our job to construct this relation by using the machinery of \(\mu P\)-complete categories. This is done in three steps: First, we define a functor \(S'_\mu : \text{Rel}(E)_{A^\omega} \rightarrow \text{Rel}(E)_{A^\omega}\), such that \(S'_\mu(R)\) corresponds to \(\leq \mu\) but with all occurrences of \(\leq\) in its declaration replaced by \(R\). Second, we define \(S \in \text{Rel}(E)_{A^\omega}\), which corresponds to \(\leq\). Finally, the type \(\leq \mu\) itself is interpreted as \(S'_\mu(S)\). Since \(S'_\mu : \text{Rel}(E)_{A^\omega} \rightarrow \text{Rel}(E)_{A^\omega}\) should be an inductive type, we define \(S'_\mu = \mu(\overline{F}, \overline{G}_u)\) with

\[
F : \text{Rel}(E)_{A^\omega} \times \text{Rel}(E)_{A^\omega} \rightarrow \text{Rel}(E)_{A^\omega} \times \text{Rel}(E)_{A^\omega}
\]

\[
F(S, R) = (\text{hd}^* (\text{Eq}(A)) \times \text{tl}^* (S), (\text{id} \times \text{tl})* (R))
\]
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and \( u = (\text{id}_{A^\omega}, \text{id}_{A^\omega}) \). On top of this type, we can now define the substream relation \( S \in \text{Rel}(E)_{A^\omega} \) by \( S = \nu(G_{\text{id}_{A^\omega}}, S'_\mu) \). Notice how these definitions reflect exactly the type declarations above because with \( S_\mu = S'_\mu(S) \) we obtain the following operations, since \( S \) and \( S_\mu \) are final and initial dialgebras.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{out}: & \; S \rightarrow S_\mu \\
\text{match}: & \; \text{hd}^\#(\text{Eq}(A)) \times \text{tl}^\#(S) \rightarrow S_\mu \\
\text{skip}: & \; (\text{id} \times \text{tl})^\#(S_\mu) \rightarrow S_\mu
\end{align*}
\]

Coming back to the example that \( 1^\omega \) is a substream of \( \text{alt} \), we can give in \( \text{Rel}(\text{Fam}(\text{Set}))_{A^\omega} \) a formal description of the proof tree in Figure 6.3. To do so, recall that \( \text{Rel}(\text{Fam}(\text{Set}))_{A^\omega} \cong \text{Set}^{A^\omega \times A^\omega} \), which allows us to define relations easily as set families. Thus, let us define \( R \in \text{Set}^{A^\omega \times A^\omega} \) to be

\[
R(\sigma, \tau) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \sigma = 1^\omega \text{ and } \tau = \text{alt} \\
\emptyset, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

We can then define morphism \( c : R \rightarrow S'_\mu(R) \) in \( \text{Set}^{A^\omega \times A^\omega} \) by

\[
c((1^\omega, \text{alt})(\star)) = \text{skip}((1^\omega, \text{alt})(\text{match}(1^\omega, 1 : \text{alt})(\text{refl}(\star), \star))).
\]

Since \( \text{id}^\#(R) \cong \text{Id}(R) = R \), we have that \( c \) is a \( (G_{\text{id}}, S'_\mu) \)-dialgebra and can thus be extended to a homomorphism \( \tilde{c} : R \rightarrow S \). By applying this map, we obtain the tree in Figure 6.3 as the element \( \tilde{c}((1^\omega, \text{alt})(\star)) \) in \( S \).

Summing up, we have shown how to construct the substream relation in any \( \mu \text{P} \)-complete category. We show that this direct definition is equivalent to the one given by stream filtering in Section 5.1.3. ▷

Up to this point, all coinductive types that we encountered only used the identity substitution to determine the domain of their destructors. In the last example of this section we study a dependent coinductive type that uses a non-trivial substitution instead. The point of this example is to illustrate how non-trivial substitutions allow us to block the application of destructors.

**Example 6.2.15.** A partial stream is a stream together with a, possibly infinite, depth up to which it is defined. Assume that there is an object \( \mathbb{N}^\omega \) of natural numbers extended with infinity and a successor map \( s_\infty : \mathbb{N}^\omega \rightarrow \mathbb{N}^\omega \) in \( B \), we will see how these can be defined in Example 6.2.19. The partial streams correspond to the following type declaration, the idea of which is that the head and tail of partial streams are defined only on those partial streams that are defined in, at least, the first position.

\[
\text{codata} \; n : \mathbb{N}^\omega \vdash \text{PStr} A \; n \; \text{where}
\begin{align*}
& k : \mathbb{N}^\omega \vdash \text{hd} \; k : \text{PStr} A \; (s_\infty \; k) \rightarrow A \\
& k : \mathbb{N}^\omega \vdash \text{tl} \; k : \text{PStr} A \; (s_\infty \; k) \rightarrow \text{PStr} A \; k
\end{align*}
\]

As set of partial functions, we can define partial streams as a family indexed by \( n \in \mathbb{N}^\omega \):

\[
P\text{Str}(A)_n = \{ s : \mathbb{N} \rightarrow A \mid \forall k < n. k \in \text{dom} \; s \land \forall k \geq n. k \notin \text{dom} \; s \},
\]

where the order on \( \mathbb{N}^\omega \) is given by extending that of the natural numbers with \( \infty \) as strict top element, that is, such that \( k < \infty \) for all \( k \in \mathbb{N} \).
The interpretation of $\text{PStr}(A)$ for $A \in \mathbf{P}_1$ in a $\mu\mathbf{P}$-complete category is given as the carrier of the final $(G_u, F)$-dialgebra with

$$G_u, F : \mathbf{P}_{187} \to \mathbf{P}_{187} \times \mathbf{P}_{187} \quad G_u = \langle s^*, s^* \rangle \quad F = \langle K^\mu_1, \text{Id} \rangle,$$

where $A' = \mu^*_\mathbf{P}(A) \in \mathbf{P}_{187}$ is the weakening of $A$ with $\mu^*_\mathbf{P} : \mathbf{N} \to 1$. On set families, partial streams are given by the dialgebra $\xi = (\text{hd}, \text{tl})$ with $\text{hd}_k : \text{PStr}(A)(s_k, k) \to A$ and $\text{tl}_k : \text{PStr}(A)(s_k, k) \to \text{PStr}(A)k$ for every $k \in \mathbf{N}$. We make this construction functorial in $A$, using the same “trick” as for sums and products. To this end, we define the functor $H : \mathbf{P}_1 \times \mathbf{P}_{187} \to \mathbf{P}_{187} \times \mathbf{P}_{187}$ with $H = \langle \mu^*_\mathbf{P}, \omega \pi_1, \pi_2 \rangle$, where $\pi_1$ and $\pi_2$ are corresponding projection functors, so that $H(A, X) = F(X)$. This gives, by recursive-type completeness, rise to a functor $\nu(\tilde{G}_u, \tilde{F}) : \mathbf{P}_{187} \to \mathbf{P}_{187}$, which we denote by $\text{PStr}$, together with a pair $(\text{hd}, \text{tl})$ of natural transformations.

\[\square\]

### 6.2.4. Recursive-Type Closed Categories

We have seen in the introduction that one of central notions in a (dependent) type theory is context extension. It turned out that a possible category theoretical counterpart was to have a comprehension functor. The following definition gives a precise description of the necessary ingredients that a fibration with comprehension needs to have, so that dependently typed contexts can be interpreted over that fibration. This definition can be found, for example, in \([\text{Jac99}, \text{Lem. 1.8.8, Def. 10.4.7}]\) and \([\text{FGJ11}]\).

**Definition 6.2.16.** Let $P : E \to B$ be a fibration. If each fibre $\mathbf{P}_I$ has a final object $1_I$ and these are preserved by reindexing, then there is a fibred final object functor $1_{(-)} : B \to E$. (Note that then $P(1_I) = I$.) $P$ is a comprehension category with unit (CCU), if $1_{(-)}$ has a right adjoint $\{-\} : E \to B$, called comprehension. This gives rise to a functor $\mathcal{P} : E \to B^{\to}$ into the arrow category over $B$, by mapping $\mathcal{P}(A) = P(\epsilon_A) : \{A\} \to P(A)$ and $\mathcal{P}(f) = (\{f\}, Pf)$, where $\epsilon : 1_{(-)} \Rightarrow \text{Id}$ is the counit of $1_{(-)} \dashv \{-\}$. We often denote $\mathcal{P}(A)$ by $\pi_A$ and call it the projection of $A$. Finally, $P$ is said to be a full CCU, if $\mathcal{P}$ is a fully faithful functor.

Note that, in a $\mu\mathbf{P}$-complete category, we can define final objects in each fibre, though the preservation of them by reindexing needs to be required separately, see Section 6.5.

Let us record for later use what the fullness conditions for a CCU means explicitly. Recall that a morphism between projections $\pi_A$ and $\pi_B$ in the arrow category $B^{\to}$ is given by a commuting diagram of the following form.

$$\begin{array}{ccc}
\{A\} & \xrightarrow{f} & \{B\} \\
\pi_A \downarrow & & \downarrow \pi_B \\
PA & \xrightarrow{g} & PB
\end{array}$$

That $\mathcal{P}$ is a fully faithful functor means now that there is a unique $h : A \to B$ in $E$ with $\mathcal{P}(h) = (f, g)$. By definition of $\mathcal{P}$, we thus have $f = \{h\}$ and $g = Ph$.

The following example describes comprehension for the set-family fibration, which he have encountered already in the introduction.
Example 6.2.17. In Fam(\text{Set})\text{,} the final object functor is given by \(1_I = (I, \{1\}_{i \in I})\), where \(1\) is the singleton set. Comprehension is defined to be \((\{I, X\}) = \bigsqcup_{i \in I} X_i\) and the projections \(\pi_I\) map then an element of \(\bigsqcup_{i \in I} X_i\) to its component \(i\) in \(I\).

Using comprehension, we can give a general account to dependent recursive types.

Definition 6.2.18. We say that a fibration \(P: E \to B\) is a recursive-type closed category (\(\mu\text{PCC}\)), if it is a CCU, has a terminal object in \(B\) and is \(\mu\text{P-complete}\).

As already mentioned, the purpose of introducing comprehension is that it allows us to use recursive types defined in \(E\) again as index. The terminal object in \(B\) is used to introduce recursive types without dependencies, like natural numbers. Let us reiterate on Ex. 6.2.15 to illustrate this.

Example 6.2.19. Recall that we assumed the existence of extended naturals \(\mathbb{N}^\infty\) and the successor map \(s_\infty\) on them to define partial streams. We are now in the position to define in a recursive-type closed category everything from scratch as follows.

Having defined \(+ : P_1 \times P_1 \to P_1\), see Thm. 6.2.11 we put \(\mathbb{N}^\infty := \nu(\text{Id}, 1 + \text{Id})\) with its final dialgebra structure being the predecessor \(\text{pred}\). The successor map \(s_\infty : \mathbb{N}^\infty \to \mathbb{N}^\infty\) can then be defined as the unique homomorphism in the following diagram.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\mathbb{N}^\infty & \xrightarrow{s_\infty} & \mathbb{N}^\infty \\
\downarrow{\kappa_2} & & \downarrow{\text{pred}} \\
1 + \mathbb{N}^\infty & \xrightarrow{\text{id} + s_\infty} & \mathbb{N}^\infty \\
\end{array}
\]

Partial streams \(\text{PStr} : P_{\mathbb{N}^\infty} \to P_{\mathbb{N}^\infty}\) are then given as in Ex. 6.2.15 by the final \((\hat{G}_u, \hat{F})\)-dialgebra, only this time we need to apply the comprehension functor to \(s_\infty\) to obtain a map in the base category \(B\). Thus, we put \(u = (\{s_\infty\}, \{s_\infty\})\) and \(F = \langle 1^*_{\mathbb{N}^\infty} \circ \pi_1, \pi_2 \rangle\).

6.3. Constructing Recursive Types as Polynomials

In Section 6.2, we have given conditions on fibrations that allow us to use them as dependent type theory based only on inductive and coinductive types. The important notion there was that of \(\mu\text{P-completeness}\) (Definition 6.2.9). This raises of course the question whether there are any examples of \(\mu\text{P-complete}\) categories. We will answer this question affirmatively by showing that there is a class of categories, called Martin-Löf categories, that admit an interpretation of all necessary recursive types. This works by reducing all recursive types to polynomial functors [GK13] (also called container [AAG05]). An example of this class is then the codomain fibration over the category of sets.

The construction proceeds in two steps. First, we reduce in Theorem 6.3.1 the dialgebras arising from signatures to algebras and coalgebras, respectively. Second, we construct the necessary initial algebras and final coalgebras as fixed points of polynomial functors, analogous to the construction of strictly positive types in [AAG05]. This second step is again an assembly of results. We prove in Theorem 6.3.10 that fixed points of dependent polynomial functors with parameters are again polynomial functors. This allows us to construct nested recursive types, and is the significant result of this section. Next, we show that dependent recursive types can be constructed from non-dependent...
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recursive types. For coinductive types the corresponding result is given in Theorem 6.3.6, whereas the analogous result for inductive types is already in [AAG05] and [GK13]. Finally, the construction of non-dependent, coinductive types can be reduced to that of inductive types, which is again proved by Abbott et al. [AAG05].

We begin by showing that inductive and coinductive types correspond to certain initial algebras and final coalgebras, respectively.

**Theorem 6.3.1.** Let \( P: E \to B \) be a fibration with fibrewise coproducts and dependent sums. If \( (F, u) \) with \( F: P_I \to P_{J_1} \times \cdots \times P_{J_n} \) is a signature, then there is an isomorphism

\[
\text{DiAlg}(F, G_u) \cong \text{Alg}\left( \bigsqcup_{u_1} \circ F_1 + \cdots + I \bigsqcup_{u_n} \circ F_n \right)
\]

where \( F_k = \pi_k \circ F \) is the \( k \)th component of \( F \). In particular, existence of inductive types and initial algebras coincide. Dually, if \( P \) has fibrewise and dependent products, then

\[
\text{DiAlg}(G_u, F) \cong \text{CoAlg}\left( \prod_{u_1} \circ F_1 \times \cdots \times I \prod_{u_n} \circ F_n \right).
\]

In particular, existence of coinductive types and final coalgebras coincide.

**Proof.** The first result is given by a simple application of the adjunctions \( \bigsqcup \cong \Delta \) between the (fibrewise) coproduct and the diagonal, and \( \bigsqcup u_k \): \( FX \to G_u X \) (in \( P_{J_1} \times \cdots \times P_{J_n} \))

\[
(\bigsqcup_{u_1} (F_1 X), \ldots, \bigsqcup_{u_n} (F_n X)) \to \Delta_n X \quad \text{(in } P^n)\]

\[
\bigsqcup_{k=1}^n \bigsqcup_{u_k} (F_k X) \to X \quad \text{(in } P_I)\]

That homomorphisms are preserved follows at once from naturality of the used \( \text{Hom-set isomorphisms} \). The correspondence for coinductive types follows by duality. \( \square \)

To be able to reuse existing work, we work in the following with the codomain fibration \( \text{cod}: B \to B \) for a category \( B \) with pullbacks. Moreover, we assume that \( B \) is finitely complete and locally Cartesian closed. The following definition allows to connect this to our setup of fibrations.

**Definition 6.3.2** ([Jac99, Def. 10.5.3]). Let \( P: E \to B \) be a comprehension category with coproducts, that is, for every \( A \in E \) with projection \( \pi_A: \{A\} \to PA \) there is an adjunction \( \bigsqcup A + \pi^*_A \) that satisfies the Beck-Chevalley condition, see Definition 2.4.4. We denote the unit of these coproducts by \( \eta: \text{Id} \Rightarrow \pi^*_A \bigsqcup A \), and we let \( \pi^*_A (\bigsqcup A X) \) be the Cartesian lifting of \( \pi_A \) as in the following diagram.

\[
\pi^*_A \bigsqcup A X \xrightarrow{\pi^*_A (\bigsqcup A X)} \bigsqcup A X \xrightarrow{\pi_A} \{A\} \xrightarrow{\pi_A} PA = P(\bigsqcup A X)
\]
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The fibration $P$ has strong coproducts, if the dependent pairing $\kappa: \{X\} \to \{\coprod I X\}$, given by

$$\kappa = \left\{ \pi_A \left( \coprod A X \right) \circ \eta_X \right\},$$

is an isomorphism. We call $P$ a closed comprehension category (CCompC), if it is a full CCU with products, strong coproducts and has a final object in the base category $\mathcal{B}$. By [Jac99, Thm 10.5.5], a finitely complete category $\mathcal{B}$ is locally Cartesian closed if and only if the codomain fibration is cod: $\mathcal{B}\to \mathcal{B}$ is a closed comprehension category. Another assumption that we need is that the binary coproducts in $\mathcal{B}$ are disjoint, which means that the injections are monomorphisms and form the following pullback square.

$$\begin{array}{ccc}
0 & \longrightarrow & J \\
\downarrow & & \downarrow \kappa_2 \\
I & \stackrel{\kappa_1}{\longrightarrow} & I + J
\end{array}$$

Under the assumption that coproducts are disjoint, we obtain an equivalence $\mathcal{B}/I+J \simeq \mathcal{B}/I \times \mathcal{B}/J$, see [Jac99, Prop. 1.5.4].

**Assumption 6.3.3.** In this section we assume that $\mathcal{B}$ is a finitely complete, locally Cartesian closed category with disjoint coproducts.

**Definition 6.3.4.** A dependent polynomial $\Gamma$ indexed by $I$ on variables indexed by $J$ is given by a triple of morphisms

$$\begin{array}{ccc}
J & \overset{s}{\leftarrow} & B \\
\downarrow & & \downarrow f \\
I & \overset{t}{\longrightarrow} & A \\
\downarrow & & \downarrow \text{id}_I
\end{array}$$

If $J = I = 1$, $f$ is said to be a (non-dependent) polynomial. The extension of a polynomial $\Gamma$ is given by the composite

$$[\Gamma] = \mathcal{B}/J \overset{s^*}{\longrightarrow} \mathcal{B}/B \overset{\prod_f}{\longrightarrow} \mathcal{B}/A \longrightarrow \mathcal{B}/I,$$

which we denote by $[f]$ if $\Gamma$ is non-dependent. A functor $F: \mathcal{B}/J \to \mathcal{B}/I$ is a dependent polynomial functor, if there is a dependent polynomial $\Gamma$ such that $F \cong [\Gamma]$.

Note that polynomials are called containers by Abbott et al. [Abb03; AAG05], and a polynomial $\Gamma = 1 \leftarrow B \overset{f}{\to} A \overset{1}{\to} 1$ would be written as $A \triangleright f$ there. Similarly, dependent polynomials are a slight generalisation of indexed containers [AM09]. Container morphisms, however, are different from those of dependent polynomials, as the latter correspond to strong natural transformations [GK13, Prop. 2.9], whereas the former are in exact correspondence with all natural transformations between extensions [AAG05, Thm. 3.4]. Because of this relation, we will apply results for containers, which do not involve morphisms, to polynomials. Another difference in terminology between the theory of polynomial functors and containers is that initial algebras and final coalgebras for functors associated to containers are called and $W$-types and $M$-types, respectively. We will adopt this terminology in the following and denote for $f: A \to B$ by $W_f$ the carrier of the initial algebra and by $M_f$ the carrier of the final coalgebra for $[f]$. In particular, we can use this to translate [AAG05, Prop. 4.1], giving us a construction of final coalgebras for polynomial functors from initial algebras for polynomial functors.
Assumption 6.3.5. We assume additionally that $B$ is closed under the formation of W-types, thus is a Martin-Löf category in the terminology of Abbott et al. \[AAG05\]. By the above remark, $B$ then also has all M-types.

Analogously to how \[GH04, \text{Thm. 12}\] extends \[MP00, \text{Prop. 3.8}\], we extend here \[vdBdM04, \text{Thm 3.3}\]. That is to say, we show that final coalgebras for dependent polynomial functors can be constructed from final coalgebras of non-dependent polynomial functors. One reviewer of \[Bas15a\] had pointed out that this result can be derived from \[vdBdM07, \text{Thm 3.1}\], the published version of \[vdBdM04\]. However, we include a proof here, since it gives some insight into the handling of dependencies.

**Theorem 6.3.6.** Dependent polynomial functors $B/I \to B/I$ have final coalgebras.

**Proof.** Let $\Gamma = I \xleftarrow{s} B \xrightarrow{f} A \xrightarrow{t} I$ be a dependent polynomial. We construct, analogously to \[GH04\], the carrier of a final coalgebra $V$ of $[\Gamma]$ as an equaliser as in the following diagram, in which $f \times I$ is a shorthand for $B \times I \xrightarrow{f \times \text{id}} A \times I$ and $M_{f \times I}$ is the carrier of the final $[f \times I]$-coalgebra.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
V \xrightarrow{g} M_f \xrightarrow{u_1} M_{f \times I} \xrightarrow{u_2}
\end{array}
\]

(6.6)

First, we give $u_1$ and $u_2$, whose definitions are summarised in the following two diagrams.

These diagrams shall indicate that $u_1$ is given as coinductive extension and $\psi$ as one-step definition, using that $M_{f \times I}$ is a final coalgebra, see Appendix \[\text{B}\]. The maps involved in the diagram are given as follows, which we sometimes spell out in the internal language of the codomain fibration, see for example \[Abb03\], as this is sometimes more readable.\[3\]

- The natural transformation $p: \Sigma_A \Pi_f \Rightarrow \Sigma_{A \times I} \Pi_{f \times I}$ sends $(a, v)$ to $(a, t(a), v)$. It is given by the extension $[\alpha, \beta]: [f] \Rightarrow [f \times I]$ of the morphism of polynomials $[AAG05]$

\[
\begin{array}{c}
B \xrightarrow{f} A \\
\beta \downarrow \quad \downarrow \alpha \\
B \times I \xrightarrow{f \times I} A \times I
\end{array}
\]

where $\alpha = \langle \text{id}, t \rangle$ and $\beta = \langle \text{id}, t \circ f \rangle$. 
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The map $K: \Pi_{f \times I}(M_{f \times I}) \rightarrow \Pi_{f \times I}(M_{f \times I} \times B)$ is given as transpose of

$$\langle e_{M_{f \times I}}, \pi_1 \circ \pi \rangle: (f \times I)^*(\Pi_{f \times I}(M_{f \times I})) \rightarrow M_{f \times I} \times B,$$

where $e$ is the counit of the product (evaluation) and $\pi$ is the context projection. In the internal language $K$ is given by $K \triangleright = \lambda(b,i).\langle \nu(b,i),b \rangle$.

- $\phi: M_{f \times I} \times B \rightarrow M_{f \times I}$ is constructed as coinductive extension as in the following diagram

$$\xymatrix{ M_{f \times I} \times B \ar[r]^\phi \ar[d]^{\xi_{f \times I} \times \text{id}} & M_{f \times I} \ar[d]^{\xi_{f \times I}} \\
[f \times I](M_{f \times I}) \times B \ar[d]^e & \ar[d]^e [f \times I](\phi) \ar[r]_{[f \times I]} & [f \times I](M_{f \times I})}
$$

Here $e$ is given by $e((a,i,\nu,b)) = (a,sb,\lambda(b',sb).\langle \nu(b',i),b' \rangle)$, arising from the so-called Frobenius property, see [Jac99, Lem. 1.9.12].

We note that the elements of the subobject $V$ of $M_f$, as given in (6.6), can be described by

$$x : V_i \iff 
\xi_f x = (a : A, \nu : \Pi_f M_f), \ t a = i \text{ and } (\forall b : B. f b = a \Rightarrow \nu b : V_x b).$$

The direction from left to right is given by simple a calculation, whereas the other direction can be proved by establishing a bisimulation between $u_1 x$ and $u_2 x$. We defer these details to Appendix B.

This characterisation of $V$ allows us to prove that $\xi_f : M_f \rightarrow [f](M_f)$ restricts to $\xi' : V \rightarrow [\Gamma](V)$ and that $\xi'$ is a final coalgebra. Hence, $V$ is indeed the carrier of a final $[\Gamma]$-coalgebra in $\text{Set} / \mathcal{I}$.

Before we continue, let us briefly illustrate the construction of final coalgebras for dependent polynomials from non-dependent polynomials in $\text{Set}^\rightarrow$.

**Example 6.3.7.** Recall from Ex. 6.2.15 that partial streams are given by

**codata** n : N∞ + PStr A n where

- k : N∞ + hd k : PStr A (s∞ k) → A
- k : N∞ + tl k : PStr A (s∞ k) → PStr A k

and that PStr is the final $(\overline{G}_u, \overline{H})$-dialgebra, where we have that $H : \text{Set}^1 \times \text{Set}^{N^\infty} \rightarrow \text{Set}^{N^\infty \times \text{Set}^{N^\infty}}$ with $H = (t^\nu_{N^\infty} \circ \pi_1, \pi_2)$ and $u = (s_{\infty}, s_{\infty})$. By Thm. 6.3.1, we can construct PStr as the final coalgebra of $F : \text{Set} / 1 \times \text{Set} / N^\infty \rightarrow \text{Set} / N^\infty$ with $F(A, X) = \prod_{s_{\infty}} t^\nu_{N^\infty} A \times N^\infty \prod_{s_{\infty}} X$. Let us now fix an object $A \in \text{Set} / 1$ and put $A' := !^\nu_{N^\infty}(A)$. To represent $F(A,-)$ as a polynomial functor, we will need the following pullback

$$\begin{array}{ccc}
Q & \xrightarrow{f} & \prod_{N^\infty} \prod_{s_{\infty}} A' \\
\rho \downarrow & & \downarrow \pi \\
\overline{N} & \xrightarrow{s_{\infty}} & \overline{N^\infty}
\end{array} \quad (6.7)
$$
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Figure 6.4: Intermediate trees constructed in Thm. 6.3.6; only the last two are valid

where $\pi$ is the evident coproduct projection. Now we have

$$F(A, X) = \prod_{s_{\omega}} A' \times \prod_{s_{\omega}} X$$

$$\cong \prod_{s_{\omega}} \pi^* \left( \prod_{s_{\omega}} X \right) \times \text{represented by } \prod_{s_{\omega}}$$

$$\cong \prod_{s_{\omega}} \prod_{f} p^* X$$

Beck-Chevalley with (6.7)

$$= [\Gamma](X),$$

where $\Gamma$ is the polynomial given by

$$\Gamma = \mathbb{N}^\omega \xrightarrow{\rho} Q \xrightarrow{f} \prod_{s_{\omega}} \prod_{s_{\omega}} A' \xrightarrow{\pi} \mathbb{N}^\omega.$$
of interpreting non-nested fixed points in any Martin-Löf category. So it remains to show that we can interpret nested fixed points.

We proceed as follows. Suppose that we are given a parameterised signature \((F, u)\) with \(F : C \times B/I \to D\), \(C = \prod_{i=1}^m B/\beta_i\), \(D = \prod_{i=1}^n B/\alpha_i\), and \(u : I \to I\). Then we need to show that \(\mu(F, G_u)\) and \(\nu(F, G_u)\) are both polynomial functors of type \(C \times B/I \to B/I\). To do so, we first use Thm. 6.3.1, thus we have to show that for each \(A \in C\) the initial algebra respectively final coalgebra of the functors

\[
H_1(A, -) = \bigsqcup_{u_1} \circ F_1(A, -) + I \cdots + I \bigsqcup_{u_n} \circ F_n(A, -)
\]

\[
H_2(A, -) = \bigsqcup_{u_1} \circ F_1(A, -) \times I \cdots \times I \bigsqcup_{u_n} \circ F_n(A, -)
\]

give rise to polynomial functors, assuming that \(F_1, \ldots, F_n\) are polynomial functors. Let \(K\) be given by \(K = K_1 + \cdots + K_n\), then one can use the equivalence \(C \times B/I \cong B/K + I\) to show that there are polynomial functors \(H'_{k} : B/K + I \to B/I\) that are naturally isomorphic to \(C \times B/I \cong B/K + I \xrightarrow{H_k} B/I\), see [Abb03, Prop. 4.4.2]. Such functors \(H'_{k}\) are captured by the following definition.

**Definition 6.3.8.** We call a dependent polynomial parametric, if it is of the form

\[
K + I \xleftarrow{\delta} B \xrightarrow{f} A \xrightarrow{t} I.
\]

As we have seen, such polynomials represent polynomial functors \(B/K \times B/I \to B/I\) and allow us speak about nested fixed points. What thus remains is that fixed points of parametric dependent polynomial functors are again dependent polynomial functors. Towards this, we first bring parametric polynomials into a convenient form.

**Lemma 6.3.9.** Let

\[
\Gamma : \quad K + I \xleftarrow{s} B \xrightarrow{f} A \xrightarrow{t} I,
\]

be a parametric polynomial. Then there are two polynomials

\[
K \xleftarrow{s_1} B_1 \xrightarrow{f_1} A \xrightarrow{t} I
\]

\[
I \xleftarrow{s_2} B_2 \xrightarrow{f_2} A \xrightarrow{t} I
\]

such that for all \(Z \in B/K + I\)

\[
\bigsqcup_i \left( \prod_{f_1} s_1^* \kappa_1^* Z \times_A \prod_{f_2} s_2^* \kappa_2^* Z \right) \cong [\Gamma](Z),
\]

where \(\kappa_1 : K \to K + I\) and \(\kappa_2 : I \to K + I\).

**Proof.** We form the pullbacks

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
B_1 \xrightarrow{s_1} K & \quad & B_2 \xrightarrow{s_2} I \\
p_1 \downarrow \quad \downarrow \kappa_1 & & p_2 \downarrow \quad \downarrow \kappa_2 \\
B \xrightarrow{s} K + I & & B \xrightarrow{s} K + I
\end{array}
\]
and put \( f_i = f \circ p_i \). Then, using the abbreviations \( X = \kappa_1^* Z \) and \( Y = \kappa_2^* Z \), we have

\[
\bigsqcup_t \left( \prod f_1 s_1^* X \times_A \prod f_2 s_2^* Y \right) \\
\approx \bigsqcup_t \left( \prod f \prod p_1 s_1^* X \times_A \prod f \prod p_2 s_2^* Y \right) \\
\approx \bigsqcup_t \left( \prod f \prod s^* \prod \kappa_1 X \times_A \prod f \prod s^* \prod \kappa_2 Y \right) \\
\approx \bigsqcup_t \left( \prod f \prod s^* \left( \prod \kappa_1^* Z \times_{K+I} \prod \kappa_2^* Z \right) \right) \\
\approx \bigsqcup_t \left( \prod f \prod s^* Z \right) \\
= [F](Z)
\]

We are now in the position to prove that initial algebras and final coalgebras of parametric polynomial functors are again polynomial functors, the final step towards constructing recursive types. The proof of this fact follows that for container \([\text{Abb}03\text{, Sec. } 5.3-5.5]\) or for non-dependent polynomials \([\text{GH}04]\), except that we need to take care of the indices.

**Theorem 6.3.10.** Initial algebras and final coalgebras of parametric (dependent) polynomial functors are again polynomial functors. More formally, let \( F : B/K+I \to B/I \) be a parametric polynomial functor. Then there are polynomial functors \( \mu F, \nu F : B/K \to B/I \) and natural transformations \( \alpha : \tilde{F}(\mu F) \Rightarrow \mu F \) and \( \xi : \nu F \Rightarrow \tilde{F}(\nu F) \), so that \( \alpha \) is an initial algebra and \( \xi \) a final coalgebra for \( \tilde{F} : [B/K,B/I] \to [B/K,B/I] \).

**Proof.** Suppose \( F \) is given by the parametric polynomial

\[
\Gamma : \quad K + I \leftarrow s B \xrightarrow{f} A \xrightarrow{t} I.
\]

Then, by Lemma 6.3.9, we obtain two polynomials

\[
\Gamma_1 : \quad K \xrightarrow{s_1} B_1 \xrightarrow{f_1} A \xrightarrow{t} I \\
\Gamma_2 : \quad I \xleftarrow{s_2} B_2 \xrightarrow{f_2} A \xrightarrow{t} I
\]

that represent \([\Gamma]\). Let \( H : B/K \times B/I \to B/I \) be the functor given by

\[
H(X,Y) := \bigsqcup_t \left( \prod f_1 s_1^* X \times_A \prod f_2 s_2^* Y \right).
\] (6.8)

The goal is then to show that there is a polynomial functor \( G : B/K \to B/I \) that carries the structure of an initial algebra or final coalgebra, respectively.
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As a first step, let us assume that such a \( G \) exists and is given by

\[
\Delta : \quad K \xleftarrow{x} Q \xrightarrow{h} P \xrightarrow{y} I.
\]

Then we must have for each \( X \in B/\kappa \) an isomorphism \( H(X, G(X)) \cong G(X) \). We now want to calculate, as in [Abb03, Sec. 5.3-5.4], how \( \Delta \) needs to be given.

The first step is to define \( y : P \to I \), an easy calculation shows that there must be an isomorphism

\[
\psi : \lbrack \Gamma_2 \rbrack(y) \xrightarrow{\cong} y. \tag{6.9}
\]

So, analogously to [Abb03; GH04], we construct \( y \) as the carrier of an initial algebra or final coalgebra, respectively, of \( \lbrack \Gamma_2 \rbrack \), depending on whether \( G \) should be the carrier of an initial algebra or final coalgebra.

To define \( h \) and \( x \), we first introduce a few morphisms obtained from pullbacks. Their purpose will become clear once we give the constraints introduced by the isomorphism \( H(X, G(X)) \cong G(X) \).

First, we reindex \( y \) along \( s_2 \) by means of the following pullback.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
s_2^* P \xrightarrow{\pi_2 y} P \\
\downarrow s_2 \downarrow \downarrow y \\
B_2 \xrightarrow{s_2} I
\end{array}
\]

Next, we will use the pullback

\[
\begin{array}{c}
U \xrightarrow{\rho^U_2} B_2 \\
\downarrow \downarrow f_2 \\
\Pi_f s_2^* P \xrightarrow{\pi_1} A
\end{array}
\]

from which we define a morphism \( \gamma : U \to f_2^* \Pi_f s_2^* P \) as in the following diagram, i.e., by using the lifting property of the Cartesian morphism \( f_2^* (\Pi_f s_2^* y) \).

Finally, we use will use the counit \( \varepsilon : f_2^* \Pi_f \Rightarrow \text{Id} \) of the adjunction \( f_2^* \dashv \Pi_f \). With all this notation set up, we demand there to be an isomorphism

\[
\varphi : \pi_1^\gamma(f_1) + \int_{\rho^U_1} (s_2 y \circ \varepsilon s_2 \circ \gamma)^*(h) \xrightarrow{\cong} \psi^*(h), \tag{6.10}
\]
6.3. Constructing Recursive Types as Polynomials

where the binary coproduct is taken in $\mathcal{B}/\prod_\ell \cup \xi^2_\ell p$. Since

$$\bigsqcup \psi \left( \pi_1^* (f_1) + \bigsqcup_\ell \pi_1^* (s_2 y \circ \varepsilon_2 y \circ \gamma)^* \right)$$

is a polynomial functor, we can construct, analogously to [Abb03], $\phi$ as initial dialgebra by using Theorem 6.3.1.

The last ingredient to the polynomial $\Delta$, which represents $G$, is the map $x: Q \to K$. It can be defined as the inductive extension of

$$\chi: \pi_1^* (f_1) + \bigsqcup_\ell \pi_1^* (s_2 y \circ \varepsilon_2 y \circ \gamma)^* (K^Q) \overset{\cong}{\rightarrow} \psi^* (K^Q)$$

$$\chi = [s_1, \pi_2].$$

We thus have

$$x = [s_1, x \circ \pi_2] \circ \phi^{-1}. \quad (6.11)$$

By using $\psi$ and $\phi$, we can now define mutually inverse maps

$$\alpha_X : H(X, G(X)) \overset{\cong}{\leftarrow} G(X) : \beta_X,$$

where $G = [\Delta]$. In other words, we show that

$$\bigsqcup_\ell \left( \prod f_1 s_1^* X \times A \prod f_2 s_2^* y \prod h x^* X \right) \cong \bigsqcup_\ell \prod y h x^* X$$

by means of $\alpha_X$ and $\beta_X$. To simplify the presentation, we give these maps in the internal language of $\mathcal{B}^+$ and annotate steps with types. Thus, let $i : I$ and define $\alpha_X$ by

$$\alpha_X, i \left( a : A, u : \left( \prod f_1 s_1^* X \right)_a, v : \left( \prod f_2 s_2^* y \prod h x^* X \right)_a \bigg| t a = i \right) = (p, w)$$

where

$$\begin{align*}
(p : P | y p = i) &= \psi (a, \pi_1 \circ v) \\
w : (\prod h x^* X)_p \\
w (q : h | h q = p) &= [w_1, w_2] (\phi^{-1} q) \\
w_1 : (\pi_1^* (f_1))_{\langle a, \pi_1 \circ v \rangle} \rightarrow (x^* X)_{\langle a, \pi_1 \circ v \rangle} \\
w_1 (b_1 : B_1 | f_1 b_1 = a) &= u b_1 \\
w_2 : ((s_2 y \circ \epsilon_2 y \circ \gamma)^* (h))_{\langle a, \pi_1 \circ v \rangle} \rightarrow (x^* X)_{\langle a, \pi_1 \circ v \rangle} \\
w_2 (b_2 : B_2, a' : A, z : \left( \prod f_2 s_2^* y \right)_{\langle a', v \rangle}, q' : Q \\
| f_2 b_2 = a' = a \text{ and } z = \pi_1 \circ v \text{ and } h q' = z b_2 = \pi_1 (v b_2)) \\
&= \pi_2 (v b_2) q'.
\end{align*}$$

Note that $p$ is in the correct fibre, since

$$y p = y (\psi (a, u')) = (\bigsqcup_\ell \prod f_2 s_2^* y) (a, u') = t a = i,$$
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and that \( w_1 \) and \( w_2 \) are well-defined because

\[
X(u b_1) = s_1 b_1 = [s_1, x \circ \pi_2] (\kappa_1 b_1) = [s_1, x \circ \pi_2] (\varphi^{-1} q) = x q
\]

and

\[
X(\pi_2(v b_2) q') = x q' = [s_1, x \circ \pi_2] (\kappa_2 ((b_2, a', z), q')) = [s_1, x \circ \pi_2] (\varphi^{-1} q) = x q.
\]

Dually, \( \beta_X \) is given for \( i : I \) by

\[
\beta_{X,i}(p : P, w : \left( \prod_{h : X} x^* X \right)_p \bigg| y p = i) = (a, u, v)
\]

where

\[
\begin{align*}
(a : A, v' : \left( \prod_{f_2} s_2^* y \right) a & \bigg| t a = i) = \psi_i^{-1} p \\
u : \left( \prod_{f_1} s_1^* X \right) a & = u(b_1 : B_1 \mid f_1 b_1 = a) = w(\varphi(a, v') (\kappa_1 b_1)) \\
v : \left( \prod_{f_2} s_2^* \Pi y \prod_{h : X} x^* X \right) a & = v(b_2 : B_2 \mid f_2 b_2 = a) = (v' b_2, w')
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
w' (q : Q \mid h q = v' b_2) = w(\varphi(a, v') (\kappa_2 (b_2, a, v', q))).
\]

Let us also check that the indices for \( \beta_X \) match up. For well-definedness of \( u \) we have

\[
h(\varphi(a, v') (\kappa_1 b_1)) = \psi_i(a, v') = \psi_i(\psi_i^{-1} p) = p,
\]

thus the application \( w(\varphi(a, v') (\kappa_1 b_1)) \) is well-defined, and we have

\[
X(w(\varphi(\kappa_1 b_1))) = x(\varphi(\kappa_1 b_1)) = [s_1, \pi_2] (\varphi^{-1}(\varphi(\kappa_1 b_1))) = [s_1, \pi_2] (\kappa_1 b_1) = s_1 b_1,
\]

hence \( u : (\prod_{f_1} s_1^* X)_a \). For \( v \) we note that

\[
y(v' b_2) = s_2 b_2,
\]

thus \( v' b_2 : (s_2^* y) b_2 \). Moreover, we have

\[
h(\varphi(a, v') (\kappa_2 (b_2, a, v', q))) = \psi_i(a, v') = p,
\]

so that the application \( w(\varphi(a, v') (\kappa_2 (b_2, a, v', q))) \) is well-defined. Finally, we find

\[
X(w(\varphi(\kappa_2 (b_2, a, v', q)))) = x(\varphi(\kappa_2 (b, a, v', q)))
\]

\[
= [s_1, x] (\varphi^{-1} (\varphi(\kappa_2 (b, a, v', q))))
\]

\[
= [s_1, x] (\kappa_2 (b, a, v', q))
\]

\[
= x q.
\]
So \( w : (\prod_{x} X) \circ v' \circ b_2 \) and, putting this together with \( v' \circ b_2 : (s_2^* x y) \circ b_2 \), we have that \( v \) has the claimed type. Hence \( \beta_X \) is well-defined.

It is now also straightforward to check that \( \alpha_X \) and \( \beta_X \) are mutually inverse natural transformations. Finally, to show that \( G\langle X \rangle \) is the initial algebra (resp. final coalgebra) for \( H\langle X, - \rangle \) follows the same line of argument as [Abb03].

Summing up, we obtain the following result.

**Corollary 6.3.11.** All recursive types for strictly positive signatures can be constructed in the Martin-Löf category \( B \).

### 6.4. Internal Reasoning Principles

In the introduction we have seen that first-order intuitionistic logic arises through the Brouwer-Heyting-Kolmogorov interpretation in dependent type theories. The comprehension categories (Definition 6.2.16) allowed us to give a category theoretical account for dependent types, and in Theorem 6.2.11 we saw that that important connectives, like conjunction and disjunction, universal and existential quantification, falsum etc., are definable as recursive types in a \( \mu \)PCC. Thus, we are able to encode first-order formulas in a \( \mu \)PCC. This raises the question, under what conditions we are able to prove formulas in a \( \mu \)PCC by appealing to induction and coinduction principles for truly recursive types like natural numbers or streams.

More specifically, given an inductive type, like the natural numbers, we want to prove propositions on that type by induction. On the other hand, for coinductive types, like streams, we would like to prove identities between elements of that type by establishing a bisimulation relation. Both proof methods are well-understood for fibrations \( L : L \to D \), where \( L \) is to be thought of as a logic with free variables ranging over recursive types in \( D \), see the work of Hermida and Jacobs [HJ97], and Fumex et al. [FGJ11]. However, the way to think about dependent types is that these simultaneously define types and a logic for these types, so that we can actually construct \( L \) for a \( \mu \)PCC \( P : E \to B \). It is then this logic, in which we want to derive induction and coinduction principles.

This section is structured as follows. First, we construct said logic over \( P \), and give a weak induction principle within this logic that can be proved without further assumptions. Then we instantiate, under additional assumptions, the framework for “fibred” induction and coinduction, defined in [FGJ11]. It turns out that the crucial assumption for obtaining induction is a strong elimination principle for coproducts. Next, we show that strong elimination is equivalent to dependent recursion, where the latter seems to be a more natural requirement. Finally, we derive a simple coinduction principle for \( \mu \)PCCs, which holds without any further assumptions. This last fact tells us that \( \mu \)PCC model, as expected, extensional rather than intensional type theories.

#### 6.4.1. Internal Logic

We begin by defining a notion of predicates \( \varphi \) over types in a \( \mu \)PCC \( P : E \to B \). For a type \( A \), these are given as objects in \( P_{\{A\}} \), that is, types depending on \( A \). This situation is captured by the pullback
(change of base) below.

We call \( L: L \to E \) the \textit{internal logic} of \( P \). Explicitly, objects in \( L \) are pairs \( (A, \varphi) \) with \( \varphi \in \mathcal{P}(A) \) and morphisms \( (A, \varphi) \to (B, \psi) \) are pairs \( (f, g) \) of morphisms in \( E \) with \( f: A \to B \), \( g: \varphi \to \psi \) and \( \{f\} = Pg \). The internal logic fibration \( L \) restricts for each \( I \in B \) to a fibration \( L^I: PL_I \to P_I \), where \( PL_I \) is the fibre of \( P \circ L \), the left side in the diagram, above \( I \). The reindexing functor \( u^\#: PL_I \to PL_I \) for \( u: I \to J \) in \( B \) is then given by

\[
u^\#(A, \varphi) = (u^* A, \{u A\}^* \varphi) \quad u^\#(id_A, f) = (id_{u^* A}, \{u A\}^* f)
\]

where \( u A: u^* A \to A \) is the Cartesian lifting of \( u \), see Def. 2.4.1.

As we have seen in Theorem 6.2.11, every \( \mu \text{PCC} \) \( P \) has coproducts \( \bigsqcup_I P_I \to P_J \) along all \( f: I \to J \) in \( B \) as left adjoint to \( f^* \), in other words, \( P \) is a bifibration, see [Jac99, Lem. 9.1.2]. We use these coproducts mostly to turn a predicate over \( A \) into a type in \( P_I \), where \( I = PA \). In this case, we use the notation \( \prod_A := \prod_{\pi_A} \) for the projection \( \pi_A: \{A\} \to I \) given in Definition 6.2.16. Crucially, these projections come, by their definition, in the form of a natural transformation \( \pi: \{-\} \Rightarrow P \). This allows us to define a fibrewise comprehension-like functor \( \{-\}^I: PL_I \to P_I \) for \( L_I \).

**Lemma 6.4.1.** For each \( I \in B \), we have the following.

1. \( L^I: PL_I \to P_I \) is a bifibration, given for \( f: A \to B \) in \( P_I \) by \( \bigsqcup_f (A, \varphi) = (B, \bigsqcup_f \varphi) \).

2. \( L^I: PL_I \to P_I \) has a right adjoint \( \mathbf{1}^I_{\{\}^I}: P_I \to PL_I \), given by \( \mathbf{1}^I_A = (A, \mathbf{1}_{\{A\}}) \).

3. There is a functor \( \{-\}^I: PL_I \to P_I \), given by \( \{(A, \varphi)\}^I = \prod_A \varphi \), with projections \( \pi^I: \{-\}^I \Rightarrow L^I \).

**Proof.**

1. (Bi)fibrations are preserved under change of base, see for example [Jac99, Lem. 1.51 and Lem. 9.1.2].

2. Fibred final objects are preserved under change of base [Jac99, Lem. 1.8.4], hence we get a final object functor \( \mathbf{1}_{\{\}^I}: E \to L \). Since this is a fibred functor, we can restrict it to \( \mathbf{1}^I_{\{\}^I}: P_I \to PL_I \).

3. To define the action of \( \{-\}^I \) on morphisms \( (f, g): (A, \varphi) \to (B, \psi) \), we use that there is a unique mediating morphism \( h: \varphi \to \{f\}^* \psi \) above the identity with \( \{f\} \psi \circ h = g \) as in the following diagram, see Defintion 2.4.1.
Note, moreover, that there is a canonical natural transformation $β: \coprod_A \{f\}^* \Rightarrow P(f)^* \coprod_B$, as used in the Beck-Chevalley condition, which arises because of the identity $P(f) \circ π_A = π_B \circ \{f\}$:

$$\coprod_A \{f\}^* \Rightarrow \coprod_A \{f\}^* π_B^* \coprod_B \Rightarrow \coprod_A π_A^*(Pf)^* \coprod_B \Rightarrow (Pf)^* \coprod_B$$

Then we can put

$$\{(f, g)\}^I = \coprod_A φ \coprod_A h \coprod_A \{f\}^* ψ β_φ \coprod_B \Rightarrow (Pf)^* \coprod_B ψ,$$

using the isomorphism $P(f)^* = id_I^* ≅ Id$. To check that this indeed gives rise to a functor, one needs to check that $\{id_{(A, φ)}\}^I = id_{\{(A, φ)\}}^I$ and $\{(f_2, g_2) \circ (f_1, g_1)\}^I = \{(f_2, g_2)\}^I \circ \{(f_1, g_1)\}^I$.

Both follow, with enough patience, from the coherence conditions of a cloven fibration and of the adjunction $\coprod_A \rightarrow π_A^*$, naturality of the involved morphism, and the uniqueness of $h$.

We demonstrate this for $\{id_{(A, φ)}\}^I = \{(id_A, id_φ)\}^I$ and $id_{\{(A, φ)\}}^I = id_{\coprod_A φ}$ in the following diagram, in which $\{(id_A, id_φ)\}^I$ is the outer, upper triangle.

The triangle $\textcircled{1}$ commutes because $ρ$ is defined as $h$ in this case, thus $\coprod_A ρ_φ^{-1} \circ \coprod_A h = id$ by functoriality of $\coprod_A$. The parts $\textcircled{2}$ and $\textcircled{3}$ both commute by the coherence conditions of a cloven fibration. For the other parts, the reason for commutativity have been indicated in the diagram.

The projections are obtained as follows. For each $A$, we can define a morphism $prj_A: 1_{\{A\}} \rightarrow π_A^* A$ as the unique map mediating the counit $ε_A: 1_{\{A\}} \rightarrow A$ of $1 \rightarrow \{-\}$ and the Cartesian lifting $π_A A: π_A^* A \rightarrow A$. This gives a map

$$φ \rightarrow 1_{\{A\}} \xrightarrow{prj_A} π_A^* A,$$
Chapter 6. Categorical Logic Based on Inductive-Coinductive Types

We are now going to study dependent iteration and induction principles for inductive types in the internal logic we introduced in Section 6.4.1. First, we derive a weak dependent iteration principle that works without strong coproducts. The full predicate on natural number \( n \) that the type \( X \) may vary with (that is, depends on) the input value. This is a direct adaptation of the induction principle to the type theoretic setting. Of course, we have to extend the input accordingly, which leads us to the following rule

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash X : \text{Type}}{\Gamma \vdash \text{iter}(x_0, s) : \text{Nat} \to X}
\]

together with the equations

\[
\text{iter}(x_0, s) \ 0 = x_0 \quad \text{and} \quad \text{iter}(x_0, s) \ (\text{suc} \ n) = s \ (\text{iter}(x_0, s) \ n).
\]

That is to say, given a type \( X \), a starting value \( x_0 \) and a successor map \( s \), we can construct for each natural number \( n \) an element in \( X \) by iterating \( s \ n \)-times on \( x_0 \). Dependent iteration means now that the type \( X \) may vary with (that is, depends on) the input value. This is a direct adaptation of the induction principle to the type theoretic setting. Of course, we have to extend the input accordingly, which leads us to the following rule.

\[
\frac{n : \text{Nat} \vdash X[n] : \text{Type} \quad \Gamma \vdash x_0 : X[0] \quad \Gamma, k : \text{Nat} \vdash s : X[k] \to X[\text{suc} \ k]}{\Gamma, n : \text{Nat} \vdash \text{iter}(x_0, s) \ n : X[n]}
\]

The equations that specify the behaviour of dependent iteration have of course be changed accordingly:

\[
\text{iter}(x_0, s) \ 0 = x_0 \quad \text{and} \quad \text{iter}(x_0, s) \ (\text{suc} \ n) = s[n] \ (\text{iter}(x_0, s) \ n).
\]

Thus far, we have explained dependent iteration only for a special type and also by using type theoretic syntax. So what is the general, category theoretical picture behind dependent iteration? Suppose that \( (A, \alpha) \) an initial \( (F, G_u) \)-dialgebra in \( P_I \) for a signature \( (F, u) \) with \( F : P_I \to C \). First of all, we need a type that depends on the elements of \( A \), that is, we need a predicate over \( A \). In other words, we suppose to be given \( (A, \varphi) \in P_{\text{PL}} \). The usual way to describe dependent iteration or induction, would be to define liftings \( F \) and \( G_u \) to functors \( P_I \to D \), where \( D \) lifts \( C \) to predicates over the correct indices, just as \( P_I \) is lifted to \( P_{\text{PL}} \). Dependent iteration arises then, if for any dialgebra \( F(A, \varphi) \to G_u(A, \varphi) \) there is a morphism \( 1_{(A)} \to (A, \varphi) \) in \( \text{PL}_I \). Note that \( 1_{(A)} \) models the full predicate on \( A \) and thus expresses that all elements of \( A \) are present in \( \varphi \). This is the result we will have at the end of this section, but it requires strong coproducts to prove. So before that, we will establish a weaker dependent iteration principle that works without strong coproducts. The
idea is that we can track dependencies using sums, that is, given \((A, \varphi) \in \text{PL}_I\), we can pack this predicate to \(\{(A, \varphi)\}^I = \bigsqcup A \varphi \in \text{P}_I\), see Lemma 6.4.1. This trick allows us to avoid having to move to dialgebras on predicates and instead formulate dependent iteration simply on data types, as the following proposition shows.

**Proposition 6.4.2.** Let \((F, u)\) be a signature with \(F: \text{P}_I \to \text{C}\), \((A, \alpha)\) an initial \((F, G_u)\)-dialgebra, and \(d: F\{(A, \varphi)\}^I \to G_u\{(A, \varphi)\}^I\), such that \(\pi^I_{\varphi}: \{(A, \varphi)\}^I \to A\) is a homomorphism. Then there is a unique homomorphism \(h: (A, \alpha) \to \{(A, \varphi)\}^I\), with \(\pi^I_{\varphi} \circ h = \text{id}_A\) as in the following diagrams.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
F(A) & \xrightarrow{Fh} & F\{(A, \varphi)\}^I \\
\downarrow{\alpha} & & \downarrow{d} \\
G_u(A) & \xrightarrow{G_u h} & G_u\{(A, \varphi)\}^I \\
& & \downarrow{\alpha} \quad \downarrow{\alpha} \\
A & & \{(A, \varphi)\}^I \\
\end{array}
\]

**Proof.** The homomorphism \(h\) is the inductive extension of \(d\) and, since \(\pi^I_{\varphi} \circ h\) is an endomorphism on \(\alpha\), it must be the identity by uniqueness of inductive extensions. \[\Box\]

Note that the condition \(\pi^I_{\varphi}\) being a homomorphism states that \(d\) only changes the element of \(\varphi\), but preserves the elements of \(A\). The morphism \(h\) maps the elements of \(A\) to their corresponding elements of \(\varphi\), and the assertion \(\pi^I_{\varphi} \circ h = \text{id}\) tells us that \(h\) keeps the index from \(A\) intact. Let us demonstrate the dependent iteration principle by deriving the classical induction principle for vectors.

**Example 6.4.3.** Recall that we defined vectors as the initial \((F, G_u)\)-dialgebra with \(F = \langle 1, K_A \times \text{Id} \rangle\) and \(G_u = \langle z^*, s^* \rangle\), giving rise to the constructor \(\alpha = (\text{nil}, \text{cons})\). In this case, the condition that \(\pi^N_{\varphi}\) is a homomorphism for a map \(d = (d_1, d_2)\) becomes

\[
d_1: 1 \to z^* \left(\bigsqcup_{\text{Vec}A} (\varphi)\right) \qquad z^*(\pi^N_{\varphi}) \circ d_1 = \text{nil}
d_2: A \times \bigsqcup_{\text{Vec}A} (\varphi) \to s^* \left(\bigsqcup_{\text{Vec}A} (\varphi)\right) \qquad s^*(\pi^N_{\varphi}) \circ d_2 = \text{cons} \circ (\text{id}_A \times \pi^N_{\varphi}),
\]

which are, modulo the use of coproducts, the usual condition for induction base and step.

Let us derive from Proposition 6.4.2 an induction principle for predicates on vectors that have only trivial proofs for membership. More precisely, let \(\Psi \subseteq \text{Vec}A\) be a predicate in \(\text{Set}^N\), where \(\subseteq\) denotes the index-wise set inclusion. We can derive from \(\Psi\) a predicate \(\varphi \in \text{Set}^{(\text{Vec}A)}\) in the internal logic of \(\text{Fam(\text{Set})}\) by defining

\[
\varphi(n, v) = \begin{cases} 
1, & v \in \Psi_n \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Our goal is now to derive the following induction principle for \(\Psi\) by using Proposition 6.4.2 on \(\varphi\).

\[
\text{nil} * \in \Psi_0 \\
\forall n \in \mathbb{N}, \forall a \in A. \forall v \in (\text{Vec}A)_n. v \in \Psi_n \implies \text{cons} a v \in \Psi_{n+1}
\]

The premises of the rule (6.12) allow us to define maps \(d_1\) and \(d_2\) as above by putting

\[
d_1(\star) := (\text{nil} *, \star) \quad d_2(a, (v, \star)) := (\text{cons} a v, \star).
\]
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That the preconditions of Proposition 6.4.2 hold with respect to these maps is clear, thus we obtain a map \( h : \text{Vec} A \to \coprod_{\text{Vec} A} \phi \) with \( h(v) = (v, \star) \). Hence for each \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) and \( v \in (\text{Vec} A)_n \), we have that \( \star \in \phi_{(n,v)} \) and so \( v \in \Psi_n \). This gives us the conclusion \( \text{Vec} A \sqsubseteq \Psi \) of the induction rule (6.12). ▷

Note that in the last example we have used only a special case of the dependent iteration principle that we derived in Proposition 6.4.2: each element of the family \( \phi \) was defined to be either the empty set or a singleton. Such definitions are usually called proof irrelevant because the truth of \( \phi_v \) is not witnessed by an informative proof. Thus, we only get to know that \( \phi_v \) holds but not why. In a type theoretic setting, we would usually define \( \phi_v \) to be the set of all proofs that witness that \( \phi \) holds for \( v \), which will be empty if \( \phi \) does not hold for \( v \). This explains the reason why we called the content of Proposition 6.4.2 a weak dependent iteration principle: It allows us to prove that a predicate \( \phi \) holds but we cannot extract the proof for this fact, thus it is fairly useless as a general iteration principle.

To see this, suppose for instance that we define an inductive type \( \text{Elem}^2 \) that describes positions in vectors. We can use Proposition 6.4.2 only to define maps \( h : \text{Vec} A \to \coprod_{\text{Vec} A} \text{Elem} \). However, we cannot extract the actual element from the vector, as we do not have access to \( \text{Elem} \) itself.

The principle given in Proposition 6.4.2 has another shortcoming: We can use it only on initial dialgebras, since we otherwise cannot construct the homomorphism with the required property. This and the problem described above can be fixed if we assume strong coproducts, see Definition 6.3.2 as we show in the following. In a first step towards this, let us record that if the coproducts in a given \( \mu \text{PCC} \) are strong, then its internal logic fibration is a closed comprehension category (CCompC, Definition 6.3.2) as well. This is proved for a general CCompC, which an \( \mu \text{PCC} \) with strong coproducts is, in [Jac91, Prop. 4.4.10].

**Lemma 6.4.4.** If \( P \) admits strong coproducts and full comprehension, then \( L : \textbf{L} \to \textbf{E} \) is a CCompC and in particular we have \( 1^I \dashv \{ - \}^I \).

Strong coproducts also allow us do define the index projection \( \text{fst}_\phi : \coprod_A \phi \to A \) as a morphism in \( \textbf{P}_I \) in a simple way. First, note that the following diagram commutes

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\coprod_A \phi & \xrightarrow{\kappa^{-1}} & \{ \phi \} \\
\eta_{\phi} \downarrow & & \downarrow \pi_{\phi} \\
\coprod_A 1_A \phi & \xrightarrow{\pi_{\phi}^* 1_A \phi} & \{ A \} \\
\pi_{1_A \phi} \downarrow & & \downarrow \pi_{\phi} = P(\pi_A (\coprod_A \phi)) \\
I & = & I
\end{array}
\]

by definition of \( \kappa \) and the unit \( \eta_{\phi} \) being vertical (i.e., \( P(\eta_{\phi}) = \text{id}_{\{A\}} \)). We thus obtain from fullness of the CCU \( P \) a unique map \( \text{fst}_\phi : \coprod_A \phi \to A \) with \( \{ \text{fst}_\phi \} = \pi_{\phi} \circ \kappa^{-1} \) and \( P(\text{fst}_\phi) = \text{id}_I \). Note that in the case \( \phi = 1_{\{A\}} \), the map \( \text{fst}_{1_{\{A\}}} : \coprod_A 1_{\{A\}} \to A \) is an isomorphism by \( P \) being a full comprehension category, see [Jac99, Exercise 10.5.4(iii)].

Combining Proposition 6.4.2 with Lem. 6.4.4 we obtain a proper induction principle for initial dialgebras.
Proposition 6.4.5. Let \( P : E \to B \) be a \( \mu \)PCC with strong coproducts, \((F, u)\) a signature with \( F : P_1 \to C \) and \((A, \alpha)\) an initial \((F, G_u)\)-dialgebra. Then we have functors

\[
\bar{F}, \bar{G}_u : P_1 \to C \quad F := F \circ \{-\}^I \quad \bar{G}_u := G_u \circ \{-\}^I,
\]

such that the dialgebra \( \bar{\alpha} : F(1) \to \bar{G}_u(1) \) given by

\[
\bar{F}(1) = F\left( \bigsqcup A \ 1_{(A)} \right) \cong FA \xrightarrow{\bar{\alpha}} G_uA \cong G_u\left( \bigsqcup A \ 1_{(A)} \right) = \bar{G}_u(1),
\]

is initial among those \((\bar{F}, \bar{G}_u)\)-dialgebras \((\bar{A}, \bar{\varphi}, \bar{d})\) for which \( \pi^I_{\phi} : \{(\bar{A}, \bar{\varphi})\}^I \to A \) is a \((F, G_u)\)-dialgebra homomorphism. That is to say, there is a unique \( h : 1 \to (\bar{A}, \bar{\varphi}) \), such that the following diagram commutes.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\bar{F}(1) & \xrightarrow{\bar{F} h} & \bar{F}(A, \varphi) = F(\{(A, \varphi)\})^I \\
\downarrow \bar{\alpha} & & \downarrow \alpha \\
\bar{G}_u(1) & \xrightarrow{\bar{G}_u h} & \bar{G}_u(A, \varphi) = G_u(\{(A, \varphi)\})^I \\
\end{array}
\]

Proof. Let \( \bar{\alpha} = G_u(\text{fst}^{-1}) \circ \alpha \circ F(\text{fst}) \) be the indicated \((\bar{F}, \bar{G}_u)\)-dialgebra, where \( \text{fst} : \bigsqcup A \ 1_{(A)} \to A \) is the projection that we discussed above. We then have

\[
G_u \ (\text{fst}) \circ \bar{\alpha} = G_u \ (\text{fst}) \circ G_u(\text{fst}^{-1}) \circ \alpha \circ F(\text{fst}) = \alpha \circ F(\text{fst}),
\]

thus \( \text{fst} \) is a homomorphism as indicated in the left square of (6.13) below. Next, let \( d \) be a dialgebra for which \( \pi^I_{\phi} \) is a homomorphism. From Proposition 6.4.2 we obtain a unique \( h : A \to \{(A, \varphi)\}^I \), making the right square of the following diagram commute.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\bar{F}(1) & \xrightarrow{F \ (\text{fst})} & F(A) \\
\downarrow \bar{\alpha} & & \downarrow \alpha \\
\bar{G}_u(1) & \xrightarrow{\bar{G}_u \ (\text{fst})} & \bar{G}_u(A) \\
\end{array}
\]

By fullness, see Lemma 6.4.4, we then obtain a unique \( \bar{h} : 1 \to (A, \varphi) \) with \( \bar{h}^I = h \circ \pi^I \) and \( PL(\bar{h}) = \text{id}_A \), since the following diagram commutes by Proposition 6.4.2.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\{1\}^I & \xrightarrow{\pi^I} & A \\
\downarrow \pi^I & & \downarrow \pi^I \\
A & & A
\end{array}
\]

Let us now show that \( \bar{h} \) is a homomorphism \( \bar{\alpha} \to d \), using that \( \pi^I_{1_{(A)}} = \text{fst} \), see proof of Lemma 6.4.13.

\[
d \circ \bar{F}(\bar{h}) = d \circ F((\bar{h})^I) \quad \text{Def. of } \bar{F} \\
= d \circ F(h \circ \pi^I) \quad \text{Def. of } \bar{h} \\
= G_u(h \circ \pi^I) \circ \bar{\alpha} \quad \text{By (6.13) and using } \pi^I_{1_{(A)}} = \text{fst} \\
= \bar{G}_u(\bar{h}) \circ \bar{\alpha} \quad \text{Def. of } h \text{ and } \bar{G}_u
\]
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Uniqueness of $\tilde{h}$ is immediate by uniqueness of $h$ and by the comprehension being faithful. Hence $\bar{a}$ is initial indeed. \hfill $\square$

Now that we have obtained a dependent iteration (or induction) principle from uniqueness of inductive extensions and strong coproducts, one may ask if we can also go the other way round. That is to say, can we state a dependent iteration principle without appealing to strong coproducts and then derive the existence of an inverse for the coproduct injection from there? We will answer the first question affirmatively here, but leave the second to the syntactic development in Chapter 7. The reason for deferring the second part is that the answer to the first question is unfortunately very technical and should merely be seen as a possibility result, not a practically usable result. One can formulate the result differently as to obtain a better usable result but that requires us to manually define a lifting for the strictly positive type functors in Definition 6.2.9. This is certainly possible but then we would do the same again in the syntactic development, thereby repeating a lot of work.

Cutting a long story short, we will now adapt the development of an induction principle by Fumex et al. [FGJ11] to our setting of dependent iteration for inductive types without appealing to strong coproducts.

In [FGJ11], Fumex et al. define a generic lifting for functors to predicates to be able to formulate an induction principle. A remarkable fact of this lifting is that it does not use any further properties of the functor that it lifts, only the fact that comprehension is right adjoint to the final object functor. However, in our case we would thus need for each $I \in B$ that $\{-\}_I$ is right adjoint to $1_I^L$, which in turn needs that the coproducts in the fibration $P$ are strong, see Lemma 6.4.4. Since we want to avoid requiring that, we restate the result in [GJF12, Thm. 4.14] under weaker conditions, namely without using the full adjunction $1_L(-) + \{-\}_I^L$.

**Lemma 6.4.6.** If $P : E \to B$ is a $\mu$PCC, then there are functors $L^I : PL_I \to P\!_{I^+}$ and $U^I : P\!_{I^+} \to PL_I$, of which $L^I$ is given by $L^I(A, \varphi) = \pi^I_\varphi : \bigsqcup_A \varphi \to A$. Moreover, given a functor $F : P_I \to P_J$, then there is a functor $F^\to : P\!_{I^+} \to P\!_{J^+}$ defined by $F^\to(f : A \to B) = Ff : FA \to FB$. Out of these, $U^I$ and $F^\to$ preserve final objects and, if $P$ has full comprehension, then also $L^I$ preserves final objects.

**Proof.** Functoriality of $L^I$ follows readily from $\pi^I$ being a natural transformation. $U^I$ is given, as in [GJF12], by

$$U^I(f : A \to B) = \bigsqcup_f (1^I_A) = \bigsqcup_f (A, 1_{\{A\}}) = \left( B, \bigsqcup_{\{f\}} 1_{\{A\}} \right),$$

where the coproduct $\bigsqcup_f$ is taken in $I^+$ (Lemma 6.4.1). The definition of $U^I$ on morphisms is slightly more complicated, see loc. cit., we note however that it only uses properties of cartesian liftings. Finally, $F^\to$ is the canonical lifting of a functor to arrow categories.

The proof that $U^I$ preserves final objects is given by Ghani et al. [GJF12, Thm. 4.14], and the preservation of final objects by $F^\to$ is a routine proof. That $L^I$ preserves final objects means that it maps $1^I_A = (A, 1_{\{A\}})$ to an isomorphism. This is indeed the case here, as, by fullness, the map $\pi^I_\varphi : \bigsqcup_A 1_{\{A\}} \to A$ is an isomorphism, see [Jac99, Ex. 10.5.4]. The rest of the proof in [GJF12] can be preserved. \hfill $\square$

As in [FGJ11], we can combine these functors into a lifting of functors $F : P_I \to P_J$ to predicates.
Definition 6.4.7. The canonical predicate lifting of a functor $F : P_I \to P_J$ is given by

$$\overline{F} := \text{PL}_I \xrightarrow{L^I} P_I \xrightarrow{F^\circ} P_J \xrightarrow{U^I} \text{PL}_J.$$  

This extends to a canonical predicate lifting of a signature $(F, u)$ with $F : P_I \to \prod_{k=1}^{n} P_{J_k}$ to $(\overline{F}, u)$ with $\overline{F} : \text{PL}_I \to \prod_{k=1}^{n} \text{PL}_{J_k}$ by putting

$$\overline{F}_k := \text{PL}_I \xrightarrow{L^I} P_I \xrightarrow{F^\circ} P_{J_k} \xrightarrow{U^I} \text{PL}_{J_k}.$$  

Note that the functor $\overline{G}_u$ associated to this signature is then given by

$$\overline{G}_u = \langle u_1^u, \ldots, u_n^u \rangle : P_I \to \bigprod_{k=1}^{n} \text{PL}_{J_k},$$

where the reindexing is now taken in the internal logic $L$.

The liftings $\overline{F}$ and $\overline{G}_u$ preserve fibred final objects by Lem. 6.4.6 and by reindexing preserving fibred structure, respectively. This gives us the following important property of the canonical liftings, which enables us to express a dependent iteration principle.

Lemma 6.4.8. The canonical predicate lifting of a signature $(F, u)$ is truth-preserving, in the sense that

$$\overline{F} \circ 1^{l}_{(-)} \cong \left( \prod_{k=1}^{n} 1^{J_k}_{(-)} \right) \circ F \quad \text{and} \quad \overline{G}_u \circ 1^{l}_{(-)} \cong \left( \prod_{k=1}^{n} 1^{J_k}_{(-)} \right) \circ G_u.$$  

Let us briefly discuss what shape the dialgebras for these lifted functors take in Fam(Set).

Example 6.4.9. Recall that an object in $\text{PL}_I$ is a pair $(A, \varphi)$ with $\varphi \in P_{\{A\}}$. Let us first spell out how $\overline{F}$ and $\overline{G}_u$ act component-wise on such objects.

$$\overline{F}_k(A, \varphi) = U_{J_k} F^\circ_k L^I_k(A, \varphi)$$

$$= U_{J_k} F^\circ_k \left( \text{fst}_\varphi : \bigsqcup_{A} \varphi \to A \right)$$

$$= U_{J_k} \left( F_k(\text{fst}_\varphi) : F_k \left( \bigsqcup_{A} \varphi \right) \to F_k A \right)$$

$$= \left( F_k A, \bigsqcup_{\{F_k(\text{fst}_\varphi)\}} 1^{\{F_k(\bigsqcup_{A} \varphi)\}} \right)$$

and

$$\overline{G}_{u,k}(A, \varphi) = u_k^u(A, \varphi)$$

$$= (u_k^u A, \{u_k A\}^u \varphi)$$

$$= (G_{u,k} A, \{\overline{u}_k A\}^u \varphi)$$

A morphism $r : \overline{F}(A, \varphi) \to \overline{G}_u(A, \varphi)$ in $\prod_{k=1}^{n} \text{PL}_{J_k}$ is now an $n$-tuple of pairs $((d_1, b_1), \ldots, (d_n, b_n))$, such that $(d_1, \ldots, d_n) : FA \to G_u A$ is an $(F, G_u)$-dialgebra, and each $b_k$ is a morphism

$$b_k : \bigsqcup_{\{F_k(\text{fst}_\varphi)\}} 1^{\{F_k(\bigsqcup_{A} \varphi)\}} \to \{\overline{u}_k A\}^u \varphi$$
with \( \{d_k\} = P(b_k) \). Recall that comprehension in Fam(\( \text{Set} \)) was given by taking coproducts. Thus, for \( A \in \text{Set}^1 \) we have \( \{F_kA\} = \bigsqcup_{j \in j_k} (F_kA)_j \) and the elements of \( \{F_kA\} \) are of the form \((j, x)\) with \( j \in j_k \) and \( x \in (F_kA)_j \). Given \( \varphi \in \text{Set}^{\{A\}} \), we have for \((j, x) \in \{F_kA\}\)

\[
\left( \bigsqcup_{F_k(\text{fst}_\varphi)} \{F_k(\prod_A \varphi)\} \right) (j, x) = \prod_{y \in F_k(\prod_A \varphi)} 1 \quad \text{if} \quad F_k(\text{fst}_\varphi) (y) = x
\]

from where we obtain that the components of \( b_k \) have the following type.

\[
(b_k)(j, x) : \prod_{y \in F_k(\prod_A \varphi)} 1 \rightarrow \varphi(u_k(j, d_k, j(x))).
\]

Most importantly, note the use of \( d_k \) in the codomain of \( b_k \), which comes from the fact that \( \{d_k\} = P(b_k) \). The intuition is that each \( b_k \) proves, from the induction hypothesis that \( \varphi \) holds at the argument of the constructor \( d_k \), that \( \varphi \) holds at \( d_k(j, x) \).

Let us spell this example further out in the case when \( A \) is the family of vectors of a set \( B \). Thus, we assume, see Example 6.2.4, that \( F : \text{Set}^\mathbb{N} \rightarrow \text{Set}^1 \times \text{Set}^\mathbb{N} \) with \( F_1 = K_1 \) and \( F_2 = \mathbb{N}(B) \times \text{Id} \), and \( G(u_1, u_2) = \langle z^*, s^* \rangle \). Recall that we called the constructors for vectors nil and cons, so that we now put \( d_1 = \text{nil} \) and \( d_2 = \text{cons} \). Given a predicate \( \varphi \in \text{Set}^{\{\text{List} B\}} \) that we want to prove by induction, we need to provide maps \( b_1 \) and \( b_2 \) of the following type. For \( b_1 \), note that \( \{F_1(\text{List} B)\} = \bigsqcup_{x \in 1} 1 \cong 1 \), so that there only needs to be a single map \( b_1 \) of type

\[
b_1 : \prod_{y \in 1} 1 \rightarrow \varphi(0, \text{nil}(\star)).
\]

For \( b_2 \), we note that elements of \( \{F_2(\text{List} B)\} \) are given by pairs \((n, (b, x))\) where \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) and \((b, x) \in B \times (\text{List} B n) \). Thus, we have

\[
(b_2)(n, (b, x)) : \prod_{(b, u) \in F_2(\prod_{\text{List} B} \varphi)_n} 1 \quad \text{if} \quad \text{fst}_\varphi (u) = x \rightarrow \varphi(n+1, \text{cons}_n(b, x)).
\]

We can now read the types of \( b_1 \) and \( b_2 \) as follows. Firstly, the map \( b_1 \) picks out a proof that \( \varphi \) holds for the empty vector \( \text{nil}(\star) \). Second, for a fixed \( n \in \mathbb{N} \), \( b \in B \) and \( x \in \text{List} B n \), we can refine the domain of \((b_2)(n, (b, x))\) further. Note that \( u \in \{\text{List} B \varphi\}_n \) is a pair \((x', p)\), where \( x' \in \text{List} B n \) and \( p \in \varphi(n, x') \). The constraint that \( \text{fst}_\varphi (u) = x \) ensures then that \( x' = x \). In other words, the domain of \( b_2 \) consists essentially of all proofs of \( \varphi(n, x) \). These observations allow us to rewrite the type of \( b_2 \) to the following.

\[
(b_2)(n, (b, x)) : \varphi(n, x) \rightarrow \varphi(n+1, \text{cons}_n(b, x)).
\]

In this form, we recognise immediately the assumptions of the expected induction scheme for vectors, if we use a proof-irrelevant \( \varphi \) as in Example 6.4.3.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\forall n \in \mathbb{N} \forall b \in B \forall x \in \text{List} B n \varphi(n, x) \rightarrow \varphi(n+1, \text{cons}_n(b, x)) \\
\forall n \in \mathbb{N} \forall x \in \text{List} B n \varphi(n, x)
\end{array}
\]
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We will discuss the case for a predicate \( \varphi \) that is not defined to be proof-irrelevant in Example 6.4.11.

What remains is to define dependent iteration using the canonical predicate lifting.

**Definition 6.4.10.** There is a functor

\[
\text{DiAlg}(1): \text{DiAlg}(F, G_u) \rightarrow \text{DiAlg}(\overline{F}, \overline{G_u})
\]

given on objects \( d: FX \rightarrow G_uX \) by

\[
\text{DiAlg}(1)(d) = \overline{F}\left( \mathbf{1}^I_X \right) \cong \prod_{k=1}^n \mathbf{1}^I_{F(X)} \\
\quad \xrightarrow{\prod_{k=1}^n \overline{f}^I_{k}} \prod_{k=1}^n \mathbf{1}^I_{G_u(X)} \cong \overline{G_u}\left( \mathbf{1}^I_X \right),
\]

using that the canonical lifting is truth-preserving, see Lemma 6.4.8. We say that a \( \mu \text{PCC} P: \mathbf{E} \rightarrow \mathbf{B} \) admits dependent iteration, if \( \text{DiAlg}(1) \) preserves initial dialgebras, cf. [H]97.

Let us explicate this form of dependent iteration for vectors, thereby continuing Example 6.4.9.

**Example 6.4.11.** Recall that for a predicate \( \varphi \in \text{Set}(\text{List } B) \) we were able to reduce the conditions on a dialgebra \( r: \overline{F}(\text{List } B, \varphi) \rightarrow G_u(\text{List } B, \varphi) \) with \( r = ((\text{nil}, b_1), (\text{cons}, b_2)) \) to

\[
b_1: 1 \rightarrow \varphi(0, \text{nil}(\ast)) \quad \text{and} \quad (b_2)_n(\text{nil}, x) : \varphi(\text{cons}_n(\text{nil}, x), x) \rightarrow \varphi(n+1, \text{cons}_n(b, x)).
\]

If \( P \) happens to admit dependent iteration, then there is a unique homomorphism \( h: \mathbf{1}^I_{\text{List } B} \rightarrow (\text{List } B, \varphi) \). Since \( \mathbf{1}^I_{\text{List } B} = (\text{List } B, \mathbf{1}_{\text{List } B}) \), we have that \( h = (f, g) \), where \( f \) and \( g \) are maps with \( f: \text{List } B \rightarrow \text{List } B \) and \( g: 1_{\text{List } B} \rightarrow \varphi \). Moreover, for \( f \) the following diagram commutes.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
F(\text{List } B) & \xrightarrow{Ff} & F(\text{List } B) \\
\downarrow_{(\text{nil}, \text{cons})} & & \downarrow_{(\text{nil}, \text{cons})} \\
G_u(\text{List } B) & \xrightarrow{G_uf} & G_u(\text{List } B)
\end{array}
\]

From uniqueness of inductive extensions, we thus immediately conclude that \( f \) is the identity map.

For the map \( g \), the following diagram commutes for any choice of \( n \in \mathbb{N}, b \in B \) and \( x \in \text{List } B n \).

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
(1, (1_{\text{List } B})(n, x)) & \xrightarrow{(\text{id}, g(n, x))} & (1, \varphi(n, x)) \\
\downarrow_{(\text{id}, \text{id}_1)} & & \downarrow_{(b_1, (b_2)(n, x))} \\
((1_{\text{List } B})(0, \text{nil}(\ast)), (1_{\text{List } B})(n, \text{cons}_n(\text{nil}, x))) & \xrightarrow{(g(0, \text{nil}(\ast)), g(n+1, \text{cons}_n(b, x)))} & (\varphi(0, \text{nil}(\ast)), \varphi(n+1, \text{cons}_n(b, x)))
\end{array}
\]

This diagram expresses the expected computational behaviour of dependent recursion.

To sum the above discussion up, let us state the following dependent iteration rule for vectors in \( \text{Fam}(\text{Set}) \), in which we use dependent products to express the type constraints of \( b_1 \) and \( b_2 \) more conveniently.

\[
b_1: 1 \rightarrow \varphi(0, \text{nil}(\ast)) \quad b_2: \Pi n \in \mathbb{N}. \Pi b \in B. \Pi x \in \text{List } B n. \varphi(n, x) \rightarrow \varphi(n+1, \text{cons}_n(b, x))
\]

\[
g: \Pi n \in \mathbb{N}. \Pi x \in \text{List } B n. 1 \rightarrow \varphi(n, x)
\]
The second diagram above expresses then indeed the expected computational behaviour:
\[
g(0, \text{nil}(\star))(\star) = b_1(\star)
g(n + 1, \text{cons}_n(b, x))(\star) = (b_2)_{(n,(b,x))}(g(n,x)(\star))
\]

With this, we end our exploration of dependent iteration and induction in the context of categorical dependent inductive types. It is time to move on to its dual: coinduction.

### 6.4.3. Coinduction

In the last section we have discussed dependent iteration principles for inductive types. Under the BHK-interpretation, these dependent iteration principles give us then also induction principles, with which we can prove predicates to hold on all elements of an inductive type. This raises of course the question what the corresponding principle for coinductive types is. Since elements of coinductive types allow the description and comparison of behaviour, Hermida and Jacobs \[HJ97\] observed that the canonical proof principle associated with coalgebras is concerned with proving equality. More specifically, the principle of coinduction grants us the possibility to prove an identity between elements of a coinductive type by establishing a bisimulation relation. The goal of this section is to provide a simple coinduction principle for coinductive types in a recursive-type closed category \((\mu \mathbb{PCC})\).

To state what a bisimulation relation for a coinductive type is, we first need to define relations internal to a \(\mu \mathbb{PCC}\), where by relation we mean here binary relations on one carrier. Intuitively, such relations are given as predicates on the binary product of that carrier with itself. Since the carrier might be a dependent type, we need to take those dependencies into account. These considerations leads us to define the category of relations in the internal logic of \(\mathbb{P}\) as the following pullback of \(\Delta^I\) along \(\Delta\), where \(\Delta\) is the diagonal given by \(\Delta(A) = A \times I A\) and the binary product is taken in \(\mathbb{P}_I\), see Theorem 6.2.11.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Rel}(\mathbb{P}_I) & \rightarrow \mathbb{P}L_I \\
\mathbb{P}_I & \rightarrow \mathbb{P}_I
\end{align*}
\]

We will usually leave out the subscript of the binary product, if the index \(I\) is understood from the context. Intuitively, \(\text{Rel}(\mathbb{P}_I)\) consists of objects \((A, R)\) with \(A \in \mathbb{P}_I\) and \(R \in \mathbb{P}_{(A \times A)}\). The morphisms in \(\text{Rel}(\mathbb{P}_I)\) are pairs \((f, g): (A, R) \rightarrow (A', R')\) with \(f: A \rightarrow A', g: R \rightarrow R'\) and \(Pg = \{f \times_I f\}\), cf. Section 6.4.1.

To define relation liftings, Fumex et al. \[FGJ11\] use a so-called quotient functor \(Q: \text{Rel}(\mathbb{P}_I) \rightarrow \mathbb{P}_I\). Such a functor intuitively takes \((A, R)\) to the quotient of \(A\) by the equivalence closure of \(R\). We will not need a full quotient here to formulate a coinduction principle, rather it suffices to take instead the collection of pairs in \(A\) together with a proof that these are related. The reason for this is that the coinduction principle is only valid on final dialgebras, hence there is no need to take a quotient to compare states of other dialgebras under behavioural equivalence. So let us define a functor \(Q: \text{Rel}(\mathbb{P}_I) \rightarrow \mathbb{P}_I\) by

\[
Q(A, R) := \{(A \times A, R)\}^I = \bigsqcup_{A \times A} R.
\]

Similar to the weak dependent iteration principle, we will now use \(Q\) to establish a coinduction principle by appealing to the fact that coinductive types admit unique coinductive extensions. To
this end, let $\delta: \text{Id}_P \Rightarrow \Delta$ be the diagonal with $\delta_A = \langle \text{id}, \text{id} \rangle$, and let $\nabla^H: H(A \times A) \to H(A) \times H(A)$ be the canonical morphism given by $\nabla^H = \langle H(\pi_1), H(\pi_2) \rangle$. Using this notation, we can derive the following coinduction principle.

**Proposition 6.4.12.** Let $(F, u)$ be a signature with $F: P \to C$. Suppose that $(A, \xi)$ a final $(G_u, F)$-dialgebra, $(A, R) \in \text{Rel}(P)$ and $d: G_u(Q(A, R)) \to F(Q(A, R))$, such that the following diagram commutes.

$$
\begin{array}{ccc}
G_u(Q(A, R)) & \xrightarrow{\nabla^G_u \circ G_u(\pi_R)} & G_u(A)^2 \\
\downarrow d & & \downarrow \xi \times_1 \xi \\
F(Q(A, R)) & \xrightarrow{\nabla^F \circ F(\pi_R)} & F(A)^2
\end{array}
$$

Then there is a unique $h: Q(A, R) \to A$ with $\delta_A \circ h = \pi_R^I$.

**Proof.** By definition, we have for $i = 1, 2$ that $\pi_i \circ \nabla^G_u = G_u(\pi_R^I)$, hence we find

$$
\pi_i \circ \nabla^G_u \circ G_u(\pi_R^I) = G_u(\pi_i \circ \pi_R^I),
$$

and analogously for $F$. Thus $\pi_i \circ \pi_R^I$ is a homomorphism from $d$ to $\xi$ and must therefore be equal to $h$. Since this holds for $i = 1, 2$, we have $\pi_R^I = \delta_A \circ h$. \hfill \Box

What is the intuition behind this coinduction principle? Given that the relation $R$ is a bisimulation relation, which is witnessed by a dialgebra $d$ as in the proposition, then for each related pair there is an element of $A$. Moreover, this element shows exactly the behaviour that is modelled commonly by both related elements. To clarify this form of coinduction further, let us instantiate Proposition 6.4.12 to streams.

**Example 6.4.13.** Let $F = (K_A, \text{id})$ and $u = (\text{id}_1, \text{id}_1)$, so that streams $A^\omega$ over $A$ are given by $v(G_u, F)$ with $(\text{hd}, \text{tl}): G_u(A^\omega) \to F(A^\omega)$. The conditions for a dialgebra $G_u(\coprod A^\omega \times A^\omega(R)) \to (A, \coprod A^\omega \times A^\omega(R))$ over a relation $R$ on $A^\omega$ then capture the usual bisimulation proof principle: Suppose we have $(d_1, d_2)$ with $d_1: \coprod A^\omega \times A^\omega(R) \to A$ and $d_2: \coprod A^\omega \times A^\omega(R) \to \coprod A^\omega \times A^\omega(R)$. Then the conditions read as $\delta \circ d_1 = \text{hd} \circ \pi_R$ and $\pi_R \circ d_2 = (\text{tl} \times \text{tl}) \circ \pi_R$. The first condition expresses thereby that the two related streams must have the same head, which is actually computed by $d_1$. As for the second condition, this says that $d_2$ maps a proof of two streams being related by $R$ to a proof that their tails are again related by $R$. The reader will recognise these conditions as the usual ones for bisimulation relations.

Note that this coinduction principle allows us to prove external equality, which is the equality of morphisms in $E$, between elements of coinductive types. This includes also the (dependent) function space, see Theorem 6.2.11. In particular, we can show in this case that functions are equal by proving that they agree on every argument. Hence, for a theory in which functions are only externally equal if they are convertible, we need to relax the requirement that coinductive types are final dialgebras. This is not so surprising, and we will discuss in Section 6.6 possibilities to overcome this mismatch between category theory and syntactic type theory.
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As already mentioned in the introduction, if we want to recover the expected property that substitutions distribute over sum types, then we need to require that the so-called Beck-Chevalley condition holds for coproducts. More specifically, given a term \( t \) and variables \( x \) and \( y \), such that \( x \) is distinct from all the variables in \( t \) and from \( y \), one defines substitution on sum types by

\[
(x : A[y]. B[x, y])[t/y] = \Sigma x : A[t]. B[x, t].
\]

Notice that there is something subtle going on here. First, the sum on the right is a different one because the type of the variable \( x \) has changed. Second, we assumed that the variable \( x \) is distinct from all other variables around, which allows to avoid having to rename \( x \). More generally, we could introduce a fresh name, rename the bound occurrences of \( x \) in \( B \) and then define the substitution on sums by

\[
(\Sigma x : A[y]. B[x, y])[t/y] = \Sigma x' : A[t]. B[x', t]. \tag{6.15}
\]

We will now use the classifying fibration for a dependent type theory, which we introduced in Section 6.1, to explain how the Beck-Chevalley condition captures this definition of substitution category theoretically. Recall that we defined the coproduct as a left-adjoint functor to the projections \( \pi_A : \{A\} \to PA \). In the context of the classifying fibration for a dependently typed calculus, we defined comprehension as context extension and the projections are the weakening substitutions. More precisely, for a context \( \Gamma = x_1 : A_1, \ldots, x_n : A_n \), a type \( A \) with \( \Gamma \vdash A : \text{Type} \) and a fresh variable \( x \) comprehension is given by \( \{\Gamma \vdash A : \text{Type}\} = \Gamma, x : A \). The corresponding projection \( \pi_A: \Gamma, x : A \to \Gamma \) is given by \( \pi_A = (x_1, \ldots, x_n) \). This allows us to express the equation (6.15) in category theoretical terms by using the coproduct as follows. Suppose that \( y : C \vdash A : \text{Type} \) and \( \Gamma \vdash t : C \), then equation (6.15) reads as

\[
\bigsqcup_{\pi_A B[x, y]}[t/y] = \bigsqcup_{\pi_A[t]} B[x', t].
\]

Using that reindexing amounts to the application of substitutions, we can further rewrite this to:

\[
t^*(\bigsqcup_{\pi_A B[x, y]}) = \bigsqcup_{\pi_A[t]} (t, x')^*(B[x, y]).
\]

Note that the involved substitutions and projections can be organised in the following pullback diagram.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\Gamma, x' : A[t] & \xrightarrow{\pi_A[t]} & \Gamma \\
\downarrow \downarrow & & \downarrow t \\
y : C, x : A & \xrightarrow{\pi_A} & y : C
\end{array}
\]

The fact that this is a pullback diagram captures the essence of the variable renaming and thereby also the interaction between the involved coproduct and reindexing functors.

Let us now generalise this interaction between reindexing and coproducts to arbitrary coproducts. The above considerations lead us then to assume that we are given a pullback square such as the
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Following.

Given such a commuting square, we get an isomorphism \( v^* \circ f^* \cong g^* \circ u^* \). Together with the unit \( \eta_f : \text{Id} \Rightarrow f^* \square f \) and the counit \( \varepsilon_g : \square g \Rightarrow \text{Id} \), we obtain thus the following canonical morphism.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\square g \xrightarrow{v} \square g^* \\
\downarrow \quad \downarrow \quad \downarrow \\
\square g \xrightarrow{f^*} \square \text{Id}
\end{array}
\]

The Beck-Chevalley condition for coproducts requires now that this morphism has an inverse. This allows us to generalise the definition of substitution in (6.15) to the following isomorphism.

\[
u^* \square f \cong \square v^*
\]

The aim of this section is now to generalise the Beck-Chevalley condition to arbitrary recursive types, thereby enabling the expected notion of substitution on recursive types. After having introduced the generalised Beck-Chevalley condition, we prove that it is equivalent to the usual one for products and coproducts. Moreover, we show that binary products, binary coproducts and final objects are fibred if we construct these as recursive types that satisfy our generalised Beck-Chevalley condition.

We start by developing some notation that we will need to define the Beck-Chevalley condition for recursive types. Let \((F, u)\) be a signature with \(F : C \times P \to D\) and \(u_i : J_i \to I\) for \(D = \prod_{i=1}^n P_{J_i}\). Assume that we are given for each \(1 \leq i \leq n\) a pullback square as follows.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
L_i \xrightarrow{w_i} J_i \\
\downarrow \quad \downarrow \\
K \xrightarrow{v} I
\end{array}
\]

Note that we are now given a pullback for each constructor/destructor in contrast to the situation for the Beck-Chevalley condition on coproducts that we described above. From the pullbacks in (6.16), we obtain isomorphisms

\[
i^{u_i, 1} : x_i^* \circ v^* \cong (v \circ x_i)^* = (u_i \circ w_i)^* \cong w_i^* \circ u_i^*,
\]

since \(P\) is a cloven fibration. We can merge all morphisms that occur in the pullbacks together into functors \(G_x : P_K \to \prod_{i=1}^n P_{L_i}\) and \(W : \prod_{i=1}^n P_{J_i} \to P_{L_i}\) that we define by \(G_x = (x_1^*, \ldots, x_n^*)\) and \(W = w_1^* \times \cdots \times w_n^*\). If we put \(i^{u, x} = i^{u, 1} \times \cdots \times i^{u, n}\), which is given for each \(A \in P_J\) by

\[
(i^{u, 1} \times \cdots \times i^{u, n})_A = (i_A^{u, 1}, \ldots, i_A^{u, n}) \quad \text{in} \quad \prod_{i=1}^n P_{L_i},
\]

then we obtain an isomorphism

\[
i^{u, x} : G_x \circ v^* \cong W G_u.
\]
Let us now assume that we are given a functor $F^\nu : C \times P_K \to \prod_{i=1}^n P_{L_i}$ and another isomorphism $i^F : F^\nu (\text{Id} \times \nu^*) \to WF$, as indicated in the following diagram.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
C \times P_I & \xrightarrow{F^\nu} & \prod_{i=1}^n P_{L_i} = D \\
\downarrow \text{Id} \times \nu^* & \cong & \downarrow W \\
C \times P_K & \xrightarrow{F} & \prod_{i=1}^n P_{L_i}
\end{array}
\]

Using this data, we can define a functor $\mathcal{C}^\nu : \text{DiAlg}(\widehat{G}_u, \widehat{F}) \to \text{DiAlg}(\widehat{G}_x, \widehat{F}^\nu)$ as follows. Suppose that $\delta : \widehat{G}_u(H) \Rightarrow \widehat{F}(H)$ is a dialgebra, then $\mathcal{C}^\nu(\delta)$ is the composition

$\widehat{G}_x(\nu^* H) = G_x \nu^* H$

$\xrightarrow{i^u_H} W G_u H = W \widehat{G}_u(H)$

$\xrightarrow{W \delta} W \widehat{F}(H) = WF(\text{Id}_C, H)$

$\xrightarrow{(i^F)^{-1}(\text{Id}_C, \nu^* H)} F^\nu(\text{Id}_C \times \nu^*)(\text{Id}_C, H) = F^\nu(\text{Id}_C, \nu^* H) = \widehat{F}^\nu(\nu^* H)$.

For a dialgebra homomorphism $\beta : H_1 \Rightarrow H_2$ from $\delta_1$ to $\delta_2$, we put $\mathcal{C}^\nu(\beta) = \nu^* \beta$, which is a $(\widehat{G}_x, \widehat{F}^\nu)$-dialgebra homomorphism since the following diagram commutes.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\widehat{G}_x(\nu^* H_1) & \xrightarrow{\nu^* \beta} & \widehat{G}_x(\nu^* H_2) \\
\downarrow i^u_{H_1} & & \downarrow i^u_{H_2} \\
W \widehat{G}_u(H_1) & \xrightarrow{\nu^* \beta \text{ hom.}} & W \widehat{G}_u(H_2) \\
\downarrow W \delta_1 & & \downarrow W \delta_2 \\
W \widehat{F}(H_1) & \xrightarrow{i^F \text{ nat.}} & W \widehat{F}(H_2) \\
\downarrow (i^F)^{-1}(\text{Id}_C, \nu^* H_1) & & \downarrow (i^F)^{-1}(\text{Id}_C, H_2) \\
\widehat{F}^\nu(\nu^* H_1) & \xrightarrow{\nu^* \beta} & \widehat{F}^\nu(\nu^* H_2)
\end{array}
\]

The functor laws for $\mathcal{C}^\nu$ follow from functoriality of $\nu^*$. In the dual way, we can also define a functor $\mathcal{S}^\nu : \text{DiAlg}(\widehat{F}, \widehat{G}_u) \to \text{DiAlg}(\widehat{F}^\nu, \widehat{G}_x)$ by

$\mathcal{S}^\nu(\delta : \widehat{F}(H) \Rightarrow \widehat{G}_u(H)) = (i^u)^{-1} H \circ W \delta \circ i^F(\text{Id}_C, H)$

$\mathcal{S}^\nu(\beta) = \nu^* \beta$.

These two functors allow us to define what it means that recursive types are preserved by reindexing.

**Definition 6.5.1.** A coinductive type $(\Omega, \xi)$ for $(F, G_u)$ fulfils the **Beck-Chevalley condition**, if for every family of pullbacks $\nu \times, u_i$ as in (6.16), there is a functor $F^\nu$ and an isomorphism $i^F$ as described above, such that the coinductive extension $h : \nu^* \Omega \Rightarrow \Omega^\nu$ of $\mathcal{C}^\nu(\xi)$ to the coinductive type $(\Omega^\nu, \xi^\nu)$
for \((F^u, G_x)\), as in the following diagram, is an isomorphism \(\mathcal{C}^u(\xi) \cong \xi^u\) of dialgebras.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\xymatrix{
\widehat{G}_x(v^* \Omega) \ar[r]^{\widehat{G}_x(h)} & \widehat{G}_x(\Omega^u) \\
\mathbb{C}^u(\xi) \ar[d]_{\mathbb{C}^u(\xi)} & \xi^u \ar[d]^{\xi^u} \\
\widehat{F}^u(v^* \Omega) \ar[r]_{\widehat{F}^u(h)} & \widehat{F}(\Omega^u)
}
\end{array}
\]

The Beck-Chevalley condition for inductive types is defined dually using \(\mathcal{A}^u\).

As the name suggests, this definition is supposed to capture the known Beck-Chevalley conditions. To prove this, we first need a small technical following.

**Lemma 6.5.2.** Let \(F_1: C_1 \rightarrow C_2\) be a functor and \((F_2, u)\) be a signature with \(F_2: C_2 \times P_I \rightarrow C_3\). We define a functor \(F: C_1 \times P_I \rightarrow C_3\) by \(F = F_2 \circ (F_1 \times \text{Id})\). With this definition, we have \(\mu(\widehat{F}, \widehat{G}_u) = \mu(\widehat{F}_2, \widehat{G}_u) \circ F_1\) and \(\alpha(\widehat{F}_2, \widehat{G}_u) = \alpha(\widehat{F}_2, \widehat{G}_u)F_1\). Dually, we also have that \(v(\widehat{G}_u, F) = v(\widehat{G}_u, F_2) \circ F_1\) and \(\xi(\widehat{G}, \widehat{F}_u) = \xi(\widehat{G}_2, \widehat{G}_u)F_1\).

**Proof.** This follows simply from the definitions. Let \(V \in C_1\), then

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu(\widehat{F}, \widehat{G}_u)(V) & = \mu(F(V, -), G_u) = \mu((F_2 \circ (F_1 \times \text{Id}))(V, -), G_u) \\
& = \mu(F_2(F_1(V), -), G_u) = \mu(\widehat{F}_2, \widehat{G}_u)(F_1(V)) \\
& = (\mu(\widehat{F}_2, \widehat{G}_u) \circ F_1)(V)
\end{align*}
\]

and the equality of the natural transformations follows immediately from their definition and the functor equality above. \(\square\)

We can now show the usual Beck-Chevalley condition and the one given in Definition 6.5.1 are equivalent for the adjunctions we obtained as recursive types in Theorem 6.2.11.

**Theorem 6.5.3.** The adjunctions constructed in Theorem 6.2.11 are fibred iff they fulfil the Beck-Chevalley condition for recursive types.

**Proof.** We prove this for the constructed right adjoints, the proof for the left adjoints follows by duality. Recall that we defined for \(C = \prod_{i=1}^n P_{j_i}\), a right adjoint for all \(G_u = \langle u_1^*, \ldots, u_n^* \rangle\) by \(v(\widehat{G}_u, \widehat{\pi}) : D \rightarrow P_I\) with \(\widehat{\pi} : C \times P_I \rightarrow C\). Given pullbacks \((x_i, w_i) = \nu \times_I u_i\) as in (6.16), we put \(D = \prod_{i=1}^n P_{L_i}\), \(W: C \rightarrow D\) with \(W = w_1^* \times \cdots \times w_n^*\) and \(G_x = \langle x_1^*, \ldots, x_n^* \rangle\). We find the right adjoint of \(G_x\) to be \(v(\widehat{G}_x, \widehat{\pi})\) with \(\widehat{\pi} : D \times P_K \rightarrow D\). The Beck-Chevalley condition (B-C) condition for adjoint functors requires that the canonical natural transformation \(\gamma: \nu^* \circ v(\widehat{G}_u, \widehat{\pi}) \Rightarrow v(\widehat{G}_x, \widehat{\pi}) \circ W\) is an isomorphism. We show that this coincides with our definition for recursive types.

Let \(\xi\) be the final \((\widehat{G}_u, \widehat{\pi})\)-dialgebra and \(\xi^u\) the final \((\widehat{G}_x, \widehat{F}_u)\)-dialgebra. We note that for the projection \(\pi_{1'}: C \times P_K \rightarrow C\), we have \(\pi_{1'} \circ (W \times \text{Id}) = W \pi_{1'}\). Thus, we can choose for the B-C condition \(F^u = W \pi_{1''}\) and get, by Lemma 6.5.2, \(v(\widehat{G}_x, \widehat{F}^u) = v(\widehat{G}_x, \widehat{\pi}) \circ W\). By finality, this means that \(\gamma\) is in fact the unique morphism from \(\mathcal{C}^u(\xi)\) to \(\xi^u\). The B-C condition for recursive types requires this to be an isomorphism, just as the B-C condition for adjoints does. This means that the constructed adjunctions are fibred iff they satisfy the B-C condition for recursive types with the choice \(F^u = W \pi_{1''}\). \(\square\)
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In the same way, we can relate fibred final objects and our Beck-Chevalley condition.

Theorem 6.5.4. Terminal objects \( I \), constructed as \( \nu(\text{id}_I^*, \text{Id}_P) \), are fibred iff they satisfy the Beck-Chevalley condition for recursive types.

Proof. We note that the pullback (6.16) degenerates, in this case, to only give a morphism \( v : K \to I \). Then we pick \( \text{Id}^v = v^* \) and the rest follows as in Theorem 6.5.3. \( \square \)

6.6. Discussion

In the previous Chapter we established several approaches to reasoning about mixed inductive-coinductive programs. Among these approaches was a syntactic logic \( \text{FOL}_\triangleright \) together with a proof system. We realised at the end of Section 5.2 that we could implement the standard induction and coinduction principles for non-mutual inductive or coinductive types but not for more general types, see Note 39, since the logic \( \text{FOL}_\triangleright \) is lacking the possibility to form fixed point formulas. However, adding fixed point formulas would force us to also add the corresponding proof rules to the logic, which are a mere adaption of the term formation rules for fixed point types in the calculus \( \lambda\mu\nu \). To save ourselves from duplicating rule sets and from repeating proofs of properties for the logic, we decided to merge programming and reasoning into one language.

In the present chapter, we established a dependent type theory in the language of category theory, in which we can write the same programs as in the calculus \( \lambda\mu\nu \), as well as reason about these programs. The idea of this category theoretical language was to extend the ideas of Hagino [Hag87] from a simply typed calculus to a dependently typed one. Specifically, this meant that we viewed inductive and coinductive types as initial and final dialgebras in the fibres of a fibration. These fibres replaced thereby the simple categories that Hagino used and allowed us to manipulate the dependencies, as we have seen in the principle example of vectors in Section 6.2.1. Starting from this view on dependent types, we developed notions of signatures and strictly positive types that form a general basis for dependent inductive-coinductive types. All these considerations led us to the definition of recursive type closed categories (\( \mu\text{PCC} \)) as a theory of inductive-coinductive dependent types. Besides the truly recursive types like vectors, (partial) streams, bisimilarity, and the substream relation, we were also able to encode the standard connectives of Martin-Löf type theory as (non-recursive) inductive and coinductive types. This will enable us in the next Chapter to construct a syntactic type theory that is purely based on recursive types, while still subsuming standard Martin-Löf type theory.

After we introduced the basic category theoretical setup, we showed that the developed theory is actually sensible by showing that the initial and final dialgebras can be constructed as initial algebras and final coalgebras of polynomial functors. This opens up a wide class of models for the theory. Moreover, we demonstrated that the unique mapping properties of inductive and coinductive types give rise to a simple dependent iteration (or induction) principle and a coinduction principle. Under the further assumption that coproducts are strong, that is, they admit projections for both components, we could also obtain a proper dependent iteration principle. Finally, we established a Beck-Chevalley condition for recursive types to allow the interpretation of a corresponding syntactic theory of inductive-coinductive dependent types in a \( \mu\text{PCC} \).
Related Work

Let us briefly discuss existing work that is related to the content of this chapter. Most of the relevant work has been already discussed in the corresponding places, but a more streamlined overview seems appropriate.

**Categorical Dependent Recursive Types** The basic setup, which we chose here to construe dependent inductive-coinductive types category theoretically, is essentially a combination of existing ideas. Specifically, we took Hagino’s dialgebra approach for simple types [Hag87] and merged it with the fibrational view on dependent types [Jac99]. This fibrational view is, in my opinion, the most modular and transparent presentation of dependent types in terms of categories, since all requirements made on a fibration have a clearly defined purpose. It is this modularity that makes fibrations very suitable for reusing existing notions in the context of inductive-coinductive dependent types. As mentioned at the end of Section 6.1 there is an abundant supply of category theoretical models for dependent types. However, since these are specifically tailored towards dependent types, it is often the case that the straightforward approach of using dialgebras cannot be implemented there. Moreover, many of these models are related or even equivalent to fibrational models [Jac93]. Finally, we should mention that there are other category theoretical approaches to recursive dependent types, but none of them actually treats coinductive dependent types, see the introduction of Section 6.2.3.

**Constructing Recursive Types as Polynomials** Polynomial functors are the go-to class of functors that is used whenever reasonably general but also well-behaved class of functors are required. One of the main reasons for that is that they preserve certain limits and colimits [GK13], which are important for constructing initial algebras [GH04; GK13; Koc11] and final coalgebras [Jac16; vdBdM07]. Another reason is that it is straightforward to associate a syntactic theory to initial algebras [Fio12; HF11] and to final coalgebras [BRS09; Gol01] of polynomial functors, since these are, respectively, finite and potentially infinite trees. This latter reason is also why polynomial functors [GK13; HF11] or container [Abb03; AAG05] are taken as foundation for data types. Fortunately, this interest led to many existing results that we were able to use in our reduction of theory of dependent recursive types to polynomial functors in Section 6.3. The main sources that we used here were [GK13] and [AAG05].

**Internal Reasoning Principles** Both induction and coinduction principles have been studied extensively in the context of category theory. The clearest expositions on these principles are [HJ97] and the extension [FGJ11] thereof to indexed sets. In Section 6.4, we instantiated some of the results from these two publications and proved other results under weaker conditions. This is discussed in detail in the corresponding places in Section 6.4.

**A Beck-Chevalley Condition for Recursive Types** The Beck-Chevalley condition is well- and widely known for products and coproducts, but our analogue for recursive types has not been studied anywhere. That being said, since products and coproducts arise as recursive types, one may ask how the classical Beck-Chevalley condition relates to ours in those cases. Indeed, in Theorem 6.5.3 we showed that the classical condition is equivalent to ours for the presentation of products and coproducts as recursive types.
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Contributions

After summarising the content and context of the chapter, let us also clearly mark the contributions made in this chapter. First of all, the adaption of Hagino’s categorical data types to dependent types has not been explored before. Moreover, the resulting theory explains the types of Martin-Löf type theory in terms of inductive-coinductive types, which was considered to some extend folklore but has never been formally explored somewhere. The construction of recursive types through polynomials required one new result (Theorem 6.3.10), which is the main contribution of Section 6.3. Next, the internal logic of a dependent type theory has, to the best of my knowledge, not been presented and studied as we did in Section 6.4. In particular, the resulting (weak) induction and coinduction principles were not studied in the absence of strong coproducts and quotients. Since there was no category theoretical study of general dependent inductive-coinductive types, also the Beck-Chevalley condition from Section 6.5 is a novel contribution.

Future Work

Much of the content in this chapter is fairly stable and explored. There are a few directions for future research though. As we will see in Chapter 7, the (unique) mapping principle of the recursive types from Section 6.2 correspond to simple iteration and coiteration rules on the syntactic side. The problem with this is that it usually much easier to write programs by giving a set of equations, similar to what we found in Section 3.2. This raises of course the question whether there is a way to give equational specifications of morphisms on dependent recursive types. A possible approach might be to adapt, at least in the coinductive case, completely iterative algebras \([\text{Acz}+03]\) to dependent types. However, the equational specifications there need to be extended with pattern matching for the specification of functions on inductive types, and one needs to be careful with identity types, as pattern matching might lead to stronger than expected theories, cf. \([\text{CDP16, GMM06}]\).

Since in Section 6.4 we found the internal reasoning principles were based on the fact that inductive and coinductive types come with unique mapping principles, we concluded that the category theoretical approach we took so far makes too strong requirements on types. The reason is that uniqueness of inductive and coinductive extensions are problematic in syntactic theories because it usually breaks decidability of type checking. A possibility to overcome this problem is to make uniqueness proof-relevant, in the sense that whenever we show the uniqueness of a homomorphism, then there is an explicit proof object in the category that witnesses this fact. This can be realised, for example, by using 2-categories or higher generalisations thereof. But since this takes us to far astray, we leave the problem of matching the category theoretical semantics better intensional type theories for the future.

Notes


42 For instance, having both projections for sum types in an impredicative calculus like the Calculus of Constructions, leads to inconsistencies, see \([\text{Coq89}]\). More precisely, the fact that there is a
proposition isomorphic to the coproduct of a family of propositions is independent of having an
impredicative universe of propositions \([Str89]\). Similarly, a logic that combines computational classical
logic in form of control operators with strong sum types also becomes inconsistent, as has been
shown by Herbelin \([Her05]\).

The alert reader might note that we only obtain \((\text{List}_A (n + 1))[2] = \text{List}_A (2 + 1)\). To get to \text{List}_A 3 we actually need to use the computation \(2 + 1 \equiv 3\) inside the type. Since this is not really relevant
to the present introduction, we sweep this problem under the rug for now and come back to it in
the next chapter.

A more modern notation for dependent function types, which emphasises the close relation to the
simple function type, is \((x : A) \rightarrow B[x]\) for \(\Pi x : A. B[x]\). However, since the dependent function
space is given category theoretically as a product, we stick to the traditional notation here.

A historical overview can be found in \([TvD88\], Sec. 1.4].

In modern expositions, System F is called \(\lambda 2\), see for example \([NG14]\).

The reverse direction of

\[
\exists x : A. \forall y : B. \varphi[x, y] \vdash \forall y : B. \exists x : A. \varphi[x, y]
\]

is the constructive version of the axiom of choice:

\[
\alpha : (\forall x : A. \exists y : B. \varphi[x, y]) \vdash p : (\exists f : A \rightarrow B. \forall x : A. \varphi[x, f x]).
\]

To give such a proof \(p\), we need to assume though something more about the existential quantifier,
namely that there are projections \(z : (\exists x : A. \psi[x]) \vdash \pi_1 z : A\) and \(z : (\exists x : A. \psi[x]) \vdash \pi_2 z : \psi[\pi_1 z].\)

How these can be obtained is discussed towards the end of Section \(6.1\) and in the next chapter. If
we have these projections, then the proof \(p\) is given by

\[
p := (\lambda x. \pi_1 (\alpha x), \lambda x. \pi_2 (\alpha x)).
\]

The propositions-as-types interpretation is often also referred to as Curry-Howard correspondence. I
will, however, avoid this terminology here, since it is neither descriptive nor very accurate. There
are many more people that would have to be mentioned in this name, first and foremost, Church is
missing from the list.

An exception is Frege’s definite description operator \(\iota\) that allows one to name an object that uniquely
satisfies a proposition, see e.g. \([TvD88\], Par. 2.2.9] and \([NG14\], Sec. 12.7].

Of course, we can see isHoliday also as a predicate over the date type that we introduced above.
However, we use the present definition for illustrative purposes later.

The adjunction \(\iota \dashv !\) consists in fact also of some equations that need to hold. As it turns out, one of
these equations gives the computation rule for sum types: \text{unpack} \((u, v)\) \text{as} \((i, x)\) \text{in} \(t \rightarrow t[u/i, v/x]\).

The other equation ensures that \text{unpack} \(y\) \text{as} \((i, x)\) \text{in} \(t\) is the unique term with that computational
property, and as such is usually not part of a syntactic theory. Thus, the category theoretical
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The approach makes slightly to strong requirements here, see also the discussion in Section 4.2 for the analogous situation in non-dependent calculi. This can be solved in the case of sum types by allowing \(\eta\)-conversions: \(\text{unpack } s \text{ as } \langle i, x \rangle \text{ in } t[\langle i, x \rangle/y] \rightarrow t[s/y].\) However, \(\eta\)-conversions are difficult to manage and do not generalise well to recursive types.

There are two principal ways to conceive of vectors: Either we group the vectors of the same length into a set, thereby forming a family of sets, or we see vectors as the set of all lists together with the map that assigns to each list its length. In Example 6.2.1, we use the first view, but we will later return to the second when we consider dependent types as objects in slice categories.

For an Agda-versed reader it might be interesting to note that the use of non-trivial substitution in the domain of destructors is currently not available in Agda. It is questionable though whether adding this capability is useful in an intensional theory like Agda. The reason is that if we are given \(n : \mathbb{N}^0\) and \(t : \text{PStr } A \ n\), then to apply \(\text{hd}\) to \(t\) we would have to establish that \(n = s_\infty k\) for some \(k : \mathbb{N}^0\). However, since \(\mathbb{N}^0\) is a coinductive type, we will rarely find ourselves in the luxury position that we can prove an equality, rather we may only find that \(n\) is bisimilar to \(s_\infty k\) for some \(k\). But an even better way would be to define \(\text{PStr}\) differently:

\[
\text{codata } n : \mathbb{N}^0 \vdash \text{PStr } A \ n \text{ where}
\begin{align*}
\text{hd} &: \text{PStr } A \ n \rightarrow (\Pi k : \mathbb{N}^0. (n .\text{out} = \kappa_2 k) \rightarrow A) \\
\text{tl} &: \text{PStr } A \ n \rightarrow (\Pi k : \mathbb{N}^0. (n .\text{out} = \kappa_2 k) \rightarrow \text{PStr } A \ k)
\end{align*}
\]

Given an element \(s : \text{PStr } A \ n\) for some \(n : \mathbb{N}^0\), we can always apply, say, \(\text{tl}\) to \(s\). This gives us then a term of type \(\Pi k. (n .\text{out} = \kappa_2 k) \rightarrow \text{PStr } A \ k\). Thus, if we have a \(k\) of type \(\mathbb{N}^0\) and a proof \(p\) for \(n .\text{out} = \kappa_2 k\), then we obtain the tail of \(s\) by \(\text{tl } s k p : \text{PStr } A \ k\). Such a definition works much better in an intensional theory like Agda and, in contrast to a bisimilarity-based definition, still enables the use of automatic reductions.

Even though \(\mu\)-complete categories offer more flexibility for the domain of the destructors of a coinductive type, see the note 53, the coinductive types in Agda provide some further power. More specifically, the destructors of a coinductive type in Agda can refer to previously declared destructors. This allows the declaration of a strong dependent sum, see [Jac99, Sec. 10.1 and Def. 10.5.2]. We discuss this in Section 6.4 and see also Note 47.

If \(X \in \mathbf{B}/i\) and \(Y \in \mathbf{B}/j\), then a morphism \(f : X \rightarrow Y\) in \(\mathbf{B}\) can be defined in the internal language of the codomain fibration by statements of the form “\(f_i p = e\)”, where \(p\) is a pattern and \(e\) an expression that are given by the following grammar:

\[
\begin{align*}
e &::= x \mid f \mid e \mid \lambda p. e \mid (e, e) \\
p &::= x \mid x : T \mid (p, p) \mid (p \mid c) \\
c &::= e = e \\
T &::= I \mid X_e
\end{align*}
\]

The intention is that \(x\) is a variable, \(f\) a morphism in \(\mathbf{B}\), \(\lambda p. e\) an element of a product, and \((e, e)\) an element of a coproduct. A pattern is either \(a\), possibly typed, variable, or it matches dependent pairs of a coproduct, or it introduces some constraints that arise from products or coproducts. Those constraints may just be identities between expressions that can involve only the variables of the
corresponding pattern. Finally, a type is either an object \( I \) of \( \mathbf{B} \) or it selects a fibre \( X_e \) of \( X \) by means of an expression. Typing constraints can then be given in the form \( e_1 : X e_2 \), which expresses that \( X e_1 = e_2 \), using the fact that \( X \) is a morphism \( U \to I \) for some object \( U \) in \( \mathbf{B} \). Expressions, patterns and constraints are all subject to the obvious typing constraints. For instance, given a morphism \( h : I \to J \) in \( \mathbf{B} \) and a morphism \( f : X \to Y \) in \( \mathbf{B}/I \), we can define \( \bigsqcup_h f : \bigsqcup_h X \to \bigsqcup_h Y \) by

\[
\left( \bigsqcup_h f \right)_j (i, x : X_i \mid h i = j) = (i, f x).
\]

We now need to show that \((i, f x) : (\bigsqcup_h Y)_j\), i.e., \( h(Y(fx)) = j \). Since \( f \) is a morphism in \( \mathbf{B}/I \), we have that \( Y \circ f = X \). This gives us the required identity by using the constraint \( h i = j \) in the pattern of \( \bigsqcup_h f : h(Y(fx)) = h(Xx) = h i = j \).

Besides enabling induction, the dependent iteration allows also for interesting computational specifications. For example, primitive recursion can be implemented much more efficiently by using dependent iteration. In particular, the predecessor map \( \text{pred} : \mathbb{N} \to \mathbb{N} \) is given by \( \text{iter}(0, \lambda n. k) \) in the notation of the introduction of Section 6.4.2, where \( k : \mathbb{N} \vdash \lambda n. k : \mathbb{N} \). The computational rules give then \( \text{pred} 0 = 0 \) and \( \text{pred} (s n) = (\lambda n. k)[n] (\text{pred} n) = n \), as expected.

This is very similar to the span-based definition of bisimilarity that is studied in the context of the theory of coalgebras, see e.g. [Sta11].
CHAPTER 7

Constructive Logic Based on Inductive-Coinductive Types

I would like to argue [...] that without a system of formal constraints there are no creative acts; specifically, in the absence of intrinsic and restrictive properties of mind, there can be only ‘shaping of behavior’ but no creative acts of self-perfection.


In Chapter 6, we have established a category theoretical approach to dependent type theory that was solely based on inductive-coinductive types. The key idea was to model inductive types as initial dialgebras and coinductive types as final dialgebras in fibres of a fibration. Moreover, we singled out functors that describe the domain and codomain of constructors and destructors of strictly positive, recursive types. This allowed us to construct models for these categorical types in terms of polynomial functors on the slices of certain locally Cartesian closed categories.

The goal of this final chapter is to find a syntactic type theory that matches the category theoretical setup of Chapter 6 and show that this theory is consistent. This dependent type theory is centred around recursive types that correspond to the initial and final dialgebras for strictly positive signatures. To show that the theory is consistent, we give proofs of subject reduction (types are preserved by reduction steps) and of strong normalisation. These are the main results of the present chapter. However, to demonstrate also the usefulness of the type system, we give plenty of examples in Section 7.2, including an encoding of the propositional connectives of first-order intuitionistic logic, plus an extensive application in Section 7.5. There we show the equivalence between the definition of the substream relation in terms of stream filtering (Example 5.1.13), and the direct definition in Example 6.2.14. We use this equivalence to prove that the substream relation is transitive. The full development of this is given in Section 7.5, which is compiled from Agda code.

Since the application in Section 7.5 requires an induction principle for inductive types, we need to extend the calculus that we developed in Section 7.1. The reason is that this calculus only features a non-dependent iteration scheme, which is, as we have seen in Section 6.4.2, not enough to establish a general dependent iteration scheme. This extension is straightforward, though somewhat tedious to carry out. It is expected that the strong normalisation proof for the basic calculus carries over to this extension, but this is a conjecture at this point. However, we extend the subject reduction proof, as this is only a small exercise in patience. The result of this effort is a calculus in which we can prove, under the propositions-as-types interpretation, propositions on inductive types by induction.

At this point, we should justify the need for another type theory. This is a pressing question, since Martin-Löf type theory (MLTT) [Mar75a] and the calculus of inductive constructions (CoIC) [BC04; Pau93; Wer94] are well-studied frameworks for intuitionistic logic. The main reason is that the existing type theories have no explicit dependent coinductive types, which prevents us from directly defining coinductive predicates and relations like the substream relation. Giménez [Gim95] discusses an extension of the CoIC with coinductive types and guarded recursive schemes, but he proves no properties about the conversion relation. On the other hand, Sacchini [Sac13] extended the Calculus
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of Constructions with streams and sized-types, and proves subject reduction and strong normalisation. However, the problem of limited support for general coinductive types remains. Finally, we should also mention that general coinductive types are available in implementations like Coq [Coq12], which is based on [Sim95], Agda [Agd15] and Nuprl [Con97]. Yet, none of these has a formal justification, and Coq’s coinductive types are even known to have problems, for example related to subject reduction.

One might argue that (dependent) coinductive types can be encoded through inductive types, as we have seen in Section 6.3 and was demonstrated in the setting of univalent homotopy type theory by Ahrens et al. [ACS15]. However, such an encoding does not give rise to a useful computation principle in an intensional type theory such as MLTT or CoIC, see [cLa16] for details. This becomes an issue once we try to prove propositions about terms of coinductive type, as we cannot use computational rules like those in Definition 3.1.11. For example, in such an encoding not even the conversion $\text{tl} \omega \equiv \omega$ holds, which prevents us from proving the simple identity in Example 5.1.11 directly. Clearly, such a restriction is not desirable, hence an encoding of coinductive types is for practical reasons not an option.

Interesting is also the fact that all basic connectives of MLTT, like the (dependent) function space, can be described as recursive types. This means that we do not need to have separate type constructors and the corresponding terms formation rules for dependent sums and products, but rather can derive them from the rules for recursive types. This is well-known in category theory, see also Theorem 6.2.11, but we do not know of any treatment of this fact in syntactic type theories.

Chapter Outline

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. We start by introducing the calculus around which the chapter revolves. Due to the complicated interactions between types, terms and the reduction relation in a dependently typed calculus, we proceed in three steps. First, in Section 7.1.1 we give the raw syntax in form of a context-free grammar, in which types and terms are not distinguished. The second step is to separate types and terms into, what we call here, pre-types and pre-terms in Section 7.1.2. At this stage terms are, however, not yet well-typed. This separation allows us to define a reduction relation on terms, which we need in the typing rules in the last step. The third, and last, step is to give the rules for well-formed types and terms in Section 7.1.4.

Having defined the calculus, we provide in Section 7.2 a host of examples that illustrate the use of the calculus. In particular, we show how all connectives of intuitionistic first-order logic can be represented in the calculus. Section 7.3 is devoted to proving the central properties of the type theory that we are interested here. These are subject reduction in Section 7.3.2 and strong normalisation in Section 7.3.3. To be able to reason about inductive types, we introduce in Section 7.4 a dependent iteration principle for the calculus. This is a somewhat tedious, but straightforward, extension of the previous calculus. At this stage, there is no proof of strong normalisation, but it is expected that the proof in Section 7.3.3 can be extended accordingly. However, subject reduction is preserved under this extension, as we will see. With this extended calculus under our belt, we come in Section 7.5 to the final application in this thesis. There, we prove, yet again, that the substream relation is transitive. This section has been fully formalised in Agda. We end the chapter with a discussion of related work and future directions in Section 7.6.
7.1. The Calculus $\lambda P \mu$

Before we formally introduce the $\lambda P \mu$ of dependent recursive types, let us give an informal overview over some important concepts of that calculus. The calculus is based on several judgements that single out well-formed types and terms. We will now go through the three ways how types can be formed: by parameter abstraction and instantiation, and as recursive types. These concepts form the backbone of our calculus. The term formation rules follow then just what is dictated by the category theoretical development in Section 6.2.

The formation of types involves two kinds of variables: type constructor variables and term variables. Type constructor variables fulfil here the same role as the type variables that we used in Section 3.1.1 to form recursive types. Term variables are required in the formation of types here because $\lambda P \mu$ is a calculus of dependent types. We will then use well-formedness judgements of the form

$$\Theta \mid \Gamma \vdash A: \ast,$$

which states that $A$ is a type in the type constructor context $\Theta$ and the term context $\Gamma$.

Since the calculus is centred around dependent recursive types, we need a way to annotate type constructor variables, through which recursive types are constructed, with dependencies. The way we chose to do this here is by introducing, what we call, parameter contexts and parameter instantiations. This leads us to generalise the above judgement to

$$\Theta \mid \Gamma_1 \vdash A: \Gamma_2 \rightarrow \ast,$$

which is to be read as follows. As before, $A$ is a type in the combined context $\Theta | \Gamma_1$, but this time it has also parameters of the types as they are specified by the second context $\Gamma_2$. Importantly, the types in the parameter context $\Gamma_2$ may depend on variables in the context $\Gamma_1$. For instance, if we have constructed a type $\text{Vec}_B$ of vectors over some type $B$ with $n : \text{Nat} \vdash \text{Vec}_B : \ast$, then we may have types $C$ with $\Theta \mid n : \text{Nat} \vdash C : (x : \text{Vec}_B) \rightarrow \ast$. Here, $C$ has a free variable $n$ of type $\text{Nat}$ and a parameter $x$ of type $\text{Vec}_B$.

Given a parameterised type $A$ as above, we can instantiate its parameters with terms of the corresponding types as follows. Suppose that $\Gamma_2 = x_1 : B_1, \ldots, x_n : B_n$ and that we are given terms $t_1, \ldots, t_n$ with $\Gamma_1 \vdash t_k : B_k[t_1/x_1, \ldots, t_{k-1}/x_{k-1}]$. This judgement should be read as: in the term variable context $\Gamma_1$, the term $t_k$ is of type $B_k[t_1/x_1, \ldots, t_{k-1}/x_{k-1}]$. Then we can instantiate parameters of the type $A$ with these terms by forming the new type $A \langle t_1 @ \cdots @ t_n \rangle$ with

$$\Theta \mid \Gamma_1 \vdash A \langle t_1 @ \cdots @ t_n \rangle : \ast.$$

Since type constructor variables are placeholders for parameterised types, the variables in the context $\Theta$ are also allowed to have parameters. We illustrate this with a small example. Let $\text{Vec}_B$ be again
the type of vectors over $B$ and and let $X$ be a type constructor variable. The type system will allow us to form the judgement
\[ X : (n : \text{Nat}, x : \text{Vec}_B) \to * \mid \Gamma_1 \vdash X : (n : \text{Nat}, x : \text{Vec}_B) \to * \]
for any context $\Gamma$. If we are now given terms $k$ and $u$ with $\Gamma_1 \vdash k : \text{Nat}$ and $\Gamma_1 \vdash u : \text{Vec}_B[k/n]$, then we are able to instantiate $X$ with these terms to obtain
\[ X : (n : \text{Nat}, x : \text{Vec}_B) \to * \mid \Gamma_1 \vdash X@k@u : *. \]

Besides parameter instantiation, we also allow variables to be moved from the term variable context into the parameter context by parameter abstraction. Given a type $A$ with $\Theta \mid \Gamma_1, x : B \vdash A : \Gamma_2 \to *$, we may form the abstraction $(z). A$ with $\Theta \mid \Gamma_1 \vdash (z). A : (x : B, \Gamma_2) \to *$. As an example, we will be able derive the following.

\[
\begin{align*}
X : (x : B, y : B) & \to * \mid \emptyset \vdash X : (x : B, y : B) \to * \\
X : (x : B, y : B) & \to * \mid z : B \vdash X : (x : B, y : B) \to * \\
X : (x : B, y : B) & \to * \mid z : B \vdash X@z@z : * \\
X : (x : B, y : B) & \to * \mid \emptyset \vdash (z). X@z@z : (z : B) \to *
\end{align*}
\]

The first judgement is thereby given by projecting the variable $X$ out of the context, the second by weakening, the third by instantiating $X$, and the final one by abstracting over $z$. Through these two mechanisms of parameters instantiation and abstraction we can deal smoothly with type constructor variables in the formation of dependent recursive types.\(^2\)

Similar to type constructors with parameters, part of the calculus are also parameterised terms and instantiations thereof. A parameterised term will be typed by a type with parameters of the shape $\Gamma_2 \to A$. Given a parameterised term $s$ with $\Gamma_1 \vdash s : \Gamma_2 \to A$, we can instantiate $s$ with arguments just like parameterised types: If $\Gamma_2 = x_1 : B_1, \ldots, x_n : B_n$ and $\Gamma_1 \vdash t_k : B_k[t_1/x_1, \ldots, t_{k-1}/x_{k-1}]$ for $1 \leq k \leq n$, then
\[ \Gamma \vdash s@t_1@\cdots@t_n : A[\overrightarrow{t} / \overrightarrow{x}], \]
where $A[\overrightarrow{t} / \overrightarrow{x}]$ denotes the simultaneous substitution of all the terms $t_k$ for the corresponding term variables $x_k$. In the case of terms, however, we do not allow parameter abstraction.

Having set up how we deal with type constructor variables, we come to the heart of the calculus: the type constructors for recursive types. Thes resemble the initial and final dialgebras for strictly positive signatures that we defined in Section \(^4\). These type constructors are written as
\[ \mu(X : \Gamma \vdash * ; \sigma ; \overrightarrow{A}) \quad \text{and} \quad \nu(X : \Gamma \vdash * ; \sigma ; \overrightarrow{A}), \]
where $\sigma = \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_n$ are substitutions and $\overrightarrow{A} = A_1, \ldots, A_n$ are types with a free type constructor variable $X$. In view of the categorical development, the $\sigma_k$ are the analogue of the morphisms $u_k$ in the base category that we used there for reindexing, and the types $A_k$ correspond to the components of the functor $F$. Thus pairs $(\overrightarrow{A}, \overrightarrow{\sigma})$ correspond to a strictly positive signatures.

Accordingly, we will associate constructors and an iteration scheme to inductive types, and destructors and a coiteration scheme to coinductive types. Suppose, for example, that $\Gamma$ is a context with $\Gamma = x_1 : B_1, \ldots, x_n : B_n$, that $A_k$ is a type with $X : \Gamma \vdash * \mid \Gamma_k \vdash A_k : *$, and $\sigma_k$ is a substitution
We now formally introduce the syntax of the calculus $\lambda\mu\nu$ with

The $k$th constructor of $\mu(X : \Gamma \rightarrow *; \vec{\sigma}; A)$ is then denoted by $\alpha_k$ and has

The constructor $\alpha_k$ can now be instantiated according to the parameter context: Suppose, for

The rest of the type and term constructors are the standard structural rules, like weakening, one

\section{Raw Syntax}

We now formally introduce the syntax of the calculus $\lambda\mu\nu$. The first step is to give, what we call

\begin{definition}
Let $\text{Var}$ and $\text{TyVar}$ be two disjoint, countably infinite sets of term variables and

\begin{grammar}
\begin{align*}
\Gamma &::= \emptyset \mid \Gamma, x : M \quad x \in \text{Var} \\
\Theta &::= \emptyset \mid \Theta, X : \Gamma \rightarrow * \\
\sigma &::= (\emptyset) \mid (\sigma, M) \\
M, N &::= \top \mid \bot \mid x \in \text{Var} \mid M @ N \mid (x). M \mid X \in \text{TyVar} \mid \rho(X : \Gamma \rightarrow *; \vec{\sigma}; \vec{\bar{\sigma}}) \mid \rho(X : \Gamma \rightarrow *; \vec{\sigma}; \vec{\bar{\sigma}}), \quad \rho \in \{\mu, \nu\} \\
&\mid \alpha_k^{\mu(X : \Gamma \rightarrow *; \vec{\sigma}; A)} \mid \xi_k^{\nu(X : \Gamma \rightarrow *; \vec{\sigma}; A)} \mid k \in \mathbb{N} \\
&\mid \text{iter}^{\mu(X : \Gamma \rightarrow *; \vec{\sigma}; \vec{M})} (\Gamma_k, y_k, N_k) \\
&\mid \text{coiter}^{\nu(X : \Gamma \rightarrow *; \vec{\sigma}; \vec{M})} (\Gamma_k, y_k, N_k)
\end{align*}
\end{grammar}

To disambiguate raw terms, we use the the convention that instantiation, that is the operator $@$, binds to the left, and that abstraction binds from the dot all the way to the right.

Let us explain the intention of the raw terms that we have not covered in the introduction above. In

The term $\xi_k$ is the destructor for coinductive types, analogous to the destructor for the greatest fixed

Correspondingly, terms of the form $\text{coiter}^{\nu(X : \Gamma \rightarrow *; \vec{\sigma}; \vec{M})} (\Gamma_k, y_k, N_k)$ are
instances of the coiteration scheme for the coinductive type $\nu(X : \Gamma \rightarrow * ; \vec{\sigma} ; \vec{M})$. The role of the terms $N_k$ and the binding construct $(\Gamma_k, y_k) : N_k$ will become clearer once we introduce the typing rules for well-formed terms. Thus, we postpone the explanation of these to Section 7.1.4. Dually, $\text{iter}^{\mu}(X : \Gamma \rightarrow * ; \vec{\sigma} ; \vec{M}) (\Gamma_k, y_k, N_k)$ is an instance of the iteration scheme for inductive types.

The type annotations on the constructors, destructors, and the iteration and coiteration schemes are necessary in the definition of the reduction relation and typing rules that we give later. However, whenever the annotated types are clear from the context, then we will usually leave them out.

### 7.1.2. Pre-Types and Pre-Terms

The next step is to separate the raw terms from Section 7.1.1 into, what we call here, pre-types and pre-terms. This is an intermediate step towards the definition of the typing rules, which has a two-fold purpose. First of all, the definition of the typing rules of the calculus $\lambda P \mu$ require a reduction relation on terms. However, we cannot produce such a reduction relation for the raw syntax because essential to the definition of this relation is an action of types on terms, just like for the reduction relation of $\lambda \mu \nu$ in Section 3.1.2. Such an action on terms is not definable for the whole raw syntax though. Thus, we are lead to single out syntactic objects that allow us to define an action on terms for them. These are the pre-types that we are going to define in this section. The second need for pre-types and pre-terms arises in the proof of strong normalisation for $\lambda P \mu$. This proof is based on the construction of a syntactic model in terms of so-called saturated sets. Usually, such a syntactic model is constructed from raw terms because the typing rules get in the way otherwise. But since we can define the reduction relation only on pre-terms, we also use pre-terms as a sweet spot in between raw and typed terms in the strong normalisation proof.

The major difference between pre-types and pre-terms, and the (well-formed) types and terms in Section 7.1.4 is that that pre-terms only get a single placeholder type assigned. This placeholder type is denoted by an empty box $\square$. Having only a placeholder type breaks the dependency between the reduction relation and rules for pre-terms. Such a dependency occurs because among the rules for terms is a so-called conversion rule, which allows computations (reduction steps) during type-checking. Instead, we define first pre-terms and pre-types, for which we can define in a second step the reduction relation.

Pre-types and pre-terms are defined through the following two judgements.

$$\Theta | \Gamma_1 \vdash_{\text{pre}} A : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow * \quad \text{and} \quad \Gamma_1 \vdash_{\text{pre}} t : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow \square.$$  

The first judgement expresses that $A$ is a pre-type in the type context $\Theta$, the term context $\Gamma_1$ and has the parameter context $\Gamma_2$. Pre-terms are given by the second judgement, where the contexts $\Gamma_1$ and $\Gamma_2$ play the same role, but it should be noted that the type of $t$ is just the placeholder $\square$.

We will now just give the rules for pre-types and -terms without further commenting on them, since they are essentially the same as the rules in Section 7.1.4. The only difference is that the types of terms are erased and that there is no conversion rule for pre-terms. Moreover, the pre-types and -terms are only a technical tool to establish the reduction relation in Definition 7.1.6 and for the strong normalisation proof. Thus, the reader is advised to skip ahead and read the explanation of the reduction relation below and of the well-formedness rules in Section 7.1.4 first. The definition of pre-terms and pre-types is mostly here for completeness. However, due to the technical difficulty, their definition and that of the reduction relation below have been formalised in Agda [Bas18b].
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### Definition 7.1.2.

The pre-types and pre-terms of $\lambda P \mu$ are defined inductively by the rules in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2, respectively. Whenever in any of the rules a recursive type occurs, it is implicitly assumed that this recursive type is a pre-type. In the rule (PT-FP) for recursive pre-types, substitutions by pre-terms are used. We will refer to such substitutions as pre-context morphisms. They are given, simultaneously with pre-types and pre-terms, by the following two rules.

\[
\begin{align*}
(\text{PT-FP}) & : \frac{\vdash \text{pre} \sigma : \emptyset \quad \vdash \text{pre} t : \square}{\vdash \text{pre} (\sigma,t) : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow \ast} \\
(\text{PT-Param-Abstr}) & : \frac{\Theta, X : \Gamma \rightarrow * | \emptyset \vdash \text{pre} A : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow *}{\Theta, \Gamma_1 \vdash \text{pre} A \circ (x : B) : (x : A, \Gamma_2) \rightarrow *}
\end{align*}
\]

This concludes the definition of pre-types and pre-terms.

### Substitution

Substitution of pre-types and pre-terms are defined as expected. It is also straightforward to show that being a pre-type, respectively a pre-term, is preserved under substitutions. This is proved in the Agda formalisation [Bas18b]. Given a pre-context morphism $\sigma = (s_1, \ldots, s_n)$, we denote by

\[
\begin{align*}
A[\sigma] & := A[s_1/x_1, \ldots, s_n/x_n] \\
t[\sigma] & := t[s_1/x_1, \ldots, s_n/x_n]
\end{align*}
\]

the simultaneous substitution of all terms in $\sigma$ for the corresponding variables in the pre-type $A$, respectively the pre-term $t$.

### 7.1.3. Reductions on Pre-Types and Pre-Terms

We now come to the reduction relation on pre-types and pre-terms. To define such a relation, we proceeds, analogously to Section 5.1.2, in four steps: First, we define an action of pre-types on
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### Pre-Terms

We use the resulting reduction relation on pre-terms to define a reduction on pre-types.

**Notation 7.1.3.** First, for \( \Gamma = x_1 : A_1, \ldots, x_n : A_n \) we define the identity (pre-)context morphism \( \text{id}_\Gamma \) by \( \text{id}_\Gamma := (x_1, \ldots, x_n) \). Second, given a type \( A \) with \( \Theta \vdash \Gamma \vdash A : * \) and a pre-context morphism \( \sigma \) with \( \Gamma \vdash \sigma : \Gamma_1 \triangleright \Gamma \) and \( \sigma = (t_1, \ldots, t_n) \), we denote by \( A \circ \sigma \) the instantiation \( A \circ t_1 \circ \cdots \circ t_n \). Finally, we will need to compose pre-context morphisms later. This composition is given for pre-context morphisms \( \Gamma_3 \circ \Gamma_2 \circ \Gamma_1 \) by

\[
\tau \cdot \sigma := (\tau_1[\sigma], \ldots, \tau_n[\sigma]), \tag{7.1}
\]

where \( \tau_k[\sigma] \) denotes the substitution of \( \sigma \) in all terms in \( \tau_k \).

Since we will frequently deal with parameter abstractions of many variables at the same time, it is worth to also introduce some notation concerning multi-variable abstractions.

**Notation 7.1.4.** Let us agree on the following notations for parameter abstraction. Given a context \( \Gamma = x_1 : A_1, \ldots, x_n : A_n \) and a pre-type \( \Theta \vdash \Gamma \vdash B : * \), we denote the full abstraction of \( B \) by \( (\Gamma).B := (x_1). \cdots (x_n).B \), which gives us

\[
\Theta \vdash \emptyset \vdash \Gamma.\ldots.\.B : \Gamma \rightarrow *.\]
Moreover, if we are given a sequence \( \vec{B} \) of such types, that is, if \( \Theta \vdash \Gamma_i \vdash_{\text{pre}} B_i : * \) for each \( B_i \) in that sequence, we denote by \( (\Gamma_i) \vec{B} \) the sequence of types that arises by fully abstracting each type \( B_i \) separately.

Having introduced all this notation, we can now define the action \( \hat{A} \) of a pre-type \( A \) on pre-types and -terms. Suppose that \( A \) and \( U \) are pre-types with 

\[
\Gamma_1, \Gamma_2 \vdash A : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow * \quad \Gamma, x : U \vdash t : \Box
\]

Then the action of \( A \) on \( U \) is given by

\[
\hat{A}(U) = A[\Gamma, U/X]@\text{id}_{\Gamma_2}.
\]

On terms, we will define \( \hat{A} \) so that the following rule holds.

\[
X : \Gamma \rightarrow * \mid \Gamma_1 \vdash A : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow * \quad \Gamma, x : U \vdash t : \Box \\
\Gamma_1, \Gamma_2, y : \hat{A}(U) \vdash \hat{A}(t) : \Box
\]

This action of pre-types is defined analogously to that of types on terms in the simply typed case in Section 3.1.2. As such, it follows in the case of recursive types the definition of functors from parameterised initial and final dialgebras in Section 6.2.2. In fact, \( \hat{A} \) has the type of a functor that turns types in context \( \Gamma \) into types in the context \( \Gamma_1, \Gamma_2 \). That will become clearer once we introduce well-formed types and terms in Section 7.1.4 and prove subject reduction in Section 7.3.2.

In the following definition of the action of pre-types, we need to generalise the above rules to an arbitrary number of free type constructor variables in \( A \). That means that, instead of assuming \( X : \Gamma \rightarrow * \mid \Gamma_1 \vdash_{\text{pre}} A : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow * \), we have \( \Theta \vdash \Delta_1 \vdash_{\text{pre}} A : \Delta_2 \rightarrow * \) for an arbitrary type context \( \Theta \).

**Definition 7.1.5.** Let \( \Theta \vdash \Delta_1 \vdash_{\text{pre}} A : \Delta_2 \rightarrow * \) be a pre-type with \( \Theta = X_1 : \Gamma_1 \rightarrow *, \ldots, X_n : \Gamma_n \rightarrow * \), \( \vec{U} \) and \( \vec{V} \) be sequences of pre-types with \( \Gamma_i \vdash_{\text{pre}} U_i : * \) and \( \Gamma_i \vdash_{\text{pre}} V_i : * \) for all \( 1 \leq i \leq n \). The action of \( A \) on the sequence \( \vec{U} \) of types is given by

\[
\hat{A}(\vec{U}) := A[(\Gamma_i), \vec{U}/X]@\text{id}_{\Delta_2}.
\]

Note that we then have that \( \Theta \vdash \Delta_1, \Delta_2 \vdash_{\text{pre}} \hat{A}(\vec{U}) : * \).

For a sequence \( \vec{t} \) of pre-terms with \( \Gamma_i, x : U_i \vdash t_i : \Box \) for all \( 1 \leq i \leq n \), we define the action of \( A \) on \( \vec{t} \), denoted by \( \hat{A}(\vec{t}) \), so that the following rule holds.

\[
\Theta \vdash \Delta_1 \vdash_{\text{pre}} C : \Delta_2 \rightarrow * \quad \forall 1 \leq i \leq n. \quad \Gamma_i, x : U_i \vdash t_i : \Box \\
\Delta_1, \Delta_2, y : \hat{C}(\vec{U}) \vdash \hat{C}(\vec{t}) : \Box
\]

If \( n = 0 \), we simply put \( \hat{A}(\epsilon) = y \), which also covers the case (PT-\( \tau \)). If \( n > 0 \), we define \( \hat{A}(\vec{t}) \)
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by induction on the derivation of \( \Theta \mid \Gamma_1 \vdash_{pre} A : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow * \) as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{X}_i(\tilde{t}) &= t_i[y/x] \quad & \text{(PT-TyVar)} \\
\tilde{A}(\tilde{t}, t_{n+1}) &= \tilde{A}(\tilde{t}) \quad & \text{(PT-TyWeak)} \\
\tilde{A}(\tilde{t}) &= \tilde{A}(\tilde{t}) \quad & \text{(PT-Weak)} \\
\tilde{A}@s(\tilde{t}) &= \tilde{A}(\tilde{t})[s/x] \quad & \text{(PT-Inst)} \\
(\tilde{y}).\tilde{A}(\tilde{t}) &= \tilde{A}(\tilde{t}) \quad & \text{(PT-Param-Abstr)} \\
\mu(Y : \Gamma \rightarrow * ; \sigma @ \tilde{A})(\tilde{t}) &= \text{iter}^{\mu_U}(\Delta_k, y', g_k) @ \text{id}_{\Gamma} @ y \\
& \quad \text{with } g_k = \alpha_k @ \text{id}_{\Delta_k} @ (\hat{A}_k(\tilde{t}, x)) \quad & \text{(PT-FP-\(\mu\))} \\
& \quad \text{and } \mu_U = \mu(Y : \Gamma \rightarrow * ; \sigma @ \tilde{A}(\tilde{U})) \quad \\
\nu(Y : \Gamma \rightarrow * ; \sigma @ \tilde{A})(\tilde{t}) &= \text{coiter}^{\nu_U}(\Delta_k, z, g) @ \text{id}_{\Gamma} @ y \\
& \quad \text{with } g_k = \hat{A}_k(\tilde{t}, x) \left[ (\xi_k @ \text{id}_{\Delta_k} @ z) / y' \right] \quad & \text{(PT-FP-\(\nu\))} \\
& \quad \text{and } \nu_V = \nu(Y : \Gamma \rightarrow * ; \sigma @ \tilde{A}(\tilde{V})) \quad \\
\end{align*}
\]

In the case (PT-FP-\(\mu\)) for inductive types, \(\hat{A}(\tilde{U})\) is the sequence of \(\hat{A}_i(\tilde{U})\) that arises by applying all \(A_i\) to \(\tilde{U}\). Analogously, \(\hat{A}(\tilde{V})\) is given by applying all \(A_i\) to \(\tilde{V}\) in the case for coinductive types.

To make it easier to follow this definition, let us show that the result in the case (PT-FP-\(\mu\)) is indeed a pre-term. All the other cases are covered by the proof of subject reduction in Section 7.3.2. So suppose we are given an inductive type \(\mu(Y : \Gamma \rightarrow * ; \sigma ; \tilde{A})\) with

\[
\forall 1 \leq k \leq m. \ (\Theta, X : \Gamma \rightarrow * \mid \Delta_k \vdash_{pre} A_k : *) \quad \vdash_{pre} \sigma_k : \Delta_k \Rightarrow \Gamma \\
\mu(Y : \Gamma \rightarrow * ; \sigma ; \tilde{A})
\]

We refer to this type just by \(\mu\) in what follows. Let \(\mu_U := \mu(Y : \Gamma \rightarrow * ; \sigma ; \tilde{A}(\tilde{U}))\), and note that \(\mu_U @ \text{id}_{\Gamma} = \tilde{\mu}(\tilde{U})\). The intuition for the definition of the action of \(\mu\) on terms follows that for the definition of a functor from parameterised initial dialgebras, see Definition 6.2.5, in the sense that \(\tilde{\mu}(\tilde{t})\) is defined as morphism \(\Gamma, y : \tilde{\mu}(\tilde{U}) \vdash_{pre} h : \Box\), as in the following diagrams for all \(k\) with \(1 \leq k \leq n\). Note that we cannot say yet that the diagram commutes, as this requires the the reduction relation.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\Delta_k, y' : \hat{A}_k(\tilde{U}, \mu_U) \xrightarrow{\hat{A}_k(\text{id}_{\tilde{U}}, h)} \Delta_k, y' : \hat{A}_k(\tilde{U}, \mu_V) \\
\downarrow \alpha_k @ \text{id}_{\Delta_k} @ y' \ \\
\Delta_k, y : \mu_U @ \sigma_k \xrightarrow{h[\sigma_k]} \Delta_k, z' : \mu_V @ \sigma_k \\
\end{array}
\]
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In Definition 7.1.5, the pre-term $h$ was given by defining

$$g_k = \alpha_k @ \text{id}_{\Delta_k} @ \left( \widehat{A}_k(\overline{\tau}, x) \right),$$

$$h = \text{iter}^{\mu_U} (\Delta_k, y'. g_k) @ \text{id}_\Gamma @ y.$$

Note that $g_k = (\alpha_k @ \text{id}_{\Delta_k} @ z) \left[ \left( \widehat{A}_k(\overline{\tau}, x) \right) / z \right]$, which is the right-hand side of the above diagram.

Let us now derive that all the $g_k$ and $h$ are correct pre-terms. First of all, we obtain from the induction hypothesis in the definition of the pre-type action the following derivation.

$$\Theta, X : \Gamma \vdash * \mid \Delta_k \vdash_{\text{pre}} A_k : * \quad \forall 1 \leq i \leq n. \ (\Gamma_i, x : U_i \vdash_{\text{pre}} t : \Box) \quad \Gamma, x : \overline{\mu}(\overline{V}) \vdash_{\text{pre}} x : \Box$$

$$\Delta_k, y' : \widehat{A}_k(\overline{U}, \overline{\mu}(\overline{V})) \vdash_{\text{pre}} \widehat{A}_k(\overline{\tau}, x) : \Box$$

By the typing rules for the constructors of the inductive type $\mu_U$, we also have the following.

$$\Delta_k, z : \widehat{A}_k(\overline{U}, \mu_U) \vdash_{\text{pre}} z : \Box$$

$$\Delta_k, z : \widehat{A}_k(\overline{U}, \mu_U) \vdash_{\text{pre}} \alpha_k \circ \text{id}_{\Delta_k} @ z : \Box$$

Putting these together, we have

$$\forall 1 \leq i \leq n. \ (\Gamma_i, x : U_i \vdash_{\text{pre}} t : \Box)$$

$$\forall 1 \leq k \leq m. \ (\Delta_k, y' : \widehat{A}_k(\overline{U}, \overline{\mu}(\overline{V})) \vdash_{\text{pre}} g_k : \Box)$$

$$\vdash_{\text{pre}} \text{iter}^{\mu_U} (\Delta_k, y', g_k) : (\Gamma, y : \overline{\mu}(\overline{U})) \rightarrow \Box$$

$$\Gamma, y : \overline{\mu}(\overline{U}) \vdash_{\text{pre}} h : \Box$$

This shows that $\overline{\mu}(\overline{\tau}) = h$ is indeed a pre-term in the expected context.

We now come to the definition of the reduction relations on pre-terms and pre-types. Analogously to the development in Section 3.1.2, we define the reduction relation on pre-terms by first giving a contraction relation, which carries out single-step computations, and then taking the compatible closure of this contraction relation is reduction relation. The reduction relation on pre-types reduces then parameters by means of the reduction relation on pre-terms. Moreover, it performs $\beta$-reduction for instantiations.

So let us start by providing the reduction on pre-terms by appealing to the action of pre-types.

**Definition 7.1.6.** The reduction relation of $\lambda \mu U$ $\rightarrow$ on pre-terms is defined as compatible closure of the contraction relation of $\lambda \mu U >$ given in Figure 7.3. We introduce in the definition of contraction a fresh variable $x$, for which we immediately substitute (either $u$ or $g_k$). This is necessary for the use of the action of types on terms, see Definition 7.1.5.
On terms, the reduction relation for a destructor-coiterator pair essentially emulates the homomorphism diagram for coinductive extensions. So suppose we are given a coinductive type \( v = v(Y : \Gamma \rightarrow* ; \vec{\sigma} ; \vec{\vec{A}}) \) with \( \Gamma_k \vdash_{\text{pre}} A_k : * \) and a pre-type \( C : \Gamma \rightarrow* \). Then the contraction relation acts as in the following diagram, where composition is given by substitution.

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma_k, y : A_k[C/X] & \xrightarrow{\text{coiter } \Gamma_k \rightarrow \sigma_k \rightarrow x} \Gamma_k, y : v \rightarrow \sigma_k \\
\xi_k \circ \text{id}_{\Gamma_k} \circ y & \xleftarrow{A_k(\text{coiter } \Gamma_k \rightarrow y \rightarrow \sigma_k \rightarrow x)} \Gamma_k, z : A_k[v/X]
\end{align*}
\]

To be precise, this means that we have

\[
(\xi_k \circ \text{id}_{\Gamma_k} \circ y)[\text{coiter } \Gamma_k \rightarrow y \rightarrow \sigma_k \rightarrow x/y] = \xi_k \circ \text{id}_{\Gamma_k} \circ \left(\text{coiter } \Gamma_k \rightarrow y \rightarrow \sigma_k \rightarrow x\right)[g_k/y].
\]

The reduction relation for an iterator-constructor pair emulates the dual of this diagram for homomorphisms out of initial dialgebras.

From the reduction relation on pre-terms, we can now define reductions on pre-types.

**Definition 7.1.7.** The reduction relation on pre-types consists of two types of reductions: First, \( \beta \)-reduction for parameter instantiations is given by \textit{parameter reduction}:

\[
((x).A) \rightarrow_p A[t/x].
\]

Second, we lift the reduction relation on pre-terms to pre-types by taking the compatible closure of reduction of parameters, which is given by

\[
\frac{t \rightarrow t'}{A @ t \rightarrow A @ t'}.
\]

We combine these relations into one reduction relation on pre-types:

\[
\Rightarrow_T := \rightarrow_p \cup \rightarrow.
\]

One-step conversion of pre-types is then given by

\[
A \leftrightarrow_T B \iff A \Rightarrow_T B \text{ or } B \Rightarrow_T A.
\]

This concludes the definition of reductions on pre-types and -terms. So we can finally come to the definition well-formed types and terms.

### 7.1.4. Well-Formed Types and Terms

The goal of this section is carve out the well-formed types and terms of the calculus \( \lambda \mu \Pi \mu \) from the pre-terms and pre-types that we defined in the last section. We will do this through several judgements, each of which has its own set of derivations rules. It is understood that the derivability of these judgments is defined by simultaneous induction. So, Definitions 7.1.8, 7.1.9, 7.1.10 and 7.1.11 should be seen as one simultaneous definition. The judgements we are going to use are are the following.
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- $\vdash \Theta$ TyCtx — The type constructor variable context $\Theta$ is well-formed.
- $\vdash \Gamma$ Ctx — The term variable context $\Gamma$ is well-formed.
- $\sigma : \Gamma_1 \triangleright \Gamma_2$ — The context morphism $\sigma$ is a well-formed substitution for $\Gamma_2$ with terms in context $\Gamma_1$.

$\sigma$ is a well-formed substitution for $\Gamma_2$ with terms in context $\Gamma_1$.

- $\Theta | \Gamma_1 \vdash A : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow \ast$ — The type constructor $A$ is well-formed in the combined context $\Theta | \Gamma_1$ and can be instantiated with terms according to the parameter context $\Gamma_2$, where it is implicitly assumed that $\Theta, \Gamma_1$ and $\Gamma_2$ are well-formed.
- $\Gamma_1 \vdash t : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow A$ — The term $t$ is well-formed in the term variable context $\Gamma_1$ and, after instantiating it with arguments according to parameter context $\Gamma_2$, is of type $A$ with the arguments substituted into $A$.

**Definition 7.1.8.** The judgements for singling out well-formed contexts (type variable contexts and term variable contexts) are given by the following rules.

\[
\frac{}{\vdash \emptyset \text{ TyCtx}} \quad \frac{}{\vdash \Theta \text{ TyCtx}} \quad \frac{}{\vdash \Gamma \text{ Ctx}} \quad \frac{}{\vdash \emptyset \text{ Ctx}} \quad \frac{}{\vdash \emptyset | \Gamma \vdash A : \ast} \quad \frac{}{\vdash \emptyset | \Gamma, x : A \text{ Ctx}}
\]

It is important to note that whenever a term variable declaration is added into the context, its type is not allowed to have any free type constructor variables, which ensures that all types are strictly positive. For example, we are not allowed to form the term context $= x : X$ in which $X$ occurs freely. This prevents us, as we will see in Ex. 7.2.4, from forming function spaces $X \rightarrow A$.

**Definition 7.1.9** (Context Morphism). We introduce the notion of context morphisms as a shorthand notation for typed substitutions. Let $\Gamma_1$ and $\Gamma_2$ be contexts. A context morphism $\sigma : \Gamma_1 \triangleright \Gamma_2$ is given by the following two rules.

\[
\frac{}{(\sigma, t) : \Gamma_1 \triangleright (\Gamma_2, x : A)} \quad \frac{\sigma : \Gamma_1 \triangleright \Gamma_2}{\Gamma_1 \vdash t : A[\sigma]}
\]

where $\emptyset | \Gamma_2 \vdash A : \ast$, and $A[\sigma]$ denotes the simultaneous substitution of the terms in $\sigma$ for the corresponding variables, which is often also denoted by $A[\sigma] = A[\sigma/\overline{x}]$.

**Definition 7.1.10** (Well-formed Type Constructor of $\lambda P\mu$). The judgement for type constructors is given inductively by the rules in Figure 7.4, where it is understood that all involved contexts are well-formed. where in the (FP-Ty)-rule $\overline{\sigma}$ and $\overline{A}$ are assumed to have the same length $|\overline{A}|$.

Note that type constructor variables come with a parameter context. This context determines the parameters of an initial/final dialgebra, which essentially bundle the local context, the domain and the codomain of their constructors respectively destructors. In other words, the types implement precisely the closure rules for $\mu P$-complete categories.

This brings us finally to the rules for well-formed terms.

**Definition 7.1.11** (Well-formed Terms of $\lambda P\mu$). The judgement for terms is given by the rules in Fig. 7.3. To improve readability, we use the shorthand $\rho = \rho(X : \Gamma \rightarrow \ast ; \overline{\sigma}; \overline{A})$, $\rho \in \{\mu, \nu\}$, and implicitly assume all involved types and contexts are well-formed.
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\[
\begin{array}{c}
\vdash \top : * \\
\vdash \Theta \text{TyCtx} \vdash \Gamma \text{Ctx} \\
\Theta, X : \Gamma \rightarrow * \mid \emptyset \vdash X : \Gamma \rightarrow * \\
\Theta \mid \Gamma_1 \vdash A : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow * \mid \Gamma_1 \vdash A : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow * \\
\Theta \mid \Gamma_1, x : B \vdash A : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow * \\
\Theta \mid \Gamma_1, x : (x : B, \Gamma_2) \rightarrow * \mid \Gamma_1 \vdash t : B \\
\Theta \mid \Gamma_1 \vdash A \upharpoonright t : \Gamma_2[t/x] \rightarrow * \\
\Theta \mid \Gamma_1, X : (x : B, \Gamma_2) \rightarrow * \\
\forall 1 \leq k \leq |\overline{A}|. \sigma_k : \Gamma_k \rightarrow \Gamma \mid \Theta, X : \Gamma \rightarrow * \mid \Gamma_k \vdash A_k : * \\
\Theta \mid \emptyset \vdash \rho(X : \Gamma \rightarrow * ; \overline{\sigma}; \overline{A}) : \Gamma \rightarrow * \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 7.4.: Judgements for the well-formed types of \(\lambda P\mu\)

We will often leave out the type information in the superscript of constructors and destructors. The domain of a constructor \(\alpha_k^\mu(X; \Gamma \rightarrow * ; \overline{\sigma}; \overline{A})\) is determined by \(A_k\) and its codomain by the instantiation \(\sigma_k\). Dually, the domain of a destructor \(\xi_k\) is given by the instantiation \(\sigma_k\) and its codomain by \(A_k\). It is important to note in that both the iteration and coiteration schemes variable binding is introduced: Given terms \(g_k\) with \(\Delta, \Gamma_k, y_k : A_k[C/X] \vdash g_k : C @ \sigma_k\), the iterator \(\text{iter}(\Gamma_k, y_k, g_k)\) binds the variables in \(\Gamma_k\) and the variable \(y_k\) of each \(g_k\). For instance, this will give us the variable binding that happens in \(\lambda\)-abstraction, see Example 7.2.4.

This concludes the definition of our proposed calculus \(\lambda P\mu\). Note that there are no primitive type constructors for \(\rightarrow\), \(\Pi\)- or \(\exists\)-types, all of these are, together with the corresponding introduction and elimination principles, definable in the above calculus, as we will see in the next section.

As the alert reader might have noticed, our calculus does not have dependent recursion and corecursion, that is, the type \(C\) in \((\text{Ind-E})\) and \((\text{Coind-I})\) cannot depend on elements of the corresponding recursive type. This clearly makes the calculus weaker than if we had the dependent version: In the case of inductive types we do not have an induction principle, cf. Example 7.2.6. We will come back to this issue in Section 7.4. For coinductive types, on the other hand, one cannot even formulate a dependent version of \((\text{Coind-I})\), rather one would expect a coinduction rule that turns a bisimulation into an equality proof. This would imply that we have an extensional function space, see Example 7.2.4. How to possibly add such a bisimulation proof principle will be discussed in the future work in Section 7.6.
7.2. Examples

In this section, we illustrate the calculus given in Section 7.1 on a variety of examples. We begin with a few basic ones, then work our way through the encoding of logical operators, and finish with lists indexed by their length (vectors) as an actually recursive type.

Before we go through the examples, let us introduce a notation for sequences of empty context morphisms. We denote such a sequence of \( k \) empty context morphisms by \( \varepsilon_k \).

Let us start with one of the most basic types: the singleton type. This first example also gives us the opportunity to explain the role of the base type \( \top \).

**Example 7.2.1 (Final Object).** We first note that, in principle, we can encode \( \top \) as a coinductive type by

\[
\varepsilon_1 \subseteq (\varepsilon_1; \varepsilon_1; \varepsilon_1)
\]

Given contexts \( \Gamma, \ldots, \Gamma_k \), we then have that \( \varepsilon_k \) is a sequence of context morphisms \( (\Gamma_1 \triangleright 0, \ldots, \Gamma_k \triangleright 0) \).

Let us start with one of the most basic types: the singleton type. This first example also gives us the opportunity to explain the role of the base type \( \top \).

In this section, we illustrate the calculus given in Section 7.1 on a variety of examples. We begin with a few basic ones, then work our way through the encoding of logical operators, and finish with lists indexed by their length (vectors) as an actually recursive type.

Before we go through the examples, let us introduce a notation for sequences of empty context morphisms. We denote such a sequence of \( k \) empty context morphisms by

\[
\varepsilon_k := ((\varepsilon_1), \ldots, (\varepsilon_1)).
\]

7.2. Examples

In this section, we illustrate the calculus given in Section 7.1 on a variety of examples. We begin with a few basic ones, then work our way through the encoding of logical operators, and finish with lists indexed by their length (vectors) as an actually recursive type.

Before we go through the examples, let us introduce a notation for sequences of empty context morphisms. We denote such a sequence of \( k \) empty context morphisms by

\[
\varepsilon_k := ((\varepsilon_1), \ldots, (\varepsilon_1)).
\]

Given contexts \( \Gamma, \ldots, \Gamma_k \), we then have that \( \varepsilon_k \) is a sequence of context morphisms \( (\Gamma_1 \triangleright 0, \ldots, \Gamma_k \triangleright 0) \).

Let us start with one of the most basic types: the singleton type. This first example also gives us the opportunity to explain the role of the base type \( \top \).

**Example 7.2.1 (Final Object).** We first note that, in principle, we can encode \( \top \) as a coinductive type by \( 1 := \nu((\varepsilon_1); (\varepsilon_1); (\varepsilon_1)) : X : \top) \):

\[
\begin{array}{l}
X : \top \triangleright 0 \vdash X : \top \varepsilon_1 : 0 \triangleright 0 \\
\vdash \nu((\varepsilon_1); (\varepsilon_1); (\varepsilon_1)) : X : \top 
\end{array}
\]
We can define the usual elimination principle for falsum by

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash C : \ast \quad y : C \vdash y : C}{\Gamma \vdash \text{coiter} (y, y) : (y : C) \rightarrow \bot} \quad \text{(Coind-I)}
\]

So the analogue of the categorical concept of the (unique) morphism into a final object is given by \(!_C := \text{coiter} (y, y)\). Note that it is not possible to define a closed term of type \(\bot\) directly, rather we only get one with the help of \(\top\) by \(\top' := !_\top \circ \circ\). Thus, the purpose of \(\top\) is to allow the formation of closed terms. Now, these definitions and \(\top (t) = t\), see Def. 7.1.3, give us the following reduction.

\[
\xi_1 \circ \circ' = \xi_1 \circ (\text{coiter} (y, y) \circ \circ)
\]

\[
\rightarrow \tilde{X}(\text{coiter} (y, y) \circ x)[\circ / y]
\]

\[
= (\text{coiter} (y, y) \circ x)[y / x][\circ / y]
\]

\[
= \text{coiter} (y, y) \circ \circ
\]

\[
= \circ'
\]

Hence, \(\circ'\) is the canonical element of \(\bot\) with no observable behaviour.

Dual to the final object \(\bot\), we can form an initial object.

**Example 7.2.2.** We put \(0 := \bot := \mu (X : \ast ; \xi_1 ; X)\), dual to the definition of \(\bot\). For a given type \(C\), we can define the usual elimination principle for falsum by \(E^\bot_C := \text{iter} (y, y)\). As expected, we have

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash C : \ast}{\Gamma \vdash E^\bot_C : (y : \bot) \rightarrow C}
\]

Let us now move to more complex type formers, or logical connectives under the propositions-as-types interpretation.

**Example 7.2.3** (Binary Product and Coproduct). Suppose we are given types \(\Gamma \vdash A_1, A_2 : \ast\), then their binary product is fully specified by the two projections and pairing. Thus, we can use the following coinductive type for \(A_1 \times_{\Gamma} A_2\).

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash A_1 : \ast \quad \Gamma \vdash A_2 : \ast}{\Gamma \vdash \nu (X : \Gamma \rightarrow \ast ; (\text{id}_{\Gamma_1} , \text{id}_{\Gamma_2}) ; (A_1, A_2)) \circ \text{id}_{\Gamma} : \ast}
\]

Then the projections are given by \(\pi_k := \xi_k \circ \text{id}_{\Gamma}\), and pairing by \((t_1, t_2) := P_{t_1, t_2} \circ \text{id}_{\Gamma} \circ \circ\), where we abbreviate \(P_{t_1, t_2} := \text{coiter} ([\Gamma , \_ t_1], [\Gamma , \_ t_2])\). For this definition of pairing, we have the following expected typing derivation.

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash t_k : A_k}{\Gamma \vdash P_{t_1, t_2} : (\Gamma_1 \rightarrow \ast) \rightarrow A_1 \times_{\Gamma} A_2}
\]

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash \langle t_1, t_2 \rangle \circ A_1 \times_{\Gamma} A_2}{\Gamma \vdash \langle t_1, t_2 \rangle : A_1 \times_{\Gamma} A_2}
\]

This setup gives us the usual reductions for \(k \in \{1, 2\}\):

\[
\pi_k \circ \langle t_1, t_2 \rangle = \xi_k \circ \text{id}_{\Gamma} \circ \circ (P_{t_1, t_2} \circ \text{id}_{\Gamma} \circ \circ)
\]

\[
\rightarrow \tilde{A}_k (P_{t_1, t_2} \circ \text{id}_{\Gamma} \circ \circ x)[t_1 / y][(\text{id}_{\Gamma}, \circ)]
\]

\[
= y[t_1 / y][(\text{id}_{\Gamma}, \circ)]
\]

\[
= t_k
\]
where the third step is given by $\widehat{A_k} = y$, since $A_k$ does not use type constructor variables, see Def. 7.1.5.

Dually, the binary coproduct of $A_1$ and $A_2$ is given by

$$A_1 + \Gamma A_2 := \mu (X : \Gamma \rightarrow * ; (\text{id}_{\Gamma}, \text{id}_{\Gamma} ; (A_1, A_2)) \circ \text{id}_{\Gamma},$$

the corresponding injections by $k_i := \alpha_i \circ \text{id}_{\Gamma}$, and we can form the case distinction

$$\{ k_1 x_1 \mapsto t_1 ; k_2 x_2 \mapsto t_2 \} s := \text{iter} \ (\Gamma, (x . t_1), (x . t_2)) @ s,$$

which is subject to the following typing rule.

$$\frac{\Gamma \vdash C : * \quad \Gamma, x \vdash k_i : A_k \quad \Gamma \vdash t_k : C \quad \Gamma \vdash s : A_1 + \Gamma A_2}{\Gamma \vdash \{ k_1 x_1 \mapsto t_1 ; k_2 x_2 \mapsto t_2 \} s : C}$$

Moreover, we get the expected reduction:

$$\{ k_1 x_1 \mapsto t_1 ; k_2 x_2 \mapsto t_2 \} (k_k @ s) \longrightarrow t_k [s/x_k].$$

Thus, we have recovered binary products and coproducts with their introduction and elimination rules, and the corresponding reduction rules in $\lambda P\mu$. These definitions correspond to our result in Theorem 6.2.11 and the table that follows this theorem.

Next, we show how to recover the dependent function space as coinductive type and dependent sums as inductive types in $\lambda P\mu$. This follows again Theorem 6.2.11.

**Example 7.2.4 (Dependent Product, Universal Quantifier).** Given types $A$ and $B$ with $\vdash A : *$ and $x : A \vdash B : *$, we expect the dependent product of $B$ to be a type with $\vdash \Pi x : A . B : *$. This leads us to use $\emptyset$ as global context for the dependent product and $\Gamma_1 = x : A$ as local context. Since we have

$$\frac{x : A \vdash B : *}{X : * \mid x : A \vdash B : * \quad \epsilon_1 : \Gamma_1 \rightarrow \emptyset}{\vdash v(X : * ; \epsilon_1 ; B) : *} \quad \text{TyVar-Weak}$$

$$(\text{FP-Ty})$$

we may define $\Pi x : A . B := v(X : * ; \epsilon_1 ; B)$. If $t$ is a term with $\Gamma, x : A \vdash t : B$, we get its $\lambda$-abstraction by putting $\lambda x . t := \text{coiter} \ (x, u . t) @ \emptyset$ for some fresh variable $u$. This term is indeed correctly typed:

$$\frac{\Gamma, x : A \vdash t : B \quad \Gamma, x : A \vdash \top : *}{\Gamma, x : A, u : \top \vdash t : B} \quad \text{Weak}$$

$$\frac{\Gamma, x : A, u : \top \vdash t : B}{\Gamma, \lambda x . t : \Pi x : A . B} \quad \text{Coind-I}$$

$$\frac{\Gamma \vdash \text{coiter} (x, u . t) : (u : \top) \rightarrow \Pi x : A . B}{\Gamma \vdash \lambda x . t : \Pi x : A . B} \quad \text{Inst}$$

Function application is given by destructor application: $s \ a := \epsilon_1 @ a @ s$. Since we have that $B[\Pi x : A . B / X] = B$ and $(\Pi x : A . B)[\epsilon_1] = \Pi x : A . B$, we can derive the typing rule for application.

$$\frac{\Gamma \vdash a : A \quad \Gamma \vdash s : \Pi x : A . B}{\Gamma \vdash s \ a : B[a/x]}$$
In particular, we have that \((\lambda x. t) a\) is well-typed, and we can derive the usual \(\beta\)-reduction:

\[
(\lambda x. t) a = \xi_1 @ a @ (\text{coiter} (x, u, t) @ \top) \\
\rightarrow B(\text{coiter} (x, u, t) @ x') [t/y][\top/u, a/x] \\
= \pi(t[y/x'])[t/y][\top/u, a/x] \\
= t[a/x],
\]

where we again use that \(X \notin \text{fv}(B)\). As customary, we can derive from the dependent function space also the non-dependent function space by putting

\[
A \rightarrow B := \Pi x : A. B \text{ if } x \notin \text{fv}(B).
\]

We can now extend the correspondence between variables in context and terms of function type to parameters as follows. First, from \(\Gamma \vdash r : (x : A) \rightarrow B\), we get \(\Gamma, x : A \vdash r @ x : B\). Next, for \(\Gamma, x : A @ s : B\) we can form \(\lambda x. s\), and finally a term \(\Gamma \vdash t : A \rightarrow B\) gives rise to \(\Gamma, x : A @ t x : B\). This situation can be summarised as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma \vdash r : (x : A) \rightarrow B \\
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from (Ind-1) and (Inst). Equally easy is also the derivation that the elimination principle for existential quantifiers, defined by

\[
\text{unpack } t \text{ as } \langle x, y \rangle \text{ in } p := \text{iter } (x : A, y : B, p) @ t,
\]
can be formed by the following rule.

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash C : * \quad \Gamma, x : A, y : B \vdash p : C \quad \Gamma \vdash \exists x : A.B}{\Gamma \vdash \text{unpack } t \text{ as } \langle x, y \rangle \text{ in } p : C}
\]

Finally, we get the usual reduction rule

\[
\text{unpack } \langle t, s \rangle \text{ as } \langle x, y \rangle \text{ in } p \rightarrow p[t/x, s/y].
\]

Even though we do not have a strong enough elimination principle for $\exists$-types to define the second projection of pairs, we are still able to define the first projection by

\[
\pi_1 := \lambda z. \text{unpack } z \text{ as } \langle x, y \rangle \text{ in } x.
\]

Indeed, one easily derives that $\vdash \pi_1 : (\exists x : A. B) \rightarrow A$.

**Example 7.2.7** (Generalised Dependent Product and Coproduct). From a categorical perspective, it makes sense to not just consider product and coproducts that bind a variable in a type but also to allow the restriction of terms we allow as values for this variable. We can achieve this by replacing $\varepsilon_1$ in Ex. 7.2.4 and Ex. 7.2.6 by an arbitrary term $x : I \vdash f : J$. This gives us type constructors with

\[
y : J \vdash \coprod_f A : * \quad \text{and} \quad y : J \vdash \prod_f A : *
\]

that are weakly adjoint $\prod_f \dashv f^* \dashv \coprod_f$, where $f^*$ substitutes $f$. Similarly, propositional equality arises as left adjoint to contraction $\delta^*$, where $\delta : (x : A) \triangleright (x : A, y : A)$ is the diagonal substitution $\delta := (x, x)$, see Example 7.2.8 below.

**Example 7.2.8** (Propositional Equality). In Ex. 7.2.7, we remarked that the propositional equality arises as left adjoint to the contraction $\delta^*$, cf. [Jac99, Def. 10.5.1], hence can be represented in $\lambda \nu \mu$ as a generalised dependent coproduct. Let us elaborate this a bit more. First, we represent the equality type in $\lambda \nu \mu$ as an inductive type by

\[
\text{Eq}_A(s, t) := \mu(X : (x : A, y : A) \rightarrow * ; \delta ; T) @ s @ t,
\]

where $\delta : (x : A) \triangleright (x : A, y : A)$ is the diagonal $\delta = (x, x)$. This type has the usual constructor

\[
\text{refl} : \Pi x : A. \text{Eq}_A(x, x)
\]

\[
\text{refl} := \lambda x. \alpha_1 : (x : A) \rightarrow \text{Eq}_A(x, x)
\]

and the (weak) elimination rule

\[
\frac{x : A, y : A \vdash C : * \quad x : A \vdash p : C[x/x, x/y] \quad \Gamma \vdash q : \text{Eq}_A(s, t)}{\Gamma \vdash E^{\text{Eq}}(p, q) : C[s/x, t/y]}
\]
where $E_{\text{Eq}}(p, q) := \text{iter}(x.p) @ s @ t @ q$. This is of course not the full J-rule (or path induction) but it is already strong enough to prove, for example, the following replacement (or substitution or transport) rule that allows us to replace equal terms in types.

$$
\Gamma, x : A \vdash P : * \\
\Gamma \vdash p : P[x/x] \\
\Gamma \vdash q : \text{Eq}_{\text{A}}(s, t)
$$

$$
\Gamma \vdash \text{repl}(p, q) : P[t/x]
$$

This can be derived by using $P[x/x] \to P[y/x]$ for $C$ and putting

$$
\text{repl}(p, q) := E_{\text{Eq}}(\lambda r. r, q) p.
$$

That this term is of the correct type can be seen by the following derivation.

$$
\Gamma \vdash \lambda r. r : P[x/x] \to P[x/x] \\
\Gamma \vdash q : \text{Eq}_{\text{A}}(s, t) \\
\Gamma \vdash P[s/x] \to P[t/x] \\
\Gamma \vdash P[s/x] \\
\Gamma \vdash P[t/x]
$$

As such, this derivation is a typical example of higher-order iteration, similar to Example 3.1.7.

After we have recovered all of basic Martin-Löf type theory, with the caveat that the existential quantifier does not have a second projection, it is time to move to truly recursive types. The first type is that of the natural numbers, which we will use in the definition of length-indexed lists.

**Example 7.2.9.** We can define the type of natural numbers in $\lambda\mu\nu$ by

$$
\text{Nat} := \mu(X : * ; \varepsilon_2 ; (\top, X)),
$$

with contexts $\Gamma = \Gamma_1 = \Gamma_2 = \emptyset$. We get the usual constructors for the zero and the successor:

$$
0 = \alpha_1^{\text{Nat}} @ () : \text{Nat} \quad \text{and} \quad s = \alpha_2^{\text{Nat}} : (y : \text{Nat}) \to \text{Nat}.
$$

Moreover, we obtain the standard iteration principle:

$$
\Gamma \vdash t_0 : C \\
\Gamma \vdash y : C \\
\Gamma \vdash t_s : C
$$

$$
\Gamma \vdash \text{iter}(t_0, (y, t_s)) : (y : \text{Nat}) \to C
$$

The reader will have noticed that this representation of the natural numbers is essentially the same as the definition that we gave in Example 3.1.2 In the calculus $\lambda\mu\nu$ it is only easier to give the types of the two constructors separately. We could have just as well represented Nat as $\mu(X : * ; \varepsilon_1 ; \top + X)$ by using the coproduct from Example 7.2.3. More generally, all types from Definition 3.1.1 together with the corresponding terms of the simple calculus $\lambda\mu\nu$ can be represented in $\lambda\mu\nu$ by appealing to the above examples.

Let us show now how length-indexed lists (vectors) arise as a dependent recursive in $\lambda\mu\nu$.

**Example 7.2.10 (Vectors).** We define vectors $\text{Vec} A : (n : \text{Nat}) \to *$, which are lists over $A$ indexed by their length, as follows.

$$
\text{Vec} A := \mu(X : \Gamma \to * ; (\sigma_1, \sigma_2) ; (\top, A \times X @ k))
$$

$$
\Gamma = n : \text{Nat} \quad \text{and} \quad \Gamma_1 = \emptyset \quad \text{and} \quad \Gamma_2 = k : \text{Nat}
$$

$$
\sigma_1 = (0) : \Gamma_1 \vdash (n : \text{Nat}) \quad \text{and} \quad \sigma_2 = (s @ k) : \Gamma_2 \vdash (n : \text{Nat})
$$

$$
X : (n : \text{Nat}) \to * \quad \Gamma_1 \vdash \top : *
$$

$$
X : (n : \text{Nat}) \to * \quad \Gamma_2 \vdash A \times X @ k : *
$$
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This yields the usual constructors \( \text{nil} \equiv \alpha_1 \otimes \) and \( \text{cons} \equiv \alpha_2 \), which have the expected types:

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha_1 & : \text{Vec} A @ 0 \\
\alpha_2 & : (k : \text{Nat}, y : A \times \text{Vec} A @ k) \rightarrow \text{Vec} A @ (s @ k).
\end{align*}
\]

The induced iteration scheme for \( B : (n : \text{Nat}) \rightarrow * \) is then also the expected one:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
y : \top \vdash g_1 : B @ 0 \\
k : \text{Nat}, y : A \times \text{Vec} B @ k \vdash g_2 : B @ (s @ k) \\
\top \vdash \text{iter} ((y, g_1), (k, y, g_2)) : (n : \text{Nat}, y : \text{Vec} A @ n) \rightarrow B @ n
\end{array}
\]

We can use this scheme to, for example, define the function \( \text{map} \) that applies a function entry-wise to vectors. Let \( x : A \vdash f : B \) be a term, then we define \( \text{map} f \) as follows. First, we put \( C = \text{Vec} B \), \( \alpha_1 = \vec{\alpha}_1 \beta y \) and \( \alpha_2 = \text{cons} @ k @ (f[\pi_1 y/x], \pi_2 y) \). To define \( \text{map} f \), we instantiate the above iteration scheme:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
y : \top \vdash g_1 : \text{Vec} B @ 0 \\
k : \text{Nat}, y : A \times \text{Vec} B @ k \vdash g_2 : \text{Vec} B @ (s @ k) \\
\top \vdash \text{map} f = \text{iter} ((y, g_1), (k, y, g_2)) : (n : \text{Nat}, y : \text{Vec} A @ n) \rightarrow \text{Vec} B @ n
\end{array}
\]

It is straightforward to establish the expected reduction rules

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{map} f @ 0 \text{nil} & \rightarrow \text{nil} \\
\text{map} f @ (k + 1) @ (\text{cons} @ k @ u) & \rightarrow \text{cons} @ k @ (f[\pi_1 u/x], \text{map} f @ (\pi_2 u)),
\end{align*}
\]

by using that

\[
\begin{align*}
y : \top \vdash \top(\text{map} f @ k @ x) : \top \\
\top(\text{map} f @ k @ x) & = y
\end{align*}
\]

and

\[
\begin{align*}
k : \text{Nat}, y : A \times \text{Vec} A & \vdash \overline{A \times \overline{X}}(\text{map} f @ k @ x) : A \times \text{Vec} B \\
\overline{A \times \overline{X}}(\text{map} f @ k @ x) & = (\pi_1 @ y, \text{map} f @ k @ (\pi_2 @ y)),
\end{align*}
\]

both of which can be derived from Definition 7.1.5. 

At this point, we could also recast the substream example from Example 6.2.13 in \( \lambda P \mu \). We, however, leave this to the applications in Section 7.5.3.

### 7.3. Meta Properties

To make the calculus \( \lambda P \mu \) useful as a logic we better ensured that the calculus is consistent as such. In particular, we have to show that types of terms are preserved by reductions and that all terms are strongly normalising. The former property ensures thereby that, for example, well-formedness of types does not break in the conversion rule. Strong normalisation, on the other hand, guarantees that types like \( \perp \) from Example 7.2.2 are not inhabited, as we could otherwise use the elimination of \( \perp \) to prove any proposition. Before we come to these more interesting properties, we need to prove some basic structural rules that allow us to manipulate variable contexts.
7.3.1. Derivable Structural Rules

**Proposition 7.3.1.** The following rules holds for the calculus $\lambda P \mu$.

- **Substitution**

  \[
  \begin{align*}
  &\Theta \mid \Gamma_1, x : A, \Gamma_2 \vdash B : \Gamma_3 \to * \\
  &\quad \Gamma_1 \vdash t : A \\
  \end{align*}
  \]
  \[
  \Theta \mid \Gamma_1, \Gamma_2[t/x] \vdash B[t/x] : \Gamma_3[t/x] \to *
  \]
  \[
  \Gamma_1, x : A, \Gamma_2 \vdash s : B \\
  \Gamma_1 \vdash t : A
  \]
  \[
  \Gamma_1, \Gamma_2[t/x] \vdash s[t/x] : B[t/x]
  \]

- **Exchange**

  \[
  \begin{align*}
  &\Theta \mid \Gamma_1, x : A, y : B, \Gamma_2 \vdash C : \Gamma_3 \to * \\
  &\quad x \notin \text{fv}(B) \\
  \end{align*}
  \]
  \[
  \Theta \mid \Gamma_1, y : B, x : A, \Gamma_2 \vdash C : \Gamma_3 \to *
  \]
  \[
  \Gamma_1, x : A, y : B, \Gamma_2 \vdash t : \Gamma_3 \to C \\
  \]
  \[
  x \notin \text{fv}(B)
  \]
  \[
  \Gamma_1, y : B, x : A, \Gamma_2 \vdash t : \Gamma_3 \to C
  \]

- **Contraction**

  \[
  \begin{align*}
  &\Theta \mid \Gamma_1, x : A, y : A, \Gamma_2 \vdash C : \Gamma_3 \to * \\
  \end{align*}
  \]
  \[
  \Theta \mid \Gamma_1, x : A, \Gamma_2[x/y] \vdash C[x/y] : \Gamma_3[x/y] \to *
  \]
  \[
  \Gamma_1, x : A, y : A, \Gamma_2 \vdash t : \Gamma_3 \to C \\
  \]
  \[
  \Gamma_1, x : A, \Gamma_2[x/y] \vdash t[x/y] : \Gamma_3[x/y] \to C[x/y]
  \]

**Proof.** In each case, the rules are straightforwardly proved by simultaneous induction over types and terms. It should be noted that for types only the instantiation and weakening rules appear as cases, since the other rules have only types without free variables in the conclusion. Similarly, only terms constructed by means of the the projection, weakening or the instantiation rule appear as cases in the proofs. \[\square\]

Analogously, the substitution, exchange and contraction rules for type variables are valid in the calculus, as well. Also these are easily proved by induction on the derivation of the corresponding well-formedness proofs

**Proposition 7.3.2.** The following rules for type variable contexts hold in the calculus $\lambda P \mu$.

- **Substitution**

  \[
  \begin{align*}
  &\Theta_1, X : \Delta \to *, \Theta_2 | \Gamma_1 \vdash A \vdash \Gamma_2 \to * \\
  \end{align*}
  \]
  \[
  \Theta_1, \Theta_2 | \Gamma_1 \vdash B : \Delta \to *
  \]
  \[
  \Theta_1, \Theta_2 | \Gamma_1 \vdash A[B/X] : \Gamma_2 \to *
  \]

- **Exchange**

  \[
  \begin{align*}
  &\Theta_1, X : \Delta_1 \to *, Y : \Delta_2 \to *, \Theta_2 | \Gamma_1 \vdash C \vdash \Gamma_2 \to * \\
  \end{align*}
  \]
  \[
  \Theta_1, Y : \Delta_2 \to *, X : \Delta_1 \to *, \Theta_2 | \Gamma_1 \vdash C : \Gamma_2 \to *
  \]
  \[
  \Theta_1, X : \Delta_1 \to *, Y : \Delta_2 \to *, \Theta_2 | \Gamma_1 \vdash C \vdash \Gamma_2 \to *
  \]
  \[
  \Theta_1, Y : \Delta_2 \to *, X : \Delta_1 \to *, \Theta_2 | \Gamma_1 \vdash C : \Gamma_2 \to *
  \]
• Contraction

\[
\Theta_1, X : \Delta_1 \imp \ast, Y : \Delta_2 \imp \ast, \Theta_2 | \Gamma_1 \vdash C : \Gamma_2 \imp \ast \\
\Theta_1, X : \Delta_1 \imp \ast, \Theta_2 | \Gamma_1 \vdash C[X/Y] : \Gamma_2 \imp \ast
\]

It should be noted that the analogues of Proposition 7.3.1 and Proposition 7.3.2 are proved for pre-types and pre-terms in the Agda formalisation [Bas18b]. These are necessary there to construct the reduction relation.

### 7.3.2. Subject Reduction

Let us now come to a more interesting property: the preservation of types by the reduction relation. This result is stated in Theorem 7.3.4. Towards the proof of it, we need the the following key lemma first, which essentially states that the action of types on terms acts like a functor.

**Lemma 7.3.3 (Type correctness of type action).** Given the action of types on terms, see Def. 7.1.3, the following inference rule holds.

\[
\begin{align*}
X : \Gamma_1 & \imp \ast | \Gamma'_2 \vdash C : \Gamma_2 \imp \ast & \Gamma_1, x : A \vdash t : B \\
\Gamma'_2, \Gamma_2, x : \widehat{C}(A) & \vdash \widehat{C}(t) : \widehat{C}(B)
\end{align*}
\]

**Proof.** We want to prove this lemma by induction on the derivation of \( X : \Gamma_1 \imp \ast | \Gamma'_2 \vdash C : \Gamma_2 \imp \ast \), thus we need to generalise the statement to arbitrary type constructor contexts \( \Theta \) . So assume that \( \Theta \) is a context, such that \( \Theta = X_1 : \Gamma_1 \imp \ast, \ldots, X_n : \Gamma_n \imp \ast \), that \( \Theta \vdash \Gamma' \vdash C : \Gamma' \imp \ast \) and \( \Gamma_i, x : A_i \vdash t_i : B_i \) terms for \( i = 1, \ldots, n \). Our goal is then to show that \( \Gamma', \Delta, x : \widehat{C}(\widehat{A}) \vdash \widehat{C}(\widehat{t}) : \widehat{C}(\widehat{B}) \), which we can do now by induction on the derivation of \( \Theta \vdash \Gamma' \vdash C : \Gamma \imp \ast \).

The induction base has two cases. First, it is clear that if \( \Theta = \emptyset \), then \( \widehat{A} = \epsilon \) and \( \widehat{C}(\widehat{A}) = C \), thus the definition is thus well-typed. Second, if \( C = X_i \) for some \( i \), then we immediately have

\[
\widehat{C}(\widehat{A}) = C[(\Gamma_i). \widehat{A}/\widehat{X}] \vdash \mathrm{id}_{\Gamma_i} = ((\Gamma_i). A_i) \vdash_p A_i,
\]

thus by (Conv) and the type of \( t_i \), we have \( \Gamma_i, x : \widehat{C}(\widehat{A}) \vdash t_i : \widehat{C}(\widehat{B}) \) as required.

In the induction step, we have five cases for \( C \).

- The type correctness for \( \widehat{C} \) in case \( C \) has been constructed by Weakening for type and term variables is immediate by induction and the definition of \( F \) in these cases.

- \( C = C' \circ @s \) and \( \Gamma = \Delta[s/y] \) with

\[
\begin{align*}
\Theta | \Gamma' & \vdash C' : (y : D, \Delta) \imp \ast & \Gamma' \vdash s : D \\
\Theta | \Gamma' & \vdash C' \circ @s : \Delta[s/y] \imp \ast
\end{align*}
\]

By induction we have then that \( \Gamma', y : D, \Delta, x : \widehat{C'}(\widehat{A}) \vdash \widehat{C'}(\widehat{t}) : \widehat{C'}(\widehat{A}) \), thus since

\[
\begin{align*}
\widehat{C'}(\widehat{A}) & = C'[\widehat{(\Gamma_i). \widehat{A}/\widehat{X}}] \circ @\widehat{y}_{\ast, D, \Delta} \\
& = C'[\widehat{(\Gamma_i). \widehat{A}/\widehat{X}}] \circ @\widehat{y} \circ \mathrm{id}_{\Delta},
\end{align*}
\]
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we get by Prop. 7.3.1

\( \Gamma', \Delta[s/y], x : C'[\overline{(\Gamma_1)}.\overline{A}/\overline{X}] \vdash s @ \text{id}_{\Delta[s/y]} \)

\( \vdash \overline{C'}(\overline{T})[s/y] : C'[\overline{(\Gamma_1)}.\overline{B}/\overline{X}] \vdash s @ \text{id}_{\Delta[s/y]} \).

As we now have

\( \overline{C'} @ s(\overline{A}) = (C' @ s)[\overline{(\Gamma_1)}.\overline{A}/\overline{X}] \vdash \text{id}_{\Delta[s/y]} \)

\( = C'[\overline{(\Gamma_1)}.\overline{A}/\overline{X}] \vdash s @ \text{id}_{\Delta[s/y]} \)

and \( \overline{C'} @ s(\overline{T}) = \overline{C'}(\overline{T})[s/y] \), we find that

\( \Gamma', \Delta[s/y], x : C' @ s(\overline{A}) + C' @ s(\overline{T}) : C' @ s(\overline{B}) \)

as expected.

- \( C = (y).C' \) with \( \Theta | \Gamma', y : D \vdash C' : \Gamma \rightarrow * \). This gives us, by the induction hypothesis, \( \Gamma', y : D, \Gamma, x : \overline{C'}(\overline{A}) + \overline{C'}(\overline{T}) : \overline{C'}(\overline{B}) \). Now we observe that

\( \overline{C'}(\overline{A}) = C'[\overline{(\Gamma_1)}.\overline{A}/\overline{X}] @ \text{id}_{\Gamma} \)

\( = C[\overline{(\Gamma_1)}.\overline{A}/\overline{X}] @ \text{id}_{y,D,\Gamma} \)

\( = \overline{C}(\overline{A}) \)

which gives us, by (Conv), that \( \Gamma', y : D, \Gamma, x : \overline{C}(\overline{A}) + \overline{C'}(\overline{T}) : \overline{C}(\overline{B}) \). Thus the definition \( (x).C'(\overline{T}) = \overline{C'}(\overline{T}) \) is well-typed.

- \( C = \mu(Y : \Gamma \rightarrow *) ; \overline{\sigma} ; \overline{D} \) with

\[
\frac{\Theta, Y : \Gamma \rightarrow * \mid \Delta_k + D_k : * \quad \sigma_k : \Delta_k \triangleright \Gamma}{\Theta \mid \emptyset \vdash \mu(Y : \Gamma \rightarrow *) ; \overline{\sigma} ; \overline{D} : \Gamma \rightarrow *}
\]

For brevity, we define \( R_{\overline{B}} = \mu(Y : \Gamma \rightarrow *) ; \overline{\sigma} ; \overline{D}[\overline{B}/\overline{X}] \). Then, by induction, we have

\( \Gamma, x : \overline{D}_k(\overline{A}, R_{\overline{B}}) + \overline{D}_k(\overline{T}, x) : \overline{D}_k(\overline{B}, R_{\overline{B}}) \)

Now we have that \( \overline{D}_k(\overline{A}, R_{\overline{B}}) = D_k[\overline{(\Gamma_1)}.\overline{A}/\overline{X}][R_{\overline{B}}/Y] \). Note that the second substitution does not contain a parameter abstraction, as \( R_{\overline{B}} \) is closed. If we define

\( g_k = \alpha_k @ \text{id}_{\Delta_k} @ (\overline{D}_k(\overline{T}, \text{id}_{R_{\overline{B}}})) \),
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where \( \alpha_k \) refers to \( \alpha_k^{\mu(Y:\Gamma \rightarrow \ast; \vec{\sigma}; \vec{\beta}((\Gamma_i)_i). \vec{\beta}/\vec{X}')} \) (see the definition of \( F \)), then we can derive the following.

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma \vdash \alpha_k : \Delta_k (A, R_B) & \rightarrow R_B @ \sigma_k \quad \text{(Inst)} \\
\Delta_k \vdash \alpha_k @ \text{id} & \Delta_k : D_k (A, R_B) \rightarrow R_B @ \sigma_k \quad \text{(Inst)} \\
\Delta_k, x : D_k [(\Gamma_i)_i. A/X][\beta] / Y] & @ g_k : R_B \quad \text{(Ind-E)} \\
\Gamma, x : R_A & \rightarrow \text{id} \vdash \text{iter} (\Delta_k, y', g_k) @ \text{id} : R_A \rightarrow R_B @ \text{id} \quad \text{(Inst)}
\end{align*}
\]

Finally, we have

\[
\tilde{C}(A) = \mu(Y : \Gamma \rightarrow \ast; \vec{\sigma}; \vec{D})[[\Gamma_i]. A/X'] @ \text{id} = R_A \rightarrow \text{id},
\]

which implies, by the above derivitations, that we indeed have

\[
\Gamma, x : \tilde{C}(A) \vdash \tilde{C}(T) : \tilde{C}(B).
\]

- \( C = \nu(Y : \Gamma \rightarrow \ast; \vec{\sigma}; \vec{D}) \). This case is treated analogously to that for inductive types.

This concludes the induction, thus \( 7.3.3 \) indeed holds for types \( C \) with one free variable. \( \square \)

The following is now an easy consequence of Lemma \( 7.3.3 \).

**Theorem 7.3.4** (Subject reduction). If \( \Gamma \vdash t_1 : A \) and \( t_1 \rightarrow t_2 \), then \( \Gamma \vdash t_2 : A \).

**Proof.** Lemma \( 7.3.3 \) gives us immediately subject reduction for the contraction relation. Since the reduction relation is the compatible closure of contraction, type preservation \( \rightarrow \) follows at once. \( \square \)

### 7.3.3. Strong Normalisation

This section is devoted to show that all well-formed terms of \( \lambda \mu \) are strongly normalising, which means that all reduction sequences in the calculus terminate. We would intuitively expect this, given that we introduced the reduction relation by following the homomorphism property of (co)recursion for initial and final dialgebras. But since the proof is not obvious, we fully present it here.

The proof of strong normalisation uses the saturated sets approach, see for example \( [Geu94] \). In this approach, one defines a model of strongly normalising (pre-)terms for the types as follows. First, we define what it means for a set of pre-terms to be saturated, where, most importantly, all terms in a saturated set are strongly normalising. Next, we give an interpretation \( [\pi] \) of dependent types \( \pi \) as families of saturated sets. Finally, we show that if \( \Gamma \vdash t : \pi \), then for all assignments \( \rho \) of terms to variables in \( \Gamma \), we have \( t \in [\pi](\rho) \). This proof proceeds by induction on the derivation of \( \Gamma \vdash t : \pi \), and the interpretation of terms as saturated sets give us precisely the necessary induction hypothesis for this proof to go through. Since \( [\pi](\rho) \subseteq \text{SN} \), strong normalisation for all well-formed terms follows.

Towards this model, we need to define all of the above concepts, starting with a few basic notations.

**Definition 7.3.5.** We use the following notations.

\[ \tilde{C}(A) = \nu(Y : \Gamma \rightarrow \ast; \vec{\sigma}; \vec{D})[[\Gamma_i]. A/X'] @ \text{id} = R_A \rightarrow \text{id}, \]

\[ C = \nu(Y : \Gamma \rightarrow \ast; \vec{\sigma}; \vec{D}) \]. This case is treated analogously to that for inductive types.

This concludes the induction, thus \( 7.3.3 \) indeed holds for types \( C \) with one free variable. \( \square \)

The following is now an easy consequence of Lemma \( 7.3.3 \).

**Theorem 7.3.4** (Subject reduction). If \( \Gamma \vdash t_1 : A \) and \( t_1 \rightarrow t_2 \), then \( \Gamma \vdash t_2 : A \).

**Proof.** Lemma \( 7.3.3 \) gives us immediately subject reduction for the contraction relation. Since the reduction relation is the compatible closure of contraction, type preservation \( \rightarrow \) follows at once. \( \square \)

### 7.3.3. Strong Normalisation

This section is devoted to show that all well-formed terms of \( \lambda \mu \) are strongly normalising, which means that all reduction sequences in the calculus terminate. We would intuitively expect this, given that we introduced the reduction relation by following the homomorphism property of (co)recursion for initial and final dialgebras. But since the proof is not obvious, we fully present it here.

The proof of strong normalisation uses the saturated sets approach, see for example \( [Geu94] \). In this approach, one defines a model of strongly normalising (pre-)terms for the types as follows. First, we define what it means for a set of pre-terms to be saturated, where, most importantly, all terms in a saturated set are strongly normalising. Next, we give an interpretation \( [\pi] \) of dependent types \( \pi \) as families of saturated sets. Finally, we show that if \( \Gamma \vdash t : \pi \), then for all assignments \( \rho \) of terms to variables in \( \Gamma \), we have \( t \in [\pi](\rho) \). This proof proceeds by induction on the derivation of \( \Gamma \vdash t : \pi \), and the interpretation of terms as saturated sets give us precisely the necessary induction hypothesis for this proof to go through. Since \( [\pi](\rho) \subseteq \text{SN} \), strong normalisation for all well-formed terms follows.

Towards this model, we need to define all of the above concepts, starting with a few basic notations.
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- Λ is the set of pre-terms.
- SN is the set of strongly normalising pre-terms.
- [Γ] is the set of variables in context Γ.

For simplicity, we identify context morphisms σ : Γ₁ → Γ₂ and valuations ρ : [Γ₂] → Λ, if we know that the terms of ρ are typeable in Γ₁. This allows us to write σ(x) for x ∈ [Γ₂], and M @ ρ for pre-terms M. It is helpful though to make explicit the action of context morphisms on valuations, essentially given by composition, and write

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma &: \Gamma_1 \Rightarrow \Gamma_2 \colon \Lambda^{[\Gamma_1]} \rightarrow \Lambda^{[\Gamma_2]} \\
\sigma &: \Gamma_1 \Rightarrow \Gamma_2 \}(y)(y) = \sigma(y)[y].
\end{align*}
\] (7.3)

Saturated sets are defined by containing certain open terms (base terms) and by being closed under key reductions. The idea of base terms is that they are neutral, i.e. they do not admit any reductions, but it is possible to substitute variables so that new reductions are possible. Moreover, they will ensure that all variables are in the interpretation of types as saturated sets, see Definition 7.3.8. Key redexes, on the other hand, will allow us to prove that saturated sets are backwards closed under constructors for inductive types and coiteration for coinductive types, see Lemma 7.3.22 and Lemma 7.3.24. We introduce these two notions in the following two definitions.

**Definition 7.3.6 (Base Terms).** The set of base terms \( B \) is defined inductively by the following three closure rules.

- Var \( \subseteq B \)
- \( \text{iter}(\Gamma_k, x, N_k) \) @ σ @ M \( \in B \), provided that M \( \in B \), N \( \in SN \) and σ \( \in SN \).
- \( \xi^{\nu(\gamma; \xi; X)}_k \) @ σ @ M \( \in B \), provided that M \( \in B \), σ \( \in SN \) and \( \exists \gamma \cdot (\sigma = [\tau_k](\gamma)) \).

**Definition 7.3.7 (Key Redex).** A pre-term M is a redex, if there is a P with M \( \succ P \). M is the key redex

1. of M itself, if M is a redex,
2. of \( \text{iter}(\Gamma_k, y_k, N_k) \) @ σ @ N, if M the key redex of N, or
3. of \( \xi_k \) @ σ @ N, if M the key redex of N.

We denote by \( \text{red}_k(M) \) the term that is obtained by contracting the key redex of M.

Note that a key redex is given both for inductive and coinductive types by the corresponding elimination principles (iteration and destructors, respectively).

We are now in the position to define what a saturated set is.

**Definition 7.3.8 (Saturated Sets).** A set X \( \subseteq \Lambda \) is saturated, if

1. X \( \subseteq SN \)
2. $\mathcal{B} \subseteq X$

3. If $\text{red}_k(M) \in X$ and $M \in \text{SN}$, then $M \in X$.

We denote by $\text{SAT}$ the set of all saturated sets.

It is easy to see that $\text{SN} \in \text{SAT}$, and that every saturated set is non-empty. Moreover, it is easy to show that $\text{SAT}$ is a complete lattice with set inclusion as order. Besides these standard facts, we will use the following constructions on saturated sets.

**Definition 7.3.9.** Let $\Gamma$ be a context. We define a semantical context extension (comprehension) of pairs $(E, U)$ with $E \subseteq \Lambda^{\mid \Gamma \mid}$ and $U : E \to \text{SAT}$ with respect to a given variable $x \notin [\Gamma]$ by

$$\{(E, U)\}_x = \{ \rho[x \mapsto M] \mid \rho \in E \text{ and } M \in U(\rho) \},$$

(7.4)

where $\rho[x \mapsto M] : [\Gamma] \cup \{x\} \to \Lambda$ extends $\rho$ by mapping $x$ to $M$. Moreover, we define a semantical version of the typing judgement:

$$E \vdash U = \{ M \mid \forall \gamma \in E. M[\gamma] \in U(\gamma) \}.$$

(7.5)

We now show that we can give a model of well-formed types by means of saturated sets. To achieve this, we define simultaneously an interpretation of contexts and the interpretation of types. The intention is that we have that

- if $\vdash \Gamma \text{ Ctx}$, then $[\Gamma]$ is the set of valuations for variables in $\Gamma$ with $[\Gamma] \subseteq \Lambda^{\mid \Gamma \mid}$;
- if $\vdash \Theta \text{ TyCtx}$, then $[\Theta](X) : [\Gamma] \to \text{SAT}$ for all $X : \Gamma \to \ast$ in $\Theta$, and
- if $\Theta | \Gamma_1 \vdash A : \Gamma_2 \to \ast$, then $[A] : [\Theta] \times [\Gamma_1, \Gamma_2] \to \text{SAT}$.

**Definition 7.3.10 (Interpretations).** We interpret type variable contexts, term variable contexts and types simultaneously. First, we assign to each term context is a set of allowed possible valuations:

$$[\emptyset] := \{ ! : \emptyset \to \Lambda \}$$

$$[\Gamma, x : A] := \{ ([\Gamma, [A]])_x = \{ \rho[x \mapsto M] \mid \rho \in [\Gamma] \text{ and } M \in [A](\rho) \}$$

For $\Theta = X_1 : \Gamma_1 \to \ast, \ldots, X_n : \Gamma_n \to \ast$ we define

$$[\Theta] := \prod_{X_i \in [\Theta]} I_{\Gamma_i},$$

where $I_{\Gamma_i}$ is the set of valuations that respect convertibility:

$$I_{\Gamma} = \{ U : [\Gamma] \to \text{SAT} \mid \forall \rho, \rho' : \Gamma \to \ast \rho \Rightarrow \rho' \Rightarrow U(\rho) = U(\rho') \}$$

Finally, we define in Fig. 7.6 the interpretation of types as families of term sets. In the clause for inductive types, $A^A_k$ denotes the type that is obtained by weakening $\Gamma_k \vdash A_k : \ast$ to $\Delta, \Gamma_k \vdash A^\Delta_k : \ast$, $\pi : (\Gamma_k, y : A^\Delta_k) \to \Gamma_k$ projects $y$ away, and $[\sigma_k \bullet \pi]^*(U) := U \circ [\sigma_k \bullet \pi]$ is the reindexing for set families.
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\[
\vdash \Gamma : \tau \rightarrow \sigma \quad (\delta, \rho) = \bigcap \{ X \in \textbf{SAT} \mid \tau \rho \in X \}
\]

\[
\Theta, X : \Gamma \rightarrow * \mid \emptyset \vdash X : \Gamma \rightarrow * \quad (\delta, \rho) = \delta(X)(\rho)
\]

\[
\Theta, X \mid \Gamma \vdash A : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow * \quad (\delta, \rho) = \Theta \mid \Gamma \vdash A : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow * \quad (\delta|_{\Theta}, \rho)
\]

\[
\Theta \mid \Gamma_1, x : B \vdash A : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow * \quad (\delta, \rho) = \Theta \mid \Gamma_1 \vdash A : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow * \quad (\delta, \rho|_{[\Gamma_1]})
\]

\[
\Theta \mid \Gamma_1 \vdash A @ t : \Gamma_2[t/x] \rightarrow * \quad (\delta, \rho) = \Theta \mid \Gamma_1 \vdash A : (x : B, \Gamma_2) \rightarrow * \quad (\delta, \rho[x \mapsto t(\rho)])
\]

\[
\Theta \mid \Gamma_1 \vdash (x). A : (x : B, \Gamma_2) \rightarrow * \quad (\delta, \rho) = \Theta \mid \Gamma_1, x : B \vdash A : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow * \quad (\delta, \rho)
\]

\[
\Theta \mid \emptyset \vdash \mu(X : \Gamma \rightarrow * ; \sigma; A) : \Gamma \rightarrow * \quad (\delta, \rho) = \{ M \mid \forall U \in I_{\Gamma}. \forall \Delta. \forall k. \forall N_k \in \{ [\Gamma_k], [A^\Delta]([X \mapsto U])\}_y \vdash \sigma_k \bullet \pi^\ast(U).\}
\]

\[
\Theta \mid \emptyset \vdash \nu(X : \Gamma \rightarrow * ; \sigma; \overrightarrow{A}) : \Gamma \rightarrow * \quad (\delta, \rho) = \{ M \mid \exists U \in I_{\Gamma}. \forall k. \forall y \in \sigma_k^{-1}(\rho). \xi_k @ y @ M \in [A_k]([X \mapsto U], y)\}
\]

Figure 7.6.: Interpretation of types as families of saturated sets

Most of the clauses in the interpretation in Figure 7.6 are straightforward. The only two interesting cases are the recursive types. In both the inductive and the coinductive case we interpret the types as sets that are closed under the corresponding elimination principles. For inductive case we use thereby a least fixed point, impredicatively defined by the use of a universal quantification. On the other hand, coinductive types are interpreted as a greatest fixed point by means of existential quantification.

Before we continue stating the key results about this interpretation of types, let us briefly look at an example.

Example 7.3.11. Suppose \(A, B\) are closed types. Recall that the function space was defined by \(A \rightarrow B = \nu(X : * ; \epsilon_1 : (x : A) \triangleright \emptyset ; B)\), and the application by \(t \ a = \xi_1 @ a @ t\). Note that the condition \(y \in \epsilon_1^{-1}(\rho)\) reduces to \(y(x) \in [A]\) because \([\epsilon_1](y)@y \in \emptyset) = \rho(y)|_{\epsilon_1}\) holds for any \(y \in \[(x : A)\]\). So we write \(N\) instead of \(\gamma(x)\). We further note that, since \(A, B\) and thus \(A \rightarrow B\) are closed, we can leave out the type variable valuation \(\delta\). Taking all of this into account, we obtain

\[
[A \rightarrow B](\gamma) = \{ M \mid \forall N \in [A]. \xi_1 @ y @ M \in [B] \}
\]

which is the usual definition definition, see [Geu94].

We just state here the key lemmas and the main result.\(^3\) The interested reader may find the proofs and the supporting lemmas in Section 7.3.4 below.

Lemma 7.3.12 (Soundness of type action). Suppose \(C\) is a type with \(\Theta \mid \Gamma \vdash C : C' \rightarrow *\) that \(\Theta\) is a type variable context with \(\Theta = \Gamma_1 : \Gamma_1 \rightarrow * , \ldots , \Gamma_n : \Gamma_n \rightarrow *\). Assume further that that for all parameters \(\Delta \vdash r : C\) occurring in \(C\) and \(r : \Delta' \rightarrow \Delta\), we have \(r(\tau) \in C'(\tau)\). Let \(\delta_A, \delta_B \in [\Theta]\) and \(\Gamma_\iota, x : A_\iota \vdash t_\iota : B_\iota\), such that for all \(\sigma \in [\Gamma_i], t_\iota \in \delta_B(X_i(\tau))\). Then for all contexts \(\Delta, \sigma : \Delta \rightarrow \Gamma, \Gamma'\)
and all \( s \in [C](\delta_A, \sigma) \)
\[
\tilde{C}(\, \tilde{t} \,)[\sigma, s] \in [C](\delta_B, \sigma).
\] (7.6)

**Lemma 7.3.13.** The interpretation of types \([-\text{-}]-\) given in Def. 7.3.10 is well-defined and \([A](\delta, \rho) \in \text{SAT}\) for all \( A, \delta, \rho \).

**Lemma 7.3.14 (Soundness).** If \( \Gamma \vdash t : A \), then for all \( \rho \in [\Gamma] \) we have \( t[\rho] \in [A](\rho) \).

From the soundness, we immediately derive strong normalisation.

**Theorem 7.3.15.** All well-typed terms are strongly normalising, that is, if \( \Gamma_1 \vdash t : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow A \) then \( t \in \text{SN} \).

**Proof.** We first note that terms only reduce if \( \Gamma_2 = \emptyset \). In that case we can apply we can apply Lem. 7.3.14 with \( \rho \) being the identity, so that \( t \in [A](\rho) \). Thus, by Lem. 7.3.13 and the definition of saturated sets, we can conclude that \( t \in \text{SN} \). Since \( t \) does not reduce if \( \Gamma_2 \) is non-trivial, we also have in that case that \( t \in \text{SN} \). Hence every well-typed term is strongly normalising. \( \square \)

### 7.3.4. Soundness proof for saturated sets model

In this section, we present the technical details of the proof of the soundness Lemma 7.3.14 and the results leading up to it. These details are presented here mainly for completeness and without much further comment, as it is not expected that the reader will dive into the details at first read.

This first lemma proves that the composition of context morphisms is the same as the composition of their interpretation.

**Lemma 7.3.16.** For all \( \sigma : \Gamma_1 \rightarrow \Gamma_2 \) and \( \tau : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow \Gamma_3 \) we have \([\tau \bullet \sigma] = [\tau] \circ [\sigma] \).

**Proof.** For all \( \rho : [\Gamma_1] \rightarrow A \) and \( x \in [\Gamma_3] \) we have
\[
[\tau \bullet \sigma](\rho)(x) = (\tau \bullet \sigma)(x)[\rho] = \tau(x)[\sigma][\rho] = [\tau](\, [\sigma](\rho)) \, (x) = (\, [\tau] \circ [\sigma] \,)(\rho)(x)
\]
as required. \( \square \)

Next, we show that instantiation of types is given equivalently by updating valuations.

**Lemma 7.3.17.** If \( \Gamma_1 \vdash A : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow \ast, \; \sigma : \Gamma_1 \rightarrow \Gamma_2 \) and \( \rho \in [\Gamma_1] \), then \([A @ \sigma](\rho) = [A]\, ([\rho], [\sigma](\rho))\), where \([\rho], [\sigma](\rho) \in [\Gamma_1, \Gamma_2] \) is given by
\[
[\rho], [\sigma](\rho) \, (x) = \begin{cases} 
\rho(x), & x \in [\Gamma_1] \\
[\sigma](\rho)(x), & x \in [\Gamma_2]. 
\end{cases}
\]

**Proof.** Simply by repeatedly applying the case of the semantics of type instantiations. \( \square \)

The following four lemmas 7.3.18-7.3.21 are easily proved by induction on the derivation of well-formedness of the corresponding type \( A \).

**Lemma 7.3.18.** If \( \Gamma_1, x : B, \Gamma_2 \vdash A : \ast \) and \( \Gamma_1 \vdash t : B \), then for all \( \rho \in [\Gamma_1, \Gamma_2[t/x]] \) we have \([A[t/x]] = [A](\rho[x \mapsto t])\).
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Lemma 7.3.18 shows that substitution is, just as instantiation, is equally given by updating valuations. This is generalised in the following lemma to context morphisms.

Lemma 7.3.19. If $\Theta \vdash \delta : \ast$ and $\sigma : \Gamma_1 \vdash \Gamma_2$, then for all $\rho \in [\Theta]$ and $\rho \in [\Gamma_1]$ we have $[A[\sigma]](\delta, \rho) = [A](\delta, [\sigma](\rho))$.

Analogously, also substitution of types for type variables is equally given by updating the corresponding type variable valuations.

Lemma 7.3.20. If $\Theta_1, X : \Gamma \vdash \Delta : \ast$ and $\sigma : \Gamma_1 \vdash \Sigma : \Gamma \vdash \ast$, then we have for the type variable substitution that $[A[B/X]](\delta, \rho) = [A](\delta[X \mapsto [B]], \rho)$.

The last of these four straightforward lemmas gives us that the interpretation of types is monotone in the interpretation of type variables.

Lemma 7.3.21. If $\Theta \vdash \Gamma : \ast$ and $\delta, \delta' \in [\Theta]$ with $\delta \supseteq \delta'$ (point-wise order), then for all $\rho \in [\Theta]$

$$[A](\delta, \rho) \subseteq [A](\delta', \rho).$$

Given these basic results, we can now show that the interpretation of inductive types contain all constructor terms.

Lemma 7.3.22. Let $\mu = \mu(X : \Gamma \vdash \Delta ; \sigma) : [\Delta]$ where we have $\Theta \vdash \emptyset \vdash \mu : \Gamma \vdash \ast$. If $\delta \in [\Theta]$, $\rho \in [\Gamma_k]$ and $P \in [A_k](\delta[X \mapsto [\mu](\delta)], \rho)$, then

$$\alpha_k @ \rho @ P \in [\mu](\delta,[\sigma_k](\rho)).$$

Proof. Let $\delta$, $\rho$ and $P$ be given as in the lemma, and put $M = \alpha_k @ \rho @ P$. We need to show for any choice of $U \in I_\Gamma$ and

$$N_k \in \{[\Gamma_k], [A_k^\Delta](\delta[X \mapsto U])\} \vdash [\sigma_k \cdot \pi]^* (U)$$

that

$$K = \text{iter}(\Gamma_k, y, N_k) \cdot (\sigma_k \cdot \rho) @ M$$

is in $U([\sigma_k](\rho))$. Now we define $r = \text{iter}(\Gamma_k, y, N_k)$ and

$$K' = N_k[\widetilde{A_k}(r @ \text{id}_\Gamma @ x') \backslash y][\rho, P]$$

so that $K > K'$. Let us furthermore put

$$V = U([\sigma_k](\rho)).$$

By $V \in \text{SAT}$, it suffices to prove that $K' \in V$. Note that we can rearrange the substitution in $K'$ to get $K' = N_k[\rho, P']$ with $P' = \widetilde{A_k}(r @ \text{id}_\Gamma @ x')[\rho, P]$.

We get $K' \in V$ from $N_k \in \{[\Gamma_k], [A_k^\Delta](\delta[X \mapsto U])\} \vdash [\sigma_k \cdot \pi]^* (U)$, provided that $\rho \in [\Gamma_k]$ and $P' \in [A_k](\delta[X \mapsto U], \rho)$. The former is given from the assumption of the lemma. The latter we get from Lem. 7.3.12, since we have assumed soundness for the components of $\mu$ and $P \in [\widetilde{A_k}](\rho)$. Thus we have $K' = N_k[\rho, P'] \in V$.

So by saturation we have $K \in V = U([\sigma_k](\rho))$ for any choice of $U$ and $N_k$, thus if follows that $M \in [\mu](\delta,[\sigma_k](\rho))$. \qed
Similarly, we wish to prove that the interpretation of a coinductive type contains all its coiteration scheme instances. Towards this, we first show that coinductive types give rise to greatest fixed points, as one would expect.

**Lemma 7.3.23.** Let \( \nu = \nu(X : \Gamma \rightarrow * ; \vec{\sigma}; \vec{\bar{A}}) \) where we have \( \Theta \mid \emptyset \vdash \nu : \Gamma \rightarrow * \). If \( U \in I_\Gamma \), and \( \delta \in [\Theta] \), such that for all \( M \in U(\rho) \), all \( k \), all \( \rho \in [\Gamma_k] \) and all \( \gamma \in [\sigma_k^{-1}(\rho)](\xi_k @ \gamma @ M \in [A_k](\delta[X \mapsto U], \gamma)) \), then

\[
\forall \rho. U(\rho) \subseteq [\nu](\delta, \rho).
\]

*Proof.* This follows immediately from the definition of \([\nu]\), just instantiate the definition with the given \( U \). Then all all \( M \in U(\rho) \) are in \([\nu](\delta, \rho)\). \( \square \)

Given the greatest fixed point property in **Lemma 7.3.23**, we can prove that the interpretation of a coinductive type contains all instances of the coiteration scheme.

**Lemma 7.3.24.** Let \( \nu = \nu(X : \Gamma \rightarrow * ; \vec{\sigma}; \vec{\bar{A}}) \) where we have \( \Theta \mid \emptyset \vdash \nu : \Gamma \rightarrow * \). If \( \delta \in [\Theta] \), \( U \in I_\Gamma \), \( \rho \in [\Gamma_k] \) and

\[
N_k \in ([\Gamma_k], [\sigma_k]^*(U)) \ni [A_k](\delta[X \mapsto U])
\]

for \( k = 1, \ldots, n \), then

\[
\text{coiter}(\Gamma_k, y. N_k) @ \rho @ M \in [\nu](\delta, \rho).
\]

*Proof.* Similar to the proof of Lem. **7.3.23** by using that the interpretation of \( \nu \)-types is a largest fixed point Lem. **7.3.23** and that the interpretation is monotone Lem. **7.3.21**. \( \square \)

The last lemma that we need to prove that the action of types on terms is sound for the saturated interpretation is that the interpretation respects reduction steps.

**Lemma 7.3.25.** Suppose \( C \) is a type with \( \Theta \mid \Gamma_1 \vdash C : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow * \). If \( \rho, \rho' \in [\Gamma_1, \Gamma_2] \) with \( \rho \twoheadrightarrow \rho' \), then

\[
\forall \delta. [C](\delta, \rho) = [C](\delta, \rho') \quad \text{Furthermore, if } C \twoheadrightarrow C', \text{ then } [C] = [C'].
\]

*Proof.* The first part follows by an easy induction, in which the only interesting case \( C = X \) is. Here we have

\[
[C](\delta, \rho) = \delta(X)(\rho) = \delta(X)(\rho') = [C](\delta, \rho'),
\]

since \( \delta(X) \in I_{\Gamma_1} \) and thus respects conversions.

For the second part, let \( D \) be given by replacing all terms in parameter position in \( C \) by variables, so that \( C = D[\rho] \) for some substitution \( \rho \). But then there is a \( \rho' \) with \( \rho \twoheadrightarrow \rho' \) and \( C' = D[\rho'] \), and the claim follows from the first part. \( \square \)

We are now in the position to give the proofs that we left out before. First, we have to show that the action of types on terms is sound for the interpretation.

**Proof of Lemma 7.3.24.** We proceed by induction on the derivation of \( \Theta \mid \Gamma \vdash C : \Gamma' \rightarrow * \).

- \( \vdash \top : * \) by **(T-I)**. In this case we have that \( \widehat{\top}(\epsilon) = x \in B \), thus \( \widehat{\top}(\epsilon) \in [C](\delta) \) by saturation.

- \( \Theta, X_{n+1} : \Gamma_{n+1} \rightarrow * \mid \emptyset \vdash X : \Gamma_{n+1} \rightarrow * \) by **(TyVar-I)**. Note that \( \overline{X_{n+1}}(\widehat{\top}, t_{n+1}) = t_{n+1} \) and \( \overline{X_{n+1}}(\delta, \sigma) = \delta(X_{n+1})(\sigma) = [B_{n+1}](\sigma) \). thus the claim follows directly from the assumption of the lemma.
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- \( \Theta, X : \Gamma'' \to * \mid \Gamma \vdash C : \Gamma' \to * \) by (TyVar-Weak). Immediate by induction.
- \( \Theta \mid \Gamma, y : D \vdash C : \Gamma' \to * \) by (Ty-Weak). Again immediate by induction.

- \( \Theta \mid \Gamma \vdash C \circ r : \Gamma'[s/x] \to * \) with \( \Gamma \vdash r : C' \) by (Ty-Inst). First, we note that \( \sigma = (\sigma_1, \sigma_2) \) with \( \sigma_1 : \Delta \to \Gamma \) and \( \sigma_2 : \Delta \to \Gamma'[\sigma_1, r] \). Let us put \( \tau = (\sigma_1, r[\sigma_1], \sigma_2) \), so that we have

\[
(C \circ r)(\bar{\tau})[\sigma, s] = \widehat{C}(\bar{\tau})[s/x][\sigma, s] = \widehat{C}(\bar{\tau})[\sigma_1, r[\sigma_1], \sigma_2, s] = \widehat{C}(\bar{\tau})[\tau, s].
\]

By the assumption of the lemma we have \( r[\sigma_1] \in [C'](\sigma_1) \), and thus \( \tau \in [\Gamma, x : C'[\sigma_1], \Gamma'[\sigma_1, r[\sigma_1]]] \), which gives \( [C \circ r](\delta, \sigma) = [C](\delta, \tau) \). By induction, we have \( \widehat{C}(\bar{\tau})[\tau, s] \in [C](\delta, \tau) \), and it follows that

\[
(C \circ r)(\bar{\tau})[\sigma, s] \in [C \circ r](\delta, \sigma).
\]

- \( \Theta \mid \Gamma_1 \vdash (x). B : (x : A, \Gamma_2) \to * \) by (Param-Abstr). Immediate by induction.
- \( \Theta \mid \emptyset \vdash \mu(Y : \Gamma \to * ; \bar{\tau}; \bar{D}) : \Gamma \to * \) by (FP-Ty). We abbreviate, as before, this type just by \( \mu \). Recall the definition of \( \widehat{\mu} \):

\[
\widehat{\mu}(\bar{\tau}) = \text{iter}^{R_A}(\Delta_k, x, g_k) \circ \text{id}_\Gamma \to x
\]

with \( g_k = \alpha_k \circ \text{id}_{\Delta_k} \circ \left( \overrightarrow{D_k}(\bar{\tau}, y) \right) \)

and \( R_A = \mu(\bar{T}_x).A \to \overrightarrow{X} \)

for \( \Theta, Y : \Gamma \to * \mid \Delta_k \vdash D_k : * \)

Now, put \( \delta' = \delta[Y \mapsto [R_B]] \), then we have by induction that \( \overrightarrow{D_k}(\bar{\tau}, y)[\text{id}_{\Delta_k}, y] \in [D_k](\delta', \text{id}_{\Delta_k}) \).

Since \( \text{id}_{\Gamma_k} \in \text{SN} \) we have by Lem. 7.3.22 for all \( \rho \in [\Delta_k, \overrightarrow{D_k}(A, R_B)] \) that \( g_k[\rho] \in [\mu](\delta, [\tau_k](\rho)) \).

By assumption, we have \( s \in [[R_A]](\sigma) \), hence by choosing \( U = [R_B] \) in the definition of \([R_A] \) we find \( \widehat{\mu}(\bar{\tau})[\sigma, s] \in [R_B](\sigma) = [\mu](\delta, \sigma) \).

- \( \Theta \mid \emptyset \vdash (Y : \Gamma \to * ; \bar{\tau}; \bar{D}) : \Gamma \to * \) by (FP-Ty). Analogous to the case for inductive types, only that we use Lemma 7.3.24 \( \square \)

Finally, we can use all of the above results to show that the interpretation of types as saturated sets is sound with respect to the typing rules of \( \lambda \mu \).

**Proof of Lemma 7.3.14** We proceed by induction on the type derivation for \( t \). Since \( t \) does not have any parameters, we only have to deal with fully applied terms and will thus leave out the case for instantiation in the induction. Instead, we will have cases for fully instantiated \( \alpha, \xi, \) etc. So let \( \rho \in [\Gamma] \) and proceed by the cases for \( t \).

- \( \emptyset \in [\Gamma](\rho) \) by definition.

- For \( \Gamma, x : A \vdash x : A \) we have \( x[\rho] = \rho(x) \). From the definition of \([\Gamma, x : A] \), we obtain \( \rho(x) \in [\Gamma \vdash A : *](\rho|_{\Gamma_1}) = [\Gamma, x \vdash A : *](\rho) \). Thus \( x[\rho] \in [A](\rho) \) as required.

- Weakening is dealt with immediately by induction.
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• If \( t \) is of type \( B \) by (Conv), then by induction \( t \in \cdot A \cdot (\rho) \). Since by Lem. \( \cdot 7.3.25 \cdot \cdot B \cdot (\rho) = \cdot A \cdot (\rho) \), we have \( t \in \cdot B \cdot (\rho) \).

• Suppose we are given \( \mu = \mu(X : \Gamma \to \star ; \vec{\sigma} ; \vec{A}) \) and \( \Delta \vdash \alpha_k @ t @ t : \mu[\sigma_k \bullet \tau] \) with \( \tau : \Delta \to \Gamma \) and \( \Delta \vdash t : A_k[\mu/X][\tau] \).

Then, by induction, we have \( t \in \cdot A_k \cdot (X \mapsto [\mu], \tau) \) and soundness for the components of \( \mu \), thus by Lem. \( \cdot 7.3.22 \cdot \)

\[
\alpha_k @ t @ t \in [\mu][[\sigma_k \bullet \tau]](\rho) = [\mu[\sigma_k \bullet \tau]](\rho).
\]

• Suppose we have \( \mu = \mu(X : \Gamma \to \star ; \vec{\sigma} ; \vec{A}) \) and \( \Delta \vdash \text{iter}^\mu(\Gamma_k, x, g_k) @ t @ t : C @ \tau \). Then by induction we get from \( \Delta \vdash t : \mu[\tau] \) that \( t \in [\mu[\tau]](\rho) \), hence if we chose \( U = [C @ \tau] \) and \( N_k = g_k \) the definition of \( [\mu] \) yields \( \text{iter}^\mu(\Gamma_k, x, g_k) @ t @ t \in [C @ \tau](\rho) \).

• Suppose we have \( \nu = \nu(X : \Gamma \to \star ; \vec{\sigma} ; \vec{A}) \), and \( \Delta \vdash \xi_k @ t @ t : A_k[\nu/X][\tau] \) with \( \tau : \Delta \to \Gamma_k \) and with \( \Delta \vdash t : \nu[\sigma_k \bullet \tau] \). By induction, \( t \in [\nu[\sigma_k \bullet \tau]](\rho) \) thus there is a \( U \) such that \( \xi_k @ t @ t \in [A_k](X \mapsto U, [\nu](\rho)) \). By Lem. \( \cdot 7.3.23 \cdot \) and Lem. \( \cdot 7.3.21 \cdot \) we thus obtain that \( \xi_k @ t @ t \in [A_k](X \mapsto [\nu], [\tau](\rho)) \). Since \( [A_k](X \mapsto [\nu], [\tau](\rho)) = [A_k[\nu/X][\tau]](\rho) \), the claim follows.

• For coiter-terms we just apply Lem. \( \cdot 7.3.24 \cdot \) similar to the \( \alpha_k \)-case.

This concludes the induction, thus the interpretation of types is sound with respect to the typing judgement for terms.

\[
\square
\]

7.4. Dependent Iteration

In Section \( \cdot 7.3 \cdot \) we have introduced the calculus \( \lambda \Pi \mu \) of dependent inductive and coinductive types. As we saw in Section \( \cdot 7.2 \cdot \), this calculus subsumes all of first-order intuitionistic logic or Martin-Löf type theory. However, we were not able to define the second projection for dependent coproducts or existential quantifiers. Similarly, we are also not able to carry out proofs by induction in \( \lambda \Pi \mu \).

Both of these problems are rectified once we extend the calculus with a dependent iteration scheme, cf. Section \( \cdot 6.4.2 \cdot \).

The goal of the present section is to propose an extension of \( \lambda \Pi \mu \) by a dependent iteration principle for inductive types. Such a dependent iteration principle will be necessary to carry out the proofs in the application section below. For now it is left open whether the calculus that results from extending \( \lambda \Pi \mu \) with dependent iteration is still strongly normalising. It seems, however, that the proof we gave in Section \( \cdot 7.3.3 \cdot \) can be adapted accordingly.

One may ask what the dual extension of \( \lambda \Pi \mu \) for coinductive types is that corresponds to dependent iteration. It is clear that there is no such thing as dependent coiteration that generalises coiteration in the way dependent iteration extends iteration. As we discussed in Section \( \cdot 6.4.3 \cdot \) the dual concept of induction is the bisimulation proof principle, which we referred to as coinduction. We will not extend \( \lambda \Pi \mu \) here with coinduction, rather we will discuss possible future work in this direction in Section \( \cdot 7.6 \cdot \).
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Let \( \Theta, X : \Gamma \vdash \ast \mid \emptyset \vdash X : \Gamma \vdash \ast \)(\(\theta, B\)) = \(Y_X \circ \text{id}_{\Gamma,y:B@id_{\Gamma}}\)

\[(\Theta, X : \Gamma \vdash \ast \mid \emptyset \vdash X : \Gamma \vdash \ast)(\theta, B) = Y_X \circ \text{id}_{\Gamma,y:B@id_{\Gamma}}\]

\[(\Theta, X : \Gamma_1 \vdash A : \Gamma_2 \vdash \ast)(\theta, B) = \overline{A}(\theta)\]

\[(\Theta | \Gamma_1 \vdash A @ t : \Gamma_2[t/x] \vdash \ast)(\theta) = \overline{A}[t/x]\]

\[(\Theta | \Gamma_1 \vdash (x).A : (x : B, \Gamma_2) \vdash \ast)(\theta) = \overline{A}(\theta)\]

\[(\Theta | \emptyset \vdash \rho(X : \Gamma \vdash \ast ; \overline{\sigma}; \overline{A}) : \Gamma \vdash \ast)(\theta) = \rho(X : \Gamma, x : T@id \vdash \ast ; \overline{\sigma}; \overline{A}') \circ \text{id}_{\Gamma,y}\]

where \(R = \rho(Y : \Gamma \vdash \ast ; \overline{\sigma}; \overline{A})\)

\[\sigma_k' = (\sigma, \alpha_k \circ \text{id} \circ \text{id}_{Y_k})\]

\[A_k' = \overline{A}_k(\theta, R)[\theta]\]

Figure 7.7.: Lifting of Dependent Types to Predicates

To be able to formulate the dependent iteration scheme, we first need to lift types to predicates. As in Section 5.4.1, a predicate is here meant to be a type that depends on terms of the type that it is a predicate for. More precisely, given a type \(B \vdash B : \Delta \vdash \ast\), a \(B\)-predicate is a type \(P\) with \(\Gamma, x : B \circ \text{id}_{\Delta} \vdash P : \ast\). A lifting of an open type \(A\) with \(X : \Delta \vdash \ast \mid \Gamma \vdash A : \ast \to B\)-predicates is then a type \(\overline{A}(B)\) with a free type variable that ranges over \(B\)-predicates, cf. Definition 2.5.7. In other words, the lifting should satisfy the following rule.

\[
\frac{X : \Delta \vdash \ast \mid \Gamma \vdash A : \ast \quad \vdash B : \Delta \vdash \ast}{Y : (\Delta, x : B \circ \text{id}_{\Delta}) \vdash \ast \mid \Gamma, y : A[B/X] \vdash \overline{A}(B) : \ast}
\]

We give such a lifting in the following definition. That the above rule holds is proved below.

**Definition 7.4.1.** Let \(A\) be a type with \(\Theta \mid \Gamma_1 \vdash A : \Gamma_2 \vdash \ast\) and \(\theta\) be a sequence of types, such that \(\theta = B_1 : \Delta_1 \vdash \ast, \ldots, B_n : \Delta_n \vdash \ast\) if \(\Theta = X_1 : \Delta_1 \vdash \ast, \ldots, X_n : \Delta_n \vdash \ast\). We define then the lifting \(\overline{A}(\theta)\) of \(A\) to predicates over \(\theta\). If \(\Theta\) is empty, we just put \(\overline{A}(\cdot) = \top\). Otherwise, \(\overline{A}\) is by induction on the well-formedness derivation of \(A\) in Figure 7.6.

The following lemma shows that the predicate lifting results in well-formed types. This will enable us to prove subject reduction.

**Lemma 7.4.2.** The following rule holds for the predicate lifting in Definition 7.4.1.

\[
\frac{X : \Delta \vdash \ast \mid \Gamma \vdash A : \ast \quad \vdash B : \Delta \vdash \ast}{Y : (\Delta, x : B \circ \text{id}_{\Delta}) \vdash \ast \mid \Gamma, y : A[B/X] \vdash \overline{A}(B) : \ast}
\]

**Proof.** Let us write, analogously to the notation for context morphisms, \(\theta : \Theta_1 \circ \Theta_2\), if \(\theta\) is a sequence of types in context \(\Theta_1\) that matches \(\Theta_2\). More precisely, \(\theta\) is a sequence constructed by the following two rules.

\[
\frac{() : \Theta_1 \circ \emptyset}{\theta : \Theta_1 \circ \Theta_2 \quad \vdash B : \Gamma \vdash \ast}
\]

\[
(\theta, B) : \Theta_1 \circ (\Theta_2, X : \Gamma \vdash \ast)
\]
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Given such a sequence \( \theta : \emptyset \rightarrow \Theta \) of types, we define a lifted context \( \bar{\Theta}(\theta) \) as follows by induction.

\[
\bar{\Theta}(\emptyset) = \emptyset; \\
(\bar{\Theta}, X : \Gamma \rightarrow *)(\theta, B : \Gamma \rightarrow *) = \bar{\Theta}(\theta), Y : (\Gamma, B @ \text{id}_\Gamma) \rightarrow *
\]

This allows us to give a typing rule for the general lifting that we can use in a proof by induction.

\[
\frac{\Theta | \Gamma_1 \vdash A : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow * \quad \theta : \emptyset \rightarrow \Theta}{\bar{\Theta}(\theta) | \Gamma_1, \Gamma_2, y : A[\theta] @ \text{id}_{\Gamma_2} \vdash \bar{A} : *} \quad (7.7)
\]

If we can show that this typing rule holds, then we are done because the typing rule of the lemma holds then by picking \( \Theta = X : \Delta \rightarrow *, \Gamma_1 = \Gamma \) and \( \Gamma_2 = \emptyset \). The rule (7.7) can now be shown by a straightforward induction on the typing derivation of \( A \). Details are provided in the Agda formalisation [Bas18b]. □

**Definition 7.4.3.** We define an extension of \( \lambda P \mu \) with a dependent iteration principle as follows:

Suppose that \( \mu(X : \Gamma \rightarrow * ; \bar{f} : \bar{A}) \) is an inductive type, which we refer to as \( \mu \) here. **Dependent iteration** is a term \( \text{diter}_k(y_k, z_k : \bar{d}_k) \) that is subject to the following typing rule.

\[
\frac{\Delta \vdash C : (\Gamma, x : \mu @ \text{id}_\Gamma) \rightarrow * \quad \Delta, \Gamma_k, y_k : A_k[\mu/X], z_k : \overline{A}_k[\mu][C/X] \vdash g_k : (C @ \sigma_k @ (\alpha_k @ \text{id}_{\Gamma_k} @ y_k)) \quad \forall 1 \leq k \leq |\overline{A}|}{\Delta \vdash \text{diter}_k(\Gamma_k, y_k, z_k, g_k) : (\Gamma, y : \mu @ \text{id}_\Gamma) \rightarrow C @ \text{id}_\Gamma @ y} \quad \text{(D-Rec)}
\]

Additionally, we introduce an induction principle for the type \( \top \). This induction principle is given by terms \( \text{diter}_\top g \), subject to the following rule.

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash C : (x : \top) \rightarrow * \quad \Gamma \vdash g : C @ \langle \rangle}{\Gamma \vdash \text{diter}_\top g : (y : \top) \rightarrow C @ y} \quad \text{(D-Rec-\( \top \))}
\]

We refer to the extension of \( \lambda P \mu \) by the above dependent iteration and induction principles by \( \lambda P \mu^+ \). The contraction relation of \( \lambda P \mu^+ \) on terms is given by that of \( \lambda P \mu \) with the additional following two clauses: one for general dependent iteration

\[
\text{diter}_k(\Gamma_k, y_k, z_k, g_k) @ (\sigma_k @ \tau) @ (\alpha_k @ \tau @ u)
\]

and one for the induction principle for \( \top \)

\[
\text{diter}_\top g @ \langle \rangle @ g.
\]

The reduction relation of \( \lambda P \mu^+ \) is then again the compatible closure of its contraction relation. ▲

Let us illustrate the usefulness of the extended calculus \( \lambda P \mu^+ \) by means of two examples.
Example 7.4.4. Let us first derive that $\emptyset$ is the unique inhabitant of $\top$, which allows us to generally ignore variables of type $\top$. We write

$$s \equiv_A t := \text{Eq}_A(s, t)$$

and if $A$ is understood from the context, we drop the subscript. The proposition we thus want to prove is

$$y : \top \vdash y \equiv \emptyset : \ast,$$

in other words, we need to establish a term $\text{canon}_\top$ with

$$y : \top \vdash \text{canon}_\top : y \equiv \emptyset.$$

This term is given by $\text{canon}_\top := \text{diter}_\top \text{refl} @ y$, as we show now. First, we put

$$C := (y), y \equiv \emptyset$$

and thus have $C @ y \equiv y \equiv \emptyset$. Since $\text{refl} : (\emptyset) \equiv (\emptyset)$, we then obtain

$$\begin{array}{ll}
\vdash C : (y : \top) \rightarrow \ast & \vdash \text{refl} : C @ (\emptyset) \\
\vdash \text{diter}_\top \text{refl} : (y : \top) \rightarrow C @ y & \text{(D-Rec-}\top) \\
y : \top \vdash \text{diter}_\top \text{refl} @ y : C @ y & \text{(Inst)} \\
\vdash y : \top \vdash \text{canon}_\top : y \equiv (\emptyset) & \text{(Conv)}
\end{array}$$

This proves that $\emptyset$ is the unique inhabitant of $\top$, up to propositional equality. Our main use of this fact is to eliminate variables of type $\top$, that is, we consider terms $t$ with $\Gamma, x : \top \vdash t : A$ to be essentially the same as terms $s$ with $\Gamma \vdash s : A$. \hfill \blacksquare

The following example shows that we can now define a second projection for coproduct types, we thereby show that coproducts are strong in $\lambda \mu \mu^+$, cf. Definition 6.3.2 and Section 6.4.2.

Example 7.4.5. In Example 7.2.6 we have seen that the existential quantifier can be represented by

$$\exists x : A. B = \mu(X : \ast; \varepsilon_1 ; B),$$

where $\varepsilon_1 : (x : A) \rightarrow \emptyset$ is the empty context morphism. Moreover, we have also seen there that the first projection $\pi_1 : (\exists x : A. B) \rightarrow A$ can be defined by simple iteration. The goal of this example is to show that dependent iteration allows us to define also the second projection

$$\pi_2 : \Pi(z : \exists x : A. B). B[\pi_1 z/x].$$

In other words, under the assumption of dependent iteration, the existential quantifier is becomes a strong sum or coproduct type, cf. Section 6.4.2.

First, we note that, since $B$ has no free type variable, the predicate lifting $\overline{B}$ is defined to be the type $\top$. Thus, the dependent iteration scheme for the existential quantifier amounts to the following rule.

$$\begin{array}{ll}
\Gamma \vdash C : (\exists x : A. B) \rightarrow \ast & \Gamma, x : A, y : B \vdash g : C @ (x, y) \\
\Gamma \vdash \text{diter} (x, y, g) : (z : (\exists x : A. B)) \rightarrow C @ z & \text{(D-Rec-}\exists)
\end{array}$$
To define the second projection, we use the type \( C \) given by
\[
C := (z). B[\pi_1 z/x].
\]
Since
\[
C @ (x, y) \equiv B[\pi_1 (x, y)/x] \equiv B[x/x] = B,
\]
we can derive the following from \((\text{D-Rec-} \exists)\).
\[
\frac{\Gamma, x : A, y : B \vdash y : C @ (x, y)}{\Gamma \vdash \text{diter} (x, y, y) : (z : (\exists x : A. B)) \rightarrow C @ z} \quad (\text{D-Rec-} \exists)
\]
This allows us to define
\[
\pi_2 := \lambda z. \text{diter} (x, y, y) @ z,
\]
so that we have \( \pi_2 : \Pi(z : \exists x : A. B). B[\pi_1 z/x] \), as required. ◁

This concludes the discussion of an extension of \( \lambda \mu \) by dependent iteration principles for inductive types and \( \top \). These principles will prove necessary in the next section, where we discuss an application of inductive and coinductive types in logical reasoning.

### 7.5. An Application: Transitivity of the Substream Relation

In this section, we put our dependent type theory to use. The aim of this section is to give a direct definition of the substream relation inside the type theory, see also Example 6.2.14, and then prove that this definition is equivalent to the definition based on stream filtering. This allows us to show that the substream relation is transitive.

As we have seen in Section 3.2, it can be very difficult to use iteration and coiteration schemes, especially whenever we mix inductive and coinductive types. This situation is not getting any better in the presence of dependent types and if we carry out mixed inductive-coinductive proofs. For this reason, it would be preferable to use also equational specification upon defining dependently typed terms. However, the problem with using recursive equations is that one needs to be careful not to introduce non-normalising terms. We discussed this at length in Section 4.1. Having non-normalising terms in a dependent type theory has two detrimental consequences. First, it usually makes the theory inconsistent under the propositions-as-types interpretation, if we are able to construct a (non-normalising) term of type \( \bot \). Second, the conversion rule \((\text{Conv})\) of the type system requires us to decide whether two terms are convertible. This becomes troublesome in the presence of non-normalising terms, since conversion is usually decided by reducing terms to normal forms and comparing these normal forms. If no such normal forms exist or cannot be deterministically reached, then this naive approach fails. Both problems can be overcome but we will not discuss this here further. Rather, we will give the definitions and (proof) terms in Agda, which has mechanisms to ensure that equational specifications are well-defined and thus lead to normalising terms.

It is understood that all the proofs that are given in this section can be translated into our calculus \( \lambda \mu^+ \). In general, it is unknown at this stage whether all Agda terms can be encoded as (dependent) iteration and coiteration. We leave this for future work, though there is some good evidence that such an encoding should be possible as the work of Goguen et al. \([\text{GMM06}]\) shows.
7.5.1. Some Preliminaries in Agda

This first section is devoted to the introduction of the propositions-as-types interpretation in Agda syntax. We will interleave the given Agda code with the necessary explanation. All the indented code is formally verified in Agda and will be explained as we go.

We start off by introducing the propositions-as-types interpretation in its own module called PropsAsTypes. Agda allows the separation of code into modules that can be imported in other files, as we will see later.

```agda
module PropsAsTypes where

Inside the module, we now introduce our first type, which implements the dependent sum that we encountered earlier. The following code declares a new inductive data type called \( \Sigma \) with two parameters \( I \) and \( X \). So far, we denoted the universe of valid types by *, whereas Agda uses the notation \( \text{Set} \) instead. Thus, \( I \) is a type parameter. The parameter \( X \), on the other hand, is a family of types. In our syntax, we would denote this by \( X : (i : I) \to \text{Set} \) and instantiation of \( X \) with a parameter \( t \) would be written as \( X @ t \). Agda uses for types with parameters the same notation as for the function space, so that the instantiation of \( X \) is written as \( X t \).

Another mechanism of Agda that appears in the definition of \( \Sigma \) is that \( I \) is an implicit parameter, signified by the curly braces, and that \( X \) is an explicit parameter. The idea of the implicit parameter mechanism is that Agda ought to be able to infer the argument \( I \) from the context. For example, if we have a type \( U : \text{Nat} \to \text{Set} \), then Agda can infer from the instantiation \( U \) that \( I \) needs to be instantiated with \( \text{Nat} \). Should this inference not be possible, then one can always resort to writing \( f \text{Nat} g \text{U} \) to explicitly give the parameter \( I \). We will see this below in the definition of the binary product.

The type \( \Sigma \) itself has one constructor "," with two arguments, where the argument positions are marked by the underscores. This allows us to write \( (i, x) \) if \( i : I \) and \( x : X i \), thereby resembling the pairing notation that we used before.

```agda
data \( \Sigma \{I : \text{Set}\} (X : I \to \text{Set}) : \text{Set} \) where
  _, _ : (i : I) \to X i \to \Sigma X
```

In Example 7.2.6, we denoted the type \( \Sigma \) by \( \exists \) to emphasise its relation to existential quantification. This was done in the light of the fact that the iteration scheme for that type corresponded exactly to the usual elimination rule the existential quantifier. Later we introduced dependent iteration, which we could use in Example 7.4.5 to define both projections from the existential type. In this section, we will distinguish between \( \Sigma \) as a data type, which has both projections, and the existential quantifier as a proposition. The latter will only come with the non-dependent elimination principle.

We now give the dependent iteration scheme for the dependent sum type \( \Sigma \). Let \( A \) be a type family that depends on \( \Sigma X \), that is, \( A : \Sigma X \to \text{Set} \). Recall from Example 7.4.5 that, if we want to eliminate \( \Sigma X \) into \( A \), then we need to provide a term of type \( A(i, x) \) with parameters \( i : I \) and \( x : X i \). Such a term can equivalently be given as a dependent function \( f \) of type \( \Pi i : I. \Pi x : X i. A(i, x) \). In Agda, this function type is written as \( (i : I) \to (x : X i) \to A(i, x) \), in the style of de Bruijn’s telescopes [Bru68]. Conveniently, we can define the dependent iteration scheme in Agda then by using pattern matching as follows.
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drec−Σ : {I : Set} {X : I → Set} {A : Σ X → Set} →
  ((i : I) → (x : X i) → A (i, x)) →
  (u : Σ X) → A u
drec−Σ f (i, x) = f i x

It is also straightforward to define, as we did in Example 7.4.3, the two projections for the
dependent sum by appealing to dependent iteration.

π₁ : {I : Set} {X : I → Set} → Σ X → I
π₁ = drec−Σ (λ i x → i)

π₂ : {I : Set} {X : I → Set} → (u : Σ X) → X (π₁ u)
π₂ = drec−Σ (λ i x → x)

From the dependent sum type we can also derive the binary product type. Note that we introduced
this type before as a coinductive type. It saves us here, however, some work to define the binary
product in terms of the dependent sum.

_×_ : Set → Set → Set
A × B = Σ {A} λ _ → B

In the propositions-as-types interpretation, one uses a type system to represent logical propositions.
To make clear whenever we write a proof of a proposition that has been internalised into Agda, we
will use Prop instead of Set. Thus, if ϕ is a proposition that we encoded in Agda, we will denote
this as ϕ : Prop. This notation is introduced by the following definition.

Prop = Set

An important logical connective that we will need later is conjunction. Even though conjunction
is defined in terms the binary product, we use separate notations to emphasise its logical nature.

∧_ : Prop → Prop → Prop
A ∧ B = A × B

∧-elim₁ : {A₁, A₂ : Prop} → A₁ ∧ A₂ → A₁
∧-elim₁ = π₁

∧-elim₂ : {A₁, A₂ : Prop} → A₁ ∧ A₂ → A₂
∧-elim₂ = π₂

∧-intro : {A₁, A₂ : Prop} → A₁ → A₂ → A₁ ∧ A₂
∧-intro a₁, a₂ = (a₁, a₂)

As already mentioned, we also introduce a separate notation for the existential quantifier.

∃ : {X : Set} → (A : X → Prop) → Prop
∃ = Σ
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Agda allows us to provide a syntax for the existential quantifier that matches the usual notation with explicit quantification domain. It is not so relevant to precisely understand the following definition, the reader should just remember that we can write ∃[ x ∈ X ] A instead of ∃x : X. A for propositions A with a free occurrence of x.

\[ \exists \text{-syntax : } \forall X \rightarrow (X \rightarrow \text{Prop}) \rightarrow \text{Prop} \]
\[ \exists \text{-syntax } X A = \exists A \]

**syntax** \[ \exists \text{-syntax } X (\lambda x \rightarrow A) = \exists [ x \in X ] A \]

From the pairing constructor and the iteration scheme for the dependent sum type we obtain the usual introduction and elimination rules for the existential quantifier that we already discussed in Example 7.2.6. For convenience, we also provide a scheme for the simultaneous elimination of two existential quantifiers. None of these definitions should come at a surprise to the reader at this stage.

\[ \exists \text{-intro : } \{ X : \text{Set} \} \{ A : X \rightarrow \text{Prop} \} \rightarrow (x : X) \rightarrow A x \rightarrow \exists [ x \in X ] (A x) \]
\[ \exists \text{-intro } x a = (x, a) \]

\[ \exists \text{-elim : } \{ X : \text{Set} \} \{ A : X \rightarrow \text{Prop} \} \{ B : \text{Prop} \} \rightarrow \\
( (x : X) \rightarrow A x \rightarrow B) \rightarrow \exists [ x \in X ] (A x) \rightarrow B \]
\[ \exists \text{-elim = drec-Σ} \]

\[ \exists_2 \text{-elim : } \{ X Y : \text{Set} \} \{ A : X \rightarrow \text{Prop} \} \{ B : Y \rightarrow \text{Prop} \} \{ C : \text{Prop} \} \rightarrow \\
( (x : X) (y : Y) \rightarrow A x \rightarrow B y \rightarrow C) \rightarrow \\
\exists [ x \in X ] (A x) \rightarrow \exists [ y \in Y ] (B y) \rightarrow C \]
\[ \exists_2 \text{-elim } f p q = \exists \text{-elim } (\lambda x p' \rightarrow \exists \text{-elim } (\lambda y q' \rightarrow f x y p' q') q) p \]

Finally, we define bi-implication between propositions, which is of course just given as the conjunction of implications in both directions.

\[ _\leftrightarrow_ : \text{Prop} \rightarrow \text{Prop} \rightarrow \text{Prop} \]
\[ A \leftrightarrow B = (A \rightarrow B) \land (B \rightarrow A) \]

**equivalence** : \{ A B : \text{Prop} \} \rightarrow (A \rightarrow B) \rightarrow (B \rightarrow A) \rightarrow A \leftrightarrow B

**equivalence = \land-\text{intro}**

Having set up the necessary definitions of the propositions-as-types interpretation, we can now move to more interesting topics.

### 7.5.2. Streams and Bisimilarity

To define the substream relation, we first need to introduce streams. We have done this already in the simple type system in Example 3.1.2, but to have a complete example, we recast the definition of streams here again in Agda. This allows us to also explain the syntax of Agda’s coinductive types. Moreover, we will introduce bisimilarity on streams as a coinductively defined relation and prove that it is an equivalence relation.
module Stream where

Before we come to the actual definitions, we import a few modules that we use throughout this section. The module Relation.Binary contains definitions surrounding binary relations. In particular, we can write \( R : \text{Rel} \ A \) to express that \( R \) is a type with two parameters of type \( A \), that is, if \( R \) is of type \( A \rightarrow A \rightarrow \text{Set} \). We will later show that bisimilarity of streams implies point-wise equality. Since point-wise equality is defined in terms of indexing into streams by natural numbers, we also need to import the module Data.Nat. Finally, the module PropsAsTypes was given in Section 7.5.1 above.

```
import Relation.Binary as BinRel

open import Data.Nat using (ℕ; zero; suc)
open import PropsAsTypes
```

Let us now come to the definition of streams and their corresponding coiteration principle. The following coinductive record type corresponds to what we have called so far codata types. Thus, instead of

```
codata Stream (A : Set) : Set where
  hd : A
  tl : Stream A
```

the type of streams is given in Agda by the following record type.

```
record Stream (A : Set) : Set where
  coinductive
  field
    hd : A
    tl : Stream A
```

A record type in Agda is a type that is defined by its destructors, which are called fields in Agda. If a record is recursive, that is, it uses itself in its own definition, then we need to specify whether it this recursion is to be interpreted inductively or coinductively. Since we never encounter inductive record types here, we stick to the codata terminology. The reader should thus just replace the verbose coinductive record syntax in her head by the simpler codata syntax.

The coiteration principle for streams is given in Agda by the following equational specification.

```
coiter : \{ X A : Set \} \rightarrow (X \rightarrow A \times X) \rightarrow (X \rightarrow \text{Stream} A)
coiter c x .hd = \pi_1 (c x)
coiter c x .tl = coiter c (\pi_2 (c x))
```

Note that we define the coiteration principle in terms of copattern equations, which are the same as in the calculus \( \lambda \mu \nu \). Agda ensures that this definition is well-formed by performing covering and guardedness checks. These checks intuitively work for coinductive types as follows. First, if we specify an element of a coinductive type, like for example a stream, then we are required to specify the outcome of each destructor. In the case of streams, we need to give both head and tail
of a stream. Second, the guardedness condition requires that the element we are specifying does not occur in another term on the right-hand side of an equation. This ensures that the result of a destructor application does not depend on this very result itself, an instance of which we have seen in Example 4.1.18. Note that coiter, as given above, is thus well-defined because it appears directly and in another term on the right-hand side of the equation that specifies the tail.

It is possible, though very tedious, to translate all the following equational specification into instances of iteration and coiteration schemes. But this translation largely obscures the proof idea and so we refrain from carrying it out. However, we should also make clear that this translation from such Agda specifications into the given calculus has the status of a conjecture for the time being. Some evidence that such a translation should be possible is given by [Gim95] and [GMM06].

The following two functions are straightforward definitions of higher derivatives of streams, that is, repeated applications of the tail destructor, and indexing of stream positions by natural numbers. Since we have seen such definitions before, we will not explain these further here.

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta : \forall A \to \mathbb{N} \to \text{Stream } A \to \text{Stream } A \\
\delta 0 s &= s \\
\delta (\text{suc } n) s &= \delta n (s \text{ .tl}) \\
\_\text{at}_\_ : \forall A \to \text{Stream } A \to \mathbb{N} \to A \\
s \text{ at } n &= (\delta n s) \text{ .hd}
\end{align*}
\]

We now come to the definition of bisimilarity for streams. In Example 6.2.13, we defined stream bisimilarity as a coinductive relation in the category theoretical setup of recursive type closed categories. The idea of that definition was that stream bisimilarity is given by two destructors: one that extracts from a proof of bisimilarity a proof that the heads of related streams are equivalent, and one that extracts a bisimilarity proof for their tails. To facilitate reuse, we define bisimilarity in terms of a so called setoid, which is a set \( A \) together with an equivalence relation \( \approx \) on it. Such a pair is given by the term \( S \) of type Setoid. To avoid further complications, we directly introduce names for the carrier \( A \) of the setoid, the relation \( \approx \) and for the proof that that \( \approx \) is an equivalence relation.

```agda
module Bisim (S : Setoid) where
  open BinRel.Setoid S renaming (Carrier to A; _≈_ to _≈_; isEquivalence to S-equiv)
```

Given such a setoid, let us now define bisimilarity for streams over \( A \). We define it as a binary relations that can be written in infix notation. This is signalled by the following declaration, which says that \( \sim \) is a relation with two positions (marked by the underscores). The relation itself is then defined as a coinductive type in the expected way.

```agda
record _~_ (s t : Stream A) : Prop where
  coinductive
  field
    hd~ : s .hd ≈ t .hd
tl~ : s .tl ~ t .tl
```
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Since bisimilarity is a coinductive type, it comes with a coiteration principle. This principle is, as we have explained in Example 6.2.13, by the usual bisimulation proof (or coinduction) principle. We briefly show how this principle can be derived from equational specifications. First, we define what it means for a relation \( R \) to be a bisimulation on streams. This is witnessed by the following predicate on relations, which should be intuitively clear: A relation \( R \) is a bisimulation if for all streams \( s \) and \( t \) that are related by \( R \), their heads must be equivalent (in the setoid \( A \)) and their tails must again be related by \( R \).

\[
isBisim : \text{Rel} \left( \text{Stream} \ A \right) \rightarrow \text{Prop}
\]

\[
isBisim _{R} = \forall s t \rightarrow s \ R \ t \rightarrow (s . \text{hd} \approx t . \text{hd}) \land (s . \text{tl} \ R \ t . \text{tl})
\]

Given this notion of bisimulation relation we can now derive the usual proof principle:

\[
\exists\text{bisim} \rightarrow \forall \{ \_R \} \rightarrow \text{isBisim} \ _{R} \rightarrow
\]

\[
\forall (s t : \text{Stream} \ A) \rightarrow s \ R \ t \rightarrow s \sim t
\]

\[
\exists\text{bisim} \rightarrow R\sim\text{isBisim} \ s t q . \text{hd} = \land\text{elim} _{1} \ (R\sim\text{isBisim} \ s t q)
\]

\[
\exists\text{bisim} \rightarrow R\sim\text{isBisim} \ s t q . \text{tl} = \land\text{elim} _{2} \ (R\sim\text{isBisim} \ s t q)
\]

Note the striking similarity to the coiteration principle for streams, only that in this case we construct a bisimilarity proof rather than a stream. Let us briefly go through the types that appear in the definition of \( \exists\text{bisim} \rightarrow \). First, we are given a binary relation \( R \) and the following arguments.

\[
R\sim\text{isBisim} : \text{isBisim} \ R
\]

\[
s, t : \text{Stream} \ A
\]

\[
q : s \ R \ t
\]

To show that \( s \) and \( t \) are bisimilar, we need to provide now proofs that their heads are equivalent and that the tails are related. These are the two copattern cases of \( \exists\text{bisim} \rightarrow \). By the definition of \( \text{isBisim} \), we have

\[
R\sim\text{isBisim} \ s t : (s . \text{hd} \approx t . \text{hd}) \land (s . \text{tl} \ R \ t . \text{tl})
\]

Thus, the first conjunction elimination gives us the sought after proof for the head case. The tail case is given by recursively constructing a bisimilarity proof for the tails from the second part of the above conjunction. This should intuitively clarify how proofs of coinductive predicates are given in Agda, and it should also highlight the similarity to the definition of the coiteration principle for streams.

As a sanity check for the correctness of the definition of bisimilarity, we prove that bisimilar streams are point-wise equivalent.

\[
\text{bisim}\rightarrow\text{ext} \sim : \forall \{ s t \} \rightarrow s \sim t \rightarrow (\forall n \rightarrow s \at n \approx t \at n)
\]

\[
\text{bisim}\rightarrow\text{ext} \sim p \ zero = p . \text{hd}=
\]

\[
\text{bisim}\rightarrow\text{ext} \sim p \ (\text{suc} \ n) = \text{bisim}\rightarrow\text{ext} \sim (p . \text{tl} \sim) \ n
\]

We finish this section by showing that bisimilarity is an equivalence relation, where we appeal to the fact that \( \approx \) is an equivalence relation. This allows us to show that streams form a setoid with
bisimilarity as equivalence relation on them. These proofs should speak for themselves, thus we will not go through them in detail.

```agda
module SE = IsEquivalence S-equiv

s-bisim-refl : ∀ {s : Stream A} → s ~ s
s-bisim-refl .hd≈ = SE.refl
s-bisim-refl {s} .tl~ = s-bisim-refl {s .tl}

s-bisim-sym : ∀ {s t : Stream A} → s ~ t → t ~ s
s-bisim-sym p .hd≈ = SE.sym (p .hd≈)
s-bisim-sym p .tl~ = s-bisim-sym (p .tl~)

s-bisim-trans : ∀ {r s t : Stream A} → r ~ s → s ~ t → r ~ t
s-bisim-trans p q .hd≈ = SE.trans (p .hd≈) (q .hd≈)
s-bisim-trans p q .tl~ = s-bisim-trans (p .tl~) (q .tl~)
```

stream-setoid : Setoid
stream-setoid = record
  { Carrier = Stream A
  ; _≈_ = _≈_
  ; isEquivalence = record
    { refl = s-bisim-refl
    ; sym = s-bisim-sym
    ; trans = s-bisim-trans
    }
  }

This concludes the definition of streams and bisimilarity as their canonical notion of equivalence.

### 7.5.3. Stream-entry Selection and the Substream Relation

We come now to the definition of the substream relation and the proof that it is transitive. As in Section 5.1.3, first define the substream relation in terms of selection from streams, which we call here \( \leq' \). Also we repeat, for the sake of completeness, in Agda code the proof that selecting distributes over composition of selectors, from which we derived that \( \leq' \) is transitive in Section 5.1.3. In Example 6.2.14, we showed how the substream relation can be directly defined as an inductive-coinductive relation. The second part of this section is concerned with restating this definition in Agda and proving that it is equivalent to the definition in terms of selecting. We end by deriving transitivity of the directly defined substream relation from the distribution of selecting over selector composition.

```agda
module Substream (A : Set) where

In this section, it suffices to instantiate bisimilarity for streams over \( A \) so that we compare heads by propositional equality. Recall that we introduced in Example 7.2.8 for terms \( s \) and \( t \) a type \( Eq_A(s, t) \)
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with one constructor: \( \text{refl} : (x : A) \rightarrow \text{Eq}_A(x, x) \). This types is meant to model propositional equality, that it, the notion of equality on \( A \) internal to the type theory. In Agda, propositional equality is a binary relation \( _\equiv_ \), which we import from the module `Relation.Binary`. Since propositional equality is an equivalence relation, \((A, \equiv)\) is a setoid. Thus, we can instantiate `Bisim` that setoid to obtain that streams over \( A \) form a setoid with bisimilarity.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{open import } & \text{Relation.Binary} \\
\text{open import } & \text{Relation.Binary.PropositionalEquality renaming (setoid to } _\equiv\text{-setoid)} \\
\text{open import } & \text{PropsAsTypes} \\
\text{open import } & \text{Stream} \\
\text{open } & \text{Bisim } (_\equiv\text{-setoid } A) \\
\end{align*}
\]

Recall that we defined in Example 3.2.11 the type of stream selectors `Sel` to be the inductive-coinductive type \( \nu X. \mu Y. X + Y \), and that the first unfolding `Sel\( \mu \)` to the finitary steps was given by \( \mu Y. \text{Sel} + Y \). In Agda, we declare these types mutually as follows, where we directly give readable names to the corresponding destructors and constructors.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{mutual } \\
\text{record } & \text{Sel : Set where} \\
\text{coinductive } & \\
\text{field } & \text{out : Sel}\( \mu \) \\
\text{data } & \text{Sel}\( \mu \) : Set where \\
\text{pres } & \text{: Sel } \rightarrow \text{Sel}\( \mu \) \\
\text{drop } & \text{: Sel}\( \mu \) } \rightarrow \text{Sel}\( \mu \) \\
\end{align*}
\]

Given this definition of selectors, we can define selection from streams exactly as in Example 3.2.11 by the following equational specification.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{select}\( \mu \) : & \text{Sel}\( \mu \) } \rightarrow \text{Stream } A \rightarrow \text{Stream } A \\
\text{select } & \text{: Sel } \rightarrow \text{Stream } A \rightarrow \text{Stream } A \\
\text{select } & \begin{cases} x = \text{select}\( \mu \) (x . \text{out}) \\
\text{select}\( \mu \) (\text{pres } x) \ s \ . \text{hd} = s \ . \text{hd} \\
\text{select}\( \mu \) (\text{pres } x) \ s \ . \text{tl} = \text{select } (s \ . \text{tl}) \\
\text{select}\( \mu \) (\text{drop } u) \ s \ = \text{select}\( \mu \) u (s \ . \text{tl}) \\
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

Stream selecting allows us now to define the first version of the substream relation \( \preceq_\mu \). Since it will turn out to be useful to be explicit about the \( x \) selector that witnesses that \( s \) is a substream of \( t \), we first define a ternary relation. This relation should be read as saying that if \( s \preceq_\mu\[x\] t \), then \( s \) is a substream of \( t \) witnessed by the selector \( x \). In the later proofs, we also need to be able to witness the substream relation by elements of `Sel\( \mu \)`, hence we also introduce the corresponding version of the substream relation.
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\[ \leq : \text{Stream } A \rightarrow \text{Sel } \rightarrow \text{Stream } A \rightarrow \text{Prop} \]

\[ s \leq [x] t = s \sim \text{select } x \ t \]

\[ \leq \mu : \text{Stream } A \rightarrow \text{Sel } \mu \rightarrow \text{Stream } A \rightarrow \text{Prop} \]

\[ s \leq \mu [u] t = s \sim \text{select } \mu \ u \ t \]

From the ternary substream relation we can recover the definition that we used in Example 5.1.13.

\[ \leq : \text{Stream } A \rightarrow \text{Stream } A \rightarrow \text{Prop} \]

\[ s \leq t = \exists [x \in \text{Sel}] (s \leq [x] t) \]

To prove transitivity of \( \leq \)', we defined in Section 5.1.3 also composition of stream selectors, the definition of which we repeat here now in Agda syntax.

\[ \bullet : \text{Sel } \rightarrow \text{Sel } \rightarrow \text{Sel} \]

\[ \leq \mu : \text{Sel } \mu \rightarrow \text{Sel } \mu \rightarrow \text{Sel } \mu \]

\[ (x \bullet y) .\text{out} = (x .\text{out}) \bullet (y .\text{out}) \]

\[ (\text{pres } x') \bullet (\text{pres } y') = \text{pres } (x' \bullet y') \]

\[ (\text{drop } u') \bullet (\text{pres } y') = \text{drop } (u' \bullet (y' .\text{out})) \]

\[ u \bullet (\text{drop } v') = \text{drop } (u \bullet v') \]

The main result of Section 5.1.3, Proposition 5.1.19, was that selecting from streams by a composition of selectors is equally given by composition of select functions. We went in that section through great pain to prove this result. This was caused by the fact that we had to separate the induction principle for Sel\( \mu \) from the coinduction principle of Sel. Using recursive equational specifications, we can merge these two and thereby give now a very compact proof. Note that we use bisimilarity in the following propositions to compare streams, rather than the weaker notion of propositional equality.

\[ \text{select–hom} : \forall x y s \rightarrow \text{select } (y \bullet x) s \sim \text{select } y (\text{select } x \ s) \]

\[ \text{select\( \mu \)--hom} : \forall u v s \rightarrow \text{select}\( \mu \) (v \bullet u) s \sim \text{select}\( \mu \) v (\text{select}\( \mu \) u \ s) \]

\[ \text{select–hom } x y s = \text{select}\( \mu \)--hom (x .\text{out}) (y .\text{out}) s \]

\[ \text{select\( \mu \)--hom } (\text{pres } x) (\text{pres } y) s .\text{hd} = \text{refl} \]

\[ \text{select\( \mu \)--hom } (\text{pres } x) (\text{pres } y) s .\text{tl} = \text{select–hom } x y (s .\text{tl}) \]

\[ \text{select\( \mu \)--hom } (\text{pres } x) (\text{drop } v) s = \text{select\( \mu \)--hom } (x .\text{out}) v (s .\text{tl}) \]

\[ \text{select\( \mu \)--hom } (\text{drop } u) (\text{pres } x) s = \text{select\( \mu \)--hom } u (\text{pres } x) (s .\text{tl}) \]

\[ \text{select\( \mu \)--hom } (\text{drop } u) (\text{drop } v) s = \text{select\( \mu \)--hom } u (\text{drop } v) (s .\text{tl}) \]

This is our first proof that proceeds by mixing induction and coinduction, so let us briefly explain what is going on here. First of all, we are simultaneously proving two propositions, namely select–hom and select\( \mu \)--hom. The first is the statement we are after and constitutes the coinductive part of the proof, whereas the second proposition encapsulates the induction. select–hom is fairly simple.
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and is only used in the case when we have to prove that the tails of of both outputs are bisimilar (second case of selectμ-hom). In the proof of the second proposition selectμ-hom, we proceed by induction on the two Selμ arguments. The cases that appear here are essentially those that appear in the definition of selector composition. Note, however, that in the last two cases of selectμ-hom we do the same. At the time of writing, they both need to be there for Agda to be able to reduce the definition of •μ while checking the correctness of the proof. This is a slight nuisance, which might be improved in the future though.

To use that selecting preserves composition for proving transitivity of ≤′, we will need the following lemma. This lemma states that selecting respects bisimilarity, that is, bisimilar streams are mapped to bisimilar streams by select.

\[
\text{select→resp} : \forall \{s t\} (x : \text{Sel}) \rightarrow s \sim t \rightarrow \text{select } x s \sim \text{select } x t
\]

\[
\text{selectμ→resp} : \forall \{s t\} (u : \text{Selμ}) \rightarrow s \sim t \rightarrow \text{selectμ } u s \sim \text{selectμ } u t
\]

\[
\text{select→resp} \quad \text{x p = selectμ→resp } (\text{x .out}) \quad p
\]

\[
\text{selectμ→resp} (\text{pres } x) \quad p . \text{hdₜ} = p . \text{hdₜ}
\]

\[
\text{selectμ→resp} (\text{pres } x) \quad p . \text{tl~} = \text{select→resp } (\text{p .tl~})
\]

\[
\text{selectμ→resp } (\text{drop } u) \quad p = \text{selectμ→resp } u (\text{p .tl~})
\]

We are now in the position to show that the relation ≤′ is transitive. To do so, we first show transitivity for the substream relation with explicit witnesses. This proof proceeds by chaining together bisimilarity proofs that are given in the begin ... ■ block. Since the technicalities of how such blocks can be defined in Agda would lead us of track, we will skip these details and just explain the intuition of the proof. By definition of \( r \leq \{x\} s \), \( p \) is a proof of \( r \sim \text{select } (x \bullet y) t \). Inside the block, we write this as \( r \sim \langle p \rangle \text{select } (x \bullet y) t \). Next, we use that selecting respects bisimilarity to replace \( s \) by select \( y t \). Finally, we turn the composition of selecting into composition of the witnessing selectors. This proves \( r \sim \text{select } (x \bullet y) t \), which is by definition \( r \leq \{x \bullet y\} t \). The proof term ≤select→trans could be given by using transitivity of bisimilarity (S.trans) twice, but the presented version is certainly preferable in terms of readability.

\[
\leq \text{select→trans} : \forall \{r s t\} \{x y\} \rightarrow r \leq \{x\} s \rightarrow s \leq \{y\} t \rightarrow r \leq \{x \bullet y\} t
\]

\[
\leq \text{select→trans } \{r\} \{s\} \{t\} \{x\} \{y\} \quad p \quad q =
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{begin} \\
&\quad r \\
&\quad \sim \langle p \rangle \\
&\quad \text{select } x s \\
&\quad \sim \langle \text{select→resp } x \quad q \rangle \\
&\quad \text{select } x (\text{select } y t) \\
&\quad \sim \langle S.\text{sym } (\text{select→hom } y \quad x \quad t) \rangle \\
&\quad \text{select } (x \bullet y) t \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\text{■}
\]

\[
\text{where}
\]

\[
\text{module } S = \text{Setoid } \text{stream→setoid}
\]

Now that we have proved transitivity with explicit witnesses, transitivity of ≤′ follows by an easy manipulation of existential quantifiers:
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\[ \leq'-\text{trans} : \forall \{r s t\} \to r \leq' s \to s \leq' t \to r \leq' t \]
\[ \leq'-\text{trans} = \exists_2\text{-elim} \ (\lambda x y p q \to \exists\text{-intro} (x \cdot y) (\leq\text{-select}\text{-trans} \{x = x\} \{y\} p q)) \]

This concludes the recasting of the proof of transitivity relation based of stream selecting in Agda. We come now to the direct definition of the substream relation as mixed inductive-coinductive relation. The intuition for this definition was explained in Example 6.2.14, we merely repeat the definition here in Agda syntax.

**mutual**

**record** \_≤_ (s t : Stream A) : Prop where

**coinductive**

**field** out≤ : s ≤ μ t

**data** \_≤μ_ (s t : Stream A) : Prop where

**match** : (s .hd = t .hd) → (s .tl ≤ t .tl) → s ≤μ t

**skip** : (s ≤μ t .tl) → s ≤μ t

In the remainder of the section we show that this direct definition is equivalent to the selecting-based one and derive transitivity of ≤ from there. The first step towards this is to extract from a proof of ≤ a selector witness.

\[ \text{witness} : \{s t : \text{Stream A}\} \to s \leq t \to \text{Sel} \]
\[ \text{witnessμ} : \{s t : \text{Stream A}\} \to s \leqμ t \to \text{Selμ} \]

\[ \text{witness} p .\text{out} = \text{witnessμ} (p .\text{out≤}) \]
\[ \text{witnessμ} (\text{match} _\leq t ≤) = \text{pres} (\text{witness} t ≤) \]
\[ \text{witnessμ} (\text{skip} u) = \text{drop} (\text{witnessμ} u) \]

We can now use the extracted witness to show that the substream relation is included in the witness-based substream relation and hence in the select-based substream relation.

\[ \leq'-\text{implies-select≤} : \forall \{s t\} \to (p : s \leq t) \to s \leq [\text{witness} p ] t \]
\[ \leqμ'-\text{implies-selectμ≤} : \forall \{s t\} \to (p : s \leqμ t) \to s \leqμ [\text{witnessμ} p ] t \]

\[ \leq'-\text{implies-select≤} \{s\} \{t\} p = \leqμ'-\text{implies-selectμ≤} (p .\text{out≤}) \]

\[ \leqμ'-\text{implies-selectμ≤} (\text{match} h = t ≤) .\text{hd=} = h= \]
\[ \leqμ'-\text{implies-selectμ≤} (\text{match} h = t ≤) .\text{tl~} = \leq'-\text{implies-select≤} t ≤ \]
\[ \leqμ'-\text{implies-selectμ≤} (\text{skip} q) = \leqμ'-\text{implies-selectμ≤} q \]

\[ \leq'-\text{implies} '- : \forall \{s t\} \to s \leq t \to s ≤' t \]
\[ \leq'-\text{implies} '- p = \exists\text{-intro} (\text{witness} p) (\leq'-\text{implies-select≤} p) \]

Conversely, we can construct from a selector witness a proof for the substream relation. This allows us then to show that the select-based substream relation is in included in the substream relation.
select≤-implies-s : ∀{s t} (x : Sel) → s ≤[x] t → s ≤ t
selectμ≤⇒μ : ∀{s t} (u : Selμ) → s ≤μ[u] t → s ≤μ t

Putting these to results together, we obtain a proof that the two definitions for the substream relation are equivalent.

≤-and-≤'-equiv : ∀ s t → s ≤ t ⇔ s ≤' t
≤-and-≤'-equiv s t = equivalence ≤-implies-≤' ≤'-implies-≤

Finally, using this equivalence, we can derive from the fact that ≤' is transitive that also ≤ is transitive.

≤-trans : ∀{r s t} → r ≤ s → s ≤ t → r ≤ t
≤-trans p q = ≤'-implies-≤ (≤'-trans (≤-implies-≤' p) (≤-implies-≤' q))

7.6. Discussion

In this chapter we have have introduced a type theory λPμ that is solely based on inductive and coinductive types, following the ideas of the category theoretical development in Chapter 6. This is in contrast to other type theories that usually have separate type constructors for, for example, the (dependent) function space or coproducts. The result is a theory with a small set of rules for its judgements and reduction relation. To justify the use of our type theory as logic, we also proved that the reduction relation preserves types and is strongly normalising on well-typed terms. Combining the present theory with that in [Nor07] would give us a justification for a large part Agda’s current type system, especially including coinductive types.

Contributions

Let us briefly sum up the contributions made in this chapter. First of all, we introduced the dependent type theory λPμ and showed how important logical operators and type formers can be represented in this theory. We also discussed how the, somewhat worn-out, standard example of vectors arises as a recursive (inductive) type in λPμ. Other examples, like the substream relation, were given as an application in Section 7.5. Second, we showed that computations of terms, given in form of a reduction relation, are meaningful, in the sense that the reduction relation preserves types (subject reduction) and that all computations are terminating (strong normalisation). Thus, under the propositions-as-types interpretation, our type theory can serve as formal framework.
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for intuitionistic reasoning. Finally, we have shown how the calculus $\lambda P\mu$ can be extended with dependent iteration to a calculus $\lambda P\mu^+$, so that an induction principle for inductive types is also available in the propositions-as-types interpretation.

Related Work

A major source of inspiration for the setup of our type theory is categorical logic. Especially, the use of fibrations, brought forward in [Jac99], helped a great deal in understanding how the work of Hagino [Hag87] can be extended to dependent types. Another source of inspiration is the view of type theories as internal language or even free models for classes of categories, see for example [LS88]. This view is especially important in topos theory, where final coalgebras have been used as foundation for predicative, constructive set theory [Acz88; vdBer06; vdBdM07]. In Chapter 6 we saw how these ideas can be extended to general strictly positive inductive and coinductive types, which form the category theoretical analogue of the type theory $\lambda P\mu$.

Let us briefly discuss other type theories that the present work relates to. Especially close is the copattern calculus introduced in [Abe+13] and Section 3.2, as there the coinductive types are also specified by the types of their destructors. However, said calculus does not have dependent types, and it is based on systems of equations to define terms, whereas the calculus in the present paper is based on iteration and coiteration schemes, similar to the calculus $\lambda\mu\nu$ from Section 3.1. There are other calculi that use iteration and coiteration as basis for defining operations on non-dependent inductive and coinductive types, respectively, see Section 3.4 for further discussion.

To ensure strong normalisation, the copatterns have been combined with size annotations in [AP13]. Due to the nature of the reduction relation in these copattern-based calculi, strong normalisation also ensures productivity for coinductive types or, more generally, observational normalisation, cf. Section 4.4. As another way to ensure productivity, guarded recursive types were proposed and in [Biz+16a] guarded iteration was extended to dependent types. Guarded recursive types go beyond strictly positive types, which is what we restricted ourselves to in this chapter, but also to positive and even negative types. However, it is not clear how one can include inductive types into such a type theory, which are, in the author’s opinion, crucial to mathematics and computer science. Finally, in [Sac13] another type theory with type-based termination conditions and a type former for streams has been introduced. This type theory, however, lacks again dependent coinductive types.

Future Work

There are still some open questions, regarding the present type theory, that we wish to settle in the future. First of all, a basic property of the reduction relation that is still missing is confluence. Second, we have constructed the type theory with certain categorical structures in mind, and it is easy to interpret the types and terms in data type closed categories as we introduced them in Section 6.2. However, one has to be careful in showing the soundness of such an interpretation, in which two subtleties occur. First, if for types $A$ and $B$ we have that $A \leftrightarrow_{T} B$, then we had better ensured that their interpretations agree, that is $[A] = [B]$, because of the conversion rule of $\lambda P\mu$. This property corresponds to using split fibrations, instead of merely cloven fibrations, in Section 6.2, cf. [Jac99, Sec. 10.3]. The second subtlety, which might be in the way of a sound interpretation, is the definition of substitution on recursive types. However, the Beck-Chevalley condition that we proposed in Section 6.5 is designed precisely to give us the soundness of substitution for the
interpretation of types. Though it seems that these conditions suffice to give an interpretation of $\lambda P\mu$, these conditions need to be carefully checked, as we have learned from previous attempts on category theoretical semantics for dependent type theories [Str91].

In Section 7.4, we mentioned already that the strong normalisation proof from Section 7.3.3 does not subsume dependent iteration. It is expected that the proof can be extended accordingly, but this certainly needs to be checked carefully. Moreover, one has to ask what the dual principle to dependent iteration is for coinductive types. The expectation would be coinduction, that is, that internally provable bisimilarity of terms implies their propositional equality. However, setting up a calculus in which coinduction holds is far from trivial, if we want to preserve decidability of type checking. In particular, this is because bisimilarity on function types corresponds to pointwise equality, so that the coinduction principle would give us therefore extensional function types, cf. Section 6.4.3 and Example 7.2.4. An idea in this direction would be to combine observational type theory [AMS07] with ideas of cubical/homotopy type theory [Coh+16; Uni13], which would result in more complex calculi, albeit with decidable type checking. This is inspired by an idea that was communicated by Conor McBride in a talk at the Agda Implementors’ Meeting XXIII in Glasgow, and it was further developed by the author in talks given at the TYPES’16 meeting [BG16b] and the Chocola Seminar at the ENS Lyon in September 2016. Due to the complexity of this task, we leave the extension of $\lambda P\mu$ or $\lambda P\mu^+$ with coinduction open for now.

Finally, certain acceptable facts are not provable in $\lambda P\mu^+$, since, for instance, we do not have universes. Another common feature that is missing from the type theory, is predicative polymorphism, which is in fact justified and desirable from the categorical point of view. Both extensions go in the direction of turning the calculus into a foundation for Agda. It is expected that such extensions are straightforward but tedious to carry out.

Notes


59 Indeed, subject reduction is broken in Coq, which is caused by the fact that coinductive types are defined through constructors that can be pattern matched against. Consider the following example.

```coq
1 CoInductive Stream := Cons : Stream → Stream.
2 CoFixpoint c : Stream := Cons c.
3 Definition foo : c = Cons c :=
4 match c as t return match t with Cons t’ ⇒ t = Cons t’ end
5 with Cons _ ⇒ eq_refl end.
6 Eval compute in foo.
7 Definition bar : c = Cons c := Eval compute in foo.
```

In Coq 8.6, line 6 outputs

```
= eq_refl
: c = Cons c
```

but the definition in the last line leads to the error
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Error
The term "eq_refl" has type
"Cons (cofix c : Stream := Cons c) =
Cons (cofix c : Stream := Cons c)"
while it is expected to have type "c = Cons c".

Thus, Coq accepts the definition of foo, which computes to eq_refl, but it cannot infer that eq_refl
is of type c = Cons c. In other words, the computation of foo gives the resulting value another type
than it actually has. Hence, subject reduction is broken in Coq with coinductive types.

This has in fact already been observed as an inherit limitation of the constructor-based approach
to coinductive types by Giménez in his thesis [Gim96]. The problem is that one either only obtains
a weak form of subject reduction or that constructor expansion for coinductive types needs
to be added, where the latter would make type checking undecidable. At https://sympa.inria.fr/
sympa/arc/coq-club/2008-06/msg00022.html and https://sympa.inria.fr/sympa/arc/coq-club/
2008-06/msg00045.html one may find the corresponding discussions in the context of Coq.

In the case of streams, which is not really representative of general coinductive types however, the
usual representation in terms of inductive types is to take functions Nat → A as streams over A.
But even in this simple representation one only obtains a useful computation principle in presence of η-reduction. This can be seen as follows. First, one defines an alternative type of streams by Str_A := Nat → A. On this type, we can define coiteration for c : X → A×X and x : X by pattern matching:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{coiter'} c x 0 \ &= \ \pi_1 (c x) \\
\text{coiter'} c x (n + 1) \ &= \ \text{coiter'} c (\pi_2 (c x)) n
\end{align*}
\]

Moreover, the tail observation is defined to be \( tl' s := \lambda n. s (n + 1) \). Then we have

\[
\text{tl'} (\text{coiter'} c x) = \lambda n. \text{coiter'} c x (n + 1) \equiv \lambda n. \text{coiter'} c (\pi_2 (c x)) n.
\]

But this is only convertible to \( \text{coiter'} c (\pi_2 (c x)) \) in the presence of η-conversion. Adding η-conversion
might not be considered so bad, but the reader is invited to derive the computational rules for more
general coinductive types as they are encoded in [cLa16], which is only possible with general function
extensionality.

This mechanism of handling dependencies in type constructors is very similar to that for handling
assumption valid relative to a context in [NPP08]. We thank an anonymous referee of [BG16a] for
the pointer.

It should be noted that the arrow \( \to \) is not meant to be the function space in a higher universe, as
one finds it in MLTT with (higher) universes or in Agda. Rather, parameter contexts are a syntactic
tool to deal elegantly with parameters of type constructors. On terms, parameters and function
spaces are of course not unrelated. We explain this in Example 7.2.4.

The precise definition of the compatible closure can be found in the Agda formalisation [Bas18b].

Essentially, parameter abstraction and instantiation for types corresponds to a simply typed \( \lambda \)-calculus
on the type level.
One interesting result, used to prove the following lemmas, is that the interpretation of types is monotone in $\delta$, and that the interpretation of coinductive types is the largest set closed under destructors. This suggests that it might be possible to formulate the definition of the interpretation in categorical terms.

We note that the calculus with dependent iteration does not satisfy the uniqueness of identity proofs (UIP) principle. The reason is that the dependent iteration scheme amounts for $Eq\ A$ to:

$$\Gamma, x : A, y : T, z : T \vdash g : C \times x \times y (\alpha_1 \times x \times y)$$

$$\Gamma \vdash \text{diter} (x, y, z, g) : x : A, y : A, z : Eq\ A (x, y) \rightarrow C \times x \times y \times z$$

Leaving out variables of type $T$, cf. Example 7.4.4 and writing $\text{refl}$ for $\alpha_1 \times s \times (\times)$, we obtain from there the following rule:

$$\Gamma, x : A \vdash g : C \times x \times y \times (\text{refl} x)$$

$$\Gamma \vdash \text{diter} (x, g) : x : A, y : A, z : Eq\ A (x, y) \rightarrow C \times x \times y \times z$$

If we now try to prove that all proofs of $Eq\ A (x, y)$ are given by reflexivity, we are obliged to find a type $C$ with

$$C \times x \times y \times (\text{refl} x) \equiv Eq (\text{refl} x, \text{refl} x).$$

A natural candidate would thus be $C = (x, y, z). Eq (z, \text{refl} x)$. The problem with this is that $z$ is of type $Eq\ A (x, y)$ but $\text{refl} x$ is of type $Eq\ A (x, x)$. Hence, $C$ is not a well-formed type.

This is of course not a formal argument that the calculus does not fulfil the UIP principle, but it gives some good evidence. For detailed discussions of the failure of UIP in Martin-Löf type theory, which should be adaptable to our calculus, see the work by Hofmann and Streicher [HS94].

The commonly used definition of coproducts ($\Sigma$-types) in Agda is the following.

```agda
record \Sigma\ (A : \text{Set}) (B : A \rightarrow \text{Set}) : \text{Set} \ where
  field
  proj_1 : A
  proj_2 : B \ proj_1
```

Note that the second destructor refers to the first, which is not allowed in our setup and leads to a strong elimination principle for $\Sigma$, which we obtained in Example 7.4.5 from dependent iteration.

In fact, $X : I \rightarrow \text{Set}$ is a function in Agda, only that it is a type in the universe $\text{Set}_1$. This is similar to the situation in category theory, where a family of sets can be given by a functor from $I$, seen as a discrete category, to the category of sets. Such a functor is then an object in the large category of functors between categories.

Agda also supports more sophisticated termination checks by using sized types. We will not discuss these further here though.

Bertot [Ber05] defines a different notion of stream selection that allows one to select from streams by productive predicates. This way of selecting from streams is essentially equivalent to our notion of selecting by positions, see.
Epilogue

Everything Faustian is far away from me. [...] Thousands of questions are silenced as if dissolved. There are neither doctrines nor heresies. The possibilities are endless. Only faith in them lives creatively in me.

— Paul Klee, 1916.

Towards the end of writing this thesis, in July 2017, I was invited to give a tutorial on the topics of Chapters 6 and 7 at the Université Savoie in the magnificent area of Lac de Bourget. This tutorial was part of a "Workshop on Coinduction in Type Theory", organised by Tom Hirschowitz. The workshop was a perfect illustration of the diversity that can be found in the views on induction and coinduction. There were people whose main interest was indeed type theory, others came from a category theoretical background, and still others came from logic or base their work mostly on classical set theory. Having all these different views leads to very stimulating but also intense discussions, in particular because everyone has seen or used inductive-coinductive objects in some form or even worked on them.

Trying to accommodate all these different views in one thesis is impossible, and even though I tried to reach as wide an audience as possible, I had to make a selection. In the end, I chose those topics that give a general account to inductive-coinductive objects, in the hope that the provided theory may serve as a foundation for reasoning about such objects. Unfortunately, selecting the more abstract theory as a focus means that many of the wonderful and interesting applications of inductive-coinductive reasoning could not be covered here. Though one has to say that the point of Mathematics is in any case not to generate examples but to construct general theories that account for and explain these examples.

But I’m digressing. We have seen some usages of inductive-coinductive reasoning in this thesis, like the substream relation or the correctness proof for \( \mu \)-recursion. However, there are many more, some of which we discussed in the intro, and plenty of them are not explored. For instance, König’s lemma and Brouwer’s fan theorem mix inductive and coinductive reasoning, but only the latter of which has been studied so far from this perspective \[\text{NUB11}\]. Similarly, Cauchy sequences and weak bisimilarity also involve both induction and coinduction, which again is hardly ever made explicit. Finally, a recurring theme in this thesis is that already the very notion of function, on which most of Mathematics is built, is itself coinductive. A striking consequence of this is that the coinduction principle for function spaces, namely that bisimilarity implies equality, corresponds to the usual principle of function extensionality: two functions are equal precisely if they agree on all arguments. This is another insight that arose from the abstract treatment of inductive-coinductive objects, even though I was told that this is sort of “folklore”. I hope that these examples show that it is worthwhile to study mixed inductive-coinductive reasoning and to take it seriously. So, I hope that this thesis may inspire others to study inductive-coinductive objects, and advance the theory provided here beyond its, now very basic, state.
Chapter 8. Epilogue

The Way Onward

So where to go from here? There are many problems that this thesis leaves open and many directions for future research that it suggests. Out of those that we discussed throughout the chapters, let me highlight a few that I deem most important.

One of the observations that we made was that iteration and coiteration schemes require a lot of work and ingenuity to bring mixed inductive-coinductive specifications into a form to which these schemes can be applied. For this reason, we generally preferred specifications in terms of recursive equations. This leaves open the problem of reconciling iteration and coiteration with recursive equations by, for instance, expressing observationally normalising terms in \( \lambda\mu\nu = \) as terms in \( \lambda\mu\nu \).

A similar direction is to explore how one can dualise the principle of well-founded induction to coiteration and coinduction. Well-founded induction can be used to implement a recursive function by establishing a well-founded relation on its arguments and showing that the recursion descends the relation. Since this principle allows for fairly general recursive specifications, one has to ask whether there is a similar principle to specify productive processes.

Another major obstacle to the usability of type theories as foundation for mathematical reasoning is, in my opinion, the lack of a proper coinduction principle. The trouble is that without a coinduction principle, one has to explicitly use hand-crafted equivalence relations (bisimilarity) everywhere. This is very irritating and puts an enormous load on the user of a type theory. As we sketched in Section 7.6, it should be possible to extend \( \lambda P \mu^+ \) with a coinduction principle through a combination of ideas from observational type theory and cubical type theory. Together with type theoretical universes we would obtain a type theory that covers already a large part of Mathematics and Computer Science. What is missing then are only quotients and subobjects or, more generally, colimit and limit constructions. These arise by suitably extending the dependent inductive and coinductive types of \( \lambda P \mu^+ \) — to higher inductive and coinductive types, if the reader is familiar with these concepts. If we are able to pull off these developments, then this would lead to a type theory that should cover, except for non-constructive proofs, most of Mathematics and Computer Science.

Apart from developments in the field of type theory, there are also other aspects of inductive-coinductive reasoning that I think need to be explored further. First of all, the logic \( \text{FOL}_\bullet \) that we developed in Section 5.2 needs to be fleshed out for mixed inductive-coinductive proofs. Moreover, the use of the later modality to ensure correctness of recursive proofs is not limited to bisimilarity, but should work for more general coinductive, and perhaps even for inductive-coinductive, predicates and relations. Therefore, it would in my opinion be fruitful to explore this logic further. Next, we found that up-to techniques allowed us to carry out the soundness proof for the logic \( \text{FOL}_\bullet \) more easily. This seems to be a general phenomenon that needs to be explored for other logics and also for type theories. Finally, in the light of the goal to develop type theories that feature general coinduction, it would be worthwhile to study also the category theoretical side of such type theories. To be more precise, I think that it would be interesting to study Universal Coalgebra, as it was coined by Rutten, in so-called \((\infty, 1)\)-categories. Combining all these endeavours would result in a convergence of type theory and category theory.
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Confluence for $\lambda\mu
$=

In this appendix, we develop the details of the proof that $\longrightarrow$ is confluent on $\Lambda^=(A)$ for all types $A$ (Proposition 3.2.32). This proof was given in [BH16].

Recall that we have introduced in Section 3.2.2 a reduction relation $\longrightarrow_\Sigma$ for terms of $\lambda\mu\nu=\$ as the compatible closure of contraction. To be able to prove that this reduction relation is confluent, we have to be careful with nested rlet-bindings. For this reason, we define $\longrightarrow_\Sigma$ as the union of reduction relations $\longrightarrow_k, k \in \mathbb{N}$, where $\longrightarrow_k$ is a relation on terms of rlet-nesting depth $k$. More precisely, as in [AP13, Abe+13], $\longrightarrow^k$ is the compatible closure of $>^k_\Sigma$ outside of declaration blocks, $>^0_\Sigma =$, and $>^{k+1}_\Sigma$ is defined inductively by

$$
\begin{align*}
\frac{t \longrightarrow_{\Sigma_1, \Sigma_2} t'}{\text{rlet } \Sigma_2 \text{ in } t >^{k+1}_{\Sigma_1} \text{rlet } \Sigma_2 \text{ in } t'} \\
\frac{\text{rlet } \Sigma_2 \text{ in } (\alpha t) >^{k+1}_{\Sigma_1} \alpha (\text{rlet } \Sigma_2 \text{ in } t)}{\text{rlet } \Sigma_2 \text{ in } (\kappa_i t) >^{k+1}_{\Sigma_1} \kappa_i (\text{rlet } \Sigma_2 \text{ in } t)} \\
\frac{\text{rlet } \Sigma_2 \text{ in } (\text{rlet } \Sigma_2 \text{ in } t) \cdot \text{out} >^{k+1}_{\Sigma_1} \text{rlet } \Sigma_2 \text{ in } (t \cdot \text{out})}{\text{rlet } \Sigma_2 \text{ in } (\text{rlet } \Sigma_2 \text{ in } t) \cdot \text{pr}_i >^{k+1}_{\Sigma_1} \text{rlet } \Sigma_2 \text{ in } (t \cdot \text{pr}_i)} \\
\frac{\text{rlet } \Sigma_2 \text{ in } (t s) >^{k+1}_{\Sigma_1} \text{rlet } \Sigma_2 \text{ in } (t s)}
\end{align*}
$$

Terms of the form rlet $\Sigma$ in $t$ without further declarations in $t$ can be translated into the calculus of [Abe+13], while preserving reduction steps. Therefore, we inherit that $\longrightarrow^0_\Sigma$ preserves types.

Recall from Definition 3.2.20 that $\Lambda^=(A)$ contains only well-covering terms, that is, terms in which all declaration bodies are well-covering with respect to $\ll$. We show now that the reduction relation is confluent on $\Lambda^=\$ in three steps. First, we prove that (co)pattern matching is deterministic on well-covering terms. This allows us, in a second step, to prove that $\longrightarrow^0_\Sigma$ that is confluent. Finally, we show, by induction, that $\longrightarrow^n_\Sigma$ is confluent for all $n$, thus $\longrightarrow = \bigcup_{n \in \mathbb{N}} \longrightarrow^n_\Sigma$ is confluent as all $\longrightarrow^n_\theta$ are disjoint.

We start by showing that copattern matching is deterministic.

**Lemma A.1.** Let $A$ be a type, $Q$ a copattern sequence with $A \ll Q$ and $e$ an evaluation context on $A$. If there exists a copattern $q$ with $\Gamma \vdash q : A \Rightarrow B$ in $Q$ and contexts $e_1, e_2$ with $e = e_1[e_2]$, such that $q[\sigma] = e_2$, then $q$, $e_1$ and $e_2$ are unique with this property.

**Proof.** Since any copattern sequence $Q$ covering $A$ is constructed using the rules in Definition 3.2.24 starting at $Q_0 = (\emptyset, \ll) : A \Rightarrow A$, we can proceed by induction on the application of said rules.

In the base case $Q = Q_0$, there is only one choice, namely $q = \cdot$ and $e_1 = e$ and $e_2 = \cdot$.

So assume that for any $Q$ we have a unique choice of $q$ and $e$. We make a case distinction on the rule used to construct $Q'$ from $Q$. Note that we can distinguish two types of rules: $C_{Prod}$.
\[ C_{\text{App}} \text{ and } C_{\text{Out}} \text{ increase the size of copatterns, whereas } C_{\text{Incl}} \text{ and } C_{\text{In}} \text{ increase the size of patterns. We only prove the induction step for } C_{\text{App}} \text{ and } C_{\text{Incl}} \text{ as exemplary cases.} \]

- Assume that \( Q' \) is constructed from \( Q = Q'' ; (\Gamma, x : B_1 + B_2 \vdash q : A \Rightarrow C) \) by the rule \( C_{\text{Incl}} \), resulting in \( Q' = Q'' ; (\Gamma, x' : B_i \vdash q[k_i x'/x] : A \Rightarrow C)_{i=1,2} \). If we now have a splitting \( e = e_1[e_2] \) and a match \( q[k_i x'/x][\sigma] = e_2 \), then we can define a substitution \( \tau \) such that \( q[\tau] = e_2 \) by putting

\[
\tau(y) = \begin{cases} 
\kappa_i \sigma(x'), & y = x \\
\sigma(y), & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

By the induction hypothesis, we now have that the splitting and \( q \) are unique for this match, thus the splitting and the choice of \( q[k_i x'/x] \) is unique. \( \square \)

The next step is to prove confluence of the reduction in the base case, that is, of \( \rightarrow^0_\Sigma \). To do so, we invoke a result by Cirstea and Faure [CF07], which proves confluence of a reduction relation induced by a pattern matching algorithm for the so-called dynamic pattern \( \lambda \)-calculus. This calculus is an extension of (untyped) \( \lambda \)-calculus, in which \( \lambda \)-abstraction is allowed to have arbitrary terms in the abstraction, not just variable, that is to say, abstractions are of the form \( \lambda.M. N \) for arbitrary terms \( M \) and \( N \). To interpret such an abstraction, we need to provide a pattern matching algorithm, which is a partial map from pairs of terms and sets of variables to substitutions, and is written as \( \text{Sol}(M \ll N) \). Such a pattern matching algorithm induces a reduction relation by taking the parallel reduction closure of

\[
(\lambda M. N)P \rightarrow N[\sigma], \quad \text{if } \sigma = \text{Sol}(M \ll P).
\]

For more details, the reader should consult [CF07].

The idea of how to encode the calculus we study in this paper into the dynamic pattern \( \lambda \)-calculus and the (co)pattern matching into a pattern matching algorithm is very simple. Since we are allowed to use arbitrary constants, we can encode all term constructors of our calculus directly, only that we need to turn the projections \( .pr_i \) and \( .out \) into function arguments. For instance, \( .out.pr_2 \) becomes \( M.out.pr_2 \), where \( M \) is the encoding of \( M \). For a fixed declaration block \( \Sigma \), the pattern matching algorithm is then the adaption of the matching with respect to evaluation context we used in Definition 3.2.13. This is similar to the case branching example given in [CF07].

The induced parallel reduction is not exactly the same as the compatible closure of contraction because they differ in the reduction of applications. However, the reduction relations can simulate each other, in the sense that if we can reduce a term, then the other relation can simulate this reduction in one or more steps. This is good enough to prove confluence: if parallel reduction is confluent for this encoding, then our reduction is confluent as well.
We observe that the only possibility to change the
where \( e \) term, a declaration block etc.
and \( H \) to ensure that parallel reduction is confluent. Let us denote by \( \text{fv}(M) \) the free variables of \( M \) and by \( \text{dom}(\sigma) \) the domain of \( \sigma \). Then the conditions are given by.

- \( H_0 \): If \( \text{Sol}(M \ll N) = \sigma \), then \( \text{fv}(M) = \text{dom}(\sigma) \) and for all \( x \in \text{dom}(\sigma) \), \( \text{fv}(\sigma(x)) \subseteq \text{fv}(N) \).
- \( H_1 \): Pattern matching commutes with substitution of variables not bound by the pattern: If \( \text{Sol}(M \ll N) = \sigma \) and \( \text{dom}(\tau) \cap \text{fv}(M) = \emptyset \), then \( \text{Sol}(M \ll N[\tau]) = \tau \circ \sigma \).
- \( H_2 \): Pattern matching commutes with one-step reduction: If \( \text{Sol}(M \ll N) = \sigma \) and \( N \to N' \), then \( \text{Sol}(M \ll N) = \sigma' \) where \( \sigma' \) is the point-wise reduction of \( \sigma \).

It is now straightforward to prove that the (co)pattern matching we used to define contraction fulfills these conditions.

**Lemma A.2.** The (co)pattern matching on well-covering copattern sequences fulfills the conditions \( H_0, H_1 \) and \( H_2 \).

**Proof.** Let \( A \) and \( Q \) be so that \( A \preceq Q \), and let \( q[\sigma] = e \) for an evaluation context \( e \) and \( q \in Q \). Note that \( q \) is unique by Lem. A.1.

\( H_0 \) Clearly, \( \sigma \) binds all variables in \( q \) and does not introduce fresh variables.

\( H_1 \) The condition \( H_1 \) requires, given a substitution \( \tau \) with \( \text{dom}(\tau) \cap \text{fv}(q) = \emptyset \), that \( q[\sigma][\tau] = e[\tau] \).

This is clearly the case, as no variable in \( q \) are substituted.

\( H_2 \) Assume we have \( e \to e' \), we need to show that \( q[\sigma'] = e' \) with \( \sigma \to \sigma' \), where we can use the same \( q \) by uniqueness. Here we use the obvious lifting of \( \to \) to evaluation contexts and substitutions. If \( e \) was closed \( e' \) is still closed and by Lem. A.1 we still have a match \( q[\sigma'] = e' \). The only interesting case to show that \( \sigma \to \sigma' \) is \( q = x \), i.e. \( x[t'/x] = t' \), but since \( t \to t' \) we clearly have \( \sigma = [t/x] \to [t'/x] = \sigma' \). The rest follows by induction on \( q \).

By the above discussion, confluence follows on terms without \textbf{rlet}-bindings from \( \text{CF07} \).

**Lemma A.3.** On \( \Lambda_{\Sigma}^\omega(A) \), \( \to_{\Sigma}^0 \) is confluent for all well-covering \( \Sigma \).

Lemma A.3 is the base case for the main result, the confluence of \( \to_{\Sigma}^k \) for any \( k \), which we prove by induction. To justify that this induction is actually well-formed, we need the following technical lemma. Let us denote the \textbf{rlet}-nesting depth of any syntactic entity \( S \) by \( d(S) \), where \( S \) can be a term, a declaration block etc.

**Lemma A.4. For all terms \( t, t' \) with \( t \to_{\Sigma} t' \), we have \( d(t') \leq \max\{d(t), d(\Sigma)\} \).**

**Proof.** Let \( t \) and \( t' \) with \( t \to_{\Sigma} t' \), and note that we then have that \( t \to_{\Sigma}^{d(t)} t' \), by definition of \( \to_{\Sigma} \).

We observe that the only possibility to change the \textbf{rlet}-nesting is a use of contraction \( e[f] >_{\Sigma'} r \), where \( e[f] \) is a subterm of \( t \).

There are now two possibilities: Either there is a declaration block \( \Sigma'' \subseteq \Sigma' \) that contains \( f \) and a term \( s \) that contains \( e[f] \) as a subterm, such that \textbf{rlet} \( \Sigma'' \text{ in } s \) is a subterm of \( t \), or \( f \) is already contained in \( \Sigma \).
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In the first case, we reduce the subterm \textbf{rlet} \( \Sigma'' \) \textbf{in} \( s \) to \textbf{rlet} \( \Sigma'' \) \textbf{in} \( s' \), which induces the reduction \( t \rightarrow_{\Sigma} t' \) by the compatible closure and the \textbf{rlet}-rules. In turn, this reduction of subterms must be given by a reduction \( s \rightarrow_{\Sigma'} s' \), where \( \Sigma'' \subseteq \Sigma' \), which is then induced by a contraction \( e[f] \triangleright_{\Sigma'} r \) with \( (f : A = D) \in \Sigma'' \). By definition, we now have \( d(\textbf{rlet} \ \Sigma'' \ \textbf{in} \ s) = \max\{d(\Sigma'') + 1, d(s)\} \), thus \( d(r) \leq d(D) \) and \( d(s') \leq \max\{d(r), d(s)\} \leq \max\{d(D), d(s)\} \). This implies that \( d(\textbf{rlet} \ \Sigma'' \ \textbf{in} \ s') = \max\{d(\Sigma'') + 1, d(D), d(s)\} = d(\textbf{rlet} \ \Sigma'' \ \textbf{in} \ s) \), where the last step follows from \( (f : A = D) \in \Sigma'' \). Since the only change caused by the reduction \( t \rightarrow t' \) happens in \( s \), we have \( d(t') \leq d(t) \).

In the second case, we similarly get that \( d(r) \leq d(\Sigma) \). Together with the first case, we have that \( d(r) \leq \max\{d(t), d(\Sigma)\} \). \( \square \)

This result allows us to prove that \( \rightarrow_{\Sigma}^k \) is confluent using induction on \( k \), as the nesting depth cannot be increased by reduction steps.

Proof of Proposition 3.2.32. We show that \( \rightarrow_{\Sigma}^k \) is confluent by induction on \( k \), which implies that \( \rightarrow_{\Sigma} \) is confluent because every term has a unique \textbf{rlet}-depth. This induction is well-founded by Lem. A.4. The base case is dealt with in Lem. A.3, so we immediately continue with the induction step.

Assume that \( \rightarrow_{\Sigma}^k \) is confluent for any well-covering \( \Sigma \), we show that for any well-covering \( \Sigma \) the relation \( \rightarrow_{\Sigma}^{k+1} \) confluent. As usual, we show that for terms \( t, t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) with \( t \rightarrow_{\Sigma}^{k+1} t_i \) there is a term \( t_3 \) with \( t_i \rightarrow_{\Sigma}^{k+1} t_3 \), which is called weak confluence and implies confluence. First, we note that if the reductions to \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) both come from the compatible closure, then we can find \( t_3 \) by induction on the definition of the compatible closure. The base case of this induction requires the existence of \( t_3 \) for the case where \( t \rightarrow_{\Sigma}^{k+1} t_1 \) and \( t \rightarrow_{\Sigma}^{k+1} t_2 \), which we prove in the following.

i) If \( t = \textbf{rlet} \ \Sigma' \ \textbf{in} \ s \), then we have the following cases.

a) \( t_i = \textbf{rlet} \ \Sigma' \ \textbf{in} \ s_i \) with \( s \rightarrow_{\Sigma, \Sigma'}^k s_i \). Since \( \rightarrow_{\Sigma, \Sigma'}^k \) is confluent by induction, there is an \( s_3 \) with \( s_i \rightarrow_{\Sigma, \Sigma'}^k s_3 \) and we can join \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) with \textbf{rlet} \( \Sigma \ \textbf{in} \ s_3 \).

b) \( t_1 = \textbf{rlet} \ \Sigma' \ \textbf{in} \ s_1 \) with \( s \rightarrow_{\Sigma, \Sigma'}^k s_1 \), \( s = \alpha \ s' \) and \( t_2 = \alpha \ (\textbf{rlet} \ \Sigma' \ \textbf{in} \ s') \). Then we must have that \( s_1 = \alpha \ s'_1 \) with \( s_1 \rightarrow_{\Sigma, \Sigma'}^k s'_1 \), hence we can \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) by

\[
\begin{array}{c}
t = \textbf{rlet} \ \Sigma' \ \textbf{in} \ (\alpha \ s') \\
\downarrow & \downarrow \\
\textbf{rlet} \ \Sigma' \ \textbf{in} \ (\alpha \ s'_1) & \alpha \ (\textbf{rlet} \ \Sigma' \ \textbf{in} \ s'_1) \\
\end{array}
\]

ii) If \( t = (\textbf{rlet} \ \Sigma' \ \textbf{in} \ s).\textbf{out} \), \( t_2 = \textbf{rlet} \ \Sigma' \ \textbf{in} \ (s.\textbf{out}) \) and \( t_1 = (\textbf{rlet} \ \Sigma' \ \textbf{in} \ s_1).\textbf{out} \) with \( s \rightarrow_{\Sigma, \Sigma'}^k s_1 \), then we can reduce \( t_1 \) to \( \textbf{rlet} \ \Sigma' \ \textbf{in} \ (s_1.\textbf{out}) \) and \( s \) to \( s_1 \). Thus the joining term is \textbf{rlet} \( \Sigma' \ \textbf{in} \ (s_1.\textbf{out}) \).
iii) We proceed analogously if \( t \) is an \textbf{rlet} in context of an application or \( \pi_i \).

iv) The remaining cases are either trivial because the same reduction happens on both \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \), they follow by symmetry, or combinations of reductions by \( \triangleright^1 \) are excluded by the types of \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \).

This proves that, if \( t \xrightarrow{\Sigma}^{k+1} t_1 \) and \( t \xrightarrow{\Sigma}^{k+1} t_2 \), then there exists \( t_3 \) with \( t_i \xrightarrow{\Sigma}^{k+1} t_3 \). It is straightforward to extend this by induction to the compatible closure, hence to arbitrary reductions towards \( t_2 \). This shows that \( \xrightarrow{\Sigma}^{k+1} \) is confluent for any well-covering \( \Sigma \), provided \( \xrightarrow{\Sigma'}^k \) is for any well-covering \( \Sigma' \). Thus, by induction on \( k \), \( \xrightarrow{\Sigma}^{k+1} \) is confluent. \( \Box \) \( \Box \)
Proofs of Section 6.3

We need the following technical tool.

**Lemma B.1** (Primitive corecursion). Let $C$ be a category with binary coproducts and $F : C \to C$ an endofunctor on $C$ with a final coalgebra $(M, \xi : M \to FM)$. For every morphism $c : X \to F(X + M)$ in $C$, there is a unique map $h : X + M \to M$, such that $h \circ \kappa_2 = \text{id}_M$ and the following diagram commutes.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
X & \xrightarrow{\kappa_1} & X + M \\
\downarrow{c} & & \downarrow{[c, F\kappa_2 \circ \xi]} \\
F(X + M) & \xrightarrow{Fh} & FM
\end{array}
\]

**Proof.** We define $h$ as the coinductive extension as in the following diagram.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
X & \xrightarrow{\kappa_1} & X + M \\
\downarrow{c} & & \downarrow{[c, F\kappa_2 \circ \xi]} \\
F(X + M) & \xrightarrow{Fh} & FM
\end{array}
\]

It is easily checked that the rectangle on the right commutes if and only if the above identities hold. Thus uniqueness of $h$ follows from uniqueness of coinductive extensions. $\square$

Primitive corecursion allows us to define one-step behaviour as follows.

**Lemma B.2** (One-step extension). Let $F$ and $(M, \xi)$ as above, and let $f : M \to FM$ be a morphism. Then there exists a unique $\dot{d} : M \to M$, such that $\xi \circ \dot{d} = f$.

**Proof.** We define $g = h \circ \kappa_1$, where $h$ arises by primitive corecursion of $F\kappa_2 \circ f$. It is then straightforward to show that $\xi \circ g = f$ if and only the identities of primitive corecursion hold. Thus $g$ is the unique morphism for which this identity holds. $\square$

Using the definition of $V$ as equaliser of $u_1$ and $u_2$, we can characterise elements of $V$ as follows.

First we note that $V$ is indexed over $I$ by $q = V \xrightarrow{g} M f \xrightarrow{\rho} A \xrightarrow{\eta} I$, where $\rho$ is the root map given by composing $\xi f$ with projection for coproducts. Abusing notation, we will use $V$ instead of $q$, and write $x : V_i$ if $x : V$ and $q x = i$.

Let $X$ be an object in $B$. An object $R \in B / x^2$ is called a relation, and we say that elements $x, y : X$ are related by $R$, denoted $(x, y) : R$, if there is a $z : R$, such that $\pi_1(Rz) = x$ and $\pi_2(Rz) = y$.

**Lemma B.3** (Internal bisimulations). Let $f : B \to A$ be a polynomial and $R \in B / M f$ a relation over $M f$ such that

$$\forall(x_1, x_2) : R. \text{ if } \xi f(x_k) = (a_k, v_k)$$

then $a_1 = a_2 = a$

and $(\forall b : B, f b = a \Rightarrow (v_1 b, v_2 b) : R)$. 315
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Then for all \((x_1, x_2) : R\), we have that \(x_1 = x_2\).

**Proof.** It is easy to see that this allows us to define a coalgebra structure on \(R : U \rightarrow M_f^2\) such that \(\pi_k \circ R : U \rightarrow M_2\) are homomorphism for \(k = 1, 2\), which implies by finality of \(M_f\) that \(\pi_1 \circ R = \pi_2 \circ R\). \(\square\)

In the following lemmas we use the notation introduced in the proof of Thm. 6.3.6.

**Lemma B.4.** If \(y : M_f\) and \(b : B\) such that \(\phi(u_1 y, b) = u_1 y\), then \(q y = s b\) and \(u_1 y = u_2 y\).

**Proof.** We let \(\xi_f y = (a, v)\) and then find that

\[
\xi_{f \times I} (\phi(u_1 y, b)) = (a, s b, \lambda b'. \phi(u_1 (v b'), b'))
\]

by assumption

\[
= (a, t a, \lambda b'. u_1 (v b'))
\]

Thus \(s b = t a = q y\) and \(\phi(u_1 (v b'), b') = u_1 (v b')\) for all \(b' : B\) with \(f b = a\). This gives us

\[
\xi_{f \times I} (u_1 y) = (a, t a, \lambda b'. u_1 (v b'))
\]

see above

\[
= \xi_{f \times I} (u_2 y)
\]

as required. \(\square\)

**Lemma B.5.** Let \(i : I\) and \(x : M_f\), then the following are equivalent

1. \(x : V_i\)
2. \(u_1 x = u_2 x\) and \(q x = i\)
3. \(\xi_f x = (a : A, v : \Pi_f M_f), t a = i\) and \((\forall b : B. f b = a \Rightarrow v b : V_s b)\)
4. \(\xi_f x = (a : A, v : \Pi_f M_f), t a = i\) and \(v : \Pi_f (s^* V)\)

**Proof.** The equivalences 1 \(\iff\) 2 and 3 \(\iff\) 4 are the definitions, so let us prove 2 \(\iff\) 3.

We begin by proving 2 \(\Rightarrow\) 3. Let \(x : M_f\) with \(u_1 x = u_2 x\) and \(q x = i\). Then we have for \(x_f x = (a, v)\) that \(t a = q x = i\),

\[
\xi_{f \times I} (u_1 x) = [f \times I] (u_1) (p_{M_f} (\xi_f x)) = (a, t a, \lambda b. u_1 (v b))
\]

and

\[
\xi_{f \times I} (u_2 x) = [f \times I] (\phi) (\Sigma_{A \times I} K (\xi_{f \times I} (u_1 x)))
\]

\[
= [f \times I] (\phi) (\Sigma_{A \times I} K (a, t a, \lambda b. u_1 (v b))
\]

\[
= (a, t a, \lambda b. \phi(u_1 (v b), b)).
\]

By these calculations and Since \(u_1 x = u_2 x\), we also have for all \(b : B\) with \(f b = a\) that \(u_1 (v b) = \phi(u_1 (v b), b)\). Applying Lem. B.4 to \(y = v b\) we get that \(q (v b) = s b\) and \(u_1 (v b) = u_2 (v b)\), thus \(v b : V_s b\) and 3 holds.
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For the other direction, assume that $\xi_f x = (a : A, v : \Pi_f M_f)$, $t a = i$ and $(\forall b : B. f b = a \Rightarrow v b : V_s b)$. We show that $u_1 x = u_2 x$ by giving a bisimulation $R$ that relates $u_1 x$ and $u_2 x$. We put

\[
X = 1 + \Sigma_B. s^* V
\]

\[
R : X \to M_f \times M_f
\]

\[
R(*) = (u_1 x, u_2 x)
\]

\[
R(b, y) = (u_1 y, \phi(y, b))
\]

which is a relation over $M_f$. To prove that $R$ is a bisimulation, there are two cases to consider. First, we have $(u_1 x, u_2 x) : R$. Note that

\[
\xi_f \times I (u_1 x) = (a, t a, \lambda b. u_1 (v b))
\]

and

\[
\xi_f \times I (u_2 x) = (a, t a, \lambda b. \phi(u_1 (v b), b))
\]

so that $\rho_f \times I (u_1 x) = (a, t a) = \rho_f \times I (u_1 x)$. Moreover, we have for all $b : B$ that $u_1 (v b)$ and $\phi(u_1 (v b), b)$ are related by $R$. For the second case, let $b : B$ and $y : V_s b$. Then for $x_f y = (a', v')$ we have

\[
\xi_f \times I (u_1 y) = (a', t a', \lambda b'. u_1 (v' b'))
\]

and

\[
\xi_f \times I \phi(y, b) = (a', s b, \lambda b'. \phi(u_1 (v' b'), b')).
\]

Since $y : V_s b$, we have, by definition, that $s b = q y = t a'$, thus $(a', t a') = (a', s b)$. Moreover, $u_1 (v' b')$ and $u_1 (v' b', b')$ are again related by $R$. Hence, we can conclude that $R$ is a bisimulation, and so $u_1 x = u_2 x$. \qed

**Theorem 6.3.6.** By Lemma 6.3.4 we immediately have that $\xi_f : M_f \to \lbrack f \rbrack(M_f)$ restricts to $\xi' : V \to \lbrack P \rbrack(V)$. To prove that $\xi'$ is also final we need another ingredient. We define a natural transformation $i : \Sigma_I [P] \Rightarrow [f] \Sigma_I$ (where $\Sigma_I : B/I \to B$) for each $k : X \to I$ by $i_k (i : I, a : A, v : \Pi_f (s^* k)) = (a, \lambda b. (s b, v b))$ where $t(a) = i$.

Now, let $k : X \to I$ be in $B/I$ and $c : k \to [P](k)$ be a coalgebra on $k$. Using $i$, we can define a morphism $h$ as in the following diagram.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\Sigma_I k & \xrightarrow{h} & M_f \\
\downarrow{i_k \circ \Sigma_I c} & & \downarrow{\xi_f} \\
\lbrack f \rbrack(\Sigma_I k) & \xrightarrow{[f](h)} & \lbrack f \rbrack(M_f)
\end{array}
\]

Thus for $i : I$ and $x : X$ with $k(x) = i$, and $c(x) = (a, v)$, we have

\[
\xi_f (h(i, x)) = [f](h)(i_k (i, a, v)) = (a, \lambda b. h(s b, v b)).
\]
Using (B.1), we can now show that $h(kx, x) : V_{kx}$ for $x : X$. For brevity, we put $i := kx$. By Lemma B.3.3, we need to show that for $\xi_f(h(i, x)) = (a, \lambda b.h(s b, v b))$ with $c x = (a, v)$ we have $t a = i$ and $h(s b, v b) : V_s b$. The first is immediate, since $(a, v) : [P](k)$, thus $t a = i$ by definition of the extension $[P]$ of $P$. The second follows by coinduction, as $k(v b) = s b$.

This allows us to define the coinductive extension $\overline{c} : X \to V$ of $c$ by $\overline{c} x = h(kx, x)$ as a morphism $k \to q$ in $B/I$. That $\overline{c}$ is a homomorphism $c \to \xi'$ is easily checked as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\xi'(\overline{c} x) &= \xi'(h(kx, x)) \\
&= \xi_f(h(kx, x)) \\
&= (a, \lambda b.h(s b, v b)) \quad (a, v) = c x \\
&= (a, \lambda b.h(k(v b), v b)) \quad k(v b) = s b \\
&= (a, \lambda b.\overline{c} v b) \\
&= ([P] \overline{c})(c x)
\end{align*}
\]

Finally, we show how uniqueness of $\overline{c}$ follows from uniqueness of $h$. Let $g : (k, c) \to (q, \xi')$ be a $[P]$-homomorphism, and define $g' : \sum_k k \to \sum_f$ by $g'(i : I, x : X_i) = g x$. It is easy to see that $g'$ is a $[f]$-homomorphism from $\iota_k \circ \sum f c$ to $\xi_f$:

\[
\begin{align*}
\xi_f(g'(i, x)) &= \xi_f(g x) \\
&= ([P] g)(c x) \quad g \text{ homomorphism} \\
&= (a, \lambda b.(s^* g)(v b)) \quad (a, v) = c x \\
&= (a, \lambda b.g'(s b, v b)) \quad (*) \\
&= ([f] g')(\iota_k((\sum f c)(i, x)))
\end{align*}
\]

where $(*)$ follows since $v b : V_s b$ and $q(g(v b)) = k(v b) = s b$ by $g$ being a morphism from $k$ to $q$. Thus, by finality of $\xi_f$, $g' = h$ and so $g = \overline{c}$. \qed
Summary

Induction and coinduction are threads that cross the landscape of Mathematics and Computer Science as methods to define objects and reason about them. Of these two, induction is by far the better known technique, although coinduction has always been around in disguise. It was only in recent years that we began to see through this disguise and developed coinduction as a technique in its own right. This led to some remarkable theory under the umbrella of coalgebra and to striking applications of coinduction.

As it turns out, induction and coinduction are complementary techniques, they are dual in a precise sense. Being complementary, it is often necessary to use both techniques or even intertwine them. In this thesis, we show that combined induction-coinduction is often used implicitly, just like induction and coinduction used to be before they were studied systematically. Thus, the purpose of this thesis is to carefully study the combination of induction and coinduction, which hopefully, if anything, inspires others to work on and use inductive-coinductive techniques.

One example, which pervades the thesis, illustrates the combination particularly well: the so-called substream relation. A stream s, that is an infinite sequence, is a substream of stream t if all the entries of s occur in order in t. Intuitively, one has to find for all entries in s an entry in t with the same value in finitely many steps. The fact that we may only use a finite number of steps to find each entry is an iterative process, while its repetition for all entries is a coiterative process. Since these two processes are interleaved, the substream relation is a mixed inductive-coinductive relation.

To be able to deal with such examples, we aim in this thesis to find and study languages for inductive-coinductive definitions and reasoning, which lend themselves to being automatically verifiable, can be equipped with formal semantics, and allow human-readable specifications and proofs. Put in general terms, the intention of studying languages for inductive-coinductive definitions and reasoning is to provide a framework that is sufficiently rich to accommodate category theory and set theory. Moreover, this framework should allow for semantics that are, in principle, independent of those theories, and for proofs that can be formalised and automatically verified. This is of course an ambitious goal that will not be fully attained in this thesis, but we will nonetheless contribute to it.

Towards these aims, we proceed in several steps. The first step is to have some objects to reason about, which means specifically for this thesis that we provide two programming languages for inductive-coinductive types. In the first language, one can only write terminating programs, while the second allows arbitrary recursive specification. Such recursive specifications ease programming with mixed inductive-coinductive types dramatically over programming with the iteration and coiteration schemes in the first language. However, this increased expressiveness also comes at the price that we give up simple syntactic conditions for well-defined programs (programs that terminate under any observation) and have to characterise such programs in a different way.

To this end, we establish notions of observationally normalising programs, the well-defined programs, and an observational program equivalence in the presence of inductive-coinductive types and arbitrary recursive specifications. As it turns out, the characterisation of observationally normalising programs is itself an inductive-coinductive predicate. In contrast, the program equivalence is introduced through a modal logic and turns out to be purely coinductive. Given such a program equivalence, we have to ask whether it is well-motivated. An important property of the equivalence
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is that it allows us to construct 2-categories of types and terms, in which equality captures computations, while 2-cells represent program equivalences. In particular, least fixed point types and greatest fixed point types carry, respectively, pseudo-initial algebras and pseudo-final coalgebras in these 2-categories.

Even though the 2-category theoretical results give us some principles to reason about programs, these principles are not always the most convenient ones to work with. For this reason, we develop in the next step more convenient reasoning techniques: a bisimulation proof method, a syntactic first-order logic that is itself recursive, and an algorithm that operates on fragments of the programming languages. The bisimulation proof method can be enhanced by using so-called up-to techniques, which we demonstrate by showing that the substream relation is transitive. In particular, we use an up-to technique that allows us to use induction inside a bisimulation proof.

This setup becomes, unfortunately, rather complex because implementing induction as up-to technique forces a stratification of a mixed inductive-coinductive proof into a coinduction and two inductions. What is worse, the induction proofs must be proven independently of the coinduction, which makes finding the correct induction hypothesis a highly non-trivial task. To overcome such problems, we construe a recursive logic, in which inductive and coinductive proofs are incrementally constructed together. Recursion in proofs of this logic is thereby controlled through the so-called later modality. This modality allows us to ensure the correctness of a proof through each proof rule separately, which makes both proof checking and the soundness proof easy to implement.

Up to this point, the thesis is about programming with simple types, and reasoning about a very specific inductive-coinductive predicate (observational normalisation) and a very specific coinductive relation (observational equivalence). Both are defined in naive set theory, which means that neither are given in a principled manner nor that proofs about them can be directly formally expressed. This clearly violates our aims and is what caused us to invent, for example, a new logic from scratch. The remainder of the thesis deals with this issue in that we develop a category theoretic and a type theoretic approach that allow us to formally express results about simple inductive-coinductive types, and inductive-coinductive predicates and relations. It turns out that inductive-coinductive predicates and relations are best expressed as certain dialgebras in fibrations. This approach subsumes simple types and general dependent types. What is more, we are able to define a class of strictly positive dependent types and reduce them to initial algebras and final coalgebras of polynomial functors. This reduction to minimal requirement allows us to interpret dependent types in well-studied models. The category theoretical approach to dependent types is concluded by an analysis of the logical principles that are available in a fibration that is closed under strictly positive dependent types.

Following the guiding principles of the category theoretical development, we construct also a (syntactic) dependent type theory. This results in a small type theory that is merely based on inductive-coinductive dependent types, yet it admits all basic logical operators like conjunction, implication, quantification etc. Since this type theory is built on iteration and coiteration principles, we are able to show that all terms in that theory are strongly normalising. The thesis is concluded by giving a general induction principle for this type theory and an elaborate example of inductive-coinductive reasoning in Agda.
Samenvatting

Inductie en coinductie vormen twee technieken in het landschap van Wiskunde en Informatica die gebruikt worden om objecten te definiëren en om eigenschappen van deze objecten te laten zien. Inductie is bekender dan coinductie, maar coinductie was er op de achtergrond ook altijd al. In de laatste jaren is men begonnen coinductie als een op zich zelf staande techniek te ontwikkelen. In het kader van coalgebra is daar een uitgebreide theorie met opmerkelijke toepassingen uitgekomen.

Het blijkt dat inductie en coinductie complementair zijn: ze zijn op een bepaalde manier duaal. Omdat ze complementair zijn, moeten beide technieken vaak samen gebruikt worden. In dit proefschrift laten wij zien dat dit vaak impliciet gebeurt, op dezelfde manier als inductie en coinductie vroeger impliciet gebruikt werden voordat ze systematisch bestudeerd werden. Het doel van dit proefschrift is dus de combinatie van inductie en coinductie in detail te bestuderen, wat hopelijk inspiratie geeft om inductieve/coinductieve technieken verder te ontwikkelen en te gebruiken.

Een voorbeeld, die als een rode draad door dit proefschrift loopt en de combinatie verduidelijkt, is de zogenaamde deelstroomrelatie. Die relateert stromen, dus oneindige rijen, s en t dan en slechts dan als alle elementen in s in dezelfde volgorde in t voorkomen. De intuïtie is dat we voor iedere positie in s een element met dezelfde waarde in t moeten vinden, in eindig veel stappen. Het feit dat wij slechts eindig veel stappen mogen gebruiken om de positie te vinden, maakt het een iteratief proces, terwijl de herhaling een coiteratief proces is. Omdat deze twee processen van elkaar afhankelijk zijn, is de deelstroomrelatie een gemengde inductieve/coinductieve relatie.

Om met dit soort voorbeelden om te kunnen gaan, bestuderen en zoeken we in dit proefschrift talen voor inductieve/coinductieve definities en eigenschappen, die als basis voor de automatische verificatie van bewijzen gebruikt kunnen worden, die een formele semantiek hebben, en die makkelijk inzetbaar zijn door anderen. Vanuit een abstract perspectief is het doel van deze studie de inductieve/coinductieve definities en bewijsprincipes het geven van een raamwerk dat als logische basis voor categorieéntheorie een verzamelingstheorie kan dienen. Verder moet het mogelijk zijn een semantiek voor dit raamwerk te geven, die in beginsel onafhankelijk van deze theorieën is, en moet het mogelijk zijn bewijzen uit dit raamwerk te formaliseren en automatisch te verifiëren. Dit is een ambitieus doel dat niet geheel gehaald kan worden in dit proefschrift, maar waartoe we zeker een bijdrage leveren.

We gaan in meerdere stappen te werk om in richting van de bovengenoemde doelen te gaan. De eerste stap is dat we objecten nodig hebben waarvan we eigenschappen willen beschrijven. In dit proefschrift betekent dit specifiek dat wij twee talen voor het programmeren met inductieve en coinductieve typen introduceren. In de eerste taal is het mogelijk alleen convergerende programma’s op te schrijven, terwijl de tweede taal willekeurige, recursieve specificaties toestaat. Zulke recursieve specificaties maken het programmeren met gemengde inductieve/coinductieve typen veel makkelijker, vergeleken met het programmeren met iteratie- en coiteratieschema’s in de eerste taal. Het probleem met algemene recursie is dat wij eenvoudige, syntactische condities voor welgedefinieerde programma’s—die bij het toepassen van iedere observatie termineren—verliezen en dat we deze programma’s op een andere manier moeten karakteriseren.

Om dit te bereiken, introduceren we een begrip van welgedefinieerde programma’s, dat we “observationally normalising” noemen, en een programma-equivalentie in de context van inductieve/coinductieve typen en algemene recursieve specificaties. Het blijkt dat de karakterisering van
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welgedefinieerde programma’s zelf een inductief/coinductief predicaat is. Daarentegen wordt de programmaëquivalentie als een modale logica geïntroduceerd, en is deze equivalentie puur coinductief. Om een goede motivatie voor deze programmaëquivalentie te geven, introduceren we een 2-categorie van typen, termen en equivalenties als 2-cellen. In deze 2-categorie komen kleinste fixpunten overeen met pseudo-initiële algebra’s, en grootste fixpunten met pseudo-finale coalgebra’s.

Hoewel we bepaalde technieken uit 2-categorieëntheoretische resultaten kunnen halen, zijn deze technieken niet altijd het meest geschikt. Daarom ontwikkelen wij in een volgende stap praktischere bewijsmethoden: een methode gebaseerd op bisimulaties, een syntactische, recursieve eerste-orde logica, en een algoritme voor een fragment van de programmeertalen. De bisimulatieaanpak kan door zogenaamde up-to technieken verbeterd worden. Wij demonstreren dit door een voorbeeld, waarin we laten zien dat de deelstroomrelatie transitief is. Daarbij maken maken wij vooral gebruik van een up-to techniek waarmee we inductie in een bisimulatiebewijs kunnen gebruiken.

Deze opzet wordt helaas best ingewikkeld, omdat door de implementatie van inductie als up-techniek een stratificatie van een gemengd inductief/coinductief bewijs in een coinductie en twee inducties gebeurt. Sterker nog, de inductieve bewijzen moeten onafhankelijk van de coinductieve stap bewezen worden, waardoor het vinden van de juiste inductiehypothese zelf een ingewikkelde opgave wordt. Om dit probleem op te lossen, ontwikkelen we een recursieve logica waarin inductieve en coinductieve bewijzen samen en incrementeel geconstrueerd worden. Om te voorkomen dat de recursie in bewijzen misgaat, gebruiken wij de zogenaamde “later modality”. Omdat het door deze modaliteit mogelijk is de correctheid van bewijzen op het niveau van regels te waarborgen, worden ook het controleren van bewijzen en het correctheidsbewijs vereenvoudigd.

Tot dit punt gaat het in het proefschrift alleen maar over het programmeren met eenvoudige typen, en over eigenschappen van een specifiek inductief/coinductief predicaat (observational normalisation) en een specifieke coinductieve relatie (observational equivalence). Beide zijn in een naïeve verzamelingstheorie gedefinieerd, dus zijn deze definities niet op fundamentele principes gebaseerd, en kunnen bewijzen over dit predicaat/deze relatie niet direct formeel uitgedrukt worden. Dit gaat tegen onze doelen in, en is een reden om de recursieve logica te ontwikkelen. In het resterende deel van het proefschrift lossen we dit op door categoriaëntheoretische en typentheoretische aanpakken te ontwikkelen die het mogelijk maken resultaten over eenvoudige inductieve/coinductieve typen, predicaten en relaties formeel uit te drukken. Het blijkt dat dialgebra’s in vezelingen de beste manier zijn om inductieve/coinductieve predicaten en relaties uit te drukken. Door deze aanpak wordt het ook mogelijk met eenvoudige typen en algemene afhankelijke typen om te gaan. Bovendien kunnen wij een klasse van strikt positieve, afhankelijke typen definiëren, waarvoor wij een semantiek in vorm van initiële algebra’s en finale coalgebra’s van polynomiale functoren krijgen. Door deze reductie naar minimale eisen wordt het mogelijk afhankelijke typen over welbekende modellen te interpreteren. We sluiten de categoriaëntheoretische aanpak af met een analyse van logische principes die gelden in een vezeling die gesloten is onder strikt positieve, afhankelijke typen.

De laatste stap is de constructie van een (syntactische) afhankelijke typentheorie, waarbij wij de principes van de categoriaëntheoretische aanpak volgen. Daardoor krijgen wij een typentheorie met weinig regels die alleen maar op inductieve/coinductieve, afhankelijke typen gebaseerd is, maar nog steeds logische operatoren zoals conjunctie, implicatie en kwantificering toestaat. Omdat deze typentheorie alleen op iteratie en coiteratie gebaseerd is kunnen wij laten zien dat alle termen in deze theorie sterk-normaliserend zijn. We sluiten het proefschrift met een algemeen inductieprincipe voor deze typentheorie en een uitgebreid voorbeeld van een inductief/coinductief bewijs in Agda.
Zusammenfassung


Ein Beispiel, das sich als roter Faden durch diese Arbeit zieht und das die Kombination von Induktion und Koinduktion verdeutlicht, ist die sogenannte Teilstromrelation. In dieser Relation stehen Ströme (unendliche Folgen) s und t genau dann in Beziehung, wenn alle Einträge in s in der gleichen Reihenfolge in t auftauchen. Die Intuition dieser Beziehung ist, dass wir für jede Position in s mit Gebrauch von endlich vielen Schritten einen Eintrag in t mit dem gleichen Wert finden müssen. Tatsächlich ist die Suche in endlich vielen Schritten ein iterativer Prozess, wohingegen ihre Wiederholung für jede Position ein koiterativer Prozess ist. Da diese beiden Prozessen verzahnt sind, ist die Teilstromrelation eine gemischte induktiv-koinduktive Relation.


Um die genannten Ziele zu erreichen, werden wir in mehreren Schritten vorgehen. Zunächst benötigen wir Objekte, über die wir Aussagen treffen können. In dieser Arbeit bedeutet das im Speziellen, dass wir zwei Programmiersprachen zum Programmieren mit induktiven und koinduktiven Typen entwickeln. In der ersten Sprache können nur terminierende Programme beschrieben werden, während die zweite Sprache beliebige rekursive Programme zulässt. Im Vergleich zu den Iterations- und Koiterationsschemata der ersten Sprache, wird das Programmieren durch das Erlauben beliebiger Rekursionen immens vereinfacht. Allerdings ist der Preis, den wir für die stärkere Ausdruckskraft zahlen müssen, dass es nicht mehr möglich ist wohldefinierte Programme, die unter
jeder Beobachtung terminieren, durch einfache syntaktische Kriterien zu charakterisieren.


Auch wenn die Resultate über 2-Kategorien uns bereits einige Prinzipien geben, um Beweise über Programme zu führen, ist dieser Ansatz nicht immer der geeignetste. Daher entwickeln wir im Folgenden praktischere Beweistechniken: eine auf Bismutationen basierte Methode, eine syntaktische Prädikatenlogik erster Stufe mit rekursiven Beweisen, und einen Algorithmus, der die Äquivalenz für ein Fragment der Programmiersprachen entscheiden kann. Die Bismutationenmethode kann durch sogenannte up-to-Techniken verbessert werden. Wir führen dies anhand eines Beispiels vor, in welchem wir zeigen, dass die Teilströmrelation transitiv ist. Hierbei benutzen wir vor allem eine up-to-Technik, durch welche wir Induktion innerhalb eines Bismutationsbeweis gebrauchen können.


Ansatz mit einer Analyse der logischen Prinzipien, die aus einer, unter strikt positiven abhängigen Typen abgeschlossenen, Faserkategorie hervorgehen.
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